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ABSTRACT 
 

Michael Tillotson’s Agency Reduction Formation theory is designed to expose, 

situate, and explain ideological trends that are intended to compel African people to 

distance themselves from their collective identity (Tillotson 2011, 62). Identity provides 

African people the internal construction to seek self-determination that allows them to 

strive for agency, the ability to provide the psychological and cultural resources 

necessary for the advancement of human freedom (Asante 2007, 40-41).  In this study, I 

have added an agential location dimension to the discourse of “identity names”  utilizing 

Afrocentric analysis to interrogate whether those specific “identity names” position 

African people toward victorious consciousness, an attitude which reflects a commitment 

to Africana history, values, and culture. In addition to exploring why it is problematic for 

African people to identify with terms such as “Nigga”, “Bad Bitch”, “Savage” and “Trap 

Queen” given the controversy sustained by their overuse as racial epithets and radical 

forms of misnaming, I also address how such “identity words” are aggressive forms of 

Agency Reduction Formation.  To demonstrate how the use of the previously mentioned 

“identity words” is an agency reducing activity, I analyzed the words and photographs of 

African men and women featured on the social networking platform Instagram. Through 

content analysis, I claimed that African people identifying particularly as a “Nigga”, 

“Bad Bitch”, “Savage” and “Trap Queen” within their profiles and posts create an 

environment for dis-empowerment, identity dislocation, and internalized oppression.  If 

tendencies to use these “agency reducing identity words” continues in this manner, 

African people will experience ongoing cultural dislocation that diminishes their “need 

for a collective agency that fights against oppression.”  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Robert Williams: We need to define what we speak. We need to give a clear 

definition of our language. 

Ernie Smith: If you notice, every language in the world represents a nation or a 

nationality. What we are speaking has continuity not only in the United States, but 

outside the United States and all the way back to the mother country.  We need to 

get the term completely off the English scale and start calling it what it really 

represents. 

Robert Williams: Let me make a point here. Language is a process of 

communication. But we need to deal with the root of our language. What about 

Ebo? Ebo linguistics? Ebolingual? Ebo Phonics? Ebonics? Let’s define our 

language as Ebonics.   

The Group: That sounds good. 

Robert Williams: I am talking about an ebony language. We know that ebony 

means black and that phonics refers to speech sounds or the science of sounds.  

Thus, we are really talking about the science of black speech sounds or language 

(Williams 1997a, 14). 

The conversation above was held on January 26th, 1973 in St. Louis, Missouri at a 

conference titled “Cognitive and Language Development of the Black Child,” hosted by 

Robert Williams (Baugh 2000,15).  This conversation highlights the urgency for Africans 

to linguistically define themselves on their own terms. African people have their own 

language and this conference not only expressed the need for that language to be 

recognized but also named, giving it life and existence.   
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Statement of Problems 
 

Robert Williams defines Ebonics: 

 

 Ebonics has two major dimensions as a language: 

1. A lexicon or the vocabulary of the language, 

2. Morphology or the study of the structure and form of the language that 

include its grammatical rules.  Ebonics may be defined as the linguistic and 

paralinguistic features which on a concentric continuum represent the 

communicative competence of the West African, Caribbean, and United 

States slave descendent of African origin.  It includes the grammar, various 

idioms, patois, argots, ideolects, and social dialects of Black people. 

(Williams 1975, vi; Baugh 2000, 15) 

 

This definition provided the foundation of what Ebonics was however it has evolved into 

a larger component within the Rhetoric of both Continental and Diasporic African people 

and recognizes the African forms of letters, syllables, and words of phonetic, 

morphological and syntactic value (Blackshire-Belay 1996, 20; Baugh 2000, 23).  The 

definition of Ebonics now embraces African nonverbal communication patterns such as 

body language and movement, expressions, gestures and silence.  The definition now 

welcomes all languages of African people on the continent and in the Diaspora that have 

created new languages based on their environmental circumstances (Blackshire-Belay 

1996, 20; Baugh 2000, 23).  Language is a socially constructed behavior that changes, 

evolves and can be manipulated by exposure, identity, and peer group influence 

(Rickford 2015, 1). Ebonics as a liberating language, has socially constructed and 

socially evolved itself due to the conditions of enslavement, discrimination, mass 

incarceration, racism, white superiority and endless instances of in justice.  It has given a 

voice to Africans of the continent and the Diaspora, allowing them to create a linguistic 

culture of survival; especially through contemporary entertainment mediums such as 

Music specifically Hip Hop and Rap, Reality Television and Social Media.  Ebonics is 
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spoken or embraced by 80 to 90 percent of African people1, at least some of the time 

(Smitherman 1977, 2).  Ebonics, because it is grounded in African language and the 

African experience, it is crucial for the speaker and listener to know context and nuances, 

so that no one misinterprets the intended meaning of the communication and the language 

is not used as either a verbal weapon against one another or a tool of oppression. 

However, Ebonics as a language has provided both linguistic liberation as well as 

semantic silencing by also providing a homeplace for noticeable expletives as well as 

provocative terms and racial epithets such as “Nigga”, “Bad Bitch”, “Savage” and “Trap 

Queen” (Low 2007, 148).  

Michael Tillotson’s Agency Reduction Formation theory is designed to expose, 

situate, and explain ideological trends that are intended to compel African people to 

distance themselves from their collective identity (Tillotson 2011, 62). Identity provides 

African people the internal construction to seek self-determination that allows them to 

strive for agency, the ability to provide the psychological and cultural resources 

necessary for the advancement of human freedom (Asante 2007, 40-41).  In this study, I 

have added an agential location dimension to the discourse of “identity names”  utilizing 

Afrocentric analysis to interrogate whether those specific “identity names” position 

African people toward victorious consciousness, an attitude which reflects a commitment 

to Africana history, values, and culture.  It is problematic for African people to identify 

 
1 This work uses the term African because it recognizes the ethnicity of both the people that were 
observed to obtain the data but also the people that are impacted by the terms discussed in this piece. 
This work is less based on the race one identifies as or is identified as, and does not focus on the 
nationality of an individual but more so embraces that all of these people, concepts and ideologies in this 
work are African and aide to the liberation of African people.  The term African will be used in place of 
stating that one is, or a group of people are either identified or recognized as Continental or Diasporic 
Africans.   
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with terms such as “Nigga”, “Bad Bitch”, “Savage” and “Trap Queen” given the 

controversy sustained by their overuse as racial epithets and radical forms of misnaming, 

I also address how such “identity words” are aggressive forms of Agency Reduction 

Formation.  When Africans choose to identify themselves as the previously mention 

“identity words” they are choosing to no longer view themselves as an intelligent subject 

but as an internalized oppressed victim (Nguyen 2013, 295). For African people, to 

position the African self as nonessential is a pseudo-reality that reduces African peoples’ 

desire for collective resistance, which maintains power for the status quo (Tillotson 2011, 

61-62). 

Unfortunately, there are scholars that study linguistic, rhetoric, African rhetoric 

and Ebonics that continue to produce decapitated texts that exists without cultural 

presence in the historical experiences of the creator or produce lynched texts in which 

they are strung up with the tropes and figures of the dominating culture (Asante 2003, 

238-240).  In which they tend to only focus on the impact of the use of “Nigga” 

politically, culturally and personally to African people; rather than discuss the 

consequences of African people continual use of any “identity word”, not just “Nigga” 

and how the continual uses is not only creating  dis-agency within the African cultural 

experience but also manifesting archetypes, personas and personalities from these 

“identity words.”  This is both problematic and mentally traumatic for African people that 

are seeking that linguistic liberation that Ebonics usually gives; this dis-agency later 

evolves into a dislocation from oneself and thus creating a disillusionment in how 

African people see themselves or worse continues to see themselves how their oppressor 

wants them to see themselves.   
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To demonstrate how the use of the previously mentioned “identity words” is an 

agency reducing activity, I analyzed the words and photographs of African men and 

women featured on the social networking platform Instagram. I analyzed 200 Instagram 

pictures posted by 40 users, each users’ handle or bio included the “identity words” 

“Nigga”, “Bad Bitch”, “Savage” or “Trap Queen”.   Through content analysis, I claimed 

that African people identifying particularly as a “Nigga”, “Bad Bitch”, “Savage” and 

“Trap Queen” within their profiles and posts create an environment for dis-

empowerment, identity dislocation, and internalized oppression. By taking part in this 

agency reducing activity, African people act as if they cannot see themselves as victors of 

the present and future lives.  If tendencies to use these “agency reducing identity words” 

(ARIW) continues in this manner, African people will experience ongoing cultural 

dislocation that diminishes their “need for a collective agency that fights against 

oppression” and thus promoting “mental enslavement” to white superiority.  

Dissertation Research Questions 

 

My study answers the following research questions: 

• How does African people’s use of “ARIW” influence African people’s collective 

identity? 

 

• What does the use of “ARIW” suggest about the identities of African people? 
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Language 

Afrocentricity has “a commitment to lexical refinement” because language has 

been used as a tool to keep Africans mentally imprisoned, oppressed, and dislocated 

(Asante 2008, 104-108). The Afrocentric concern with language exists necessarily on two 

different but related planes; one being the efficacious use of language in the efforts of 

Africans, as African people and the second being the nature of the linguistic environment 

in which that effort is being made (Modupe 2003, 69). 

A dilemma that African people experience is that they consciously or 

subconsciously choose to use and embrace the language of white racists as their own 

language with no regard to their historical circumstance, not realizing that choice is in 

fact them choosing to remain mentally enslaved (Asante 1998, 31-34). Unless we reflect 

on the terms we use, we may continue to use terms that encapsulate us, distort our 

historical reality, cloud our own minds, and render us impotent in the face of 

psychological, political, or cultural challenges (Asante 1998, 31-34). If an African person 

is using names like “Nigga”, “Bad Bitch”, “Savage”, and “Trap Queen” to name or 

describe another African person, they are not located or appear to be on the path toward 

African agency (Mazama 2003, 28-29). Yes, African people may use irony, sarcasm, and 

other techniques of language to deliver a specific point, message or perspective; however, 

an African that is located is extremely sensitive and aware of their use of ARIW.  They 

would never use ARIW to name another African and associate them to a false identity, 

archetype or caricature. The located African, is aware of name displacement, and would 

not contribute to the spiritual and psychological damage it has on African people 

(Mazama 2003, 28-29).  
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In every instance, Africans must seek agency to understand the source and 

motivation of themselves. If agency cannot be established or is deliberately given up, 

then one is witnessing the results of the psychological chains of enslavement (Asante 

2007 40-42). Words do change and have different appeals at different times. For 

example, “Negro” “Black” “African American” and “African” have had their impact at 

various times; contemporary words such a “Nigga,” “Bad Bitch,” “Savage,” and “Trap 

Queen” will as well (Asante 2007, 40-43). 

Maulana Karenga argues that we must create a different language and logic from 

our oppressors, as well as give new meanings to old terms and concepts. However, due to 

popular entertainment mediums such as Hip Hop, Reality Television and Social Media, 

the need and desire to create a different or new language and logic from the oppressor is 

lost and considered both not necessary and obsolete.  African people have become reliant 

on the reclamation of old terms and concepts to provide them with both agency and 

liberation.  Nevertheless, African people embracing and reclaiming a language that was 

designed to oppress them is problematic.  African people are choosing to believe that by 

changing the nomenclature, ignoring the histories associated to the terms, and ignoring 

the intent behind the terms; the language will provide them with agency or liberation.  

Unfortunately, with this mentality and popular entertainment mediums such as Hip Hop, 

Reality Television and Social Media African people are expressing ignorance,  laziness 

and a lack of accountability for their awareness and active participation and justification 

in using: oppressive language, negative rhetoric,  ARIW and mentally, emotionally, 

internally and at times physically altering and damaging speech.   As an Afrocentric 

study, this work looks to discontinue the use of ARIW.    
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Significance of the Study 
 

There is ample scholarship on the term Nigger and its permutation ‘Nigga,’ that 

describes the history and controversy surrounding the usage of those words among 

African peoples. The analyses for ‘Nigga’ are inappropriate to apply to other ARIW such 

as “Bad Bitch”, “Savage” and “Trap Queen”. These ARIW have different histories, and 

their construction does not come from the conceptions of African inferiority. As much as 

these ARIW are a part of Ebonics; my work is contributing less to the scholarship of 

Ebonics but more so providing a homeplace for these ARIW within the scholarship of the 

rhetoric of the African Diaspora. It is in providing this space, these “identity-words” and 

words like it can be properly identified, defined and examined as they relate to their 

impact and effect on the mental liberation of African people.  

Molefi Kete Asante defines Africology as the Afrocentric study of phenomena, 

events, ideas, and personalities related to Africa (Mazama 2003, 24). The discipline of 

Africology provides African people a prism through which Africans can correctly 

interpret the world around them. It demands African people to search for truth about the 

realities emanating from the African experience. Africology is sustained by a 

commitment to centering the study of African phenomena and procedures in the 

experiences of African people (Mazama 2003, 24-26). The mission of Africology is 

liberation from Eurocentric thinking and imposition. Africology's primary theoretical 

framework is Afrocentricity. Afrocentricity is a theory about African development both 

psychic and cultural of the person and of the people. Its objective is the development of 

the African human personality because African people are the source of life for the 

material and the spiritual. When African people become more conscious of themselves, 
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they shall be advanced and will then make progress (Asante 2003, 49-50). This study is 

grounded in Africology because it explores and expands on the concept of liberation 

through language and the interrogation of obtaining and losing African agency through 

words.  

Michael Tillotson defines Agency Reduction Formation as “any system of 

thought that distracts, neutralizes, or reduces the need and desire for assertive collective 

agency by African people” (Tillotson 2011, 60). Tillotson identified postmodernism, 

color-blind ideology, essentialism, and the social construction of race as aggressive forms 

of Agency Reduction Formations because they are ideological tools that instill political 

inaction in Africana people. When African people do not recognize the nefarious nature 

of these allegedly progressive ideological systems, then African people contribute to their 

marginalization (Tillotson 2011, 61). This study claims that “Nigga,” “Bad Bitch,” 

“Savage” and “Trap Queen” are ARIW; it also highlights the significance in knowing 

what ARIW are as well as how and why they impact African people.   

I argue that some African people’s linguistic creations maintain archetypes, 

identities, and personas once used or designed to oppress them. I theorize on how African 

people oppress themselves internally, psychologically, and socially when embracing and 

celebrating ARIW as if they were devices of liberation and empowerment.  
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Language Influences on African People 
 

Throughout the evolution of Ebonics, the conversation of negative naming has yet 

to be documented in this manner, looking at terms and words as names, identities, 

archetypes, and personas, as well as cultural manifestation of African Rhetoric/Nommo. 

This discussion has not been considered let alone documented when researching Ebonics. 

The evolution of words/terms past the creation and presence of “Nigga” and “Bitch” has 

yet to be recognized. A gambit of ARIW has been created due to the urban dictionary, 

generational trends, reality television, hip hop/rap culture and social media memes and 

hashtags but have thriving life-forces that have and are expanding outside of their 

original home or said purpose of creation. There are cases and studies in which some of 

these words/terms are being documented, collected, created, defined and gathered, 

unfortunately they are not observed as serious threats to the African community because 

they are not associated with scholarly documents and are merely viewed as just products 

of the African people because they are now being created by African people, and appear 

for African people because they are majority used by African people.  
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CHAPTER 2 

 

 LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

“As long as you allow them to call you what they wish you don’t know who you really 

are. You can’t lay claim to any name, any home, any destiny, that will identify you as 

something you should be, as someone you should become; a brother among brother 

(Benston, 1982)” 

           -

Malcolm X 

 

This chapter will review literature on African Worldview, African and African 

Diaspora rhetoric, and social media.  

African Worldview 
 

The rhetoric of the African Continent and its Diaspora is an extension of the 

African worldview. The African worldview is a mental active agent in the internal 

liberation of African people. It is the foundation for the characteristics of African 

people’s civilizations and distinguishes the Africology from other forms of Black Studies 

(Azibo 1992, 4-7). The African worldview locates the concepts of Afrocentricity: 

centeredness, situatedness, agency, location, and victorious consciousness. It is 

comprised of the natural indigenous/authentic conceptual framework of African people, 

and originates from their history, culture, and philosophy (Baldwin 1991, 14). The 

African worldview is the universal and timeless worldview characteristic of African 

people throughout space and time (Carruthers 1984, Chapter 3). It is the guiding lens for 

African people to achieve equity, justice, and liberation. 
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By understanding the African worldview, one can understand the foundation and 

structure of African culture. The African worldview is a product of the African’s history, 

culture, and philosophy. The center and location of African thought originates from the 

African cultural perspective. When African people do not embrace their worldview, they 

are unable to achieve agency (Azibo 1992, 4-7). When African people embrace their 

worldview, they release themselves of the mental and emotional shackles placed on them 

and rid themselves of the oppressive muzzles that have been silencing them. A large part 

of the African worldview is understanding the significance of culture. According to the 

Kawaida Theory, culture is the totality of a people’s thought and practice by which they 

celebrate themselves, themselves, and introduce themselves to history and humanity 

(Mazama 2003, 18-21). Wade Nobles identifies culture as “the process which gives a 

people a general design for living and patterns for interpreting reality” (Nobles 1982, 43-

44; Nobles 1985, 5-8). Nobles explains the process in a three-level model in which the 

“primary” level unfolds into and influences the “secondary or intermediary” level which, 

unfolds into and influences the “surface level. Nobles states a people’s “pattern for 

interpreting reality” are generated in the primary and secondary levels, which taken 

together comprise of the deep structure of culture (Nobles 1982, 43-44; Nobles 1985, 5-

8). A people’s “general design for living” is the upshot of their patterns for interpreting 

reality. It is expressed in the vast array of manifest behaviors, values, customs, ideas, 

beliefs, symbols, language, and so on that are characteristic of that people’s experiences 

and practice. This is the third of surface level and comprises the surface structure of 

culture (Nobles 1982, 43-44; Nobles 1985, 5-8). 
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Wade Nobles’ model of culture affords a precise definition and explication of the 

term “deep structure of culture,” due to its development as a scientific construct. The 

breakdown of Noble’s “deep structure of culture” is documented in “The African and 

European Answers to the cultural factors and cultural aspects.” There, he defines the 

primary and secondary levels of culture as well as recognizes the African and the 

European natural responses to each level, as well as the cultural factors and aspects 

associated to each level (Nobles 1982, 43-44; Nobles 1985, 5-8). Acknowledging the 

clear difference between the African and European worldview is important for 

understanding the foundation of African people and the damage Europeans have imposed 

and inflicted upon African people. A people’s worldview influences and determines their 

behavior. This is no different when looking at African people of the continent and the 

Diaspora. If African people are view themselves through the eyes of others, they will face 

conflict with how they interpret themselves and the world.  

When African people embrace the European worldview, they view the universe in 

a materialistic and “Euro-rationalistic” way that inevitably discourages their spirituality. 

They are forced and coerced to embrace “Euro-ethos” that which is characterized by a 

will-to-power, by the need to control, a will derive pleasure from a technical order, from 

conflict (war), from winning (destroying) and the exploitation of others. Africans 

embracing worldviews outside their own, especially those grounded in oppressing and 

victimizing others and not built on cultural values of any kind, are forced to ask and 

answer the question “what happens when a people are forced to live, i.e. survive, within a 

culture based on a worldview that is oppressive to their ethos?” (Ani 1992, 4). Once we 

as African people understand the nature of the traditional African worldview, we will see 
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that it explains the African-Diasporic ethos in response to Western European culture, and 

to the experiences forced on us by that “culture” in its New European setting (Ani 1992, 

5). African people must begin with an explanation and understanding of the traditional 

African worldview. This knowledge will enable African people to recognize their own 

expressions and manifestations within African Diasporic life and culture (Ani 1992, 5). 

The Eurocentric worldview and “culture” has blinded, silenced, and stripped African 

people of their cultural identity and in doing so, has also created a barrier in which those 

same Africans’ traditional senses are either jaded or completely distorted: they cannot 

recognize the signs and symbols of their own culture in front of them, they cannot 

recognize familiar sounds let alone understand or interrupt their native tongue or 

adaptations of their traditional dialect, they cannot recognize the taste of their traditional 

food, they cannot recognize familiar smells associated to that of their culture and spices, 

and they are unaware how it feels to wear their traditional clothing or dance to their 

traditional music.  

The African Worldview is built up of a composite of cultural group’s 

understanding of: the universe (cosmology), being (ontology), values (axiology), 

reasoning (logic) and knowledge (epistemology), all of which contribute to the ways 

people make sense of their lived reality (Nobles 1982, 43-44; Nobles 1985, 5-8). When 

comparing the two worldviews; the central premise of an African worldview is that a 

divine law governs an active and alive universe. A European worldview embraces the 

worldview as idea of order is imposed by a stronger force; and to overcome chaos one 

must impose (control) or enforce a reorder to order to fits one’s own interests (Nobles 

1982, 43-44; Nobles 1985, 5-8). The African worldview embraces that of ontology, the 
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African “spirit” or “force” that endows all things and expresses that the Divine provides a 

spirit essence to all creation; while the European worldview embraces ontology through 

the materiality that is worth only in utility for exploration (Nobles 1982, 43-44; Nobles 

1985, 5-8). The African worldview embraced axiology through the rhythmic and 

harmonious interchange of syntheses (connections) and contradictions (antagonisms); 

while the European worldview embraced axiology as conflict of opposing forces; one 

force must conquer the oppressors (Nobles 1982, 43-44; Nobles 1985, 5-8). The African 

worldview embraces ethos as primary; the oneness of all things, to be “one with/harmony 

with” nature; while the European worldview recognizes ethos as the control and mastery 

of nature and all life (Nobles 1982, 43-44; Nobles 1985, 5-8). The African worldview 

recognizes ideology as the oneness of things and the primacy of life reflecting a Divine 

nature; group maintenance, collectiveness and sharing; the European worldview 

recognizes ideology as the survival of the fittest; drive for mastery and control of nature 

(Nobles 1982, 43-44; Nobles 1985, 5-8).    

The African worldview is relevant because it generates a set of metaphysical 

definitions and can only be explained or understood using those definitions as reference 

points. Gross distortions and misconceptions results when alien metaphysical conceptions 

are injected into cross-cultural analysis of a given world view. The European mind is 

literal, while African conceptions are expressed symbolically. The European and African 

worldviews are vastly different; any Africans embracing the African worldview and 

utilizing and embracing European definitions are blatantly absurd. The African 

worldview is relevant and crucial for African people to utilize because it provides the 

foundation toward understanding African philosophy; and essentially provides the 
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necessary tools to locate and continuously relocating African people once dislocated (Ani 

1992, 50). 

The African worldview, is a composite of African spirituality and understanding 

how all things are relative, related and connected to one another; everything is united in 

existence. It is understanding that everything that happens or occurs involves every 

individual and everything else around said happenings or occurrence. 

  It is relevant for African people to obtain the African worldview because it 

embraces the fact that African people are communal, and it addresses that events and 

relationships are the main components of reality. It is within the African worldview that 

African people embrace the fact that African existence is based on them being named, 

what that means and who they are to be within and for their community. An Africans’ 

identity consists of who they are related to and how they are related to them. The African 

worldview focuses on the relationship between individuals, and their roles in events. The 

African worldview values the community, there are no separate identities for 

individualistic thoughts and ideas. It is relevant for African people to not only understand 

the African worldview as a foundation for their existence but also as a foundation to their 

language and the rhetoric of the continent and the Diaspora.  For Continental and 

Diasporic Africans language and rhetoric is not just about communication, it defines who 

they are and reflects the rhythm of their lives (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 34).   

An aspect of the African worldview that is very important to not only African 

people but especially in understanding and grasping Rhetoric of the African Diaspora is 

that of African-Diasporic humanism, which is derived from the humanistic nature of the 

African world-view and grows out of the African conception of the human being. 
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African-Diasporic humanism is an attitude toward life that stresses the importance of 

human spiritual/ emotional experience. It places emphasis on the human spirit (Ani 1992, 

50). 

The essence of the human is understood to be the soul and not the conscious 

intellect alone. The ability of a human being to have power over and to exploit others is 

not paramount. Rather, human interrelationship and interdependency are recognized as 

primacy needs and part of what validates human experience. African humanism in the 

Diaspora places value on achieving a special quality of life; on living life to its fullest; on 

feeling pain and joy deeply. All of that is life (Ani 1992, 50). African-Diasporic 

humanism, as an aspect of the African worldview, puts value on the survival of the group 

as actualized through the birth of its new members and the rebirth of its ancestors (Ani 

1992, 50). African humanism is North America places value on the expression of the 

African spirit-Soul-through various art forms such as: art, literature, film, television, 

music, and language, all of which contain or reflect the history and experience of being 

black in America; or being African in Europe. African-Diasporic humanism rejects the 

concept of “art for art’s sake” and replaces it with “art for life’s sake.” It recognizes that 

African people must do and speak with purpose because African people are people of, for 

and about purpose (Ani 1992, 50). 

African Rhetoric of the Continent and Diaspora 
 

The study of African American rhetoric as orature has been a significant advance 

in the field of communication, though relatively few scholars of African and Diasporic 

African rhetoric in speech communication have integrated African and African Diasporic 

rhetorical theories and methods to encase discussions of this culturally located set of 
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rhetorical experiences. Some scholars who contributed to the discourse of African and 

Diasporic African rhetorical traditions have written a narrow understanding of said 

traditions, which has left the discourse with research laced with the impression that 

European and European American paradigms are sufficient for examining African and 

Diasporic African phenomena and artifacts.  

European infiltration and validation are not necessary when describing and 

interrogating rhetoric of Africa and the Diaspora. There is a safe intellectual space for 

dramatist, narrative, neo Aristotelian and postmodern rhetorical approaches, among other 

such paradigms. The urgency now resides in creating and maintaining a safe intellectual 

space for African and Diasporic African rhetorical critics and criticism in the discourse of 

not only Rhetoric but the discipline of Africology and African American studies (Jackson 

and Richardson 2003, xii).  

Jack Daniel explains that in the late 1960s, the National Communication 

Association (formerly Speech Association of America) convened an “Open Meeting on 

Social Relevance,” out of which emerged a heightened “consciousness” and “awareness” 

among some White scholars in search of the “need” for African American intellectual 

and political participation in the discipline; again negating that African people of the 

continent established “rhetoric” well before Aristotle. Daniel expresses how Africans felt 

the need to seek European validation just to obtain approval that Rhetoric and Language 

can be examined by African people of both the continent and the Diaspora. Even after 

this genesis of “allowing” African and Diasporic African people in the conversation and 

their narrative at the table, Europeans were persistent in verbal harassing and gave death 

threats from those who would rather advocate that of White racial separatism and the 
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continual European dominating characteristic of the 1960s, than embrace the infinite 

possibilities of an African located intellectual front (Jackson and Richardson 2003, xiii). 

Despite this, scholars such as Charles Hurst, Molefi Asante, Jack Daniel, Dorothy 

Pennington, Lucia Hawthorne, and Lyndrey Niles began to conceptualize the Black 

Rhetoric Institute, an entity that would be dedicated to rhetorical inquiry by, for, and 

about Black people throughout the Diaspora. Daniel explains, the study of Black rhetoric 

is needed to extend beyond the proposed institute and that the scholar teachers of the 

institute would need to teach Black rhetoric as well as African derived concepts such as 

Nommo (the generative power of the spoken word) to assist in “making sense” of Black 

orature to Whites who attended their respective universities and also would need to 

influence how scholars studied Black discourse throughout the profession. Daniel asserts, 

for example, “Instead of analyzing Malcom X’s discourse with modifications of 

Aristotle’s categories, we proposed to teach African American graduate students the role 

of ‘Nommo’ in Malcolm X’s discourse, thus providing the active agent in what makes the 

language of liberation, liberating (Jackson and Richardson 2003, xiii). 

According to works of G.M James in Stolen Legacy: Greek Philosophy is Stolen 

Egyptian Philosophy, Chanchellor Williams in The Destruction of Black Civilization: 

Great Issues of a Race from 4500 BC to 2000AD and Cheikh Anta Diop The African 

Origin of Civilization: Myth or Reality? Europeans emphasize Greek philosophy, as the 

dominating intellectual landscape in classical rhetorical studies, and that it began around 

640 BC with the Persian conquests; and that there is only one “classical rhetoric” that is 

ever mentioned, celebrated or acknowledged, and that refers to that of Greek and Roman 

traditions. In their texts, James, Williams and Diop stress the historical inaccuracies that 
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remain to be taught. If the genealogy of classical rhetoric begins in 640 BCE and human 

civilization began in 4500 BCE, then four thousand years of African rhetorical 

innovations have gone unexplored by present day rhetorical scholars (Jackson Richardson 

2003, xvi). Diop and others remind us, as African scholars, we must examine discursive 

activity during the origins of humankind to gain access to a traditional rhetorical system. 

Diop and others have explained that rhetoric must be at least 6,500 years old, since the 

estimated birth of human civilization has been dated at 45000 BC. The “re locating” 

process of the origin of rhetoric needed to be put in place and Greek and Roman classic 

rhetorical paradigms no longer could occupy a restrictive space of anteriority since there 

are clearly African civilizations, cultures, and traditions that existed before the Greeks 

and Romans (Jackson and Richardson 2003, xv). Diop and others pushed for a relocating 

and reclaiming of African rhetoric, and they created a space to focus less on the critical 

need to contextualize the 20
th

 century revision of Aristotelian canons by revisiting the 

original text and context of Greece from 366 BC to 322 BC. They placed an urgency on 

how necessary it was to contextualize contemporary paradigmatic revisions of African 

oratorical traditions found within African American rhetoric by revisiting ancient African 

sources and concepts such as the Egyptian texts of Ptah Hotep and the Dogon concepts of 

Nommo and magara (Jackson Richardson 2003, xvi).  

Asante has persistently argued to clarify the objectives of Afrocentricity and to 

assuage the fears of Greek classicists: 

 

It is not true that Afrocentrists have replaced White Greeks with Black Egyptians; 

we do not mind everyone standing in his or her own ground. The Greeks can 

remain firmly in control of whatever cultural legacy they bring to the world. We 

simply believe that is important to demonstrate that ancient Egyptians must be 

seen in the correct light…Historical correctness is better than political posturing 

(Jackson and Richardson 2003, xv). 
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African and Diasporic African Rhetoric, along with its ancestral traditions, has 

been dislodged from our purview of what rhetoric is and how it gets defined. It is 

fortunate that there is now a formal attempt to rescue African and Diasporic orature from 

its arrested agency, from its seeming inability to be studied alone as a legitimate line of 

inquiry independent of classical Greek philosophy (Jackson and Richardson 2003, xv). 

This is a revolutionary time for this safe intellectual space since most contemporary 

scholars seem prepared to agree that rhetoric coincides with the existence and civilization 

of a people and is a primary vehicle of communicating culture, meaning and 

traditions(Jackson and Richardson 2003, xv). Rhetorical studies in the communicological 

tradition refer to the conceptual and analytic dimensions or oratorical character, verbal, 

and nonverbal features, and ultimate delivery of the spoken word, it is necessary distinct 

from, and yet adjacent to, linguistics. Rhetoric of the African Diaspora explores not only 

language, vernacular and dialect, and that of the African American Vernacular English 

(Ebonics) it also provides a space to explore ancestral and rhetorical, discursive and 

linguistic continuities and traditions present in African American orature (Jackson and 

Richardson 2003, xiv).  

African and Diasporic Rhetoric arouses mixed feelings in that it is a term of 

ridicule and yet a widely studied discipline on its own, especially when it comes to 

African people both continent and the Diaspora; it is more than persuasion alone. It has 

“traditionally” been concerned with techniques for gaining compliance. This long-

standing association to rhetoric has been at the heart of the conflict over whether African 

and Diasporic rhetoric is a neutral tool for bringing agreements between African people, 

or an immoral activity that ends in manipulation and silencing (Herrick 2013, 4). 
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  African and Diasporic rhetoric is an art form that has an intimate connection with 

persuasion, the use of appeals to reasons, values, beliefs, and emotions to convince a 

listener or reader to think or act in a particular way (Nordquist, 2017). One must revisit 

the word persuasion through an African located lens and with the African worldview as 

the foundation. African and Diasporic rhetoric embraces the art of persuasion in oral and 

written communication as well as art, painting, sculpting, body language, humming, 

singing, dancing, silence, hair braiding, acting, pantomiming, music, drumming, food, 

comfort, clothing, symbols, and spirituality. It is part the systematic study of persuasion. 

Its recognition of how crucial persuasion is to daily life may suggest that this art deserves 

attention. It provides a safe space to acknowledge what is called “the pervasiveness of 

persuasiveness “so not to condemn persuasion or rhetoric. It is a space to begin to 

appreciate the centrality of this activity to much of life, and to recognize that human 

beings are rhetorical beings and devices themselves (Herrick 2013, 6). 

There has yet to be a clear and concise definition of what is Rhetoric of Africa 

and the Diaspora. There are definitions to what rhetoric is. Rhetorician James Murphy 

has suggested “advice to others about future language use” as one way of defining 

rhetoric (Herrick 2013, 6). Classicist George Kennedy defines rhetoric broadly as “the 

energy inherent in emotion and thought, transmitted through a system of signs, including 

language, to others to influence their decisions or actions.” This definition suggests that 

rhetoric is part of who we are as human beings. Every time we express emotions and 

thoughts to others with the goal of influence, we are engaged in rhetoric (Herrick 2013, 

6).  Kennedy stated that rhetoric involved “signs, including language;” thus suggesting 

that rhetoric develops in the realm of symbols of one type or another (Herrick 2013, 6).   
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A symbol is a term referring to any mark, sign, sound, or gesture that 

communicates meaning based on social agreement. Individual symbols usually are part of 

a larger symbolic system, such as a language. Language is the symbol system on which 

most of us rely for communicating with others daily. However, many arts and other 

activities also provide symbolic resources for communicating (Herrick 2013, 6).   

Social life, especially in the age of social media and instant gratification, depends 

on our ability to use a wide range of symbol systems to communicate meanings to one 

another. A rhetorical dimension can be detected in many of these (Herrick 2013, 6). For 

African people, rhetorical elements can reveal themselves unexpected location as well as 

in places easily overlook. For example, the typeface in which a book, text or response on 

one’s social media is printed has a rhetorical dimension, each individual font was 

designed to convey a quality, character, or tone (Herrick 2013, 7).  In the instance of 

social media platforms, if someone comments, it is what they comment on, what they are 

commenting, how and the ways in which they commented was it text, text speech or 

emojis and even how fast they not only liked something (if they did like it or not), as well 

as how fast they liked something and commented are all modern forms of rhetorical 

elements for African and Diasporic African people.  

Persuasion has long been an important goal of the rhetoric of African and 

Diasporic African people, however, it is important to expand the definition of rhetoric to 

include other goals such as achieving clarity, awakening our sense of beauty, or bringing 

about mutual understanding in the African community (Herrick 2013, 8). The art of 

rhetoric can render symbol use more persuasive, beautiful, memorable, forceful, 

thoughtful, clear, and compelling. In all these ways, rhetoric is the art of employing 
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symbols effectively (Herrick 2013, 8). Effective, especially when addressing African and 

Diasporic African people, meaning purposeful, i.e. achieving the purposes of the symbol-

user, whether that purpose is persuasion, clarity, beauty, mutual understanding, and 

agency for and toward African liberation.  

African and Diasporic African rhetorical discourse is a communication possessing 

several identifying characteristics. The 6 distinguishing characteristics of rhetorical 

discourse are: planned, adapted to an audience, shaped by human motives, responsive to a 

situation, persuasion-seeking, and concerned with contingent issues.  

As indicated previously, African and Diasporic African rhetoric is effective and 

thus purposeful and has intent which indicates that it is planned and strategic. Regardless 

of the goal at which it aims, rhetorical discourse involves forethought or planning, 

especially when striving toward regaining, obtaining and maintaining African agency. 

The planned nature of rhetoric has long been recognized as one of its defining features 

(Herrick 2013, 9). Concern for forethought or planning points up a second characteristic 

of rhetorical discourse. Rhetoric is planned with some audience in mind; the orator must 

make an educated guess about the audience they are addressing. This imagined audience 

is the only one that matters when a message is being crafted, and it often guides the 

intentional process in important ways (Herrick 2013, 9). The audience that hears, reads, 

or otherwise encounters a message may be quite like the imagined audience, but even 

highly trained writers or speakers guess wrongly at times. Rhetorical discourse forges 

links between the orator’s views and those of an audience. It is their obligation as an 

orator to attend, to be aware and to address to an audience’s values, experiences, belief, 

and aspirations (Herrick 2013, 9). The concept of call and response can be applied and 
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used within the realm of rhetoric to refer to the bond between orators and their audiences, 

finding identification crucial to cooperation, consensus, compromise, and action (Herrick 

2013, 9). The discussion of audience adaptation whether it be from music, dancing, 

drumming, poetry, storytelling, folklore, comedy or complete transparency of the orator 

should not neglect the obvious concern that the orator has for keeping the audience’s 

wandering attention (Herrick 2013, 10). Orators and Oral artists from the past to the 

present would agree that attracting and holding audience attention requires that the 

skillful orator or oral artist become a student of the human mind, that is, of psychology 

(Herrick 2013, 10). The ability to attract and hold an audience attention is a central 

concern of the public advocate, and much of the art of rhetoric is directed to achieving 

this goal (Herrick 2013, 10). 

The third characteristic, that of African and Diasporic rhetoric reveals human 

motives relates closely to the concern for the audience. Any study of rhetoric will reveal 

people acting symbolically in response to their motives, a term taking in commitments, 

goals, desires, or purposes that lead to action. Orators address audiences with goals in 

mind, and the planning and adaptation processes that mark rhetoric are governed by the 

desire to achieve goals (Herrick 2013, 11). Orators accomplish such goals by aligning 

their own motives with an audience’s commitments. For this reason, the history of 

rhetoric of Africa and the Diaspora is complete with efforts to understand the values of 

African people, identify factors prompting audiences toward action, protest, and 

rebellion, and to grasp the symbolic resources for drawing African people together 

(Herrick 2013, 11). 

The fourth characteristic that of African and Diasporic African rhetoric discourse 
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typically is a response either to a situation or to a previous rhetorical statement. By the 

same mark, any statement, once advanced, is automatically an invitation for other would-

be orators to respond; thus, rhetoric is both “situated” and “dialogic” (Herrick 2013, 11). 

For this form of rhetoric to be situated, it means that it is crafted in response to a set of 

circumstances, including a time, location, problem, and audience (Herrick 2013, 11). 

African and Diasporic Rhetoric is both response-making and response-inviting.  

The fifth characteristic is African and Diasporic African rhetoric seeks 

persuasion. This form of rhetorical discourse often seeks to influence an audience to 

accept an idea, and then to act; this occurs by employing various resources of symbol 

systems such as language, specifically arguments, appeals, arrangements and aesthetics 

(Herrick 2013, 12). 

The sixth and final characteristic of African and Diasporic rhetoric is that of 

addressing contingent issues. This form of rhetoric addresses unresolved issues that do 

not dictate an outcome, and in the process, it engages our value commitments. When 

there are alternatives to be weighed and matters are neither inevitable nor impossible, we 

are facing contingent issues that invite the use of rhetoric (Herrick 2013, 15). 

Rhetoric of Africa and the Diaspora as Nommo 
  

Jahnheinz Jahn, the German ethnologist, posited four categories (Muntu, Kintu, 

Hantu and Kuntu) based on Bantu logic in which “all being, all essence, in whatever form 

it is conceived, can be subsumed…nothing can be conceived outside them” (Harrison 

2013, xx). Muntu, that which represents all human beings, the ancestors, certain trees, the 

spirits and the Creator, has sole possession of the civilizing essence, Nommo. Nommo is 

the generative power of the Word-spoken or gesticulated- it is that which activates all 
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forces from their frozen state in a manner that establishes concreteness of experience; 

thus, giving them existence. Nommo seeks to conceptualize the ability to activate and 

when done properly Muntu demonstrates the power to designate all life forms, be they 

glad or sad, work or play, pleasure or pain, in a way that preserves his Muntuness, his 

humanity (Harrison 2013, xx).  Nommo is the most important component when studying 

and understanding African and Diasporic Rhetoric because it is the linguistic active agent 

that allows and essentially defines rhetoric, Nommo is what allows rhetoric to be 

manipulative, possessive, persuasive and responsive language, speech and action.   

Nommo is a force that manipulates all forms of raw life and conjures images that 

not only represent the African biological place in Time and Space, as well in their 

spiritual existence (Harrison 2013, xiv).  It provides the foundation that “everything is 

everything in a mode: Man, Things, Time and Space, and the Context itself share a 

mutual coexistence,” within the Rhetoric of Africa and the Diaspora.  African people are 

concerned with the activation of images rather than the creation of forms, through 

manipulation of the forces in the mode until they give up the power of our designated 

reality; hence their value is in words and that which exist due to certain words (Harrison 

2013, xix). Nommo activates both language and its rhetorical direction in such a way to 

allow the African to conjure up an understanding of how to manipulate and maneuver 

through not only oppression as a mode of survival, but also through the mental, 

psychological, physical, emotional, spiritual and financial unrealistic Eurocentric 

expectations place on them (Harrison 2013, xix).  It is through Nommo, African people 

are given the ability to transform the English language, giving it a new life. Nommo, 

within African and Diasporic rhetoric, gives African people the ability to create and 
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change their language according to their needs and circumstances of their African ethos 

(Ani 1992, 41). African people learn the language of the dominant group because it is a 

tool of survival in a literate white dominated culture and intensely technical society, 

however their language could never be enough for African people; African people 

improvise to express their ethos as well as emphasize what is missing or what is needed.  

Thus, why African people make up words, coin new words, and modify and manipulate 

words to essentially create a linguistic liberating homeplace in this Eurocentric conquered 

platform (Ani 1992, 41).  

The Social Functions of the Rhetoric of Africa and the Diaspora  
 

African and Diasporic African Rhetoric is the method by which we advocate ideas 

we believe in; it gives our privates ideas a public voice, thus directing attention to them 

(Herrick 2013, 16). African and Diasporic African Rhetoric assists advocacy and that of 

effective advocacy; providing a voice for ideas and agency. Rhetoric of Africa and 

African Diaspora distributes Power; and it is what emphasizes that talk is not only action 

but is revolutionary. It is once understanding that Rhetoric for African people of the 

continent and the Diaspora is Nommo; it allows African people to recognize language’s 

great power to shape our thinking and thus our actions, i.e. being that generative power to 

speak things into existence. African people, both Continent and the Diaspora, have long 

recognized that language and power are intimately connected, and that power involves 

more than physical force. Speaking and writing are forms of action, Nommo as the 

rhetoric of African people of the continent and the Diaspora can be understood as the 

study of how symbols are used effectively as a source of power (Herrick 2013, 17). 

Nommo as Rhetoric expresses personal power and provides an avenue toward success 
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and advancement by sharpening our expressive skills (Herrick 2013, 18). Nommo as 

Rhetoric is a source of psychological power, that is, the power to shape thought. African 

people of both the continent and the Diaspora recognize that symbols and thoughts are 

intricately connected; that one may change the way they or others think simply by 

altering the symbolic framework presented; it is possible to change the way people 

behave by the same method. Nommo as Rhetoric is a means by which one person alters 

the psychological world of another, for African people of the continent and the Diaspora 

symbols are one of many avenues into the mental world (Herrick 2013, 18). Nommo as 

Rhetoric is also a source of political power; the distribution of political influence is often 

a matter of who gets to speak, where they can speak, and on what subjects. When 

exploring the intersection of Nommo as rhetoric and recognizing its political power in 

society; it is suggested that power is not a fixed, hierarchical social arrangement, but 

rather a fluid concept closely connected to the symbolic strategies that hold sway at any 

particular time (Herrick 2013, 18). Nommo as Rhetoric builds communities, it shapes the 

character and health of communities in countless ways; communities are largely defined, 

and rendered healthy or dysfunctional, by the language they use to characterize 

themselves and others” (Herrick 2013, 20). 

Rhetoric and Africology 
 

Africology refers to the systematized study of the African continent, which its 

multiple civilizations, traditions, ideals, and contributions to humanity. Afrocentricity can 

be defined as a cosmological, axiological, aesthetic, ideological, or philosophical 

orientation toward the world (Jackson and Richardson 2003, xvi). When rhetorically 

examining phenomena via Afrocentric lenses, one approaches and apprehends the critical 
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object by encasing one’s analysis from the standpoint of African ancestral traditions, 

mores, and ideals to ascertain the possibilities of human potential and liberation. As an 

extension of Afrocentricity, that being a conceptual and methodological tool; that 

indicates a collective thirst for new paradigms to encapsulate a diversified set of 

rhetorical and discursive experiences too frequently ignored or misunderstood (Jackson 

and Richardson 2003, xvi).  

Literature Review 

Classical Origins of Continental and Diasporic African Rhetoric 

Nommo 

Maulana Karenga in his essay Nommo, Kawaida, and Communicative Practice: 

Bringing Good into the World discusses how communal character of communicative 

practice is reaffirmed and rhetoric is approached as, above all, a rhetoric a communal 

deliberation, and action, oriented toward that which is good in the world (Jackson II & 

Richardson 2003, 3). Communitive practice is posed as both expressive and constructive 

of a community, and the building of a community. Karenga discusses tradition and 

themes in African American rhetorical practice and then continue with a critical 

engagement of the conceptual construct Nommo, its evolution in the 1960s as a central 

category in Black rhetorical studies, and its usefulness in providing conceptual space not 

only for African centered grounding in the field of rhetoric but also for exploring 

alternative ways of understanding and communicative practice (Jackson II & Richardson 

2003, 3). His essay explores African rhetoric and rhetoric of the African Diaspora as an 

understanding that brings into focus and complements the ethical teaching of the Odu Ifa. 

The Odu Ifa is the sacred text of ancient Yorubaland that ‘humans are divinely chosen to 
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bring good into the world’, and that this is the fundamental mission and meaning in 

human life (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 3-4). Karenga explores the use of the ancient 

Egyptian concept of ‘mdw nfr’, and the means of eloquent and effective speech. 

Karenga’s goals in this piece is to identify shared insights and orientations in a larger 

African tradition of communicative practice and to recover/employ these classical 

African understandings to expand the range of useful concepts of defining and 

explicating communitive practice and African American rhetoric. The approach to this 

essay is essentially an Afrocentric cultural approach rooted in Kawaida philosophy. The 

Kawaida philosophy is an ongoing synthesis of the best of African thought and practice 

in constant exchange with the world and is directed toward the enduring historical project 

of maximum human freedom and humans flourishing. The Kawaida philosophy poses 

culture as a unique and instructive way of being human in the world and is the 

fundamental framework for self-understanding and self-assertion. Kawaida expresses that 

as people in general, we must constantly dialogue with African culture, asking questions 

about it and seeking answers to the fundamental concerns of humankind (Jackson II & 

Richardson 2003, 4).  

Karenga expresses that to engage in rhetoric as an African is to enter an ancient 

and ongoing tradition of communicative practice, a practice that not only reaffirms the 

creative power of the word but also rootedness in a world historical community and 

culture, which provides the foundation and framework for self-understanding and self-

assertion in the world (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 4-5). Karenga explores the 

development of rhetoric from both Africa and the Diaspora when looking at that of 

tradition. He states “it is a tradition that from its inception has been concerned with 
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building community, reaffirming human dignity, and enhancing the life of the people. 

Recently, it has expanded to include vital contributions to the struggles for liberation in 

the political, economic, and cultural senses as a rhetoric of resistance” (Jackson II & 

Richardson 2003, 5). Karenga explains that unlike Herbert Simons (Simons 1978, 50) 

talks of “distinctive and recurring patterns of rhetorical practice” as defining a genre, he 

aims to identify these defining patterns of African rhetorical practice and locate them into 

the larger context of a distinct and ongoing tradition (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 5). 

Karenga defines tradition as a cultural core that forms the central locus of our self-

understanding and self-assertion in the world and which is mediated by changing 

historical circumstances and an ongoing internal dialog of reassessment and continuous 

development (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 4). According to Karenga, tradition as he 

defines it is a source of location, to know where you came from, “the constantly 

presenting and representing context, the evolving presentation context, the perspective-

that is history to us” (Asante 1990, 5-6 ;Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 5). Tradition is 

not an obvious source of authority. Molefi Kete Asante says, the source of “codes, 

paradigms, symbols, motifs, myths and circles of discussion that reinforce the centrality 

of African ideals as a valid frame of reference for acquiring and examining data;” which 

corresponds to the Kawaida concept of tradition as a core source out of which the 

materials, methods, and methodologies of rhetoric and other communicative practices are 

made. This overall becomes a larger cultural context and becomes an essential source of 

our self-understanding and self-assertion in the world (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 5).  
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Karenga, expresses that Kawaida concept of tradition:  

Is that which incorporates unity and diversity, consensus and disagreement, 

affirmation and opposition, criticism and corrective, and a critical integration of the 

past with the understanding and engagement of the present and the aspirations and 

striving for the future(Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 5).  

 

Karenga defines and recognizes African rhetoric as a rhetoric of the community because 

it evolves in ancient African culture and has been and remains essentially the rhetoric of 

communal deliberation, discourse and action toward delivering not only goodness but 

also agency into the community and the world (Karenga 1999, 1994; Asante 1998; 

Parkinson 1991; Assmann 1990; Gyekye 1987; Perry 1986; Jackson II & Richardson 

2003, 5).  A rhetoric of communal deliberation, discourse, and action oriented toward that 

which is good for the community and the world (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 10). 

Karenga also defines and recognizes African rhetoric as a rhetoric of resistance; due to 

the fact that African people are a people that have been forcibly transported not only to 

the Americas but also all around the world during the holocaust of enslavement and  have 

been systematically oppressed; thus a central aspect of  Continental and Diasporic 

African rhetoric is rooted in and reflective of resistance (Logan 1999; Hamlet 1998; Niles 

1995; Walker 1992; Howard-Pitney 1990; Smith 1972; Foner 1972; Bosmajian and 

Bosmajian 1969; Woodson 1925; Dunbar 1914; Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 6).  

Continental and Diasporic African rhetoric is also rhetoric of reaffirmation; it is self-

consciously committed to the reaffirmation of the status of the African person and their 

agency. It is through reaffirming the agency of African people that African people are a 

given the proper space to universally speak their own unique cultural truth and are 

provided the ability to make their personal contribution toward the accuracy of human 

history (Karenga 1980).  Lastly, Continental and Diasporic African rhetorical practice is a 
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rhetoric of possibility; it seeks not simply to persuade, but to share, to inform, to question 

and to search for and explore possibilities in the social and human condition (Jackson II 

& Richardson 2003, 6).  

 Karenga explores the category of Nommo and its evolution in the 1960s not only 

as a conceptual framework for understanding and engaging in both African and Diasporic 

African rhetorical practice, but also for communicative practice in the broadest sense of 

the word (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 8). He defines and breaks down Nommo and its 

Continental and Diasporic African rhetorical relationship: 

The word Nommo or nummo was taken from the creation narrative of the Dogon 

people of Mali [Griaule 1965; Griaule and Dieterlen 1986]. According to the 

Dogon sage Ogotommeli, the Creator, Amma, sends Nommo, the word (in the 

collective sense of speech), to complete the spiritual and material reorganization 

of the world and to assist humans in the forward movement in history and society.  

It is through the word, Ogotommeli tells us, that weaving, forging, cultivating, 

building family and community, and making the world good are made possible.  

Inherent in the concept of Nommo are the triple aspects and elements of water, 

wind, and word symbolizing, respectively, the life force (animation), life essence 

(spirit), and life creation (creativity) [Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 5].  

Moreover, Nommo is “the completion of the perfect series [of creation], symbol 

of the total union of male and female, that is to say of unity” [Griaule 1965, 26]. It 

is sacred, indispensable and creative character of the word, as an inherent and 

instrumental power to call into being, to mold, to bear infinite meanings, and to 

forge a world we all want and deserve to live in, that seizes the hearts and minds 

of the African American creative community and becomes a fundamental 

framework for developing, doing, and understanding rhetorical practice- both its 

oral and literary forms (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 8). 

  

Karenga also highlights Molefi Kete Asante, more specifically his text 

Afrocentric Idea (1998), and his understanding of Nommo and Nommos’ placement 

within the rhetorical discourse. Karenga expresses that Afrocentric Idea explored 

concepts that ultimately led to his development of Afrocentricity as a methodology, not 

only for rhetoric but also for the Africology discipline.  It is in this text that Asante 
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explains Nommo within the African communicative practice and how Nommo is one 

distinctive difference between African communicative practice and European practice 

(Smith and Robb 1971, 2).  According to Asante, Nommo is rooted in African heritage, 

within oral tradition as an active agent in “transforming vocal communication” (Smith 

and Robb 1971, 2).  Asante contends,  

To understand contemporary Black rhetoric in America means one must 

understand that Nommo continues to permeate Black activities…this is not to say 

all Black people or most Black people are conscious of Nommo in a technical 

sense, but rather that most Black, given the situation can immediately identify the 

transforming power of vocal expression (Smith and Robb 1971, 2; Jackson II & 

Richardson 2003, 9).   

 

Lastly, Asante calls attention to the fact that it is the practice of everyday life that 

shapes and reshapes the rhetorical practice, for African people both of the Continent and 

the Diaspora, as it puts forth and develops its transforming and constantly transformed 

expressions (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 9.) 

Karenga, highlights Asantes’ work, The Afrocentric Idea in which Asante recognizes 

that: 

rhetoric in African society is an architectonic functioning art, continuously 

fashioning the sounds and symbols of people even as it reenacts history…and that 

the word is productive and imperative, calling forth and commanding…the word 

is imperative, it is the fundament as well as the fashioning instrument of 

traditional African society (Asante 1998, 81; Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 9.) 

 

Karenga’s piece focuses a great deal on how Asante reaffirms the traditional African 

understanding of speech as a “world-creating” power and process.  Karenga quotes 

Asante as he explains Nommo as that vocal transforming agent and how African people 

speaking things into existence or create things through rhetoric.  
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The African sees the discourse as the creative manifestation of what is called to 

be.  That which is called to be, because of the mores and values of society, 

becomes the created thing, and the artist or speaker, satisfies the demands of 

society by calling into being that which is functional.  And functional, in this case 

refers to the object (sculpture, music, poem, dance, speech) that possesses a 

meaning within the communicator’s and audience’s worldview, a meaning that is 

constructed from the social, political and religious moments in the society’s 

history (Asante 1998, 75; Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 10.) 

 

Karenga uses Asantes’ text to explore Nommo as a conceptual construct that seeks to 

recover and engage African modalities in understanding and approaching rhetorical 

practice, and has been a key component in providing conceptual space not only for an 

African centered foundation within rhetoric, but also for exploring and developing 

alternative ways to conceive, critique and conduct this defining activity (Jackson II & 

Richardson 2003, 10.)  

Karenga provides historical placement for the African rhetorical discourse; he 

states how rhetoric is traditionally thought to have originated in Greece but explains how 

the people of Kemet created rhetoric; and how in the Book of Ptahhotep, there are two 

expressions for rhetoric, rhetoric as eloquent and effective speech itself (mdt nfrt-medet 

neferet) and rhetoric as the rules or principles of eloquent and effective speech (tp-hsb n 

mdt nfrt-tep-heseb en medet neferet) ( Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 11). The people of 

Kemet viewed speech as an ethical activity, an activity of tremendous power that could 

be used for good or evil (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 11.) Karenga highlights not only 

Book of Ptahhotep but also medu nefer, Maat, Kemetic rhetoric, and Book of 

Khunanup.to express the traditional and ancient African rhetorical foundation opposed to 

that of Greece and specifically Aristotle.  Lastly, Karenga recognizes classical African 

rhetoric as a communal and ethical practice and investigates deeply into four concerns 

surrounding the concept; those four concerns being: the dignity and rights of the human 
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person, the well-being and flourishing of community, the integrity and value of the 

environment, and the reciprocal solidarity and cooperation of humanity (Jackson II & 

Richardson 2003, 18.) 

Adisa Alkebulan in his essay The Spiritual Essence of African American Rhetoric 

examines spirituality as a significant component of African American rhetoric (Jackson II 

& Richardson 2003, 23). It is in his piece he provides a historical foundation that 

demonstrates the cultural continuity of language and rhetoric that Africans have both 

throughout the Diaspora and the continent (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 23).  He 

identifies, in detail, how the spiritual aspects of African culture are associated and 

manifested in African American rhetoric; he focused mainly on the Kemetic (ancient 

Egyptian) concept of MAAT and the Dogon concept of Nommo (Jackson II & 

Richardson 2003, 23).   

Alkebulan acknowledges that the study of African American rhetoric is also the a 

study of African languages both diasporic and Continental; because it is almost 

impossible to speak of, let alone, research African American rhetoric without discussing 

language given the dominant nature of the oral culture (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 

23) .  Alkebulan, in his essay, explores how the spiritual aspects of African culture are 

associated and manifested in African American rhetoric, focusing mainly on MAAT and 

Nommo.  He does not define or conceptualize spirituality in religious terms because it 

prevents the understanding that the nature of spirituality is at the core of the African 

person both in Africa and in the Diaspora regardless of religious affiliation (Jackson II & 

Richardson 2003, 24). He defines spirituality as the search for personal balance and 

harmony as well as that of society. Alkebulan, states that the concept that best embodies 
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the African conceptualization of spirituality is the ancient African principle of Maat 

(Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 25).  His essay highlights, Asante who defines Maat as 

the “Kemetic (ancient Egyptian) quality of order, justice, righteousness and balance” and 

without Maat there is no understanding, no harmony and no possible restoration of 

balance, leaving African people without power and direction (Asante, 2000 89-95).  Maat 

is the ruling force between good and evil (Asante 2000, 89-95).   It is the organizing 

principle of human society, the creative spirit of the phenomena, and the eternal order of 

the universe (Asante 2000, 89).  Maat imposes order and direction as well as providing 

adequate meaning to the lives of African people while serving as a major force against 

chaos (Asante 2000, 95).   

Alkebulan referenced the work of Adetokunbo Knowles-Borishade, and how she 

conceptualizes the relationship between language, rhetoric, and spirituality, affirming that 

African orature takes place within a certain ritualistic format (Jackson II & Richardson, 

2003, 26).  Knowles-Borishade states that traditionally Africans understand humanity as 

a spiritual force, and the African rhetor is viewed as having the power to access “cosmic 

forces for a higher truth by merging her/his vibratory forces with the rhythmic vibrations 

of the universal cosmic energy” (Knowles-Borishade 1991, 494 ; Jackson II & 

Richardson 2003, 27) Alkebulan also addresses the works of Knowles-Borishade to 

highlight the accountability of the orator or rhetor in their use of Nommo.  Knowles-

Borishade states 

The orator’s concern is with the spiritual harmony of the audience or community, 

again abiding by the guiding principles of Maat.  The word set forth by the rhetor 

demonstrates ‘what is morally good is what benefits a human being; it is what is 

decent for man-what brings dignity, respect, contentment, prosperity, joy to man 

and to his community.’ ‘What is morally bad is what brings misery, misfortune, 

and disgrace.’ (Knowles-Borishade 1991, 494)  
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Alkebulan piece addresses the African philosophical background of rhetoric, he starts 

with giving the reading perspective and information on how Africans view language and 

rhetoric.  He starts with the ancient Egyptians or Kemites and how they referred to their 

language as mdw ntr; literally translating to “diving speech” because mdw translates to 

“speech” and speech was divine and seen as a gift of the creator.  Alkebulan states the 

importance in pointing out that this ancient language of divine speech also refers to an 

authoritative utterance; and how the rhetoric of both Continental and Diasporic Africans, 

is the theory of authoritative utterance, and oratory are intertwined with Egyptian life 

(Asante 2000, 81). Continental and Diasporic African rhetoric was spiritual and 

interpreted as a human quest for what was good and divine.  (Jackson II & Richardson 

2003, 27-28).   

Alkebulan, references the works of Asante, Asante states that the spoken word was 

the primary method of cultural and spiritual transmittal of values.  Asante points out that 

good speech must have an ethical base. 

There are no speeches by hatemongers that have gone down in the history as great 

speeches.  There will never be such speeches because the overwhelming judgment 

of history is a moral one and the speaker who imperils the forward march of 

human dignity will not live in the minds of the future.  It is the champion of 

righteousness that is the true victor in rhetorical traditions (Asante 2000, 81).  

  

Asante and Alkebulan in this essay highlight that the rhetoric of African people both of 

the continent and the Diaspora is spiritual, yes it was once a human quest for what was 

good and divine, it now remains a powerful entity (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 28).   

 Alkebulan, in his piece recognizes that powerful entity as Nommo, the generative 

and productive power of the spoken word as defined by the Dogon of Mali (Asante, 

1998, 17).  He dedicates a portion of the essay to defining Nommo and how others have 
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discussed and explained its place within the rhetoric of Continental and Diasporic 

Africans through literature and spirituality. He highlights in this piece, just as I do in my 

research, how the power of the word or of speech in general, has always been rooted in 

Africans’ oral tradition.  When explaining and exploring the concept of Nommo, he first 

addresses the works of Janheinz Jahn and Marcel Griaule and their works that delved into 

the Dogon of Mali. Jahns’ works highlight that The Dogon believe that the concept of 

Nommo carries the vital “life force which produces all life, which influences ‘things’ in 

the shape of the spoken word” (Jahn 1990, 124). It is through Griaule works that 

Alkebulan is introduced to Ogotemmeli, a Dogon elder who states when referring to 

Nommo that, “The voice of man can arouse God and extend divine action” (Griaule 

1970, 138). Ogotemmeli statement not only expresses that the human utterance can 

invoke a kind of spiritual power; but also expresses that African people can speak 

‘things’ into existence.  Alkebulan uses both the works of Griaule and Jahn to also 

explore the power of word and the origin of “the word;” Nommo is this life force within 

and behind the word, Nommo is the bearer of the Word, and the breath, water and energy 

become components and elements of the word (Griaule 1970,140).  Jahn deeply explores 

this aspect within Nommo, revealing that epic nature of the power of the word for 

African people both the continent and the Diaspora. He states that Nommo is the 

lifeforce, it is a unity of spiritual-physical fluidity.  Nommo is the generative power that 

gives life to everything, penetrates everything, causes everything and essentially creates 

everything.  However, Jahn highlights that since man has power over the word, it is man 

who directs the lifeforce; it is man that receives the words and shares it with others, and 

so fulfills the meaning of life (Jahn 1990, 124).  Yes, the power of the word is different 
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from one individual to the next; word power of the Creator is most powerful, yet 

individuals have, dominance over things, expressed by the power of their words, which 

they can change and  make work for their purposes and command them; Jahn refers to the 

ability to command things with Words as “magic” (Jahn 1990, 135). Alkebulan 

references the works of Asante in which he states similar thoughts as Jahn when 

expressing the impact of the speaker “The more powerful the speaker, the more 

fascinated the audience will be.” Asante goes on to explain that it is more than the 

individual but the experience they provide for their audience, the experience of “the 

orality and the spirituality of the presentations” (Asante 1998, 91).  

 Aside from Asante, Alkebulan pulled from the works of Knowles-Borishade to 

address the spiritual approach within the concept of Nommo. She states that “Nommo 

gains in power and effectiveness in direct proportion with the moral character, strength of 

commitment and vision of the orator as well as the skills they exhibit.”  She expresses 

that the speaker “must be direct their creative powers toward a higher level of 

consciousness by activating spiritual and psychic powers” (Knowles-Borishade 1991, 

490). Alkebulan utilizes Knowles-Borishade works to address the traditional views of 

African people in regarding their humanity as a spiritual force and viewing the orator as 

one having the ability to tap cosmic forces for a higher truth by merging their vibratory 

forces with the rhythmic vibrations of the universes’ energy (Knowles-Borishade 1991, 

490-491).  Knowles-Borishade states that Nommo is the embodiment of “Afri-Symbols;” 

exploring the concept of Nommo and expressing that it is “pregnant with value-meanings 

drawn from the African experience which, when uttered, gives birth to unifying images 

that bind people together in an atmosphere of harmony and power (Knowles-Borishade 
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1991, 490).   

 Alkebulan, highlights the contemporary aspect of the power of Nommo presented 

in the Diasporic African community, when exploring the role of the African preacher in 

the Black church, in which he utilizes the works of Asante.  Asante asserts that in order to 

understand the nature of African communication, one must understand that Nommo 

continues to permeate the African existence in the Diaspora; and thus, becomes an 

experience and way of life for both Africans of the Continent and the Diaspora (Asante 

1998, 97-98).  Alkebulan highlights the effectiveness of the African preacher or lecturer 

and how they understand both the transformative power of the word and call and 

response.  Alkebulan refers to Geneva Smitherman statement that “the African church in 

the United States is the most significant force that nurtures African linguistic and cultural 

traditions” in her piece Word from the Hood: The Lexicon of African American 

Vernacular English; to express the importance and significance of sermon and 

sermonizing in rhetoric of the African Diaspora (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 31).  

 Alkebulan emphasizes that the African culture is an oral culture and to understand 

Nommo and African and Diasporic rhetoric one would have to understand African oral 

tradition.  African oral tradition provides a framework to study not only African language 

but also African rhetoric.  African language is not just a normalized code that includes 

syntax, lexicon, and phonology it is also the nuances of African culture and the 

articulation of language; i.e rhetoric.  Alkebulan quotes the works of John Conteh-

Morgan to define oral tradition, “oral tradition…means that tradition whose origins 

stretch back to pre-colonial Africa and the beliefs associated with it.” He follows that 

with Asantes’ understanding of oral tradition, “ ‘oral tradition’ also termed ‘oral 
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literature’ or ‘orature’ refers to a ‘comprehensive body of oral discourse on every subject 

and in every genre of expression produced by a people ’”(Asante 1998, 96) Emphasizing 

this foundation in African culture, Alkebulan is able to provide a strong understanding of 

the importance of Nommo and rhetoric within African oral literature itself.  African oral 

tradition incorporates rhetoric when looking at public speaking and performing especially 

through avenues of expression such as poetry, songs, proverbs, myths, legends, 

incantations, sermonizing, lecturing, testifyin’ and signifyin’ to name a few ((Jackson II 

& Richardson 2003, 33).  

  Alkebulan concluded his piece with exploring the relationship of aesthetics and 

African and Diasporic rhetoric.  He notes that to explore the spiritual essence of African 

and Diasporic rhetoric one would have to discuss aesthetics.  Alkebulan focuses the 

conversation of what aesthetics is and are, around culture-inspired perceptions of beauty.  

He expresses that culture-inspired perceptions of beauty are within the language and for 

African people, language and rhetoric are beauty (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 33).  

Alkebulan notes that when he uses the term aesthetics, he is referring to what Kariamu 

Welsh-Asante calls pan-African aesthetics which, “transcends geographic or ethic 

boundaries and functions on certain commonalities” (Welsh-Asante 1993, 2; Jackson II & 

Richardson 2003, 34).  Alkebulan uses the works of Welsh-Asante to further make the 

connection between aesthetics and rhetoric; Welsh-Asante teaches that spirit, rhythm, and 

creativity are the key criteria in discussing African aesthetics.   Spirit, rhythm and 

creativity derive from epic memory and for Diasporic Africans epic memory is essential 

in understanding the nature of rhetoric (Welsh-Asante 1993, 4; Jackson II & Richardson 

2003, 35).   
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The Manifestations of Continental and Diasporic African Rhetoric 

 In Thurmon Garner and Carolyn Calloway-Thomas piece African American 

Orality: Expanding Rhetoric, the writers attempt to address the space between the 

rhetorical practices of Diasporic Africans and the landscape of Diasporic Africans orality.  

The writers discuss how Diasporic African communication scholars have continuously 

overlooked the theoretical but overpowering influence of Diasporic African rhetoric in its 

entirety.  This piece explores broader rhetorical forces that focus or explain Diasporic 

African oral traditions.  The discussion of this piece centers around the notion of orality 

and the concern with the rhetorical features of Diasporic African oral tradition and how 

such features can serve as means for understanding not only traditional avenues of 

rhetorical discourse, but also digital platforms and contemporary rhetorical spaces 

(Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 44).   

 Garner and Calloway-Thomas discuss in this piece what makes Diasporic African 

rhetoric, rhetoric of the African Diaspora.  They pose the questions “is there anything 

actually “Black” about rhetoric from the African Diaspora? Is the “Black” experience 

conveyed through the rhetoric of African people? The writers state that the Black 

presence in rhetorical work is evident through a cultural bound way of practicing and 

framing language, discourse, and patterns of behavior (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 

44-45).  They address that the most obvious point is that in Diasporic African rhetoric is 

that a Black presence is generated; and that presence is generated when African cultural 

combinations and patterns are present.  African agency and elevation has to be present, in 

such a way that African rhetors or oral artists are at a point where they no longer concern 
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themselves with how they write or speak about African people because they 

automatically foreground Black perspectives (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 44-45).  

Africans must be the subjects and narrators of their own stories and must be seen as the 

norm at the center of their own works; hence being a key component with Diasporic 

African rhetoric.  

 The writers express that a Black presence is not just when an African is present, 

or an African is delivering a speech, performing on stage even the author of a piece it  is 

signaled when the cultural intensity or emotional energy of Africans is exhibited and 

African agency is present.  The piece recognizes that common orientations to experience 

or witness the Black presence and Diasporic African rhetoric are within African music 

both on the continent and within the Diaspora.  Rap, hip hop, dance, athletics, religion 

(especially preaching), rituals, literature, and oral tradition are all common orientations 

for Diasporic African rhetoric (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 46).       

Garner and Calloway-Thomas address that African rhetoric of the Diaspora and 

Black cultural communication is not only rooted in oral tradition but the history of 

African people of the Diaspora including their enslavement, culture and liberation.  The 

writers refer to Nommo as it being the magic power of the word and how prior to this 

piece, the research on Black communication and the rhetoric of the African Diaspora has 

revolved around identifying and exploring expressive uses of language  (Jackson II & 

Richardson 2003, 47).  The writers of this piece address how Black communication needs 

recognized acts such as boastin’, braggin’, playin’ the dozens or soundin, signifyin’ and 

rappin as traditional African rhetorical devices as well as develop an understanding of 

how these rhetorical devices contribute the Diasporic African rhetorical presence 
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(Jackson II & Richardson 2003,47). 

 Garner and Calloway-Thomas emphasize that the work is less about reinventing 

aspects of the African rhetorical experiences and more about refining and refitting the 

location of African rhetorical devices and reestablish how exactly African people have an 

oral culture and how African rhetoric is about of the culture.  African culture is an oral 

culture because communication is direct, immediate, personal, intimate and important.  It 

is important because it is about and involves people and the words and decisions, 

convictions, impulses, conclusions and decisions of people.  Oral approaches are less 

based on intuitive and more based on cultural connections and learned experiences and 

the hope that as community will respect each other and their culture.  As an oral culture, 

call and response is crucial and there is no distinction between the speaker and the 

audience.  Throughout these oral approaches, it is the communication that transpires 

between or within them that is the creation and the sharing of one’s personhood that 

retains a personal humanism, an aspect that is very important in understanding Nommo 

(Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 47).  This piece addresses that there are rhetorical 

positions, patterns and modes of discourse that allow members of the African community 

to act out their daily personal interactions; however it is in stating all this the authors 

address that it is the innovations within the Diasporic African rhetoric that demand a new 

way of explaining the connection between formal aspects of a rhetorical tradition and the 

everyday intuitive approach to an oral rhetorical tradition (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 

47).   

 Part of this chapter explored what the Black presence in African rhetorical spaces 

looks like and the repositioning of that Black presence as an everyday use orally.  Garner 
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and Calloway-Thomas discusses the African and European, specifically Greek, 

worldviews and how they relate to the rhetoric of African and European people.  They 

address that European (traditional or classical) explorations of rhetoric position 

rationality and logic at its center, while African oral rhetoric positions ethics, critical 

thinking and personal logic as its core principles.  European rhetoric focuses on the art of 

persuasion, influence and manipulation while an oral based worldview places influences 

on the judgment in decision making (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 48).    Rhetoric of 

the African Diaspora presents an oral presence that is not based on separating or labeling 

the rhetoric as public or private, nor does it provide a privilege over the public logic or  

rhetoric over the private; African orality is circular and merges the two together and 

anything in between that aides in African people receiving agency and clarity of the 

world they live in (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 48).   

 Oral based discourse is not passive but very active; and scholars such as Walter J. 

Ong, J. Goody, J.P. Gee, E. A. Havelock, and Deborah Tannen yield insight about 

African orality.  Garner and Calloway-Thomas articulate what makes Black orality and 

Black and rhetorical is a step toward understanding the ways in which rhetoric of the 

African Diaspora presence is signaled in a text (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 48).  The 

writers highlight the scholars above, expressing how they have provided agency to 

language that presents the Diasporic African oral presence linguistically, thematically, 

socially and rhetorically (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 49).  

 Garner and Calloway-Thomas address how rhetorical features exist in oral 

traditions and that rhetoric,  from a linguistic standpoint is a figure of speech when it is 

stylized or considered an embellishment but when a point is trying to be conveys or an 
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attempt to change another’s point of view is initiated, the form of expression is rhetorical 

in these of adjusting or manipulating meaning or adding emphasis to an idea. From an 

European perspective, specifically Greek,  

Rhetoric has been considered the art of speaking on a subject that is constructed 

and appropriately stylized for audience, purpose and occasion.  The aim of 

rhetoric in the Aristolian sense has been morality and is concerned with questions 

of justice and injustice, good and bad, equity and inequity, desirability and 

undesirability, praise and blame and right and wrong.  They are particularly 

rhetorical when infused in the more formal rhetorical process of public speaking 

(Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 49).   

 

Garner and Calloway-Thomas wrote about the exploration of the Black presence in 

Diasporic African rhetoric, and what that exploration looks like in formal texts.  African 

Diasporic rhetoric is more than, the Greek understanding, persuasion and influence it is 

about recognizing and giving agency to African cultural patterns.  The writers turned to 

the works of Ben Sidran and how he discusses the circumlocution component within the 

African language and unnecessary need for a direct or exact definition for things.  The 

circumlocution component expresses intelligence and personality while the direct 

statement expresses crudeness and a lack of imagination (Sidran 1971, 6).  It is in African 

rhetoric, that direct questions come off as confrontational, intrusive and presumptuous 

(Kochman 1981, 99).   

 Garner and Calloway-Thomas conclude their piece with directing the 

conversation to the rhetorical strategies such as indirection verbal play and signifying.  

First, they highlight boasting, bragging, loud talking, rapping, signifying and playing the 

dozens as elements of indirection.  Indirection suggests that direct confrontation in 

everyday discourse is to be avoided when possible (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 50).  

These elements of indirection have the capacity to contain explicit and implicit content, 
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while remaining to avoid confrontation.  These elements are not just speech events but 

also are rhetorical strategies used to handle communication behaviors; they provide 

African people with the intuition to know what is and is not appropriate cultural 

discourse.  The writers discuss orality and rhetorical preparedness and how through call 

and response there is an accountability of the speaker and audience to devise, originate, 

compose, or invent without preparation when engaged in conversation. This is important 

because African people rely on spontaneity, inventiveness and improvisation within their 

language behaviors.  Black improvisation is a personal voice in the context of a group 

activity, it is a metaphoric language that is a medium for intimate expression (Jackson II 

& Richardson 2003, 50).   Walter J. Ong notes that oral cultures are 

‘Antagonisitic in their verbal performance and indeed in their lifestyle’…he 

observed that orality situates knowledge in a context of struggle. Riddles, 

proverbs and stories are used store knowledge as well as ‘to engage others in 

verbal and intellectual combat…he also claims that ‘violence in oral art forms is 

also connected with the structure of orality itself’. Verbal communication by 

nature, direct word of mouth, dynamic give-and-take, and a high degree of 

interpersonal relation add to the antagonisms of daily life (Ong 1982, 44; Jackson 

II & Richardson 2003, 51) 

 

 The writers of this piece do not necessarily agree with Ong but recognize that 

Diasporic Africans tend to participate in daily verbal struggles and that might be due to a 

cultural difference and the importance Africans have on orality.  The writers explain the 

rhetorical strategy of Verbal Play (or playing the dozens) which is a nonserious, 

nonthreatening verbal exchange; it is a harmless symbolic exchange of selves, an 

entertainment of each by the other (Hannerz 1969; Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 51).  

The writers discuss how with verbal play within the African community, the importance 

relies on knowing the difference between the real and the serious; as well as the audience 

believing that threat of what makes it serious remains consistent, that is supported with 
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the use of curses, boasts, and devices of vilification used in real arguments (Jackson II & 

Richardson 2003, 51). Verbal Play within African communal spaces functions in a 

recreational sense and can be considered good-natured banter, however when 

confrontation arouses the use of play can diffuse emotionally charged situations from 

escalating.  Verbal play, according to the writers, is considered both a performance and 

entertainment and is wildly used as a communal verbal exchange.  It is a mechanism to 

reduce and restrict the daily hostilities brought on by the antagonism and struggles 

brought on from society.  The writers emphasize how it is not only important for the 

speakers and audience to recognize verbal play but understand the how and why it is used 

and the common areas for verbal play i.e. street corners, barber shops, pool halls, garages, 

churches and homes where people congregate to enjoy themselves (Jackson II & 

Richardson 2003, 51).   

 Lastly the writers discuss the rhetorical strategy of signifying, they preface by 

saying that the rhetorical speech event of signifying is complex, but it holds as much 

value as another rhetorical device developed within the African community.  

Signifying as an African American speech event has been explained as a 

rhetorical stance, an attitude toward language, a means of cultural self-definition, 

and as a critical means of exploring African American literary 

tradition…Signifying is an alternative message form and embedded in a variety of 

discourses (Abrahams 1970; Kochman 1972; Gates 1988; Smitherman 1977; Lee 

1996; Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 52-53).   

 

 The writers emphasize that signifying is rooted in indirection and the foundation 

of that indirection is shard knowledge, and shared knowledge allows the listener to 

understand the hidden meaning within signifying and reveal the intent behind the 

speaker.  It is through signifying that African people are allow and suggested to read 

between the lines using cultural connections and codes. Garner and Calloway-Thomas 
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express that signifying is important because it can be employed as a rhetorical device 

within writing and speech.  Signifying is a way of encoding a message, and ones shared 

cultural knowledge is the foundation of any reinterpretation could develop (Jackson II & 

Richardson 2003, 52).  The writers emphasized how signifying as a rhetorical strategy 

revealed the appearance that there are more meanings to sentences and passages and one 

can be real and other cannot; and a listener is required to interpret meaning through 

shared knowledge and communal participation before a real mean can be discovered 

(Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 53-54).   

 In Ruth Finnegan Oral literature in Africa, she addresses in her chapter “The 

‘oral’ nature of African unwritten literature” what oral literature is and how it is the 

foundation for African rhetoric and Nommo.  She discusses the difference between prose 

narrative and oral literature; prose narrative does not have a formal metrical structure and 

applies a natural flow of speech while oral literature is a broad term which is a form of 

human communication where knowledge, art, ideas and cultural material is received, 

preserved and transmitted orally throughout generations (Finnegan 2012, 5).   Oral 

literature may include ritual texts, curative chants, epic poems, music genres, folk tales, 

creation tales, songs, myths, spells, legends, proverbs, riddles, tongue-twisters, word 

games, recitations, life histories and historical narratives.  African oral literature reflects 

ideas, themes, suppositions and “truths” about tribes, villages, and religion (Finnegan 

2012, 25).  She explains that oral literature is not widely known, one reason being that 

society automatically believes this type of literature has been made with trivial 

formations without any depths of meaning. Finnegan expresses that oral literature is 

continuously not classified as a form of literature and she debunks that as along with the 
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need for authorship to determine its validity.  She spends most of the chapter debunking 

the what scholars have said against oral literature and its validity (Finnegan 2012, 18-23).   

 Oral art is dependent on a performer who formulates it in words on a specific 

occasion; it is also dependent on repeated performances for the continued existence of the 

art.  Oral literature has no standards, each performer is different and presents the material 

with a different approach.  She emphasizes that the oral artist has the ability to take older 

pieces and create it into their own through performance.  She discusses how call and 

response has an impact within oral literature, oral literature is affected through the 

different atmospheres of the crowd, it plays off the energy of the event and those 

attending.  The tone of the oral presentation is already set because of the atmosphere and 

the associate stereotypes that could be presented there (Finnegan 2012, 14-15).   

  She discusses how folklores became and remain mediums to deliver oral 

literature and through those mediums, morals are taught, and entertainment is provided. 

In this chapter she discusses some components within oral literature such as the tone of 

voice used as a structure element in literary expression.  Folklore and oral literature  as an 

entirety are brought to life by the creativeness of the narrator and their natural ability to 

refine and embellish what is being told.  She speaks of folklore as the process of creating 

literature about traditional beliefs, customs, and stories passed from generation to 

generation by using word of mouth.  This chapter emphasized that tape recording has 

innovated oral literature (Finnegan 2012, 14-17).   
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Proverbs  

In Patricia Liggins Hills book Call and Response: The Riverside anthology of the 

African American literary tradition she devotes her chapter “Call for deliverance: The 

Oral Tradition-Origins African Survivals in slave folk culture” to oral tradition and more 

specifically proverbs.  She highlights proverbs as not only as an important component 

within oral literature but as a key element in understanding Diasporic African rhetoric.  In 

this chapter she discusses the history of proverbs outside of a biblical sense and more 

from a cross cultural focus.  She first addresses African proverbs and how they are used 

to impart a way or of life to a people by building on the experience and wisdom of the 

past.  She continues to explain that African proverbs have greater flexibility of imagery 

and application, symmetrical balance, poetic structure and rhythmic quality than 

European ones, and because of the flexibility of folk form (Hill 1998, 28). Africans relied 

on proverbs more than most people.  The chapter explains how African proverbs were 

created and spoken to teach modes of conducts, respect for elders, religious beliefs and 

ultimate moral value (Hill 1998, 28).  They were also used for litigation of dispute with 

community, and more informally, as greetings.  She mentions in the chapter how in 

several West African cultures, like the Yoruba and Ibo, a person’s mental power and 

literary skills were and are still measured by the fluency with which one can use this folk 

form (Hill 1998, 28).   

The chapter then address the slave proverb, which developed through 

enslavement and transporting across the waters to the Diaspora.  She states that many of 

the slave proverbs are identical in form and content to the African ones, about 50% of the 

proverbs the enslaved Africans used reflected the plantation experience (Hill 1998, 28). 
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She mentions that the plantation proverbs contained advice about how much labor the 

enslaved African would perform, how to avoid punishment and frequently referred to 

such activities as ploughing and harvesting cotton, corn, wheat, religious meetings, corn 

shucking and singing (Hill 1998, 28).   

In Daryl Cumber Dance For My People 400 years of African American Folklore, 

in the chapter “Proverbs and Other Memorable Sayings” addressed the importance of 

proverbs within Diasporic African rhetoric and traditions.  The chapter expressed how 

proverbs are prevalent in both African and African American communities.  In this 

chapter Dance, explores what proverbs are, he explores that proverbs: teach lessons, 

reflect values, reinforce points, issue warnings, tender consolations, attack enemies, 

philosophize about life, serve to distinguish the speaker and even to settle court disputes 

(Dance 2002, 464).  He emphasizes that proverbs are constantly evolving, a common folk 

expression and that the key characteristic to proverbs is brevity.  This chapter recognized 

that proverbs are typically poetic; they occasionally rhyme, they are lyrical, and they 

make use of alliteration, assonance, and other poetic techniques (Dance 2002, 464-465).  

The chapter recognizes proverbs as a form of folklore and thus a foundation of Diasporic 

African rhetoric, due to their appreciation not only among African people but from those 

within the Diaspora (Dance 2002, 465).     
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Spirituals and the Black Church 

 In Patricia Liggins Hills book Call and Response: The Riverside anthology of the 

African American literary tradition she addresses a section of her book to the foundation 

of the Diasporic African rhetoric, specifically the blues and spirituals of African people 

of the Diaspora both during and post enslavement.  She addresses 3 various forms of folk 

cries and ways of communicating both during and after enslavement. The first were plain 

cries which consisted of calls of selling or street cries and dance cries. The second were 

florid cries which consisted of religious cries, field cries, whoops and hollers.  Florid 

cries were most common in the spirituals, work songs, blues, jazz songs and folk 

preaching.  The third and final cry or form of communication were coloratura cries that 

were rooted from the water cries of those that were enslaved (Hill 1998, 29-30).  This 

section highlighted the importance of shouting and the shout existing as a medium on its 

own and how it played a big role in religious and social life of those that were enslaved.  

Specifically, in blues or spirituals, songs consisted of a single stanza, or walk, and a 

single chorus with a faster rhythm, there is a main singer that stands in the middle of the 

floor and sings, there is a congregation of some sort that would either sing along, clap, 

dance or stomp or in some cases the lead singer sings single stanza or walk twice and the 

chorus would begin singing the shout (Hill 1998, 32-33).  She recognized the need and 

purpose of the work song; they retained traditional African elements while adapting to 

the new world environment.  Work songs were an African form of antiphony with its 

deliberate and necessary alteration of verse lines and refrain and alteration of stanza and 

chorus (Hill 1998, 32-33).   
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 Hill states that the spirituals that were developed during and post enslavement 

communicated and reflected the African epic in form, content and performance style.  

She recognizes antebellum spirituals; they were mostly used and sung during 

enslavement.  They were a communication tool to either send alerts or to send codes of 

plans to either protect oneself or to escape and directions how. They expressed that of 

Nommo and consisted of poems, chants, sermons, hymns, prayers and improvising (Hill 

1998, 35-36).  Hill acknowledges the presence of Diasporic African rhetoric when she 

discusses the development of sermons and prayers both during and post enslavement; she 

identifies it as a genre of African oral epic or sermonic poetry (Hill 1998, 47-48).  Hill 

juxtapose that with lyrical poetry, which embodies lyrical quality of traditional African 

poetry, and relies on the orator their success in the integrating of words, music and oral 

performance style to convey a message opposed to utilizing faith, hope, spirituality, 

freedom or liberation to keep the attention of their audience.  Lyrical poetry used the 

expression of intense personal emotions and feelings to capture their audience. Hill much 

like others mentioned before recognized the importance and power of the speaker, orator, 

preacher, storyteller, singer or griot and the highlights the use of repetition of certain 

words and phrases and a piling up of details as a part of a lyrical act (Hill 1998, 49-50).  

Hill ends her section with the gospel, expressing how they were usually songs of an 

improvisational style based on the classic blues and usually incorporated the piano, guitar 

or another instrumental accompaniment.  

 Hill recognizes that whether work songs, spirituals or the blues is being projected, 

an audience is necessary and have an important role, she highlights the importance of call 

and response, a speaker is just as important as their audience.   
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In Gregory Howards’ chapter “Religious Rhetoric from a Black Perspective” in 

his book Black Sacred Rhetoric he discusses the beginnings of the Black Church and the 

characteristics of the Black Sacred Rhetoric.  Howard begins the chapter introducing 

African Traditional Religions (ATR) and explaining how African religious traditions are 

based upon individual communal groups or tribes.  He states that African Traditional 

Religions are not homogeneous but are similar and have commonalities.  This chapter 

recognizes that African Traditional Religions have a sort of trinity; they consider God, 

natural phenomena and one’s ancestors to be intrinsically related to one another for the 

benefit and prosperity of all humanity.  African Traditional Religions are deeply 

expressive through mediums such as music, dance, oral art and essentially African 

rhetoric (Howard 2010, 26).   

 Howard addresses how there is discussion that there are ritualistic congruencies 

between African Traditional Religions and aspect of Christianity and provides history of 

how those congruencies could have developed.  This chapter explored the time period 

during the 19th century in which the Diasporic Africans who were enslaved began to 

convert to Christianity; and it was during this evangelization success during what was 

deemed the Second Great Awakening that Christian preaching in an oral and cultural 

direction was recognized and celebrated by those who were apart of African Traditional 

Religions.  Howard recognizes the developing stages of safe Black Sacred Rhetoric space 

in this chapter, he shares how Diasporic Africans who were enslaved preferred their 

secluded worship spaces over the European Christian church experience because it did 

not provide a space for Black Sacred Rhetoric; a space to pray, dance, sing and express 

their own dialect filled with vivid memories of the their traditional customs (Howard 
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2010, 29-30).   

 The soulfulness of Black preaching predates Christianity being introduced to 

Traditional African Religions, that soulfulness is the foundation to the Black Sacred 

Rhetoric, it is the deeply authentic, expressive, rhythmic, and spirited nature within the 

Rhetoric and essentially the nature of Black preaching.  In this chapter, Howard 

acknowledges that Black preaching is a constituent of oral folklore, call and response and 

many African Traditional religious traditions and essentially was developed well before 

Christianity was set in place.  The author provides history of the European invasion and 

how Christianity and European Christian preaching introduced to many West African 

nations by Portuguese missionaries of the early 16th century.   

He explains that throughout the late 18th century, Christianity established a 

legitimate presence throughout West African provinces through the return and ministry of 

enslaved of Africans (Howard 2010, 29).  Howard recognizes that Christian conversion in 

both America and West Africa was a consequence to the adaptation of the instinctively 

religious African people whose previous religion was not totally intact due to a rude and 

forced separation from their home land, surroundings, symbols, personal freedom and 

kindred (Howard 2010, 30).  This chapter addressed how many Africans who were 

enslaved kept the roots of their African religious traditions by gathering in secret.   

 Howard dedicates a section to how Black preaching and Black Sacred Rhetoric 

was “born.”  He provides history of this development, he first recognizes the union 

between African religious traditions  and American Christian preaching started nearly a 

century before the Second Great Awakening of the 1820-1830s; it was during the First 

Great Awakening during 1730-1740s that a religious synthesis took place in the life of an 
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enslaved African in America through the preaching of some white revivalists (Howard 

2010, 31).  It was later, Howard, recognizes that the theology of both liberation and hope 

was joined with a freedom of liturgical expression and an oral tradition of folk talk, to 

create a common tongue among African American worshippers.  This chapter 

acknowledges that present day theories and tactics of persuasion have replaced Black 

Sacred Rhetoric and other ancestral liturgical expressions as the mode of communal 

identification (Howard 2010, 32-33).  The author states that religious language is formed 

for communicative purposes and that religious exhortation is a constituent of rhetorical 

persuasiveness (Howard 2010, 35).  Howard recognizes religious communal 

identification and that it was determined according to the unique liturgies and verbal or 

nonverbal religious practices of Black people.  The chapter highlights that some African 

American preachers chose deliberately to be more American than African, creating a 

double consciousness; however the authors makes note to express such a dichotomy is 

not a bad thing and the African American preacher who preaches Black has a message for 

the world.  Howard addresses that Black folk preaching can be defined by intonation, call 

and response, hand gestures, shouting and the ability to handle great words (Howard 

2010, 36-37). In this “history of Black preaching” section of this chapter, Howard 

recognizes the stratification in the public preaching of African Americans as opposed 

authentic Black preaching was realized in the “hush habor” era; black believers would 

steal away after public worship services in White churches in order to fully express 

themselves religiously without threat of being beaten (Howard 2010, 40). Howard 

expresses the intent behind delivering Black preaching and Black Sacred Rhetoric in 

invisible institutions and “hidden churches” was to give agency and liberation to Black 
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people as well as provide a safe space so that Black people could freely and genuinely 

worship through gesture and rhetoric.   

 Within this chapter, Howard takes the time to not only explore what is Black 

preaching and Black Sacred Rhetoric but what are the components within and make up 

Black preaching and Black Sacred Rhetoric.  Howard states for Black preaching to be 

considered Black preaching it must: express the sound of biblical emphasis, be prophetic, 

be poetic in style, be dialogical, be declarative as opposed to suggestive, be life-

situational and be hopeful (Howard 2010, 40).  Howard also reveals that there are five 

features of the Black sermon, a black sermon must be functional, festive, communal, 

radical and climatic.  He also shares that there are three primary characteristics of Black 

preaching: intonation in the form of whooping as an extremity of Black preaching, 

spontaneous responses to the movement of the Spirit accompanied with the expression of 

deep the feelings and finally the narrative invitation by which persons are invited to 

experience the sermon.  Howard emphasizes that for Black preaching to be considered 

Black preaching, it must provide an experience and deliver a lively conversation between 

God, the preacher and the congregation that addresses real life issues (Howard 2010, 43-

44).  The Black preacher, according to Howard, is supposed to serve as a mediator of 

meaning and a translator of divine truths into folk talk; the preacher is a medium and  is 

not an inventor of the Word, the Word has already existed through the experience of God, 

Nommo and people.   

 This chapter reveals not only the defining characteristics that make up Black 

preaching but also devotes a section to the substance and style that all Black preaching 

possess.  The style and delivery of Black preaching is tonal, manifestly, imaginative, 
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deeply emotive, vivid in imagery, dialogical, gesticulating, dialectical and celebratory 

(Howard 2010, 44).  Howard emphasizes that celebration is both a style and substance 

because it is parallel to delivery but has a theological significance; celebratory preaching 

is jubilant and absent of a contrite monotone voice as to be ashamed of the Gospel or one 

with no hope. Black preaching features sounds of: 

Alliteration- the repetition of the first sound of several words in a line. 

Metaphor- signifies language that juxtaposes entities that initially provoke 

puzzlement. 

Assonance- is the repetition of similar vowel sounds followed by different 

consonants. 

Anaphora-begins successive clauses with the same group of words. 

Epistrophe-ends successive clauses with the same group of words. 

Syncopated stammering is the deliberate stuttered pauses between groups of 

words. 

Crescendo is the gradual increase in sound. 

Intonation is the variation of pitch that provides melody in speech (Howard 2010, 

44-45)  

 

This chapter addresses that Black Sacred Rhetoric is both about style and 

substantive judgements about God’s grace.  It adds that Black Sacred Rhetoric expresses 

not only trouble, but also hope, enduring faith, and a call for human response and 

deliverance by God; that is the substance of the preaching of Black Sacred Rhetoric 

(Howard 2010, 45). 

Lastly Howard, recognizes the relationship between Negro Spirituals and Black 

Sacred Rhetoric.  He shares the history of the Negro spiritual and how it reflected African 

people’s interpretation of love, life and death.  Negro Spirituals were tools to achieve 

liberation and experience Black Sacred Rhetoric; it was a vernacular of faith and a coded 

concession of how enslaved Africans believed in the unseen as well as how God was 

going to free them from enslavement (Howard 2010, 46-47).  Howard concludes this 

section in saying that the Negro Spiritual and Black Sacred Rhetoric are safe spaces 
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where Continental African and Diasporic African religious traditions, wisdom and truths 

are stored.   

 In Melbourne S. Cummings and Judi Moore Latta essay “Jesus Is a Rock”: 

Spirituals as Lived Experience; spirituals are explored as rhetorical platforms in ways to 

reach and receive the community. The essay discusses the remerging of old folklore that 

were once retired and providing them new views for the current era.   Cummings and 

Lattas’ study for their essay was based on several assumptions:  

• that religion plays an important role in shaping and reflecting a worldview 

• that the indigenous sacred music of African Americans is tightly woven in 

text and performance with the lived experiences of individuals 

• that linguistic meanings and insights into cultural communities are 

produced through such music 

• that the “pervasiveness of Nommo, the generating and sustaining power of 

the spoken word, permeates all aspects of Black life (Smith 1972, 296; 

Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 57).   

 

The piece discussed how African Americans came to understand the importance 

and centrality of religion in their lives as embodied in scared music that reflected their 

troubles, as well as everything they were and what they aspired to do or be.  Cummings 

and Latta emphasize how religion were the African American lifeforce; and it was the 

virtual essence of their worldview.  (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 59).  The piece does 

highlight history and how during enslavement religion, as form of rhetoric, offered solace 

ad refuge from lives filled with trials and tribulations.  It is through Christianity and the 

construction of the Black Church that  not only was the preacher and the sermon the 

rhetorical spaces to seek liberation, but through power of song, African Americans were 

given a voice to express patience, forbearance, love, faith, and hope.  Those that were 

enslaved took complete refuge in Christianity, and though they were forged of sorrow, 

the songs, later called Negro spirituals, took on fervor often of joy, peace and relief 
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(Levine 1977, 20; Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 59). 

 Cummings and Latta’s essay expressed that music in general has always been a 

rhetorical device and an important part within the Black Church, especially as an integral 

part of the Sunday service.   This essay emphasized that Spirituals are a powerful source 

of strength in Diasporic African communities.  It expressed how the singing of spirituals 

not only represented ways in which those who were enslaved were able to comfort 

themselves or find peace, but also served as a way of coping with life as well as a means 

of communication (Southhall 1973, 47; Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 59).   The 

structure of the spirituals was grounded in the traditional call and response pattern, a key 

component within African rhetoric, to keep African people communicating but also 

unified.  

 Spirituals were never static, and the lyrics had no final version; they were always 

communal. As African people, a community, they felt free to alter and re-create (Jackson 

II & Richardson 2003, 60). Spirituals were rhetorically liberating and were 

psychologically uplifting to those that were enslaved.  This piece examined the lyrics that 

enslaved African people sang and addressed how they were completely lacking the 

feeling of unworthiness and were filled with the sense of self-worth, of belonging, and of 

the probability of justice and a sense of earthy life Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 61). 

Spirituals have been and are presently tools of rhetoric that project and manipulate the 

message of hope.   

 Cummings and Latta recognize that not all songs sung within the Black church 

are spirituals; some songs are called hymns of the church and others are gospels which 

embody the energy, intense, enthusiasm, and upbeat Christian fervor.  Spirituals have 
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been a source of consolation, a means of expression and reflection of perspective that is 

both collective and individual, they have maintained rhetorical elements that are placed 

clearly in the oral tradition (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 66). 

Gregory Howard’s chapter “The Lord will Make a Way Somehow” in his book 

Black Sacred Rhetoric discusses African and Diasporic Rhetoric and Nommo used within 

the Black church.  He discusses black preaching; and correlates it to music, recognizing 

that theological and rhetorical appropriation to preaching of the holy saying of the Black 

Church experiences, preachers can harness vernacular rhetoric to enhance communal 

identification among African American Christians in particular and all believing listeners 

in general.  Howard highlights bond and dance explaining that it is caused from the 

preaching through theologically substantive and shared sayings as the rhythm and blues 

of preaching (Howard 2010, 1-2).  Preaching at its best will begin where the people are 

and educate them in possibilities of refined and improved human relations.  As mentioned 

in prior sections, Black preaching relies on call and response, as any other component or 

aspect of African and Diasporic Rhetoric, and Howard expresses that the sermons of 

Black preachers are not focused on speaking the gospel directly but to create a 

conversation and a communication medium between those of the congregation. 

In this chapter, Howard introduces the term Fold theology; theology that a 

community of people treasures and lives by that is expressed in folklore.  Howard 

explains that Black preaching is a constituent of Black folklore; Black Christian folklore 

is expressive culture that includes tales, music, dance, popular beliefs, proverbs, and oral 

traditions as transmitters of Black Folk theology (Howard 2010, 4). Howard emphasizes 

to violate the folklore is to victimize the folk theology; he states that the people of the 
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church know that anyone can recite the Bible from memory but to actually understand the 

meaning, one must learn, appreciate and respect the folklore.  This is relevant because 

while the church is full of biblical liturgical sayings, which is literally what is being said 

through preaching, non-biblical liturgical sayings are a component of black folklore and 

one must know it to communicate with the church (Howard 2010, 4-5).  Howard explains 

that in order to speak to the listeners and have them connect, preacher must know native 

language or fold theology of that community (Howard 2010, 5).  If a preacher does not 

know the idiomatic religious language of the people, the preachers will never be known. 

Howard addresses the impact of Black Sacred Rhetoric could cause African believers of 

God to dance with joy, leave informed and be convinced that they need to change their 

lives (Howard 2010, 7).  

Howard expresses how Black Sacred Rhetoric is at times mishandled and 

manipulates the minds of those that have faith and believe in God.  Howard  also 

emphasizes the downsides of Black Sacred Rhetoric stating that some preachers holy 

sayings are used as artificial signals and most of the time are misappropriated in order to 

gain emotional response from the people to God which in return arouses the preachers 

narcissistic appetite and feeds his or her plea for public affirmation.  Howard refers to this 

as pseudo-prophetic prostitution of Black sacred rhetoric and recognizes it as problematic 

(Howard 2010, 7). The author also expressed his frustration or when Black sacred 

rhetoric is used as a scapegoat or a tool used when a preacher is not prepared for a 

sermon; in which they use “grandma’s theology” or “Aunt Jane’s theology” to rely on 

call and response to do the work of the sermon or holy sayings without context to provide 

theological and rhetorical connectivity to the audience (Howard 2010, 7-8).   
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Howard acknowledges that Black Sacred Rhetoric may be heard around the 

neighborhood or in the house and that call and response religious speech has a significant 

liturgical value in the Black Church worship experience, however he reiterates that Black 

Sacred Rhetoric mostly centers upon worship and specifically preaching (Howard 2010, 

10).  Howard recognizes that Black Sacred Rhetoric is a language that has shaped the 

faith of the Black Church and holds it as a key communal identifier between the preacher 

and the those of the church or faith.  Unfortunately, Black Sacred Rhetoric relevance is 

continuously threatened with extinction due to the act  of pseudo-prophetic prostitution 

mentioned earlier,  the endless acts of bastardization of this ancestral language, and the 

desire for preachers to not use it properly and turn to modern day sayings that have more 

appeal to a postmodern and pop culture influenced society (Howard 2010, 10). Howard 

uses this chapter to explore all those problematic aspects and occurrences.  

He expresses the prostitution of Black Sacred Rhetoric is usually implemented 

when it is used for entertainment and amusement purposes by the preacher in which they 

abuse  the rhetoric text primarily for a verbal response from members of the 

congregation; this is an act of control, power and narcissism and essentially the preachers 

way of play God and making fun of the vulnerability of their parishioners.  He addresses 

that the bastardization of Black Sacred Rhetoric becomes apparent when holy idioms are 

spoken without meaning, context or commentary.  Howard, states that Black Sacred 

Rhetoric has a true essence and the idioms within it have interpretative meanings that 

unfortunately are often overlooked or rejected and are subjugated to lack luster sermonic 

fillers instead of creative illustrative oral imagery. Howard stated “the bastardization of 

this liturgical dialect takes form when the preacher declares that ‘He’s been better to me 
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than I’ve been to myself’ without expounding upon how this is so (Howard 2010, 11).  

The preacher is to be a mediator of meaning and provide a deeper and more relevant 

meaning of the holy sayings and not teach the congregation what they already know.   

Lastly, Howard brings awareness to the rise of preachers not utilizing the Black Sacred 

Rhetoric and losing sight of its ability to make people shout and catch the “holy spirit or 

ghost” (Howard 2010, 13-14).  Howard makes it clear in this chapter that he is not 

referring to younger preachers taking on older congregations, preachers trying to be 

“hip,” “fresh,” or “young” for the younger members of the congregation; he recognizes 

those that are exploiting the Black Sacred Rhetoric and are either intentionally or 

unknowingly misusing and abusing the art of the Black Sacred Rhetoric as well as those 

that stating that Black Sacred Rhetoric is obsolete.  Howard states: 

Black Sacred Rhetoric is neither old-time religion nor either/or religious rhetoric, 

but rather it is a para-canon unto the Black Church that speaks of an anamnetic 

and doxological glorification of God for those in need of an affirming informing 

or hopeful word (Howard 2010, 14.)   

 

  The Politics of Defining Continental and Diasporic African Rhetoric 

 In Richard L Wrights’ The Word at Work: Ideological and Epistemological 

Dynamics in African American Rhetoric the discussion of Nommo as a political dynamic 

within Continental and Diasporic African Rhetoric is discussed; Wright explores the 

concept of Nommo being the essence of words at work and in action.   

Contrary to the Western lexicographical approach to the word, which defines it as 

‘a sound or a combination of sounds, or its representation in speech or writing, 

that symbolizes or communicates a meaning’ or alternatively as ‘something said: 

utterance, a remark, or a comment’ (American Heritage College Dictionary 3rd 

Ed, 1997; Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 85).   

 

Wright explores the power of words and word power, and the concept of Nommo 

expressed that art of being and doing.  He explores how Nommo through agency is not 
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just speech skillfully manipulated, but it is an active force and a friend to human activity, 

which gives life and efficacy to what it names or verbally affirms; hence speaking things 

into existence.  He points out that the African principle of Nommo acknowledges that the 

word is both generative substance and mystical force, which are activated within a 

rhetorical event (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 85).  Wright addresses the assumption 

that: 

For African Americans, given their history of struggle against the individual and 

institutional forces/structures of exploitation, marginalization, isolation, 

degradation, and annihilation, one might conclude that the primary work of the 

rhetoric produced by African Americans has been essentially in protest against 

such conditions, thereby utilizing all of the verbal skills at their command to 

mount a verbal assault upon such conditions in the hope of challenging, 

persuading, cajoling, frustrating, exhausting, and so on in order to prepare the 

ground for the seeds of Black liberation (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 85-86).  

  

He uses this piece to express how the rhetoric of African people whether on the 

continent or of the Diaspora discloses the active presence of strong ideological and 

epistemic foundations what it means to be African in the world and to engage the world 

as an African.  He explored how Diasporic African rhetoric was best examined as an 

academic quest from the observation of the African being in the world to the discourse 

about being and doing in the world, where the power and presence of the word.  Wright 

highlights the work of language-oriented philosophers such as Mikhail Bakhtin (1973), 

Michael Foucault (1961), and Jacques Derrida (1976) whose work questioned language 

and its relation to thinking, knowledge power, discipline and the reproduction of 

structures of domination  (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 86).  

Wright discusses how realist epistemology is founded on premises, which 

advanced important claims regarding the perceptual, cognitive, and ideological nature of 
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human beings.  He addresses one claim that humans are capable of experiencing and 

conceptualizing “reality” as it is, in itself.  The second claim he addresses is that human 

language functions adequately to state real world dynamics in a straightforward and 

revealing manner. Wright recognizes that both of these claims must be challenged in the 

light of (1) culture-specific differences in conceptualizing and categorizing “the world” 

and (2) the fact that in learning a language, a child must discover which domains 

experience are relevant to categorization  (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 89).    

Wright discusses how contemporary approaches have emphasized the political 

nature of all discourse, together with the realization that all reality is constructed through 

symbolic/linguistic interaction.  He addresses how knowledge and truth are embedded 

within the pragmatic, political and linguistic/discourse processes that motivate their 

construction. (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 90). Wright emphasizes on how discourse 

as an ideology works to create a certain subject formation, projecting the individual or 

group into a particular structure of consciousness, which becomes the basis for acting to 

alter the character of the perceived conditions that sustain the formation of subjects 

(Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 91). 

  In Wrights’ piece he looks at the use of language as the nature of the mind that 

attends to things, and not the nature of things; and how within the academic community, 

all knowledge is the product of textual strategies found in language and rhetoric  (Jackson 

II & Richardson 2003, 91-92).  He directs the conversation of rhetoric, to the Diasporic 

African community.  He emphasizes that by “doing language” within the context of 

unrelenting oppression, Diasporic Africans have been compelled to create and to 

continually recreate themselves and their world (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 93).   
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This essay offers insight into how both continuity and change have marked the 

development of Afrocentric communication scholarship.  He considers the 

transformations that have occurred in traditional Western rhetoric and recognized the 

shift from representational to generative conceptualizations of language.  Wight 

recognized that rhetoric is no longer reducible to persuasion, much like Nommo, it offers 

an understanding of discourse as generative, as constitutive of reality (Jackson II & 

Richardson 2003, 103).  

Wright juxtaposes this traditional emphasis with an understanding of rhetoric 

“that views all discourse as a constructive dynamic inseparable from the ideological and 

the epistemic (knowledge).”  Wright focuses on Ebonics as a specific example of African 

American discourse that reveals the theoretical complexities entailed by the shift from 

representational to generative rhetoric. Wright also states that “the word has a special 

place and does its work in a sacred space” to connect Nommo to the essence of word 

development and spirituality (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 103).    

  The rhetoric of Diasporic Africans is rhetoric that demonstrates that they live as 

much “in the world” as they live “in the world,”  and it encapsulates the spirit of 

resistance , redemption, self-affirmation and defiance to imposed restrictions (Jackson II 

& Richardson 2003, 94-95).   Wright ends his piece addressing the importance and 

significance of Diasporic African speech and the patterns within their speech; he 

expresses how their rhetoric is often misunderstood and assumed to be under the category 

of “language-deficient” or “language disadvantage” (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 95).   

He concludes this piece strongly emphasizing that Diasporic African rhetoric is rich in 

traditional forms of expression as well as in its variable transformations over time, in 
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response to the changing character of domination and the conditions of existence that it 

seeks to impose.  Rhetoric is the dynamic constructive force that frames and structures 

social reality, and Wright in his piece explores how those forces and structures are 

movement.  That movement is explored in the power of the word and creates a sacred 

space for that movement.  Diasporic Africans have been and continue to be actively 

engaged in the complex processes of reality construction through dynamic linguistic 

action through which they author, and are authorized by, their words (Jackson II & 

Richardson 2003, 97). 

The Politics of (In)visibility in African American Rhetorical Scholarship: A 

(Re)quest for an African Worldview written by Mark Lawerence McPhail touched on how 

the foundations of African American Rhetoric has provided insight on the visibility of the 

discourse about African American Rhetoric.  This essay was a juxtaposition of the 

visibility of Afrocentricity and the invisibility of Sowade’s perspective in contemporary 

African American rhetorical theory by comparing and contrasting Sowade’s “The Quest 

of an African World View” and  Molefi Asante’s “Theoretical and Research Issues in 

Black Communication” (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 100).  

 McPhail’s essay highlights many, including himself, who have been overlooks 

and seen as invisible contributors to their disciplines.  McPhail highlighted Ralph Ellison, 

and how he articulated his definitive discussion of one of the fundamental concerns of the 

African American experience; that being the need to assert one’s existence or one’s 

visibility in a culture suffering from a certain kind of blindness, an inability to see the 

humanity of others and ultimately of self.  Ellison believed that African Americans 

offered the nation a potentially transformative consciousness, one in which difference and 
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diversity could be celebrated instead of subordinated (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 99).  

The chapter recognizes the structure of Black communication as a discipline involved in 

an important movement from the descriptive studies that had dominated the critical 

analysis of African American rhetoric.    

In this essay McPhail explores the political implications of the visibility of 

Afrocentricity and the invisibility of Sowande’s quest for an African worldview by 

examining how Sowande’s essay informs two of the less visible trajectories in African 

American rhetorical scholarship.  McPhail also argues in this essay that the absence of 

attention to the issues raised by Sowande, during the time he wrote his piece, remain to 

limit the intellectual and political lens of African American rhetorical thought today; and 

he reveals that due to these limitations  that the African worldview should be included 

more in application as well as in theory (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 104-105). 

McPhail also suggests that African American rhetorical Scholarship cannot afford 

to ignore any perspective on the contribution of African people that enriches our 

understanding of language and communication in America. McPhail recognizes that 

African American scholars in disciplines such as psychology, philosophy, political 

science, literary studies and communication are continuously challenged by the 

prevailing intellectual paradigms of Western thought. These disciplines refuse to 

celebrate or promote the visibility of the rhetorical, historical, political, and spiritual 

contributions and influences of peoples of African descent. This essay was an attempt to 

begin the healing process when referencing the lack of attention to the contributions of 

African writers and initiate a more critical conversation about the politics of invisibility 

in African American rhetorical scholarship (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 104-105).  
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McPhail expresses that in the field of communication, the most important 

challenge to the discipline’s European biases and influences emerged in the work of 

Molefi Kete Asante (formerly Arthur Smith).  Asante was at the forefront of this 

movement to recognize the agency of African people as well as their contributions to all 

disciplines.  The chapter recognizes that Molefi Kete Asante is an African American 

professor and is a leading figure in the fields of African American studies, African 

Studies and Communication Studies.  Asante’s Afrocentric ideas have been the most 

important and pervasive influence on African American rhetorical theorizing.  Asante 

emphasized the expressive and embodied dimensions of language largely neglected or 

subordinated by traditional Western rhetorical theory and criticism.  Afrocentricity has 

had a large impact on modern Black thought in communication and has significantly 

manipulated the theoretical and methodological direction of research.  Afrocentricity has 

been assumed to only reflect the underlying epistemological and ontological 

preconceived notions of the African worldview; however it has also been suggested that 

Afrocentricity focuses its emphasis on obscuring African worldview instead of clarifying 

it (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 101-102).   

McPhail refers to Smith’s 1974 essay “Markings of an African Concept of 

Rhetoric” which established the foundations for reconceptualization of rhetoric that 

would significantly impact African American studies of language and communication.  

Asante begins by challenging the hegemonic assumptions of Western rhetorical studies 

and arguing for the legitimacy and cultural significance of African approaches to, and 

perspectives on, discourse (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 101). 

 It is this essay that Asante expresses a strong emphasis on contrast between 
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Western and African cultures and through this recognition he defined an Afrocentric 

approach to communication. These contrasts allowed Asante to establish clear boundaries 

between the assumptions at work in the discourses of peoples of African descent and 

those at work in Western mediums of rhetoric (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 102). 

Asante was a critique of the epistemological foundationism of Western rhetorical 

thought, a foundationism that placed emphasis on rational, “objective”, and abstract 

communicative principles and practice.  Asante emphasized the expressive and embodied 

dimensions of language largely neglected or subordinated by traditional Western 

rhetorical theory and criticism and argued that discursive practices were deeply 

embedded in both cultural consciousness and historical action.   

Asante juxtaposed the foundation of the Western rhetorical theory with the 

integrative impulses of African thought and culture.  Asante expresses one can only draw 

a generalization about the role of language and communication in traditional African 

societies because previous scholarship addresses the communal aspect of African 

societies, and the principle of “art for life’s sake” that distinguished African and other 

traditional aesthetic systems from Western formalism (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 

101). Asante highlights that African societies are essentially societies of harmonies and 

express the compatibility of persons, things and modalities are grounded of traditional 

African school of thought and way of life.   

This chapter not only highlighted Afrocentricity and the works of Asante, but also 

it recognizes “The Quest of an African World View: The Utilization of African 

Discourse” a piece written by Chief Fela Sowande that presented an alternative 

conceptualization of the character and consciousness of African-inspired theories of 
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language and communication.  McPhail recognize that unlike the Afrocentric theory, 

which is explicitly premised upon “the belief in the centrality of Africans in post-modern 

history (Asante 1989, 6). Sowande’s understanding of an African-inspired 

communication theory assumes that “the world view that is enshrined in African 

traditions, folklore, and mythology…is not the preserve of the African or of peoples of 

African descent (Sowande 1974, 111).  Sownade recognizes that traditional or classical 

African thought, in contrast, embraces the creative and constitutive power of the word, 

and aligns languages with morality, spirituality, and social responsibility (Jackson II & 

Richardson 2003, 104)   

McPhail addresses that both Asante and Sowande expressed some similarities 

such as being focused on the epistemological, moral, and spiritual contributions of 

traditional African cultures, and both emphasized the participatory and integrative aspects 

of African thought and consciousness.  They also saw in traditional African cultures the 

possibility of an identity and consciousness grounded in coherence; however, they 

defined coherence differently. The essay recognizes that coherence, according to Asante 

was “the compatibility of persons, things and modalities” and according to Sowande it 

was an “inseparable organic unity in an organic relationship to that organic whole which 

is life itself” (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 105). The essay expressed not only 

viewpoints they shared but aspect they did not; Asante viewed culture as a primary 

determinant of consciousness and recognizes that African culture is the foundation of 

Afrocentric consciousness and communication. While Sowande believed that both culture 

and consciousness were subordinate to a fundamental unity and that culture was one that 

transcended all forms of difference and identity. African culture reflected an 
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indistinguishable reality (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 104-105). The essay highlighted 

that Sowande emphasized that when processing the concept of the African worldview, 

ones focuses should be on the worldview and not the African.  Sowande found 

Afrocentricity problematic and according to him it was a view of the world rather than a 

world view.  Sowande essay differed with Asante theory and felt the very act of drawing 

a distinction between Afrocentric and Eurocentric viewpoints undermined the value of an 

African worldview.  Sowande expressed in his essay that instead of contrasting 

Afrocentric and Eurocentric thought Sowande found the importance lied in searching for 

their points of implicature; because Afrocentric and Eurocentric thoughts are inseparable 

and deeply implicated in each other (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 105-106).   

The chapter focuses on the visibility of Afrocentricity in African American 

rhetorical scholarship illustrates its importance for theoretical and critical understanding 

of discourse produced by and for persons of African descent.  McPhail acknowledges that 

African American Rhetoric is made up of many strands and he strains that all strands 

should be celebrated.  He states that African American rhetoric in terms described as 

“dialogic coherence” to express its capacity to integrate diverse conceptions of reality, 

culture and identity.  McPhail dedicates a large portion of this essay to address how there 

were and remain to be a lot unrecognized, silent or invisible scholars that were or are 

contributing to either the communication, African American or rhetorical discourse 

(Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 106-107). These scholars are expressing a range 

ideologies and methodologies some: Afrocentric, African centered or exploring the Black 

narrative or experience.  He states that aside from his work he could not recall any other 

work or scholars in either Afrocentric or rhetorical studies reference Sowande work.  
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McPhail recognizes the politics in the inclusive and diverse study of Afrocentric or Black 

rhetoric however there is an obvious who is welcome to speak, be heard and be visible 

and who is not (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 106-107).  

 This essay recognizes that since up to the 1970s the studies of rhetoric within the 

African American discourse was majority contributed and written but European 

American and based on Western theoretical and methodological approaches.  Yet, with 

the birth and rise of Black studies, that contribution has shifted, and new approach 

emerge and that was an Afrocentric one, which regarding ideologies, methodology, 

pedagogies and worldview, was specifically inclusive of some and excluded many.  The 

Afrocentric perspective expresses that the studies of Black language and discourse should 

be written by African Americans opposed to the more inclusive notion of the study of 

African Americans written by rhetorical scholars.  McPhail express that it is problematic 

to suggest that African Americans, by virtue of race or culture are more capable of 

conducting an analysis of Black communication than someone whose obtained the 

African worldview as a foundation to understand Black communication (Jackson II & 

Richardson 2003, 106-107.) 

He concludes his essay expressing to contemporary and future African American 

rhetorical scholars that they cannot get hung up on choosing a path or a politic and to 

acknowledge that Afrocentricity and African American rhetoric are rooted in a type of 

double consciousness; and whether one chooses to pursue Afrocentricity, complicity, 

recovery, or traditional rhetoric, it is about the worldview and it is up to scholar to 

provide the African worldview as the foundation of their work (Jackson II & Richardson 

2003, 108).   
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Continental and Diasporic African Rhetoric Presented in Music, Struggle and 

Resistance 

Portia K. Maultsbys’ chapter Africanisms in African-American Music explores the 

evolution of Continental and Diasporic African rhetoric, by not only recognizing it as an 

oral tradition that has traveled through the Diaspora, but also a key component in the 

music of African people and its impact on them.  Maultsby addresses culture and what it 

is and how it has manifested through not only rhetoric but also the common thread of 

oppression.  She mentions how enslavement and other institutions of oppression are 

designed to destroy the cultural legacy of African traditions but have not truly 

accomplished that mission especially when it comes to rhetoric and music of the 

Continent and the Diaspora of Africa.  She expresses how these indestructible traditions 

were transported through generations by culture like music, dance, art, rhetoric and etc.  

Maultsby defines culture as the product of interactions between the past and present. Its 

toughness and resilience are not determined by its ability to withstand change, which is a 

sign of stagnation, but by its ability to react creatively and responsive to the realities of a 

new situation (Holloway 2005, 326-327). 

 The writer begins the chapter exploring the essence of African traditions in music 

during enslavement and the capture of Africans.  When Africans were enslaved, they 

used music as a form of oral art and rhetoric by reconstructing instruments they had and 

used in Africa out of things they found in “western” society and used familiar songs as 

well as familiar sounds and beats to communicate and create a common ground and 

essence build a community.  Maultsby addresses how as time wore on European 
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instruments were eventually embraced by African people and became a part of “Black 

culture,” and in some cases these instruments were adopted, and it changed how Africans 

made their traditional instruments.  However, the chapter highlights that it was more than 

the instrument itself, but also the messages sent as well as the continuity of the familiar 

sounds and beats throughout generations; as well as the cultural memory of how create 

the traditional instrument remained imprinted with the African people.   Despite all of 

that in the embrace and adoption of European and Western instruments, African notes 

began to make a new creation, a new sound and example of this creation would be the 

“blue notes.”  The chapter explores how Africanisms in African American music ensure 

the creative process can “all continuity and change.” This chapter focuses on how music, 

as a form of rhetoric, is integral to all aspects of black community life (Holloway 2005, 

328-329).  Maultsby expresses that the fundamental concept that governs music 

performance in African and African derived cultures is that music-making is a 

participatory group activity that serves to unite black people into a cohesive group for a 

common purpose.  She mentions that music-making in Africa requires the active 

involvement of all present at the musical event.  Maultsby recognizes three areas of 

aesthetic significance when rhetorically looking at the Africanism of music of the African 

Diaspora: Delivery style, Sound quality, and Mechanics of delivery (Holloway 2005, 

329-330).   

 The delivery style refers to the physical mode of presentation; specifically, how 

performers employ body movements, facial expressions and clothing within the 

performance context.  These expressions in black culture are considered expressions of 

“aliveness (Holloway 2005, 330).”  Maultsby refers to images during performances when 
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trying to convey aliveness or through the attire with the type of fabric, colors and designs.  

This aliveness is a rhetorical device. The dance itself can convey a rhetorical experience 

and can illustrate the intensity of emotion through the total physical involvement of one’s 

body.  The writer, reflects to that of cultural memory, stating that the practices of cultural 

memory have been passed down through generations and can still be seen today in gospel 

tradition, black churches, church choirs and even black marching bands (Holloway 2005, 

330-331).   

 Sound quality refers to the objective of African music is not necessarily to 

produce sounds agreeable to the ear, but to translate everyday experiences into living 

sound. Maultsby expresses that the music of Africa and the African Diaspora produce 

many sounds to either imitate or represent animals, speeches, spirits or nature.  The music 

is full of unique sounds associated with black music such as manipulation of timbre, 

texture, and shading; it is these unfamiliar sounds that deems Black music as weird or not 

music at all (Holloway 2005, 333-334).  

Mechanics of delivery refers to the distinct sounds produced by black performers 

are combined with other aesthetic components to generate a pool of resources for song 

interpretation (Holloway 2005, 334).  This section addressed how improvisation is 

extremely important in Black performance art and is essential to the mechanics of 

delivery.  Maultsby highlights three basic components to structural network for song 

interpretation in black music: time, text, and pitch.   

Time is manipulated through structural and rhythmic aspects, the extension of 

notes, repetition, of words, phrases, entire parts of a song, instrumental cadences. 

Text or Textures can be increased by adding layers of instruments and vocals. 

Pitch is the voices and instruments manipulating sound i.e. bends, slides, melodies 

and passing tones (Holloway 2005, 336-337).  
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When interpreting music as a rhetorical device, much like spirituals, call and response 

plays a large role and impacts all three components (Holloway 2005, 335).  The chapter 

concludes with Maultsby drawing connections to the Africanism present in music to the 

styles of music presented during enslavement as well as the music produced today; she 

concludes that music always has and will remain a rhetorical device to either overtly or 

covertly send messages.   

Felicia M. Miyakawa, explores the concept of Black Power rhetoric from the 

perspective of Black Nationalism in her piece ‘The Duty of the Civilized is to Civilize the 

Uncivilized’: Tropes of Black Nationalism in the Messages of Five Percent Rappers. 

Black Nationalism in America has continued to recreate and reconstruct itself depending 

upon era and circumstance.  This chapter addresses not only the different trends and 

social conditions, but also several major themes that remain endemic to Black 

Nationalism.  Although each movement has been different, the underlying themes stay 

the same: the desire to lead and educate the masses, the promotion of unification of 

African people across the world, and the hope that they can continue to foster racial pride 

and solidarity (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 171).  Miyakawa recognizes that one of 

the newest forms of Black Nationalism can be found within rap music, especially hip-hop 

music grounded in Islamic principles.  She expresses that many of the “conscious 

rappers” that evolved in the late and 80s and early 90s used their Islamic ties to promote 

awareness spark dialogue about a myriad of social issues (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 

171).  These rappers used the foundation of Black Nationalism to develop “conscious 

rap” and voice the woes of social inequality and racism (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 

172). 
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This chapter acknowledges the rhetoric of not only Black Nationalism but also the 

rhetoric of the Five Percent nation.  The Five Percent nation is a breakaway section from 

the Nation of Islam formed in 1964.  Miyakawa highlights groups such as Public Enemy, 

Brand Nubian, Poor Righteous Teachers, X-Clan, the Jungle Brothers, KRS-One, Queen 

Latifah, and the Wu-Tang Clan belong to the Five Percent Nation, a party derived from 

the Nation of Islam (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 172).  This chapter focuses on 

analyzing the messages of Five Percent rappers and how their music embodies the 

paradigms prevalent in Black Nationalism; and takes on the mission to spiritually civilize 

the masses (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 173). 

 Five Percent rappers used their medium to spread their spiritual message to an 

international audience.  The lyrics of Five Percent rappers were educational and 

possessed doctrinal texts pulled directly from the rhetoric of Five Percenters. This chapter 

acknowledged the three primary tropes within the Black Nationalist rhetorical discourse 

that Five Percent rappers utilize and manipulate; Pan-Africanism, Racial Pride, 

Solidarity, the role of leadership and importance of teaching.  Five Percent and Black 

Nationalist rhetoric embraced the rhetoric of Booker T Washington, Alexander 

Crummell, W.E.B. Du Bois, Lakim Shabazz, Imanuel Geiss, David Walker, Henry M. 

Turner and The WORD (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 173-180).  Miyakawa expresses 

that these rappers embraced Washington’s rhetoric that was encouraged being educated, 

instruct others and to obtain the people skill for commercial success. This chapter 

recognizes that the Five Percent Nation draws its racial pride from social developments 

that were occurring at the same time as the rise of the Nation in 1960 (Jackson II & 

Richardson 2003, 173). The rhetoric of these movements influenced songs like James 
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Brown, “Say it Loud, I’m Black and I’m Proud,” groups like Brand Nubian identified a 

source of their inspiration was the rhetoric and work of Elijah Muhammad (Jackson II & 

Richardson 2003, 182).  Rappers that embraced Crummell and Du Bois rhetoric engaged 

the souls of African people through art and culture. Black Nationalist and Five Percent 

rappers encouraged the rhetoric of “each one, teach one” and through the voice of Geiss a 

message that those of African descent can produce world class civilizations (Jackson II & 

Richardson 2003, 173-174).  The author addresses that once racial pride is established, 

Five Percenters and Black Nationalist often push for solidarity; thinking that once 

solidarity is obtained race will be uplifts and African people will attain self-sufficiency; 

Molefi Asante argues a similar rhetoric, Black unity holds a crucial part of both Black 

Power and Black Nationalist rhetoric(Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 182).  Five Percent 

and Black Nationalist Rappers through the rhetoric tend to push for the same message 

and hope for the same outcome through their music.  

Miyakawa explores how the Five Percent nation derives its names from Islamic 

doctrine and training which identifies 85 percent of people as uncivilized people who do 

not know their God or origin, 10 percent as the rich who exploit the poor and teach 

people to not believe in God, and the 5 percent who are the enlightened ones and are 

responsible for educating the masses.  The goal of Fiver Percenters is to “awaken” the 85 

percent of the “not woke” people and to teach them through the rhetoric of Lakim 

Shabazz and Pan-Africans their rhetoric stress that the fates and futures of all black 

people were tied together (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 175).  Thus, Five Percent 

rappers take on this cause in life as well as in their music.  This chapter addresses how 

the Fiver Percent Rappers message emphasizes the importance of black self-sufficiency, 
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creating opportunities, keeping the wealth, being responsible for other black people and 

above all, teaching, promoting Black solidarity, and helping to expand and further the 

cause.  The Black Nationalist rhetoric found in this music is grounded in religious 

principles, however it is not teaching a religion or encouraging anyone to join any 

religion.   

 This chapter focuses on rap, and particularly Islamic rap that has long been 

dominated by male voices; even at the height of “conscious rap” in the late 1980s and 

early 1990s, a time when the airwaves were dominated by MCs affiliated with either the 

Fiver Percent Nation or the Nation of Islam, women were hard pressed to  create space 

for their voices and perspectives (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 171-172).  The author 

expresses that there were exceptions, of course, but for every Queen Latifah and Sister 

Souljah rapping for sisterhood and social responsibility, there were dozens of men and all 

male crews spitting misogynist rhymes.  The chapter does not dispute in any way that rap 

is a tough career path for any woman; women who choose to dress conservatively and 

wear elaborate head dressings and wraps and modest loose fitting clothing as well as raps 

about politics, women’s rights, and the beauties of Islam seem to a larger public the very 

anthesis of what rap has come to be (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 171-172).   

 In the 1990s gangsta rappers create a variety of imagery in their music which 

ranges from life in the hood to full time “thugging.” The piece Death Narratives from the 

Killing Fields: Narrative Criticism and the Case of Tupac Shakur by Carlos D. Morrison, 

identifies and analyze stories about death in “gangsta rap” and the rap lyrics of Tupac 

Shakur.  Morrison begins the chapter addressing the rhetoric used within and throughout 

rap music and hip-hop culture.  He recognizes Toop’s 1984 The Rap Attack; Morrison 
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states that Toop is one of the earliest developments of rap music from African culture to 

the urban streets (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 187).  Toop was one of the first to 

discuss oral history and the rhetorical connection between rap and hip-hop artists and 

West African griots.  The chapter recognizes Rap music and hip-hop culture is a 

conglomerate of Black musical genres such as jazz, bebop, R&B and the soul of the 

1970s and 1980s (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 187).  Morrison utilized scholar Tricia 

Rose definition of rap music; “a Black culture expression that prioritizes Black voices 

from the margins of urban American.” She recognizes Rap music as a form of rhyming 

and rhythmic storytelling partnered with highly rhythmic electronically base music. Hip 

Hop has been defined as a culture for young African Americans to come together through 

music, language, dress, graffiti, and so on to create a safe space to deal with oppression, 

racism and poverty.  The rhetoric of Hip Hop is inspired and influenced by the rhetoric of 

Harlem Renaissance, The Black Arts Movement, Black Nationalism and the Pan African 

movement.   

 Morrison focuses this chapter specifically on Tupac Shakur, he refers to him as 

the narrator.  The chapter sheds some light on the history of Tupac Shakur. He was born 

in Brooklyn, New York in 1971 and was the son to Afeni Shakur, a member of the Black 

Panther Party (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 193).  Shakur at the beginning of his career 

was a member of the rap group Digital Underground as a dancer and rap on a few of their 

songs but determined to do more he put out a debut album 2pacalypse Now as well as 

starred in a the 1992 film Juice.  His character, Bishop was a young Gangsta who was the 

epitome of nihilism in the Black community and especially in the hood.  Morrison 

addresses that Young G’s have an instinct to kill, especially people that look like them 
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because their behavior and lifestyle is grounded in nihilism (Jackson II & Richardson 

2003, 194).  This chapter recognizes that Shakur music was contradictory because his 

lyrics emphasized Black empowerment and pride in one’s culture and even praised and 

celebrated the strength of the single Black mothers but the lyrics to most of his songs 

often referred to women as “bitches” and “hos” and expressed misogynistic tendencies 

(Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 194).  

 This chapter recognizes the matrices Shakur upbringing, lifestyles and rhetoric 

and the endless contradictions presented however the chapter is less about that but more 

about the archetype or symbol of representation Shakur was.  He was living ins a world 

where young African American men were at war with each other as well as other in our 

own communities.  These African American men were at war over territory, drugs, or 

even gang colors.  Morrison references the work of Sanyika Shakur and how a major 

objective between gangs like the Bloods and Crypts was eliminating the enemy at any 

cost.  The consistent objective is rhetorically and physically creating these killing fields 

made of concrete, and to lather these “killing fields” with revenge and retaliation.  The 

chapter highlights the mentality of the African men and women living upon these killing 

fields and the mentality of facing death or dying was 24-hour reality (Jackson II & 

Richardson 2003, 198-199). 

 The writers explore “the narrative” in this chapter, it is referenced as symbolic 

action-words and /or deeds that have sequence and meaning for those who live, create or 

interpret them.  It is a way of ordering and presenting a view of the world through a 

description of a situation involving characters, actions, and settings that change over 

time.  Shakur’s narrative was his own however many African American people resonated, 
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related, immolated and connected with his. His narrative through his rhetorical devices 

whether through music, movies, books or just hearing his speak, were persuasive and 

demonstrated both narrative coherence and narrative fidelity (Jackson II & Richardson 

2003, 190).   

Morrison devotes most of this piece to the narrative of the African American men 

living this lifestyle.  The narrative of African American men was filled with much 

turmoil, daily they must confront social, economic and environmental problems; those 

with a lack of education were placed at a disadvantage and faced high rates of 

criminality.  Morrison emphasized the unfortunate disproportionately representation of 

African American men as both criminals and victims of violent crime.  Shakur himself 

even at time of agency or ability to control his narrative still in his music or films 

projected or expressed the narrative of having a showdown with the grim reaper (Jackson 

II & Richardson 2003, 201-202).  His rhetoric expresses not only an obsession or 

paranoia with death but also one of justification that his relationship with death whether it 

being around him or his inevitable future was because he was a “street soldier.”  The 

chapter explores how his narrative consumes him and how he confronts death both on the 

“killing fields” and within himself.  Morrison expresses that Shakur’s much like other 

“street soldiers,” gang members and others African American men that lived on or off of 

the “killing fields”  rhetoric was not only a product of their environment but also their 

upbringing, exposure to art, poetry, literature and music and even their own music 

(Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 201-202). They used their rhetoric to manifest a “real” 

relationship with Death, death was seen as a savior that would free them from self-

destruction, nihilism and the killing fields themselves.  Morrison explains that far too 
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many African Americans who live in the urban areas of America face poverty, 

unemployment, crime and illiteracy and thus share similar narratives to Shakur.  Shakur’s 

narrative shares the message that death is the street soldier’s only savior and will help 

them find their ultimate peace.  It was Shakur nihilistic motive that helped him embrace 

death openly through his rhetorical devices.  Shakur expressed that mental death followed 

physical death; start to end in the “killing fields.”   

However, Morrison reveals more dimensions to the works and narrative of 

Shakur, because despite his comfort in facing death, Shakur’s motive was survival. 

Shakur had a strong desire to survive the “killing fields” of urban America.  Morrison 

concludes his chapter with the obligation of the critics of Shakur’s work and the safest 

space and place to critique the works of Shakur.  When critiquing the works of Shakur it 

is important to be concerned with not only the message that is being communicated but 

also if not more important to be concerned with how his messaged is received and 

resonated in the minds and hearts of his listeners (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 202).  

Rap music must always have a critical lens place on the lyrics in hopes to change the 

killing fields of urban America to a space of love, forgiveness, and self-respect.  The 

works of Shakur as well as other rap and hip-hop artist should not be criticized linearly 

but circular nature of the African American Rhetorical discourse.  As stated previously 

Continental African and Diasporic African orality is holistic, communal and continuous 

in its foundation; thus Nommo, style, rhythm and rhyme of the African American 

Rhetorical discourse would lose its effervescence and emotion if it were to be 

marginalized and limited as a result of linear Eurocentric methods of analysis (Jackson II 

& Richardson 2003, 202-203).   
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 Ella Forbes piece Every Man Fights for His Freedom: The Rhetoric of African 

American Resistance in the Mid-19th Century focuses on the rhetoric of African 

resistance and that specifically of African American males during the mid-19th century; 

this piece explains how the resistance, redemptive violence, and Black manhood were 

highlight periods of social and political thought.  The chapter opens with the fact that our 

most common representations of the plight against enslavement and racial discrimination 

are created by white folk.  Typically, Black people are portrayed as victims of violence or 

pleading to appeal the white, Christian morality through the rhetorical device of the mass 

media.  The mass media as a rhetorical device on its own has presented society or the 

world rather with images that represent specific area of African American history, and 

quite frequently the representations reflect not the African Americans reality, but the 

wishful thinking of the larger white society (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 155).  This 

piece explores how white society uses mass medica as a rhetorical device to distort the 

African American male’s reality and project falsehood throughout history.  Forbes 

addresses that during the mid-19th century, white people felt superior and encouraged 

having predominately iconic images represent them because they were the ones that 

created these ideal images; they created situations only to construct and manipulate the 

outcome so they either appeared either victorious or as a savior.   

Forbes highlighted the civil rights movement; there were African American 

protestors being sprayed with fire hoses or being attacked by dogs controlled by burly 

white policemen.  Rhetorically, the images are manipulating the viewers of the images to 

think that the African American protestors did something wrong or were violent and the 

white men were saving or protecting a cause. On the contrary, Forbes conveys, the white 
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men were expressing their internal and external frustration and hatred of African 

Americans. She specifically expresses their discomfort with the athletes getting gloved 

and receiving accolades during the time period, angry with all the fists being raised and 

signs of resistance displayed during the protest in 1968 at the Mexico City Olympic 

game, or the militant Africans in 1851 Christina, Pennsylvania, who resisted and acted 

upon, Black self-defense that killed a white slave owner that tried to enslave Africans 

(Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 155).   

  Forbes recognized that the images projected in mass media that expressed Black 

agency and encouraged Blacks to feel self-empowerment also forced white people to 

confront the reason for Black activism and Black militancy; those images rhetorically 

sent a message through the media that White racism and white supremacy was real and 

Black people had to stand up for themselves (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 155).   The 

author addresses that in the Antebellum period there was an image of a phenotypically 

African man kneeling, hands clasped, chains broken, but viable pleasing for humanity 

and his manhood.  The images sent a message of the time period and the politics 

surrounding African people. Forbes focused on how African American men in this era 

and their struggle to maintain and keep their image intact; the African American men that 

fought for their “Manhood” expressed a sense of courage, self-determination, civil and 

human right, and communal self-esteem (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 156).  Forbes 

explored how Africans inevitably concluded that the only way to end oppression was to 

resist violently when necessary.   

This chapter recognized that the best way for Africans to deliver resistance 

rhetorically was through speeches, letters, newspapers, public and private forms and in 
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action speeches.  Africans used redemptive violence, manhood and self-defense to fight 

against oppression (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 155). Forbes expresses that despite 

the undeniable hate that Whites had toward Blacks and the endless White riots and 

physical attacks on individual Black and Black communities, Africans continued to 

exemplify a natural right to resist and stress the elevation of the African community.  

This chapter explores how Africans have responded to political and social 

disenfranchisement by forming organizations to work for and protest their own interest 

(Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 157).   

 Larry Neal discuss the rhetoric of Black Power and Black liberation in his essay 

The Black Arts Movement.  Neal defines Black Art as the aesthetic and spiritual sister of 

the Black Power concept, and it is the art that speaks directly to the needs and aspirations 

of Black America.  He recognizes that the Black Art Movement proposed a radical 

reordering of the western cultural aesthetic; and it is radically opposed to any concept of 

the artist that alienates them from their community.  He acknowledges that the rhetoric of 

the Black Arts Movement was one that encouraged separate symbolism, mythology, 

critique and iconology (Neal 1968, 236).  The piece addresses the Black Arts Movement 

and Black concept of obtaining and desiring self-determination and nationhood among 

African people.  In this piece Neal, emphasizes the rhetoric used within the Black Arts 

Movement oppose those that are Eurocentric as one relates the relationship between art 

and politics while the other relates with the art of politics.  He states that the key to the 

rhetoric of Black Power and specifically the Black Arts Movement is to focus on Black 

people obtaining the ability to define themselves and their world on their own terms 

(Neal 1968, 236).  
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 Neal addresses the Black artisan and their roles in rhetoric and their roles as 

mediums when delivering the message of liberation.  The Black artisans made a point in 

the context of aesthetics and rhetoric to take on the duty of speaking spiritual and cultural 

needs of Black people and to confront the contradictions arising out of Black people 

experience in a racist society (Neal 1968, 236-237).  It speaks less the rhetoric of protest 

and more of a rhetoric for the people by the people.   

 The essay All Power to the People: The Political Thought of Huey P. Newton and 

the Black Panther Party by Floyd W. Hayes III and Frances A. Kiene III address the 

rhetoric of Black Power from the perspectives of those in the Black Panther Party.  This 

essay examined some of the main currents of Newton’s political thought and the Black 

Panther Party’s ideology and the evolution of their political ideas (Hayes 2000, 547-548).  

Hayes and Kiene highlighted specific terms that reflected Black Power rhetoric and 

generated the concept of liberation.  Those terms were: 

Lumpenproletariat- The unorganized and unpolitical lower orders of society who 

are not interested in revolutionary advancement i.e. prostitutes, thieves, hustlers 

and murderers. 

Intransigent- Unwilling or refusing to change ones’s views or to agree about 

something.  

Black Nationalism- Black people are a race and seeks to develop and maintain a 

black national identity. 

Revolutionary Nationalism- A social movement dedicated to carrying out a 

revolution. 

Revolutionary Internationalism- The belief that conflicts within societies are 

determined by international factors and alliances.  

Revolutionary Interommunalism- The promotion of solidarity between 

communities, and a culture of resistance to all oppression.   

Dialectical- The logical discussion of ideas and opinions (Hayes 2000, 548-557) 
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Hayes and Kiene express that all these terms either express or create a space for 

liberation for African people.  This essay also recognizes the history of the Black Panther 

Party and the need for Black Power rhetoric.  The Black Panther Party 1960s by angry 

groups of Black youth who came together.  Huey P. Newton and Bobby Seale founded 

the Black Panther Party for Self Defense in Oakland. California, 1966.  The writers of 

this piece highlight the rhetoric of not only Newton and Seale but all the members of the 

organization and how they all were mediums and vessels for the liberation of Black 

people (Hayes 2000, 547-549).  Newton spoke about the collective significance of “street 

brothers” and solidarity and how through solidarity they all shared the same vision.  It is 

through the embrace of Black Power rhetoric that the Black Panther Party was able to 

organize and provide several community programs which included free breakfast for 

children, free health clinics and liberation youth schools (Hayes 2000, 548-550).  Hayes 

and Kiene recognize Black Power rhetoric, when breaking down the Black Panther Party 

Point Program; for example their first point proclaimed “We believe that black people 

will not be free until we are able to determine our destiny,” while the tenth point 

proclaimed “We want land, bread, housing, education, clothing, justice, and peace.”  This 

piece concludes with the authors exploring Black Power rhetoric impact on the social 

change of Black people (Hayes 2000, 549-551).   

What This Research Contributes? 

This research aims to contribute to both the discipline of Africology and African 

American Studies but also the Rhetorical discourse whether it is in the discipline of 

Literature, English, Linguistics or Speech.  This research attempts to contribute more to 

the conversation that there is a rhetoric of and for African people and it is not an 
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extension of European or Western rhetoric or a Blackface or Black version of European 

or Western rhetoric.  

Alkebulan argued in his essay that African American rhetoric is best understood 

within the field of Linguistics associated with culture, called Culture Linguistics.  As 

much as I agree with Alkebulan  that the rhetoric of the African Continent and Diaspora 

would best be understood within a specific field study, a safe space within a discipline; 

my research attempts to disagree with Alkebulans’ statement that Linguistics or creating 

a new field called Culture Linguistics is the best or safest discipline.  My research will 

aim to contribute the reasons why Africology as a discipline, is the best safe space for all 

research and study of the Continental and Diasporic African existence, people and their 

way of life, especially their rhetoric.  This project will attempt to express that there is no 

reason to rely on a discipline that is not traditionally or foundationally grounded in 

Afrocentricity to provide an academic homeplace or safe space for a subject matter that is 

only about, for and used by Continental and Diasporic African people. The rhetoric of 

Continental and Diasporic Africans explores and embraces: sermonizing, signifyin’, 

playin the dozens, stylin’ out, soundin’, lyricism, improvisation, indirection, repetition, 

poetry, spirituals, history, style, culture, rhythm, and Ebonics; they are all natural 

components and rooted in African oral tradition (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 23). This 

research will aim to expand the conversation on how African oral tradition as a study and 

point of research, has an academic homeplace in both African and African American 

literature as well as African Folklore; all of which are studied under the discipline of 

Africology.  The foundation of Africology is Afrocentricity, that being the placement of 

African ideals at the center of any analysis that involves African culture and behavior; the 
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rhetoric of Continental Africa and the Diaspora is in itself a study of African phenomena 

and it should only be examined from the perspective of the African person (Asante 1998, 

6). My project strives to expand the discussion on how the discipline of Africology, under 

the Afrocentric paradigm, is the only place that the rhetoric of Continental and Diasporic 

Africans can be viewed as subjects in their own right and as acting agents in their own 

historical and cultural reality than objects of Western scholarship and civilization 

(Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 24).   

This research aims to presents the concept of Continental African and Diasporic 

African rhetoric as not only extensions of Nommo; but also attempts to show that 

Nommo and the rhetoric of African people, whether they are of the Continent or the 

Diaspora, are one in the same, Nommo is the rhetoric of African people, it is not an 

aspect of a part of the rhetoric, it is the rhetoric.    

This project is attempting to contribute to the discussion that African people can 

“speak things into existence.” The conversation of “speaking things into existence” as 

indicated in the essays and text prior, has typically been a conversation revolving around 

religion and spirituality; it has been a “figurative,” “suggestive,” or “personal” 

conversation hardly an actual or literal conversation.  My research is seeking to add that 

“literal,” “actual,” and “real” component to the conversation.  This project is attempting 

to explore Nommo as an active agent and generative force within digital mediums, 

platforms and spaces. This research strives to show how African people abuse and 

manipulate the power of Nommo, specifically through the digital platform Instagram, to 

bring modern day archetypes to life, generating a real persona and giving them 

personality traits.  
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This research is aiming to expand on the conversation of safe spaces for African 

rhetoric; as presented through the essays, articles and text prior, African rhetoric has been 

researched through all time periods and mediums however, I am exploring present day 

digital platforms, specifically Instagram. My research strives to fill the missing modern 

and contemporary gaps where Afrocentric and Rhetorical scholars have yet to explore.  

Within the last 25 years, technology has transformed and evolved The Word as well as its 

power and mediums: oral art, spoken word, poetry, folklore, the black church, black art, 

black power, revolutions, activism, music, comedy, television, movies have all evolved 

tremendously; with that being said African rhetoric and communication has also 

experienced that evolution.  With the emergence of technology and cyber institutions 

such as  on line schools, chat rooms, social media platforms and dating websites and 

application to name a few, Nommo is not only utilized, embraced, and celebrated 

differently, but also it is now more accessible to become manipulated, possessed and 

abused; scholars have yet to explore Nommo in this context.   

Historically, it has been traditionally an oral artist, rhetor, performer or elder 

professionally trained to communicate, story-tell, recant history, entertain or educate their 

community that embraces and explores the power of Nommo.  It is through this 

understanding that this selected person had been professionally trained and was destined 

through their lineage and ancestors to be a powerful speaker and thus the community 

should listen when they speak, without question.  However due to social media platforms 

such as Instagram, Twitter and YouTube,  any individuals are calling or deeming 

themselves: professionals, educators, specialists, or influencers and thus manifesting a 

false trust with the community and manipulating and abusing the effects of Nommo, a 
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concept special and sacred to African people, for the benefits of propaganda, control and 

capitalism. Afrocentric and Rhetorical Scholars have yet to expand their research to 

include or acknowledge: the modern day oral artist that is always-posting-constantly-

vlogging and immersed in the technological enhancements of communication, the cyber 

community’s contemporary interpretation on call-and-response or Nommo as 

manipulative tool through a digital space; this research attempts to expand on that 

research.  The scholars indicated above, express the power of Nommo through man, 

however my research attempts to prove that even through a digital platform, Nommo can 

only be generated if the community is receptive and “likes” you.    

Afrocentric and Rhetorical scholars rarely, outside of the conversation of Voodoo 

and African spirituality, address Nommo negatively and explore the expression of 

negative power generative through negative speech; that conversation has typically been 

recognized by those in the discipline of Sociology or Criminology, specifically acts of 

defiance and the concept of Labeling theory.  This research attempts to contribute another 

perspective to the subject of understanding Nommo as a generative power of the spoken 

word; that being Nommo “can speak negative things into existence as well.” Instead of 

taping into cosmic forces African contemporary orators, especially those who utilize 

digital platforms are tapping into the insecurities of their African brothers and sister to 

manipulate and persuade them to do, believe, think or buy something.  My research 

attempts to explain that this type of embrace toward Nommo manifest African people 

into more followers than leaders.    

This data seeks to contribute to the preexisting research “Nigga”, “Bad Bitch”, 

“Savage” and “Trap Queen,” however, it seeks to contribute new data as well as original 
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interpretations and understandings about the “Nigga”, “Bad Bitch”, “Savage” and “Trap 

Queen”.  My research strives to contribute a new way of understanding “words and 

terms”; specifically, words and terms that have been deemed: bad, negative, oppressive, 

pejorative, hateful, disrespectful, violent, epithets and newly labeled microaggressions.  

My research attempts to provide the perspective that these types of “words and terms” are 

actually names and identities and the act of using these types of “words and terms” is 

actually name calling and a form of identity displacement.  

  This research aims to contribute new research; it utilizes Instagram as a research 

tool, it utilizes crowdsourcing to obtain data, and contributes the terms Nominal 

Appropriation and Rhetoric of Negation to the discipline of Africology.   

Social Media 

What is Social Media? 

Social Media also known as Social Networking Sites (SNSs) is defined as web-

based services that allow individuals to: construct a public or semipublic environment 

within a bounded system, articulate a list of other users with whom they share a 

connection and view, and traverse their list of connections and those made by others 

within the system (Boyd 2007). There are hundreds of SNSs, with various technological 

affordances, supporting a wide range of interests and practices. SNSs vary in the extent to 

which they incorporate new information and communication tools, such as mobile 

connectivity, blogging, and photo/video-sharing. Most SNSs support the maintenance of 

pre-existing social networks, but others help strangers connect based on shared interests, 

political views, or activities. Some SNSs cater to diverse audiences, while others attract 

people based on common language or shared racial, sexual, religious, or nationality-based 

identities (Boyd 2007). Scholars from an array of disciplines have examined SNSs in 
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order to understand the practices, implications, culture, and meaning of the sites, as well 

as the users’ engagement with them. 

Networking 

Networking emphasizes the relationship initiation, often between strangers.  

Networking is not always possible nor the purpose behind some SNSs. Networking it is 

not the primary practice on many of them or a feature within their design, nor is it what 

differentiates one from another form of computer-mediated communication (CMC) 

(Boyd 2007). Social networking sites are unique because they enable users to articulate 

and make visible their social networks; resulting in connections between individuals that 

would not otherwise be made, but that is often not the goal and these meetings are 

frequently between “latent ties” who share some offline connection (Boyd 2007). On 

many of the large SNSs, participants are not necessarily “networking” or looking to meet 

new people. They are exclusively communicating with people who are part of their 

extended social network.  

Profiles 

SNSs have implemented a wide variety of technical features; their backbone 

consists of visible profiles that display an articulated list of “Friends” who are also users 

of the system. 

Profiles are unique pages where one can “type oneself in to being” (Walther, 

Heide, Kim, Westerman, & Tong 2008). An individual is asked to fill out forms 

containing a series of questions after joining a SNS. The profile is generated using the 

answers to these questions, which typically include descriptors such as age, location, 
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interests, and an “about me” section. Several SNSs encourage users to upload a profile 

photo and some allow users to enhance their profiles by adding multimedia content or 

modifying their profile’s look and feel.  

The visibility of a profile varies by site and per user discretion. SNSs like 

Instagram allow users to choose whether they want their profile available to the public or 

“followers only;” unlike Facebook, which takes a different approach by allowing default 

users who are part of the same “network” access to view each other’s profiles, unless the 

profile owner has decided to deny permission to those in their network. Structural 

variations around visibility and access are one of the primary ways that SNSs 

differentiate themselves from each other.  

Friends 

SNSs users are prompted to identify others in the system with whom they have or 

had any kind of relationship with. The label for these relationships differs depending on 

the in-site-popular terms such as “Friends”, “Followers” “Contacts,” and “Fans” (Boyd 

2007). 

Most SNSs require bi-directional confirmation for Friendship, but some do not. 

These one-directional ties are sometimes labeled as “Fans” or “Followers,” but many 

sites call these “Friends” as well. The term “Friends” can be misleading, because 

connection does not necessarily mean friendship in the everyday vernacular sense, and 

the reasons people connect are varied (Boyd 2006).  

The public display of connections is a crucial component of SNSs. The Friends 

list contains links to each Friend’s profile, enabling viewers to traverse the network graph 
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by clicking through Friends’ lists. On most sites, the list of Friends is visible to anyone 

who is permitted to view the profile, although there are exceptions, some SNSs allow 

their users to opt out of displaying their network and hide their friend lists (Boyd 2007). 

Most SNSs also provide an apparatus for users to leave messages on their 

Friends’ profiles. This feature typically involves leaving “comments,” although sites 

employ various labels for this feature. In addition, SNSs often have a private messaging 

feature like email. While both private messaging and comments are popular on most of 

the major SNSs, they are not universally available (Boyd 2007).  

Features 

SNS go beyond profiles, friends, comments, and private messaging they vary 

greatly in their features and users base. Some SNS have photo-sharing or video-sharing 

capabilities; others have built-in blogging and instant messaging technology. There are 

some that are only mobile-specific and there are some that are web based but also support 

limited mobile interactions. Many SNS target people from specific geographical regions 

or linguistic groups, although this does not always determine the site’s constituency 

(Boyd 2007). There are also SNS that are designed with specific ethnic, religious, sexual 

orientation, political, or other identity categories in mind. While SNS are often designed 

to be widely accessible, many attract homogenous populations initially, so it is not 

uncommon to find groups using sites to segregate themselves by nationality, age, 

educational level or other factors that typically segment society, even if that was not the 

intention of the designers (Boyd 2007). 

Currently there are no reliable data regarding how many people use SNS, 

although marketing research indicates that SNS are growing in popularity worldwide 
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(ComScore 2007). 

The rise of SNS indicates a shift in the organization of online communities. While 

websites dedicated to communities of interest still exist and prosper, SNS are primarily 

organized around people, not interests. Early public online communities and public 

discussion forums were structured to by topics or per topical hierarchies, but SNS are 

structured as personal (or “egocentric”) networks, with the individual at the center of 

their own community. This more accurately mirrors unmediated social structures, where 

“the world is composed of networks, not groups” (Wellman 1988, 19-21). The 

introduction of SNS features has introduced a new organizational framework for online 

communities, and with it, a vibrant new research context.  

Instagram 

  Instagram is an online mobile photo-sharing site, created by Kevin 

Systrom and Mike Krieger, that enables its users to take pictures and share them either 

publicly or privately on their free mobile application that launched in October 2010, as 

well as through a variety of other social networking platforms, such 

as Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr, and Flickr (www.instagram.com). Instagram has an array 

of features some include the ability to: upload media captured in any aspect ratio, apply 

any one of the 40 digital  or live filters  to their images, upload videos with the option of 

utilizing the prerecorded square standard definition resolution clips, 

with widescreen resolutions of up to 1080p and longer recording times for either 

prerecorded (up to one minute) or disappearing live (up to one hour) videos, to follow 

other users’ feeds and geotag images with longitude and latitude coordinates, or the name 

of the location, utilize instant tilt-shift, high resolution photographs, optional borders and 
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one click rotation on their photographs, as well as using hashtags to help users discover 

both photographs and each other Instagram encourages users to make tags both specific 

and relevant, rather than tagging generic words like “photo,” to make photographs stand 

out and to attract like-minded Instagram users (www.searchenginejournal.com).  

Popularity 

Once listed among Time’s 50 Best Android Applications; Instagram has over 300 

million active users as and is distributed through the Apple App Store and Google Play. 

The Instagram mobile application is available for iPhone, iPad, iPod Touch, Windows 

10 devices and Android handsets, while third-party Instagram apps are available 

for BlackBerry 10 and Nokia-Symbian Devices. Instagram now has over 600 million 

monthly active users Instagram has over 400 million users accessing the site per month. 

Instagram announced that more than 150 million photographs had been uploaded to its 

site. More than 58 photographs were being uploaded and a new user was being gained 

each second. The total number of photographs uploaded has exceeded one billion 

(www.lifewire.com). Users seek and appreciate social interaction, archiving, self-

expression, escapism and peeking on Instagram over any other social media outlet. 

However, Instagram may appear to be one of the most widely used sites for photo 

sharing, only 7% of daily photo uploads, among the top four photo-sharing platforms, 

come from Instagram (www.instagram.com).  

Who is “using” Instagram? 

Instagram's geographical use is shown to favor urban areas as 17% of US adults 

who live in urban areas use Instagram while only 11% of adults in suburban and rural 

areas do so; 68% of Instagram users are female while 32% are male 
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(www.searchenginejournal.com).  Instagram has been proven to attract the younger 

generation with 90% of the 150 million users under the age of 35. In regard to income, 

15% of US internet users who make less than $30,000 per year use Instagram, while 14% 

of those making $30,000 to $50,000, and 12% of users who make more than $50,000 per 

year do so (www.searchenginejournal.com). Within the education demographic, 

respondents with some college education proved to be the most active on Instagram with 

23%. Following behind, college graduates consist of 18% and users with a high school 

diploma or less make up 15%. Among these Instagram users, 24% say they use the app 

several times a day (www.searchenginejournal.com). 

Privacy and Instagram 

By default, any user of Instagram can view any other users’ profile and posts on 

Instagram. One can make their posts private so that only their followers whom they 

approve can see them. If one’s posts are set to private, only their approved followers will 

see them in the Photos tab of Search & Explore or on hashtag or location pages. A user of 

Instagram posts can't be set to private from a desktop computer (help.instagram.com). 

There are basic Terms of Use that Instagram users must follow, including an age 

requirement of 13 years or older, restrictions against posting violent, nude, partially nude, 

or sexually suggestive photographs and responsibility for one's account and all activity 

conducted with it (help.instagram.com). 

However private posts shared to other social networks outside of Instagram may 

be visible to the public depending on the privacy settings for those networks. For 

example, a post one may share on Twitter that was set to private on Instagram may be 

visible to the people who can see your Twitter posts. If someone with a private profile 

http://www.searchenginejournal.com/
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shares a photo or video to a social network (like Twitter, Facebook, Foursquare and so 

on) using Instagram, the image will be visible on that network and the permalink will be 

active. In other words, the photo will be publicly accessible by anyone who has access to 

its direct link/URL. Sharing a photo or video to a social network doesn't mean that the 

image will be visible in Instagram. One’s account will still appear private to those who 

aren't approved followers. People can send a photo or video directly to a user even if 

they’re not following you (help.instagram.com). 

Once a user makes their posts private, people must send that user a follow request 

if they want to see your posts, your followers list or your following list. If someone was 

following a user before they set their posts to private and the user does not want them to 

see their posts, the user can block them.  

Privacy and Instagram Comments 

A user can turn on comment filtering to automatically hide comments that one 

does not want to appear on their posts publicly. When a user turns on comment filtering, 

it’s applied to both new and existing comments on their posts. When one turns off 

comment filtering, filtered comments on their posts will be restored 

(help.instagram.com). The comments that were hidden, either automatically or by a 

keyword filter the user turns on, may still be included in the comment count that appears 

below their post. A user can turn off commenting to prevent people from commenting on 

an individual post. When commenting is turned off, any comments that are currently on 

the user post will be hidden, and people will no longer see the option to comment below 

your post. If a user turns commenting back on, all previous comments will be restored, 
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and people will be able to comment again (help.instagram.com). Instagram users also can 

turn off commenting for a post before they share it.  

Privacy and Instagram Followers 

If an Instagram account is set to private, one can remove people from their 

followers list. When an Instagram user removes a follower, the follower or followers are 

not notified that they have been removed. A user also can block someone to get them to 

stop following them; much like being removed, people are not notified when they are 

blocked.                                           

Privacy and Photos 

If one’s account is set to private and one adds a hashtag to their post, the post will 

not appear publicly on the corresponding hashtag page. Only users’ approved followers 

will be able to see their posts on hashtag pages or in Instagram Direct messages 

(help.instagram.com). When someone likes a photo, it is visible to anyone who can see 

the post. Ones followers may also see a user’s username below a photo they liked, no 

matter how many likes it has. After 4 likes, photos show the number of likes, along with 

usernames of some people the user may follow who have also liked the same photo. If an 

Instagram account is set to private only approved followers can see one’s posts, including 

any likes and comments. Likes on private profile posts won't appear in the 

following feed, and when one likes a public post, ones like will be visible to everyone 

and one’s username will be clickable below the post, but only the approved followers of 

that user can see their posts (help.instagram.com). 

 If posts are set to public, anyone will be able to see your profile by visiting 
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instagram.com/ (the username) on the internet. If an Instagram user’s posts are set to 

private, their photos will be visible to people logged into Instagram who only they 

approved to follow them. The privacy settings one sets on their mobile devices are the 

same as their privacy settings on the internet (help.instagram.com). 

Privacy and Removal of Images 

An Instagram user’s images may appear in Google search and/ or on Google 

images results if you have logged into your account using a web viewer, which authorizes 

them to access your profile and images. These third-party sites have been created with 

Instagram API and aren't affiliated with Instagram directly. Instagram grants itself the 

rights to sell users’ photos to third parties without notification or compensation. 

Instagram the company does not claim any ownership rights in the text, files, images, 

photographs, video, sounds, musical works, works of authorship, applications, or any 

other materials (collectively, content) that users post on or through the Instagram 

Services Z (help.instagram.com). 

If an Instagram present or past user does not want their photos or videos to appear 

on Google, Instagram the company suggests the member seek to revoke access to the 

third-party website or setting your account to private. Instagram the company is not 

directly associated with third-party applications that utilize their APIs such as web 

viewers, desktop applications or image printing services, and the company cannot assist 

in any way in speeding up the process to remove any Instagram images that may appear 

on Google search or Google images. However, due to data banking it may take some time 

for these sites and Google to re-index and remove the images, even if you delete your 

account; also, if in fact a third party has sold an image or images of a former or present 
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member is between the member and buyer to release rites or access of the image. Once a 

member publicly posts an image, no matter what it is, they have no say or rights if 

someone else (Instagram member or not) copies, pastes, manipulates, memes, buys, sells 

or exploits the image in anyway (help.instagram.com).    
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CHAPTER 3 

 METHODOLOGY AND METHOD 

Theoretical Frameworks 

The theoretical frameworks used to conduct this study are Afrocentricity, Content 

Analysis, Centeredness, Agency Reduction Formation Theory and Nominal Re-

Appropriation. 

Afrocentricity  

 

This study finds its theoretical source in the language and linguistic intent of 

African people, and how it is to be examined from the standpoint of their own agency and 

centrality in their experiences. The Afrocentric paradigm provides an African centered 

way of understanding and approaching knowledge about the world (McDougal 2014 244-

246). I use Afrocentricity as a theoretical framework to examine and self-consciously 

advance African people in every sector of society; specifically, the sector of language 

(Asante, 2003, 239). Afrocentricity functions as the meta-paradigm for the discipline of 

Africology (Mazama 2003, 24-26). Afrocentricity in this study is based on recognizing 

and acknowledging the following: 

• That the experiences of people of African descent are worthy of study (Kershaw 

1992, 477-479). 

• That African people have unique and distinctive cultural and historical experiences 

(Kershaw 1992, 477-479). 

• That the best way to understand African people is first and foremost from their own 

perspective (McDougall 2014, 244-246). 

• That a people’s worldview determines what constitutes a problem for them, and 

how they approach solving problems (Mazama 2003, 23-26). 

• That the fundamental substance of all reality is spirit, and not everything that is 

important is measurable (Mazama 2003, 23-26). 

• That the aim of all research in Africology must be to empower and liberate people 
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of African descent (Mazama 2003, 23-26). 

• That African people’s experiences can be used to help gain a greater understanding 

of the human experience (Kershaw 1992, 477-479). 

 

Thus, what is involved here is the idea of freedom. The Afrocentric concept of 

freedom can be described as the freedom to develop as an African person, the freedom to 

act and speak on African cultural truths emancipated from the psychological impact of 

Eurocentrism. African agency and consciousness are essential to African liberation. The 

ability to exercise agency is the core of Afrocentricity. Afrocentricity asserts Africans as 

the key players rather than victims of their history, and it establishes agency as the key 

concept for freedom (Mazama 2003, 3-6).  

The key idea in both Afrocentricity as a methodology and my research is what 

Molefi Kete Asante refers to as, epistemological centeredness: Afrocentricity establishes 

a frame of reference wherein phenomena are viewed from the perspective of the African 

person; it centers on placing people of African origin in control of their lives and attitudes 

about the world. Afrocentricity seeks to liberate Africans from any form of domination 

that has occurred from a foreign invasion or enslavement, so they can be located within 

their own cultural terms. Afrocentricity contends that our main problem consciously or 

unconsciously is the adoption of the Western worldview and perspective without question 

and the attendant conceptual framework. It is this failure to recognize the roots of such 

ideas in the European cultural ethos that has led us willingly or unwillingly to be 

relegated to the “periphery,” the “margin” of the European experience to use (Mazama 

2003, 4-5). 
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Afrocentricity contends upon the African ability to systematically displace 

European ways of thinking, being, feeling, etc., and consciously replace them with ways 

that are germane to their own African cultural experience (Mazama 2003, 4-6). When 

Africans are dislocated, they have lost sight of themselves during European decadence 

and madness, it becomes increasingly difficult for them to orient their lives in a positive 

and constructive manner, hence the plight that is theirs (Mazama 2003, 4-6).  

Ama Mazama states that one’s identity determines one’s place in life, both 

material and spiritual (Mazama 2003, 24-26). The concept of location is based on the idea 

that one’s history, biology and culture – and in the case of this study, language – 

specifically determines one’s identity. The concept of locating oneself is the process of 

explaining how human beings come to make decisions about the external world, which 

takes into consideration all the attitudes and behaviors that constitute psychological and 

cultural place (Asante 2007, 42-43). To understand the concept of location one must 

encompass both their African identity and their disposition toward that identity. African 

identity is largely determined by the ability or inability to assume agency, which is 

predicated upon our reverence, or lack of, for the ancestors (Mazama 2003, 3-6). 

Afrocentric scholarship is based on providing and determining a place for African agency 

and thus a location for African identity (Asante 2007, 42-43). Dislocation is responsible 

for the disorientation, exploitation and internalized oppression of many Africans, but 

being dislocated does not destroy the archaic, ancient, deep structure of the myths and 

symbols of the African aesthetic reality (Asante 2003, 40-42). A dislocated African 

operates from a marginal place or within the confinements that their oppressor has 

outlined. They are merely Africans who are operating from a Eurocentric perspective and 
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are removed from their own cultural center, which has been replaced with a Eurocentric 

understanding of who they are in the world. The consequence to African dislocation is 

Africans seeing themselves and their culture as inferior to Europeans. An African’s 

psychological location is determined by whether they are culturally dislocated or located 

(Asante 2007, 40-42). 

Agency 
 

Agency refers to playing a self-conscious and active role in shaping one’s own 

destiny; it is the conceptualization that Africans are subjects of history and culture. It is 

with Agency that Africans perceive themselves as “cultured” and can form self-

developmental cultural objectives (Modupe 2003, 65). The absence of African agency 

leaves the African normalized as an object of European history and culture, thus 

producing “anti-agency” or dysfunctional behavior, which negates recognition of the 

African as an actor and one of positive projections of the African self in the future 

(Modupe 2003, 65). The lack of agency among Africans will result in their marginal 

position within their own story. They become the object rather than the subject in their 

own realties and thus their story is told from an outside perspective. Michael Tillotson 

(2011, 56-58) states, to have theoretical understanding of African agency we must be 

grounded in the three primary spheres: group autonomy, collective self-determination, 

and communal sovereignty. 

Centeredness 
 

This research pushes toward the Africans obtaining centeredness; referring to 

being grounded in the knowledge of the history and culture of African people and 

engaging the world from that foundation (Modupe 2003, 65). Centeredness is the 
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conceptualization of Africans having knowledge and understanding of their historical 

origins and cultural development, which provides connectedness to the necessary 

reverence for the ancestors, and thus an efficacious perception of “self in culture” 

(Modupe 2003, 65). This study addresses the misperception of reality attached to naming 

that often causes a psychopathological disconnectedness between Africans and their 

ancestors. This exploration will bring awareness to the self-alienation that impedes a 

common cultural knowledge source for understanding community and thus preventing 

effective communication, particularly inter-generational (Modupe 2003, 65).  

Situatedness 
 

This project contributes to that of situatedness- the conceptualization of Africans 

acquiring and/or creating an efficacious intellectual and psychic space, a “place to stand,” 

for an anchored and proactive stance from which to form the “proper attitude” toward 

African phenomena in general and data specifically (Modupe 2003, 65). The lack of 

proper placement and foundation for Afrocentric research can only perpetuate the 

problem of dislocation and the absence of the means to relocate; only then to deter 

African people from liberating themselves. Dislocation only leaves the African forced to 

exist outside of proper place, unanchored and reactive, exhibiting the “improper attitude” 

toward African phenomena, specific data, the “process of disbelief” thus residing at the 

“borders” of European history and culture –marginality (Modupe 2003, 65). 

Location 
 

Location is determined by signposts. These signposts are indicated through 

language and the written word expressed through the social media medium, Instagram 

(Asante 2003, 239-240). Molefi Asante states, language is a regularized code that has 
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been agreed upon by a community of users (Asante 2003, 239-240). It can be said to 

involve grammatical rules, nuances, words, and deep structures. If one were to 

concentrate on a single aspect of language, such as words, one can obtain a good 

assessment of intent, consciousness and location of the speaker and what they may or 

may have been exposed to – i.e. generation indicators and the major influences on their 

vernacular (Mazama 2003, 24-26). Words have function, meaning, and etymology; my 

concern in this discussion is primarily with meaning. An African's use of pejorative 

words has told something about where the individual is located (Asante 2003, 239-240). 

Words when spoken have function, intent, meaning, feelings, attributes and a life force. If 

an African person uses words such as “Nigga”, “Bad Bitch”, “Savage” and “Trap Queen” 

to name and define themselves and others, they are dislocated.  

Victorious Consciousness 
 

I seek to determine how words and language influence victorious consciousness 

and direct African people one step closer to obtaining Victorious Consciousness. 

Victorious Consciousness is the recognition that African people have been victorious in 

the past and will be victorious in the future. The assumption behind victorious 

consciousness is that it is difficult to engage in self-determining, liberating behavior if 

one does not believe that victory is achievable. Victory is knowing that as an African one 

has won (Modupe 2003, 70-71). Victorious consciousness is an attitude based upon the 

understanding of the relationship between African history, African culture, and African 

consciousness, which is in turn governed by the Afrocentrist’s understanding of the 

subjective and objective nature of reality (Modupe 2003, 70-71). 
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 This study focus, as it pertains to victorious consciousness, is directed at breaking 

through the dislocation and disillusionment of pseudo empowerment from white 

supremacy and its actions by acknowledging the way Africans think of themselves and 

what they choose to call themselves.  

Agency Reduction Formation Theory 
 

Agency Reduction Formation Theory serves to expose “any system of thought 

that distracts, neutralizes, or reduces the need and desire for assertive collective agency 

by African people.” Michael Tillotson (2011, 60) explains that the uncritical acceptance 

of ideas such as postmodernism, colorblindness, essentialism, the social construction of 

race, and assumptions found in victim blaming and race-neutral discourses that 

undermines assertive collective struggle and shape within Africans a psychological 

infrastructure that is resistant to resistance. If these sociopolitical constructs are accepted 

uncritically by Africans, they will neutralize their resistance efforts against domination 

and maintain the inequities that continue to exist between Africans and whites in 

America. A misunderstanding of these ideologies may result in further fissures and 

fractures among African people (Tillotson 2011, 60-61). These ideas are anti-

foundational and ignore empirical evidence of the existence of inequality. They must be 

highlighted, exposed, and translated for what they are so that African people can place 

themselves in a position that advances their collective interests. The forced migration of 

captive Africans to the Americas was signaled by Africans being forced to abandon 

African identity and their traditions, values, customs, language, names and even their idea 

of God (Tillotson 2011, 61). Collective identity, consciousness, intentionality and 

solidarity are the key determinants as to whether a group recognizes the resources it has 
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in its possession and whether and how it will use those resources (Wilson 1998, 39). 

Any Agency Reduction Formation places African people in the tenuous position 

of “minor/begger.” The position of minor/begger is reductive because the agency of 

Africans is stalemated while it waits for others to grant it permission to exist. ARF 

disrupts the human harmony that is possible when all members of the human family are 

allowed honest efforts at their own group agency (Tillotson 2011, 60-61). Agency 

Reduction Formation theory is useful because it gives individuals concerned about racial 

equity, social justice and human rights a definitive conceptual counter argument that 

exposes the dominative nature and hegemonic frameworks located in the Post Racial 

Project, which, if accepted uncritically ultimately is the suppression of African agency. I 

am using Agency Reduction Formation theory to interrogate how African people’s 

creation of ARIW keeps them dislocated and mentally enslaved.  ARIW keep African 

people from obtaining victorious consciousness. In addition to Agency Reduction 

Formation Theory, I used Nominal Re-Appropriation. 

Nominal Re-Appropriation 
 

Nominal Re-Appropriation is a term I coined after reviewing numerous examples 

of negative discourse regarding the African community use of ARIW. “Nominal” refers 

to that of names, naming and one’s identity. “Re-appropriation” is an extension of the 

term appropriation or cultural appropriation used within such disciplines as anthropology, 

sociology and cultural studies to describe the reabsorbing of subcultural styles and forms, 

or those from other cultures, into mass culture through a process of commodification: the 

mass marketing of alternate lifestyles, practices and artifacts (Bianchi 2017; Croom 

2011).  Nominal Re-Appropriation is the psychological process in which an African 
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person claims ARIW that originated as a tool of violence, leading to the mental 

subjugation and internalized enslavement of African people. When an African person 

Nominally Re-appropriates ARIW, they are experiencing self-naming, which results in 

them subconsciously experiencing a mental mis-naming ceremony; forcing their identity 

to possess the archetype(s), persona(s) and attributes allied with said ARIW.  

A reclaimed or re-appropriated “identity word” is an ARIW because the history 

and foundation of the name or term is rooted in oppression and hate toward a group of 

people. These types of ARIW have only been brought back to be positive, unifying and 

uplifting by the oppressed community of that specific ARIW, in hopes to find or receive a 

healing from the negative impact of the ARIW.  Unfortunately, Nominal Re-

Appropriation provides a false sense of empowerment and is a poor coping mechanism 

when addressing the impact of ARIW (Bianchi 2017; Croom 2011). A popular example 

of Nominal Re-Appropriation of an ARIW, is the African community embracing the 

“identity word” “Nigga” as a positive re-appropriated version of Nigger.  

The Psychological Impact of Nominal Re-appropriation  
 

The psychological impact of domination on African people has been examined by 

several scholars (Akbar 1984; Azibo 2001; Harrell 1999; Nobles 1991; B.E. Wright, 

1984). Their research suggests the possibility that domination has caused maladaptive 

responses in the behaviors of African people (Tillotson 2011, 60-61). Psychologist Daudi 

Azibo argues that domination, has resulted in many African people being psychologically 

destabilized and developing submissive behavioral patterns (Azibo 2001). The impact of 

domination of the psychological operations of African people (Tillotson 2011, 60-61). 

Harrell states, “The healthy African self-conception in motion toward the collective” 
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(Harrell 1999). This observation dovetails with the research of Nobles and Myers (Nobles 

1991; Myers 1991). They call for a sense of collective reality for African people based on 

the idea that African-centered traditions have the most value for African people (Nobles 

1991; Myers 1991). The brain and its functional operations have received little attention 

by mainstream critical race theorists. The brain is the organ that controls behavior and so 

it is important to look at its importance in terms of how it uses and interprets information 

(Nobles 1991; Myers 1991). Harrell posits “Tragically, the confines of racial oppression 

severely truncate the functioning of the brain (Harrell 1999). 

Harrell highlights the cognitive theories behind the “anti-African” sentiment that 

has been fostered in the minds of some African people by institutional domination 

(Harrell 1999). This capitulation forces some Africans to act outside of their native 

instincts and develop a disproportionate amount of value toward other (European) 

worldviews, which is reflected in their behaviors (Harrell 1999). The systematic 

exclusion of African contributions to the world stage and emphasis on European 

hegemony is not without consequence for African people (Harrell 1999). 

Psychologist Bobby Wright, in response to this exclusion operationalized a 

concept termed “Mentacide” (Wright 1984, 12). Mentacide is the silent rape of a people’s 

collective mind by the penetration and perpetration of alien culture, values, beliefs 

systems, or ideas for the purpose of group destruction or political use of the victim group. 

Mentacide’s method is to control; the behavior of the victim through mind control 

(Tillotson 2011, 13). Mentacide systematically utilizes the institutions which projects 

images, values, beliefs and opinion’s…creating an illusion which the victim believes to 

be real until it’s too late (Wright 1984, 12). Wright maintains that as a result of the 
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culture and institutions forced upon African people, a maladaptive psychological 

syndrome has developed in the minds of some African people. Wrights’ analysis of 

“institutions” and their influence on the African mind, it becomes possible to understand 

the use of institutions as methods of domination; using the same concept as Wright when 

he refers to institutions, I looked at Instagram as the place for the influence and 

psychological impact of Nominal Re-Appropriation.  

Method 

I used the social media platform Instagram to collect data and understand the type 

of disillusionment and dislocation African people are participating in when observing the 

use of agency-reducing identity words. I obtained a sample of 200 Instagram pictures, 

using the Instagram search function for the ARIW “Nigga”, “Bad Bitch”, “Savage” and 

“Trap Queen”. The data was collected by selecting the first 10 users who met the 

following criteria:  

• Their profile was public. 

• Their profile picture was a photograph of a person who fits the phenotypical 

characteristics of a person of African descent.  

• They used Nigga, Bitch, Savage, or Trap Queen in their handle or bio.  

I randomly selected 5 pictures throughout each selected individual entire timeline, 

to gain  bbma full representation and accurate portrayal of the named individual, pictures 

were selected from the beginning, middle and end of the named individual timeline.  

Content Analysis 

 

Content analysis entails a systematic reading of a body of texts, images, and 

symbolic matter, not necessarily from an author’s or user’s perspective. It is an analytical 

tool that explores the underlying meanings and ideas revealed through analyzing patterns 
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in the elements of the text, such as words or phrases (Yang 2008). It analyses the form 

and substance of communication.  Content analysis contains aspects of qualitative and 

quantitative methodology. It is a tool that was originally constructed to focus on word 

counts giving it quantitative features, as well as a focusing on word meanings, such as 

metaphors, to provide the cultural context in which texts are produced giving it 

qualitative features (Krippendorff 2004). Content analysis as an analytical tool has 

evolved. Once viewed as a “shallow counting game” motivated by a journalistic 

fascination with numbers and a narrow conception of science in which quantitative 

measurements provided the only evidence that counted to a method exploring social 

phenomena that was both generated by and constituted in texts and images (Krippendorff, 

2004). Now with the textual fabric of contemporary society undergoing a radical 

transformation, due to the ongoing information revolution; and the increasingly 

widespread availability of electronic, hence computer-readable, text concerning virtually 

everything that matters to society and its members has moved content analysis, into the 

center of how society examines itself (Krippendorff, 2004). 

Why I Am Using Content Analysis for This Study? 

Content analysis is an important researching technique to use when conducting an 

Afrocentric analysis. It is analyzing text in the context of their uses that distinguishes 

content analysis from other methods of inquiry. 

 Methods used within Eurocentric centered disciplines are not concerned with 

meanings, contents, intentions, and references (Krippendorff, 2004). Those of other 

disciplines hardly reflect on their own conceptions of nature, excluding their conceptions 

from their object of study by dismissing them as subjective in contrast to what can be 
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determined through detached observation and objective measurement. Where researchers 

grounded in Eurocentric disciplines adopt natural scientific methods of inquiry, the 

epistemology that is inscribed in such methods prevents them from addressing what 

matters most in everyday social life: human communication, how people coordinate their 

lives, the commitments they make to each other and to the conceptions of society they 

aspire to, what they know, and why they act (Krippendorff, 2004). Content analysis is not 

the only Afrocentric research method that takes meanings seriously, but it is an 

Afrocentric method that is both powerful and unobtrusive. As an Afrocentric research 

technique, content analysis makes sense of what is mediated between people- textual 

matter, symbols, messages, information, mass-media content, and technology-supported 

social interactions-without perturbing or affecting those who handle that textual manner 

(Krippendorff, 2004).  

As an Afrocentric research technique, content analysis was used for this study 

because it required a close reading of relatively small amounts of textual matter and it 

involved the re-articulation (interpretation) of given texts into new (analytical, 

deconstructive, emancipatory, or critical) narrative that are accepted within scholarly 

communities that are sometimes opposed to positivist traditions of inquiry (Krippendorff, 

2004). I viewed the data obtained as representations not physical events; observing 

images, posts and expressions that were created to be seen, read, interpreted, and acted on 

for their meanings commonly referred to as emojis. The content I observe is not the entire 

issue. The issue is what can be legitimately inferred from available texts, messages, post, 

and comments associated to the pictures and memes posted on the public profiles of those 

who are phenotypically of African descent. Due to time, I concentrated on an aspect of 
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the issue using only a small sample and only observing the images associated to those 

that were selected in that sample. The purpose of using this method is to identify key 

Themes and patterns associated to the agency-reducing identity words: Nigga, Bitch, 

Savage and Trap Queen as they are presented through various handles and hashtags on 

the social networking platform Instagram.  

There are both strengths and limitations in using content analysis as an 

Afrocentric research technique. The strengths in using content analysis for this study is 

that it is a useful tool for analyzing and interpreting messages in communication, it is an 

inexpensive and accessible researching tool, it allows myself as the analyst to examine 

large volumes of data as well as I can study social life without interfering in it 

(Krippendorff, 2004). There are several limitations in using content analysis for this 

study. I, as the analyst, must take many factors in to consideration to maintain objectivity 

when obtaining the data. 

Why I Am Using Social Media as My Data Source? 

 

I am using social media as my data source because social media has become an 

integral part of life online with the proliferation of social websites and applications.  

There are both positive and negative consequences when utilizing social media as a 

means for communication and interaction since it is a medium designed by people for 

people to use as they would like, however they would like, in which they see fit.  It is a 

space that can provide African people with language, location, victorious consciousness, 

centeredness, situatedness, and agency.   
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The Negative Impact That Social Media Has Had on The African Rhetorical 

and Communal Experience 

Social media is a medium that provides a contemporary direction for rhetoric 

however it does not provide a positive direction or impact on the African rhetorical and 

communal experience.   As discussed, prior, the Continental and Diasporic African 

rhetorical experience is grounded in orature and language is the key instrument in 

conveying complex ideas and transmitting the values of society.  Language is the 

expression of African culture and values; it is the result of  Continental and Diasporic 

African people being the product of an oral tradition that they naturally attach music, 

poetry, folklore, spirituality and other verbal art forms to language because they are all 

styles of creating, re-creating, maintaining and sustaining African culture (Jackson II & 

Richardson 2003, 35).  Richard Wright states “Language is constructed socially, and its 

group-defining forms and functions emerge out of the contexts, contingencies, and 

communities that constitute it and which, in turn, are constituted by it (Jackson II & 

Richardson 2003, 86).” This is relevant when looking at not only the negative effects that 

social media but also reality television and hip hop has had on African rhetoric both 

continent and the Diaspora.  Language is becoming constructed less socially and 

communally but more based on observation, popularity and stereotypes.   

 Social media is not a positive form of language or even contemporary direction 

for the African oral tradition even though it is often presented that way.  Social media 

provides a medium for people to connect, communicate and meet however, it is not a 

medium that provides liberation through language.  As Molefi Asante states “ To 

stimulate one’s fellow to cooperative action through the use of rhetoric is no lean task; it 
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requires skill, knowledge of human nature, and the necessary physical organs to utter 

sounds” (Asante 1998, 74) Social media whether it is Instagram or other platforms such 

as Facebook, Snapchat or Twitter are breeding grounds for mental manipulators, they 

with the aid of internet engineers create algorithms to keep people interested and 

enthralled in their lives, however  they are not skilled oratures or storytellers.  They do 

not run risk that Asante speaks of, because the participants of social media are not 

rhetors, that risk having his or her messages lost. They are less invested in having any 

particular message received by any particular person or communal group, their act of 

sending messages are purely selfish to one get something off their chest or share 

something they want to share for various personal purposes or reason and two to attract 

people to like or follow them not caring is the people agree or disagree with what they 

share but rather that fact that someone notices them to like or disagree with something 

they have to say or show.  Social media is not a modern form of oral art or a new 

direction for the oral tradition because the participants of  social media messages and the 

messenger’s motivations, in terms of its or their intent, does not reflect the values or best 

interest of the community over all (Jackson II & Richardson 2003, 35).    

Social media relies on its participants whether an influencer, manipulator, 

member or follower to engage or tap into their need to feel needed, their want to feel 

wanted and their desire to feel desired.  These participants are seeking a void to be filled, 

to feel enough to someone, to feel recognized, noticed and essentially liked.  These 

participants seek conformity, normalcy and popularity while trying to appear different, 

original and unique. Social media is not a communal space, it is a social and public 

forum, hence not a conducive platform for African rhetoric as a personal, mental, social, 
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spiritual or emotional liberation tool for African people.  This medium lack call and 

response a key component in Continental and African rhetoric, yes people can respond, 

comment, like a post, image, meme or message, however it is not call and response it is 

just a response.  The participant cannot hear the response, resonate with the response, and 

at times completely understand what response they receive means.  Call and response has 

not evolved into emojis and thumbs up, they do not have a communal tone and do not 

invoke the power of Nommo.  Social media fails as a positive African rhetorical platform 

because due to: the internet, technology engineers, propaganda specialist, sponsors, 

capitalists, paid influencers, mental manipulators and technological algorithms it serves 

as just another medium to marginalize  groups that are already marginalized and the 

conversations within those groups i.e. African women and their hair, African women and 

their skin color, African women and their beauty and African people and their bodies. 

Social media manipulates the art of rhetoric and for African people it is proves unhealthy 

mentally, emotionally and communally due to the mediums ability to trigger the: greed, 

narcissism, envy, and false perception of happiness that lies within people.  

How Am Examining and Identifying Location and Dislocation Through an Instagram 

Post 
 

The data observed and collected for this Afrocentric study will be analyzed using 

the method of location; using Molefi Kete Asante essay “Locating a Text: Implications of 

Afrocentric theory” as a tool of analysis to dissect and understand the data recovered in 

the study. Instagram is the tool in which data will be observed. It is the users handles, 

posts and pictures that will be dissected using the concept of location. The elements used 

to locate the text of this study i.e. the associated posts, pictures, archetypes and handles 

are language, attitude, and direction might be used alone or in combination (Asante, 
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2003, 239). 

In locating the data, i.e. the handles, posts, pictures, and archetypes depicted on 

Instagram, the language and direction are important to recognize. The attitude of the user 

is crucial to acknowledge. Attitude refers to a predisposition to respond in a characteristic 

manner to some situation, value, idea, object, person, or group of persons (Asante 2003, 

239). In pursuit of the precise location of the user one can determine from the user’s 

characteristics or persistent response to certain things where the user is located (Asante 

2003, 239). Instagram is a place where users are deeply committed to the principle of 

expression; one cannot express one’s self without leaving some insignia (Asante 2003, 

239). 

Once indicating the attitude of the user; situating the data, i.e. the handles, posts 

and pictures as dislocated becomes fundamentality a reality. It is with certain symbolic 

boundaries and iconic signposts, in this instance agency-reducing identity words offered 

from within the data, to present whether the user is in fact dislocated and how in which 

they are dislocated (Asante 2003, 240). states “A word should be written about the nature 

of the creative production derived from authors engaged in the communicative process 

with readers.” This applies to the analysis of the pictorial social media platform 

Instagram in which a word is written, a picture is posted and is signified to said post of a 

writer to express the creativity of the composer or user of the said account, and engage a 

communicative process and response to the user account either from viewers or followers 

(Asante 2003, 240). 
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How I Am Analyzing: The Pictures and Memes 
 

 As an Afrocentric content analyst, I analyzed each agency-reducing identity word 

as presented on the social networking platform Instagram in the various ways they were 

displayed and posted. I used Instagram, the predominately pictorial social media network, 

to analyze the pictures posted on the public profiles of those that appeared phenotypically 

of African descent. In looking at each picture, I noted and dissected all the handles that 

associated, included, incorporated or had any of the agency-reducing identity words in 

them. I observed if any historically culturally oppressive or racially charged archetypes 

were being mimicked, mocked, portrayed or represented through any of the pictures and 

memes posted as they associated to each agency-reducing identity word. I looked for 

patterns in the pictures or memes as they related or associated to each of the agency-

reducing identity word. A limitation of using the social networking platform, Instagram 

was not knowing who these people really were and only knowing them based on what 

they presented on their profiles; as well as not knowing the intent or background behind 

the images. I do not know who their followers are or the other users of Instagram that like 

or comment of their pictures posted; thus I do not know if there are personal bias attached 

to why they posted what they posted or like or commented on a specific post. In using 

Instagram as a research resource, I did not assume these users had in real life 

relationships due to the anonymous nature of their usernames, their photos and lack of 

contacting people through "traditional" methods like a telephone. With that in 

consideration, I just took my findings at face value.  
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CHAPTER 4 

 RESULTS 

“We learn to wear our names within all the noise and confusion in which we find 

ourselves. They must become our masks and our shields and the containers of all those 

values and traditions which we learn and/or imagine as being the meaning of our familial 

past.”  

          -Ralph Ellison 

Background of Agency-Reducing Identity Words and Results 

 

Four major ARIW were observed in this study based on my data analysis: 

“Nigga”, “Bad Bitch”, “Savage” and “Trap Queen”. In keeping with Tillotson's concept 

of Agency Reduction Formation, these categories appear in the data although they are not 

indicated by external forces. They are internally contrived in language and rhetoric of the 

respondents themselves.  

Nigga 

Definition of the Word 

 

The ARIW “Nigga” proves to be extremely complex. A “Nigga” is a slang noun 

and it is associated to the plural reference of the same word being “Niggas” or “Niggaz”. 

It is defined as an invasive, disparaging, offensive and belligerent term; and recognized 

as a respelling of the term “Nigger”.  However, when spoken by African people to refer 

to themselves, another African person (usually a friend or homie), and at times inanimate 

objects it is received in a neutral or positive way (Nigga, Merriam-Webster.com; Nigga, 

Dictionary.com; Nigga, Urbandictionary.com, 2019).  The term “Nigga” is rarely used to 

refer to elder family or community members, out of cultural respect.   
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The Use of the Word 

Records indicate that the term “Nigga” was first spoken in 1848 (Nigga, Merriam-

Webster.com). “Nigga” originated as a variant of the racial slur nigger, the distinct 

pronunciation and spelling of “Nigga” was deliberately adopted to distinguish it from 

nigger, especially when the term is used by African people in a neutral sense.  In practice, 

its use and meaning are heavily dependent on context (Kennedy, 2002).  Since the late 

20th century, “Nigga” has become the preferred term for neutral and positive self-

referential uses, especially by those that celebrate and embrace the culture of hip hop 

(Nigga, Merriam-Webster.com; Nigga, Oxford.com). However, presently, the term 

“Nigga” is used more liberally among younger members of all races and ethnicities in the 

United States (Cooke, 2007).    

History of the Word 

The history behind the term “Nigga”, is grounded in the term “Nigger” which is a 

derogatory term used against African people. The word was originated from the Spanish 

word “Niger” and “Negro” meaning Black, which was used to describe African people. 

The meaning of the word “Nigger” is an ignorant person. By the late 1800’s, particularly 

during enslavement, the word was used in a deprecating manner against African people.  

The word “Nigger” has an extensive history but in short it was and continues to be used 

as an insult against African people; the word is extremely offensive and purely intended 

to oppress and express hate to another (Hanson,2017).   

 

 

https://www.huffpost.com/author/chiaku-hanson
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Controversary 

For many people “Nigga” is an equally offensive word as the term “Nigger”, 

which makes the use of “Nigga” controversial, conflicting, contradicting and at time 

confusing.  The fact that the term “Nigga” is phonetically close and like the term 

“Nigger”, “Nigga” can be strongly racially offensive when used, embrace, celebrated and 

especially spoken by non-African people (Nigga, Oxford.com).  Despite the prevalence 

of the term in Hip Hop, a culture whose millions of fans cover all races and ethnicities, 

the use of “Nigga” by a person who is not African, regardless of context is considered 

highly offensive (Nigga, Merriam-Webster.com).  There is conflict in opinions on 

whether there is any meaningful difference between the terms “Nigga” and “Nigger” as a 

spoken term; and the use of “Nigga” both in and outside of African communities remains 

controversial (Allen-Taylor, 1998; Alonso, 2003). Author of Bury That Sucka: A 

Scandalous Affair with the N-word, H. Lewis Smith, states that replacing the 'er' with an 

'a' does not change anything other than the pronunciation (Smith, 2007).  Smiths’, 

statement addresses the controversary behind Nominally Re-Appropriating ARIW, and 

how the change in nomenclature does not change the history of the word or the history 

attached to the word; in this case the hate, oppression and white superiority connected to 

the term “Nigger”.   

 The term “Nigga” was originally coined to take away the negative connotation 

behind the word “Nigger;” it was an attempt to reclaim and desensitize “Nigger” and 

make it a safe word for African people by African people (Julious, 2015). Linguistically, 

the phenomenon of a community taking a word meant as a slur and re-appropriating it as 

a term of endearment is called semantic inversion or semantic looping.  Linguist Andrew 
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T. Jacobs states re-appropriating “Nigger” to “Nigga” “is a strategy for asserting the 

humanity of black people in the face of continuing racism, a strategy that celebrates an 

anti-assimilationist vision of African-American identity” (Sheinin,2014). 

The term “Nigga” is difficult for some African people to see as a term of 

endearment and not a word of disrespect, regardless if another African person call them 

it, some African people have a hard time thinking and feeling that the term “Nigga” is 

synonymous with terms such as Brother (Brotha) or Sister (Sistah or Sista) (Middleton, 

2001).While some Africans only consider the term offensive when people of other races 

use it; however with the evolution of language including the term “Nigga”, other ethnic 

groups have adopted the term as a part of their vernacular, despite the usage of it is 

controversial (Aldridge, 2001; Pierre, 2006; Allen-Taylor, 1998).  Those that are non-

African have ridiculed this concept of African people finding the term “Nigga” only 

offensive when non-Africans say it and express that it is hypocritical, confusing and “not 

fair” (Pierre, 2006).   There are also many African people that whether it is “the N-word,” 

“Nigga” or “Nigger” regardless of the definition or pronunciation, remain uncomfortable 

with the rhetoric and the history behind the terms (Julious, 2015). 

 “Nigga” is not just another word; there are so many contradictions behind this 

word. There is no other word like it in the English language, encompassing both the 

ugliest sort of hate and a communal, if subversive, sense of love and affection, depending 

upon who is saying it and in what context. It can be wielded as a tool of both white 

racism and black empowerment. Its most accomplished practitioners can drop it into 

conversation as a noun, adjective, verb or interjection (Sheinin,2014). Some feel they can 

use it, while others should not be able to use it. Some people do not understand the 
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influence they may have on other cultures by constantly using the word in their presence, 

and especially in music. Some defend the difference of context associated with “Nigger” 

vs “Nigga” (Hanson, 2017). At its essence, the word — in either form — remains 

inseparable from its basic, historic meaning. Even if you believe the form that ends in 

“er” and the one that ends in “a” are two distinct words, the latter will not exist were it 

not for the former. And the former would not exist were it not for the scourge of racism 

(Sheinin, 2014).   

“Nigga” in Music 

The Hip Hop culture specifically Rap music is the biggest generator of culture in 

human civilization. People want to emulate the things rappers rap about; and want to 

wear the clothes they wear in their music videos (Musoni, 2017). Rap music has and 

continues to have a huge impact on the vernacular of all people not just African people.  

Hip Hop as a culture has embraced, celebrated and vocalized the politics and 

controversies behind the term “Nigga”.  Rappers do not just say the term “Nigga” a lot in 

their songs but also have inadvertently given birth to the term over time.  Rap lyrics have 

contributed to the evolution of the term “Nigga”; it is not just a political and controversial 

term within Ebonics, it has developed into an identity.  Music as a medium and African 

rhetorical source, uses the power of Nommo to generate messages, emotions and 

attitudes.  As of April 16, 2020, 5 musical artists embraced “Nigga” as either their entire 

or part of their stage name, “Nigga” was either the entire or  part of a name of 10 musical 

albums of the Hip Hop and Rap genre and “Nigga” was used 49,035 times in lyrics songs 

associated to the Hip Hop and Rap genre.  The term “Nigga” has been defined and 

described throughout these Hip Hop and Rap songs; these songs through the power of 

https://www.huffpost.com/author/chiaku-hanson
https://www.huffpost.com/author/malcolmaime-musoni
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Nommo evolved the term “Nigga” into an archetype, a real physical manifestation of its 

definition. “Nigga”, as an archetype, has a persona and a personality. To support my data 

further, as well as understand the development of the “Nigga” through the lyrics of rap 

songs, I utilized the lyrics of 10 popular “Nigga” focused songs: YG –“My Nigga 

(Remix)”, Nas featuring Mobb Deep- “Live Nigga Rap”, Bobby Shmurda- “Hot Nigga”, 

Jay-Z and Kanye West- “Niggas In Paris”, Snoop Dogg featuring C-Murder and Magic- 

“Down 4 My Niggas”, Jay-Z featuring Amil-“Jigga My Nigga”, Nipsey Hussle- “Rap 

Niggas”, Future featuring Pharrell Williams, Casino and Pusha T- “Move That Dope”, 

Gucci Mane- “Dirty Lil Nigga” and Skull Duggery- “Where You From” (Appendix A).   

What has Influenced, Inspired and Contributed to the Construction of the “Nigga” 

Archetype 

People 

 The “Nigga” archetype lives and is supported by Rappers and their lyrics 

however there are other people that contributed to the physical manifestation of what a 

“Nigga” is.  Chris Rock contributed to construction of the “Nigga” archetype with his 

most famous and controversial stand-up comedy routines “Niggas vs. Black People".  

This routine appeared both on his 1996 HBO special Bring the Pain and as track 12 on 

his 1997 album Roll with the News.  The routine is a twelve-minute monologue about 

behaviors that Rock sees among African people. He describes "Niggas" as a cohort 

whose behavior embodies many stereotypes that are detrimental to the image of other 

black people. "Niggas", according to Rock, glorify ignorance, laziness, sneakiness 

thievery and they brag about fulfilling any minor responsibility. Rock says in the routine: 

"When I go to the money machine tonight, alright, I ain't looking over my back for the 
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media, I'm looking for niggas! Shit, Ted Koppel ain't never took shit from me. Niggas 

have, so, you think I have got three guns in my house 'cause the media outside?" This 

routine contributed to the Nigga archetype existing.  Social media and crowdsourcing 

outlets define a Nigga as “stereotypical black person” (Nigga, Urbandictionary.com). The 

male “Nigga” version seen and perceived as poor or lower middle class, he lives in the 

hood or section 8 housing and talks like an “uneducated moron”. His hobbies are eating 

fried chicken, watermelon and drinking Kool aid and malt liquor (Nigga, 

Urbandictionary.com). The male “Nigga” is perceived as someone always “toking” weed. 

The male “Nigga” carries a gun; he is misogynistic, a playa or a pimp and has lots of 

bitches. He is unemployed and his main source of income is a welfare checks, and he is 

often heard reciting his favorite rap lyrics (Nigga, Urbandictionary.com). The male 

“Nigga” lives with their mother. He is most likely in a gang; the male “Nigga” is often 

associated to the term “Thug.”   

The female “Nigga” archetype is assumed to look too skinny or super fat, there is 

not a in between unless she is eighteen or younger (Nigga, Urbandictionary.com). She 

wears minimal clothing, has a lot or an exaggerated number of children i.e. seventeen 

children with a lot of baby daddies. She enjoys fighting other female “Niggas” or “Sluts” 

and she shares a lot of the same hobbies the male Nigga does; the female “Nigga” is often 

associated to the term “Hoodrat” (Nigga, Urbandictionary.com).   
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“Nigga” Mentality 

The “Nigga” mentality is generated toward the female “Nigga” archetype. It is 

presented when an African woman, fitting the female “Nigga” physicality, expresses 

thoughts and ideas more assumed or directed to the “Nigga” “male” mentality rather than 

the typical “Nigga” “female” mentality (Nigga Mentality, Urbandictionary.com).  The 

“Nigga” females’ “Nigga” mentality is being blunt, outspoken and she is straight to the 

point when it comes to what's on her mind. The female “Nigga” plays the same mental 

games male “Niggas” play when pursuing or being in a relationship, however it is 

expressed she plays mental games better than the male “Nigga.”  It is expressed that men 

are intimated by women with a “Nigga” mentality (Nigga Mentality, 

Urbandictionary.com). 

“Nigga” Synthesis and a “Nigga” Moment 

The 2005 American adult animated sitcom The Boondocks, created by Aaron 

McGruder, explored and expanded the Nigga archetype, throughout the shows’ entire run 

time (Krueger, 2010).  It was a popular medium that gave commentary on American 

politics from an African perspective.  The show used satire and controversial statements 

such as “Jesus was Black, Ronald Reagan was the devil, and the government is lying 

about 9/11” to tackle and bring awareness to subjects like the American government’s 

response to Hurricane Katrina and the Iraq war, for example (Krueger, 2010).   The 

Boondocks gave the Nigga archetype not only a physical appearance but also an 

objective.  The “Nigga” had a thought process, they developed strategies to accompany 

their actions and they had opinions.  In Season 1, episode 4 “Granddad’s Fight” 

McGruder introduces and defines “Nigga” synthesis and a “Nigga” moment.  These 
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definitions, contributed to the mentality of the Nigga archetype and provided it with more 

of a lifeforce, persona and personality.    

“Nigga” Synthesis is the perpetual bond between niggas over an appreciation of 

trivial or ignorant things i.e. living in the same apartment complex or projects, having the 

same Air Jordans, wearing the same color, have the same tattoos, wearing the same doo-

rags, ect. This is unlike a bond between friends or family members, which is mutually 

beneficial to all the parties involved (Krueger, 2010; Nigga Synthesis, 

Urbandictionary.com). 

A “Nigga” moment is the opposite of “Nigga” synthesis.  A “Nigga” moment is 

when ignorance overwhelms the logic of an otherwise rational African person.  The 

African person is usually overwhelmed by something that can appear trivial from a 

distance, like when another African person steps on your fresh new white sneaker or in 

some cases when another African person hits their car but it is the ignorance of the 

African person that stepped on the shoes or hit the car that triggers the “Nigga” moment.   

McGruder, uses satire in his definition, stating that “Nigga” moments are the third 

biggest killer in the African community, behind pork chops and F.E.M.A. However, he 

expresses that “Nigga” moments always lead to “beefing, shooting, fighting and in most 

cases death or one or both parties involved.  McGruder states that when a “Nigga” 

moment collides with “Nigga” synthesis, the result will always be a “Complete Fucking 

Disaster” (Krueger, 2010; Nigga Moment, Urbandictionary,com).   
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“Nigga” Clothes 

The “Nigga” archetype is described in both lyrics and crowdsourcing sites that 

their typical attire are overpriced branded named clothing; worn for no reason other than 

to be seen in them or to obtain, represent or perpetrate some sort of social status (either 

that they wish, will, do or do not actually have.  Popular “Nigga” clothing brands are: 

Fendi, Hermes, Gucci, Salvatore Ferragamo, Dereon, Ecko, Enyce, DKNY, G-Unit, 

Mark Ecko, Phat Farm, Rocawear, Sean John, Vokal, Pastry, Fubu, Blac Label, Tommy 

Hilfiger, Reebok, Huaraches, Nike, New Balances, Puma, Adidas and Timberland (Nigga 

Clothes, Urbandictionary.com).  

“Nigga” Movie 

As indicated above, mass media, social media, hip hop, and television have all 

contributed to the birth and current lifespan of the “Nigga” archetype however “Nigga 

Movies” have aided in the construction and consistent visual of what a “Nigga” is.  

“Nigga” movies are usually comedies or dramas that pulls out all the stereotypes of 

African urban culture. “Nigga” movies present a double edge sword; for the African 

community, these types of movies are enjoyable or iconic, either being something they 

can relate to or laugh it due to them being parodies or laced in satire (Nigga Movie, 

Urban Dictionary).  However, they are also a racist or bigot's dream because they get to 

see all their prejudices played out as they would expect them. “Nigga” movies depict and 

portray various stereotypes that are attached to the African community such as the: 

“Nigga,” “Playa,” “Pimp,” “Criminal or Ex-Convict,” “(Aspiring) Rapper” or “Drug 

Dealer” to name a few; the films tend to be full of clichés, violence, guns, sex, drug and 

money (Nigga Movie, Urbandictionary.com).  Popular “Nigga” movies are: The Hughes 
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Brothers Menace II Society (1993), F. Gary Gray Straight Outta Compton (2015), Craig 

Brewer Hustle & Flow (2005) Paris Barclay Don’t Be A Menace to South Central while 

drinking your Juice in the Hood (1996), John Singleton Boyz N the Hood (1991), F. Gary 

Gary Friday (1995), John Singleton Baby Boy (2001), Ernest Dickerson Juice (1992), 

Tamra Davis CB4 (1993) and Mario Van Peebles New Jack City (1991).  

Nigga: The Data 

In this section I examine several aspects of the data I collected based on the 

identification of (1) usage, (2) Themes, and (3) types. Consequently, I integrated the 

discussion around these concepts.   

There was a sample size of 10 males that were phenotypically recognized and 

identified as of African descent that are identified themselves by naming themselves 

“Nigga. i.e. they had the term “Nigga” in their Instagram handle or bio. Of the 10 males, 

5 images were randomly selected from their timeline, making sure to select from different 

times of their timeline.  

The first objective was to assess “What the ‘Nigga’ feels is important by visually 

displaying or pictorially showcasing and/ or highlighting.  I discovered 8 dimensions 

visually displayed/pictorially showcasing in the data: Family, Friends, Alcohol, Get 

Together/Going out, Children, Mothers, Fathers, and Girlfriends. From the total 50 

pictures: 17 Highlighted Friends; 18 Highlighted Family; 11 Highlighted Alcohol; 8 

Highlight Get Together/Going Out; 5 Highlighted Children; 1 Highlighted Mother; 1 

Highlighted Father; and 1 Highlighted Girlfriend important to visually display on their 

Instagram (See Appendix B). 

The second objective was to access “‘Nigga’ themes or commonalities” when 
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looking at the entire “Nigga” sample size. In my research there were 51 dimensions that 

the “Nigga” sample size had as Themes in the data: Family, Alcohol (Mix Drinks, 

Coronas, Hennessey Cognac, New Amsterdam Vodka Pineapple, Moet, Belaire Rose, 

Patron and DUSSE), Togetherness, Beach, Gun, Closeness, Friends/Friendship, Jewelry, 

Memories, Happiness, Smoking (Hookah and Marijuana), Having Money, Get Together/ 

Going Out, Restaurants, Drinking, Eating, Food, Love, Playfulness, Romance, 

Partnership, Fitted Cap, Streetwear, Watch, Cars,  Support, Death, Violence, Grief, 

Sorrow, Sadness, Army Fatigue, Candy (Starburst, Twix, Hershey, Snickers, Juice 

Monster, and Gushers), iPhone, iPad, Flexing Muscles, Strength, Children, Mothers, 

Bedrooms, Halfway house, Gas Station, Parking Lot, Pools, Motorcycle (Yellow, Black 

and Red), Traveling, Music Studio, Music, Entertainer, Affection, and Shopping. From 

the 50 pictures: 22 had Friends/ Friendship as a Theme; 22 had Family as a Theme; 20 

had Togetherness as a Theme; 17 had Cars as a Theme; 16 had Love as a Theme; 15 had 

Streetwear as a Theme; 15 had Jewelry as a Theme; 12 had Fitted Caps as a Theme; 12 

had Drinking as a Theme; 17 had Children as a Theme; 18 had Smoking as a Theme; 11 

had Get Together/Going Out  as a Theme; 6 had Support as a Theme; 14 had Alcohol as a 

Theme; 4 had in or at a Gas Station as a Theme; 4 had a Parking Lot as a Theme; 4 had 

Closeness as a Theme; 7 had Having Money as a Theme; 3 had Memories as a Theme; 3 

had watches as a Theme; 2 had a Restaurant as a Theme; 2 had Eating as a Theme; 2 had 

Affection as a Theme; 1 had the Beach as a Theme; 1 had a Gun as a Theme; 1 had 

Happiness as a Theme;  1 had Food as a Theme; 1 had Playfulness as a Theme; 1 had 

Romance as a Theme; 1 had Partnership as a Theme;  1 had Death as a Theme; 1 had 

Violence as a Theme; 1 had Grief as a Theme; 1 had Sorrow as a Theme; 1 had Sadness 
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as a Theme; 1 had Army Fatigue as a Theme; 1 had Candy as a Theme; 1 had iPhone as a 

Theme; 1 had iPad as a Theme; 1 had Flexing Muscles as a Theme; 1 had Strength as a 

Theme; 1 had Mother as a Theme; 1 had Bedroom as a Theme; 1 had a Halfway Houses 

as a Theme; 1 had a pool as a Theme; 1 had Motorcycle (yellow, black and red) as a 

Theme; 1 had Traveling as a Theme; 1 had a Music Studio as a Theme; 1 had Music as a 

Theme; 1 had an Entertainer as a Theme; and 1 had Shopping as a Theme (See Appendix 

B).  

 The third objective was to access “Common ‘Nigga’ visuals represented in the 

pictures” when looking at the entire “Nigga” sample size. The research revealed there 

were 14 dimensions that were “Common ‘Nigga’ visuals represented in their pictures” 

when looking at the entire “Nigga” sample size: Plastic Cups( Red Hefty, Clear, Grey, 

and Red Solo), Affection (Having their arms around another’s shoulder and Kissing), 

Hand Signs (Thumbs up, Middle Finger,2 fingers (left), 4 fingers (left),  Pinky and index 

fingers up,  Peace sign,  Sideways peace sign, L-sign, Alcohol (Armand De Brignac 

(Gold Brut) Gold Ace of Spades, Belaire Rose, Patron, Coronas, Champagne, Moet, New 

Amsterdam Vodka Pineapple, DUSSE, Hennessey Cognac, Jungle Juice (alcohol 

beverage with fruit Watermelon and Pineapples), Streetwear, Hot Sauce, Paper towels, 

Toaster, Microwave, Cars, Money, Blunts, and Music Studio. From the 50 pictures: 31 

displayed the Common Visual of Hand Signs; 12 displayed the Common Visual of Cars; 

10 displayed the Common Visual of Streetwear; 17 displayed the Common Visual of 

Alcohol; 4 displayed the Common Visual of Money; 4 displayed the Common Visual of 

Blunts; 5 displayed the Common Visual of  Plastic Cups; 3 displayed the Common Visual 

of Affection;  1 displayed the Common Visual of Hot Sauce; 1 displayed the Common 
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Visual of Paper Towels; 1 displayed the Common Visual of Toaster; 1 displayed the 

Common Visual of Microwave;  and 1 displayed the Common Visual of a Music Studio 

(See Appendix B).  

 The fourth objective was to access “The types/style of pictures ‘Niggas’ took,” 

outside of the default full portrait style. In this study there were 3 dimensions that were 

“The type/style of pictures ‘Niggas’ took”: Selfies, Pictures using the Black and White 

Filter, and Pictures using the Split Screen. From the 50 pictures: 4 utilized the Black and 

White Filter; 2 utilized the Selfie style; and 1 utilized the Split Screen feature (See 

Appendix B).  

Bad Bitch 

Definition of the Word 

 

The ARIW “Bad Bitch” proves to be complex similar to the ARIW “Nigga”.  It is 

a slang noun and it is associated to the plural reference of the same word being “Bad 

Bitches” or “Bad Bitchez”. The “Bad Bitch” is also referred to as “the Baddest Bitch”, 

“Bad Bih”, “Bad Bix”, “Baddie,”, “Boss Bitch”, “Bad B-I-T-C-H”, and the recent 

evolution is the “Instagram or IG Baddie”.  “Bad Bitch” is recognized  as a reclamation 

of word “bitch;”  however when spoken by African people to refer to themselves or 

another African person (usually a woman) it is received in either a positive way or a 

negative way (Bad Bitch, Urbandictionary.com)  The term “Bad Bitch” is mostly used 

within the African community by both men and women, however the term is usually 

referring to or addressing a phenotypical woman.  The term, “Bad Bitch” is rarely and 

most often frowned upon if used to refer to a child or elder family or community 

member, out of cultural respect (Bad Bitch, Urbandictionary.com.)  
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The Use of the Word 

In Baad Bitches" and Sassy Supermamas: Black Power Action Films, the term 

"Baad Bitches," according to Stephane Dunn,  was introduced during the Blaxploitation 

era of film to explore the sexploitation of African female actors in the 1970s, as well as 

those women representing the contemporary dominant culture (Dunn, 2008; 

Hamptoninstitution,org.) The "Baad Bitch" presented in this era of films suggests an 

African woman from working-class roots who goes beyond the boundaries of gender in a 

patriarchal domain and plays the game successfully as the boys by being in charge of her 

own sexual representation and manipulating it for celebrity and material gain" 

(Hamptoninstitution.org).  

The term “Bad Bitch” was re-introduced, phonetically different, in 1999 with the 

release of Rap artist Trina’s album Da Baddest Bitch. “Bad Bitch” is an attempt of 

reclamation of the term Bitch, when spoken the term “Bad Bitch,” is popularly projected 

and received as a representation of empowerment and a celebration of strength (Pardes, 

2014.) This can also be seen throughout multiple different songs from Rihanna's song 

entitled "Bad Bitch" featuring Beyoncé which reiterates the line "I'm a bad bitch" 

multiple times. Nicki Minaj is another female rap icon who uses the term in her song 

"Starships" where she says, “bad bitches like me is hard to come by” (Pardes, 2014.)   

   A “Bad Bitch” is physically described as an African woman who is “fine,” “a 

dime piece,” “irresistible,” and has an amazingly attractive body. However, a “Bad 

Bitch” is more than her appearance, a beautiful African woman can be a “Bad Bitch” but 

not all “Bad Bitches” are beautiful African women (Bad Bitch, Urbandictionary.com.)  

One can either call, refer or recognize an African woman as a “Bad Bitch” or an African 
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woman can self-appoint, self-award, or personally identify herself as a “Bad Bitch” based 

on their personality. In those cases, a “Bad Bitch” is defined as: confident, independent, 

determined, classy, amusing, inspiring, fun-loving, loyal, focused, blunt, respectful, hard-

working, loving and mentally gifted.  Bad Bitch has also been associated to other slang 

terms such as a: “ Boss,” “Bad Ass” “Go Getta,” “Solid Chick (one who is both street and 

book smart),” and  “take-no-shit-from-nobody” woman (Bad Bitch, 

Urbandictionary.com.) Popular culture has inspired women to redefine the word “Bad 

Bitch” as a euphemism for "Strong black woman" (Dazed, 2019). 

History of the Word 

According to the Merriam-Webster dictionary, the definition of “Bitch” is a 

female dog. Bitch is also defined as a malicious, spiteful or overbearing woman and has 

been used as a generalized term of abuse and disparagement for a woman. A “Bitch” is a 

complaint, something that is extremely difficult, objectionable or unpleasant (Bitch, 

Merriam-Webster).  The term “Dog" has long been used as an insult toward woman, 

dating back to Ancient Greece, to refer to someone whose behavior was improper, 

submissive, subordinate or transgressive. This could include shamelessness, lack of 

restraint, lack of hospitality, lack of loyalty, and indiscriminate or excessive violence, 

among other qualities (Hughes, 2006). The term “Bitch” has an extensive history but in 

short it was and continues to be used as an insult against women; the word is offensive 

and intended to oppress and subjugate women.   
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Controversary 

If society has conditioned women to be submissive and put other people’s needs 

above their own; then women are likely to experience a backlash when they fail to live up 

to this expectation. When spoke the term “Bitch” has been used as a form of the backlash. 

“Bitch” was and remains to be a term typically placed upon women whenever they speak 

up about their opinions and prioritize their own needs, especially when disagreeing or 

contradicting men (Verdonschot, 2019). Women were and remain to be called bitches 

whenever they break the habit of people pleasing. It remains to be an effective way to 

make women feel bad about not living up to the expectation of/for them to be 

accommodating to other people (especially men) and not to disturb the peace. Women are 

and have been conditioned to want to live up to societal expectations placed upon them, 

being called a “Bitch” has been a term to deliver a negative experience for women. Being 

called a “Bitch” has been and remains a punishment and a crucial part to society’s 

conditioning of women (Verdonschot, 2019).  

 The term “Bitch” has been defined as vulgar and oppressive however the term 

became controversial when women and allies to women began to re-appropriate. Re-

appropriation is when suppressed groups reclaim words that were formerly used to 

suppress and humiliate them and give them a new positive meanings with the intent to 

take away the power of the insult, and thereby the power of the suppressor (Verdonschot, 

2019). When women are aware of societies effort to condition them to conform to gender 

roles, the mechanisms to do so lose their effectiveness. In this process, insults lose their 

value and come to mean something totally different. The word ‘bitch’, for examples, 

comes to mean ‘a woman who expresses her opinion and prioritizes her own needs, and 
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who does not look at others for validation’ (Verdonschot, 2019). The reclamation term 

“Bitch” represents a woman that does not take shit from anyone. Society may not like 

her, but they cannot ignore her. A “Bitch” has a loud voice and often use it. A “Bitch” is 

not pretty; they seek their identity strictly threw themselves and what they do. They are 

subjects, not objects and often dominate other people when roles are not available to 

them which more creatively sublimate their energies and utilize their capabilities. A 

“Bitch” is often accused of being domineering when doing what would be considered 

natural by a man (Verdonschot, 2019).  

The reclaiming of the word “Bitch” with the term “Bad Bitch” has been a more 

controversial and conflicting conversation since the late 90s. Re- appropriation has the 

power to change insults such as the word the term “Bitch” into a compliment much like 

that of “Bad Bitch;” to represent sign of grow, progress and a symbol that society is on 

the right path toward not only gender but also racial and sexual equity and equality 

(Gregoire, 2017).  “Bad Bitch” is a linguistic appropriation attempt to drain words and 

actions of their negative power.  However, re -appropriation does carry a risk of 

misunderstanding and confusion especially in the case of loaded terms, or words still 

commonly used in a demeaning manner. 

The fact that the term “Bad Bitch,” has only the term Bad to differentiate it from 

the pejorative term Bitch, there are many that do not support the reclamation of the word 

and feel that it overlooks the oppressive history entrenched in the term Bitch and creates 

a problematic discourse surrounding gender relationships (Bad Bitch, 

Urbandictionary.com).  Those that do not support the reclamation of “Bitch” or the 

celebration of the term “Bad Bitch” have expressed that in doing so: reinforces sexist 
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stereotypes, becomes  an excuse for African women to project bad attitudes, perpetuates 

comparison among African women, and discredits truly inspiring African women.  The 

people that do not support the reclamation of “Bitch” or the use of “Bad Bitch” voice that 

the terms project insecurity, immaturity and a poor choice of words (Wesley, 2017.)   

Those people refer to the idea of reclamation as a nuanced one; reclamation being 

the concept that a community of oppressed people can take back a word that was 

previously used by those in the position of power (Griggs, 2017.)  As stated prior the 

term “Bitch” has a long history of oppression and abuse attached to it, to reclaim it as 

“Bad Bitch” has it its challenges; a reclaimed word can only maintain empowering if 

always spoken in an empowering way, or the word reverts back to being oppressive and 

hurtful.  Another challenged faced when reclaiming the term, is thoroughly knowing the 

history of the oppressed term and constructing that reclamation in direct opposition of 

how it was originated (Griggs, 2017.) The reclamation of the word “Bitch”, has and will 

not work in the status quo because of its lack of acceptance into everybody’s vernacular, 

the term has many definitions relies heavily on context, and depends much on who says it 

and to whom it is said to (Griggs, 2017.) 

There are also many that do not agree with the current definition of “Bad Bitch” 

and define a “Bad Bitch” as an African woman with a bad and nasty attitude with a pretty 

face with “fat lips” and a “Bad” body with a “fat ass.”  They express that she does not 

have a job or an education, she does not have and aspirations she has poor social skills, 

she does not know how to cook, clean and “is good for nothing” (Bad Bitch, 

Urbandictionary.com) Those that do not support the current definition of “Bad Bitch” 

define a “Bad Bitch” as a scantily clad African woman that is typically found dancing in 
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music videos or a strip club with little to no clothes on.  They express that the term “Bad 

Bitch” does not reflect a lady or a woman that is “wifey” material or “wifeable;” she is 

always defensive and ready to fight.   These individuals refer to a “Bad Bitch” as a: 

“Chicken head,” “Hood rat,” “Groupie Ho,” “Ghetto,” “Trash Bag,” and “Gutter ho” 

(Bad Bitch, Urbandictionary.com) 

Aside from the individuals that like, embrace and use the term “Bad Bitch”, and 

those that do not like the term either because they do not support the reclamation of a 

pejorative term or they do not agree with the current definition of term; there is another 

group of individuals predominately African women that support and celebrate “Bad 

Bitch” but use the term and its definition to marginalize other women by referring to 

them and their actions as “Basic Bitches.”   The desire that African women must set 

themselves apart from other African women, may have good intent, but in the end be 

problematic.  These women are feeling empowered by the term, but at the same time, 

using that empowerment to disempower and judge their fellow African women. 

“Bad Bitch” in Music 

The Evolution of the Bad Bitch 

The derogatory musical use of “bitch” was established as a “trend” in the mid-

1980s by Duke Bootee and Grandmaster Flash’s “New York New York”, and it didn’t 

take long for the word to become aggressive, instilled in popular culture as a signifier of 

feminine inferiority, both when levelled against women (sometimes by women also) and 

occasionally against men as a homophobic slur (Dazed, 2016).  Hip-hop lay claim to the 

word and promoted much of the violence associated with it. Slick Rick employed the 

word in the 1985 song "La Di Da Di," where the "bitch" in the song is a jealous and 
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violent woman. A year later, Ice-T rapped about beating up a "bitch" who talked back to 

him, in "Six in Da Morning." The NWA song "Bitch Iz a Bitch" (1989) defined a bitch as 

a woman who was manipulative, conniving, and money hungry. As the decade folded 

into the 90s, the oppressive use of “bitch” became the rule, not the exception, from The 

Prodigy’s “Smack My Bitch Up” (1997) which glorified violence against women, to 

more on-the-nose tracks like Dr. Dre and Snoop Dogg’s “Bitches Ain’t Shit” in which he 

states that “Bitches ain’t shit but hoes and tricks”(1992) and Tupac’s “Wonda Why They 

Call U Bitch” (1996) (Dazed, 2016).The word was fraught with violent connotations, and 

the message was clear: Bitches needed to watch their step, because they had it coming for 

them (Pardes, 2014). 

However, at the same time male artists were propagating the idea that “bitches” 

had it coming, there was a fresh wave of female artists rejecting its derogatory 

connotations, and successfully attempting to re-appropriate the word; it became 

increasingly necessary for women from MC Lyte to Roxanne Shanté (who even made a 

1992 album entitled The Bitch Is Back) to voice their anger and affirm their defiance 

against such attitudes. Queen Latifah placed emphasis on issues that affected women 

specifically offering a counterbalance to the misogynistic nature of the hip hop scene. By 

voicing issues relating to female well-being, Latifah educated those informed solely by 

gendered hierarchies and furthermore, defied the stereotype of the female rapper that is 

incapable of rhyming competently (Qureshi, 2015).  Queen Latifah took on gender 

equality, and specifically name calling, head on in “U.N.I.T.Y” (1993), in which she raps, 

“Everytime I hear a brother call a girl a bitch or a ho/ Trying to make a sister feel low/ 

You know all of that gots to go.” Queen Latifah’s track was an unequivocal demand, not 
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a plea, for gender equality, and it set the stage for similarly bold women to hold “bitch” 

hostage. Salt-N-Pepa addressed how people treated them as successful women in “Big 

Shot” (1993), parodying the way people talk about their accomplishments: “You know 

what? I can't stand them Salt-N-Pepa bitches/ They think they're all that cuz they're 

popular in Europe/ Yeah, probably sell-out hookers” (Qureshi, 2015).   

Their refusal to be put down by the language of popular music became a powerful 

trend for female artists in the 90s; despite being a noticeable “trend”, it was by no means 

less authentic, there was a serious hostility amongst women that revealed ana 

uncontrollable anger and celebrated the power of solidarity (Padres,2014).. In “Queen 

Bitch” (1996), Lil Kim declared herself “A diamond cluster hustler/ Queen bitch, 

supreme bitch,” a female rapper fully empowered in her craft, self-earned wealth, brazen 

sexuality, and ability to go head-to-head with her male hip hop contemporaries. Trina’s 

“Baddest Bitch” (1999) echoed Lil Kim’s sentiment, and redefined the “bitch” as an 

intelligent, autonomous woman in complete control of her sexuality. With lyrics like “I 

make him eat it while my period on,” Trina’s unapologetic take on female sexuality flips 

the script on the slut shaming generally associated with the word “bitch” in hip hop, 

making ultimate strength out of presumed weakness (Qureshi, 2015). A "bad bitch," by 

her definition, was smart and powerful and—perhaps most important—in charge of her 

sexuality. With her hard beats and don't-give-a-fuck attitude, she took the word back 

within the very genre that had corrupted it in the first place (Qureshi, 2015).  Although 

she never used the word "feminism," Trina interlaced many of the aims of the movement 

with her reinvented concept of the "bad bitch." Her lyrics were ahead of their time, with 

declarations like "it pays to be the boss" and "stay ahead of the game / save up and buy a 
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condo." Best of all, Trina loved sex and she loved to rap about it. She would eventually 

release a song called "Nasty Bitch," which described her sexual prowess in graphic detail; 

in "Da Baddest Bitch," she plainly stated, "If I had the chance to be a virgin again / I'd be 

fucking by the time I'm ten." In some ways, we could consider Trina a purist in how she 

defined "bitch," since she preserved the original meaning of the word: a woman who was 

excessively sexual. Except for that Trina outwardly embraced her sexuality, and in doing 

so, she turned the definition of "bitch" on its head (Padres,2014). 

The idea of the “Bad Bitch” has been adopted by rappers of all backgrounds and 

cultures for the purposes of defiance against misogyny. It is not about giving into the 

stereotype of the ‘Bitch’ but taking it and shoving it back in the faces of those who 

attempt to subjugate and criticize women. It is about embracing female sexuality, 

freedom and independence (Qureshi, 2015). 

“Bad Bitch” Anthems VS “Bad Bitch” Songs 

“Bad Bitch” anthems are defined as songs written or sung by women; they 

express genuine female feelings.  “Bad Bitch” anthems express female empowerment, 

strength, sexuality, sensuality, and sisterhood comradery; examples of “Bad Bitch” 

anthems are: Britney Spears "Work Bitch," Beyonce "Diva," Missy Elliot "Get Ur Freak 

On,” Nicki Minaj "Beez In The Trap,” M.I.A "Bad Girls,” TLC “No Scrubs,” Mariah 

Carey "Obsessed," Iggy Azalea "Fuck Love," Kesha "Sleazy," Little Mix "Grown," Joan 

Jett and The Blackhearts "Bad Reputation," Lady Gaga ft Beyonce "Telephone," Grimes 

"Kill V. Maim," Salt ‘N Pepa "None Of Your Business," Keri Hilson "Pretty Girl Rock," 

Chistina Aguilera "Fighter," Lorde "Million Dollar Bills," Natalia Kills "Problem," Neon 

Hitch "Fuck U Betta," Mary J. Blige "Just Fine," Jennifer Lopez "Love Don't Cost A 
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Thing," Christina Aguilera, P!nk, Mya, and Lil Kim ft. Missy Elliot "Lady Marmalade,” 

Lana del Rey "Off To The Races," Fifth Harmony "Worth It," Marina and the Diamonds 

"How To Be a Heartbreaker," Rihanna "Hard,” and Destiny's "Independent Women, Pt. 

I" “Bad Bitch” songs are defined as songs written or rapped by men mostly hip hop rap 

(Kopsky, 2019).  “Bad Bitch” songs are misogynistic; they tend to talk about women and 

tell another narrative.  “Bad Bitch” songs are also songs in which women say the term 

“Bitch” or “Bad Bitch” to prove something, to express masculinity or to exert dominance 

over a man, or another woman. (Kopsky,2019).    

As of April 16, 2020, 94 musical artists embraced “Bad Bitch” as either their 

entire or part of their stage name, “Bad Bitch” was either the entire or  part of a name of 

100 musical albums of the Hip Hop and Rap genre and “Bad Bitch” was used 10,034 

times in lyrics songs associated to the Hip Hop and Rap genre.  The term “Bad Bitch” has 

been defined and described throughout these Hip Hop and Rap songs; these songs 

through the power of Nommo evolved the term “Bad Bitch” into an archetype, a real 

physical manifestation of its definition. “Bad Bitch”, as an archetype, has a persona and a 

personality. To support my data further, as well as understand the development of the 

“Bad Bitch” through the lyrics of rap songs, I utilized the lyrics of 10 popular “Bad 

Bitch” focused songs: Trina featuring Trick Daddy- “Da Baddest Bitch”, Rihanna- “Bad 

Bitch”, Fabolous- “Bad Bitch”, Webbie- “Bad Bitch”, Red Café featuring Cardi B- “She 

A Bad One”, Trina- “Bad Bitch Anthem”, Bebe Rexha featuring Ty Dolla $ign- “Bad 

Bitch”, French Montana featuring Jeremih- “Bad Bitch”, Ying Yang Twins-“Badd”, and 

Yungeen Ace featuring Blac Youngsta-“Bad Bitch (Remix)” (Appendix A). 
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What has Influenced, Inspired, and Contributed to the Construction of the “Bad 

Bitch” Archetype 

The Physical Manifestation of a “Bad Bitch”: The “Instagram Baddie” 

An Instagram Baddie (IG Baddie) is a woman, predominately an African woman, 

who is both a Bad Bitch and Instagram famous for the physical depiction of a “Bad 

Bitch”.  She is famous for being intellectual, classy, beautiful and sexy; she is known for 

being fashion forward, spreading trends, having on point brows, and expressing unspoken 

confidence and. She represents physical perfection. (Instagram Baddie, 

Urbandictionary.com.)  Her style is a mix of classy meets bad ass. An IG Baddie 

wardrobe consists of urban wear, streetwear, athletic wear and designer clothing and 

jewelry. IG Baddies are confident within herself; they have taste, class and are 

perfectionist with everything they do.  A true IG Baddie is desired by many men and 

could have any man she wants; she does not disrespect or hate on other women. 

Unfortunately, an IG Baddie can bring out the worst in other women due to their own 

insecurities and personal jealousies (Instagram Baddie, Urbandictionary.com.)   

She always looks flawless from head to toe: makeup (especially eyebrows), hair, 

clothes, and body. Her life reflects luxury: she goes to the coolest clubs and bars, has a 

dreamy boyfriend, and is on the frequent flyer list. Her lavish lifestyle is funded by 

endorsements and name brand collaborations as well as her high follower count 

(Nayonde,2017). 

IG Baddies always have a good skincare routine and perfect makeup, and their 

eyebrows are always on fleek; they either have their eyebrows microbladed or have 

invested in a good eyebrow kit for maintenance (Marquez, 2020).  Aside from  their 
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eyebrows IG Baddies are known for: extenuating the glow of their skin and cheekbones 

with the use of highlighter, defining their eyes with a  sharp eyeliner, presenting their lips 

fuller with lip liner and lipstick, enhancing their bone structure with a contour kit and 

smoothing their skin with a natural finish foundation.  IG Baddies tend to stick to a 

neutral color palette of nudes, mauves, beiges, browns and plums. Also make sure you 

have got a good skincare regimen to keep your skin smooth and soft to complement your 

perfect makeup (Marquez, 2020).  

The IG Baddie projects perfection and a put together lifestyle; they project fitness 

and having juicy booties, fantastic curves and a toned flat stomach.  Their lifestyle also 

relies on them being both fit and fashionable; an IG Baddie must have cute matching 

workout outfits.  Regarding fashion, Instagram baddies must be up to date on fashion 

trends, specifically the feminine and sexy styles (Nayonde,2017). They gravitate to a lot 

of Bodycon dresses, skinny jeans, crop tops and anything that flaunts their curves. Their 

fashion reflects their makeup color scheme, the neutral color palette (blush pink, camel, 

white, black, grey) unless there are specific colors that are seasonally trending.  The IG 

Baddie never forgets their designer bags and shoes (Nayonde,2017)! 

The IG Baddie specializes in taking amazing photographs, especially of herself; to 

remain IG famous they must take the best photos to get the most followers on Instagram. 

They need to have high-quality photos, feminine poses, and a killer pout (Nayonde,2017). 

They most likely have a professional camera for photoshoots, and an iPhone for on-the-

go photos. Any Instagram Baddie photo will exude confidence, and only post themselves 

in flattering poses that accentuate their curves. And it is all about the pout! Popular poses 

are the booty tooch (when one arches their back), the squat at an angle to pop their booty, 
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and the selfie either at an upward angle or touching the face (Marquez, 2020).   

“Bad Bitch” Energy 

“Bad Bitch” Energy is a phrase to refer to the confidence an African woman that 

defines herself or has been recognized by others as a “Bad Bitch” has (Bad Bitch Energy, 

Urbandictionary.com).  “Bad Bitch Energy” is physical, mental, spiritual, and personal 

confidence; in which one could leave their house wearing anything and still obtain an 

audience.  The “Bad Bitch Energy” expresses to someone that “You are that Bad Bitch” 

(Bad Bitch Energy, Urbandictionary.com). 

“Bad Bitch” Mentality 

A “Bad Bitch” Mentality is having the mindset that one can do anything and 

everything if they put their mind to it.  The foundation of a “Bad Bitch” Mentality is 

resilience, perseverance and determination.  It is the motivation to say, “Yes I can, watch 

me!” when someone says “No, you can’t!” (Bad Bitch Mentality, Urbandictionary.com). 

To have a “Bad bitch” Mentality is considered a positive trait; African women with a 

“Bad Bitch” Mentality are defined as powerhouse women.  African women with the “Bad 

Bitch” Mentality, are considered forces not to be reckoned with, they will go farther, 

stronger and harder than anyone they will encounter.  It is expressed that African women 

with a “Bad Bitch” Mentality never give up thus why they successful (Bad Bitch 

Mentality, Urbandictionary.com). 
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Bad Bitch: The Data 

There was a sample size of 10 females that were phenotypically recognized and 

identified as of African descent that are identifying themselves by naming themselves 

“Bad Bitch” by having “Bad Bitch” in their Instagram handle or bio; of the 10 females 5 

pics were randomly selected from their timeline, making sure to select from different 

times of their timeline.  

The first objective was to assess “What the ‘Bad Bitch’ feels is important by 

visually displaying or pictorially showcasing and/ or highlighting. In this research there 

were 7 dimensions visually displayed/pictorially showcasing in the data: Herself, Mother, 

Children, Friendships, Family, Money, and Guns. From the 50 pictures: 30 Highlighted 

Herself; 13 Highlighted Friendship; 15 Highlighted Family; 6 Highlighted Mothers; 7 

Highlighted Children; 2 Highlighted Money; and 1 Highlighted Guns of being important 

to visually display on their Instagram (See Appendix B). 

The second objective was to access “‘Bad Bitch’ Themes” when looking at the 

entire “Bad Bitch” sample size. In this research there were 46 dimensions that the “Bad 

Bitch” sample size had as Themes in the data: Ohio state, Bed, Costumes, Dressing Room 

in clothing store, Corner, Bench, Beach, Leather sofa, Car, Drinking (alcohol),  Smoking 

(Hookah, Marijuana, Love, Family, Friends (Coworkers), Tools, Mother, Children, 

Silliness, Backless, Cleavage, Copying Each other, Posing, Family Pic, Group pics, 

Pregnancy, Husband, Father, Wireless Headphone, Hardware store, Weave/wig, 

Affection, Celebration, Dancing, Get Together/Going Out, Palm Trees, Togetherness, 

Crop top, Midriff, Outside, Bathroom, Bedroom, Living Room, Gas Station, Pool, and 

Hotel Lobby. From the 50 pictures: 50 had Posing as a Theme; 49 had wearing Weave 
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and Wigs as a Theme; 26 had showing Midriff as Themes; 24 had wearing Crop Tops as 

Themes; 18 had Togetherness as a Theme; 17 had being Outside as a Theme; 36 had 

having a Get Together/Going Out as a Theme; 16 had showing Cleavage as a Theme; 15 

had displaying or expressing Love as a Theme; 15 had Friends as a Theme; 14 had 

Family as a Theme; 12 had displaying or expressing Affection as a Theme; 10 had 

attending a Celebration as a Theme; 9 had displaying Family Pics as a Theme; 9 had 

displaying Group Pics as a Theme; 7 had Drinking (alcohol) as a Theme; 7 had being in 

Bathrooms as a Theme; 7 had Mother as a Theme;  12 had Children as a Theme; 5 had 

being Silly as a Theme; 4 had being in a Living Room as a Theme; 4 had Cars as a 

Theme; 3 had Copying each other as a Theme; 3 had being in a Bedroom as a Theme;  7 

had Smoking as a Theme;  2 had Dancing as a Theme; 2 had being in a Corner as a 

Theme; 1 had being on a Bench as a Theme; 1 had being the Beach as a Theme; 1 had 

working at a Hardware store as a Theme; 1 had representing Ohio State University as a 

Theme; 1 had a Bed as a Theme; 1 had wearing a Costume as a Theme; 1 had being in 

Dressing Rooms in a Clothing Store as a Theme; 1 had Palm Trees as a Theme; 1 had 

being at a Gas Station as a Theme; 1 had being at a Pool as a Theme; 1 had being on a 

Leather Sofa as a Theme; 1 had Coworkers as a Theme; 1 had Tools as a Theme; 1 had 

wearing Something Backless (wear) as a Theme; 1 had Pregnancy as a Theme; 1 had 

Wireless Headphones as a Theme; and 1 had being in a Hotel Lobby as a Theme (See 

Appendix B).  

The third objective was to access “Common ‘Bad Bitch’ visuals represented in the 

pictures” when looking at the entire “Bad Bitch” sample size. In my research there were 

14 dimensions that were “Common ‘Bad Bitch’ visuals represented in their pictures” 
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when looking at the entire “Bad Bitch” sample size: Peace signs, Kiss faces, Arm crossed 

(left arm across their chest toward their right), Vacation, Winking, Tongue Out, iPhone, 

Looking Back At The Camera, Looking Away From Camera, Butt Pose, Right Index 

Finger Pressed Against Lips, Touching Vaginal Area, and Middle Finger. From the 50 

pictures: 6 displayed the Common Visual of Butt poses; 4 displayed the Common Visual 

of sticking Tongue out;  3 displayed the Common Visual of an iPhone; 3 displayed the 

Common Visual of touching Vaginal area; 4 displayed the Common Visual of Kiss faces; 

2 displayed the Common Visual of Winking; 1 displayed the Common Visual of Peace 

signs; 1 displayed the Common Visual of Duck faces; 1 displayed the Common Visual of 

Arms crossed (left arm across their chest toward their right); 1 displayed the Common 

Visual of Vacation; 1 displayed the Common Visual of Looking back at the camera; 1 

displayed the Common Visual of Looking away from camera; 1 displayed the Common 

Visual of the Right index finger pressed up against lips; and 1 displayed the Common 

Visual of the Middle finger (See Appendix B).  

The fourth objective was to access “The types/style of pictures ‘Bad Bitch’ took,” 

outside of the default full portrait style. In my research there were 6 dimensions that were 

“The type/style of pictures ‘Bad Bitch’ took: Selfies, Pictures in the Mirror, used a Phone 

Filter: Collage, Sparkly, Black and White, and were in a Professional Photo Shoot. From 

the 50 pictures: 18 utilized the Selfie style; 7 utilized Taking pictures in the mirror; 8 

utilized a Phone filter; and 1 had a Professional photo shoot (See Appendix B).  
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Savage 

Definition of the Word 

The ARIW “Savage” proves to share many of the complexities of “Nigga” and 

“Bad Bitch.”  A “Savage” is both a slang noun and adjective; someone can be a savage, 

and someone can be savage. The associated plural reference is of the same word being 

“savages.”  “Savage” illustrates an ill-tempered, furious, sadistic, bloodthirsty, heartless, 

callous, wild, brutal, fierce, untamed, uncivilized uncultivated, primitive, crude, 

ferocious, boorish, barbarous and cold-blooded person, action or animal (Savage, 

Yourdictionary.com.) The term Savage describes a violent attack.  A “Savage” act or 

person is vicious and merciless “Savage” someone who is extremely strong, rough, 

rugged and domineering. It can also describe someone doing something extreme, 

impressive or out of character (Savage, Urbandictionary.com). The term Savage 

characterizes someone who shows hostility.  As a noun the term defines someone who is 

popularly known for doing something rude, disrespectful, cruel, or illegal. “Savage” 

defines someone who does whatever they want, they do not care what others think of 

them because they do not care about anyone but themselves. A “Savage” has “zero 

fucks” (they have do not have remorse or regrets) about anyone or anything (Savage, 

Urbandictionary.com).   

The Use of the Word 

As an adjective the term Savage can be used to describe something as awesome, 

cool, hard-core, kick-ass, sexy, genuinely nice and in good quality. It has also been used 

to describe a person, usually a person that is a risk taker, extremely loyal, forward 

thinking, hard-working, highly intelligent, well-armed, and self-protective person 
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History of the Word 

The term “Savage” (fl. 1750-1900) is a racist term that has been applied to the 

native peoples of Ireland, the Americas, Africa, Australia and the Pacific. It pictures them 

as being like wild animals, as less than fully human. The word comes by way of French 

from the Latin word silvaticus, said of someone who lives in the woods. As an adjective 

someone or something inhuman, extremely bad or negative, devastating, crippling, awful, 

dreadful, dire, catastrophic, and fatal (Daily Kos, 2014).  When directly describing a 

person “Savage” described a person or group that was primitive and uncivilized, 

unenlightened, nonliterate, in a state of nature, heathen, wild, barbarian, barbarous, 

barbaric, rude, brute, beast, monster, orge, cannibal and considered the “Savage race.” A 

“Savage” place is described as wild-looking, inhospitable, uncultivated, rugged, rough, 

wild, and uninhabitable (Daily Kos, 2014).   

There were  two main stereotypes associated to the term “Savages”; the 

“Merciless Savages”  who are untouched by the advantages of civilization and therefore 

cruel, violent, ignorant and immoral and the “Noble Savages” who are untouched by the 

disadvantages of civilization and therefore kind, peaceful, wise and moral(Daily Kos, 

2014). The “African savages” appears well after Africans had already been enslaved in 

the English-speaking world. It was part of the racism that gave moral cover to 

enslavement and colonialism. The phrase reached its peak in 1877 and has pretty much 

been in decline since 1968. The phrases “black savages” and “negro savages” appeared 

later and were generally less common. (Daily Kos, 2014) 
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Thomas Jefferson wrote about the “merciless Indian savages” and thought it the 

duty of the government to “pursue them to extermination.” He was the first president to 

propose policies of forced assimilation and forced removal, which violently displaced 

Indigenous peoples from their lands across America. He called the West “the crowded 

wilderness,” a term that suggests he acknowledged the fact that the land was settled, but 

not that it belonged to someone else (Nica, 2019). The language Jefferson used was 

important, as language tends to be, since it allowed the government to spin a narrative 

that would influence violent expansion westward, which continues to affect Indigenous 

lives to this day.  Since Jefferson’s days, “Savage” has been used repeatedly as a 

mechanism of oppression. Several U.S. Supreme Court cases have directly or indirectly 

referred to Indigenous peoples as savages in order to deny them equal rights (Nica, 2019). 

Les Couchi, a member of the Nipissing First Nation, recently pored through the Toronto 

Star’s archives and noted the abundance of “language that depicted the Indigenous 

community as savage, unruly, drunk and lazy” that “reinforced the racist attitudes in the 

social system.”  The term “Savage” was used to dehumanize Indigenous peoples and to 

advance and normalize their erasure from this land (Nica, 2019).  

Savages is a word that only belongs in the vocabularies of colonizers, pillagers, 

and slave-drivers. History tells us that the term “Savages” is intricately linked to 

colonialism and oppression. It’s a word that like its variants of “cannibals” and 

“barbarians” entered modern European and American language hand-in-hand with the 

colonization of Africa, Asia and the New World. The word is used to justify and affirm 

the actions of colonial and imperial authority, regardless if these actions be cruel and 

inhuman, all while implicitly feeding the egos of an uninformed public by demonstrating 
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the superiority of their “state” and “civilization” over all others (Nica, 2019).  

Controversary 

The term “Savage” has become one of the most popular word to use on social 

media; on Instagram over 8.6million pictures have been tagged with the hashtag #savage. 

Popular culture has embraced “Savage” and as result attached new meanings to it; 

however, every time someone uses the term “Savage” there is still a connection to the 

ancestors of African and Indigenous people (Sasanehsaeh, 2018). The term “Savage” still 

has the history of dehumanizing Indigenous and African people attached to it, it still 

expresses the delegitimizing of their cultural knowledge and ways of knowing. “Savage” 

not only dehumanized Indigenous and African people to animalistic like beings, it also 

imposed sameness onto all Indigenous and African people, essentially erasing the 

beautiful diversity within the Indigenous cultures, nations, and communities 

(Sasanehsaeh, 2018). “Savage” is a racial slur that has historically been used to imply that 

Indigenous and African people are primitive, barbaric and subhuman; and outside of pop 

culture and social media the term is still used in that way to this day. The term is 

intimately connected to the violent legacy of colonialism and genocide that Indigenous 

peoples have lived through and continue to survive (Benaway, 2018).The excuse for 

uprooting Indigenous and African people from their traditional territories, stealing their 

land and violently assimilating them has always been that they were “savages” who need 

European civilization to tame them. It is an ugly stereotype with real-world impacts on 

their lives.  “Savage” is not just a word with a past, but an entire set of racist beliefs that 

continue to endanger Indigenous and African people.  However, in Hip-Hop vernacular, a 

“Savage” represents a person that is a “badass”, brave or unbothered by any potential 
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consequences. It is a compliment (Benaway, 2018). The term “Savage” is racist and the 

continued use of it contributes to racism in society; using the term both normalizes the 

hurt attached to the term and rationalizes the massacre of many Indigenous and African 

people throughout history (Riede, 2019) 

The popularity of the term “Savage” is ironic because for a large part of  history 

being named or labeled a “Savage” was considered to be demeaning and now being a 

“Savage” and appropriating Indigenous and African culture is sought after by popular 

culture. The controversary is both with the use of “Savage”, a term that has been used to 

historically disempower and disenfranchise Indigenous and African people but also with 

how readily people use “Savage” without understanding its relationship to the oppression 

of both Indigenous and African communities (Sasanehsaeh, 2018) When people choose 

to disregard the historical and complicated origins of words in favor of using a word as 

slang, people are also choosing to disregard the feelings of people who suffered hundreds 

of years of oppression and continue to be oppressed today(ChrissyKing.com 2017) 

“Savage” in Music 

 The Hip Hop neologism “Savage” is embraces both in Hip Hop songs as well as 

used to title several Hip-Hop albums however the rapper 21 Savage, took the neologism 

and embraced it as not only as a name but also an identity.  Born Shayaa Bin Abraham-

Joseph in Atlanta, Georgia, the rapper grew up surrounded by drugs and violence.  His 

life changed irrevocably in 2013 when his best friend was killed and he was shot six 

times in the neck, arm, and collarbone, in what he describes as a surprise attack. Savage 

looks back on that brush with death as a crucial turning point. He states it was in that 

moment “I turned into a savage, If I didn’t get shot I’d be dead or in jail” (Rogen, 2019).  
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After the incident, Savage began taking music seriously. The uncle of his late friend gave 

him money for studio time, and his early releases like 2015 The Slaughter Tape which 

turned him into an underground hero in Atlanta (Rogen, 2019).  However, it was not until 

the release of the 2016 Metro-Boomin-produced Savage Mode that the eyes of the nation 

focused on him. The violence he’s experienced gives his music the unmistakable patina 

of truth; when he threatens to “pull up at yo’ momma’s house and put some rounds in 

her,” on his bone-chilling breakout hit “Red Opps,” you believe him. His production team 

at Metro Boomin states that “21 Savage is important because he’s one of the last real 

street niggas left making music” (Rogen, 2019). Remarkably, Savage achieved 

mainstream success without sacrificing an ounce of hard-earned authenticity (Rogen, 

2019). 

As of April 16, 2020, 37 musical artists embraced “Savage” as either their entire 

or part of their stage name, “Savage” was either the entire or  part of a name of 100 

musical albums of the Hip Hop and Rap genre and “Savage” was used 3,073 times in 

lyrics songs associated to the Hip Hop and Rap genre.  The term “Savage” has been 

defined and described throughout these Hip Hop and Rap songs; these songs through the 

power of Nommo evolved the term “Savage” into an archetype, a real physical 

manifestation of its definition. “Savage”, as an archetype, has a persona and a 

personality. To support my data further, as well as understand the development of the 

“Savage” through the lyrics of rap songs, I utilized the lyrics of 10 popular “Savage” 

focused songs: Megan Thee Stallion- “Savage,” Migos- “Savages Only,” 21 Savage & 

Metro Boomin- “Savage Mode,” Dice SoHo featuring Ty Dolla $ign & Desiigner- 

“SSP,” Boosie Badazz- “Savages,” Boosie Badazz- “Savage Holidays,” Migos featuring 
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Lil Uzi Vert- “Bad and Boujee,” Lil Reese- “Savage,” Moneybagg Yo- “Moneybagg 

Myers,” and Future- “Photo Copied” (Appendix A). 

What has Influenced, Inspired, and Contributed to the Construction of the “Savage” 

Archetype 

“Savage” Mode  

 “Savage Mode” not to be confused with “Beast Mode” represents rage, 

temporary state of mind causing one to act irrational and with no regard or remorse for 

other individuals. “Savage Mode” is typically seen when one has often become 

overwhelmed with defeat or has exhausted all other reasonable attempts to achieve a 

goal.  When one is in “Savage Mode” they usually do not have a verbal filter and are 

likely to say anything, unapologetically.  While one is in “Savage Mode” they have no 

fear of the consequences of their actions that occur while they are in “Savage Mode” 

(Savage Mode, Urbandictionary.com). 

“Savage” Mentality 

The “Savage” Mentality is about embracing ones primal essence; and doing 

whatever they want to do, the way they want to do it, when they want to do it and doing it 

as hard as they can.  The “Savage” Mentality is not encouraged by modern society or 

welcomed in today’s modern culture, due to people misinterpreting it for anarchy.  

However, the “Savage” Mentality is intriguing, inspiring and liberating; things, people or 

experiences that are understood, labeled or named “Savage” are also described as fierce, 

advanced, raw, wild, natural, unfiltered and reflect humanity (Philosopher©️,2017).  The 

“Savage” Mentality is about “not giving a damn,” not caring about what others think. It is 

about listening to oneself and focusing as well as embracing one own instinct 
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(Philosopher©️,2017).  The “Savage” Mentality is about “getting primal,” liberating 

oneself, letting go and just playing, walking, running, jumping, dancing, thinking, 

connecting, socializing and honoring the natural rhythms that life moves with.  It is a 

thought process built on making moves toward progress; the “Savage” Mentality is 

strategizing, planning, organizing and executing. It is about doing instead of trying and 

living in the now rather than waiting for the right time and the right moment; a “Savage” 

takes their moment and runs (Philosopher©️,2017).   

The “Savage” Mentality not about being rude to others but it is grounded on 

saying what is on one’s mind, unapologetically.  Those that identify or are identified as a 

“Savage” embraced the “Savage” Mentality by surrounding themselves with other 

individuals that also identify or have been identified as “Savages.”  The “Savage” 

Mentality encourages people to push themselves beyond their own personal boundaries, 

to “face their fears,” be spontaneous, and do the unconventional.  A “Savage” is creative 

and aspires to do something that no one else does or has done before 

(Philosopher©️,2017). A “Savage” is in tune to their senses and is always aware of their 

surroundings and their inner states. The “Savage” Mentality is based on knowing what is 

happening around oneself; it is the mental process of being able to change one’s 

perspective and knowing when to be objective and when to be subjective in a situation. 

Lastly the “Savage” Mentality encourages learning a primal skill such as cooking, 

building, fishing, fire-making, or anything that is considered useful in one’s environment; 

the foundation of “Savage Mentality” is mental toughness  (Philosopher©️,2017).   
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Male Savage: The Data 

 

There was a sample size of 10 people (5 males and 5 females) that were 

phenotypically recognized and identified as of African descent that are identifying 

themselves by naming themselves “Savages” by having “Savage” in their Instagram 

handle or bio; of the 10 people 5 pics were randomly selected from their timeline, making 

sure to select from different times of their timeline.  

The first objective was to assess “What the ‘Savage Male’ feels is important by 

visually displaying or pictorially showcasing and/ or highlighting. In my research there 

were 6 dimensions visually displayed/pictorially showcasing in the data: Money, 

Marijuana (Blunt, Guns, Family, and Friends). From the 25 pictures: 6 Highlighted 

Family; 6 Highlighted Friends; 10 Highlighted smoking Marijuana; 2 Highlighted having 

Money; and 2 Highlighted the use of Guns being important to visually display on their 

Instagram (See Appendix B). 

The second objective was to access “‘Savage male’ Themes or commonalities” 

when looking at the entire “Savage male” sample size. In my research there were  38 

dimensions that the “Savage male” sample size had as Themes in the data: Mom, Money, 

Driving, Family, Love, Affection, Children, Alcohol, Syrup, Silliness, , Dressed Up, 

Closeness, Togetherness, Friendships, Hotel, Mean Mug, Posing, Shopping, Home, 

Outside/Backyard, Streetwear, Highway, Car, Guns (Uzi and Machine), Biting lower lip, 

Shirtless, Engine, Living Room, Get together/ Going out, Parking lot, Apartment 

complex, Backward hat, Bedroom, Laser pointer, Fast Food (Rally’s), Electronics, 

Graffiti, and Baby Bottle. From the 25 pictures: 10 had Posing as a Theme; 6 had 
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Togetherness as a Theme; 5 had Friendship as a Theme; 5 had Family as a Theme; 6 had 

Cars as a Theme; 4 had displaying or expressing Love as a Theme; 14 had Get 

Together/Going Out as a Theme; 4 had being Outside/Backyard; 4 had Streetwear as a 

Theme; 8 had displaying or using Guns; 3 had displaying or expressing Affection as a 

Theme; 5 had Children as a Theme; 3 had drinking Alcohol as a Theme; 3 had wearing 

Backward Hats as a Theme; ; 2 had Home as a Theme; 2 had showing or having Money 

as a Theme; 2 had being Shirtless as a Theme; 1 Drinking Syrup as a Theme; 1 had 

Driving as a Theme; 1 Mom as a Theme; 1 had being Silly as a Theme; 1 had an being at 

an Event as a Theme; 1 had Dressing Up as a Theme; 1 had being Close as a Theme; 1 

had being at a Hotel as a Theme; 1 had showing a “Mean Mug” as a Theme; 1 had 

Shopping as a Theme; 1 had a being on a Highway as a Theme; 1 had Biting their lower 

lip as a Theme; 1 had an showing an Engine as a Theme; 1 had Living room as a Theme; 

1 had being at Parking lot as a Theme; 1 had Apartment complex as a Theme; 1 had 

Bedroom as a Theme; 1 had a Laser pointer as a Theme; 1 had a Fast food restaurant 

(Rally’s) as a Theme; 1 had Electronics as a Theme; 1 had Graffiti as a Theme; and 1 had 

a Baby bottle as a Theme (See Appendix B).  

The third objective was to access “Common ‘Savage male’ visuals represented in 

the pictures” when looking at the entire “Savage male” sample size. In my research there 

were 9 dimensions that were “Common ‘Savage male’ visuals represented in their 

pictures” when looking at the entire “Savage male” sample size: Money, Smoking 

(Marijuana), Friendship, Hand signs( Middle finger, Middle Finger to the side and his 

thumb up, Two Middle fingers at the same time, Three fingers (middle, ring, and pinky), 

Left index finger pointing, Thumbs up),  Gang signs, Arms folded across body, Hand on 
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the crotch area, Car, Classic car (BMW), and Hennessey. From the 25 pictures: 15 

displayed the Common Visual of the Hand signs: ; 11 displayed the Common Visual of 

Smoking; 4 displayed the Common Visual of Friendship;  2 displayed the Common 

Visual of Money;; 1 displayed the Common Visual of Gang signs; 1 displayed the 

Common Visual of Arms folded across body; 1 displayed the Common Visual of Hands 

on the crotch area; 9 displayed the Common Visual of a  car;  and 2 displayed the 

Common Visual of Hennessey (See Appendix B).  

The fifth objective was to access “The types/style of pictures ‘Savage male’ 

took,” outside of the default full portrait style. In my research there were 2 dimensions 

that were “The type/style of pictures ‘Savage male’ took: Selfies and using a Phone filter 

(Enhanced and Black and White). From the 25 pictures: 6 utilized the Selfie style and 2 

utilized Phone filters (See Appendix B).  

Female Savage: The Data 

The first objective was to assess “What the ‘Savage female’ feels is important by 

visually displaying or pictorially showcasing and/ or highlighting. In this research there 

were 4 dimensions visually displayed/pictorially showcasing in the data: Herself, 

Friends, Mother and Family. From the 25 pictures: 20 Highlighted Herself; 7 Highlighted 

Friends; 2 Highlighted Mothers; and 3 Highlighted Family of being important to visually 

display on their Instagram (See Appendix B). 

The second objective was to access “‘Savage female’ Themes or commonalities” 

when looking at the entire “Savage female” sample size. In my research there were 30  

dimensions that the “Savage female” sample size had as Themes in the data: Bedroom, 
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Plaza parking lot, Restaurant, Living room, Floor, Couch (Red and Burgundy), Hotel, 

Bed, Togetherness, Mother, Bathroom, Jacuzzi, Kitchen, Smoking (Hookah), Shoes, 

Midriff, Crop top, Cleavage, Female groups, Silliness, Weave/wig, Grilling at the 

camera, Friends, Get Together/Going Out (Celebration, Bar, Lounge, Club, Strip Club 

and Drinking Victoria secret PINK underwear, Reflection, Backsides Toward camera, 

Posing, Gang (Crypts) and Money. From the 25 pictures: 21 had wearing a Weave/wig as 

a Theme; 10 had Bedroom as a Theme; 9 had showing Midriff as a Theme; 9 had 

wearing Crop tops as a Theme; 9 had Posing as a Theme; 6 had showing Cleavage as a 

Theme; 6 had Togetherness as a Theme; 5 had Friends as a Theme;22 had having a Get 

Together/Going Out as a Theme; 4 had Female groups as Theme; 4 had showing 

Backsides to the camera as a Theme; 3 had Reflection as a Theme; 3 had Celebration as a 

Theme; 3 had Living room as a Theme;;2 had Shoes as a Theme; 2 had Bed as a Theme; 

2 had mothers or motherhood as a Theme; 1 had a Plaza parking lot as a Theme; 1 had a 

Restaurant as a Theme; 1 had the Floor as a Theme; 2 had a couch as a Theme; 1 had a 

Hotel as a Theme; 1 had a Bathroom as a Theme; 1 had a Jacuzzi as a Theme; 1 had a 

Kitchen as a Theme; 2 had Smoking as a Theme; 1 had being Silly as a Theme; 1 had 

Grilling at the camera as a Theme;  2 had Gang as a Theme; 1 had showing or having 

Money as a Theme; and 1 had Victoria secret PINK underwear as a Theme (See 

Appendix B). 

The third objective was to access “Common ‘Savage female’ visuals represented 

in the pictures” when looking at the entire “Savage female” sample size. In my research 

there were 6 dimensions that were “Common ‘Savage female’ visuals represented in their 

pictures” when looking at the entire “Savage female” sample size: Tongue out, Phones 
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(iPhone and  Samsung), Butt pose, Looking back at the camera, Middle finger and 

Dressing alike (Twinning). From the 25 pictures: 18 displayed the Common Visual of 

having Tongue out; 9 displayed the Common Visual of having Looking back at the 

camera; 3 displayed the Common Visual of a phone; 1 displayed the Common Visual of 

displaying Middle finger; and 1 displayed the Common Visual of displaying Dressing 

alike (twinning) (See Appendix B).  

The fourth objective was to access “The types/style of pictures ‘Savage female’ 

took,” outside of the default full portrait style. In my research there were 4 dimensions 

that were “The type/style of pictures ‘Savage female’ took: Selfies, taking a Group 

Picture, Pictures in the Mirror, and used a Phone  filter(collage, snap chat, flower, and 

Black and white). From the 25 pictures: 10 utilized the Selfie style; 6 utilized Taking 

pictures in the Mirror; 7 utilized a Phone filter and1 utilized the Group Picture Feature 

(See Appendix B). 

Trap Queen 

Definition of the Word 

The ARIW “Trap Queen” proves to be just as complex as the previously 

mentioned ARIW however, “Trap Queen” is the youngest of the previous words and has 

yet to evolve completely.   A “Trap Queen” is both a drug slang noun and a hip hop 

origin neologism; and associated to the plural reference of the same word being “Trap 

Queens” (Trap Queen, Urbandictionary.com) The neologism “Trap Queen” defines a 

strong and loyal woman; when spoken by African people to refer to themselves or 

another African person (usually a woman) it is received positively and taken as a 

compliment.  The neologism “Trap Queen” is mostly used within the African community 
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by mainly men and occasionally women, however the term is usually referring to or 

addressing a phenotypical woman.  The neologism, “Trap Queen” is rarely and most 

often frowned upon if used to refer to a child or elder family or community member, out 

of cultural respect (Trap Queen, Urbandictionary.com).  

The Use of the Word 

 The neologism “Trap Queen” was introduced and gained its popularity in 2014 

with the release of Rap artist Fetty Wap’s “Rap Love Ballad” titled Trap Queen. Wap 

defines and provides this term with both an identity and a lifeforce.  The song expresses 

that a “Trap Queen” must be passionate, focused, goal oriented and determined to never 

settle for less that she sets out to accomplish (Anwar, 2015).  He recognizes that the ideal 

“Trap Queen” is confident in what she does and how she does it, no exceptions. Wap’s 

song highlights that a “Trap Queen” is down for anything, whether it's shopping, hanging 

out, or “cooking pies” which is slang for cooking and making a kilogram of cocaine 

(Anwar, 2015) Wap celebrates the term “Trap Queen” and the actions that a woman that 

identifies as a “Trap Queen” does.  He projects the use of “Trap Queen” should be said 

out of empowerment, adornment, gratitude and admiration toward a woman.  Wap 

expresses that “Trap Queens” do not mind being spoiled; in fact, they welcome it and 

they should be; despite that these women are fully capable of supporting themselves and 

setting their own goals, Wap reiterates that there is nothing wrong with treating a woman 

that “has your back” to some diamonds or cars (Anwar, 2015). 

 Outside of Waps’ song, “Trap Queen” is defined throughout not only several Hip 

Hop and Rap songs but also throughout the drug culture within the African community.  

“Trap Queen” has been used to define a respectful, strong, independent, protective, loyal, 
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witty, sassy, classy, street-smart, book-smart resourceful and versatile woman (Anwar, 

2015).  The “Trap Queen” is good with numbers, has amazing people skills and practices 

patience.  A “Trap Queen” is defined as a woman who prioritizes her loved ones and her 

passions; they are down for whatever and will do what is needed for her man, family and 

friends.  She is family-centered; her family and friends come first; she will fight anyone 

that disrespects them.    A “Trap Queen” is also defined as a “Bad Bitch”, a Boss, 

“Bomb-Ass” female, and is seen as a superior to other women (Anwar, 2015). A “Trap 

Queen” is respected by her man, her family and her friends. She is known for her style 

and predominately described to wear streetwear and express “urban flavor.”  The “Trap 

Queen” is fascinated, interested and completely immersed in the Hip Hop, Trap and Drug 

culture within the African community.  She is knowledgeable about and, in some cases, 

skilled in Hip Hop and Rap specifically the music genre Trap Music (Anwar, 2015).   

The “Trap Queen” is also defined as unapologetically ghetto, trashy and rachet; 

and “hard to handle.”   She works multiple jobs to take care of her loved one, specifically 

her man when he is incarcerated. The “Trap Queen” has been referred to as “dumb” 

because of her loyalty to her man and the “Trap”; she will risk or in some cases give her 

life (either due to violence or incarceration) for both her man and the “Trap.” In some 

cases, “Trap Queens” are referred to the women who serve a jail sentence for someone 

else, in most cases that is man. “Trap Queens” are also defined as “Queenpin” or female 

drug lord, Queen of that the “Trap”, she is described to only live in the projects or low 

income housing where she bags drugs, cooks cocaine, sells pills and other drugs; it also 

the location where she counts her drug money.  She operates her Drug business out of a 

“Trap House,” a house, located in the projects or low-income housing, where people go 
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to buy, sell and use drugs (Trap Queen, Urbandictionary.com); Anwar, 2015).   

History of the Word 

 The neologism “Trap Queen” has been used since the late 1990s with the 

emergence of “Trap Music” however term was not given an actual definition and identity 

until 2014 with Fetty Wap song “Trap Queen.” The neologism refers to a woman who 

embraces the “Us Against the World” or “Bonnie and Clyde” dynamic with her boyfriend 

or husband (Austin, 2017). In theory, she accepts a life being his “partner in crime,” even 

if doing so results in her own death.  The theory dates to the actual relationship between 

Bonnie Parker and Clyde Barrow which began in the late 1920s and ended with their 

death together in 1934.  The “Bonnie and Clyde” relationship has been romanticized for 

decades, the “tragic love story” gained popularity with the release of the Bonnie and 

Clyde film in 1967 and experience another rebirth through the medium of Hip Hop 

(Austin, 2017).  

 Hip Hop took the violent tragic romantic narrative attached to “Bonnie and 

Clyde” and transformed it into both a popular hip hop neologism but also an identity that 

has personas and personalities; as depicted in 1993, rappers Yo Yo and Ice Cube release 

of their song “The Bonnie and Clyde Theme.” However, in 1997, rapper Baby Gangsta 

released his song “Ride or Die” featuring Lil Wayne and Juvenile; it was the first song to 

reinvent and rename the “Bonnie and Clyde” identity.  The Hip Hop origin neologism 

“Ride or Die” was embraced by Jay Z with his 1998 song “Ride or Die” and by the Ruff 

Ryders with their 1999 song “Ryde or Die.”  In 2000, the Hip Hop trio, The Lox and 

rapper Eve of the Ruff Ryders collaborated on the song “Ryde or Die, Bitch” expanding 

the evolution of the neologism “Ride or Bitch,” providing it with an in depth personality 
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and an archetype.  In 2001, rappers Ja Rule and Charli Baltimore contributed to the 

evolution of the “Us Against the World” identities with their song “Down Ass Bitch”. 

Trap Queen is the newest evolution to the “Ride or Die Chick/Bitch” tropes (Ride or Die, 

Urbandictionary.com).  

Controversary 

As mentioned above “Trap Queen” is one of the newest of Hip Hop neologism, 

and aside from controversary over Fetty Wap’s titled song Trap Queen there is little 

controversial dialogue over the neologism itself; however, there is much controversary 

over the use and embrace of similar neologisms “Ride or Die Bitch/Chick” and “Down 

Ass Bitch/Chick.” The narrative behind these terms have and continue to contribute 

toward an unhealthy kind of love between African people.  The controversary behind 

these terms is grounded in the patriarchy structure woven into the Hip Hop culture.  Hip 

Hop has forwarded binary ways of seeing women as either: good or bad; a virgin or a 

whore; a “sista” or a “ho,” and “a down-as bitch/chick or a ho.  Unfortunately, the Hip 

Hop culture has situated African women as either a “Ride or Die Chick/Bitch”, a Wifey 

but not a wife, or a disposable chick/bitch used only for sex and “good times” (Dash, 

2016)  These juxtaposing identities continue to leave African women conflicted and 

oxymoronic to be “enuf.”  To be a “Ride or Die Chick/Bitch” one needs to be good, but 

willing to participate in criminal activity; one needs to have their own, but let her man 

take care of her; one needs to be virginal but sexually talented enough to keep her man 

satisfied; one needs to be faithful to her man, but willing to tolerate his infidelity; one 

needs to be masculine enough to kick it with the “fellas”, but feminine enough to be 

sexually desirable;  and one need to be quick witted, but not more so than her man (Dash, 
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2016.)  

The promises of the “Ride or Die Chick/Bitch are intoxicating; however, they left 

African women potentially feeling conflicted, confused and lacking to some degree. It 

fosters a culture that normalizes the mistreatment of black women in romantic 

relationships, where their bodies are in the crossfire of an anti-femme and anti-black 

climate. Where harming African women seems like a punchline (Afropunk 2018.) There 

are so many ways that this trope hurts Black women; the “Ride or Die Chick/Bitch” trope 

perpetuates male entitlement and often times our society accept men who lie, cheat, and 

manipulate women they are romantically or sexually involved with. Women are rewarded 

for staying faithful in monogamy no matter how unequally yoked (Afropunk, 2018.)  The 

entire existence of a “Trap Queen,” “Down Ass Bicth/Chick,” and a “Ride or Die Chick” 

rely on a male counterpart; they cannot exist without a man and their livelihood is based 

on a man.  African women are left feeling marginalized and submissive by their African 

male counter parts, this neologism strips African women of their agency and forcing them 

to only be seen through the lens of African men and their narrative only told from the 

perspective of an African male.  

“Trap Queen” in Music 

 Fetty Wap’s Trap Queen was released early 2014; it has been said to be a 

revolutionary love ballad, about girls, cars, drugs, and liquid cash. The song focus is the 

featured female that is not a "hoe" or "thot," but an integral and respected part of both the 

song and Wap's real life.  Wap’s use suggests,” “Trap Queen” can also be used an 

affectionate term for a person’s “rock” and by some African women, including a self-

styled “Trap feminist”, as a form of self-empowerment and agency (Anwar, 2015.)  
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The track pays tribute to his girlfriend of three years, his “Trap Queen”. Wap states  

I was just dealing with somebody at the time, and she was holding me down. We 

were building a lot, and I came up with the concept. She was my trap queen…she 

was the person I was dealing with at the time [of writing the song], she kind of 

just showed me a different side of women…she still to this day supports me and 

buys all my songs on iTunes, she still shows me loyalty, the same loyalty before 

everybody knew who I was. At the end of the day, it's my personal love story. 

Can't nobody tell me how to be in love (Anwar, 2015.) 

 Wap’s Trap Queen is just one of many Hip Hop anthems that express the theme 

of “Unconditional Love,” “Unconditional Loyalty” and “Us against the World”; other 

songs that covey the same sentiments are: Jay-Z featuring Beyonce-03 Bonnie and Clyde, 

Tupac Shakur as Makaveli- Hail Mary, Eve featuring DMX- Dog Match, Ja Rule 

featuring Charli Baltimore- Down Ass Bitch, Method Man featuring Mary J. Blige- 

You’re All I Need, Mac featuring Mia X- Boss Bitch, The Game featuring Dej Loaf- 

Ryda, Rafael Casal-Bottom Bitch, Future featuring Tasha Catour-Rider, Jazmine 

Sullivan- #HoodLove, G-Dragon featuring Lydia Paek- R.O.D., G-Easy and Halsey- Him 

and I, Lil Durk featuring Dej Loaf- Rider Chick, Nova- Ride or Die, Gucci Mane- We 

Ride, Fetty Wap featuring Jhonni Blaze- Ride or Die, and Young Jezzy featuring Jay-Z 

and Andre 3000- I Do (Anwar, 2015.)   

As of April 16, 2020, 58 musical artists embraced “Trap Queen” as either their 

entire or part of their stage name, “Trap Queen” was either the entire or  part of a name of 

100 musical albums of the Hip Hop and Rap genre and “Trap Queen” was used 294 times 

in lyrics songs associated to the Hip Hop and Rap genre.  The term “Trap Queen” has 

been defined and described throughout these Hip Hop and Rap songs; these songs 

through the power of Nommo evolved the term “Trap Queen” into an archetype, a real 

physical manifestation of its definition. “Trap Queen”, as an archetype, has a persona and 

a personality. To support my data further, as well as understand the development of the 
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“Trap Queen” through the lyrics of rap songs, I utilized the lyrics of 10 popular “Trap 

Queen” focused songs: Fetty Wap –“Trap Queen”, Lil Kim- “Trap Queen”, Fabolous 

featuring Mike Davis- “Trap Royalty”, The Game featuring Jelly Roll- “Summertime”, 

blackbear featuring Ne-Yo- “top priority”, Gucci Mane featuring Gangsta Boo- “Trap 

Gurl”, Fabolous featuring Josh K- “Trapline Bling”, Fetty Wap - “Again”, Fetty Wap 

featuring Monty- “Whateva” and Yo Gotti featuring Fetty Wap- “Tell Me” (Appendix 

A).   

What has Influenced, Inspired, and Contributed to the Construction of the “Trap 

Queen” Archetype 

“Trap House”  

 A “Trap House” also referred to as a “drug den,” or a “drug house” is generally a 

house that is rented, owned, or squatted in purely for the sake of making, distributing, and 

selling drugs like Crack Cocaine, Methamphetamine “Meth”, and Heroin.  A “Trap 

House” can be as simple as a hole in the wall that you put money into and drugs come 

out, to a more elaborate operation where drug dealers might come out of the house to 

meet you at your car on the street, or you might go inside to purchase and possibly use 

the drugs inside the house.  Typically once a drug dealer has been successful, he will 

eventually obtain a house not meant for living in, but just a place where all the junkies 

know there will be a constant supply of dope, and shelter, which is probably the two main 

demands of a drug addict that hangs out in “Trap Houses”. 

The word "Trap" is used to represent the design of the actual “Trap House” as 

well as the intent of the “Trap House.” The layout of “Trap Houses” is to only have one 

entrance and one exit. This is to prevent people robbing them and, so they have some 
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notice if police are coming; sometimes these lookouts are provided with walkie talkies. A 

“Trap House” is not always located in the slums, lower income housing, section 8 or even 

in cities; they can be suburban houses, apartments or even entire buildings. The term 

"Trap" also expresses the purpose of the “Trap House;” as a location that has a steady 

supply of drugs, a roof and a community of other drug users or sellers, it is essentially a 

haven for any junkie.  A “Trap House” just keep drawing them back in, and "trapping" 

them there until they somehow make a change. The term "Trapping" is also used to 

define the act of selling drugs, similar to the concept behind the term “Trap” within “Trap 

House”, once an addict is hooked on a dealer supply, they are "trapped".  The drugs the 

“Trap”, selling the drugs is “Trapping” and the place these drugs are sold is a “Trap 

House.” 

“Trap Phone” 

A “Trap Phone” is a pre-paid or disposable cell phone that is used for arranging 

and orchestrating the trade, sells, and distribution of narcotics. They are rarely used to 

make calls, and most utilize text messaging.  A “Trap Phone” is untraceable and the 

service can be terminated at any time once data has exceeded or payments have ceased; 

thus, the reason they are preferred among drug dealers (Sarah, 2018; Trap Phone, 

Urbandictionary.com) 

“Trap” Music 

 “Trap Music” is a genre of music within the Hip Hop culture; the music is 

typified by sub-divided hi-hats, synths, 808 baseline,  heavy, sub-bass layered kick drums 

in the style of the Roland TR-808 drum machine, typically in half time syncopated 

rhythms, layered with abstract or orchestral synthesizers and an overall melancholy to 
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dark ambience and lyrical content (Trap Music, Urbandictionary.com).  “Trap Music” 

originated in the Southern United States during the late 1990s, popular music artists of 

“Trap Music” are: UGK, Three 6 Mafia, T.I, Gucci Mane, Waka Flocka Flame, A$AP 

Ferg, 2 Chainz and Fetty Wap.  The lyrical content within “Trap Music” focuses on 

women, money, the “Trap”, “Trapping” and “Trap House” activities (Trap Music, 

Urbandictionary.com).    

“Trap Queen” Mentality 

“Ride or Die Chick” or “Ride or Die Bitch” 

The phrase “Ride or Die” was originally a biker motto defining the Biker lifestyle 

and oath that  if one could not or was unable to ride their motorcycle (for whatever the 

reason) anymore they rather die; the phrase represented ultimate loyalty to their biker 

lifestyle and fellow bikers (Ride or Die,Urbandictionary.com).  The term now defines 

anyone, usually a woman, that will "ride" any problems out with someone or "die" trying 

to. To “Ride or Die” expresses the willingness to do anything for someone you love or 

really appreciate in your life, even if it kills you (mentally, financially, spiritually or 

physically).  A “Ride or Die” person is someone (usually a woman i.e. a mother, sister, 

girlfriend or wife) who will stand by someone in any problem; they will also fight for you 

if it calls for it (Ride or Die,Urbandictionary.com).  It represents a person that stands by 

their partner no matter what, through the good and the bad times; they always take their 

partner side even when they believe them to be wrong. As a “Ride or Die” person, they 

defend their partner and are ready to fight over the smallest put-down someone may 

express to them; being completely protective of their partner physically, emotionally and 

spiritually. The “Ride or Die” mentality is developed over time and is grounded in full 
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transparency, honesty, and trust.  The "ride" is not always a negative action or an 

unhealthy experience; however, there are times when the act or experience may feel 

positive or healthy but, it is not. The term relies on loyalty and if someone is extremely 

close to someone else, they will inevitably want to enjoy the "ride" of life and all it has to 

offer with that person (Ride or Die, Urbandictionary.com).  

“Down Ass Chick” or “Down Ass Bitch” Aspect 

A “Down Ass Chick” or “Down Ass Bitch” is a woman that is not high 

maintenance, she is down for whatever and does not complain when her partner is 

“hanging with his boys.” She is the one that has your back when no-one else will and is 

faithful and committed to you even if she is not your girlfriend or wife (Down Ass Bitch, 

Urbandictionary.com).  A “Down Ass Chick/Bitch” is a woman that will earn her own 

money and share it with her man, even if he does not share is income with her.  She is 

defined as the woman that loves her man unconditionally; loving him for the person he 

even if he has yet to imagine loving her in anyway. She is the woman that keeps her man 

focused and makes it her obligation to keep other women away for her man, so he is not 

distracted (Down Ass Chick, Urbandictionary.com). A “Down Ass Chick/Bitch” a man’s 

best sexual partner; and she is the one willing to do anything to keep her man.  A “Down 

Ass Chick/Bitch” is a woman that can hang with “thugs” but act like a “lady”. She is 

loyal only to her man; she will comfort him, she will cry for her him, lie for her him, die 

for her him and will kill for her him. The “Down Ass Chick/Bitch” possesses the “Ride 

or Die” mentality and at times she is referred to as a “Ride or Die Chick” or a “Ride or 

Die Bitch.  When the “Down Ass Chick/Bitch” is celebrated and embraced by her man, 

she is typically showered with stacks of cash, flashy jewels and nice cars (Down Ass 
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Chick, Urbandictionary.com).  

Trap Queen: The Data 

There was a sample size of 10 women that were phenotypically recognized and 

identified as of African descent that are identifying themselves by naming themselves 

“Trap Queen” by having “Trap Queen” in their Instagram handle or bio; of the 10 people 

5 pics were randomly selected from their timeline, making sure to select from different 

times of their timeline.  

The first objective was to assess “What the ‘Trap Queen’ feels is important by 

visually displaying or pictorially showcasing and/ or highlighting. In this study there 

were 4 dimensions visually displayed/pictorially showcasing in the data: Herself, Female 

Friendships, Children, Family and Relationship. From the 50 pictures: 33 Highlighted 

Herself; 13 Highlighted Family; 9 Highlighted Children; 8 Highlighted Female Friends; 

and 1 Highlighted Relationship of being important to visually display on their Instagram 

(See Appendix B). 

The second objective was to access “‘Trap Queen’ Themes” when looking at the 

entire “Trap Queen” sample size. In my research there were 39 dimensions that the “Trap 

Queen” sample size had as Themes in the data: Friendship, Posing, Pouting,  Protective 

Hair Styles (Senegalese Twist, Extensions, Faux Locks and Braids), Crop top, Midriff, 

Beach, Water,  Swimsuits, Strapless dress, Sleeveless dress, Cars (BMW), Children, 

Mother, Parking Lot, Family, Love, Togetherness, Affection (Kissing), Get 

Together/Going Out (Celebration), Arcade, Motorcycle, Bed, Bra, Shopping, Group 

Picture, Park, Relationship, Husband, Boyfriend, Porch/Patio, Living Room/Home, 

Kitchen, Alcohol ( Smirnoff and Moet), Dressing Rooms, Classrooms, and Bathroom. 
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From the 50 pictures: 24 had Posing as a Theme, 19 had a Midriff as a Theme, 16 had a 

Crop Top as a Theme, 11 had Friendship as a Theme, 11 had Togetherness as a Theme, 

10 had Pouting as a Theme, 7 had Bed as a Theme, 15 had Protective Hair Styles as a 

Theme, 6 had Living Room/Home as a Theme, 6 had  Love as a Theme, 4 had a Parking 

Lot as a Theme, 9 had Family as a Theme, 4 had a Park as a Theme, 4 had a Bra as a 

Theme, 4 had Cars as a Theme, 6 had Swimsuits as a Theme, 3 had a Beach as a Theme, 

2 had the Porch/Patio as a Theme, 5 had Children as a Theme, 1 had Water as a Theme, 1 

had a Strapless Dress as a Theme, 1 had a Sleeveless Dress as a Theme, 1 had Mother as 

a Theme, 2 had Affection as a Theme, 2 had Alcohol  as a Theme, 2 had a Get 

Together/Going Out as a Theme, 1 had an Arcade as a Theme, 1 had a Motorcycle as a 

Theme, 1 had Shopping as a Theme, 1 had Group Picture as a Theme, 1 had Relationship 

as a Theme, 1 had Husband as a Theme, 1 had Boyfriend as a Theme, 1 had Kitchen as a 

Theme, 1 had a Dressing Room as a Theme, 1 had a Classroom as a Theme, and 1 had 

Bathroom as a Theme (See Appendix B). 

The fourth objective was to access “Common ‘Trap Queen’ visuals represented in 

the pictures” when looking at the entire “Trap Queen” sample size. In my research there 

were 16 dimensions that were “Common ‘Trap Queen’ visuals represented in their 

pictures” when looking at the entire “Trap Queen” sample size: Kissy Faces, Lip pursed, 

Sticking tongue out, Beach, Squeezing breast together, Cleavage, Arched back (poking 

butt out), Butt, Hand in her crotch (vagina), Bedroom, Children, Family, Relationships, 

Peace Sign, Money and Topless. From the 50 pictures: 10 displayed the Common Visual 

of  Sticking tongue out, 18 displayed the Common Visual of Kissy faces, 8 displayed the 

Common Visual of the bedroom, 5 displayed the Common Visual of family, 5 displayed 
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the Common Visual of cleavage, 5 displayed the Common Visual of arched back (poking 

butt out), 4 displayed the Common Visual of money, 3 displayed the Common Visual of 

the butt, 3 displayed the Common Visual of the beach, 4 displayed the Common Visual 

of squeezing their breast together, 2 displayed the Common Visual of hand signs: peace 

signs, 3 displayed the Common Visual of lip pursed,  1 displayed the Common Visual of 

having their hand on their crotch (vagina), 1 displayed the Common Visual of having 

children, 1 displayed the Common Visual of being topless and 1 displayed the Common 

Visual of relationships (See Appendix B). 

The fourth objective was to access “The types/style of pictures ‘Trap Queen’ 

took,” outside of the default full portrait style. In my research there were 11 dimensions 

that were “The type/style of pictures ‘Trap Queen’ took: Body shots (only showing breast 

and belly), Selfie, In the mirror, only the shoulder up, laying down, Angled (Ariel, top 

right angle, flipped upside down (the person head is in the bottom left of the 

frame)),Phone Filters (Black and White, Snap Chat, Flower, and Collage), upward 

toward the camera, and side by side pictures. From the 50 pictures: 33 utilized the Selfie 

Style, 22 utilized a Phone Filter, 6 took pictures Laying Down, 3 utilized taking pictures 

in the Mirror, 2 utilized Posing side by side, 2 utilized Posing upward toward the camera, 

6 utilized Taking a picture from an Angle, 1 utilized the Body Shot angle (only showing 

breast and belly), and 1 utilized Taking a picture from only the Shoulder Up (See 

Appendix B). 
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CHAPTER 5 

DISCUSSION 
 

Summary of Research 
 

 This research, data, and findings are based around the societal representation of 

African people of the Diaspora and the continent on the social media platform Instagram. 

This representation expands beyond Instagram and can be seen in other social media 

platforms and other outlets such as: literature, film, reality and prime time television, hip 

hop and rap culture. These are all influenced by the Eurocentric, capitalistic, 

misogynistic, hyper emasculating, sexual politics and pseudo liberating dominating 

culture in which they must operate and support. This research focuses on what African 

people of the Diaspora and the continent perceive and expect from other African people 

of the Diaspora and the continent that have chosen or choose to name and identify 

themselves agency-reducing identity words, specifically “Nigga,” “Bad Bitch,” “Savage” 

and “Trap Queen”. When observing, obtaining and gathering this data, I only observed 

and documented those that named and identified themselves “Nigga,” “Bad Bitch,” 

“Savage” and “Trap Queen” in their handle or bio. In naming and identifying themselves 

those specific agency-reducing identity words, I argue the users promote the archetype 

associated to the identity as well as the stereotypes, personas and attributes 

accompanying those identities. This data is based on my observations. This data focused 

on what I expected to see based on the specific agency-reducing identity words that one 

selected to be identified with as well as what the person observed ultimately wanted the 

world to see and thus perceive and conclude about them. It is through this form of 

representation, through this specific social media platform that these selected individuals 

are given or provided the ability to manipulate the thoughts or feelings of those that view 
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their images. They can control how a viewer thinks and feels about their life and the 

angle they want the viewer to perceive who they are, by not revealing who they are. It is 

doing this act, African people both of the Diaspora and the continent can visually project 

Nommo in a rhetorical sense and utilize Instagram as a “not-so-safe” space but a space to 

harvest words manifesting into names and then metamorphosing into actual archetypes 

with associated stereotypes, personas and attributes essentially presenting Instagram as a 

homeplace for Nommo, where we can speak things into visual existence and provide it 

with a visual life-force.  

 This research has provided an African located explanation to show how African 

people speak things into existence through a pictorial representation. The European 

saying “a picture is worth 1000 words,” limits the narrative to only 1000 words as to 

place a limit on the dialogue on the visual representation of anything. In this study, the 

saying continues to suppress the voices of those in the picture, limits the representation 

being depicted and how that the visual impacts African people in the Diaspora and the 

continent. The collection of this data was not based on knowing who the real non-virtual 

individuals were; as a researcher, I took every picture at face value. In approaching the 

data and the subjects, I stated that there was and is nothing inherently wrong with the 

selected subjects or their picture. The problem lies with the agency-reducing identity 

words with which the subjects chose to align; and how these identity words reduce their 

agency. The problem is grounded in why the subjects of my study and African people of 

the Diaspora and the continent, call themselves and name themselves agency-reducing 

identity words, and why they allow others, and sometimes, welcome others to call them 

agency-reducing identity words. It is problematic that African people use and embrace 
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agency-reducing identity words. It is problematic that they identify with, aid in, generate 

new, and maintain archetypes birthed out of these identity words. The problem is instilled 

in the continuation in the nourishing, feeding, protecting and providing for the life-forces 

of these archetypes created i.e. giving them a safe space within the African community, 

offering them a home place in the African rhetoric, cultivating personas and attributes for 

them i.e. what they like eat, what they like to drink, what brand of clothing do they like to 

wear and what do they like to do for fun.  

This study was an Afrocentric analysis of the names and photographs of African 

men and women on the social media platform Instagram that identified themselves as 

ARIW; and how in doing that, they projected the archetypes associated to said ARIW in 

their photographs.  In addition to what I found by examining the social network platform, 

the creation of new archetypes that could constrict agency creation in a positive way was 

also revealed. The lifeforces that seem to be spoken into existence created a different 

discourse within the African community. Those that identify themselves as ARIW are 

experiencing a type of naming that is casual with limited thought and with limited regard 

for repercussions or understanding what the history is behind their name. These 

individuals are not utilizing Instagram as a medium to communicate and project 

liberation through their language and images; they are using Instagram to embrace and 

partake in a Rhetoric of Negation. Rhetoric of Negation is when oppressed people utilize, 

take, manipulate or form a language that indicates a lack of consciousness, exudes 

aspects of self-hatred and manifest dis-empowering identities. Rhetoric of Negation 

stifles and limits the user and the receiver of those nominal positive expectations. The 

user and the receiver of such communications confine themselves to set identities because 
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they have embraced non-Afrocentric names purposefully. What seems to be accepted by 

the data in the community as expressed by liking, following and co-signing is revealing 

the problem African people of the Diaspora and the continent have with language and 

agency.  

In this research, African people use Rhetoric of Negation to strip each other of 

what is historically and/or culturally embedded in African memory, ritual, and aesthetic. 

The Rhetoric of Negation creates a disempowering influence in the Continental and 

diasporic African community. The people who engaging in this form of communication 

may be doing this for shock appeal or it may represent an aspect of their lives or they 

may be seeking community or trendsetting approval. This appears to be a judgement that 

they make on jaded expectations perhaps encompassed by social media battle against the 

African worldview. Rhetoric of Negation, especially when embraced through a medium 

such as Social Media has the ability to the poison and infect Continental and Diasporic 

African communities with the most anti-communal attitudes such as: greed, envy, vanity, 

narcissism, nilhism, hierarchy, jealousy and gender bending. In conclusion, the findings 

indicate, that the majority of those identifying as an ARIW also project the images and 

embody the archetype associated with the ARIW they identify with.  In the end, we must 

understand that placing and posting suggestive agency reducing images on what is a 

modern contemporary international pictorial universal auction block is an everlasting 

decision because those images exist forever and the identity, as well as its associated 

personas and attributes will live forever as well.  

It would be useful for the African community, both continent and the Diaspora, to 

explore safe spaces that are homeplaces for agency enhancing pictures, languages, and 
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creative expression in order to heal the communities’ suffering from trauma brought by 

oppressive conditions.  

Results: ARIW & Agency Reduction Formation Theory 
 

In conducting my analysis of the samples, I discovered that the individuals that 

named themselves “Nigga” did represent and embrace the identity “Nigga” associated to 

agency reduction. The archetype, persona and personality of the “Nigga” has and remains 

to be defined and described throughout songs associated to the hip hop and rap genre as 

well as throughout media outlets such as magazines, articles, blogs and vlogs.  The visual 

and physical representation of the archetype, persona and personality of the “Nigga” is 

presented through music videos associated to the hip hop and rap genre, reality television 

and social media outlets. The majority of those that I observed that named themselves 

“Nigga” projected the archetype, persona and personality of the “Nigga” as defined and 

described by the sources indicated prior.   

Most of the individuals expressed both a loyalty to their friends and family 

members and enjoying time with them.  Many of the subjects that identified themselves 

as a “Nigga” expressed that consuming alcohol and attending parties was also important 

to them.  Aside from togetherness being represented in the majority of their pictures all of 

the subjects, they also: wore streetwear of some kind in the majority of their pictures, 

wore a fitted cap in at least one of their select pictures, had at least one picture expressing 

that they (the subject) either smoked Marijuana (specially blunts), enjoyed Marijuana or 

supported those that smoked and enjoyed Marijuana and as previously mentioned a large 

amount of them drink alcohol, specifically Hennessey Cognac, Champagne, Patron, 
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Dusse, Armand De Brignac (Gold Brut) Gold Ace of Spades, Belaire Rose and Coronas.  

The subjects pictures revealed a common: interest or love for expensive cars, love for or 

making more money and use of hand signs specifically the middle finger expressing 

either that “That they don’t give a fuck” or  that  they “have zero fucks” about something, 

someone or no one.  The middle finger could represent both a disrespect toward someone 

and exude a confidence about the subject. The pictures did not reveal a common trend in 

occupations of the “Nigga” subjects however those that did express their lifestyle and 

occupation expressed that they either were a rapper or an ex con (See Appendices B & 

C). 

In conducting my analysis of the samples, I discovered that the individuals that 

named themselves “Bad Bitch” did represent and embrace the identity “Bad Bitch” 

associated to agency reduction. The archetype, persona and personality of the “Bad 

Bitch” has and remains to be defined and described throughout songs associated to the 

hip hop and rap genre as well as throughout media outlets such as magazines, articles, 

blogs and vlogs.  The visual and physical representation of the archetype, persona and 

personality of the “Bad Bitch” is presented through music videos associated to the hip 

hop and rap genre, reality television and social media outlets. The majority of those that I 

observed that named themselves “Bad Bitch” projected the archetype, persona and 

personality of the “Bad Bitch” as defined and described by the sources indicated prior.  

 All the individuals expressed that they (themselves) were the most important to 

themselves; they were number one, they were to be highlighted, celebrated and 

recognized as important.  Many of the “Bad Bitch” subjects expressed that their friends 

and family were important to them; several expressed that making, obtaining and keeping 
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money was important to them and a few indicated that having or having a love for guns 

was important to them.  All the subjects that identified themselves as a “Bad Bitch” 

expressed the importance of showing off themselves in their pictures, especially their 

bodies when wearing either a low cut top to show their cleavage or a crop top to show 

their stomachs and/ or waistlines. They also expressed an importance to highlight their 

weaves and the ways they were styled. A few “Bad Bitch” subjects shared expressing that 

drinking alcohol, smoking Marijuana, smoking Hookah, having expensive cars, and 

going to the bar were important them. Most of the “Bad Bitch” subjects did “the Butt 

pose” or “Ass pose” in their pictures, many took pictures sticking their tongues out, 

several took pictures either touching their vaginas, doing “kissy” or “duck” lips, and 

putting up their middle finger once again conveying the message that “they don’t give a 

fuck” or that they “have zero fucks”  about something, someone or no one.  The middle 

finger could represent both a disrespect toward someone and exude a confidence about 

the subject. Unlike the “Nigga” archetype, the “Bad Bitch” loves to be noticed, loves to 

take pictures, have her picture taken and especially loves to take pictures of herself.  Most 

of the “Bad Bitch” subjects had iPhones, and the majority of the type of pictures that 

were on their accounts were selfies, a few utilized the collage filter and their mirrors to 

take full body pictures.  The pictures did not reveal a common trend in occupations of the 

“Bad Bitch” subjects however those that did express their lifestyle and occupation 

expressed that they were Weaveologists, Entrepreneurs or worked blue collar jobs (See 

Appendices B & C). 
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In conducting my analysis of the samples, I discovered that the male individuals 

that named themselves “Savage” did represent and embrace the identity Savage” 

associated to agency reduction. The archetype, persona and personality of the “Savage” 

has and remains to be defined and described throughout songs associated to the hip hop 

and rap genre as well as throughout media outlets such as magazines, articles, blogs and 

vlogs.  The visual and physical representation of the archetype, persona and personality 

of the “Savage” is presented through music videos associated to the hip hop and rap 

genre, reality television and social media outlets. Most of those men that I observed that 

named themselves “Savage” projected the archetype, persona and personality of the 

“Savage” as defined and described by the sources indicated prior.   

Most of the male individuals expressed both a loyalty to their friends and family 

members and enjoying time with them.  Many of the male subjects that identified 

themselves as a “Savage” expressed that: smoking Marijuana via blunts, carrying a gun 

and/ or having or making lots of money was also important to them.  Aside from 

togetherness and displaying their friendships being represented in most of their pictures 

all the subjects, they also: shared the love celebrating, partying and drinking alcohol 

specially Hennessey Cognac and partaking in Syrup or Lean. Many wore streetwear of 

some kind in many of their pictures and wore a backward hat in at least one of their select 

pictures. The subject’s pictures revealed a common interest or love for expensive and 

classic cars. Males that identified themselves as “Savages” unlike those that identified 

themselves as “Niggas” expressed an enjoyment in having their picture taken and taking 

picture of themselves, all the male “Savage” subjects posed in some way for their 

pictures and the majority of the pictures on their accounts were selfies.  The male 
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“Savage” subjects used hand signs specifically the middle finger expressing either that 

“That they don’t give a fuck” or that they “have zero fucks” about something, someone or 

no one, in their pictures. The pictures did not reveal a common trend in occupations of 

the male “Savage” subjects (See Appendices B & C). 

In conducting my analysis of the samples, I discovered that the female individuals 

that named themselves “Savage” did represent and embrace the identity “Savage” 

associated to agency reduction. The archetype, persona and personality of the “Savage” 

has and remains to be defined and described throughout songs associated to the hip hop 

and rap genre as well as throughout media outlets such as magazines, articles, blogs and 

vlogs.  The visual and physical representation of the archetype, persona and personality 

of the “Savage” is presented through music videos associated to the hip hop and rap 

genre, reality television and social media outlets. Most of the females I observed that 

named themselves “Savage” projected the archetype, persona and personality of the 

“Savage” as defined and described by the sources indicated prior.   

All the female “Savage” individuals expressed that they (themselves) were the 

most important to themselves; much like the subjects that identified with being a “Bad 

Bitch” the female “Savage” subjects expressed that they were number one, they were to 

be highlighted, celebrated and recognized as important.  Only a few of the female 

“Savage” subjects expressed that their friends were important to them and even less 

expressed that their family was. All the female subjects that identified themselves as a 

“Savage” expressed the importance of showing off themselves in their pictures, 

especially their bodies when wearing either a midriff top or crop top to show their 

stomachs and/ or waistlines.  A few female “Savage” subjects had going out to a club, 
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lounge or bar either alone or with friends, preferably in a female group (girl gang) in 

common as important them. All the female “Savage” subjects did “the Butt” pose or 

“Ass” pose in their pictures along with the “looking over to look back at the camera” 

pose, and many took pictures sticking their tongues out. Similar to the male “Savage” 

subjects the female “Savage” subjects loved to have her picture taken and especially 

loved to take pictures of herself; the majority of the type of pictures that were on their 

accounts were selfies, a lot utilized their mirrors to take full body pictures and a few 

utilized the collage filter. The pictures did not reveal a common trend in occupations of 

the female “Savage” subjects however those that did express their lifestyle and 

occupation expressed that they were Bartenders, Strippers or Singers (See Appendices B 

& C). 

In conducting my analysis of the samples, I discovered that the individuals that 

named themselves “Trap Queen” did not represent and embrace the identity “Trap 

Queen” associated to agency reduction. The archetype, persona and personality of the 

“Trap Queen” has and remains to be defined and described throughout songs associated 

to the hip hop and rap genre as well as throughout media outlets such as magazines, 

articles, blogs and vlogs; however the “Trap Queen” has not had a consistent definition or 

description through these mediums and has evolved over time to fit popularity or 

contemporary scenes. The visual and physical representation of the archetype, persona 

and personality of the “Trap Queen” is presented through music videos associated to the 

hip hop and rap genre, reality television and social media outlets; however the visual 

representation of the “Trap Queen” has not been consistent and has changed and evolved 

over time due to politics, socio economic status, and regions. The majority of those that I 
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observed that named themselves “Trap Queen” either projected aspects of a variation of 

the archetype, persona and personality of the “Trap Queen” as defined and described by 

the sources indicated prior or nothing at all.    

All of the individuals expressed that their family, highlighting their children, were 

the most important thing to them, and many of the “Trap Queen” subjects expressed that 

their female friends were also very important to highlight; unlike the “Bad Bitch” and 

female “Savage” subjects, the “Trap Queen” subjects did not address, acknowledge or 

showcase themselves as important. Aside from togetherness, all the subjects that 

identified themselves as a “Trap Queen” did showing off their bodies by wearing crop 

tops and midriffs to show their stomachs and/ or waistlines; many of the subjects had 

pictures wearing only a brasserie and others in a bathing suits and a few pictures showed 

the subjects cleavage. They also expressed an importance to highlight their protective 

styles whether it was weaves, braids, extensions, faux locks, or Senegalease twists. A few 

“Trap Queen” subjects had drinking alcohol specially Smirmoff, being in love, kissing, 

having money in common as important them. Most of the “Trap Queen” subjects’ 

pictures were of them sticking their tongues out, doing “kissy” or “duck” lips, and a few 

were “Butt” or “Ass” poses.  Like the “Bad Bitch” and female “Savage” subjects, the 

“Trap Queen” subjects loved to have their picture taken and especially loved to take 

pictures of herself.  Most of the type of pictures that were on their accounts were selfies, 

a few utilized the collage filter, and some were laying down.  The pictures did not reveal 

a common trend in occupations of the “Trap Queen” subjects however those that did 

express their lifestyle and occupation expressed that they were Nurses, Strippers or 

Cosmetologist (See Appendices B & C). 
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Limitations 
 

There are several limitations to this study. it is a function of social media. Social 

media reveals that not all the African people of the Diaspora or the continent are 

knowledgeable of African or Diasporic African history and/or culture. Instagram is a 

popular medium, but it changes and fluctuates based on the interests of its users. A 

limitation unique to social media is that as researcher, I do not know my subjects and 

may never know them, so the research can then be of observation and reflecting 

representation and not about interviewing, questioning and interacting. Another limitation 

to this study is that it was only limited to a social media platform and a specific one, 

Instagram, it did not include or utilize any other one or all of them. It did not include all 

the communications of all African people whether from the continent or the Diaspora. 

There are various forms of communications and communal discourse that provide a space 

for Continental and Diasporic African rhetoric as well as have space for Rhetoric of 

Negation such as Sunday service at a Baptist church, a hair salon, a barber shop, a spoken 

word, as well as in dance, music and film; each space would discuss or conduct this study 

differently as well as this data does not discuss the narrative of those spaces.  

Solutions: Wrestling With the Challenges 
 

The African person who uses ARIW tells something about their location to the 

African worldview. If an African person uses ARIW to name themselves or others and is 

using those names to define that person, they are culturally or psychologically dislocated. 

Asante states that the dilemma of African people is that their choice in using and 

embracing the language of white racists as African language with no regard to our 

historical circumstance, is to choose enslavement. Unless we reflect on the terms we use, 
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we may continue to use terms that encapsulate us, distort our historical reality, cloud our 

own minds, and render us impotent in the face of psychological, political or cultural 

challenges. Africans must seek agency to understand the source and motivation of 

themselves. If agency cannot be established or is deliberately given up, then one is 

witnessing the results of the psychological chains of enslavement. The ways in which 

Africans express agency linguistically or explore it culturally depend to a great degree on 

their fundamental approaches to social and political realities. This source is the African’s 

collective cognitive will that which may be characterized as a spiritual and intellectual 

vision by which Africans are linked to other Africans and thrive toward the direction of 

cultural liberation. Afrocentricity, fidelity to this “will to liberation” is interpreted as 

being “imperative.” Asante states,  

The communal cognitive will is the overwhelming power of a group of people 

thinking in the same direction. It is not unity in the traditional sense of a group of 

people coming together to achieve a single purpose, it is a full spiritual and 

intellectual commitment to a vision which constitutes the (communal) cognitive 

imperative (Asante 1987, 177-178) 

 

The healing lies within the construction of a new protected safe home place to create this 

connection and location for the located African narrative. It is possible to see that 

Africans may need to conceive and go through the gestational period and process of new 

agency producing identities.  
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This process could involve several steps. For example,  

• Abandoning agency-reducing identity words of the past (i.e. get Mammie’s off 

pancake boxes and cans of collard greens, Uncle Tom and Uncle Remus of Boxes 

of Rice and Cream of Wheat) 

• Eliminating agency-reducing identity words of the present (not liking those that 

continue to speak negativity into existence through social media, by protesting the 

projection of negating hip hop, offending celebrities, and disregarding certain 

reality television programs, in effect, cutting off the oxygen of negativity.  

•  Controlling African digital spaces by preventing the expansion of agency-

reducing identity words in digital spaces through hashtags and handles. In this 

way, Africans can make them healthy mediums for vulnerable conversations as 

well as home place for only empowerment and upliftment.  

• Challenging viewers who add to the ratings of these shows that project agency 

reducing images and contribute to stereotypes and misrepresentations.  

• Africans should seek to change the rhetoric of negativity in order to embrace our 

classic cultural position by practicing self-care for selves and others, including 

speaking to and about each other respectfully. This is the meaning of the ancient 

concept of Maat.  

 

Recommendations For Future Research 
 

Through naming, African people can rename themselves and obtain new identities 

by creating names that result in agency enhancing and examining ways to escape 

oppressive non-liberating conditions. They do not have to embrace a virtual mental 

imprisonment. Language should be a tool used for and aimed toward liberation of 

oppressed people. The effect of African people participating in anti-liberating language is 

defeatism. Afrocentricity requires an epistemological reconceptualization that allows for 

empowerment of people through resignification and reclamation of words. This means 

that future studies should concentrate on the use of language for empowerment, what it 

means to be empowered, and how African people can avoid defeat their own historical 

consciousness. Studies should be undertaken about how the languages of how dis-agency, 

dis-identity, dislocation and disconnection to ancestors can be combative. An African 

identifying him or herself with ARIW suggests disconnection from ancestors (Asante 
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1987, 17)  

They are dislocated and have lost sight of themselves during both pseudo 

empowerment and European decadence and madness, thus being extremely 

difficult for African people to orient their lives in an actual positive, mentally 

healthy, liberating and constructive manner…It contributes to the on-going 

enterprise of conceptual distortion and invasion, leading to widespread confusion 

of who we are as African people, and ultimately, “mental incarceration.” 

(Mazama 2003, 3) 

When an African justifies the use of the name Uncle Tom, to call out another 

African for betraying or turning their back on the African community or just not “being 

down for the cause” it is still an example of offending our ancestors, because it is using 

the language of the oppressor to oppress a member of the African community. It is 

utilizing the names that Europeans placed on our ancestors, to mimic, mock and justify 

enslaving them. More importantly, African people reclaiming these terms as positive, 

does not neatly coincide with African philosophy about words and names.  This study 

was not about the real people, their intent, or claiming they were wrong when they used 

ARIW in their bio. It is about identifying the terms as ARIW and how those words 

reduce the agency of African people.  This study recognized both the representation and 

the misrepresentation of a marginalized group. Future studies should also explore if there 

is a difference between the virtual lives and real lives of those African people that 

identify as ARIW.  That research could explore if these people are projecting these 

archetypes on purpose or if that is their reality to live as the archetype associated to the 

ARIW they identify with. Further studies could explore if the images posted on social 

media especially Instagram of those that identify as ARIW are real representations of the 

individuals.   
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APPENDIX A  

HIP HOP LYRICS 

“Nigga” Lyrics 

 

YG Lyrics 

 

"My Nigga (Remix)" 

(feat. Lil Wayne, Meek Mill, Rich Homie Quan & Nicki Minaj) 

[YG] 

I'm talkin 'bout puttin' on, ridin' out; Glocks in my ma's house 

Front you with that work (I done fronted niggas work - OH-OHHH~!) 

You say you want that head up but we don't fight fair brah 

Catch you slippin' from your backside, they knock you out 

Ace gon' stomp you out then Buddah gon' stomp you out 

(Has momma ever see you with a busted eye and busted mouth?!) 

Nine milli pokin' out, fo-fizzy pokin' out 

Death Row days, show you what this West Coast about 

[Lil Wayne] 

I'd die for my motherfuckin' nigga 

Jump in front a bullet for my motherfuckin' nigga 

On the stand I'd lie for my motherfuckin' nigga 

Rob a bank, I'd drive for my motherfuckin' nigga 

Real talk, I don't really fuck with too many niggas 

Cause niggas drop a dime on you like a couple nickels 

I be laughin' to the bank like the fuckin' money tickle 

Drivin' somethin' that you ain't, top boss, suck a nipple 

And I never put a ho before my bro, don't beef over no hoe 

And my niggas sell them keys if you can't open your door 

Hope you buy for my motherfuckin' niggas 

When it rains it pours, it's dry for me and my fuckin' niggas, he-heh 

I kill for my motherfuckin' niggas 

Vice versa, eyes red from the kush I blew white person 

Got my middle finger on the trigger and with my little finger to you niggas 

I swear it's fuck all y'all niggas... except my niggas 

OWW~! 

[Chorus - Rich Homie Quan (Wayne & Rich Homie):] 

I said that I'm a ride for my motherfuckin' nigga (Tunechi!) 

Most likely I'm a die with my finger on the trigger 

I've been grindin outside all day with my niggas 

(And I ain't goin' in unless I'm with my nigga) 

(My nigga, my nigga...) 

(My nigga, my nigga) My motherfuckin' niggas! 

(My nigga, my nigga) My nigga, my nigga 

My nigga, my nigga - yeah... 

[Meek Mill] 
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Ohh! I done spent a million dollars on my motherfuckin' niggas (stacks) 

You catch me out Chicago with them motherfuckin' hittas (stacks) 

Call in RondoNumbaNine, Lil Durk will bring the trigger (Durk!) 

And when we on that lean, we ain't fuckin' with the liquor (no) 

I'm a buy a hundred bottles just to give it to the bitches (to the bitches) 

... She keep likin' all my pictures 

Cause she see the way I ball, how my wrist and that be lit up 

Catch you at the red light, have 'em screamin' "Can't get up!" (YOU CAN'T) 

Same nigga from the bottom, ain't a damn thing change 

C-C-Catch me out in Collins screamin' "Money ain't a thang" 

In a red Mulsanne,  

 

lookin' like I claim blood 

And if homie ain't my homie then I know it ain't love 

Screamin' out "4 Hunnid!" YG that's my nigga (my nigga) 

Cause I been in the field life on the line with' him (line with' him) 

And if it's really good, why I prolly die with' 'em (die with' 'em) 

Cause when I need the choppers, I just tell Tock hit 'em - WHOA~! 

[Chorus] 

[Nicki Minaj] 

I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I just got 250 thousand dollars for a verse, nigga 

I-I don't know, is it me or it's your thirst, nigga? 

You nig, you niggas ain't got no joints 

Like a injured Chris Paul, you ain't got no point 

I just come through with a couple bossy bitches 

They get money too, they some "don't cross me bitches" 

Flossy bitches, Sergio Rossi, bitches 

And if we at the game then it's floor seat, bitches! 

I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I ride for my bitches 

I'm so fuckin' rich I cop rides for my bitches 

Dollar menu fries, apple pies, out the bitches 

I drop a freestyle and get a rise outta bitches; bitches, my bitches 

I need a nigga with some Diff'rent Strokes - Todd Bridges 

Shout out to my MAIN bitches and my side bitches 

Need a nigga with some good neck - ostriches 

... My niggas 

[Chorus] 

[Nicki Minaj - over Chorus] 

New York to Compton 

Got YG with me so don't get stomped in, uh-huh 

Y'all know who the fuck it is 

See I done preheated my oven to 350 degrees, BITCH~! 

And when you come out, it's gon' burn you bitches like 

You better get your motherfuckin' oven mitt, BITCH~! 

{"Mustard on the beat, ho~! "} HA-HAAAAA! 

www.azlyrics.com/lyrics/yg/myniggaremix.html 

http://www.azlyrics.com/lyrics/yg/myniggaremix.html
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Nas Lyrics 

 

"Live Nigga Rap" 

(feat. Mobb Deep) 

[gun blast] 

[P] I shot the motherfucker back 

[H] Right out the ass son 

[P] For niggaz don't know how to act 

[H] What the deal son 

[P] I shot the motherfucker back 

[H] No doubt son 

[P] For niggaz don't know how to act 

[Prodigy] 

Yo NYC, U-N-I-verse, se-riously 

Havoc and P, Queens niggaz so it seem to be 

Monopolize, strategies of war, exercise, mega 

Got word back from Noreaga 

The D.A. got video cassette taper 

The God with the God-U-Now, pullin a caper 

Runnin up in the spot, mask and duct taped up 

Pig tied they motherfuckin wrists to they ankles 

I been through, crime shit my niggaz in-to 

Peep the issue situation like this, we stickin him too 

JFK on our way to L.A. 

Got links with big cats down to Santa Barbre (Barbara) 

My crew do it the Mobb way, everyday 

Crime pay, who wanted gunplay? Drill me 

Niggaz kill me, thrillin me, you wanna look? 

Peep the nine milli, now undress, you know the drill-y 

Niggaz suspect, weak links pose threats, I have yet 

to met challenger who go against my set 

Gem stars razor sharp like Gilette, shavin closely on 

any character approach me 

I let the streets get the best of me, infamy, my destiny 

While cat burg-lars tryin to sneak peep the recipe 

Inside my rap cookbook, paragraphs is gourmet 

You pay about $5,000 a plate 

[Havoc] 

No doubt kid, I hit them niggaz like a bid 

The prosecutor, runnin up in your crib 

Do your dirt, I do my dirt all by my lonely 

It's only me, and the gat that's holdin me 

We got it locked beyond measure, the click's under pressure 

Extort you for your treasure smack you with the undresser 

Represent your click, go ahead, get that ass whipped 
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(Floatin in the river with your body wrapped in plastic) 

Wannabe thug, get smacked for back talkin 

QB represent fuck that, it can happen 

While you rappin, I'm busy tryin to sneak the gat in 

Could tear men, cut the party while you jammin 

We think smarter, reach harder, got the 44 

Bodyguard of somethin you don't want a part of 

If I was you, then I would do what I have to 

But you ain't me, you hesitated so I clapped you 

Then stepped off casually, naturally me 

[Nas] 

Niggaz thinkin shit sweet, I carry big heat 

Wavy hair chipped teeth, up in this bitch deep 

Queens murder clicks meet, yellow tapes on black gates 

Mediterranean, projects is like Kuwait 

I escape into zones, that's irregular 

Why debate on a phone, I'm solar cellular 

Escobar 600, you just a crumb inside a world 

where the rich run it, curriculum of a mathologist 

Deep throats, they try to swallow this 

Anthropologists, dynasties of great knowledgists 

I preserve in my dome, niggaz mics is full of silicone 

Spot's blown, guerilla ice on this killer's life 

I put my word on it 

Now you can sleep on or rock a swerve on it 

Nas is menage a trois' on Mount Aire lodges 

We like a smooth fam', but rougher than how DeBarge is 

Catchin charges, of marksmen, livin heartless 

Grab a cartridge, cock my shit on some Mobb shit 

We mobbin, puttin niggaz in mausoleums 

From Queens cross the Throsnic, heads bop, I see 'em 

from queens cross to throgsneck heads nod 

[Chorus: Prodigy (3X)] 

For niggaz don't know how to act 

To all my niggaz on the block slangin crack 

Rest in peace to my niggaz layin on they back 

To all the niggaz who bust gats (live nigga rap) 

[H] If youse a live nigga 
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Bobby Shmurda Lyrics 

 

"Hot Nigga" 

(Jahlil Beats Holla at me) 

In Chewy, I'm some hot nigga 

Like I talk to Shyste when I shot niggas 

Like you seen 'em twirl then he drop, nigga 

And We Keep them 9 millis on my block, nigga 

And Monte Keep it on him, he done dropped niggas 

And Trigger he be wilding, he some hot nigga 

Tones known to get busy with them Glocks, nigga 

Try to run down and you can catch a shot, nigga 

Running through these checks till I pass out 

Your shorty gave me neck till I pass out 

I swear to God, all I do is cash out 

And if you ain't a hoe, get up out my trap house 

I been selling crack since like the 5th grade 

Really never made no difference what the shit made 

Jaja taught me flip them packs and how to maintain 

Get that money back and spend it on the same thing 

Shorty like the way that I ball out 

I be getting money 'til I fall out 

You talking cash dog, I goes all out 

Shorty love the way that I floss out 

Free Greezy though, let all of my dogs out 

Mama said no pussy cats inside my dog house 

That's what got my daddy locked up in the dog pound 

Free Phantom though, let all of my dogs out 

We gon' pull up in that hooptie like we cops on 'em 

With M16s, we gon' put some shots on em' 

I send a lil' thot to send the drop on em' 

She gon' call me up and I'm a sick the hots on 'em 

Grimey savage, that's what we are 

Grimey shooters dressed in G-Star 

GS9, I go so hard 

But GS for my gun squad 

And bitch if there's a problem we gon' gun brawl 

Shots popping 'out the AR 

I'm with Trigger, I'm with Rasha, I'm with A-Raw 

Broad daylight and we gon' let them things bark 

Tell them niggas free Meeshie, hoe 

Someway, Free Breezy, hoe 

And tell my niggas, Shmurda teaming, hoe 

Mitch caught a body about a week ago 
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Fuck with us and then we tweaking, hoe 

Run up on that nigga get to squeezing, hoe 

Everybody catching bullet holes 

Niggas got me on my bully yo 

I'm a run up, put that gun on 'em 

I'm a run up, go dumb on 'em 

Niggas got me on that young shit 

Got me on that go dumb shit 

Got me on that go dumb shit, man 

Trap mode in this motherfucker, hotter than a bitch 

Ayo, pour up, I need some more drinks 
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Jay-Z and Kanye West Lyrics 

 

"Niggas In Paris" 

[Chazz Michael Michaels:] We're gonna skate to one song and one song only. 

(Ball so hard muhfuckas wanna fine me) 

[Jay-Z:] 

So I ball so hard muhfuckas wanna fine me 

first niggas gotta find me 

What's 50 grand to a muhfucka like me 

Can you please remind me? 

Ball so hard, this shit crazy 

Y'all don't know that don't shit phase me 

The Nets could go 0-82 and I look at you like this shit gravy 

Ball so hard, this shit weird 

We ain't even supposed to be here, 

Ball so hard, since we here 

It's only right that we be fair 

Psycho, I'm liable to go Michael 

Take your pick, Jackson, Tyson, Jordan, Game 6 

Ball so hard, got a broke clock, Rolleys that don't tick tock 

Audemars that's losing time, hidden behind all these big rocks 

Ball so hard, I'm shocked too, 

I'm supposed to be locked up too 

you escaped what I've escaped 

You'd be in Paris getting fucked up too 

Ball so hard, let's get faded, Le Meurice for like 6 days 

Gold bottles, scold models, spillin' Ace on my sick J's 

So ball so hard, bitch behave, just might let you meet Ye, 

Chi towns D. Rose, I'm movin' the Nets to BK 

[2x] 

Ball so hard muhfuckas wanna fine me 

That shit cray [3x] 

[Kanye West:] 

She said Ye can we get married at the mall? 

I said look you need to crawl 'fore you ball 

Come and meet me in the bathroom stall 

And show me why you deserve to have it all 

Ball so hard 

That shit cray (that shit cray), ain't it Jay? 

Ball so hard 

What she order (what she order), fish filet 

Ball so hard 

Your whip so cold (whip so cold), this old thing 
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Ball so hard 

Act like you'll never be around motherfuckers like this again 

Bougie girl, grab her hand 

Fuck that bitch she don't wanna dance 

Excuse my French but I'm in France (I'm just sayin') 

Prince William's ain't do it right if you ask me 

'Cause I was him I would have married Kate and Ashley 

What's Gucci my nigga? 

What's Louis my killa? 

What's drugs my deala? 

What's that jacket, Margiela? 

Doctors say I'm the illest 

'Cause I'm suffering from realness 

Got my niggas in Paris 

And they going gorillas, huh! 

[(Chazz Michael Michaels) Jimmy MacElroy:] 

I don't even know what that means. 

(No one knows what it means, but it's provocative) 

No, it's not, it's gross 

(It gets the people going!) 

[Jay-Z:] 

Ball so hard muhfuckas wanna fine me 

Ball so hard muhfuckas wanna fine me 

[Kanye West:] 

You are now watching the throne 

Don't let me get in my zone [3x] 

These other niggas is lyin' 

Actin' like the summer ain't mine 

[Jay-Z:] 

I got that hot bitch in my home 

[Kanye West:] 

You know how many hot bitches I own? 

Don't let me get in my zone [4x] 

The stars is in the building 

They hands is to the ceiling 

I know I'm bout to kill it 

How you know, I got that feeling 

You are now watching the throne 

Don't let me into my zone [2x] 

[Jay-Z and Kanye West:] 

I'm definitely in my zone 
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Snoop Dogg Lyrics 

 

"Down 4 My Niggas" 

(feat. C-Murder, Magic) 

[C-Murder] 

Fuck them niggas, ha ha. 

Fuck them other niggas cause I'm down for my niggas, what 

Fuck them other niggas cause I'm down for my niggas, what 

Fuck them other niggas, I ride for my niggas, what 

I die for my niggas, fuck them other niggas, what 

Fuck them other niggas cause I'm down for my niggas, what 

Fuck them other niggas cause I'm down for my niggas, what 

Fuck them other niggas, I ride for my niggas, what 

I die for my niggas, fuck them other niggas 

Bitch I'm down for No Limit, I ride for the cause 

I'm the nigga on the tank with the big fuckin balls 

And if anybody fuck with Snoop Doggy Dogg 

I'm a make these niggas put his name on the wall 

And everywhere I go I got Mr. Magic here 

Because I know that nigga don't care 

He'll have that red shit pourin out your hair 

Nigga, any fuckin time nigga, any fuckin where 

Make 'em bleed is thve motto that I live by 

If you fuck with me it's a must you die 

Them niggas might goin run but them niggas can't hide 

It's like shootin yourself, it's a suicide 

KLC rock the beat, hittin hard like dirt 

Niggas in the Nolia know him as Big Hurt 

Just like Soulja Slim he'll put you in the dirt 

And have your picture on front of a t-shirt 

And when I make moves I got a hundred niggas with me 

Just incase a nigga out there tryin 'a get me 

All my niggas is down to squeeze the trigger 

That's why I'm down for my motherfuckin niggas 

Fuck them other niggas cause I'm down for my niggas, what 

Fuck them other niggas cause I'm down for my niggas, what 

Fuck them other niggas, I ride for my niggas, what 

I die for my niggas, fuck them other niggas, what 

Fuck them other niggas cause I'm down for my niggas, what 

Fuck them other niggas cause I'm down for my niggas, what 

Fuck them other niggas, I ride for my niggas, what 

I die for my niggas, fuck them other niggas 
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[Magic] 

What you aint heard why I ride for these niggas, I die for these niggas 

Do a drive by with my forty five cause I'm down with these niggas 

Snoop Dogg and Bossalinie 

Don't shoot now nigga just call me when you need me 

Believe me, I never bite the hand that feed me 

Just point them niggas out and I'll leave em all on the street bleeding 

Bitch you fuckin with a grown man 

How I'm gonna ax you in your own house and bury you in your own land 

See the cops is scared to come and get me 

But I don't blame em cause they know I got a bunch of thug niggas with me 

Lookin for trouble, starting shit 

I'm ridin solo and I'm bustin and gettin rid of your dick 

See your boys ain't bout beefing 

When you fuckin with niggas that'll definately get you internal sleep 

But if you didn't get the fuckin picture 

[Gunshots] Bitch I'm down for my niggas 

[C-Murder] 

Fuck them other niggas cause I'm down for my niggas, what 

Fuck them other niggas cause I'm down for my niggas, what 

Fuck them other niggas, I ride for my niggas, what 

I die for my niggas, fuck them other niggas, what 

Fuck them other niggas cause I'm down for my niggas, what 

Fuck them other niggas cause I'm down for my niggas, what 

Fuck them other niggas, I ride for my niggas, what 

I die for my niggas, fuck them other niggas 

[Snoop Dogg] 

What niggas, them niggas, yeah dawg, you with it 

No problem, let's get em, do em, I did em 

We gettin nutty in this motherfucker (nutty in this motherfucker) 

I got my buddy in this motherfucker, leavin a nigga bloody in this 

motherfucker 

We in the cutty motherfucker 

You done done it, you must, you got it coming motherfucker 

Some of these niggas is bitches too 

And some of these niggas look just like you 

Well, where I'm from we like to ride on foes 

Do it from the shoulders or do it from the tools 

I do my dirt all by my lonely (all by my lonely) 

C-Murder and Magic, hell yeah them my motherfuckin homies 

Solo shit get thick and call me 

And niggas wanna act like they wanna get with Snoop Doggy 

Lemme let you niggas know (what's up) 

Shit, fuck what you goin through and fuck what you stand for 

[C-Murder] 

Fuck them other niggas cause I'm down for my niggas, what 
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Fuck them other niggas cause I'm down for my niggas, what 

Fuck them other niggas, I ride for my niggas, what 

I die for my niggas, fuck them other niggas, what 

Fuck them other niggas cause I'm down for my niggas, what 

Fuck them other niggas cause I'm down for my niggas, what 

Fuck them other niggas, I ride for my niggas, what 

I die for my niggas, fuck them other niggas 
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Jay-Z Lyrics 

 

"Jigga My Nigga" 

(feat. Amil) 

Roc-A-Fella, Ruff Ryders, Swizz Beats 

It's almost over y'all 

Jigga, how real is that? 

Uhh, uhh, uhh, lights out niggaz! 

[Chorus: Jay-Z (and Amil)] 

(Jigga) What's my motherfuckin name? 

(Jigga) And who I'm rollin with huh? 

(My niggaz) Uh-huh-uh-uhh-uhh-uhh 

Niggaz better get it right, bitches better get it right, WHO? 

(Jigga) What's my motherfuckin name? 

(Jigga) And who I'm rollin with huh? 

(My niggaz) Uh-huh-uh-uhh-uhh-uhh 

Niggaz better get it right, bitches better get it right 

[Jay-Z] 

Yeah.. yeah.. 

From the crap tables down in A.C. 

back on the block Jay-Z motherfucker from the, the, the Roc 

Went solo on that ass but it's still the same 

Brooklyn be the place where I serve them thangs 

B. my niggaz was strugglin, to the 'burbs they came 

And then we got to hustlin, murderin thangs 

I dipped in my stash, splurged on a chain 

Now I'm Titanic, Iceberg's the name 

Leave players on injured reserve, hurt the game 

The best way to describe me in a word, insane 

I dick down chicks all emerged in my fame 

Jigga been dope since Slick Rick's first chain 

The God, send you back to the earth from which you came 

I'm baking soda, waterfire, merged with 'cane 

Ladies don't know me said, "I heard he's vain" 

Well guess what mami? I heard the same 

You heard the name 

[Chorus] 

[Jay-Z] 

Yeah, uhh, I got a 

license to kill so I stare at the gat 

Roc-A-Fella, Ruff Ryders, niggaz scared of that 

Got a new motto this year, "Don't Fuck With My Ones" 

Knock on your door, three in the mornin, 

"It's just us and the guns!" 

See I scrambled with priests, hustle with nuns 

I got the, mind capacity of a young Butch Cassidy 
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Niggaz get fly, let em defy gravity 

Fo'-five rapidly lift your chest cavity 

Streets won't let me chill 

Always been a clumsy nigga, don't let me spill 

Muh'fuckers wanna wet me still, I remain y'all 

more than one, like five divided by four 

Shit, this just the hate that's been provided by y'all 

Reciprocated and multiplied by more 

You likely to see Jigga in a widebody or 

drop-top Bentley Azure, holla at me y'all 

Uh 

[Chorus] 

[Jay-Z] 

I don't give a fuck 

if I sold one or one million, but I think you should 

Cause if I only sold one, then out comes the hood 

All black in the club, the outcome ain't good 

Them niggaz act like wolves, how come? They could 

Cause we don't drop hits, we drop bombs that smash 

Til the wrists is lit up, the arm looks like glass 

The necklace chipped up, the charm it flash 

Could fuck up your eyes like the bombest hash 

See the reason why chicks let me palm they ass 

All I gotta do is let em call me Shawn de'Glass 

Let me sit up in they whip til I launch it back 

Snap they neck, then shoot em til they arch them back 

The calmest cat, trust me when I palm this gat 

Kill your mind, body and soul, push your conscience back 

Monster's back, and Flex drop a bomb to that 

And e'rybody sing-a-long to the track, c'mon 

Uh-huh uhh uhh 

[Chorus: Jay-Z (and Amil)] 

(Jigga) What's my motherfuckin name? 

(Jigga) And who I'm rollin with huh? 

(My niggaz) Uh-huh-uh-uhh-uhh-uhh 

Niggaz better get it right, bitches better get it right, WHO? 

(Jigga) What's my motherfuckin name? 

(Jigga) And who I'm rollin with huh? 

(My niggaz) Uh-huh-uh-uhh-uhh-uhh 

Niggaz better get it right, bitches better get it right, WHO? 

(Jigga) What's my motherfuckin name? 

(Jigga) And who I'm rollin with huh? 

(My niggaz) Uh-huh-uh-uhh-uhh-uhh 

Niggaz better get it right, bitches better get it right, WHO? 

(Jigga) What's my motherfuckin name? 

(Jigga) And who I'm rollin with huh? 
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(My niggaz) Uh-huh-uh-uhh-uhh-uhh 

Niggaz better get it right, bitches better get it right.. 

(Jigga) ... 
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Nipsey Hussle Lyrics 

 

“Rap Niggas” 

I ain't nothing like you fucking rap niggas 

Hussle man a shooter that's a fact, nigga 

Thirty-two extendos in my MAC, nigga 

Spend a thousand on some t-shirts up at Saks, nigga 

I ain't nothing like you fucking rap niggas 

Hussle man a shooter that's a fact, nigga 

Thirty-two extendos in my MAC, nigga 

Spend a thousand on some t-shirts up at Saks, nigga 

V12s in the vallet, black on black, nigga 

Ese in the Valley do my tats, nigga 

White boy in Manhattan, pay my tax, nigga 

Drive out to the Hamptons to relax, nigga 

I stopped smoking weed, then I relapse, nigga 

Traveled 'round the world, then I came back, nigga 

Worth a couple a million, that's a fact, nigga 

But I am nothing like you fucking rap niggas 

I own all the rights to all my raps, nigga 

German plates with sheepskin on my mats, nigga 

Murder rate increasing if I snap, nigga 

Ain't no hanging out, we take y'all off then double back, nigga 

Open trust2 account deposit racks, nigga 

Million dollar life insurance on my flesh, nigga 

Beamer's, Benz, Bentley's or a Lex, nigga 

Ferrari's and them Lambo's that's what's next, nigga 

I ain't nothing like you fucking rap niggas 

Hussle man a shooter that's a fact, nigga 

Thirty-two extendos in my MAC, nigga 

Spend a thousand on some t-shirts up at Saks, nigga 

I ain't nothing like you fucking rap niggas 

Hussle man a shooter that's a fact, nigga 

Thirty-two extendos in my MAC, nigga 

Spend a thousand on some t-shirts up at Saks, nigga 

AMG Mercedes, back to back, nigga 

Chopper to his face now that's a wrap, nigga 

The streets talk and that's a rat nigga 

Yo' P.O. call you up, look that's a trap, nigga 

Beat that case that was that, nigga 

Told the world look I'm back, nigga 

Signed my deal, then I crack, nigga 

They folded, so I left, nigga 

Can't no motherfucker tell me shit, nigga 

We the No Limit of the West, nigga 
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Percy Miller at his best, nigga 

Jigga with the Rollie and the vest, nigga 

Acne jeans and Giuseppes, nigga 

Serving fiends off the steps, nigga 

Murder sprees for the set, nigga 

All facts, ain't no mothafucking threat, nigga 

I ain't nothing like you fucking rap niggas 

Hussle man a shooter that's a fact, nigga 

Thirty-two extendos in my MAC, nigga 

Spend a thousand on some t-shirts up at Saks, nigga 

I ain't nothing like you fucking rap niggas 

Hussle man a shooter that's a fact, nigga 

Thirty-two extendos in my MAC, nigga 

Spend a thousand on some t-shirts up at Saks, nigga 
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Future Lyrics 

 

"Move That Dope" 

(feat. Pharrell Williams, Casino & Pusha T) 

[Intro: Pusha T] 

Real dope dealer forreal! 

Haha! Hahaha 

[Hook x2: Future] 

Young nigga move that dope 

Young nigga move that dope 

They move that dope, they move that dope 

Young nigga move that dope 

Young nigga, young nigga move that dope 

Young nigga move that dope 

They move that dope, they move that dope 

Young nigga move that dope 

[Verse 1: Future] 

Whippin' the yam, whippin' a fifth of the yam 

Turn the whole brick to a Lam 

Been rockin' the dope, soon as it get off the boat 

Keepin' it soft like a mink 

Gold on my link, coke in the sink 

Choppin' that work like karate 

Swerve in the new Maserati 

In a brand new Maserati 

That's a whole lot of new money 

Snatch it, then hide it from 12's 

Movin' and squashin' them bells 

Servin' the rawest of yell 

Beating that china like Kunta Kinte 

Whippin' it, whippin' that dope 

Drinkin' on syrup, I'm rollin' up haze 

Made myself a boss, a boss or a plug 

Either way you put it, nigga, I'm good 

Triple salute, nigga, straight out the hood 

Bakin' soda water splash the scales 

Fork in my right and my pride in my left 

Leanin' over, over to the side 

I whip me a fourway to a nine 

The dirty, the money is homicide 

And my recipe can't be televised 

[Hook x2: Future] 

[Verse 2: Pusha T] 

Young enough to still sell dope, but old enough that I knows better 

When they sayin' it's 42 for that white powder, I knows better 

Get it nigga? I nose better, put a smile on the devil's face 
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Who don't wanna sell dope forever and flex their Rollie 'til the bezel break? 

Woo! Fish scale in the two-door that I fish-tail 

Fiberglass, Ferrari leather, in designer shit that I misspell 

YUGHH, look at the clues, the J's, the jewels, I mention the monkey 

From sixteen years old, I'm whippin' in kitchens, fuckin' my junkies 

Pablo, Versace way before Migos 

My dinner plates, no silverware, all you niggas my E-hoes 

Toss a kilo like a free throw, trap house, it had the peephole 

Made it through to the other side, now nothin's big as my ego 

[Hook x2: Future] 

[Verse 3: Pharrell] 

Me, I try to leave the best for later 

But Pusha tried to put me on the respirator 

The old Skateboard P, that's your favorite 

Me and twenty girls doin' yoga naked 

Frequency high, like a spaceship 

She say that she like it and she's been exposed 

The Gandalf hat and the weird ass clothes 

That's Comme des Garçons and the Buffalo 

I know guerrillas with the triggers that's on a banana clip 

And packin' with the biggest missiles 

These niggas is knocking over vehicles 

These niggas ain't waitin' just to see niggas 

These niggas ain't tryna hear plea niggas 

These niggas like choppin' down trees, niggas 

These niggas 1-2-3 and they squeeze, niggas 

These niggas hit the weed then they leave niggas 

Gee, nigga 

If you got two hoes, you need to let one go 

Two Lambos, you need to let one go 

All these drones while y'all smoke dro 

Never honest, guy, I'm tryna let y'all know 

Ain't no standards, I'm a set one though 

Big ass bag but no man sandals 

All that war, we need to let that go 

That boom business, I'm a get that ho 

[Hook x2: Future] 

[Verse 4: Casino] 

Young nigga got that coke, whip that dope like a batter 

How you think about that coupe, with no roof? Young nigga cashed out 

Pass a nigga purp, pass a nigga zan, young nigga 'bout to pass out 

12 jump behind her, I got some in the car, young nigga 'bout to smash out 

Me gon' hit that line, say he got some bricks, young fresh, 'bout to buy 'em out 

QuikTrip 'round the corner, dropped a nine 

Got the J's in the hood tryna smoke a line 

Cocaine, cocaine cowboy, like Mickey Munday 
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Take over the project, whip a 9, Nino Way 

I keep a 45 in my coat, while I'm servin' dope 

J's in my hood smoke that crack, say it give 'em hope 

Serve a nigga whole brick, he hopin' that it come and go 

Young nigga turnt up, spend that money with Casino! 

[Hook x2: Future] 
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Gucci Mane Lyrics 

 

"Dirty Lil Nigga" 

Ha, niggas it's Woptober 

Guwop (Southside) 

It's that season, Wizzop 

If Young Metro don't trust you, I'm gon' shoot you 

Came up in the hood lil dirty lil nigga 

Dirty lil nigga, he a dirty lil nigga 

Might break in your house, he a dirty lil nigga 

Dirty lil nigga, old dirty lil nigga 

Ain't shaved ain't bathed, dirty lil nigga 

Dirty lil nigga, he a dirty lil nigga 

On the block for days, old dirty lil nigga 

Dirty lil nigga, he a dirty lil nigga 

Came up in the hood lil dirty lil nigga 

Dirty lil nigga, he a dirty lil nigga 

Might break in your house, he a dirty lil nigga 

Dirty lil nigga, old dirty lil nigga 

Ain't shaved ain't bathed, dirty lil nigga 

Dirty lil nigga, he a dirty lil nigga 

On the block for days, old dirty lil nigga 

Dirty lil nigga, he a dirty lil nigga 

Dirty lil nigga, he a dirty lil nigga 

Catch him in the city, bout 30 lil niggas 

Keep a cup full of lean, he a muddy lil nigga 

Got a knife on a chopper, he'll cut a lil nigga 

He a bad lil jit with a bad lil chick 

Tryna hit a big lick and come up fast real quick 

Put a mask on quick then take your shit 

Know these dirty lil niggas don't play that shit 

10 out of 10 got a tool on 'em 

Tryna catch a sucker slipping with them jewels on 'em 

Wolves foaming at the mouth, got drool on 'em 

Young nigga with a bunch of tattoos on 'em 

Got a Mossberg, Metro Boom on 'em 

Like a nigga walking round with a broom on 'em 

Catch a nigga with them bags then zoom on 'em 

Fuck homework, see 'em then move on 'em 

Came up in the hood lil dirty lil nigga 

Dirty lil nigga, he a dirty lil nigga 

Might break in your house, he a dirty lil nigga 

Dirty lil nigga, old dirty lil nigga 

Ain't shaved ain't bathed, dirty lil nigga 

Dirty lil nigga, he a dirty lil nigga 
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On the block for days, old dirty lil nigga 

Dirty lil nigga, he a dirty lil nigga 

Came up in the hood lil dirty lil nigga 

Dirty lil nigga, he a dirty lil nigga 

Might break in your house, he a dirty lil nigga 

Dirty lil nigga, old dirty lil nigga 

Ain't shaved ain't bathed, dirty lil nigga 

Dirty lil nigga, he a dirty lil nigga 

On the block for days, old dirty lil nigga 

Dirty lil nigga, he a dirty lil nigga 

It's something that we doing ain't working nigga 

Cause these lil niggas be murking niggas 

Project baby, no father figure 

Only 15 and he a father nigga 

Spend all day tryna rob a nigga 

20 lil jits and they mobbing with 'em 

Lil bitty nigga with a big extendo 

Don't nobody want problems with 'em 

Dirty lil nigga, he the runt of the litter 

His dope fiend auntie was his baby sitter 

Hard head mama can't do nothing with him 

But get on her knees and pray the skreets don't kill him 

The skreets don't kill him, then the law gon' get him 

Better listen to me kid, it's a fucked up system 

Y'all might don't feel him but I damn sure feel him 

Cause I was just in a jail cell fucked up with him 

Came up in the hood lil dirty lil nigga 

Dirty lil nigga, he a dirty lil nigga 

Might break in your house, he a dirty lil nigga 

Dirty lil nigga, old dirty lil nigga 

Ain't shaved ain't bathed, dirty lil nigga 

Dirty lil nigga, he a dirty lil nigga 

On the block for days, old dirty lil nigga 

Dirty lil nigga, he a dirty lil nigga 

Came up in the hood lil dirty lil nigga 

Dirty lil nigga, he a dirty lil nigga 

Might break in your house, he a dirty lil nigga 

Dirty lil nigga, old dirty lil nigga 

Ain't shaved ain't bathed, dirty lil nigga 

Dirty lil nigga, he a dirty lil nigga 

On the block for days, old dirty lil nigga 

Dirty lil nigga, he a dirty lil nigga 

https://www.azlyrics.com/lyrics/guccimane/dirtylilnigga.html 
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Skull Duggery Lyrics 

 

“Where You From” 

[Master P] 

Where you from, where you from, where you from nigga 

Where you from, where you from, where you from nigga 

Where you from, where you from, where you from nigga 

Where you from, where you from, where you from nigga 

I'm a down south nigga so fuck yall niggas 

I'm a west coast nigga so fuck yall niggas 

I'm a east coast nigga so fuck yall niggas 

I'm a midwest nigga so fuck yall niggas 

Grab your gat and let's ride, don't cry, dry your eyes 

I'm a No Limit soldier till the day that I die 

And every nigga that I ride with be bout it 

nigga boot up or shut up, a motherfucker gettin rowdy 

I'm from the streets and I smoke with killers 

I make music for the hot boys and girls and the drug dealers 

So where you from here we come 

Time to get dumped, put em up, haters run 

So bitch get off me, bitch get off me 

So bitch get off me, bitch get off me 

So bitch get off me, bitch get off me 

So bitch get off me, bitch get off me 

I'm a third ward nigga so fuck yall niggas 

I'm a four ward nigga so fuck yall niggas 

I'm a fifth ward nigga so fuck yall niggas 

I'm a sixth ward nigga so fuck yall niggas 

I'm a seventh ward nigga so fuck yall niggas 

I'm a eigth ward nigga so fuck yall niggas 

I'm a ninth ward nigga so fuck yall niggas 

I'm a tenth ward nigga so fuck yall niggas 

[Silkk The Shocker] 

nigga nigga, huh, nigga nigga, what 

Let two shots out the gat I don't give a motherfuck 

Yall talkin shit, now you gotta roll with it 

You got some drama, go get your boys, now fuckin' go get 'em 

See I'm from the city where niggas don't give a motherfuck about a cop 

Drop the top, and cock Glocks and the driver dont stop 

Where niggas plot and hang on blocks and slang rocks 

Where niggas bring the noise called girls and boys hot 

Now what the deal like, shit gets real like 

Man I put a slug to your fuckin money, but fuck, that shit feel like 

Second ain't gonna fuck with me, but the first nigga gets killed right 
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If I bust and he dont die, he survive but never gonna heal right 

Dumb nigga, but that's how it come nigga 

P tell these motherfuckin niggas where I'm from nigga 

[Master P] 

I'm a down south nigga so fuck yall niggas 

I'm a west coast nigga so fuck yall niggas 

I'm a east coast nigga so fuck yall niggas 

I'm a midwest nigga so fuck yall niggas 

[Skull Duggrey] 

When I come bitch, you best done run 

And when I start buckin nigga, you best duck 

You motherfuckers goin get torn down in a meelae 

That's why them niggas around my way boy, we don't play 

My niggas ready to get in your shit, ready to hit your shit 

You know when we hit your shit nigga, your shit will get split 

Visionary for every measure, lyrified situation 

Well let you know that fake bring cremation, what I'm sayin 

Third ward nigga uptown for sure where I do my thing at 

Where I slang at, where I hang at, where them hoes shake they ass at 

Third ward hoodlum nigga all the time 

You can get yours but nigga you know I'm goin get mine 

You fuck around with my benjamins nigga you gonna die 

You gonna die, you gonna die, ha ha 

[Master P] 

Where you from, where you from, where you from nigga 

Where you from, where you from, where you from nigga 

Where you from, where you from, where you from nigga 

Where you from, where you from, where you from nigga 

bitch get off me, bitch get off me 

bitch get off me, bitch get off me 

bitch get off me, bitch get off me 

bitch get off me, bitch get off me 

I'm a eleventh ward nigga so fuck yall niggas 

I'm a twelfth ward nigga so fuck yall niggas 

I'm a thirteenth ward nigga so fuck yall niggas 

I'm a fifthteenth ward nigga so fuck yall niggas 

I'm a seventeenth ward nigga so fuck yall niggas 

I'm a No Limit nigga so fuck yall niggas 

Where you from, where you from, where you from nigga 

Where you from, where you from, where you from nigga 

https://m.lyrics.az/skull-duggery/these-wicked-streets/where-you-from.html 
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“Bad Bitch” Lyrics 

Trina Lyrics 

 

"Da Baddest Bitch" 

(feat. Trick Daddy) 

[Trick Daddy (Trina)] 

Who's bad? Who's bad? 

Who's bad? Who's, who's bad? 

Who's bad? Who's bad? 

(Wait hold up) 

Who's bad? 

[Trina] 

I'm representin' for the bitches 

All eyes on your riches 

No time for the little dicks 

You see the bigger the dick 

The bigger the bank, the bigger the Benz 

The better the chance to get close to his rich friends 

I'm going after the big man 

G-string make his dick stand 

Make it quick then slow head by the night stand 

Like lightning I wanna nigga with a wedding ring 

Bank accounts in the Philippines 

Blank note to take everything 

See I fuck him in the living room 

While his children home 

I make him eat it while my period on 

A little nasty ho, red-bone but a classy ho 

Young jazzy ho and don't be scared 

If you're curious just ask me hoes 

And yes dick sucking comes quite natural 

I'm the baddest bitch what 

[Trick Daddy (Trina)] 

Who's bad? Who's, who's bad? 

Who's bad? Who's, who's bad? 

(Shit I'm the baddest bitch) 

Who's bad? Who's, who's bad? 

Who's bad? Who's, who's bad? 

[Trina (Trick Daddy)] 

See I hate hoes who take their niggas on talk shows and for hoes 

(Y'all sold fool) 

See if I'm ever crossed or ever caught up in the cross 
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And if it's your fault ho, I'm going off ho 

See I'm unemployed with no boss ho 

While y'all sucking dick for free I'm broke off ho 

See it pays to be the boss ho 

Shit that's how you floss hoes 

X-rated elevated, buck naked 

And I'd probably fuck your daddy 

if your mammy wasn't player hatin' 

Cause I'm the baddest bitch 

I'm the baddest bitch what 

[Trick Daddy (Trina)] 

Who's bad? Who's, who's bad? 

Who's bad? Who's, who's bad? 

(Shit I'm the baddest bitch) 

Who's bad? Who's, who's bad? 

Who's bad? Who's, who's bad? 

(Shit I'm the baddest bitch) 

Who's bad? Who's, who's bad? 

Who's bad? Who's, who's bad? 

[Trina] 

I got game for young hoes 

Don't grow to be a dumb hoe, that's a no-no 

See if you off the chains 

Stay ahead of the game, save up buy a condo 

Sell the pussy by the grands 

And in months you own a Benz 

Another week a set of rims 

See if I had the chance to be a virgin again 

I'd be fucking by the time I'm ten 

See off glass is my motto 

Dick sucking in the auto 

Quick fucking 'bout to follow 

On the back of the truck 

Or when I'm dead ass drunk 

But I don't get high though 

I never took it up the ass 

Often tried but I pass 

And from what I heard it ain't bad 

I'm a curious bitch who took off to get broke off 

From the baby's dad 

Cause I'm the baddest bitch 

[Trick Daddy (Trina)] 

Who's bad? Who's, who's bad? 

Who's bad? Who's, who's bad? 

(Shit I'm the baddest bitch) 

Who's bad? Who's, who's bad? 
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Who's bad? Who's, who's bad? 

(Shit I'm the baddest bitch) 

Who's bad? Who's, who's bad? 

Who's bad? Who's, who's bad? 

(Shit I'm the baddest bitch) 

Who's bad? Who's, who's bad? 

Who's bad? Who's, who's bad? 

(That's right I'm the baddest bitch) 

Who's bad? 

https://www.azlyrics.com/lyrics/trina/dabaddestbitch.html 
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Rihanna Lyrics 

 

“Bad Bitch” 

He wanna feel my summer rain 

The thunder roll yeah he wanna bang 

All of these bitches but he want the coldest yeah 

Cuz you prima donnas got nothin' on me 

Classy, seductive, a devil in Prada yeah 

Turn on your cameras there's something to see 

(Cameras in motion from this pop star controversy Rihanna 

Another day another new photo of Rihanna 

Getting involved in the currents and current)I guess I got a reputation now 

Call me Cruella, Medusa, that's something I'm used to 

I-I-I I'm sure you heard the story 

And I'm the one to blame 

A thousand hearts are broken 

But love is a game so fuck what you sayin' 

Related 

Lord knows, I must be a 10 

I'm a 12 to a 10 

You can't fuck with me 

No Lord, Lord knows, this shit be everything 

Don't give a fuck but I'm celibate 

I'm on my selfish shit 

You cain't mess with this 

Cuz I'ma 

Bad bitch 

Bad bitch 

Bad bitch 

Bad bitch 

(K-K-K-Killin' these hoes) 

They tellin' me 

They tellin' me 

(K-Killin' these niggas) 

They tellin' me 

They tellin' me 

Killin' these hoes 

Killin' these niggas 

K-K-K-Killin' these hoes 

Killin' these niggas 

Get a space where my heart was 

There's a crater 

I got feelings but no hard ones 

See you later 

Get a space where my heart was 

There's a crater 
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(But I got, But I got) 

I got feelings but no hard ones 

See you laterI guess I got a reputation now 

Call me Cruella, Medusa, that's something I'm used to 

I-I-I I'm sure you heard the story 

And I'm the one to blame 

A thousand hearts are broken 

But love is a game so fuck what you sayin'Lord knows, I must be a 10 

I'm a 12 to a 10 

You can't fuck with me 

No Lord, Lord knows, this shit be everything 

Don't give a fuck but I'm celibate 

I'm on my selfish shit 

You cain't mess with this 

Cuz I'ma 

Bad bitch 

Bad bitch 

Bad bitch 

Bad bitch 

(K-K-K-Killin' these hoes) 

They tellin' me 

They tellin' me 

(K-Killin' these niggas) 

They tellin' me 

They tellin' me 

Killin' these hoes 

Killin' these niggas 

K-K-K-Killin' these hoes 

Killin' these niggasGet a space where my heart was 

There's a crater 

I got feelings but no hard ones 

See you later 

Get a space where my heart was 

There's a crater 

(But I got, But I got) 

I got feelings but no hard ones 

See you later 

Bad bitch 

Bad bitch 

Bad bitch 

Bad bitch 

(K-K-K-Killin' these hoes) 

They tellin' me 

They tellin' me 

(But I got but I got) 

(K-Killin' these niggas) 
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They tellin' me 

They tellin' me 

https://www.metrolyrics.com/bad-bitch-lyrics-rihanna.html 
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Fabolous Lyrics 

 

"Bad Bitch" 

Ha ha ha ha 

Yeah 

I'm a Ghetto Superstar nigga 

Most niggas trying to get one chick, right? 

I'm trying to get two 

You know 

Two is always better than one, right? 

Yeah 

I'm trying to kill two birds with one stone 

It's 151's prone, that have you and hun's stoned 

Trying the unknown 

Doing things I know y'all parents wouldn't con-done 

It's you, her, and me, eyes too blurred to see 

Speech too slurred to G 

But you know "Young'n" would love ta, see ya upon each other 

Feeling on me while tongue'n each other 

Wow! it's a wonderful thing 

To have a pretty female under each wing 

The cake can prob'ly Pollie, both of these Bobby Darlies 

That take off their Rockavalis? 

My job is gnarly, from getting slobbed on Harley's 

Getting smoke from the supplier, robbing Marley 

I hope this ain't took in wrong 

But ma now I wanna see how both of y'all look in thongs 

[Chorus:] 

I got a bad bitch on my left side (oww) 

Bad bitch on my right side (okay) 

I suggest it be best if we get by 

Said a bad bitch on my left side (oww) 

Bad bitch on my right side (okay) 

I suggest it be best if we get by 

I'm willing to geese 'em, if they're feeling a threesome 

I'm pulling up in the GT before the dealers release them 

I ain't with the blazay blah 

Cause I hold the record for the most Menage à Trois and lama taje [?] 

I got a bad chick on my left lap 

Bad chick on my right lap 

Do as I suggest, I confess 

At my request, they gonna get right 

So when you see lipstick on both cheeks 

That means I slip dick in both freaks 

They started calling me Two Time Johnny 
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After repeatedly leaving the club wit two damn mami's 

This brother done had 'em 

From close friends, the girls who all know each other from Adam 

I'm always this humble boo 

HELL YES! it's cool for your girlfriend to come through too 

[Chorus] 

At the most it'll take an hour together 

To get these girls from dancing wit each other, into taking showers together 

They know, it's a studio in Fab crib 

One of y'all can rock the mic while the other one ad-libs 

Boo, my government is personal 

But I got enough sets of twins to make "Doublemint" commercials 

After trying X 

I can only imagine what y'all be trying next 

The stacks that I be splurging, have girls in the back of the Excursion 

Forgetting bout the fact that they was virgins 

I don't care who you bringing wit you 

Just let her know I'm poking her while I'm fingering you 

I love that thing that you do 

And I know about the tongue and nipple, but I ain't know you had a ring in it too 

I can tell when they came, cause they start spelling my name 

Like F-A, B-O, L-O, U-S (oww) 

[Chorus] 

https://www.azlyrics.com/lyrics/fabolous/badbitch.html 
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Webbie Lyrics 

 

"Bad Bitch" 

[Verse 1] 

The girl be cooking and cleaning and cleaning and cooking 

She be constantly douching and cleaning her pussy 

And when she step on the scene everybody be looking 

And to get in them jeans everybody be wishing 

But she only want players who far from rookie 

And if you ain't got the cake 

Can't play with the nookie 

Her titties sitting pretty and she soft as a cushion 

If you try to holla she might holla she tooken 

And she walk like a bad bitch talk like a bad bitch 

And go and get her hair and shit fixed is a habit 

Now bad bitch go and buy Finch more than average 

And bad bitches get to take trips with the savage 

Can never tell a bad bitch a freak she too classy 

But shit I can tell from her lips that she nasty 

Expensive ass pant-ses grip to them asses 

She mean as a pitbull sweet like care-bear 

[Chorus] 

Now that's a bad bitch (a bad bitch) 

Now that's a bad bitch (a bad bitch) 

Now that's a bad bitch (a bad bitch) 

Now that's a bad bitch (a bad bitch) 

Girl you a bad bitch (a bad bitch) 

Girl you a bad bitch (a bad bitch) 

Girl you a bad bitch (a bad bitch) 

Girl you a bad bitch (a bad bitch) 

[Verse 2] 

Now see I can impress a bad bitch the girl gon smile 

Caress the bad bitch now the girl gon wild 

I'll feed it and treat it like that's my child 

Then freak it up and beat it up and that's my style 

You get alot of head when your bread in piles 

Cuz I'm on right now and I'm saying that loud 

A trifling ass bitch make the big dog growl 

A bad ass bitch make the big dog proud 

Which one is the baddest 

That's the one I'm having 

The with no kids or just one baby daddy 

And she ain't hard-headed 

Can listen and respect it 

And you ain't a bad bitch if you got bad credit 

A thong and press-ons and know how to cook neckbones 
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I want the MVP with that throwback dress on 

Don't like to get dirty and don't mind working 

And she don't mind giving me some mouth and lip service 

[Chorus] 

Now that's a bad bitch (a bad bitch) 

Now that's a bad bitch (a bad bitch) 

Now that's a bad bitch (a bad bitch) 

Now that's a bad bitch (a bad bitch) 

Girl you a bad bitch (a bad bitch) 

Girl you a bad bitch (a bad bitch) 

Girl you a bad bitch (a bad bitch) 

Girl you a bad bitch (a bad bitch) 

Now make yourself seen 

Cuz you a bad bitch 

Girl you a bad bitch 

Yeah you a bad bitch 

Now show your ass off 

Cuz you a bad bitch 

Girl you a bad bitch 

Yeah you a bad bitch 

[Verse 3] 

Man I love them bad bitches with them sexy ass tattoos 

Them bad bitches with them bad bitches attitudes 

She a damn a fool got a crib she'll let me camp 

Make sure her nigga stay filled with them foodstamps 

I-N-D-E-P-E-N-D-E-N-T do you know what that mean man 

Own damn house flossed out big screen man 

I bring the whole hundred shit what you gon do for me man 

Look at her own income she a beast man 

Bad bitches holla business first then streets man 

She ain't crying over no nigga she ain't weak man 

The kinda bitch that put a real nigga on his feet man 

[Chorus - Repeat 2X] 

Now that's a bad bitch (a bad bitch) 

Now that's a bad bitch (a bad bitch) 

Now that's a bad bitch (a bad bitch) 

Now that's a bad bitch (a bad bitch) 

Girl you a bad bitch (a bad bitch) 

Girl you a bad bitch (a bad bitch) 

Girl you a bad bitch (a bad bitch) 

Girl you a bad bitch (a bad bitch) 

Come here fa sho 

Trill Entertainment nigga 

I'm Webbie nigga 

My name ain't Weebie ya heard me 

Get it right 
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Mouse on the track 

2004 this my year right chea 

I'm out this bitch 

I need a bad bitch 

That's a bad bitch 

https://www.azlyrics.com/lyrics/webbie/badbitch.html 
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Red Cafe Lyrics 

 

"She A Bad One" 

(feat. Cardi B) 

Red Café 

[Red Café:] 

Bad bitch alert 

Bad bitch alert 

Bad bitch alert 

Bad bitch alert, oh yeah 

She a bad one, oh yeah 

She a bad one 

Bad bitch alert 

Bad bitch alert 

Bad bitch alert 

Bad bitch alert, oh yeah 

She a bad one, oh yeah 

She a bad one 

Bad bitch alert 

Bad bitch alert 

Bad bitch alert 

Bad bitch alert, oh yeah 

She a bad one, oh yeah 

She a bad 

Down girl from the city, she a bad one 

Ass on G-wagon, she with the action 

Told me always call her nasty, Ms. Jackson 

Everything designer, she with the fashion 

Oh yeah, ooh, she 'bout her bank rolls 

Slim thick, oph, I need a sample 

She smart not just a pretty face 

Make it pop, earthquake, girl you my taste 

Oh yeah, ooh, she a lady boss 

Makaveli, ooh, I'm an Outlaw 

Most wanted, ooh, you on my hit list 

Puttin' in work on your fitness 

I'm fucking wit'chu 

Bad bitch alert 

Bad bitch alert 

Bad bitch alert 

Bad bitch alert, oh yeah 

She a bad one, oh yeah 

She a bad one 

Bad bitch alert 

Bad bitch alert 

Bad bitch alert 
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Bad bitch alert, oh yeah 

She a bad one, oh yeah 

She a bad one 

Bad bitch alert 

Bad bitch alert 

Bad bitch alert 

Bad bitch alert, oh yeah 

She a bad one, oh yeah 

She a bad 

In the ass department that girl a heavyweight 

Watch it dip low, then it levitate 

Sh-Shawty hop up on a pole then she demonstrate 

I bet you never guess the bands that it generate 

Ooh, girl you got a whooooole lot 

Sittin' in them leggings, how you carry that around? 

You 'gon get a whooooole lot 

Bad-bad-bad bitch alert, she got a million dollar box 

Go on and keep your glass full, motivate the swerve 

I'ma need a Rolls Royce to handle them curves, ooh 

Oh yeah, bad one, she got the boomerang 

When they turn to stalkers, she on a newer thing 

Bad bitch alert 

Bad bitch alert 

Bad bitch alert 

Bad bitch alert, oh yeah 

She a bad one, oh yeah 

She a bad one 

Bad bitch alert 

Bad bitch alert 

Bad bitch alert 

Bad bitch alert, oh yeah 

She a bad one, oh yeah 

She a bad one 

Bad bitch alert 

Bad bitch alert 

Bad bitch alert 

Bad bitch alert, oh yeah (Oh yeah) 

She a bad one, oh yeah 

She a bad 

[Cardi B:] 

Bad bitch alert (Bad bitch) 

Bad bitch alert, they mad bitch alert 

'Cause he trash in the dirt 

Flats and they hurt 

Talk trash and get merc'd 

Scratch what'chu heard, these hands fast and they work (Woo, what's poppin'?) 
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So what's poppin', trig? 

Got a shiny Cartier every time I'm walkin' in 

That's that bad bitch alert, they know what time is it (What time is it) 

Ass in berserk, can't get enough of it (Uh!) 

I like (I like) I like (I like) I like commas, commas, commas 

Put that (Put that) ring (Ring), too much drama, drama, drama 

And I (And I) put that (Put that) on my mama, mama, mama 

If the bitch try me, I'ma find her, find her, find her 

Get 

[Red Café:] 

Bad bitch alert 

Bad bitch alert 

Bad bitch alert 

Bad bitch alert, oh yeah 

She a bad one, oh yeah 

She a bad one 

Bad bitch alert 

Bad bitch alert 

Bad bitch alert 

Bad bitch alert, oh yeah 

She a bad one, oh yeah 

She a bad one 

Bad bitch alert 

Bad bitch alert 

Bad bitch alert 

Bad bitch alert, oh yeah 

She a bad one, oh yeah 

She a bad 

I'm finna lit up 

Look, I'm finna lit up 

It my birthday, look, I'm finna lit up 

L-l-l-lit up 

It my birthday, look, I'm finna lit up 

I'm finna lit up 

It my birthday, look, I'm finna lit up 

L-l-l-lit up 
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Trina Lyrics 

 

“Bad Bitch Anthem” 

L-l-l-live from the 305, bitch it's lookin' [?] 

I'm that bitch and he know, just keep it on the D-low! 

A bunch of bad bitches, yeah, ridin' through the city 

Big asses and nice titties, this shit ain't for TV! 

I'm the muthafuckin' baddest, thoroughbred and savage 

They know I be killin' 'em, cold-case casket 

This my cashier, so you know I'm in my bag, bitch 

Chante, you slay, I be the one to drag shit 

Boss bitch, I ain't never hard to find 

I pop out when I feel like it and kill it every time 

Shit, I'm doin' fine and you bitches should get in line 

I'm the one they really watchin', you bitches is out of time 

Saw a bitch that owe me money, and I put that on my moms 

Put a clip to that bitch head 'cause she was out of mind 

Nothin' but big bills, look around me, I'm paid 

305, muhfucka, from the county of Dade! 

This a bad bitch anthem, get your fuckin' hands up 

Get your hands up, get your fuckin' hands up 

B-b-b-b-bad bitch, a couple grand in the duffel 

Good pussy costs, bitch, you hoes ain't got no hustle! 

I raise the bar, and you bitches ain't got no muscle 

I let you hoes rock, but now you hoes are trouble 

I mean, your nigga sexy, he be blowin' up my messages 

I told him not to text me but he bought me VVS's 

I am the Diamond Princess so I'm lovin' every second 

Baptize him in my pussy, he said I'm such a blessin' 

I'm the shit and I'm that bitch without a muthafuckin' doubt 

Tryin' to come up off my name, you gets no muthafuckin' clout 

I could even make it rain or cause a muthafuckin' drought 

Cut the check and show respect and keep my name from out ya mouth, bitch! 

Bad bitch anthem, get your fuckin' hands up 

Get your hands up, get your fuckin' hands up 

Bad bitch anthem, get your fuckin' hands up 

Get your hands up, get your fuckin' hands up 

Bad bitch anthem, get your fuckin' hands up 

Get your fuckin' hands up, g-g-get your hands up! 

https://www.lyrics.com/lyric-lf/1474285/Trina/Bad+Bitch+Anthem 
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Bebe Rexha Lyrics 

 

"Bad Bitch" 

(feat. Ty Dolla $ign) 

[Bebe Rexha:] 

You're sayin' that your tired of all your empty habits 

You want something that's deeper 'cause you're over the generics 

You're fuckin' with them basics when you really want the baddest 

So come on, baby, get it, 'cause to miss it, it would be tragic 

You say you want a bad bitch, baby, now you have it 

Now you got a bad bitch, show me you can handle this 

Say you want a bad bitch, baby, now you have it 

Now you got the baddest, show me you can handle this 

Bad bitch, bad bitch 

Bad bitch, bad bitch 

Show me you can handle this 

Bad bitch, bad bitch 

Bad bitch, bad bitch 

Show me you can handle this 

(Ohhh, yeah, yeah, yeah) 

(Ohhh, yeah, yeah, yeah) 

[Ty Dolla $ign:] 

You know I can handle it 

You know I can handle it 

When you throw that thing back 

Get me like collateral 

You be goin' all night 

When you on that adderall 

We be goin' all night 

When you on that adderall 

Bad bitch, bad bitch 

You ain't never average 

Kissin' double C's on your back with the basic 

Bad bitch, bad bitch 

You ain't never average 

Center on the jeans with the center on back too 

[Bebe Rexha:] 

You say you want a bad bitch, baby, now you have it 

Now you got a bad bitch, show me you can handle this 

Say you want a bad bitch, baby, now you have it 

Now you got the baddest, show me you can handle this 

Bad bitch, bad bitch 

Bad bitch, bad bitch 

Bad bitch, bad bitch 

Bad bitch, bad bitch 

Show me you can handle this 
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(Ohhh, yeah, yeah, yeah) 

(Ohhh, yeah, yeah, yeah) 

I pay my own bills and I pay my own rent 

'Cause I'm indepe-, independent 

I buy my own rings and I do my own things 

'Cause I'm indepe-, independent 

I know it really hurts, I know it ain't fair 

You're not allowed to touch, but you can stare 

Know it really hurts, know it ain't fair 

So keep sayin' your prayers 

You want a bad bitch, baby, now you have it 

Now you got a bad bitch, show me you can handle this 

Say you want a bad bitch, baby, now you have it 

Now you got the baddest, show me you can handle this 

Bad bitch, bad bitch 

Bad bitch, bad bitch 

Bad bitch, bad bitch 

Bad bitch, bad bitch 

Show me you can handle this 

https://www.azlyrics.com/lyrics/beberexha/badbitch.html 
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French Montana (feat. Jeremih) Lyrics 

 

"Bad Bitch" 

[Hook - Jeremih:] 

Got a good thing goin' with a bad bitch 

You know who to call when you need it 

Wish I had another you, I'm greedy 

Sometimes like that nigga get greedy 

Got damn I fell in love with a bad bitch 

You know that every time you leave me 

Even though I know how men be talkin' 

I just know that nigga wanna be me 

Came in here and fell in love with a bad bitch 

Back then she ain't have shit 

Now she grown up, she got ass, tits 

Wanna know where she got that ass at 

She hit my heart, a toot, toot on it 

She got a dump truck, I put a boot on it 

Don't mind spendin' this loot on it 

Treat her like my whip, I put some shoes on her 

[Verse 1 - French Montana:] 

Got a dump truck, put a boot on her 

I don't mind trickin', spendin' loot on her 

Walk up in the club, and toot, toot on her 

She's a bad bitch, put shoes on her 

God damn, fell in love with a bad bitch 

Said, "French, take me to Paris" 

Dominican mami from Cali 

I said, "Gon' bend it over, let me grab it" 

I said, "Gon' bend it over, make it nasty" 

Walked up in the club, rollin', Stevie Wonder glasses 

I ain't lookin' at you niggas, lookin' way past you 

Young, fly, G's up, pocket full of cash 

You know where to find me, you know when you need me 

All my dogs eat, they'll tell you I ain't greedy 

I ain't gon' love her, too much to leave her 

I ain't goin' public, surely is easy 

[Hook] 

[Verse 2 - French Montana (Jeremih):] 

Pull up with my niggas, make a move 

Red light, green light, no it ain't Gucci 

Used to walk up in the store, couldn't afford that 

Now I walk up in the store, buyin' all that 

Drink it to the head, man, nigga feelin' woozy 

Pull up in the old school, boy I'm on some new shit 

Red to the head, man we gettin' all that 
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And shorty phone answers, she don't ever call back 

And I can see why these niggas hate me 

Pull up in a drop and the watch 80 

Pull up to the front but a nigga faded 

Got a new crib and the shit gated 

Came from the bottom, watch a nigga ball out 

Drink it to the head, smoke 'til you fall out 

Countin' up this money, nigga, keep the door locked 

All my niggas gettin' to this money, no lie 

[Hook] 

https://www.azlyrics.com/lyrics/frenchmontana/badbitch.html 
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Ying Yang Twins Lyrics 

 

"Badd" 

(feat. Mike Jones) 

[Scream] 

Collipark, hannnh 

Chea! Yoh! 

Mike Jones! Who? Mike Jones Jones! 

hannnh... 

holluh atchu boi baby, you killed it on this one man, uhuh 

Chea! 

We got Ying Yang Twins and Mike Jones in the house tonight! Yo yo. 

(all these piece) 

Collipark and Swishahouse in this bitch, 

check it out, yo yo, 

[Chorus] 

I'm lookin' for a dime that's top of the line 

Cute face slim waist wit a big behind 

I need a dime that's top of the line 

Cute face slim waist wit a big behind 

You want this money then you gotta be a 

Badd bitch 

Shake that ass for a tip of you a 

Badd bitch 

Drop it down to the floor if you a 

Badd bitch 

Aw no she ain't no hoe, she just a 

Badd bitch 

[Verse 1] 

I'm in the club, lookin' for a 

Badd bitch 

In the parking lot, lookin' for a 

Badd bitch 

Everywhere I go I'm trying to find that 

Badd bitch 

You know me I gotta keep me a 

Badd bitch 

Freak in the mornin', freak in the evenin' 

I'm looking for a freak when I'm done block bleedin 

Now take me to a house, tease me, then please me 

And tell all her friends how the dick made her sleepy, 

and believe me, when I'm up in there I'm beatin' it, 

givin' ya that Mike Jones' treatment 

I could tell by the way she walk that she got it 

Body so deadly, you can tell when she drop it 

I either gonna hit her imma beat ass tight 
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I've seen her walk by me, damn near passed out 

then crept up behind her, tell her it was time to 

Let a playa like me get in that vagina 

[Chorus] 

I'm lookin' for a dime that's top of the line 

Cute face slim waist with a big behind 

I need a dime that's top of the line 

Cute face slim waist with a big behind 

You want this money then you gotta be a 

Badd bitch 

Shake that ass for a tip of you a 

Badd bitch 

Drop it down to the floor if you a 

Badd bitch 

Aw no she ain't no hoe, she just a 

Badd bitch 

[Verse 2] 

She's a ghetto ass bitch with some ghetto ass game 

in the club where she work and she poppin' that thing 

Said the bread keep her fed and the head at the bar 

She could never breath on a nigga dick made em come, 

Come one! (Come one!) Come all! (Come all!) 

where them hoes like to get buckin bald 

And can't take off they draws 

Aint standin' now nigga naw 

I love the way she dance, she look like she fuckin' herself 

Shawty do a number just touching herself 

Freaky ways she can shake ass for days 

then kinky in sixty-nine different ways 

Jump onstage she get paid she goes off 

You got enough money she taking the clothes off 

look at that, I tought I taw a puttycat 

I did I did 

I did taw a puttycat 

[Chorus] 

I'm lookin' for a dime that's top of the line 

Cute face slim waist with a big behind 

I need a dime that's top of the line 

Cute face slim waist with a big behind 

You want his money so you gotta be a 

Badd bitch 

Shake that ass for the tip of your 

Badd bitch 

Drop it down to the floor if you'ra 

Badd bitch 

Aw no she ain't no hoe, she just a 
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Badd bitch 

[Verse 3] 

Bitch move, like you got somethin' to prove 

Keep runnin' you dick sucka who you gonna lose? 

I don't wanna hear 'bout your motherfuckin' blues 

I'd rather see your ass clap clap in them shoes 

Like 

B-am b-am b-am b-am 

Wham wham 

I tought I taw a puttytat 

Shorty gettin' crunk not gettin' old 

Love it when she take it to the floor 

Make a booty roll take her clothes off 

And she love smokin' weed 

And she getting hella freaky on the ecstasy 

Do her dance for me song after song 

Shawty won't stop she goin' all night long 

Now that's a girl who know what she want and like 

She a schoolgirl by day and a stripper by night 

[Chorus] 

I'm lookin' for a dime that's top of the line 

Cute face slim waist with a big behind 

I need a dime that's top of the line 

Cute face slim waist with a big behind 

You want this money then you gotta be a 

Badd bitch 

Shake that ass for the tip of your 

Badd bitch 

Drop it down to the floor if you'ra 

Badd bitch 

Aw no she ain't no hoe, she just a 

Badd bitch 
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Yungeen Ace Lyrics 

 

"Bad Bitch (Remix)" 

(feat. Blac Youngsta) 

[Yungeen Ace:] 

Got me a bad bitch 

Got me a bad bitch 

Ooh, got me a bad bitch (Got me a bad bitch) 

Ooh, she kinda ratchet but she classy (Kinda ratchet, but she classy) 

Ooh, behind them doors, she super nasty (She super nasty) 

Thick bitch, love it when she throw that ass back (She throw that ass back) 

Ayy, ooh, got me a bad bitch (Got me a bad bitch) 

Ooh, she kinda ratchet but she classy (Kinda ratchet, but she classy) 

Ooh, behind them doors, she super nasty (She super nasty) 

Thick bitch, love it when she throw that ass back (Love it when she throw that ass back) 

Got me a bad bitch (Got me a bad bitch) 

Ooh, got me a bad bitch (Ooh) 

Uh, uh, got me a bad bitch (Got me a bad bitch) 

Uh, she kinda ratchet but she classy (Kinda ratchet, but she classy) 

I like her ratchet and a lil' bit of classy (A lil' bit of classy) 

Freak bitch, super thick, I love 'em nasty (I love 'em nasty) 

I love her when I wake up, she eat the dick up (She eat the dick up) 

I like her when she gone, I want that nut, that's when she come up (That's when she come 

up) 

Ooh, but she a neat freak (Neat freak) 

After we fuck, she fuck again, she like to repeat (She like to repeat) 

Ooh, got me a bad bitch (Bad bitch) 

She hate it when I keep that dick away, she mad when she can't have it (She mad when 

she can't have it) 

Shut up, don't do no talking, throw that ass back (Shh, uh-uh) 

Ooh, throw that ass back (Throw that ass back) 

Shut up, don't do no talking, throw that ass back (Shh) 

Ooh, girl, throw that ass back (Throw that ass back) 

Ooh, got me a bad bitch (Got me a bad bitch) 

Ooh, she kinda ratchet but she classy (Kinda ratchet, but she classy) 

Ooh, behind them doors, she super nasty (She super nasty) 

Thick bitch, love it when she throw that ass back (She throw that ass back) 

Ayy, got me a bad bitch (Got me a bad bitch) 

Ooh, got me a bad bitch (Ooh) 

Uh, uh, got me a bad bitch (Got me a bad bitch) 

Uh, she kinda ratchet but she classy (Kinda ratchet, but she classy) 

[Blac Youngsta:] 

Yeah, got me a bad bitch 

House paid for, car paid for, she ain't average 

Got fucked up, she stayed there, she didn't bash me 

If I go to the penitentiary, boy, then gon' mask me 
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Lock down, I'ma put that pussy on lockdown 

I'ma fuck her 'til my socks down 

Stop cooking, put the pot down 

She gon' let me put the mop down 

She a bad bitch, get it understood 

I'm a real nigga, took her out the hood 

I'm the shit, you can smell me like a sewer 

Wherever I go, nigga, I'm good 

Louis V, she proud of me 

She was by my fucking side before them bitches thought of me 

I will still stand down before them niggas water me down 

Every bitch doubted me 

I know they want a part of me now (Ooh) 

Gang, gang 

[Yungeen Ace:] 

Ooh, got me a bad bitch (Got me a bad bitch) 

Ooh, she kinda ratchet but she classy (Kinda ratchet, but she classy) 

Ooh, behind them doors, she super nasty (She super nasty) 

Thick bitch, love it when she throw that ass back (She throw that ass back) 

Ayy, got me a bad bitch (Got me a bad bitch) 

Ooh, got me a bad bitch (Ooh) 

Uh, uh, got me a bad bitch (Got me a bad bitch) 

Uh, she kinda ratchet but she classy (Kinda ratchet, but she classy) 

I like her ratchet and a lil' bit of classy 

Freak bitch, super thick, I love 'em nasty 

https://www.azlyrics.com/lyrics/yungeenace/badbitchremix.html 
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“Savage” Lyrics 

Megan Thee Stallion Lyrics 

 

“Savage” 

[Intro] 

I'm that bitch (Yeah) 

Been that bitch, still that bitch (Ah) 

Will forever be that bitch (Forever be that bitch) 

Yeah (Ayy, ah) 

[Verse 1] 

I'm the hood Mona Lisa, break a nigga into pieces 

Had to X some cheesy niggas out my circle like a pizza (Yeah) 

I'm way too exclusive, I don't shop on Insta' boutiques 

All them lil' ass clothes only fit fake booties 

Bad bitch, still talking cash shit 

Pussy like water, I'm unbothered and relaxing 

I would never trip on a nigga if I had him 

Bitch, that's my trash, you the maid, so you bagged him, ah 

[Chorus] 

I'm a savage (Yeah) 

Classy, bougie, ratchet (Yeah) 

Sassy, moody, nasty (Hey, hey, yeah) 

Acting stupid, what's happening? (Woah, woah) 

Bitch, what's happening? (Woah, woah) 

Bitch, I'm a savage, yeah 

Classy, bougie, ratchet, yeah 

Sassy, moody, nasty, huh 

Acting stupid, what's happening? 

Bitch, what's happening? (Ayy, ah) 

[Verse 2] 

Eat me and record it, but your edge-up all I'm showing (Ah) 

I keep my niggas private, so his AP all I'm showing (Baow) 

Beefing with you bitches really getting kinda boring 

If it ain't about the money, then you know I'm gon' ignore it 

I'm the shit, ooh (Ayy) 

I need a mop to clean the floor, it's too much drip, ooh (Too much drip, ooh) 

I keep a knot, I keep a watch, I keep a whip, ooh (I keep a whip, baow) 

Let's play a game, Simon says I'm still that bitch, ayy (Still that bitch) 

I'm still that bitch, yeah (Ah) 

[Chorus] 

I'm a savage 

Classy, bougie, ratchet (Yeah) 

Sassy, moody, nasty (Yeah) 

Acting stupid, what's happening? (What's up?) 
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Bitch, what's happening? (What's up?) 

Bitch, I'm a savage, yeah 

Classy, bougie, ratchet, yeah (Bitch) 

Sassy, moody, nasty, huh 

Acting stupid, what's happening? (What's up?) 

Bitch, what's happening? 

[Verse 3] 

Bitch, I'm lit like a match, ooh 

And any nigga I let hit is still attached, ooh 

That body right, but you know this pussy fat, ooh 

I drop a picture, now these bitches feel attacked, ayy 

Don't let that nigga gas you up and get you whacked, ooh 

I make a call and get a pussy nigga smacked, uh 

These bitches talkin' 'bout pulling up, well, where you at? Ooh 

I'm in a Lam', bitch, catch me if you can, ooh 

I'm kickin' bitches out they spot, Stalli' Chan, yeah (Ah, yeah) 

[Outro] 

Niggas say I taste like sugar, but ain't shit sweet (Ah) 

Mwah 

Ayy, ayy, ooh, ooh, ooh, ooh, mwah 
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Migos Lyrics 

 

"Savages Only" 

This goes out to all my cops killing innocent victims 

Fuck around, get gunned down 

Go get em, go get em, go get em 

I'm turnin' myself to a villain 

I'm turnin' myself to a villain 

Savages only, savages only 

Savages only, savages only 

This right here for all my savage homies 

I put on for all my savages 

This right here for all my savage homies 

I put on for all my savages 

Savages only, savages only 

Savages only, savages only 

This right here for all my savage homies 

I put on for all my savages 

This right here for all my savage homies 

I put on for all my savages 

[Quavo:] 

Droptop 

It's a hot box 

Yeah the block hot 

Bank, bankroll knots 

Yeah your bitch bad (yeah) 

Yeah your bitch bad (bad) 

You bought her a bag 

But she fuckin' me you goin' out sad 

(Damn) 

Hop out the, hop out the hemi it's him 

I'm in the, I'm in the, I'm in the snow with the Timbs 

I put your, I put your put her on snow she needs Timbs 

Yeaaaaah I'm addicted to M&Ms 

I bet you an M&M 

I'm a get it 

Hop out with choppers, I'm move to your city 

Take off the plug, he went up on the ticket 

Yes I'm the man, I'm Chapo in your city 

Yes I'm the man, I'm hunco in my city 

50 plus 50, I beat up the pot like Frank Nitti 

On snitches I'm havin' no pity 

 

Savages only, savages only 

Savages only, savages only 
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This right here for all my savage homies 

I put on for all my savages 

This right here for all my savage homies 

I put on for all my savages 

Savages only, savages only 

Savages only, savages only 

This right here for all my savage homies 

I put on for all my savages 

This right here for all my savage homies 

I put on for all my savages 

[Offset:] 

Kick in the door for the blow 

Oh you don't know? 

I'm a shoot off your toe 

I got a hoe 

She set up your trap, she get pistol whipped like I don't know 

This is for the savages only 

Walk in the club with the fire right on me 

You get holes in your shirt like you homeless 

God damn, what happened to homie? 

This ain't no pretend-o, you see the extendo 

Open the door chopper hang out the window 

Bando, boys on the window 

Blow in the trap like a Nintendo 64 

Bitch I'm a villain I used to be stealin' 

This a hotbox told the bitch that I rented it 

Look at my wrap sheet, crimes I committed 

I was in love with the streets I admit it 

I got a minute, I get you fitted 

Migo the gang you can't join the committee 

He got knocked off God damn, who did it? 

Questions like that don't get asked in my city 

Jumped off the porch then jumped in the Bentley 

Bitch this the reason I'm actin' so ignorant 

Don't know how to act I'm a savage, a criminal 

You get caught at the red light while textin' and chillin' 

(Slippin') 

Savages only, savages only 

Savages only, savages only 

This right here for all my savage homies 

I put on for all my savages 

This right here for all my savage homies 

I put on for all my savages 

Savages only, savages only 

Savages only, savages only 

This right here for all my savage homies 
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I put on for all my savages 

This right here for all my savage homies 

I put on for all my savages 

[Takeoff:] 

On the block with the Glock out 

Got the strap on me kids and the cops out 

Wanna knuckle up get knocked out 

Made my first dime when I dropped out 

This for my nigga that's in the trap house 

Trap look like a show and it be packed out 

If you talkin' artillery then we cashed out 

Life is a gamble but these niggas crap out (bitch) 

Young niggas on the block asking for a door 

Kick a nigga off of there show a nigga love 

Watchin', and plottin', and itchin', and bitin' up on a mission 

Tryna catch a nigga slippin' cause he's on drugs 

The chickens [?] put em' in a tub 

Fuckin' these bitches don't want no scrub 

She want that dough but that nigga showin' no love 

Keep that pocket rocket now pocket like Elmer Fudd 

First door I kicked in, the gat from the nigga then the 10 then the 15 turned into a dub 

First time I poured up nigga it was a zip now it's fours and fifths, nigga I'm talkin' real 

mud 

Can't tell my brothers that when they see niggas nothin', [?] don't ask questions just pull 

out the slugs 

Say the right thing at the wrong time or the wrong place, broad day we gon' wet your ass 

up 

Savages only, savages only 

Savages only, savages only 

This right here for all my savage homies 

I put on for all my savages 

This right here for all my savage homies 

I put on for all my savages 

Savages only, savages only 

Savages only, savages only 

This right here for all my savage homies 

I put on for all my savages 

This right here for all my savage homies 

I put on for all my savages 

https://www.azlyrics.com/lyrics/migos/savagesonly.html 
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21 Savage & Metro Boomin Lyrics 

 

"Savage Mode" 

Spent 1000 dollars just to sip (just to sip muddy) 

Park that motherfucker in the VIP 

I got that motherfucker on my hip 

I'm a squeeze (baow) 

I'm a squeeze (baow) 

We ain't really with all that enemy shit 

We ain't really with that pretenemy shit 

Come and get your bitch she actin' friendly and shit 

When I get inside that pussy, I be killin' that shit 

I'm in savage mode, woah 

I'm in savage mode, woah 

I'm in savage mode, woah 

I'm in savage mode 

I'm a savage on these hoes, savage on these hoes 

Savage on these hoes, I'm a savage on these hoes 

I'm in savage mode, I'm in savage mode 

I'm in savage mode, I'm in savage mode 

I'm a savage on these hoes, savage on these hoes 

Savage on these hoes, I'm a savage on these hoes 

Cup, woah 

Muddy, yo 

Hit the yo 

Got the stick, woah 

Keep it on me, yah 

Knew you got it, yah 

One in the head, yah 

Bitch I fuckin' dare 

Nigga I double dare 

Why the fuck you stare? 

Pew-pew, bet you ass don't stare 

Red bottoms, yeah 

Bitch watch where you step 

I'm in savage mode, cook a nigga like a chef 

Ain't no loyalty, these niggas off themselves 

All these fuckin' stripes, I shoulda been a ref 

I'm in savage mode, woah 

I'm in savage mode, woah 

I'm in savage mode, woah 

I'm in savage mode 

I'm a savage on these hoes, savage on these hoes 

Savage on these hoes, I'm a savage on these hoes 
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I'm in savage mode, I'm in savage mode 

I'm in savage mode, I'm in savage mode 

I'm a savage on these hoes, savage on these hoes 

Savage on these hoes, I'm a savage on these hoes 

All that backstabbin' turned me to a savage 

All that fuckin' crack it turned me to a savage 

Racks inside the mattress turned me to a savage 

I turned to a savage bitch, I gotta have it 

Fell asleep in science, I love mathematics 

Bitch I like the Act', bitch I like some trappin' 

That chopper flip a nigga like he acrobatic 

He don't want no smoke, he don't want no static 

I'm in savage mode, shit can get tragic 

I might toe tag him, I might body bag him 

These bitches gettin' old, I already have 'em 

She wanna live lavish, she don't need my status 

I'm in savage mode, woah 

I'm in savage mode, woah 

I'm in savage mode, woah 

I'm in savage mode 

I'm a savage on these hoes, savage on these hoes 

Savage on these hoes, I'm a savage on these hoes 

I'm in savage mode, I'm in savage mode 

I'm in savage mode, I'm in savage mode 

I'm a savage on these hoes, savage on these hoes 

Savage on these hoes, I'm a savage on these hoes 

I'm a savage on these hoes, savage on these hoes 

Savage on these hoes, I'm a savage on these hoes 

I'm in savage mode, I'm in savage mode 

I'm in savage mode, I'm in savage mode 

I'm a savage on these hoes, savage on these hoes 

Savage on these hoes, I'm a savage on these hoes 
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Dice SoHo Lyrics 

 

“SSP” 

Featuring Ty Dolla $ign & Desiigner 

[Chorus: Ty Dolla $ign] 

Wrist turnt, sip syrup, smoke and purp' 

Pop a perc', left her, savage gone, now we on 

Shit was different back when we was home 

Keep it goin', feds tappin' on my mobile phone 

[Verse 1: Dice SoHo] 

Ayy, walk in the court smellin' like gelato 

Bust down Rollie and a Mavado 

Ice in my face 'cause I know it's my time 

Cut the bitch off, she got outta line 

New bitch ass soft as a cushion 

Hoochies call me like, "We gotta keep pushin'" 

They tryna get time in the feds 

Shit fucked up, will chop off my head (hey) 

Remember school days with Brody and Lex 

I done had a couple homies that switched, I done see my pop break down a brick 

I just sent the hoe to break down a trick, ayy 

No hand outs, had to put in the grind 

Mama trippin', thought it wasn't gon' work 

My dog turn his back on me, that shit hurt 

Fuck it, I ain't trippin', shit could be worse 

Hop in the drop top, while I skrrt 

I been a real nigga since birth (hell yeah) 

Ayy, Travis stopped fuckin' with me 'cause of hoes 

Fuck it, it's a lifestyle that I chose, that's how it goes 

[Chorus: Ty Dolla $ign] 

Wrist turnt, sip syrup, smoke and purp' 

Pop a perc', left her, savage gone, now we on 

Shit was different back when we was home 

Keep it goin', feds tappin' on my mobile phone 

Wrist turnt, sip syrup, smoke and purp' 

Pop a perc', left her, savage gone, now we on 

Shit was different back when we was home 

Keep it goin', feds tappin' on my mobile phone 

[Verse 2: Desiigner] 

Feds tap the mobile phone, I like to hold the chrome, yeah 

I feel like Macaulay Culkin, uh, I like it home alone, uh 

I'm from the hood where them niggas be trappin' on the block 

And they trappin' at home, uh 
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First we had sex, now break up, yeah, face down, ass up, legs up, yeah 

Face look pure, no make up, yeah, I look good, I stay up, yeah 

I count cash, no pay cut, yeah, I cook crack, I bake up, yeah 

I took my service gone, uh, I got a mobile phone, uh 

I'm trap at home, alone, uh, nigga, I got a chrome 

[Chorus: Ty Dolla $ign] 

Wrist turnt, sip syrup, smoke and purp' 

Pop a perc', left her, savage gone, now we on 

Shit was different back when we was home 

Keep it goin', feds tappin' on my mobile phone 

[Bridge: Dice SoHo] 

Woah, get the dough is all I know 

So, yeah, 'cause they gon' hate regardless 

No love for these bitches, I'm heartless 

Secure the bag, that's a goal, goal 

[Chorus: Ty Dolla $ign] 

Wrist turnt, sip syrup, smoke and purp' 

Pop a perc', left her, savage gone, now we on 

Shit was different back when we was home 

Keep it goin', feds tappin' on my mobile phone 

Wrist turnt, sip syrup, smoke and purp' 

Pop a perc', left her, savage gone, now we on 

Shit was different back when we was home 

Keep it goin', feds tappin' on my mobile phone 
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Boosie Badazz Lyrics 

 

"Savages" 

Look, they took interviews and they flipped 'em on me 

Still I rise 

They threw crosses between me and my closest homie Webbie 

But the shit ain't fly 

They asked critics if I did it or ain't did it 

What they doin', they searchin' for lies 

Dirt on my name, they hurt me inside 

What a hell of a tide 

I'm feelin' like Koly, my heart cold as a bitch 

I was raised in the streets 

Lot of nights couldn't sleep, it was deep on my street 

I had to prey on the weak 

Nigga got loose and a nigga left his head in the street 

Now he dead in the street 

No shit, we don't go for that ho shit 'round here 

Can't be scared on my street 

They'll bust your head on the street 

If you want beef, dead nigga 

All of my niggas are savages, huh 

Have you dead by the weekend nigga 

I'm tatted up all on my sleeve 

Made me risk it then I run to the weed 

My cousin found guilty of murder, it's Murder 

It's murder, more murder, we raised up in murder 

All of my niggas are savages 

All of my niggas are savages 

All of my niggas, man all of my niggas 

Man all of my niggas are savages 

They shoot at you first on that casket shit 

All of my niggas are savages 

Nigga we don't play that, so I gotta say that 

All my niggas are savages 

Free my nigga D-Bo 

And every real nigga that I left thuggin' on the D-row 

Move and Lil Fleek my savages 

All of my bulls be savages 

I must admit that I run with them goons 

We know it's inside, we gon' run in the room 

We beefin' in May then we comin' for June 

My lil niggas don't mind, they do it all the time (homework nigga) 

This for my thugs doin' time 

Who ready to rumble again 

Who ready to jump for the pen 
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Shit, we ready for Bronson again 

Black S shoot a nigga neck 

Shit get real if you really wanna take it there 

Ruger Ruger Ruger Ruger Ruger red 

Ruger Ruger Ruger Ruger Ruger red 

Same nigga ain't talk when we hit a safe 

We all get money, bitch we all shine 

Somethin' jump off, we gon' all ride 

Love my hood bitch, South Side 

All of my niggas are savages 

All of my niggas are savages 

All of my niggas, man all of my niggas 

Man all of my niggas are savages 

They shoot at you first on that casket shit 

All of my niggas are savages 

Nigga we don't play that, so I gotta say that 

All my niggas are savages 

If you know a nigga locked up, boxed up 

Put your hood up, free all my savages 

Free all my savages, free all my savages 

We don't go for that ho shit 'round here nigga 

We'll show shit 'round here nigga 

Shit all my niggas got extensions 'round here boy 

Rest in peace to my savages 

We all gotta die, we savages 

Rest in peace to my savages 

We all gotta die, we savages 

We ride or we die, we savages 

Rest in peace to my savages 

Tattoos for my savages 

Tatted up 'cause my savages 

All of my niggas are savages 

All of my niggas are savages 

All of my niggas, man all of my niggas 

Man all of my niggas they savages 

Hit you up in traffic bitch 

All of my niggas get nasty bitch 

They pull it up on you in traffic with it 

All my niggas are savages 
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Boosie Badazz Lyrics 

 

Savage Holidays 

[Intro] 

Ooh 

Kinda cold in them hideaways 

Ain't nobody die today 

[Chorus] 

Savage holiday 

Ooh, it's kinda cold in them hideaways 

Ain't nobody die today 

Savage holiday 

[Verse 1] 

Too young, died from the corner store (Ha) 

Nigga brought that 'cause he wanted more (Ha) 

Now they want get back, left us, gon' hit back 

Left them boys in front the store (Ha) 

Caught 'em in traffic, did the boy nasty 

On some true dog shit 

Sprayed everybody like, "Fuck it!" 

On some Duval shit (Duval) 

This 'fore Thanksgivin', they trippin' 

They want blood, not chicken 

Only thing on they mental 

Kill that nigga 'fore Christmas 

Miss Patty just lost her baby last Christmas 

(Guess what else, though?) 

Her other son, he got eighty last Christmas 

[Chorus] 

Savage holiday (Ya, ya, ya, ya, ya) 

Ooh, it's kinda cold in them hideaways (Kinda cold in them hideaways) 

Ain't nobody die today 

I hope you safe and you escape a 

Savage holiday (Savage holiday) 

When you lose someone you love who you know love Christmas 

Savage holiday 

When that little thug first get that pistol, savage holiday 

[Verse 2] 

Baby mama trippin', men can't see they baby 

And it's Christmastime (Oh Lord) 

That's enough to drive you crazy 

At Christmastime (Oh Lord) 

Her nigga fucked her best friend 'round Christmastime 

Now she don't even like that holiday no more, savage 

This for Chicago, niggas who get it up like Ralo 
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This for my niggas in the snow in Milwaukee 

New Year's, looked at the news, two kids 

Another mother with a fuckin' savage holiday 

No gift gon' make us proud today 

Tell me 'bout it 

Her other son, he gon' ride today (Ooh) 

This happened all 

He was finally fuckin' shinin', mayne 

Like nigga, he was bossin' 

Last year he was rappin' 

This year he in a coffin 

No merry Christmas 

[Outro] 

Savage holiday 

Ooh, I hope you strapped up in them hideaways 

Ooh, kinda cold in them hideaways 

No merry Christmas, savage holiday 
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Migos Lyrics 

 

"Bad And Boujee" 

(feat. Lil Uzi Vert) 

[Offset:] 

You know young rich niggas 

You know so we never really had no old money 

We got a whole lot of new money though, hah 

(If Young Metro don't trust you I'm gon' shoot ya) 

Hey 

Raindrop, drop, drop top (drop top) 

Smokin' on cookie in the hotbox (cookie) 

Fuckin' on your bitch she a thot, thot, thot 

Cookin' up dope in the crockpot (pot) 

We came from nothin' to somethin' nigga (hey) 

I don't trust nobody grip the trigger (nobody) 

Call up the gang, and they come and get you (gang) 

Cry me a river, give you a tissue (hey) 

My bitch is bad and boujee (bad) 

Cookin' up dope with a Uzi (blaow) 

My niggas is savage, ruthless (savage) 

We got 30's and 100 rounds too (grrah) 

My bitch is bad and boujee (bad) 

Cookin' up dope with a Uzi (dope) 

My niggas is savage, ruthless (hey) 

We got 30's and 100 rounds too (glah) 

Offset, whoa, whoa, whoa, whoa, whoa 

Rackings on rackings, got backends on backends 

I'm ridin' around in a coupe (coupe) 

I take your bitch right from you (you) 

Bitch I'm a dog, woof (grrr) 

Beat that ho walls loose (hey) 

Hop in the frog, whoa (skrt) 

I tell that bitch don't come for me (come for me) 

I swear these niggas is under me (hey) 

They hate and the devil keep jumpin' me (jumpin' me) 

Bankrolls on me keep me company (cash) 

Ay, we do the most, yeah 

Pull up in Ghosts, yeah (woo) 

My diamonds a choker (glah) 

Holdin' the fire with no holster (blaow) 

Rick The Ruler, diamonds cooler (cooler) 

This a Rollie not a Mueller (hey) 

Dabbin' on 'em like the usual (dab) 

Magic with the brick, do voodoo (magic) 

Court side with a bad bitch (bitch) 
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Then I send the bitch through Uber (go) 

I'm young and rich and plus I'm boujee (hey) 

I'm not stupid so I keep the Uzi (rrrah) 

Rackings on rackings, got backends on backends 

So my money makin' my back ache 

You niggas got a low Act' rate (Act') 

We from the North, yeah that way (North) 

Fat cookie blunt in the ash tray (cookie) 

Two bitches, just national smash day (smash) 

Hop in the Lamb', have a drag race (skrt) 

I let them birds take a bath bae (brrrrr) 

Raindrop, drip, drop top (drop top) 

Smokin' on cookie in the hotbox (cookie) 

Fuckin' on your bitch she a thot, thot, thot (thot) 

Cookin' up dope in the crockpot (pot) 

We came from nothin' to somethin' nigga (hey) 

I don't trust nobody grip the trigger (nobody) 

Call up the gang, and they come and get you (gang) 

Cry me a river, give you a tissue (hey) 

My bitch is bad and boujee (bad) 

Cookin' up dope with a Uzi (blaow) 

My niggas is savage, ruthless (savage) 

We got 30's and 100 rounds too (grrah) 

My bitch is bad and boujee (bad) 

Cookin' up dope with a Uzi (dope) 

My niggas is savage, ruthless (hey) 

We got 30's and 100 rounds too (glah) 

[Quavo:] 

Pour a four, I'm droppin' muddy 

Outer space, KiD CuDi (drank) 

Introduce me to your bitch-ass wifey and we know she sluttin 

Broke a brick down, nutty buddy, now that nigga ducking 

Don't move too fast I might shoot you (huh?) 

Draco bad and boujee (Draco) 

I'm always hangin' with shooters (brrah) 

Might be posted somewhere secluded (private) 

Still be playin' with pots and pans, call me Quavo Ratatouille 

Run with that sack, call me Boobie (run with it) 

When I'm on stage show me boobies (ay) 

Ice on my neck, I'm the coolest (ice) 

Hop out the suicide with the Uzi (pew-pew-pew) 

I pull up, I pull up, I pull up 

I hop out with all of the drugs in the cooler (skrt) 

I'm cookin', I'm cookin', I'm whippin', I'm whippin' into a rock up, let it lock up (lock up) 

I gave her 10 racks, I told her go shoppin' and spend it all at the pop up (ten) 

These bitches they fuck and suck dick and they bustin' for Instagram, get your cloud up 
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Uh, yeah, that way, float on the track like a Segway (go) 

Yeah, that way, I used to trap by the subway (trappin') 

Yeah, that way, young nigga trap with the AK (rrrah) 

Yeah, that way, big dyke ho get it on, Macy Gray (hey) 

[Offset:] 

Raindrop, drip, drop top (drop top) 

Smokin' on cookie in the hotbox (cookie) 

Fuckin' on your bitch she a thot, thot, thot (thot) 

Cookin' up dope in the crockpot (pot) 

We came from nothin' to somethin' nigga (hey) 

I don't trust nobody grip the trigger (nobody) 

Call up the gang, and they come and get you (gang) 

Cry me a river, give you a tissue (hey) 

My bitch is bad and boujee (bad) 

Cookin' up dope with a Uzi (blaow) 

My niggas is savage, ruthless (savage) 

We got 30's and 100 rounds too (grrah) 

My bitch is bad and boujee (bad) 

Cookin' up dope with a Uzi (dope) 

My niggas is savage, ruthless (hey) 

We got 30's and 100 rounds too (glah) 

[Lil Uzi Vert:] 

Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah, my bitch she bad to the bone, ay 

Wait, these niggas watchin', I swear to God they be my clones 

Yeah, hey, huh, switchin' my hoes like my flows (what?) 

Switchin' my flows like my clothes (like what?) 

Keep on shootin' that gun, don't reload 

Oh, oh, now she won't fuck with my crew 

Cause the money come all out the roof 

Drive the 'Rari, that bitch got no roof (skrt) 

Wait, what kind of 'Rari? 458 (damn) 

All of these niggas, they hate (they hate) 

Try to hide shoot through the gate 

Look, go to the strip club, make it rain (rain) 

So much money they use rakes 

Count 100, 000 in your face (in your face) 

Yeah, they put 300 right in the safe 

Met her today, oh 

She talk to me like she knew me, yeah 

Go to sleep in a Jacuzzi, yeah 

Yeah, wakin' up right to a two piece, yeah 

Countin' that paper like loose leaf, yeah 

Gettin' that chicken with blue cheese, yeah 

Yeah, boy you so fat like my collar 

You snakin', I swear to God that be that Gucci, ay 

And you know we winnin' (winnin') 
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Yeah, we is not losin' 

Try play your song, it ain't move me (what?) 

Saw your girl once now she choose me, yeah 

[Offset:] 

Raindrop, drop, drop top (drop top) 

Smokin' on cookie in the hotbox (cookie) 

Fuckin' on your bitch she a thot, thot, thot (thot) 

Cookin' up dope in the crockpot (pot) 

We came from nothin' to somethin' nigga (hey) 

I don't trust nobody grip the trigger (nobody) 

Call up the gang, and they come and get you (gang) 

Cry me a river, give you a tissue (hey) 

My bitch is bad and boujee (bad) 

Cookin' up dope with a Uzi (blaow) 

My niggas is savage, ruthless (savage) 

We got 30's and 100 rounds too (grrah) 

My bitch is bad and boujee (bad) 

Cookin' up dope with a Uzi (dope) 

My niggas is savage, ruthless (hey) 

We got 30's and 100 rounds too (glah) 
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Lil Reese Lyrics 

 

"Savage" 

[Hook:] 

Young living savage 

For that bread I gotta have it 

The top I gotta have it 

Young living savage 

300, we so savage 

GBE, we so savage 

OTF, we so savage 

Young living savage 

[Verse 1:] 

I smoke kush, I'm an addict 

Young living savage 

My niggas know we got it 

My bitches be attractive 

Riding with that ratchet 

Hundred for that cabbage 

My young niggas clap 

Number 5, bitch they clap 

Don't try me, it'll happen 

I'm toting you know I got it 

Young living savage 

I'm toting you know I got it 

[Hook] 

[Verse 2:] 

I be toking 30's 

Me and my niggas thirsty 

We out here, bitch we lurking 

Cash up bitch, we splurging 

I'm balling Julius Erving Fast lane, I'm swerving 

Fucked up and I know it 

Your bitch knows she's going 

I'm reckless and you know it 

If I got it, I'm gonna blow it 

Bands on bands, I blow it 

I'm flexing, got her going 

[Hook] 
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Moneybagg Yo Lyrics 

 

"Moneybagg Myers" 

Uh, it's like a scary sight or somethin' 

Niggas get scared, niggas spooked 

Half an M on jewelry, I put that on the bible (put that on Christ) 

In the traphouse wrappin' bales up like a cypher (ain't talkin' 'bout lyrics) 

Ho I'm savage-hearted, you can't get that title (bitch I'm savage) 

Murder murder, hitters killin' shit like Michael (Moneybagg Myers) 

Half an M on jewelry, I put that on the bible (put that on Christ) 

In the traphouse wrappin' bales up like a cypher (ain't talkin' 'bout lyrics) 

Ho I'm savage-hearted, you can't get that title (bitch I'm savage) 

Murder murder, hitters killin' shit like Michael (Moneybagg Myers) 

Yeah, pull up in the V12 

Hop out and shit on 'em, easel (Smokey) 

I wrap a pack up and resell 

Would ship it but niggas burned up the mail (burn it up) 

You tryna shoot from afar, sniper (social) 

Your mama should've named you type (what?), rider 

Bitches wanna link like Cubans (chain) 

I'm a late night redeye flighter 

Seen it all, had it all (everything) 

Got too much jewelry, can't add it all (I don't know) 

Don't let what I'm doin' just throw you off (don't do that) 

You better stay focused like Adderall (stay focused lil nigga), yeah 

Savage heart, savage heart 

Me feelings iced out, a Patek heart (watch on me) 

I put some dope on your boulevard (then what?) 

Junkies in my yard, pull apart (kingpin) 

Half an M on jewelry, I put that on the bible (put that on Christ) 

In the traphouse wrappin' bales up like a cypher (ain't talkin' 'bout lyrics) 

Ho I'm savage-hearted, you can't get that title (bitch I'm savage) 

Murder murder, hitters killin' shit like Michael (Moneybagg Myers) 

Half an M on jewelry, I put that on the bible (put that on Christ) 

In the traphouse wrappin' bales up like a cypher (ain't talkin' 'bout lyrics) 

Ho I'm savage-hearted, you can't get that title (bitch I'm savage) 

Murder murder, hitters killin' shit like Michael (Moneybagg Myers) 

Man I got this shit on lock like it was Rikers (like the jail) 

I know niggas really federal so I write 'em (keep your head up) 

Zippers all over my jacket, I'm a biker (motorcycle) 

Ain't in your city for too long so I one night her (I hit it and leave) 

She a lil ratchet but gorgeous (gorgeous) 

I'm knifing your sister like Lauri (knifin' her) 

She eat the dick, I record it (mmh) 

My niggas gon' ride, Forgi (wheels) 
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I stepped on the scene, horror film (killin' shit) 

Niggas get ghost every time they see him (where they go?) 

My ice bright, yours dim (turn it up) 

My chain strong, yours slim 

Half an M on jewelry, I put that on the bible (put that on Christ) 

In the traphouse wrappin' bales up like a cypher (ain't talkin' 'bout lyrics) 

Ho I'm savage-hearted, you can't get that title (bitch I'm savage) 

Murder murder, hitters killin' shit like Michael (Moneybagg Myers) 

Half an M on jewelry, I put that on the bible (put that on Christ) 

In the traphouse wrappin' bales up like a cypher (ain't talkin' 'bout lyrics) 

Ho I'm savage-hearted, you can't get that title (bitch I'm savage) 

Murder murder, hitters killin' shit like Michael (Moneybagg Myers) 
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Future Lyrics 

 

"Photo Copied" 

Yeah, you lucky 

Yeah, I'm on savage time nigga 

I'm on savage time 

I'm on ratchet time 

I'm gon' smash her she so outta pocket 

I'm gon' smash her but she photocopied 

Once I adapted I got more options 

I told her ignore that bitch she told me "yes daddy" 

Man she, tryna get at me 

Hoe you telling they business so tacky 

We don't cuddle with none of you bitches 

We don't wanna hustle with none of you niggas 

Uh, I'm cool on them, don't even dap them niggas 

Uh, I was in the trap they tried to trap a nigga 

I pull up in that new Maybach and they wave 

These niggas won't show no deuces they got hoe-waves 

I walk inside the club and they wave 

I put headshots and more hits out on my enemies 

I got love for all my niggas who got love for me 

I got bloods, crips, and GDs in my family tree 

And everywhere I go them vice lords with me 

You don't want no static we just got these things established 

Bobble head bitches, they just smash automatic 

Your baby-momma outta pocket knowing I'm a savage 

I told you I don't give you the dope 

I told you I don't give you that dope 

You niggas don't exist we eat filet mignon 

Go brazy with your bitch she try to stay the night 

The first thing in the AM send her on a flight 

Yeah, I'm on savage time nigga 

I'm on savage time 

I'm on ratchet time 

I'm gon' smash her she so outta pocket 

I'm gon' smash her but she photocopied 

I passed her off like "oh bitch I'm him" 

I'm seeing the way she actin' on a gram 

You misrepresenting who I am 

Oh, hold up 

That photoshop making me nervous 

I told you what's making me nervous 

I know you ain't saving that pussy 

You know somebody play in that pussy 

And it's o, it's okay though 
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I got love for all my niggas who got love for me 

I got bloods, crips, and GDs in my family tree 

And everywhere I go them vice lords with me 

You don't want no static we just got these things established 

Bobble head bitches, they just smash automatic 

Your baby-momma outta pocket knowing I'm a savage 

I told you I don't give you the dope 

I told you I don't give you that dope 

You niggas don't exist we eat filet mignon 

Go brazy with your bitch she try to stay the night 

The first thing in the AM send her on a flight 

Yeah, I'm on savage time nigga 

I'm on savage time 

I'm on ratchet time 

I'm gon' smash her she so outta pocket 

I'm gon' smash her but she photocopied 
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Trap Queen Lyrics 

Fetty Wap Lyrics 

 

"Trap Queen" 

RGF productions 

Remy Boyz, yah-ah 

1738 

I'm like "Hey, what's up? Hello" 

Seen your pretty ass soon as you came in the door 

I just wanna chill, got a sack for us to roll 

Married to the money, introduced her to my stove 

Showed her how to whip it, now she remixing for low 

She my trap queen, let her hit the bando 

We be counting up, watch how far them bands go 

We just set a goal, talking matching Lambos 

At 56 a gram, 5 a 100 grams though 

Man, I swear I love her, how she work the damn pole 

Hit the strip club, we be letting bands go 

Everybody hating, we just call them fans, though 

In love with the money, I ain't never letting go 

And I get high with my baby 

I just left the mall, I'm getting fly with my baby, yeah 

And I can ride with my baby 

I be in the kitchen cooking pies with my baby, yeah 

And I can ride with my baby 

I just left the mall, I'm getting fly with my baby, yeah 

And I can ride with my baby 

I be in the kitchen cooking pies 

I'm like, "Hey, what's up? Hello" 

I hit the strip with my trap queen, 'cause all we know is bands 

I just might snatch up a 'Rari and buy my boo a Lamb' 

I might just snatch her a necklace, drop a couple on a ring 

She ain't wanting for nothing because I got her everything 

It's big ZooWap from the bando 

Remind me where I can't go 

Remy Boyz got the stamp though 

Count up hella them bands though 

Boy how far can .your bands go? 

Fetty Wap, I'm living fifty thousand K how I stand though 

If you checking for my pockets I'm like… 

And I get high with my baby 

I just left the mall, I'm getting fly with my baby, yeah 

And I can ride with my baby 

I be in the kitchen cooking pies with my baby, yeah 

And I can ride with my baby 

I just left the mall, I'm getting fly with my baby, yeah 
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And I can ride with my baby 

I be in the kitchen cooking pies 

I'm like, "Hey, what's up? Hello" 

Seen yo pretty ass soon as you came in the door 

I just wanna chill, got a sack for us to roll 

Married to the money, introduced her to my stove 

Showed her how to whip it, now she remixing for low 

She my trap queen, let her hit the bando 

We be counting up, watch how far them bands go 

We just set a goal, talking matching Lambos 

At 56 a gram, 5 a 100 grams though 

Man, I swear I love her how she work the damn pole 

Hit the strip club, we be letting bands go 

Everybody hating, we just call them fans though 

In love with the money, I ain't never letting go 

I be smoking dope and you know Backwoods what I roll 

Remy Boyz, Fetty eating shit up, that's fasho 

I'll run in ya house, then I'll fuck your hoe 

'Cause Remy Boyz or nothing 

Re-Re-Remy Boyz or nothing 

[Nitt Da Gritt:] 

(She my trap queen) 

Yeah, you hear my boy 

(She my trap queen) 

Sounding like a zillion bucks on the track 

(She my trap queen) 

I got whatever on my boy, whatever 

(And I get high with my baby) 

Put your money where your mouth is 

Money on the wood make the game go good 

Money out of sight cause fights 

Put up or shut up, huh? 

Nitt Da Gritt, RGF Productions 

(ZooWap) 
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Lil' Kim Lyrics 

 

"Trap Queen" 

Cooking in my bra and panties at the stove 

LA perla lingerie under my versace robe 

Show me how to remix take the 9 out the hole 

Platinum in these streets 

But these Cubans all gold 

He deserve a black belt 

How he be chopping them OS 

Baking soda we got baking soda 

Calls us Pablo and Giselda cause we taking over 

Doing tricks on that dick like it's a stripper pole 

Treat the pussy like it's money 

He ain't never letting go 

I'm cheffing pies with my baby 

He from Brooklyn too, I'm in the stuy with my baby 

Matching lous getting fly with my baby 

His and her hermes 

Driving matching Mercedes 

We in that trap like Minnie and Mickey is 

Always O.T like we be with genesis 

My chanel crown on 

While am serving the lean 

He gon ride for his baby cause I'm his trap queen 
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Fabolous Lyrics 

 

"Trap Royalty" 

(feat. Mike Davis) 

[Mike Davis:] 

Trap King, need a Trap Queen 

Every Trap King, need a Trap Queen, yeah 

Trap King, need a Trap Queen 

Every Trap King, need a Trap Queen, yeah 

Trap King, need a Trap Queen 

Every Trap King, need a Trap Queen, yeah 

[Fabolous:] 

Miss each other when we do our trap ting 

But when we link you already know the happenin' 

She gotta hustle like my hustle, so I figure she for me 

And we both chasing dreams so it's bigger than money 

When I met her, she was grindin' and I was diggin that youngin' 

Was chasing money but she wasn't chasin' niggas with money 

And she a hustler, all she needed was that support system 

I cashed out, she stacked up went out and bought business 

Most girls woulda' copped bags and bought Christians 

I ain't judgin' I'ma save it for the court system 

I just see that she 'bout somethin' and thought different 

And if it ain't about nothin', then she abort mission 

Ya boy vision is get money and avoid prison 

And shorty make sure that the boy isn't 

Slippin' or slackin' or trippin' or lackin' 

I save that up front dough and flip all the back ends 

Trap King done got to the throne from the dungeon 

Rockin' that trapstar from New York to London, yeah 

[Mike Davis:] 

Trap King, need a Trap Queen 

Every Trap King, need a Trap Queen, yeah 

Trap King, need a Trap Queen 

Every Trap King, need a Trap Queen, yeah 

Trap King, need a Trap Queen 

Every Trap King, need a Trap Queen, yeah 

[Fabolous:] 

Miss each other while we do our trap ting 

But when we link you already know the happenin' 

Trap King need a Trap Queen that's royalty 

Told we'll be rich forever, that's loyalty 

Baby get whatever from papa, that's spoilty 

Hustle like Russell so I need a young Kimora Lee 

Both from the mud, so we know know that soil be 

Don't slip but we know how slick that, that oil be 
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Gotta keep a stash for the bail and that lawyer fee 

Still play Santa cause I got her every toy you see 

Rolex crowns, his and her accordingly 

And we drink royally the Vodka is royally 

Cheers to the new deal, cheers to the new wheels 

Feels like thrones and they give massages 

What the car cost is that shit give you menages 

House like a castle but come from the projects 

Dead all that lil shit cause we live the largest 

Dead all that lil shit yeah we live the largest 

[Mike Davis:] 

Trap King, need a Trap Queen 

Every Trap King, need a Trap Queen, yeah 

Trap King, need a Trap Queen 

Every Trap King, need a Trap Queen, yeah 

Trap King, need a Trap Queen 

Every Trap King, need a Trap Queen, yeah 

Miss each other while we do our trap ting 

[Fabolous:] 

But when we link you already know the happenin' 

We gotta take risks and prosper 

Fuck all that fake shit and gossip 

We tryna eat, we want that steak with the lobster 

Matter of fact, make it with pasta, room for dessert 

I got some cake mix in boxes, whip it up make it a Boxster 

Hop off the porch, hop in the Porsche 

Hop into mine, and you hop into yours 

Different rides, same destination and the nav nigga 

Ain't no hesitation on the ave nigga 

Fuck the reservation that you have nigga 

We bought the preservation, livin' lav nigga 

I wouldn't cater that 9 to 5, all up and down that I-95 

Can't kill my hustle, so I'm alive and if I die my grind survives 

Johan and Jonas gon' sleep where that throne is 

Make sure they notice and don't go unnoticed 

Those my Trap Princes, hope they find a Princess 

That way my boys will livin' Trap Royalty 
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The Game Lyrics 

 

"Summertime" 

(feat. Jelly Roll) 

[Hook - Game:] 

I think I might bang the whole summertime 

I think I might bang the whole summertime 

I think I might bang the whole summertime 

Top down in the winter, nigga this summer's mine 

I think I might bang the whole summertime 

I think I might bang the whole summertime 

I think I might bang the whole summertime 

Top down in the winter, nigga this summer's mine 

[Verse 1 - Game:] 

I think I might bang the whole summer 

Pull up in the block with the old Missy hummer 

Hop out with my bandana tied around my head like Pac 

Westside nigga, never had a problem banging BIG 

Who would ever know I spit crack when I was slanging it 

My Uncle Greg whipped it all the time 

My Daddy used to whip it all the time 

My brother started whipping his and mine 

I sat back, played my position until I got the hang of it 

On my way to school in that Michael Jordan jersey 

Crips used to sweat me but I ain't nervous 

And I wore it on purpose 

[Hook - Game:] 

I think I might bang the whole summertime 

I think I might bang the whole summertime 

I think I might bang the whole summertime 

Top down in the winter, nigga this summer's mine 

I think I might bang the whole summertime 

I think I might bang the whole summertime 

I think I might bang the whole summertime 

Top down in the winter, nigga this summer's mine 

[Bridge - Jelly Roll:] 

They don't know 

About the summertime, a lot of niggas dyin' 

They don't know 

About the summertime, I'm just tryna survive 

[Verse 2 - Game:] 

All I ever wanted was a red Honda 

Yeah, you can tuck the rag but the tats don't lie 

Give me a trap queen, we gon' sell it 

Give me a trap queen, we gon' sell it 

Tell me, what you gon' do when the trap goes dry? 
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You can try Visine but the stats don't lie 

And I hope you ain't alone when you sell it 

Said I hope you ain't alone when you sell it 

Took 5 shots and survived the pine box 

Swear I'm happy I'm still here so I can tell it 

I know you're jealous, I know you don't like me 

But you whoopin' my ass or killin' me is unlikely 

Welcome to Cedar Block and... 

[Hook - Game:] 

I think I might bang the whole summertime 

I think I might bang the whole summertime 

I think I might bang the whole summertime 

Top down in the winter, nigga this summer's mine 

I think I might bang the whole summertime 

I think I might bang the whole summertime 

I think I might bang the whole summertime 

Top down in the winter, nigga this summer's mine 

[Bridge - Jelly Roll:] 

They don't know 

About the summertime, a lot of niggas dyin' 

They don't know 

About the summertime, I'm just tryna survive 
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blackbear Lyrics 

 

"top priority" 

(feat. Ne-Yo) 

[blackbear:] 

Oh, yeah 

Yeah 

Seein' you last week, thought that we were cool 

You was with some bitches I never knew, I never met 

You was actin' all brand new 

How you gonna pay for your car and your crib with you two chicks 

And guest list 

I'm friends with every fatty you been havin' sex with 

If it ain't me, if it ain't me 

Who's gon' turn you to a wife from the trap queen? 

If it ain't me, if it ain't me 

Who's gon' change your life, who's gonna lay the pipe exactly how you like? 

Who's gon' make it right, who's gon' change your life? 

Who's gon' make you top priority? 

Top priority 

Top priority 

Top priority 

[Ne-Yo:] 

Shawty's such a pretty little thug 

Smile like sunshine but let a chick talk slick just one time (she snappin') 

She accustomed to the trappin' 

She don't let it happen, she make it happen 

Ballplayers and the D-boys and make it rappin' 

Be the type that should be attracted 

So fancy but so much on the outside that nobody can see 

How smart you are, how funny 

Loyal and about your money 

Well I can, baby (I can baby) 

You know you're bad, you could have any man, baby 

But I got a big heart, good sex 

Sims in the bank and a motherfuckin' plan baby 

You gonna hit me up? 

If it ain't me, if it ain't me, babe 

Who's gonna take you to a wife from the trap queen? 

Said if it ain't me babe, if it ain't me 

Who gon' change your life, who's gonna lay the pipe just the way you like? 

Say who gon' make it right, change your life? 

Make you top priority? 

Ayy, top priority 

Make you top priority 

Top priority 
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Gucci Mane Lyrics 

 

"Trap Gurl" 

(feat. Gangsta Boo) 

[CHORUS:] 

Don't want no other woman in da world but dat girl 

Ma I gotta tell u I'm in luv with a trap girl 

Trap girl [x8] 

Down ass bitch dat keep my business intact girl 

End of the nite we'll be counting dem stacks girl 

Trap girl [x8] 

[VERSE 1: GUCCI MANE] 

See dat thick redbone man I call dat 

Da coupe wat she drive and da trap all dat 

Cause she a trap girl [x8] 

Gucci back on dat trap shit 

Fuck a super model cause I'm stickin with my trap bitch 

Cause she a down ass gangsta broad 

Like a basketball player baby girl will take da shot 

Micros and sum nice clothes 

Real fat ass and she luv to smoke dat hydro 

She got my name on her arm 

And she ain't a terrorist but she'll hold a nigga bomb 

She real good in da kitchen 

Got her cookin up all da quarter chicken 

She keep my pounds in da basement 

Pussy so good dat I bought da bitch a bracelet 

Just to show her dat I luv her 

Cause every nigga in da hood wanna fuck her 

[CHORUS:] 

Don't want no other woman in da world but dat girl 

Ma I gotta tell u I'm in luv with a trap girl 

Trap girl [x8] 

Down ass bitch dat keep my business intact girl 

End of the nite we'll be counting dem stacks girl 

Trap girl [x8] 

[VERSE 2: GANGSTA BOO] 

Ay I gotta holla at my mexicans 

Takin trips in and outta town with dem pounds again 

Yea I got da pounds of da goodie good 

Looks I decieve and best believe I got da goodie good 

Yea I do dis here for da gucci mane 

With my pretty ass I can get him just bout anythang 

Yea I got da niggas with da hard white 

Bricked up taped up 

U wanna get high tonite 
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Ay I da pills if u wanna roll 

To calm down off dat I got da zanex to help u dose 

Ay and I keep a piece of bling bling 

Also strapped with the infored beams 

For niggas tryin 2 cross da team 

Yea u betta get ya fuckin mind rite 

Cause I got my grind tight 

All day all nite 

Ay dis time around will be da take ova 

Give da game a makeover 

Like flip game over 

Yea dis time around till be da take over 

Give da game a makeover 

Trap girl game over 

[CHORUS:] 

Don't want no other woman in da world but dat girl 

Ma I gotta tell u I'm in luv with a trap girl 

Trap girl [x8] 

Down ass bitch dat keep my business intact girl 

End of the nite we'll be counting dem stacks girl 

Trap girl [x8] 

[VERSE 3: GUCCI MANE] 

I'm hood like hot wings 

Lookin for a trap queen 

Burglabar throwed up 

Every room a flat screen 

Took her income tax 

And I flipped it to a whole thing 

Yea I flipped to a whole thing 

Now it's on and poppin 

Luv to take her shoppin 

Keep her lookin good cause da money's not a option 

Nezit gritzit shit is my trap shit 

Numba one trap pit 

Good at dat mouth shit 

Trap bitch bad bitch 

Nothin like my last bitch 

If dey ever meet den 

Dat bitch gon get her ass kicked 

[CHORUS:] 

Don't want no other woman in da world but dat girl 

Ma I gotta tell u I'm in luv with a trap girl 

Trap girl [x8] 

Down ass bitch dat keep my business intact girl 

End of the nite we'll be counting dem stacks girl 

Trap girl [x8] 
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Fabolous Lyrics 

 

"Trapline Bling" 

(feat. Josh K) 

[Josh K:] 

You used to call me on my trap phone 

Late night when you need those drugs 

Call me on my trap phone 

Late night when you need those drugs 

I know when that trapline bling 

That can only mean one thing 

Cause I know when that trapline bling 

That can only mean one thing 

Ever since I left the city you 

You got a new connect now 

Say you got that work and you got pounds now 

I see you charged up cause you the plug now 

Ever since I left the city you 

Started getting money, now you got hoes 

Spending hella bands ant the new store 

Hanging with some lames I've never seen before 

You used to call me on my trap phone 

Late night when you need those drugs 

Call me on my trap phone 

Late night when you need those drugs 

I know when that trapline bling 

That can only mean one thing 

Cause I know when that trapline bling 

(Trapline bling) 

That can only mean one thing 

(Mean one thing) 

[Fabolous:] 

When the pay callin, that's bae callin' 

I played the field now I'm play callin' 

In the old days it was Jays callin' 

Now it's Lenny sayin Jay's callin' 

And them some old hoe just hit this number 

Want the wood, tryna get this lumber 

Got me sounding like X in Belly 

"How the fuck did you get this number?!" 

Know these girls love a street mogul 

That catch plays and eat noble 

With the Balmains, knees ripped open 

And the burnout, that flip open 

Trap King, need a trap Queen 

We call that trap royalty 
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If we lick together we'll be rich forever 

Call that trap loyalty 

So stay down, I'ma hit you back 

Got one, tryna get two back 

Whip a Benz, tryna get two back 

Let a real nigga sit you back 

Fly you in then get flew back 

Got your ex tryna get you back 

Grab the mic, tell that bitch move back 

I would like to make a shout out to 

All my hustlers out here that just love to grind 

You gon' have to call me back another time 

Bitch I got El Chapo on the other line 

So only call me on my trap phone 

Late night when you need those drugs 

[Josh K:] 

Call me on my trap phone 

Late night when you need those drugs 

I know when that trapline bling 

That can only mean one thing 

Cause I know when that trapline bling 

That can only mean one thing 

Can you tell me somthin'? 

Why all on my line 

Tellin' me that I'm a liar 

Thinking I'm out with these hoes 

When I'm really at the studio 

I'm out here in these streets risking my freedom just to 

Give you a better future 

Shawty I'm out trappin' 

Which means I'm taking risks and prospering 

You used to call me on my trap phone 

Late night when you need those drugs 

Call me on my trap phone 

Late night when you need those drugs 

I know when that trapline bling 

That can only mean one thing 

Cause I know when that trapline bling 

That can only mean one thing 

You used to call me on my trap phone 

[Fab:] Yo, I thought I told you not call me on this pohne, what's up? 

[Girl:] These fuckin' niggas violated me man, they put they're in my pussy 

[Fab:] What niggas? What happened? What happened? 

[Girl:] Fuck these niggas, just come fuckin; get me, just come, just come fuckin' get me 
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Fetty Wap Lyrics 

 

"Again" 

[Hook:] 

I want you to be mine again baby 

I know my lifestyle is driving you crazy 

I cannot see myself without you 

We call them fans though, girl you know how we do 

I go out of my way to please you 

I go out of my way to see you 

And I want you to be mine again baby 

I know my lifestyle is driving you crazy 

But, I cannot see myself without you 

We call them fans though, girl you know how we do 

I go out of my way to please you 

I go out of the way to see you 

I ain’t playing no games, I need you 

Baby, can you understand I’m a young nigga living 

Coming from the trap, all a nigga know is get it 

I ain’t chasing no pussy, girl I’m talking ‘bout the digits 

Big bank rolls in my pockets, all fifties 

Turned a little check, then, I showed you I could triple it 

Baby, it’s Zoovier, only want you 

I don’t give a fuck who cares, tats on my face 

She don’t give a fuck who stares, looking too good 

Get you fucked on sight 

I’m tryna finish this who I started with 

I’m tryna spend it all who I got it with 

She my trap queen, let her hit the bando 

We be counting up, watch how far them bands go 

Hop out my beamer, she jump out the Lambo 

Roll them bands up, smooth how the wind go 

Dumping wood guts allout the window 

Married to the money, I ain’t never let go 

Baby, it’s Zoowap from the bando 

Dumping wood guts allout the window 

Married to the money, I ain’t never let go 

Baby, it’s ZooWap from the fucking bando 

[Hook] 

I hope you know I need you, ay, yeaaah baby 

I get up on my knees too, ay, yeaaah baby 

Do anything to please you, ay, yeaaah baby 

Top down when we breeze through, ay, yeaaah baby 

Know they call me Zoovier 

We living like a movie 
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And all the bands down to going up, girl, you know we ran through it 

I need you baby, I ain’t afraid admit it 

Girl, I need you baby, girl tell me if you with it 

Yeaah baby, all the bands I’ma spend it 

Big ZooWap to the finish 

When I come through, they screaming out 

Zoovier, baby scream it loud 

[Hook] 

And I want you to be mine again baby 

I know my lifestyle is driving you crazy 

But, I cannot see myself without you 

We call them fans though, girl you know how we do 

I go out of my way to please you 

I go out of the way to see you 

I ain’t playing no games, I need you 
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Fetty Wap Lyrics 

 

"Whateva" 

(feat. Monty) 

Hello? 

(Hello) 

What’s up with you 

(Nothing, what you up to?) 

Shit I’m on the stove 

(What you about to do?) 

Shoot, I wanted to let you hear something real quick 

Whatever is mine is yours 

Everything that you need I provide and more 

It’s just something about you, I can not ignore 

Everything that you do 

I swear I adore 

When you were looking my way 

Seent the look on your face 

I walked up and said hey 

Now look where we stand today 

Girl I just want to be yours 

Aye, yeah, baby, aye 

Squad, 17 

Whatever is mine is yours 

Everything that you need I provide and more 

It’s just something about you, I can not ignore 

Everything that you do (ZooWap) 

I swear I adore 

When you were looking my way 

When you feeling down gotta get you high 

We gonna spend them bands, I’mma get you fly 

She my Trap Queen, with her whipping pies 

Stay high, see you sexier in my eyes 

Where you tryna go though? 

That nigga he’s a dummy, he’s a dodo 

I swear to God I’ll never let you go though 

And anywhere you wanting, we can go though 

Uh, for you a nigga switch it up 

Trade the coupe for a range, that’s the family truck 

Look, riding ‘round with my shorty with the blinking cut 

And she gonna let it go, try to stick me up 

I’m like everything we want, make the ground shake 

Aye baby got back, that’s a pound cake 

Whole squad on the grind like a skateboard 

That’s why everywhere we go, niggas make noise 

I’m like Silver Surfer baby, you can see me swimming 
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Batman Benz, that’s how I be dipping 

Orange Lamb, that’s what I just rented 

Big Benz Wap, my squad winning 

Whatever is mine is yours 

Everything that you need I provide and more 

It’s just something about you, I can not ignore 

Everything that you do 

I swear I adore 

When you were looking my way 

Seent the look on your face 

I walked up and said hey 

Now look where we stand today 

Girl I just want to be yours 

Aye, yeah baby, aye 

Squad, 17 

[Monty:] 

Monty, 1738 

Beautiful, yes you are 

In my eyes you’re a star 

Big house, fancy cars 

Yeah it’s yours, yeah it’s yours baby 

Press record baby 

Seen you before 

Wonder what you got in store baby 

And I already know what you’re thinking 

And we ain’t gotta tell nobody, I can keep a secret 

You can have whatever baby, keep it 

Two hundred on the dash, taking bags out of Neiman's 

Nails done, hair done, everything did 

Cause if we gotta do it, we gotta do it big 

She buy me a pistol, I buy her a purse 

And everywhere we go, we get the His and Hers 

Whatever is mine is yours 

Everything that you need I provide and more 

It’s just something about you, I can not ignore 

Everything that you do 

I swear I adore 

When you were looking my way 

Seent the look on your face 

I walked up and said hey 

Now look where we stand today 

Girl I just want to be yours 

Aye, yeah baby, aye 

Squad, 17 

[Fetty Wap (Monty):] 

Is yours 
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You need and more 

Can not ignore 

I adore 

Yeah baby 

Aye 

Squad 

1738 

(Woah-oah-oah 

Aye 

Baby 

Oah-oah-oah-oah 

Baby 

Squad 

Hahaha) 
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Yo Gotti Lyrics 

 

"Tell Me" 

(feat. Fetty Wap) 

[Fetty Wap:] 

If I pick you up, where you wanna go, tell me 

Anywhere you want, I can take you there, let me 

Show you 'round my way, baby I'm the man, if they 

Tell you it's a lie, tell 'em take the stand, baby 

Anywhere you want, baby we can go, let's go 

Tell me what you roll, baby we can blow, let's smoke 

He say he get dough but we know we don't, his cash low 

Might be who I want if you can catch them all baby 

[Yo Gotti:] 

Figure she a trap queen, I let her count the money 

She gonna hold me down, so I trust her with the homies 

Military, got it, bitch I keep that fallen army 

Plug talk Tony, I try every homie 

Lamborghini Door, lately with the Rolls, well, well 

I got all the [?] 'fore they hit the streets 

Bitches fall in love, I fall out of love, quickly 

Nigga wanna hate, why they wanna hate, miss you 

[Fetty Wap:] 

If I pick you up, where you wanna go, tell me 

Anywhere you want, I can take you there, let me 

Show you 'round my way, baby I'm the man, if they 

Tell you it's a lie, tell 'em take the stand, baby 

Anywhere you want, baby we can go, let's go 

Tell me what you roll, baby we can blow, let's smoke 

He say he get dough but we know we don't, his cash low 

Might be who I want if you can catch 'em all baby 

[Yo Gotti:] 

I give you the world when you wanna go tell me 

Screaming fuck the judge, I'd never sneak jail me 

I got pounds of loud, when I'm walkin', you can smell me 

Do it for the hood so it ain't nothing they could tell me 

.40 on my hip, please don't let my .40 fail me 

My girl she a trip, she be screaming out [?] 

My girl she a gangster, only fuck with gangsters 

We got something in common, we both keep them bangers 

[Fetty Wap:] 

If I pick you up, where you wanna go, tell me 

Anywhere you want, I can take you there, let me 

Show you 'round my way, baby I'm the man, if they 

Tell you it's a lie, tell 'em take the stand, baby 
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Anywhere you want, baby we can go, let's go 

Tell me what you roll, baby we can blow, let's smoke 

He say he get dough but we know we don't, his cash low 

Might be who I want if you can catch 'em all baby 

[Fetty Wap:] 

If I pick you up, where you wanna go, tell me 

Anywhere you want, I can take you there, let me 

Show you 'round my way, baby I'm the man, if they 

Tell you it's a lie, tell 'em take the stand, baby 

Anywhere you want, baby we can go, let's go 

Tell me what you roll, baby we can blow, let's smoke 

He say he get dough but we know we don't, his cash low 

Might be who I want if you can catch 'em all baby 

azlyrics.com/lyrics/yogotti/tellme.html 
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APPENDIX B 

BAR GRAPHS 

  

Summarizing Instagram Collection 

 

Nigga 
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Bad Bitch 
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Savage Male 
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Savage Female 
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Trap Queen 
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APPENDIX C 

 

INSTAGRAM DATA COLLECTION: SUBJECTS AND IMAGES 

 

I. IG Data Collection Nigga 

 

Data Sheet 

1. Word: Nigga 

2. Handle: aint_shit_nigga_ 

3. Bio: Señor Barbudo ENGAGED TO LIFE,,,,,,,,MARRIED TO DEATH 

          ,,,,,,,,,, 703 NEW GRAM        soundcloud.com/user-535145059/call-me-

ready-for-master-mastered 

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture: 1 

6. How many likes on the picture:58 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture: 

In this image it shows aint_shit_nigga_ pictured on a beach with a young 

child presumed to be his younger cousin. aint_shit_nigga_  is wearing a 

white wifebeater and black shorts with his underwear exposed. The young 

female child has on a blue bathing suit and is being covered with sand by 

aint_shit_nigga_    

• Caption under the picture:  

aint_shit_nigga_On a sand date wit my lil cousin she wild funny              

▪ Comments linked to the picture: 

__nyseNigga got the dogs in the sand 

aint_shit_nigga_                      facttooo @__nyse 

blocboyrellGot them dogs out 

blocboyrellLit tho 

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

▪ Family 

▪ Togetherness 

•  Beach  
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Nigga 

2. Handle: aint_shit_nigga_ 

3. Bio: Señor Barbudo ENGAGED TO LIFE,,,,,,,,MARRIED TO DEATH 

          ,,,,,,,,,, 703 NEW GRAM        soundcloud.com/user-535145059/call-me-

ready-for-master-mastered 

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture: 2 

6. How many likes on the picture:58 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

In this image it shows aint_shit_nigga_ wearing a white cotton tee-shirt, 

black pants and black sneakers with a very bright glare. His presumed 

companions are all wearing similar attire: branded shirts, neutral colored 

bottoms and designer sneakers. Many of the outfit pieces have the same 

bright glare. All the men pictured are carrying their own personal gold 

aces of spades bottle. Additionally some of the men are throwing up hand 

signs: the middle finger, two fingers pointed towards the left and four 

fingers pointed to the left. There are white tents and large number of 

people in the background. It would be presumed that  aint_shit_nigga_  is 

at some type of function.     

• Caption under the picture:  

aint_shit_nigga_ MY BRUDDAS LIKE MY MOTHERS,,,, U.M.G‼️‼️ 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

jiggy172     

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Family 

• Togetherness 

• Friends 

• Armand de Brignac Ace of Spades Gold Brut 

• Champagne 

•  Hennessey 
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• Friendship 

•  Streetwear 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Nigga 

2. Handle: aint_shit_nigga_ 

3. Bio: Señor Barbudo ENGAGED TO LIFE,,,,,,,,MARRIED TO DEATH 

          ,,,,,,,,,, 703 NEW GRAM        soundcloud.com/user-535145059/call-me-

ready-for-master-mastered 

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture: 3 

6. How many likes on the picture:20 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture: 

In the image aint_shit_nigga_ is pictured blowing smoke into the air 

through a instrument to be presumed to be a hookah. aint_shit_nigga_ is 

wearing a black tee-shirt with white lettering and a black watch. 

aint_shit_nigga_ eyes appear to be very low denoting that he is being 

impacted by the water vapor in the hookah. 

• Caption under the picture:  

aint_shit_nigga_             

• Comments linked to the picture: 

lou_skin0ooCan I eat 

aint_shit_nigga_Always @lou_skin0oo 

lou_skin0ooGotta get next to me got some shit 

aint_shit_nigga_Kopy @lou_skin0oo 

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Hookah 

•  Smoking 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Nigga 

2. Handle: aint_shit_nigga_ 

3. Bio: Señor Barbudo ENGAGED TO LIFE,,,,,,,,MARRIED TO DEATH 

          ,,,,,,,,,, 703 NEW GRAM        soundcloud.com/user-535145059/call-me-

ready-for-master-mastered 

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture: 4 

6. How many likes on the picture:28 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

In the image aint_shit_nigga_ is pictured holding three wands of money 

wrapped with white and purple paper. aint_shit_nigga_ is wearing black 

shorts and black and white socks. aint_shit_nigga_ is presumed to be in 

some domestic residences denoted by the fact he appears to be seated in a 

chair without shoes on hardwood floor.      

• Caption under the picture:  

aint_shit_nigga_ SHHHMMOOOODDDD,,,, T                 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

just_broll Let a nigga hold something my gg 

trippyblazer170 Yo 

j_mackez Shhhhmoney           

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Money 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Nigga 

2. Handle: aint_shit_nigga_ 

3. Bio: Señor Barbudo ENGAGED TO LIFE,,,,,,,,MARRIED TO DEATH 

          ,,,,,,,,,, 703 NEW GRAM        soundcloud.com/user-535145059/call-me-

ready-for-master-mastered 

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture: 5 

6. How many likes on the picture:29 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

In this image aint_shit_nigga_ is pictured in a red sweatshirt that reads 

“THE HUND REDS 1980,” black pants and white and red shoes. His 

companions pictured are all wearing jeans and dressed in hoodies and 

jackets. One of his companions has on timberland boots,  a gucci handcuff 

belt, chicago white socks hat and has a bottle of Belaire 

Rose.  aint_shit_nigga_  and one of his companions are drinking from a 

grey plastic cup, while one of the men pictured has a bottle of Patron. One 

of the men is pictured throwing up the middle finger while another has his 

thumb up. There are black, orange and gold balloons pictured in the 

background so the party of five is to be presumed to be in some domestic 

residence.           

• Caption under the picture:  

aint_shit_nigga_ #TB 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

8. Themes presented in the images: 

•  Friendship 

• Patron 

• Streetwear 

• Middle Finger 

• Together 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word:Nigga 

2. Handle: dat_dolla_nigga 

3. Bio: N/A 

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture:1 

6. How many likes on the picture:90 

7. Describe the post: 

•       The picture:  

Shows @dat_dolla_nigga with a group of five men. The men are sitting at 

a dinner table at a restaurant. Attire (from left to right): gentleman #1 has 

on a black hoodie and black sweatpants. Gentleman #2 has on a white t-

shirt with an unzipped blue hoodie and a matching blue hat. Gentleman #3 

has on a white t-shirt and a grey opened sweater. Gentleman #4 has on a 

red sweater and a black fitted hat with the letter B stitched in red on the 

front of it. Gentleman #5 has on a black pullover hoodie. Gentleman #6 

has on a black hoodie with blue denim, distressed jeans. On the table sits a 

cellphone and five of the same red cocktail drinks. Gentleman #2 has his 

arm around gentleman #1’s shoulder; gentleman #5 has his arm around 

gentleman #6’s shoulder.  

•       Caption under the picture:  

dat_dolla_nigga Gang shit!!                                                          

•       Comments linked to the picture: 

dat_dolla_nigga@heart.break.fetti @bankstopper @tyfreaky @ovo__lex 

@billy.sama 

bankstopper        

billy.sama    

heart.break.fetti                 

 

▪ Themes presented in the images: 

• Drinking 

▪ Eating 

▪ Friendship 
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▪  Togetherness 

•  Love 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word:Nigga 

2. Handle: dat_dolla_nigga 

3. Bio: N/A 

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture:2 

6. How many likes on the picture:101 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture: 

 @dat_dolla_nigga is posing with his head bent downwards facing left. In 

the photo, a cloud of smoke is seen coming from his mouth. He has on a 

navy blue Adidas t-shirt with a matching navy blue fitted New York 

Yankees hat. Around his neck he is wear a gold and diamond Jesus 

medallion (aka a Jesus piece). He also has on a gold watch and a diamond 

stud earring in his left earlobe is showing. On both arms are tattoos: on the 

right arm is a series of words that cannot be read due to the distance of the 

arm in the photo; on the left arm is a series of words that cannot be read 

due to the distance of the arm in the photo, yet the cancer ribbon is 

pictured above the words- indicating a memorial tattoo. The photo looks 

as though he is standing in a living room. He is standing in front of a red 

couch and a window with an air conditioner installed.  

• Caption under the picture:  

dat_dolla_nigga UNBOTHERED!!            

• Comments linked to the picture: 

rinaldi.b.rose                     photo bro 

dat_dolla_nigga@rinaldi.b.rose thank u      

chinky_rozDope     ✨ 

clayjohnson19                    

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Smoking 

•  Fitted Cap 

•  Street Wear 

•  Gold Chain 
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•  Watch 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word:Nigga 

2. Handle: dat_dolla_nigga 

3. Bio: N/A 

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture:3 

6. How many likes on the picture:93 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

Two young girls; one looks around nine or ten and the other who is shorter 

and pictured on the right leaning against the wall looks around five or six. 

The taller girl has on a grey pullover hoodie that has pink lettering that 

says “WOW!”. The other young girl has on a pullover hoodie that is white 

with black strips, in the middle it say “so chic” written in orange cursive 

lettering. Both girls have ponytails. They are standing in front of a wall 

that is painted a pale yellow color. 

• Caption under the picture:  

dat_dolla_nigga Good morning from my baby girls.. #Mady        

#Maliyah                        #MyMotivation                    

• Comments linked to the picture: 

aprilbaby78 GOOD MORNING      

sassyjean_69 Look at leelee face doe..she has that sneaky look.       

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Family 

•  Daughters 

•  Love 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word:Nigga 

2. Handle: dat_dolla_nigga 

3. Bio: N/A 

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture:4 

6. How many likes on the picture:66 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

@dat_dolla_nigga with a male counterpart sitting and have on their 

seatbelts. The man sitting in the driver’s seat has his left hand’s middle 

finger up. He also has a long beard and is wearing a black hoodie and a 

grey skull hat. The man in the passenger seat is throwing up a peace sign 

with his right hand. He also has a long beard and is wearing a dark colored 

shirt- he also has on a black hat that says “NYCHA” on it. The photo has 

black and white filter on it.  

• Caption under the picture:  

dat_dolla_nigga #TeamNycha easy money...                                        

• Comments linked to the picture: 

in_king_wetrust_           

dominique_walters Yo there was a spot you put up a while ago, don't 

know if it was a brunch spot.. what's the name of the place? 

 

8. Themes presented in the images: 

•  Friendship 

•  Togetherness  

•   Middle finger 

•   Black and white filter 

•  Streetwear 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word:Nigga 

2. Handle: dat_dolla_nigga 

3. Bio: N/A 

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture:5 

6. How many likes on the picture:38 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture: A picture of a countertop located more than likely in a 

kitchen. Seen is watermelon that has been cut in half and cut opened 

pineapple. As well there is a bottle of Hennessy cognac and New 

Amsterdam Pineapple vodka. Also pictured is a bottle of hot sauce, a roll 

of paper-towels, a toaster and a microwave.  

• Caption under the picture:  

dat_dolla_nigga                                                 

• Comments linked to the picture: N/A 

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Drinks 

•  Hennessey 

•  New Amsterdam Vodka  
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Data Sheet 

1. Word:Nigga 

2. Handle: illl_nigga_alert 

3. Bio: MiLLiONDOLLARMiLLY      #DYMESRUS 

SNAPCHAT=iLLLNiGGAALERT m.soundcloud.com/dymelifemusic 

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture:1 

6. How many likes on the picture:341 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

In the image illl_nigga_alert is pictured in olive green shirt, army 

camouflage pants, Supreme hat, a gold chain and three gold rings. His 

companions are all wearing olive green hoodies and jeans. One man is 

pictured with brown UGG’s, multiple tattoos, six rings, two watches, and 

three chains including a gold cross. One man is pictured with a red solo 

cup. The men are seated on computer chairs and appear to be in a 

domestic residence.    

• Caption under the picture:  

illl_nigga_alert                      

• Comments linked to the picture: 

red___henny              

earldapearl                      

captjoeylove🕆 

lo.wop Cool dudes with attitude         

zuba_king1           

 

8. Themes presented in the images: 

•  Friendship 

• Brothers 

•  Togetherness 

•  Support 
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• Army Fatigue  
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Data Sheet 

1. Word:Nigga 

2. Handle: illl_nigga_alert 

3. Bio: MiLLiONDOLLARMiLLY      #DYMESRUS 

SNAPCHAT=iLLLNiGGAALERT m.soundcloud.com/dymelifemusic 

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture:2 

6. How many likes on the picture:336 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture: 

In this image illl_nigga_alert is pictured with his father. illl_nigga_alert 

has on a multi-colored, multi-pattered suit jacket, blue jeans, silver watch, 

white shirt, and black tie. His father is wearing a navy-blue suit, blue tie, 

and white shirt. The father and son duo are posing in simper fashion and 

have the same facial hair. The pair seems to be pictured outside in front of 

a white structure.     

• Caption under the picture:  

illl_nigga_alert YOU UGLY......YOU YO DADDY SON AYE! 

#HAPPYBiRTHDAY TO MY POPS! 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

mistee26            #blazer 

e.billz                 

sha_staxxz         SMOOTH MEN                    

therealbadassafricanThat Blazer                 

dont.waste.mytim3My guy      tell him I said happy bday sta 

stu2truuuThat blazer is different lmfaoooooooo 

just_tiya_Ur twin that's hot 

loccie.shmulaOg             

eastsidececeYo suit so fly       

nolovenopain_Happy birthday zadddy              

p_beauty HAPPY. BIRTHDAYYYY BIG HEAD 

trouble_fa Happy birthday punk enjoy 

__mookbaby AQUARIUSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS MY BRO HBD                    

hunnieebunches Happy Birthdayyyy. Wish you many more 
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jay_vvv Happy gday bro blessing       

datbuttanigga1013                pic Jack 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Father  

• Son 

 

9.  
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Data Sheet 

1. Word:Nigga 

2. Handle: illl_nigga_alert 

3. Bio: MiLLiONDOLLARMiLLY      #DYMESRUS 

SNAPCHAT=iLLLNiGGAALERT m.soundcloud.com/dymelifemusic 

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture:3 

6. How many likes on the picture:109 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture: 

In this image illl_nigga_alert is pictured outside with leather pants, black 

scarf, grey jacket, black hat, and black sunglasses. His friends are also 

pictured in streetwear, one man wearing Billionaire Club sweatshirt and 

another wearing a Burberry scarf and versace belt.  illl_nigga_alert and 

one of his companions are throwing up their middle fingers. All the four 

men pictured have a bottle of Moet.    

• Caption under the picture:  

illl_nigga_alert MOOD FOR LiFE!       #ASLONGASWESTiLLHERE 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

roddydabossFOREVER BRO              

trendsettin_t             

gwalla_h2o             

 

8. Themes presented in the images: 

•  Friendship 

• Brothers 

• Togetherness 

• Support 

• Street wear 

• Celebration, party 
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• Club 

• Moet 

• Middle finger 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word:Nigga 

2. Handle: ill_nigga_alert 

3. Bio: MiLLiONDOLLARMiLLY      #DYMESRUS 

SNAPCHAT=iLLLNiGGAALERT m.soundcloud.com/dymelifemusic 

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture:4 

6. How many likes on the picture:69 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

 

The image is of a dinner table with a variety of snacks; such as Starburst, 

Twix, Hersey, Snickers, Juice Monster, and Gushers. There is a substantial 

amount weed placed in a clear dish. Also there is a pink mug, a bottle of  

D'USSÉ, and glasses.  

• Caption under the picture:  

illl_nigga_alert DiNNER TABLE. 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

og_biggz_hmcAh nigga can't even get a gram 

og_biggz_hmc                      

kiiing_curry.145          

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Weed 

•  Junk Food 

•  Alcohol 

• Corona 

• Dusse  
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Data Sheet 

1. Word:Nigga 

2. Handle: illl_nigga_alert 

3. Bio: MiLLiONDOLLARMiLLY      #DYMESRUS 

SNAPCHAT=iLLLNiGGAALERT m.soundcloud.com/dymelifemusic 

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture:5 

6. How many likes on the picture:92 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

The image is illl_nigga_alert pictured on top of a car in a parking lot. 

illl_nigga_alert is wearing a Guns and Roses shirt, a gold chain, tan watch, 

Rockstar hat and grey sweatpants. illl_nigga_alert is pictured throwing up 

his middle finger.   

• Caption under the picture:  

illl_nigga_alert DiNNER TABLE. 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

prettyfacesonnie                

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Streetwear 

•  Middle Finger 

•  Graphic T Shirt 

•  Selfie 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word:Nigga  

2. Handle: madenigga954 

3. Bio: Michael Leslie Made Nigga     

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture:1 

6. How many likes on the picture:314 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

In this image madenigga954 is pictured shirtless, with black shorts, black 

Nike slides, grey hat and earphones connected to his iPhone in his pocket.  

His son is shirtless wearing tan cargo pants and white sneakers. The pair is 

flexing their muscles upward. The picture is located outside with lots of 

green grass, bushes, and trees in the background.   

• Caption under the picture: 

madenigga954_He gone be just like me 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

championcirclefitness          

no_pressure_no_problems    he's looking up to u....salute 

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Family 

• Togetherness 

•  Father 

• Son 

• Strength 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word:Nigga  

2. Handle: madenigga954 

3. Bio: Michael Leslie Made Nigga     

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture:2 

6. How many likes on the picture:415 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

In the image madenigga954 is pictured in a grey Ralph Lauren tee-shirt, 

black hat, and gold teeth. He is pictured with a young boy and girl. The 

little girl is wearing a green shirt and has glasses. The little boy has on a 

white tee-shirt. Everyone in the picture is smiling and the image was taken 

in a car.    

• Caption under the picture:  

madenigga954_ I got to KIDNAP MY OWN KIDS... Ocala here we come 

we out                 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

miinntyyFOOL 

lvtheprinceYour twin! Look just like you as a youngin 

takirrabaker                   

 

8. Themes presented in the images: 

•  Family 

• Togetherness 

• Father 

• Son 

• Daughter 

• Smiles 

• Grille 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Nigga  

2. Handle: madenigga954 

3. Bio: Michael Leslie Made Nigga     

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture:3 

6. How many likes on the picture:267 

7. Describe the post: 

a. The picture:  

The image is of a madenigga954 mother wearing olive green suit jacket, 

brown dress, light brown scarf, and channel boots. She is leaning next to a 

silver Mercedes.  The image is taken outside of a residential community.  

b. Caption under the picture:  

madenigga954_ It's Wednesday right #WCW #MYMOM                                

@prettybrina01 

c. Comments linked to the picture: 

prewwtee_me         

71gangsta Luv this lady!!! 

jusjazze Beautiful 

ladybossdarealprettymims She's a classy beautiful lady 

ladybossdarealprettymims I love to see a man that loves his mom it tells 

you how he treated girl 

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

a. Family 

b. Mom 

c. BMW 

d. Designer Clothes/Accessories  
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Nigga  

2. Handle: madenigga954 

3. Bio: Michael Leslie Made Nigga     

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture:4 

6. How many likes on the picture:331 

7. Describe the post: 

a. The picture: 

In the image madenigga954 is pictured seated on bed with white sheets. 

Madenigga954 is wearing a white tank top, dark blue jeans, orange cap, 

gold watch, and black sneakers.   

b. Caption under the picture:  

madenigga954_ Calling it a night since I can't hang out y'all hang out fa 

me don't laugh at my #BED y'all 

c. Comments linked to the picture: 

_cakemixxshit some of dez mfs don't even have a bed 

jkoly_4                         

madenigga954_@_cakemixx rite I'll be out this halfway house soon 

madenigga954_O u got jokes lol @jkoly_4 

_cakemixx         

fuck_who_ever_86U still in there 

luv_coca_                                  

 

8. Themes presented in the images: 

a.  Halfway house 

b. Gold watch 

c.  Nice Hat 

d.  Nice Sneakers 

e.  Grille 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Nigga  

2. Handle: madenigga954 

3. Bio: Michael Leslie Made Nigga     

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture:5 

6. How many likes on the picture:440 

7. Describe the post: 

a. The picture: 

In the image madenigga954 is wearing Hermès men's leather belt, a True 

Religion tee-shirt, burgundy pants, dark grey boots, and a blue hat. 

madenigga954 is pictured standing in front of a car at a gas station.   

b. Caption under the picture:  

madenigga954_ Shawty don't wanna holla na cause her man getting 

out...but just last week I couldn't get it out her damn mouth            

c. Comments linked to the picture: 

queen.peacan So Fine Dude Wtf        

305_bamm                               

toyy27A STR8 joke out here                  

__itsqueenlala__                   

nae_doitbest Lol 

prettybrina01 You look cool 

flyass.shad fb 

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

a. True religion clothing 

b.  Nice car 

c. Hermes belt 

d. Expensive street wear 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word:Nigga 

2. Handle: niggas_hate_bugatti 

3. Bio: Bossdonbugatti http://youtu.be/kZ29V5rupxs youtu.be/kZ29V5rupxs 

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture: 1 

6. How many likes on the picture:523 

7. Describe the post: 

•       The picture:  

the picture shows @niggas_hate_bugatti and a friend. They each have on 

white t-shirts, one also has on white jeans.They also both have on gold and 

diamond chains. @niggas_hate_bugatti has on a blue fitted cap that has 

the initials NY stitched on the front in orange. His male counterpart has on 

a red fitted cap with the letter P stitched in white on the front of it. The 

location of the photos seems to be a park or parking lot outside at night.  

•        Caption under the picture:  

niggas_hate_bugatti Happy Gday reefy. Gone but never forgotten. You 

live thru me...                    

•       Comments linked to the picture: 

slimdabooster1              

nvo.21_Bugattttiiii... damn when he coming home???? 

dont_know_y_            

sin_2x Sleep in peace macaroni      happy physical             

ashkdiaz Rip      

drockz718       

mszbossy_Rip Happy Birthday Reefy                           

shaashaae       

thatkidskinnyWhat's goodie bro 

watch_me_go_headddd2 Free angry 

watch_me_go_headddd2 Rest up riff 

carl5287Man killa u cats. Was close huh rest up bros 

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Friendship 

▪ Togetherness 
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• Closeness 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Nigga 

2. Handle: niggas_hate_bugatti 

3. Bio: Bossdonbugatti http://youtu.be/kZ29V5rupxs youtu.be/kZ29V5rupxs 

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture: 2 

6. How many likes on the picture:542 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture: 

In this picture it shows @niggas_hate_bugatti drinking a bottle of 

champagne. He has on a black button down shirt and camo pants. Around 

his neck are three gold chains - two of them are gold and diamond 

necklaces with Jesus medallions on it. The other is a gold link. He also has 

on a backwards fitted black hat and a diamond stud in his left ear. The 

gentleman also has tattoos on his neck and arms.  

• Caption under the picture:  

niggas_hate_bugatti A nigga just wanna have rich sex I wanna do it with 

all my Chains on                      I had a blast tonight with my niggas 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

niggas_hate_bugatti@the.lifeeeeeee this pic is for promo lol but nah no 

hard LIQOUR is my answer champagne ain't that bad 

mrytorres Smh lawd 

mzdenise33 As gorgeous as you are it won't be hard to find someone to do 

that with 

stephaniwitno_e Be safe hun God BLESS 

bxmurdermami     

mz.b3auty918                   

staja.nashe Sexy ass                    

vee__lynn U don't look gay 

its_br1ttn3y I LOVE THIS PICTURE!!!!                          

ms.dana.dane                         nice. But i thought no more drinkin 4 u 

officialwilliamlapar Damn bro these fuckboys are bold now all because 

they legalizing this gay marriage shit but keep it chucking don't feed into 

the nonsense it get u know where just block them. 

sugarush925 Nice pic @niggas_hate_bugatti 

_gotta_2_luvbb_Drinking again huh? 

unruly_reese Sexy ass 

imstilldevtho_                 
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she__differenttt Free youuuuuu      

chefeatalicious I love the grown man shit. @niggas_hate_bugatti 

_lovenye Happy bday free you & keep ya head up             

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Drinking 

• Celebration 

• Club 

•  Street Wear 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word:Nigga 

2. Handle: niggas_hate_bugatti 

3. Bio: Bossdonbugatti http://youtu.be/kZ29V5rupxs youtu.be/kZ29V5rupxs 

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture: 3 

6. How many likes on the picture:307 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:   

This photo is depicting two men, one is @niggas_hate_bugatti and another 

male counterpart. Looks like they are located in a club or lounge. They 

each have on white ribbed tank tops and gold and diamond chains around 

their necks. @niggas_hate_bugatti has on a burgundy fitted cap that says 

Kings on the front in white. He also has on burgundy pants with a 

matching Gucci belt on.  His friend has on a white cap that has the word 

Knicks written on the front in orange and blue. He is also wearing light 

washed denim jeans. They both are using hand signals - 

@niggas_hate_bugatti has his pinkie and index finger up, while his friend 

has his middle finger up.  

• Caption under the picture:  

niggas_hate_bugatti No funny shit big bro @reterik ain't steer me wrong 

yet facts     all we do is kill shit upon arrival n tonight at starlets was no 

different FREE BANDZ DOE WENT DUMB                           fuck with 

some winners shout out to @yarissa_g for the pic our staff better then 

yours 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

5050therealchipps My boyz 

misspri_Is that a bikini top around ur neck                 

the.brittany               

diamondjewel_27 Sexy 

msbrooks @reterik Did I see him in a line up on new 

@niggas_hate_bugatti say No please 

_indiannn @snags_httr ,kings hat hard 
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8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Togetherness 

•  Celebration 

•  Friendship 

•  Street wear 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word:Nigga 

2. Handle: niggas_hate_bugatti 

3. Bio: Bossdonbugatti http://youtu.be/kZ29V5rupxs youtu.be/kZ29V5rupxs 

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture:4 

6. How many likes on the picture:313 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

Shows a gentleman pumping gas at a gas station at night. He is standing 

behind a grey Lamborghini. The car has a California license plate and the 

right door of the car is up. The gentleman is wearing a white t-shirt, a 

black rain jacket and a light grey fitted cap.  

• Caption under the picture:  

niggas_hate_bugatti Kev im sorry bro I know U expect me to be stronger 

then this       I been on a emotional roller coaster like a lil bitch lol I 

promise that stops today bro no more complaining about life about me 

dying or about female issues nothing     it's chess not checkers gotta stop 

venting on this gram n just MAN UP..     just been real rough for me my 

nigga I won't hold U but I know yall got me.. The plan ain't change YALL 

live through me indefinitely. Continue to watch over me.. #ripkevshaw 

#ripriff #ripenvee #ripauntywanda 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

yungprezident Hold your head     

jupiter03 Smh I bet you can hear him in your ear right now. There will 

never be another 

whoisfever Peace And Love Ape! 

jameta_applebum     

only1_cas                God bless 

ms.brandy_Stop doing this to yourself     

p_skillzatb Hold ya head my nigga have faith things will get better 

joe_pesci073 #RealNiggaSalute          

msgialee      

forever.fame.bossdon_tip Hold ya head 

jusmruptown Respect to the homie left way too early 
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8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Friendship 

• Nice Car 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word:Nigga 

2. Handle: niggas_hate_bugatti 

3. Bio: Bossdonbugatti http://youtu.be/kZ29V5rupxs youtu.be/kZ29V5rupxs 

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture:5 

6. How many likes on the picture:583 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

Shows @niggas_hate_bugatti sitting in a car that has tan seats. He is 

wearing a white t-shirt that says Nike in red. He is also wearing a red fitted 

cap that has the RedSkins enmble on it. He has about four or five gold 

chains around his neck, a gold bracelet around his wrist and a gold and 

diamond ring on his finger. He also has a clear cup with a clear liquid in it.  

• Caption under the picture:  

niggas_hate_bugatti PATRON U MY NIGGGGGGGGGGGGA    p.s. 

Don't drink n drive.  

• Comments linked to the picture: 

_shawtiiredd U fine af        

juicygrant Nephew I pray over you and for 

juicygrant ..all you want is at your feet; you just have to ask for 

discernment...with clarity of seeing all things seen and unseen for those 

wish you good or evil... Again sll you wish os here you just have a few 

blocking it.... I LOVE YOU TO THE MOON AND BACK 

brit.tany_baby             

queensrilla Ape gto this the gsg komissioner Queensrilla I need you to put 

the Padilla in tune with your Cartier vision you dig????? On the f.b her 

handle foreign_benz you know fiesty stone...ros gold blakkbrigettes 

1queen_shanequa Heyyyy you @niggas_hate_bugatti 

blueboyant Hey u 

billiondolladiva       

puredu_vin @niggas_hate_bugatti I love me sum u.. 

siatechhq Nice! 

chrissiesbvd Your type @_jussmii 

_jussmii@chrissiesbvd                                  so u think u know me      

chrissiesbvd I know u fam                       @_jussmii 

mzdenise33 If I could find me someone like you here I'd be cool until 

then I guess I'll remain single and stay grindin but your gorgeous tho 
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@niggas_hate_bugatti 

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Street Wear 

• Jewelry 

• Patron 

• Nice Car 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word:Nigga 

2. Handle: niggaz_hate_jayy_ 

3. Bio: Jay 

#Alwaysstayabovewater#NIGGASREALLYHATETHATNIGGAJAY#GODBLE

SS#FUCKTHEFAKE Noah Mason, Jae'Diana....the only two people who matter 

to me!!                                

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture: 1 

6. How many likes on the picture: 93 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture: 

Picture shows three people @niggaz_hate_jayy, a male and a female. One 

guy who is wearing a white t-shirt with yellow drawing on it, light denim 

jeans and a navy blue fitted cap with the initials NY in white stitched on 

the front. He also has on black and white jordan sneakers. He is posing 

with his middle finger up. The second male is standing on the trunk of the 

car - he is wearing black pants and a grey t-shirt and is posing with both of 

his middle fingers up. The person, a female is sitting on the trunk- she is 

wearing a black tank top and black leggings/pants and is posing with both 

of her middle fingers up. The car that they are sitting on is a burgundy 

toyota. The location in which the photo is being taken is a gas station.  

• Caption under the picture:  

niggaz_hate_jayy_ The road it's 

lit                      #myfamily    #fuckthefakealways                              

                                                       

• Comments linked to the picture: 

lordnefh Bronx shit!! 

niggaz_hate_jayy_@lordnefh facts              

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

▪ Middle Finger 

• Nice Car 

▪ Friends 

▪  Family 
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▪ Togetherness 

•  Gas Station 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Nigga 

2. Handle: niggaz_hate_jayy_ 

3. Bio: Jay 

#Alwaysstayabovewater#NIGGASREALLYHATETHATNIGGAJAY#GODBLE

SS#FUCKTHEFAKE Noah Mason, Jae'Diana....the only two people who matter 

to me!!                                

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture: 2 

6. How many likes on the picture: 91 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture: 

Shows @niggaz_hate_jayy_ standing in a pool at night. He posing with 

his middle finger up on his left hand. In his right hand he is holding a 

bottle of Hennessy cognac bottle. He has on a pair of glasses and a red 

ribbon tied around his wrist.  

• Caption under the picture: N/A 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

_mr_456 U lit flee 

_mr_456                

red___henny Litty 

wesgetit My lity  

8. Themes presented in the images: 

•  Middle Finger 

•  Pool 

•  Hennessey  
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Data Sheet 

1. Word:Nigga 

2. Handle: niggaz_hate_jayy_ 

3. Bio: Jay 

#Alwaysstayabovewater#NIGGASREALLYHATETHATNIGGAJAY#GODBLE

SS#FUCKTHEFAKE Noah Mason, Jae'Diana....the only two people who matter 

to me!!                                

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture: 3 

6. How many likes on the picture: 170 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

The picture is taken within a home and it shows @niggaz_hate_jayy_ and 

a young boy and girl. The male has on a black fitted cap with a grey and 

blue symbol on it, a navy blue t-shirt and light grey jeans. The two 

children are sitting on his lap. The young girl has on a light pink long 

sleeved shirt and grey leggings with colorful hearts on it. The little boy has 

on t-shirt with Mickey Mouse on it, dark denim jeans on and blue and 

black jeans. On the wall there is decorations that says I Love You in pink 

and red lettering.  

• Caption under the picture: 

niggaz_hate_jayy_#mywhitegirlforeva#myboyforlife    #mybabysloveug

uyssomuch                                                        

• Comments linked to the picture: 

vintagesoul_k They are adorable !!       

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Family 

• Love 

• Children 

• Son 

• Daughter 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word:Nigga 

2. Handle: niggaz_hate_jayy_ 

3. Bio: Jay 

#Alwaysstayabovewater#NIGGASREALLYHATETHATNIGGAJAY#GODBLE

SS#FUCKTHEFAKE Noah Mason, Jae'Diana....the only two people who matter 

to me!!                                

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture: 4 

6. How many likes on the picture: 70 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture: 

The picture has three people posing- one guy @niggaz_hate_jayy_ and 

two adult females. @niggaz_hate_jayy_ is standing in the middle of the 

women, he is wearing a black fitted cap with the Roc Nation emblem on 

the front in white, a black t-shirt and dark denim jeans, with a Louis 

Vuitton belt buckle and eye glasses. The lady on the left of him has on a 

white t-shirt and medium wash denim jeans, with a MK belt buckle, and a 

small gold Jesus piece necklace around her neck. She has long dark red 

hair and is holding a bottle of Hennessy cognac bottle. The girl on the 

right is wearing a white ribbed tank top and light grey denim jeans. She 

has long black hair. To the left of her, there is a grey and red hookah on 

the floor. The right arm of the person who is taking the photo is showing 

and they have their middle finger up. The location of the photo is inside of 

a house in front of door with miscellaneous stuff hanging on it.   

• Caption under the picture: 

niggaz_hate_jayy_ Top 3 Gunners in my life my blood for real gang they 

be ready for anything to go down gang gang 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

veryrare___Disrespect the gang that's a no no 🗣 

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Family 

• Friendship 

• Support 

• Love 

• Hennessey 

• Hookah 
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• Posing 

• Middle Finger 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word:Nigga 

2. Handle: niggaz_hate_jayy_ 

3. Bio: Jay 

#Alwaysstayabovewater#NIGGASREALLYHATETHATNIGGAJAY#GODBLE

SS#FUCKTHEFAKE Noah Mason, Jae'Diana....the only two people who matter 

to me!!                                

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture: 5 

6. How many likes on the picture:87 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture: 

This picture shows two people a woman and @niggaz_hate_jayy_ in a 

black and white photo. The male is on the right side of the photograph 

with his head leaning against the female’s on the left. They both are 

smiling in the picture and are both wearing black shirts, yet the male’s 

shirt has white drawing and trimming around the collar. There is what is 

being assumed to be male standing behind him dressed in all black yet 

he/she’s face is cut out of the frame. The photos looks to have been taken 

in a room inside of a house or building. 

• Caption under the picture: 

niggaz_hate_jayy_ Me and the sis 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

iamcashtro                        

niggaz_hate_jayy_@iamcashtro the family 

iamcashtroAllday  

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Family 

•  Love 

•  Sister 

• Support 

• Smiles 

•  Black and White Filter 
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Data Sheet 

1    Word: Nigga  

2. Handle: sumupnigga 

3. Bio: wWo DrA $ettle 50 states and back soundcloud.com/whnico/benji-blue-

vroom 

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture:1 

6. How many likes on the picture:174 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture: 

 In image sumupnigga is pictured in grey hat, black shirt, black hoodie, 

black bottoms, black sneakers and a blue and yellow glove on his left 

hand. Sumupnigga is seated on top of a yellow, black and red motorcycle 

next to a dark grey car that his companion is seated on top with Hook 'Em 

Horns hand gesture. His companion is wearing black puffy jacket, grey 

sweatpants, and black sneakers. The image was taken in parking lot.        

• Caption under the picture:  

sumupnigga Riding dolo, 12 ain't catching this 450 thing           

• Comments linked to the picture: 

xgamelv Fly nigga 

_jroc007@44.mitch hot boy          

1ayso Lol my nigga benji man 

torianmichaels No helmet               

tmsey_1 Be careful ❤! 

___.natalia                 

 

8. Themes presented in the images: 

•  Friendship 

•  Nice Car 

•  Nice Bike 

•  Middle Finger 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Nigga  

2. Handle: sumupnigga 

3. Bio: wWo DrA $ettle 50 states and back soundcloud.com/whnico/benji-blue-

vroom 

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture:2 

6. How many likes on the picture:444 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

The image is of a grey security check bin taken in Atlanta through a 

snapchat filter. The contents in the bin include: wands of money, 

headphones, blue hat, Gucci belt, two wallets and slides. It is important to 

note that the Gucci slides and one of the Gucci wallet have flower design.  

• Caption under the picture:  

sumupnigga Chicken run         

• Comments linked to the picture: 

niesha_nichole Hit me up if you need a stylist in atl for your hair 

___.natalia Ok ok             

  

8. Themes presented in the images: 

•  Money 

•  Expensive Accessories 

•  Traveling 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Nigga  

2. Handle: sumupnigga 

3. Bio: wWo DrA $ettle 50 states and back soundcloud.com/whnico/benji-blue-

vroom 

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture:3 

6. How many likes on the picture:103 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

In this image sumupnigga  is pictured in dark blue jeans, black jacket, gold 

and black sneakers, black and red hat and a black shirt with white letters 

that reads “We She The Upside.” Sumupnigga is standing in front of a 

white BMW in a parking lot with his body turned towards the left.  

• Caption under the picture:  

sumupnigga We see the upside. . . . 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

benjibluebills 🏎🏎🏎     

kaishdollaz Come visit me 

sumupnigga @kaishdollaz I'm Finna be up there this week.. Dm me ya # 

x_aus Happy bday bro 

  

8. Themes presented in the images: 

•  Money 

•  Expensive Accessories 

•  BMW, Smoking, Streetwear 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Nigga  

2. Handle: sumupnigga 

3. Bio: wWo DrA $ettle 50 states and back soundcloud.com/whnico/benji-blue-

vroom 

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture:4 

6. How many likes on the picture:46 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture: 

 In this image sumupnigga is pictured wearing black jacket, dark blue 

shirt, dark blue sweatpants, black sneakers, and silver chain. His 

companion is wearing light grey shorts, black socks, black and grey shirt, 

black and red hat. Sumupnigga has a blunt in his hand and his companion 

has a bottle of Hennessey. Sumupnigga and his companion are seated on 

top of a white balcony with their feet placed on white chairs. In the 

background, there is a house pictured and green vines.       

• Caption under the picture:  

sumupnigga Me and lil cuzzn on it early 〽️〽️〽️ #WWO 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

      spade_soldier〽️                       

 

8. Themes presented in the images: 

•  Hennessy 

•  Smoking 

•  Streetwear 

•  Friendship 

•  togetherness 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Nigga  

2. Handle: sumupnigga 

3. Bio: wWo DrA $ettle 50 states and back soundcloud.com/whnico/benji-blue-

vroom 

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture:5 

6. How many likes on the picture:90 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture: 

In the image sumupnigga is pictured wearing olive green pants, olive 

green hat, silver jewelry and a white, blue and black bathing apes shirt. 

Sumupnigga is smoking a blunt and has his middle finger up.    

• Caption under the picture:  

sumupnigga Self made, self paid, and I gave my self ah raise ... 

#stackchips 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

theereallee                   

champagne___maamii I miss bae                          

flexxington             

_huffington_             

sumupnigga@_huffington_      

atlnuke      

1hellofakind_kl There he go       

_brianjacobs        

  

8. Themes presented in the images: 

•  Smoking 

•  Streetwear 

• Bathing Apes 

• Middle Finger 
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•  Expensive Jewelry 
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Data Sheet 

1    Word: Nigga 

2. Handle: thatniggaro 

3. Bio: T/Rap Nigga ISSA CHECK www.youtube.com/shared?ci=3A2rBBMTnnc  

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture:1 

6. How many likes on the picture:87 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture: 

In the image thatniggaro is pictured wearing a black and white striped 

shirt, army camouflage jacket, and two silver chains. Thatniggaro is 

pictured in a studio throwing up his middle finger with his locks tied into a 

ponytail.     

• Caption under the picture: 

  thatniggaroCut All Ties Time To Ride       

• Comments linked to the picture:  

presidentialsuaveMy dog! 

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Rapper 

•  Music 

•  Studio 

•  Entertainer 

•  Anger 

• Cursing (Fuck Off) 

 
 
 
 

http://www.youtube.com/shared?ci=3A2rBBMTnnc
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Nigga 

2. Handle: thatniggaro 

3. Bio: T/Rap Nigga ISSA CHECK www.youtube.com/shared?ci=3A2rBBMTnnc  

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture:2 

6. How many likes on the picture:637 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture: 

In the images thatniggaro is pictured with a female companion. In the 

image on the left, thatniggaro is wearing is tan and white school uniform, 

brown boots, and green backpack. His female companion is wearing a 

green school girls uniform, black shoes, pigtails, and has a yellow flower 

in her hand. Thatniggaro and his female friend appear to be in elementary 

school. In the image on the right thatniggaro is wearing green army 

camouflage jacket, black shirt, and black pants. Thatniggaro female friend 

has light blue jeans, and a tan long sleeve shirt.  In the image on the left 

the pair is outside and on the right the pair in indoors next to a staircase,  

• Caption under the picture:  

thatniggaroFrom Primary school In Jamaica Till Now My Lil Ash Ash 

always been best friends love watching you grow/Glo 

• Comments linked to the picture:  

kittybridgesWay all that facial hair come from u damn child lol 

bbysxforeign                      

__mariablooLmao look at the young you how cute 

mr_kele13What a throwback lol 
2_pieceeeSo Cute... 
 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Family 

•  Friendship 

•  Memories 

• Support 

http://www.youtube.com/shared?ci=3A2rBBMTnnc
https://www.instagram.com/kittybridges/
https://www.instagram.com/bbysxforeign/
https://www.instagram.com/__mariabloo/
https://www.instagram.com/mr_kele13/
https://www.instagram.com/2_pieceee/
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•  Love 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Nigga 

2. Handle: thatniggaro 

3. Bio: T/Rap Nigga ISSA CHECK www.youtube.com/shared?ci=3A2rBBMTnnc  

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture:3 

6. How many likes on the picture:2,050 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

In the images thatniggaro is pictured in white Ralph Lauren pajamas. His 

female companion is wearing a baby pink tracksuit. Thatniggaro is 

pictured lifting and embracing his female friend. He is also kissing her 

cheek. In the background, there are two large balloons of the number two.  

The image was taken indoors inside of a presumed domestic residence.  

• Caption under the picture:  

thatniggaroMood Forever                       Happy Valentines Day 

Everyone      #valentines 

• Comments linked to the picture:  

bbysxforeign                      

desirees.eye                                    
yfn.cj.officialFakktz 
im_sashLol she look like @nickiminaj @_sammisavage_ 

_sammisavage_        she do @im_sash 
queen_mocha_latteCute. U look like Nicki 

breeyannaa__                   

mask504#MaddRecords                          
alphalove1111I thought that was nikki 

keshialovinlife                          
thepoems_thedimondsYour girl look like a organic Nicki Minaj 

                  . Very pretty sista. 

glockomightyAw they made this a meme I got it on my page y'all lit        

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Love 

http://www.youtube.com/shared?ci=3A2rBBMTnnc
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• Romance 

• Partnership 

•  Affection 

•  Party 

• Celebrating 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Nigga 

2. Handle: thatniggaro 

3. Bio: T/Rap Nigga ISSA CHECK www.youtube.com/shared?ci=3A2rBBMTnnc  

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture:4  

6. How many likes on the picture:127 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

All four images were taken on a highway. The images depict African 

American men, women and children hurdled next two one another on a 

corner of the sidewalk. In one image a woman in a red hat has flowers and 

in one image a young boy is swinging on a pole. Everyone in all four 

images has on dark colored cloths and is bundled up in jackets.    

• Caption under the picture:  

thatniggaroSeeing your blood was the hardest part y couldn't I have been 

there just to comfort you       I love you baby boy 

• Comments linked to the picture:  

wizzlenation321My boy died da same way this morning cuzzo im goin 
thru it right now so if u needa tlk u have my num 

lipstickxkillah I'm so sorry love       praying for you and your family . 

presidentialsuave        

issathuggg              

motorcrossquan              Smh Shit UnReal 
 

8. Themes presented in the images: 

•  Family 

•  Friendship 

•  Memories 

•  Support 

•  Love 

http://www.youtube.com/shared?ci=3A2rBBMTnnc
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• Death 

• Violence  

• Grief 

• Sorrow 

• Saddness 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Nigga 

2. Handle: thatniggaro 

3. Bio: T/Rap Nigga ISSA CHECK www.youtube.com/shared?ci=3A2rBBMTnnc  

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture:5 

6. How many likes on the picture:126 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture: 

 In the image thatniggaro and his male companion are pictured wearing 

white graphic tee-shirts. They are located at some type of restaurant/bar. 

They both have smiles on their faces as they share a meal and drinks.    

• Caption under the picture:  

thatniggaro You was doing sooo good god brought us together so I could 

help you change your life around we was on the road to success y wasn't I 

there we talked every minute maybe we should of talked every second 

• Comments linked to the picture:  

supasparkheemU gonna make him proud bro he believed in u 

🙏🏽🙏🏽🙏🏽🙏🏽🙏🏽🙏🏽🙏🏽 

_mspettii_🙁 sorry for your lost Ro! Praying for your strength to get 

through this 🙏🏽 
cdiddycocoHe passed?!???! 
youngdeuxeKeep yo head bro. All love from this side. #GangGang 

#Ak4Life 💪🏾 

speedup23___💯 
pretty_young_thanggggg extremely sorry for your loss 

 
8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Family 

• Friendship 

• Memories 

• Happiness 

http://www.youtube.com/shared?ci=3A2rBBMTnnc
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• Togetherness 

• Food 

• Good times 

• Love 
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Data Sheet 

1 Word: Nigga 

2. Handle: thereconigga 

3. Bio: Reco Geez Take2       idk My Name No More They Calling Me Handsome 

       

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture:1 

6. How many likes on the picture:351 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

In the image thereconigga is pictured in a bright red Adidas tracksuit, 

white and red Adidas sneakers and a red Washington Nationals baseball 

cap. Thereconigga is leaning behind a brown/golden Cadillac on the street 

residential community. The trees are multicolor and there are brown 

leaves on the ground so one can assume the picture was taken in the fall.   

• Caption under the picture:  

thereconigga Cheap & Clean Vibez           #HeardDaBuzzin 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

onthecomeuptoinspiredoppe 

hellabandzz_ty Good flick by ya Boii 

nudie_rentals Fuck with my sis @x.__ap 

 

8. Themes presented in the images: 

•  Fast cars 

•  Expensive Clothing 

•  Street Wear 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Nigga 

2. Handle: thereconigga 

3. Bio: Reco Geez Take2       idk My Name No More They Calling Me Handsome 

       

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture:2 

6. How many likes on the picture:279 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

In the image thereconigga is pictured in Salvatore Ferragamo belt, dark 

grey jeans, orange San Jose sharks jacket, black Baltimore-orioles cap, 

and orange sneakers.  Thereconigga is pictured leaning on an expensive 

white car on the street of a residential community.  

• Caption under the picture:  

Thereconigga FROM THE MAZI TO THE PANNY ALL I KNOW IS 

FLEX                  SB.You Know How I Play        

• Comments linked to the picture: 

dat_nigga_dollasz Them shit crazy bro u chaught a body I can't front bro 

                  getnext2me↗️↗️ 

                  hellabandzz_ty                     

                  nudie_rentals My Son                                                  

                  joesphjones91 Hard Jacket tho 

                  finesseking16 Glttt          

                  zay.bandzz  Gleeeeee                  

                  freshkiid092 What's good with them car rental tho @thereconigga hit my 

line 

                  tatted___cinnamon                   

                  dclivin_nyvision Panny much heavier than the Mazi on cost                          

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Fast cars 

• Expensive Clothing 
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•  Street Wear 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Nigga 

2. Handle: thereconigga 

3. Bio: Reco Geez Take2       idk My Name No More They Calling Me Handsome 

       

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture:3 

6. How many likes on the picture:94 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture: 

The image is of thereconigga on top of a bed with white sheets. One 

presumed male is also seated on top of thereconigga bed and another is 

seated on a bed across. Thereconigga has on blue pants and black 

sneakers; his companions are dressed alike. Thereconigga has a plentiful 

number of hundred and twenty dollar bills sprawled out across his lap.   

• Caption under the picture:  

Thereconigga Y'all know the vibez           

• Comments linked to the picture: 

bitchesluv_arab #SecureThe        #ThenGoGetIt‼️ 

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Money 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Nigga 

2. Handle: thereconigga 

3. Bio: Reco Geez Take2       idk My Name No More They Calling Me Handsome 

       

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture:4 

6. How many likes on the picture:138 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

This is an image of the trunk of a car filled with shopping bags. The 

brands listed on the shopping bags are as follows: A Bathing Ape, 

Bergdorf Goodman, and Barneys.   

• Caption under the picture:  

thereconigga Trunk looking like neiman's                

• Comments linked to the picture: 

maglobydanger I would like to do business with you               

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Money 

• Street Wear 

• Expensive Clothing 

• Shopping 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Nigga 

2. Handle: thereconigga 

3. Bio: Reco Geez Take2       idk My Name No More They Calling Me Handsome 

       

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture:5 

6. How many likes on the picture:89 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

The image is of thereconigga seated in a car wearing dark blue sweatpants. 

Thereconigga has a plentiful number of hundred and twenty dollar bills 

sprawled out across his lap.  There is also an iPad pictured.    

• Caption under the picture:  

thereconigga To Much Sauce        Secure Da Bag      Stash The Bag        

• Comments linked to the picture: 

racksimmons              

                  ___funeralservice             

                  streets.bandsome      

                  mulababyyy_ #Scored 

                   _boogie_yordi_lean Facts when u got that           they no nothing about lil 

bro 

                   ___funeralservice Yooo 

                   ___funeralservice Who got 

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Money 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word:Nigga 

2. Handle: trap_nigga_patcho_ 

3. Bio: Worldwide          "Married        To The Plugs        Daughter" 

#MakeAmericaTrapAgain #FreeElChapo #LaMafiaWorldwide 

soundcloud.com/worldwide-patchito/lmao 

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture:1 

6. How many likes on the picture:27 

7. Describe the post:  

• The picture:  

The image is of trap_nigga_patcho_ pictured wearing black jeans and a 

long sleeve white shirt that reads “All Day, All Night, All Stars.” 

trap_nigga_patcho_ has his shoulder length black hair braided into six 

sections.  He is also seated on a bed with his legs stretched apart with a 

blunt in his hand mid puff.  He has a rather large headboard and intricate 

deign on his sheets.  

• Caption under the picture:  

trap_nigga_patcho_"A lot Of People Going Bad On Me, Please One At 

A Time"        #LaMafiaWorldwide #MoreLife #RatherYouThanMe 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

iamnatewavy       

 

8. Themes presented in the images: 

•  Smoking 

•  Solitude 

•  Black and White Filter 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word:Nigga 

2. Handle: trap_nigga_patcho_ 

3. Bio: Worldwide          "Married        To The Plugs        Daughter" 

#MakeAmericaTrapAgain #FreeElChapo #LaMafiaWorldwide 

soundcloud.com/worldwide-patchito/lmao 

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture:2 

6. How many likes on the picture:60 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

In this image trap_nigga_patcho_ is pictured in light jeans and a black 

hoodie with a gun. His companions are wearing similar streetwear and 

noteworthy items include FC Barcelona shirt, UGGs, and Jordan’s. One 

male is pictured besides trap_nigga_patcho_ and three females, two of 

them being preteens. Three of the five people pictured are throwing up a L 

hand sign, one is throwing up a sideway peace sign and the other Hook 

'Em Horns sign. The image is taken in someone Livingroom on a couch.    

• Caption under the picture:  

trap_nigga_patcho_ "I Got Some Different Priorities"                ✔️ 

#LaMafiaWorldwide 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

seemeinurdreams Allie & Muneca look so much alike here. 

trap_nigga_patcho_ @seemeinurdreams Lmao Facts They Always 

Looked Alike 

atlargeisaproducer       

trap_nigga_patcho_ @rickkyyg        ✔️ 

amore_siempre Love this pic of you guys      

 

8. Themes presented in the images: 

•  Family 

•  Friends 

•  Children 
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•  Love 

•  Playfulness 

•  Silliness 

•  Posing 

•  Black and White Filter 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word:Nigga 

2. Handle: trap_nigga_patcho_ 

3. Bio: Worldwide          "Married        To The Plugs        Daughter" 

#MakeAmericaTrapAgain #FreeElChapo #LaMafiaWorldwide 

soundcloud.com/worldwide-patchito/lmao 

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture:3 

6. How many likes on the picture:64 

7. Describe the post: 

a. The picture: 

In this image trap_nigga_patcho_ is pictured in a white tee-shirt, black 

hoodie, black hat, black sweatpants, and black sneakers. One of his 

companions is pictured in red tracksuit, with red sliders, white socks, 

white tee-shirt and black durag. His other companion is wearing blue 

jeans, black sneakers, dark grey long sleeve shirt and a gold chain. The 

image is taken at night in a parking lot. It is important to note that 

trap_nigga_patcho_  has intricate hand gestures.    

b. Caption under the picture:  

trap_nigga_patcho_ "In Case You Thought I Forgot, HAPPY 

BIRTHDAY NIGGGGGA @guccipucci_ More Life Like 

@champagnepapi Said They Wouldn't Know What We Been Thru 

Busting Licks Up And Down, We Had The Weed For Sale But Still Went 

Uptown, Just For That Sherman"                    ✔️ #HappyBirthday 

#MoreLife #LoyaltyOverRoyalty #StraightFromTheBottom 

#HeadingToTheTop #A3C2015 #LaMafiaWorldwide 

#ChangingLivesMatters #BrooklynBoys #WeEverywhere 

#YouNeverThere 

c. Comments linked to the picture: 

guccipucci_ My Nigga Love You Bro          

trap_nigga_patcho_Love You Too Buzzin              ✔️ 

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

a. Friends 

b.  Family 
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c. Togetherness 

d.  Posing  
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Data Sheet 

1. Word:Nigga 

2. Handle: trap_nigga_patcho_ 

3. Bio: Worldwide          "Married        To The Plugs        Daughter" 

#MakeAmericaTrapAgain #FreeElChapo #LaMafiaWorldwide 

soundcloud.com/worldwide-patchito/lmao 

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture:4 

6. How many likes on the picture:68 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

The image is of a Chinese carryout container filled in plentiful chains. 

trap_nigga_patcho_ has two chopsticks picking up three chains. The 

location the image was taken is ambiguous, however, the Chinese carryout 

container is on top of a table.    

• Caption under the picture:  

trap_nigga_patcho_ "I Ain't Tryna Raise My Boy In The Hood, But Until 

I Make It Ain't No Avoiding The Hood"          #EverybodyEats 

#ChickenWingsAndFries #WeDontGoOnDates 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

asian__joe Nah this is fire 

atlargeisaproducer            

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Jewelry 

• Chains 

• Asian Cuisine Take Out Box 

•  Black and White Filter 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word:Nigga 

2. Handle: trap_nigga_patcho_ 

3. Bio: Worldwide          "Married        To The Plugs        Daughter" 

#MakeAmericaTrapAgain #FreeElChapo #LaMafiaWorldwide 

soundcloud.com/worldwide-patchito/lmao 

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture:5 

6. How many likes on the picture:43 

7. Describe the post: 

a. The picture:  

The image is of trap_nigga_patcho_ pictured wearing light-colored jeans, 

black long sleeve shirt, and black Nike sneakers. The gentlemen pictured 

with trap_nigga_patcho_ is wearing all black hoodie, jeans, sneakers, and 

hat. The image is taken in a dark hallway with white walls and dark floors. 

trap_nigga_patcho_ has a plastic cup in his hand and his companion has a 

Corona. It is important to note that trap_nigga_patcho_ has a 

cigarette/blunt in his hand and his companion is throwing up his middle 

finger.  

b. Caption under the picture: 

trap_nigga_patcho_ "Spanish Nigga Chase The Henny With 

Coronas"                    #WorldWide 

c. Comments linked to the picture:  

louiecrackkk Hoy se bebe oite 

gray.son89      

 

8. Themes presented in the images: 

a.  Hennessey 

b. Coronas 

c. Drinking 

d.  Friendship 

e.  Togetherness 
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f.  Middle Finger 

g.  Posing 

h.  Black and White Filter 
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II. IG Data Collection Bad Bitch 

 

Data Sheet 

 

1.Word: Bad bitch 

2. Handle: _badbitchtrina 

3. Bio:                  Bajan PRiNCESS Fat Bitches Don't Like Me        

     :Baddbitchtrinaa 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:1 

6. How many likes on the picture:102 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

This picture features two females in a car. It appears to be a mother 

(@_badbitchtrina ) and daughter.  @ _badbitchtrina is wearing a red Ohio 

State t-shirt. She has a tattoo of a butterfly on her right bicep. She is 

wearing a black beaded bracelet and a gold watch. She is sitting in the 

passenger seat of the car with her daughter sitting in the back seat behind 

her looking over her right shoulder. Both females are holding up peace 

signs, crossing their left arm across their chest towards their right 

shoulder. @ _badbitchtrina has her hair in two braids which are lying on 

her chest. Both females are making a kissing face. @  _badbitchtrina is 

wearing stud earrings and false eyelashes. The daughter is wearing a pink t 

shirt and has her hair pulled up on top of her head. 

• Caption under the picture:  

_badbitchtrina When You Daughter Is Everything Like You & Moreeeee 

                                         #Goodmorning #MyGirlMyWorld      

• Comments linked to the picture: 

ashley_face😍😍😍😍😍😍 

vivalanellzz😘😍😍😍😍😘 miss my myy 

_stayblessp_Gm hun😚😚😚😚 

_badbitchtrinaShe doesn't miss you phony 🌵 @vivalanellzz 

_badbitchtrinaMorning baby 😘 @miss_loveablep 

https://www.instagram.com/ashley_face/
https://www.instagram.com/vivalanellzz/
https://www.instagram.com/_stayblessp_/
https://www.instagram.com/_badbitchtrina/
https://www.instagram.com/vivalanellzz/
https://www.instagram.com/_badbitchtrina/
https://www.instagram.com/miss_loveablep/
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8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Mother 

• Daughter 

• Togetherness 

• Family 

• Silliness 

• Kisses face 

• Duck lips` 

• Peace signs 

• Copying each other 

• Tattoos 

• Posing 

• Car 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Bad bitch 

2. Handle: _badbitchtrina 

3. Bio:                  Bajan PRiNCESS Fat Bitches Don't Like Me        

     :Baddbitchtrinaa 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:2 

6. How many likes on the picture:44 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

This is a picture of four females (one being @ _badbitchtrina) in a 

hardware store where they all seem to be employed. They are all wearing 

various shades of denim tops, orange aprons, and jeans. All women have 

their hair down and are standing grouped together with their arms around 

each other. The woman @_badbitchtrina on the farthest to the right is 

facing the left side of the frame; the other three women are facing the right 

side of the frame. They are all smiling. Two of the women are wearing 

UGG boots and the other two appear to be wearing sneakers.   

• Caption under the picture:  

_badbitchtrina It's A Supervisor Thing                               

#DenimOnDenim #ZiddddThaaaat 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

therealmccorkleYou not a supervisor tho. Lol 

_badbitchtrinaOh I didn't know you worked here 🙄 @therealmccorkle 

therealmccorkleLol, let me get a new toilet for the low tho. 

_stayblessp_😘😍😘 

 

 

 

 

https://www.instagram.com/therealmccorkle/
https://www.instagram.com/_badbitchtrina/
https://www.instagram.com/therealmccorkle/
https://www.instagram.com/therealmccorkle/
https://www.instagram.com/_stayblessp_/
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8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Home depot 

• Co-workers 

• Friendship 

• Posing 

• Tools 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Bad bitch 

2. Handle: _badbitchtrina 

3. Bio:                  Bajan PRiNCESS Fat Bitches Don't Like Me        

     :Baddbitchtrinaa 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:3 

6. How many likes on the picture:89 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

This picture appears to be of a family of three – an adult female (@ 

_badbitchtrina) the mother; an adult male, the father; and a female child, 

the daughter. The father is standing on the left, the mother is standing on 

the right and the daughter is standing in front of the father.  Everyone is 

wearing a white tank top and black pants. The mother is visibly pregnant 

with her tank top pulled up showing her pregnant stomach. She is wearing 

hoop earrings and has her hair down behind her shoulders. Her right arm is 

not visible but seems to be around the father. Her left arm is down by her 

side with her left hand cupped under her stomach. The father is wearing a 

gold chain and has a tattoo on his right bicep. His left arm is not visible 

but seems to be around the mother’s back. His right arm is around the 

daughter’s neck with his left hand cupping the mother’s stomach. The 

daughter has her hair on top of her head in two pigtails. Her left arm isn’t 

visible but appears to be around the mother. Her right arm is placed over 

the father’s hand on the mother’s stomach. All three are smiling and 

standing against a white backdrop. 

• Caption under the picture:  

_badbitchtrina My Whole      In One Picture      . The Countdown 

Begins 4 More Weeks Till Solae Gets Here‼️ .. We Can't Wait To Meet 

You Babygirl                                                   #MyGirlsMyWorld 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

ibiancaarielleBeautiful ! 

https://www.instagram.com/ibiancaarielle/
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10eleven_Jackieeeeeee 

stayblessp_Beautiful God bless y'all 🙏🏽😍 

pumagirl20122😘😘😘Beautiful God bless your family 😘😘😘 

 

8. Themes presented in the images 

• Family 

• Togetherness 

• Pregnancy 

• Love 

• White tank tops 

• Smiles 

• Posing 

• Tattooes 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

https://www.instagram.com/10eleven_/
https://www.instagram.com/_stayblessp_/
https://www.instagram.com/pumagirl20122/
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Bad bitch 

2. Handle: _badbitchtrina 

3. Bio:                  Bajan PRiNCESS Fat Bitches Don't Like Me        

     :Baddbitchtrinaa 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:4 

6. How many likes on the picture: 50 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

This picture features five women posing together in a club. They are all 

wearing wireless headphones. The woman (@_badbitchtrina) farthest on 

the right is wearing a purple sweater and jeans with black boots and hoop 

earrings. She has a drink in her left hand and it appears she has a hookah 

pipe in her right hand. To her left is a man’s back who is dressed in blue 

plaid. The woman to her right is wearing a black dress, boots, and black 

tights. She has her arms around the woman on the far right’s waist. Her 

nails are painted a light color and she has straight bangs across her 

forehead. To her right is a woman with her hair pulled back behind her 

head. She is wearing a beige tank top with black shorts and some kind of 

high heels. She has her hands planted on her thighs, a phone or clutch in 

her left hand, and a silver watch on her left hand. Leaning over her right 

shoulder is a woman wearing a pink v-neck shirt, glasses and a matching 

bracelet and necklace. The woman on the far left of the picture is wearing 

a black hooded sweatshirt with white piping, black leggings, and a quilted 

black cross-body bag with a gold chain. She has smaller hoop earrings and 

has her hair up on top of her head. She has a watch on her right wrist and 

black boots on. All five are smiling.  

• Caption under the picture: 

Last Night Shxt With The Girls                          #SilentParty  

#HappyBirthdayCharLee               
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• Comments linked to the picture: 

thatgirlisthickFried was I 😩😍 

smiley_don#gang 👍🏾 

jfreshondeckWhat kind party is that?? 

_badbitchtrina😂😂😭 odeeee you took your shoes off? 

Lol @thatgirlisthick 

_badbitchtrina🙌🏾🙌🏾 @smiley_don 

_badbitchtrinaIt's 3 djs and you listen to headphones all night each color 

represents a diff DJ @jfreshondeck 

jfreshondeckWhere it at if u dont mind 

 

8. Themes presented in the images: 

•  Celebration 

• Partying 

• Headphones 

• Hookah 

• Friendship  

• Posing 

• Dancing 

• Bar 

• Night out 

• Smiles 

 

https://www.instagram.com/thatgirlisthick/
https://www.instagram.com/smiley_don/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/gang/
https://www.instagram.com/jfreshondeck/
https://www.instagram.com/_badbitchtrina/
https://www.instagram.com/thatgirlisthick/
https://www.instagram.com/_badbitchtrina/
https://www.instagram.com/smiley_don/
https://www.instagram.com/_badbitchtrina/
https://www.instagram.com/jfreshondeck/
https://www.instagram.com/jfreshondeck/
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Bad bitch 

2. Handle: _badbitchtrina 

3. Bio:                  Bajan PRiNCESS Fat Bitches Don't Like Me        

     :Baddbitchtrinaa 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:5 

6. How many likes on the picture:122 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture: 

 This picture features a family of four standing outside near a beach. There 

is a palm tree and water with cresting waves in the background. The two 

adults, a male and female (@_badbitchtrina), are standing with the father 

on the left with his left shoulder pulled behind the mother’s body. He is 

wearing a backwards red cap tilted slightly back on his head with a white 

t-shirt over a slightly visible tank top undershirt and black shorts with a 

white vertical stripe down the side. @_badbitchtrina is standing with a 

baby in her left arm. She is wearing a gray mid-thigh length tank top dress 

with a growling black panther on the front. Her hair is down and she has 

tattoos on her right arm. The baby on her left hip is wearing a tank onesie 

with red straps, red bottoms, and a red flower. The top of the onesie has 

black and white horizontal stripes. The baby appears to be asleep. 

Standing in front of the father is a daughter in a pink tank top dress with 

purple embroidery around the neck and armpits. Her hair is braided and 

has pink beads at the end. All are smiling and slightly squinting into the 

sun. 

• Caption under the picture:  

_badbitchtrina Just Out Here Livin Lifeeeee               

#OurGirlsOurWorld                   

• Comments linked to the picture: 

sache_456✊🏾 

pechej__Aww beautiful family 😍 

https://www.instagram.com/sache_456/
https://www.instagram.com/pechej__/
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_stayblessp_😍😍😍❤ 

 

 

8. Themes presented in the images: 

• Family 

• Posing 

• Vacation 

• Outside 

• Sunshine 

• Palm trees  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.instagram.com/_stayblessp_/
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Bad bitch 

2. Handle: 1badbitchhh 

3. Bio: amos:alishorty23          

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:1 

6. How many likes on the picture:2346 

7. Describe the post: 

a. The picture:  

In this picture @1badbitchhh is sitting in a dressing room at an unknown 

clothing store.  She is sitting on a red bench taking a selfie with what 

could be assumed to be her pink covered apple I phone. She is wearing a 

dark denim colored pair of jeans, a dark navy and white hoodie, large gold 

bamboo hoop earrings and blue and coral painted nails. Her hair is styled 

straight, and cut into a shoulder length bob parted down the middle.  Her 

hair is angled to the left.     

b. Caption under the picture:  

1badbitchhh another 1                   

c. Comments linked to the picture: 

_flyhigh_55😍😍😍👅💦 

_princess.chyy😍😍😍😍😍 

reegangg._😍 

iamsauxyjayy😍😍😍 

meleka_vDamn bitch 

yunghittaaaa😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍

😍😍😍         😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍 All Me 

babyykrazy😍😍😍😍👅👅👅👅👅👅👅 

1badbitchhh@_princess.chyy@iamsauxyjayy 😘😘😘 

1badbitchhh@meleka_v thanks baby ☺️ 

1badbitchhh@yunghittaaaa of course 🤷🏽♀ 😘😝 

1badbitchhh@babyykrazy 😉😏😜 

killanae._😍 

tykevinjDamn 

https://www.instagram.com/_flyhigh_55/
https://www.instagram.com/_princess.chyy/
https://www.instagram.com/reegangg._/
https://www.instagram.com/iamsauxyjayy/
https://www.instagram.com/meleka_v/
https://www.instagram.com/yunghittaaaa/
https://www.instagram.com/babyykrazy/
https://www.instagram.com/1badbitchhh/
https://www.instagram.com/_princess.chyy/
https://www.instagram.com/iamsauxyjayy/
https://www.instagram.com/1badbitchhh/
https://www.instagram.com/meleka_v/
https://www.instagram.com/1badbitchhh/
https://www.instagram.com/yunghittaaaa/
https://www.instagram.com/1badbitchhh/
https://www.instagram.com/babyykrazy/
https://www.instagram.com/killanae._/
https://www.instagram.com/tykevinj/
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specially.k😻😻😻😻 

o.meezy❤👌 

miss.nyenyeLove your hair 

1badbitchhh@miss.nyenye thank you 

1badbitchhh@killanae._ 💘 

persuasiveiamthe baddest 💘😍😍😍😍😍😍😍 

lulbabbeyy😍😍😍💦💦💦💦 

p1nkd0llas💋😍 

__shiane😍😍😍 

_.nyquajatbh ? hey bae 💋 you already know how we coming ❣️your sexy ass 

😍😍 i miss & love you 😇 yk you the shit 😩😻🙏🏽 

x.playboyink.xThick in them thighs baby 

iamsolucky007Nice 

exaniano_Hot 

704.naiU look like a Barbie doll a cute one no harsh feeling it's in a good way 

but y our cute😍😍 

theking649_509Cute 

gatedollarHey cutie😙 

freeband_sosa_a1Wyf 

kramer256Thick ahh 

queencity_raised💯💯💯 

.too.lit.jalen._Sexy asf 😻❤️🔥👅🍼💦👑💯 

suplinyc2020Flexing 

saynomoredjYou really cute as shit yo 😍😍😉 

dexterwhitesideNice one 

ibe.chacha💓💗 

saynomoredjYou are so damn fine 😍😋😕 

_iamtwon😍😍 

havifromatlFollow back 

richiecharlerySo so so pretty 

the_phr3sh_prince😍😍😍 

azzedine1612Wawe your is nice 

twizzymack55thYo yo 

kingitooo😍😍😍💦 

mossbyrdWe're u get them sexy looks from 😋😜😍😘 

brianmalloy2478U is so beautiful 

lilkodak2k17😍😍😍😍 

_mar1x💕😍😍😍😍 

adoseofbluuYour so pretty 😭😍😍 

 

 

 

https://www.instagram.com/specially.k/
https://www.instagram.com/o.meezy/
https://www.instagram.com/miss.nyenye/
https://www.instagram.com/1badbitchhh/
https://www.instagram.com/miss.nyenye/
https://www.instagram.com/1badbitchhh/
https://www.instagram.com/killanae._/
https://www.instagram.com/persuasiveiam/
https://www.instagram.com/lulbabbeyy/
https://www.instagram.com/p1nkd0llas/
https://www.instagram.com/__shiane/
https://www.instagram.com/_.nyquaja/
https://www.instagram.com/x.playboyink.x/
https://www.instagram.com/iamsolucky007/
https://www.instagram.com/exaniano_/
https://www.instagram.com/704.nai/
https://www.instagram.com/theking649_509/
https://www.instagram.com/gatedollar/
https://www.instagram.com/freeband_sosa_a1/
https://www.instagram.com/kramer256/
https://www.instagram.com/queencity_raised/
https://www.instagram.com/_.too.lit.jalen._/
https://www.instagram.com/suplinyc2020/
https://www.instagram.com/saynomoredj/
https://www.instagram.com/dexterwhiteside/
https://www.instagram.com/ibe.chacha/
https://www.instagram.com/saynomoredj/
https://www.instagram.com/_iamtwon/
https://www.instagram.com/havifromatl/
https://www.instagram.com/richiecharlery/
https://www.instagram.com/the_phr3sh_prince/
https://www.instagram.com/azzedine1612/
https://www.instagram.com/twizzymack55th/
https://www.instagram.com/kingitooo/
https://www.instagram.com/mossbyrd/
https://www.instagram.com/brianmalloy2478/
https://www.instagram.com/lilkodak2k17/
https://www.instagram.com/_mar1x/
https://www.instagram.com/adoseofbluu/
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8. Themes presented in the images:  

a. Dressing room 

b. Selfie 

c. Angles 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Bad bitch 

2. Handle: 1badbitchhh 

3. Bio: amos:alishorty23          

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:2 

6. How many likes on the picture:2964 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

In this picture @1badbitchhh is utilizing the collage filter, to have three 

pictures place together to appear as one collective picture.  She is wearing 

the same outfit in all three pictures and in the same location, each picture 

is showing her outfit and body from three different angle and expressing 

three different emotions and expressions.  She is wearing a mustard yellow 

quarter length crop top that exposes her midriff and navel ring, skin tight 

skinny leg ripped black jeans, and all black sneakers.  Her hair is styled 

straight, and cut in to a shoulder length bob that is parted down the middle, 

she is wearing gold bracelet on her left wrist and a gold chain around her 

neck. Her nails are painted blue and coral. In the picture to far right she is 

posing for the camera, smiling with her chin resting on her shoulder, her 

right hand on her right hip, her left hand bent upwards to touch her hair, 

her body angled to the right, with her knees slightly bent and her left foot 

raised to a point. The picture in the middle has @1badbitchhh with her 

back more to the camera, she appears to be dancing. She is looking down 

toward the ground, she is slightly leaning back, her left forearm slightly 

ben t, and her right foot to a point crossing over the left with her right 

knee bent.  The picture to the far left has @1badbitchhh posing directly in 

front of the camera.  She is smiling, her right hand is resting on her right 

thigh and left hand is bent upward toward her left ear, slightly touching 

her hair.  Her right leg is crossing her left.   

• Caption under the picture:  

1badbitchhhbad b!tch, ain't nothing made up!       

• Comments linked to the picture: 
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_.nyquajahey bae ❣️😍❣️ 

1badbitchhh@_.nyquaja hey baby😘 

pamperedpimpp😍😍 

itss_kydiaDamn bae why you gotta keep doing this😩😩😍😍 

1badbitchhh@pamperedpimpp 💘💘 

ohthats.shayy😍😍😍😩 fine asf 

1badbitchhh@itss_kydia u knooo I gotta show out for you bae😘😜 

1badbitchhh@ohthats.shayy thanks bae☺️😘🙈 

yunghittaaaalooking healthy 🙈😍🤤♥️👅💍 

bigbandny😍😍😍 

vickieee973757Go girl you bad 

litassryan😍😛 

yungkeke19Yasssssssss😍😍 

theking649_509😍😍😍 

ssnoahs😍😍 

dtr_412600@xxkailah_ found your twin. 

1badbitchhh@yunghittaaaa thanks to you 👅😇 

1badbitchhh@bigbandny 💜😘 

1badbitchhh@vickieee973757 thanks 💁🏻 

1badbitchhh@litassryan 💙😚 

1badbitchhh@1prxncess 💖💖 

babygunzyh😍💪🔯 

terrancej2130Totally gorgeous 

illest.illy_😍 

jadenboyja00😍😍😍😍 

adonivas_thompkinsFollow b 

beyondtheproducerWeak 

xxkailah_Kinda @dtr_412600 

j.mulla_Tbh baddie😘 

_imcarlos2xTbh you are cute 😌 

tyshawndreaeyou pretty boo 😘 

1badbitchhh@tyshawndreae thank you 😘 

1cryjuju😍 

shanbriaaaTbh ; bad !🤑😻 

jayychanel_😍 

dayoungboy216😍😍😍😍 

yung_grown@1badbitchhh wassup I want u in my video 📹📹 

ibe.chacha💘💘 

roberttaylor1010_😜👌🏾 

_dominicalexander🔥🔥 fit fire mami 

bigmoney121282Cute Picture 

https://www.instagram.com/_.nyquaja/
https://www.instagram.com/1badbitchhh/
https://www.instagram.com/_.nyquaja/
https://www.instagram.com/pamperedpimpp/
https://www.instagram.com/itss_kydia/
https://www.instagram.com/1badbitchhh/
https://www.instagram.com/pamperedpimpp/
https://www.instagram.com/ohthats.shayy/
https://www.instagram.com/1badbitchhh/
https://www.instagram.com/itss_kydia/
https://www.instagram.com/1badbitchhh/
https://www.instagram.com/ohthats.shayy/
https://www.instagram.com/yunghittaaaa/
https://www.instagram.com/bigbandny/
https://www.instagram.com/vickieee973757/
https://www.instagram.com/litassryan/
https://www.instagram.com/yungkeke19/
https://www.instagram.com/theking649_509/
https://www.instagram.com/ssnoahs/
https://www.instagram.com/dtr_412600/
https://www.instagram.com/xxkailah_/
https://www.instagram.com/1badbitchhh/
https://www.instagram.com/yunghittaaaa/
https://www.instagram.com/1badbitchhh/
https://www.instagram.com/bigbandny/
https://www.instagram.com/1badbitchhh/
https://www.instagram.com/vickieee973757/
https://www.instagram.com/1badbitchhh/
https://www.instagram.com/litassryan/
https://www.instagram.com/1badbitchhh/
https://www.instagram.com/1prxncess/
https://www.instagram.com/babygunzyh/
https://www.instagram.com/terrancej2130/
https://www.instagram.com/illest.illy_/
https://www.instagram.com/jadenboyja00/
https://www.instagram.com/adonivas_thompkins/
https://www.instagram.com/beyondtheproducer/
https://www.instagram.com/xxkailah_/
https://www.instagram.com/dtr_412600/
https://www.instagram.com/j.mulla_/
https://www.instagram.com/_imcarlos2x/
https://www.instagram.com/tyshawndreae/
https://www.instagram.com/1badbitchhh/
https://www.instagram.com/tyshawndreae/
https://www.instagram.com/1cryjuju/
https://www.instagram.com/shanbriaaa/
https://www.instagram.com/jayychanel_/
https://www.instagram.com/dayoungboy216/
https://www.instagram.com/yung_grown/
https://www.instagram.com/1badbitchhh/
https://www.instagram.com/ibe.chacha/
https://www.instagram.com/roberttaylor1010_/
https://www.instagram.com/_dominicalexander/
https://www.instagram.com/bigmoney121282/
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itssly_bitchDamn 😍🙈😋💦🍑😈 

qualikedat😈😘 

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Collage 

• Outside 

• Midriff 

• Crop top 

• Slit jeans 

• Posing 

• Smiles 

• Navel ring 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.instagram.com/itssly_bitch/
https://www.instagram.com/qualikedat/
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Bad bitch 

2. Handle: 1badbitchhh 

3. Bio: amos:alishorty23          

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:3 

6. How many likes on the picture:1096 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

In this picture @1badbitchhh is standing in what appears to be a corner of 

an unknown or unidentifiable restaurant.  She is posing directly in front of 

the camera, wearing a skin tight low cut black V-neck crop top exposing 

her cleavage and midriff section and a skin tight, form fitting hunter green 

pencil skirt, with a slit cut up to her left thigh and black open-toed heels 

that strap around her ankle.  Her hair is styled long with ringlet curls, 

resting to her past shoulders and is parted down the middle. She is sticking 

her tongue out in the picture, exposing her tongue ring. She is wearing a 

gold watch on her left wrist, and is holding a phone in her right hand 

(presumbably hers). Her finger nails are painted lavender and gold.   

• Caption under the picture:  

1badbitchhh                   

• Comments linked to the picture: 

lillybeenlit😍 

price.derrickOmg lord 

kingpulley29Look at @meleka_v in the back😂 

meleka_v@kingpulley29 u lookin hard ain't it lol 

kingpulley29@meleka_v 👀 lmao nah 

hardhead800@1badbitchhh 😍😍💎💎🌹🌹🎁🎁🎁So gorgeous!!! 

theking649_509Sexy 😍😍 

king.mar53💎 

mauricebreezy.01Dope 

ohthats.shayyMy girlfriend 😍😍😍😍❤️ 

kashvillekris#MyWaffle 

oouuuk_Baddie 😍😋 

richiecharleryLove seeing you 

https://www.instagram.com/lillybeenlit/
https://www.instagram.com/price.derrick/
https://www.instagram.com/kingpulley29/
https://www.instagram.com/meleka_v/
https://www.instagram.com/meleka_v/
https://www.instagram.com/kingpulley29/
https://www.instagram.com/kingpulley29/
https://www.instagram.com/meleka_v/
https://www.instagram.com/hardhead800/
https://www.instagram.com/1badbitchhh/
https://www.instagram.com/theking649_509/
https://www.instagram.com/king.mar53/
https://www.instagram.com/mauricebreezy.01/
https://www.instagram.com/ohthats.shayy/
https://www.instagram.com/kashvillekris/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/mywaffle/
https://www.instagram.com/oouuuk_/
https://www.instagram.com/richiecharlery/
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cashgirlnifollow me back & stop cheating damn 

donthate.onmackTbh you badd😊 

bby.indytbh ? you're soo pretty ❤ 

nu_banga_To pretty 😘😘😘😍😎@1badbitchhh 

litassryansis 😍😍✨ 

 

8. Themes presented in the images: 

• Midriff 

• Crop top 

• Navel ring 

• Posing 

• Tongue out 

• Cleavage 

• Tongue ring 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.instagram.com/cashgirlni/
https://www.instagram.com/donthate.onmack/
https://www.instagram.com/bby.indy/
https://www.instagram.com/nu_banga_/
https://www.instagram.com/1badbitchhh/
https://www.instagram.com/litassryan/
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Bad bitch 

2. Handle: 1badbitchhh 

3. Bio: amos:alishorty23          

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:4 

6. How many likes on the picture:1222 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

In this picture @1badbitchhh is posing and smiling in front of a large 

water fountain, that appears to be made of marble.  The fountain is 

surrounded by a marble seating area, encasing the water that overflows 

from the large basin in which the fountain spouts from.  It is illuminated 

and in the over flow part to the far right of the picture there are two small 

illuminating spouts and to the far left of the picture there is an 

unidentifiable marble statue of kind. @1badbitchhh is wearing a light 

yellow short-sleeve crop top that exposes her midriff section and navel 

ring, light blue denim slightly worn above the thigh shorts, and flat, gold, 

strap up the ankle sandals.  Her hair is style straight and long resting 

almost to her waist.  She is wearing a gold chain that hangs past her breast, 

a gold watch and bracelet on her left wrist, two gold rings on her left hand 

the middle and ring finger, a gold bracelet on her right wrist and two rings 

on her right hand the index and ring finger.  In her right hand, she is 

holding a black clutch, her finger nails are painted banana-lemon yellow 

and her toe nails are painted white. Her right leg is slight bent inward.   

• Caption under the picture:  

1badbitchhhNO 5 bby, ALL 10                   

• Comments linked to the picture: 

iamsauxyjayy😍😍😍😍😍😍 

_.nyquajabaeeee omg 😻😻🤞🏽 

walkingbucketzIssa meal 

uh.my.ya_😍😍😍😩 

baby_shine165@1badbitchhh yeah that's right baby lol 

tamialashae😍 

miyaawiyaa😍😍😍 

https://www.instagram.com/iamsauxyjayy/
https://www.instagram.com/_.nyquaja/
https://www.instagram.com/walkingbucketz/
https://www.instagram.com/uh.my.ya_/
https://www.instagram.com/baby_shine165/
https://www.instagram.com/1badbitchhh/
https://www.instagram.com/_tamialashae/
https://www.instagram.com/miyaawiyaa/
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_qutayaaagf😍😍😍 

lil_swaggsurfer😍😍 

_.daabaddestBesttt Bihhh 😻😻 

lul.kiddoCmon Now Taty 😍😩 

msr.xogirl yesss 💙 

itss_kydia🤤🤤🤤🤤🤤🤤😻 

youngcash_252😍😍😍 

flygirlnuk🤤🤤👅 

lilkodak2k17😍😍😍😍 

hecraveea._😍😍 

ohthats.shayyBae 😍😍😍😍😍 

theking649_509Pretty 

1badbitchhhthanks y'all 😘😘 

iamderviltremayneSis 😍💋❤️ 

mrs_best_u_ever_hadHow long was your flight i had a delay in atl when i 

went and it was cold 

andimkaylan😍😍😍😍 

litassryani missss you 😌💙 

yunghittaaaathis is why i thank the man above 😏😋👀❤️ 

1badbitchhh@litassryan I miss you too💞 

yunghittaaaaI love you more 💕 

adoseofbluu😍😍😍 

iamricharddragonMmm! Too cute to stay mute. 

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Midriff 

• Crop top 

• Navel rings 

• Fountain  

 

https://www.instagram.com/_qutayaaa/
https://www.instagram.com/lil_swaggsurfer/
https://www.instagram.com/_.daabaddest/
https://www.instagram.com/lul.kiddo/
https://www.instagram.com/msr.xo/
https://www.instagram.com/itss_kydia/
https://www.instagram.com/youngcash_252/
https://www.instagram.com/flygirlnuk/
https://www.instagram.com/lilkodak2k17/
https://www.instagram.com/hecraveea._/
https://www.instagram.com/ohthats.shayy/
https://www.instagram.com/theking649_509/
https://www.instagram.com/1badbitchhh/
https://www.instagram.com/iamderviltremayne/
https://www.instagram.com/mrs_best_u_ever_had/
https://www.instagram.com/andimkaylan/
https://www.instagram.com/litassryan/
https://www.instagram.com/yunghittaaaa/
https://www.instagram.com/1badbitchhh/
https://www.instagram.com/litassryan/
https://www.instagram.com/yunghittaaaa/
https://www.instagram.com/adoseofbluu/
https://www.instagram.com/iamricharddragon/
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Bad bitch 

2. Handle: 1badbitchhh 

3. Bio: amos:alishorty23          

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture: 5 

6. How many likes on the picture:965 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

In this picture @1badbitchhh is posing in front of the camera. She is not 

looking at the camera.  She is wearing a strapless maroon colored full 

length full body suit and brown open toe strap flat sandals.  Her hair is 

styled straight and long resting past her breast and parted down the 

middle.  She is wearing a gold bracelet on her right wrist, two rings on her 

right hand one on the index finer and one on the ring finger.  On her left 

wrist she is wearing a gold watch. Her right hand is resting on her right 

pelvic area, close to her vagina. She is outside, in a an unidentifiable 

location.   

• Caption under the picture:  

1badbitchhh says a lot about you feeling you ain't feeling 

me                 #swipeleft 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

p1nkd0llas💗🤤 

_.daabaddestomg baby 😻😻😻 

bby.indy😍😍😍😍 

bougieassjaedamn 😍😩 

highoffkaay._Baee😻😻😻 

yunghittaaaamy baby killing these hoes 😋😍💸 

t.aassia😍😍👑 pretty ma 

1badbitchhh@p1nkd0llas @bby.indy 😘😘😘 

pamperedpimppHOLLYWOOD.👑 

1badbitchhh@_.daabaddest thanks baby 😘😘 

1badbitchhh@highoffkaay._ thanks bae😘☺️ 

walkingbucketzIssa snack 

https://www.instagram.com/p1nkd0llas/
https://www.instagram.com/_.daabaddest/
https://www.instagram.com/bby.indy/
https://www.instagram.com/bougieassjae/
https://www.instagram.com/highoffkaay._/
https://www.instagram.com/yunghittaaaa/
https://www.instagram.com/t.aassia/
https://www.instagram.com/1badbitchhh/
https://www.instagram.com/p1nkd0llas/
https://www.instagram.com/bby.indy/
https://www.instagram.com/pamperedpimpp/
https://www.instagram.com/1badbitchhh/
https://www.instagram.com/_.daabaddest/
https://www.instagram.com/1badbitchhh/
https://www.instagram.com/highoffkaay._/
https://www.instagram.com/walkingbucketz/
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prinxess.mulaa😍😍 

_.nyquajaomggg 😻😻 

theking649_509Beautiful 

hecraveea._😍😍😍 

1badbitchhh@pamperedpimpp thanks boo💘 

1badbitchhh@prinxess.mulaa 💋💋 

1badbitchhh@_.nyquaja 💖💖💖 

1badbitchhh@hecraveea._ 💜 

itss_kydia😩😩😩🤤🤤🤤❤️ 

blush729💎😣💎 

lilkodak2k17😍😍😍😍 

theyloveeetiara😍😍 

morelandjohnnySexy ass 

deshunwaltonHey 

th3_goattI like what I see 

youloveshay😍😍😍😍 

triz_marley😘 

jaedonmcintoshSexy 

cravefor.t_😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍 

poetic.slum❣️❣️❣️ 

 

8. Themes presented in the images: 

•  Bodysuit 

• Touching vagina 

 

https://www.instagram.com/prinxess.mulaa/
https://www.instagram.com/_.nyquaja/
https://www.instagram.com/theking649_509/
https://www.instagram.com/hecraveea._/
https://www.instagram.com/1badbitchhh/
https://www.instagram.com/pamperedpimpp/
https://www.instagram.com/1badbitchhh/
https://www.instagram.com/prinxess.mulaa/
https://www.instagram.com/1badbitchhh/
https://www.instagram.com/_.nyquaja/
https://www.instagram.com/1badbitchhh/
https://www.instagram.com/hecraveea._/
https://www.instagram.com/itss_kydia/
https://www.instagram.com/blush729/
https://www.instagram.com/lilkodak2k17/
https://www.instagram.com/theyloveeetiara/
https://www.instagram.com/morelandjohnny/
https://www.instagram.com/deshunwalton/
https://www.instagram.com/th3_goatt/
https://www.instagram.com/_youloveshay/
https://www.instagram.com/triz_marley/
https://www.instagram.com/jaedonmcintosh/
https://www.instagram.com/cravefor.t_/
https://www.instagram.com/poetic.slum/
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Bad Bitch 

2. Handle: badbitch_kenya 

3. Bio: Smart, beautiful, ambitious woman!                                         owner of....... .... 

www.kenyaboutique.com 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:1 

6. How many likes on the picture:413 

7. Describe the post: 

a. The picture:  

This picture is a set of two pictures together of a mother 

(@badbitch_kenya) and son wearing Halloween costumes. In the picture 

on the left the mother is standing on the left and the son is standing on the 

right. @ badbitch_kenya is taking a selfie of the two and they are dressed 

as Chuckie. Her hair is down and her top is a striped crop top. She has a 

hoop nose ring in her right nostril. They are both wearing overalls and he 

has on a Chuckie mask. In the picture on the right she is standing on the 

right and he is standing on the left. They are both dressed as minions 

wearing yellow long-sleeve tops, denim overalls, and goggles with yellow 

stocking caps. She is taking a selfie of the two of them and they are both 

smiling into the camera. They appear to be inside standing on a rug in 

maybe a living room or a bedroom. 

b. Caption under the picture:  

badbitch_kenya Happy Halloween from me and my seed of chuckee and 

my kevin                                        

c. Comments linked to the picture: 

aint.you_lisa_☺️💪🏾😍😍🎃 
blondie_gets_fit_This cute 

___jlo_😍😍 

k_barbz_😍😍 

mzsassy1990Fye 😍😍😍😍 

keishagot_itall😎😍💯 

_keilumbiana1121❤️🙌🏽 

https://www.instagram.com/aint.you_lisa_/
https://www.instagram.com/blondie_gets_fit_/
https://www.instagram.com/___jlo_/
https://www.instagram.com/k_barbz_/
https://www.instagram.com/mzsassy1990/
https://www.instagram.com/keishagot_itall/
https://www.instagram.com/_keilumbiana1121/
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beauty_newnew_foreign😍😍😍 

prettygurl_uglyworldCute I love it 😍😍😍 

thatssojocCuteeee 😍 

shundalove😍😍😍 so cute 

fefe_baybee😍😍 #Goals Mommy Game Strong 💪🏾💪🏾💪🏾 
 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

a. Mother 

b. Son 

c. Costumes 

d. Togetherness 

e. Halloween 

f. Silliness 

g. Fun times 

h. Collage feature 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

https://www.instagram.com/beauty_newnew_foreign/
https://www.instagram.com/prettygurl_uglyworld/
https://www.instagram.com/thatssojoc/
https://www.instagram.com/shundalove/
https://www.instagram.com/fefe_baybee/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/goals/
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Bad Bitch 

2. Handle: badbitch_kenya 

3. Bio: Smart, beautiful, ambitious woman!                                         owner of....... .... 

www.kenyaboutique.com 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:2 

6. How many likes on the picture:512 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

This picture shows an adult female (@badbitch_kenya). @ 

badbitch_kenya has her tongue sticking out, her hair down with bangs, and 

a nose ring in her right nostril. In her left hand, she is holding a plastic bag 

of stacked money close to her left cheek. @ badbitch_kenya is wearing a 

white t-shirt and a silver chain. @ badbitch_kenya is inside standing near a 

dish rack. 

• Caption under the picture:  

badbitch_kenya Around this same time last year                            "when a 

nigga say hi, I don't speak -we don't argue about Niggas 🅱️itches , we just 

talk about how we gone eat #literally #imstillthemoneycounter 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

_favored2017Securing the bag💪🏾🤑 

mainejrMoney BAG 😋🏃 
dominique_comes_firstOml 

prettyhairboss🗣🗣🗣🗣💪 

armaninoxchange💰💰💰💸💡🤷🏾♂  

messiah_bighomie🏆🏆🤘🏽 

rico_wade💪🏾🤑 

johnjohn_i_do_me_💯💪🏾 
villanz1Hey sexy 

cece_badnboujee😜🤑☺️😘 

900_triplet💯💰 

https://www.instagram.com/_favored2017/
https://www.instagram.com/mainejr/
https://www.instagram.com/dominique_comes_first/
https://www.instagram.com/prettyhairboss/
https://www.instagram.com/armaninoxchange/
https://www.instagram.com/messiah_bighomie/
https://www.instagram.com/rico_wade/
https://www.instagram.com/johnjohn_i_do_me_/
https://www.instagram.com/villanz1/
https://www.instagram.com/cece_badnboujee/
https://www.instagram.com/900_triplet/
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keishagot_itall😝🤑🤘🏽 
 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Tongue out 

• Money 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

https://www.instagram.com/keishagot_itall/
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Bad Bitch 

2. Handle: badbitch_kenya 

3. Bio: Smart, beautiful, ambitious woman!                                         owner of....... .... 

www.kenyaboutique.com 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:3 

6. How many likes on the picture:876 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

The picture is a set of three pictures of the same woman 

(@badbitch_kenya). In each picture, she is wearing a black tank top with a 

low-cut back, gray stone-washed jeans, black peep-toe ankle booties, hoop 

earrings, and holding a black clutch purse with black fringe. In the first 

picture she is posing with her right hand propped on her right hip. She is 

leaning on her right leg and has her left leg angled out to the side. Her left 

hand is hanging down by her side with her purse held in front of her left 

thigh. She is facing the right side of the frame and has a neutral face. In 

the second picture she has her back to the camera. Her right arm is above 

her head and propped against the wall with her fingers splayed. Her left 

hand is in front of her body and she is leaning forward against the wall 

with her hair swept off her back. She has tattoos down the center of her 

back. In the last picture on the right she is leaning on her left leg with her 

right foot angled out and is slightly facing the left side of the frame. She 

has both hands in front of her with her arms straight holding her purse in 

front of her crotch. In this picture she is smiling and has her chin angled 

slightly to the left 

• Caption under the picture:  

badbitch_kenya "He like hoes, and I like hoes, he hit the bullseye 

                                    " 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

k_mywayliving25BAE 😩😘😘😘😘😘😘😘☺️ 

https://www.instagram.com/k_mywayliving25/
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niya_mommie21😍☺️ 

munche_luvinsteanna😘😍😘 

lailaa35❤️😍😘❤️😘😍❤️💔💔💔❤️❤️😘😘🙏🏾🙏🏾🙏🏾 

sheback_v_ebe😍 

theogvee🔥🔥🔥🔥 

___jlo_😍😍 

s.taceyyyyy😍😍😍 

his_1st_queen😍😏 

missbaddieb_Yassss love this😍 
centcalvinSup 

schaniqua8😍😘 

prettyhairboss❤️❤️ 
mssexyscorpio1973Serving sexy go girl!!!! 

kingmanncofresh😍😍😍😍🍴🍴 

stewie_ktg😎😘😍 
blunt_about_it_Team Bad Bitch! ! ! 
sallieboy84Sexy ass hell 

richcandihairextensions_😍😍😍 

neknekdacutie😻😻 

thatssojoc😍😍😍 

mauldin778👌 

beauty_newnew_foreign😍😍💦 
taeemoneyyQuestion @badbitch_kenya 
slim_falcone_Good morning sweetie u are a beautiful woman happy easter 

to u n enjoy your day today😍😍@badbitch_kenya 

mz_prettyeyeyayaThickness 😍 
bossmanfuzz~UMMMP~~YEEEEAH~~DIGG~DAT~ 

bigdawg_brab😍🏆💯 

ktowngrowth_🍑🍑😩🍰😩 
p_i_thegodLet's make a movie! My chick bad and will get you 
right! @badbitch_kenya 
tj.byrdShe beautiful i cant lie.. 

atm_scrillaFuture Wife 👸🏾💎💍👑❤️ 
whoreson83Lord knows. .. 

only_the_strong_survive1😍 
crawford_ture_black_jerrodHey sexy 

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Collage feature 

• Butt pose 

https://www.instagram.com/niya_mommie21/
https://www.instagram.com/munche_luvinsteanna/
https://www.instagram.com/lailaa35/
https://www.instagram.com/sheback_v_ebe/
https://www.instagram.com/theogvee/
https://www.instagram.com/___jlo_/
https://www.instagram.com/s.taceyyyyy/
https://www.instagram.com/his_1st_queen/
https://www.instagram.com/missbaddieb_/
https://www.instagram.com/centcalvin/
https://www.instagram.com/schaniqua8/
https://www.instagram.com/prettyhairboss/
https://www.instagram.com/mssexyscorpio1973/
https://www.instagram.com/kingmanncofresh/
https://www.instagram.com/stewie_ktg/
https://www.instagram.com/blunt_about_it_/
https://www.instagram.com/sallieboy84/
https://www.instagram.com/richcandihairextensions_/
https://www.instagram.com/neknekdacutie/
https://www.instagram.com/thatssojoc/
https://www.instagram.com/mauldin778/
https://www.instagram.com/beauty_newnew_foreign/
https://www.instagram.com/taeemoneyy/
https://www.instagram.com/badbitch_kenya/
https://www.instagram.com/slim_falcone_/
https://www.instagram.com/badbitch_kenya/
https://www.instagram.com/mz_prettyeyeyaya/
https://www.instagram.com/bossmanfuzz/
https://www.instagram.com/bigdawg_brab/
https://www.instagram.com/ktowngrowth_/
https://www.instagram.com/p_i_thegod/
https://www.instagram.com/badbitch_kenya/
https://www.instagram.com/tj.byrd/
https://www.instagram.com/atm_scrilla/
https://www.instagram.com/whoreson83/
https://www.instagram.com/only_the_strong_survive1/
https://www.instagram.com/crawford_ture_black_jerrod/
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• Going out 

• Posing 

• Angles 

• Tattoos  
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Bad Bitch 

2. Handle: badbitch_kenya 

3. Bio: Smart, beautiful, ambitious woman!                                         owner of....... .... 

www.kenyaboutique.com 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:4 

6. How many likes on the picture:447 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture: 

In this picture two adults, a male and a female (@badbitch_kenya), are 

posed facing each other with their heads turned toward the camera. He is 

wearing a short-sleeve polo shirt with a solid blue collar, a thick blue 

stripe on the edge of the arm, and small white and blue stripes. He is 

wearing jeans with a brown belt, with a phone sticking out of the front left 

pocket. His collar is slightly popped and he is wearing stud earrings. He 

has tattoos on his left arm, a chin strap beard, and a slight mustache. He is 

facing the left side of the frame with his arms around the female’s waist. 

She has blond hair and red lipstick. She is wearing a long sleeve blue crop 

top with white stars, red and white horizontal striped pants with a section 

of blue and white start print. She has her hand on the male’s chest. They 

appear to be in a club. 

• Caption under the picture:  

badbitch_kenya I'd give anything to have you back for the holidays! 

                           , my baby misses his daddy and I do too, he was gonna either 

be with you or me            @finallymadeitbase 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

charae_wbmg🙏🏾🙏🏾🙏🏾😘 

arquel_mone🙏🏽🙏🏽😘 

tootie_badazz5150🙏🏽 

suchadiva1st😢😢😔😔🙏🙏 
crystal_monique_mooreOmg that's my homi 

teemac_est1981😪😪😪🙏🏾🙏🏾🙏🏾😘😘😘Awww Merry Christmas Baby 

https://www.instagram.com/charae_wbmg/
https://www.instagram.com/arquel_mone/
https://www.instagram.com/tootie_badazz5150/
https://www.instagram.com/suchadiva1st/
https://www.instagram.com/crystal_monique_moore/
https://www.instagram.com/teemac_est1981/
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Girl 
crystal_monique_mooreWhat happen Merry Xmas 

crazy_mean_brat🙏🏾🙏🏾 

gcolesofancy🙏🏾🙏🏾 

_hotkommodity😇🙏🏾 
nbachic35We Miss You Cuz!!! 

frenchkiss_back🙏🙏🙏 
stunnatwinRest up my boy 

soarrogant_ty🙏🏽😇🅱️ 

humbled234❤️  
mzgrindhardDamn bro this shit still ain't real 

yfm.jamila😥😥😥 

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Couple, 

• Togetherness 

• Love 

• Midriff  

• Red lip 

 

 
 

 

 

https://www.instagram.com/crystal_monique_moore/
https://www.instagram.com/crazy_mean_brat/
https://www.instagram.com/gcolesofancy/
https://www.instagram.com/_hotkommodity/
https://www.instagram.com/nbachic35/
https://www.instagram.com/frenchkiss_back/
https://www.instagram.com/stunnatwin/
https://www.instagram.com/soarrogant_ty/
https://www.instagram.com/humbled234/
https://www.instagram.com/mzgrindhard/
https://www.instagram.com/yfm.jamila/
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Bad Bitch 

2. Handle: badbitch_kenya 

3. Bio: Smart, beautiful, ambitious woman!                                         owner of....... .... 

www.kenyaboutique.com 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:5 

6. How many likes on the picture:702 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture: 

In this picture a female (@badbitch_kenya) appears is seated with her legs 

spread. She is wearing a white bra and panty lingerie set and a white 

baseball cap perched slightly sideways on her head. Her hair is in two 

braids down the front of her chest. She has a silver tiffany chain with a 

heart charm in the middle of her neck, and a navel ring that hangs down to 

her underwear. In her left hand, she is holding a blunt and is exhaling 

smoke. Her head is angled slightly to the right. 

• Caption under the picture:  

badbitch_kenya Baby, we can go to Jamaica 🇯🇲and change locations 

Don't you worry bout a hater, they gon' keep hating 

They sendin' shots, I just dodge like I'm in the Matrix #Itsmybirthday 

                            

• Comments linked to the picture: 

mek_nomillz😍😍🤤🤤 

long_live_turbo4Hbd homie😘😍 

armaninoxchangehbd 😘 

mzstar_6😍 

starr_sosidityHbd 🎊🎊🎉🎉🎂🎁😘 

_doublestandardsHappy Birthday Auntieeeeee😍❤️💞💃 

ash.cash7Hbd boo 🎂🎈🎉 

loveone1wHappy birthday 👸🏾💰⭐️🎀🎁🎈🎉🦄✈️ 

https://www.instagram.com/mek_nomillz/
https://www.instagram.com/long_live_turbo4/
https://www.instagram.com/armaninoxchange/
https://www.instagram.com/mzstar_6/
https://www.instagram.com/starr_sosidity/
https://www.instagram.com/_doublestandards/
https://www.instagram.com/ash.cash7/
https://www.instagram.com/loveone1w/
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bigjay_mrdusseHappy bday 

harlemboy__hollywoodH🅱️D Kenya 

tayjefe_laflareHappy bday 🎉 

nesto_letsgoHappy Birthday Kenya 😘🎉😘🎉 

sheezy_izbacHBD😍 

cashoutdanHappy birthday 🎉🎊🎈🎁 

i_am_da_bussinessHbd boo enjoy🎉🎉🎁🎁😘😘🎂🎂🎈🎈 

lisa_da_dopechick😍😍😘😘 

cece_badnboujeeHappy Birthday 🎉🎉🎉 

frenchkiss_backHappy birthday sweetie 😍😘🎆🎉🎊 

misslbbabyHbd 😘😘🎉🎉💯🎊🎉🎊🎁🎁🎂🎈💫💫💫💫 

mzshardaeHappyBirthday 🎉🎉🎉🎉 

mzx_400U sooooo fine 😩😩😩 HAPPY BIRTHDAY BAE 😘😘😘😘 

k_mywayliving25Hbd baby 😘😘 

mally4greatWhen we gon kick it. Ms Kenya 🌹🍾 
strawberry_mocha_Happy Birthday enjoy y'all day 

ladies @_hotkommodity@badbitch_kenya 🎉🎉🎂🎂🍹🍸🎊🎊 
miss_queen_dee28Happy birthday baby girl 

😍😍👑🎈🎈🎈🎂🎂🎂🎁🎉🎉🎉 

momartin79Happy Born day Kenya 💪🏾💪🏾 

backoffme28Happy birthday love 💖🌹😘 

_pyt29_Happy Birthday Chick! 🎉 

blow_me_like_dope🎉Happy Birthday🎉🎂🛍🍸🎊 

beauty_is_rodneshiaHappy birthday 🎊🎈🎉🎂🎁 
ajollyheartHappy Birthday!!!!!!! 
johnisha_montelleHappy b day 

melissaa_mHappy bday boo 🎉🎉 

joiyaunique_Happy birthday 🎉 
shesofine22Hbd 

ms.lucas_Happy birthday Ken Ken🎂🎂🎂 
wife_of_vale_sureiamHbd 

mr_lulubighead😍😍😍😍 

shayymoney_bcn_nanastyHappy birthday 🎂 

fine__ass_gurlHappy bday ❤❤ 

pink_roses2xs😍😍😍 
who_can_i_trust_85Hbd 
ms_future_rich_girlHbd 
jigdollaHappy Birthday Lord! 
rita_babiiHBD 

titieona_lovesterrionHbd 😍 

beauty_newnew_foreignHappy bday twin 🎉🎉😘 
prettygurl_uglyworldHappy Birthday Boo 

me_plus_02Happy Birthday Cousin 😘🎁😝💪🏾 

https://www.instagram.com/bigjay_mrdusse/
https://www.instagram.com/harlemboy__hollywood/
https://www.instagram.com/tayjefe_laflare/
https://www.instagram.com/nesto_letsgo/
https://www.instagram.com/sheezy_izbac/
https://www.instagram.com/cashoutdan/
https://www.instagram.com/i_am_da_bussiness/
https://www.instagram.com/lisa_da_dopechick/
https://www.instagram.com/cece_badnboujee/
https://www.instagram.com/frenchkiss_back/
https://www.instagram.com/misslbbaby/
https://www.instagram.com/mzshardae/
https://www.instagram.com/mzx_400/
https://www.instagram.com/k_mywayliving25/
https://www.instagram.com/mally4great/
https://www.instagram.com/strawberry_mocha_/
https://www.instagram.com/_hotkommodity/
https://www.instagram.com/badbitch_kenya/
https://www.instagram.com/miss_queen_dee28/
https://www.instagram.com/momartin79/
https://www.instagram.com/backoffme28/
https://www.instagram.com/_pyt29_/
https://www.instagram.com/blow_me_like_dope/
https://www.instagram.com/beauty_is_rodneshia/
https://www.instagram.com/ajollyheart/
https://www.instagram.com/johnisha_montelle/
https://www.instagram.com/melissaa_m/
https://www.instagram.com/joiyaunique_/
https://www.instagram.com/shesofine22/
https://www.instagram.com/ms.lucas_/
https://www.instagram.com/wife_of_vale_sureiam/
https://www.instagram.com/mr_lulubighead/
https://www.instagram.com/shayymoney_bcn_nanasty/
https://www.instagram.com/fine__ass_gurl/
https://www.instagram.com/pink_roses2xs/
https://www.instagram.com/who_can_i_trust_85/
https://www.instagram.com/ms_future_rich_girl/
https://www.instagram.com/jigdolla/
https://www.instagram.com/rita_babii/
https://www.instagram.com/titieona_lovesterrion/
https://www.instagram.com/beauty_newnew_foreign/
https://www.instagram.com/prettygurl_uglyworld/
https://www.instagram.com/me_plus_02/
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varcher9Happy Birthday 

prettygurlyanayHappy birthday 😘 

heartless_woothangHappy bday bae 😘😘❤️😜💃🏽💃🏽 

candy_girl80Happy bday 🤗😘 

beautyschoollicensehappy birthday boo😚 
sala_the_hulk_rileyHbd 

mommy_montanaHappy Birthday 🎈 

keisha_prime88Happy birthday babyyy😍😘 

vinny_lmgHappy bday homie 💪🏾💯 

chelle4glorify👑🎉🎉👑😍😘 

rb_livingHappy Birthday enjoy your day ☺️😘 

bugie_lil_bratHappy Birthday Enjoy 😘😘😘 

quanishia2929Hbd twin 😘😘😘😘😘😍🥂 

red_thang77Happy B-day🎉🎉🎉🎉 
mz_prettyeyeyayaHappy Birthday Beautiful 
jaydaboss_Happy birthday 
mzscorpioktbHBD 
rajat_dhiman__Omg so hot 
turnercyrusSexy lil mama 
terrydemonlockridge49Dam sweet lady 

sly_boss_man🙈😻🔥🔥🔥🔥🍫🍓🍒🍑💯 
 

8. Themes presented in the images: 

•  Smoking 

• Bikini 

• Midriff 

• Weed 

• Blunt 

• Navel ring 

 

https://www.instagram.com/varcher9/
https://www.instagram.com/prettygurlyanay/
https://www.instagram.com/heartless_woothang/
https://www.instagram.com/candy_girl80/
https://www.instagram.com/beautyschoollicense/
https://www.instagram.com/sala_the_hulk_riley/
https://www.instagram.com/mommy_montana/
https://www.instagram.com/keisha_prime88/
https://www.instagram.com/vinny_lmg/
https://www.instagram.com/chelle4glorify/
https://www.instagram.com/rb_living/
https://www.instagram.com/bugie_lil_brat/
https://www.instagram.com/quanishia2929/
https://www.instagram.com/red_thang77/
https://www.instagram.com/mz_prettyeyeyaya/
https://www.instagram.com/jaydaboss_/
https://www.instagram.com/mzscorpioktb/
https://www.instagram.com/rajat_dhiman__/
https://www.instagram.com/turnercyrus/
https://www.instagram.com/terrydemonlockridge49/
https://www.instagram.com/sly_boss_man/
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Bad bitch 

2. Handle: badbitchbandit_ 

3. Bio: E.            Snap|Chat bandit_e 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:1 

6. How many likes on the picture:107 

7. Describe the post: 

a. The picture:  

This picture shows an adult female (@badbitchbandit_) standing or seated 

in a living room. She is wearing a gray shirt with GUESS printed on the 

front in white letters. Her hair is pulled on top of her head in a sock bun. 

She is exhaling smoke which obscures most of her face. 

b. Caption under the picture:  

badbitchbandit_Stoner My Life Style !        

c. Comments linked to the picture: 

mdth__________Edge control on Hookah u lit huh lol 

badbitchbandit_Sonnnn stfu 😂😩 @mdth__________ 

___forevergvld*scoffin 💤 

badbitchbandit_Lmaoo howw....?? @gvld_blvvded_ 

ur_girl_love_meYou litttttt 

mrtstillwegood84outlaw!!! 420 about that time 

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

a. Guess sweatshirt 

b.  Smoking 

c. Selfie 

 

https://www.instagram.com/mdth__________/
https://www.instagram.com/badbitchbandit_/
https://www.instagram.com/mdth__________/
https://www.instagram.com/___forevergvld/
https://www.instagram.com/badbitchbandit_/
https://www.instagram.com/gvld_blvvded_/
https://www.instagram.com/ur_girl_love_me/
https://www.instagram.com/mrtstillwegood84/
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Bad bitch 

2. Handle: badbitchbandit_ 

3. Bio: E.            Snap|Chat bandit_e 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:2  

6. How many likes on the picture:104 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:   

This picture features an adult female (@badbitchbandit_) seated on a 

leather sofa wearing a long-sleeve black button up shirt and black pants. 

She has her hair in low bun slightly to the right of the back of her head. 

She has her right elbow propped on her right thigh with her right wrist 

crossed under her left wrist on her left thigh. Her left arm is bent at the 

elbow and she is holding a blue drink with a long straw and a multi-

colored umbrella. She is wearing silver bracelets, a silver necklace that is 

barely visible and small studs. She appears to be in a club. 

• Caption under the picture:  

badbitchbandit_Pretty Girl Lite Skin wit the babyy hairss                    

• Comments linked to the picture: 

badbitchbandit_😘 Tonks baby girl @platinumriichie 

saleembashmentPretty 

leonsmooth💰💰💰💰 

rocknrollpoweDats herrr 

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Night out 

• Drinking 

• Posing 

 

https://www.instagram.com/badbitchbandit_/
https://www.instagram.com/platinumriichie/
https://www.instagram.com/saleembashment/
https://www.instagram.com/leonsmooth/
https://www.instagram.com/rocknrollpowe/
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Bad bitch 

2. Handle: badbitchbandit_ 

3. Bio: E.            Snap|Chat bandit_e 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:3 

6. How many likes on the picture: 144 

7. Describe the post: 

a. The picture: 

This picture features an adult female (@badbitchbandit_) wearing a gray 

“snake skin” one piece bathing suit with a high neck line. Her stomach and 

cleavage are visible through a crisscrossed cut out center. She is wearing a 

short sleeved black and white knee-length tie-dyed beach cover up open 

around her shoulders. She is posing with her arms held behind her leaning 

on her left leg with her right leg propped out in front of her. Her hair is 

down and she is smiling with her head tilted to the left. She appears to be 

standing in a hotel lobby. 

b. Caption under the picture:  

badbitchbandit_Really on my bully ! 

c. Comments linked to the picture: 

trapstariliy6💪 

5th_ave_freshLookin good 

simply_tabbyb😍😍😍 

treez_sexy 

fully_activeCute ass 👌🏾 

tefloncourtsquareMan, that's nice 

myfabuleuxlife😻😻😻😻 

badbitchbandit_😘😘 @myfabuleuxlife 

yungiconicBaeeeee 

yungmanShowing off 

 

 

https://www.instagram.com/trapstariliy6/
https://www.instagram.com/5th_ave_fresh/
https://www.instagram.com/simply_tabbyb/
https://www.instagram.com/treez_/
https://www.instagram.com/fully_active/
https://www.instagram.com/tefloncourtsquare/
https://www.instagram.com/myfabuleuxlife/
https://www.instagram.com/badbitchbandit_/
https://www.instagram.com/myfabuleuxlife/
https://www.instagram.com/yungiconic/
https://www.instagram.com/yungman/
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8. Themes presented in the images:  

a. Hotel 

b. Posing  

c. Smiles 

d. Swimsuit  
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Bad bitch 

2. Handle: badbitchbandit_ 

3. Bio: E.            Snap|Chat bandit_e 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:4 

6. How many likes on the picture: 160 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

This picture features an adult female (@badbitchbandit_) in a red halter 

dress in a pink bedroom. She is laying on her stomach on a lime green 

pillow on a bed with a blue and white checked bead spread. Her hair is 

down her back and her left arm is tucked under her chest with her right 

arm under the right side of her face. Her hands aren’t visible behind her 

head. Her head is facing left and she is wearing a silver bracelet. 

• Caption under the picture:  

badbitchbandit_       

• Comments linked to the picture: 

nashaaa😋😏 

lee_star_boy😍😍 

yt1n3r3sThat thing sittin 😀 

swisssquaddizz👆👆👆 

ash_yeezy😍😍 

badbitchbandit_😘😏 @nashaaa 

badbitchbandit_Kisses baby 😘 @ash_yeezy 

badbitchbandit_😏😏😏 @yt1n3r3s 

tai.kobainI'm coming back for you when I make it 💯. Just don't have no 

stories 

yeezyjumpmann😍 

87bannerman👀👀👀 

bklyn.jjBeauty 

jus_jay_tho🤔 

angelnyc2016It runs in the family the big booty wooty 

https://www.instagram.com/nashaaa/
https://www.instagram.com/lee_star_boy/
https://www.instagram.com/yt1n3r3s/
https://www.instagram.com/swisssquaddizz/
https://www.instagram.com/ash_yeezy/
https://www.instagram.com/badbitchbandit_/
https://www.instagram.com/nashaaa/
https://www.instagram.com/badbitchbandit_/
https://www.instagram.com/ash_yeezy/
https://www.instagram.com/badbitchbandit_/
https://www.instagram.com/yt1n3r3s/
https://www.instagram.com/tai.kobain/
https://www.instagram.com/yeezyjumpmann/
https://www.instagram.com/87bannerman/
https://www.instagram.com/bklyn.jj/
https://www.instagram.com/jus_jay_tho/
https://www.instagram.com/angelnyc2016/
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😂😂 @badbitchbandit_ 

 

8. Themes presented in the images: 

•  Bedroom 

•  Butt pose 

• Posing  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.instagram.com/badbitchbandit_/
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Bad bitch 

2. Handle: badbitchbandit_ 

3. Bio: E.            Snap|Chat bandit_e 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture: 5 

6. How many likes on the picture:106 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture: 

This picture shows four female friends posing together in bathing suits. 

The female on the far left of the frame is wearing a lime green halter 

bikini with a white and gray scarf sarong. She has an orange purse over 

her right shoulder and black sandals on. Her hair is down and she is 

wearing a silver necklace, silver bracelets, and light nail polish. She is 

leaning on her right leg with her left knee popped slightly to the left and 

both arms down by her sides. The female right of her in the frame is 

wearing a high waisted black bikini with a black chevron see-through 

cover up. She has on a silver necklace and hoop earrings. Her hair is down 

and she is facing slightly to the right with her left arm bent and her hand 

up by her chest. She has on black sandals and is standing slightly behind 

the girls to her right and left. The next female (@badbitchbandit_)to the 

right has her hair pulled back and it is unclear if the black bathing suit she 

has on is one or two pieces. The black cover up she has on ties in a knot 

by her left leg and hangs down to her knees in the back. She has on black 

sandals, she is facing the right slightly and has her left elbow bent with her 

left hand crossed over her chest on her right shoulder. The final female on 

the right side of the frame is wearing a yellow-green halter bikini with a 

gray scarf sarong. Her hair is pulled back in a ponytail with the end over 

her left shoulder. She is wearing small silver hoops and two silver 

necklaces. She has on yellow-green sandals and is facing the right. Her 

arms are down by her sides. All girls are smiling and seem to be at a pool. 

It’s night time in the picture. 

• Caption under the picture:  

badbitchbandit_Flavass       #Rehab 
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• Comments linked to the picture: 

xx.__ash_😍😍 

yung_stone90z👀👀 

ur_girl_love_meSquadddddd 💪🏾 

shortly_westYou have petty feet 

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Swimsuits 

• Friendship 

• Togetherness 

• Night out 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.instagram.com/xx.__ash_/
https://www.instagram.com/yung_stone90z/
https://www.instagram.com/ur_girl_love_me/
https://www.instagram.com/shortly_west/
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Bad bitch 

2. Handle: badbitchkilla 

3. Bio:               Thank god for life BEFORE social media ||| 🛍 Shop @r.slayhouse 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:1 

6. How many likes on the picture:440 

7. Describe the post: 

a. The picture:  

This picture features an adult female (@badbitchkilla) standing in front of 

a staircase in the entryway of a home. She is wearing a knee-length 

sleeveless black dress, red strap high heel sandals which tie on the ankle. 

Her hair is down and curled with red in the lower sections. She is facing 

the left and her left hand is placed on her stomach with her left arm not 

visible. Her right arm is crossed in front of her and is holding a large black 

bag with one small brown corner. She has a sleeve of tattoos on her left 

arm, a ring on her left ring finger, and red lipstick.   

b. Caption under the picture:  

badbitchkilla       

c. Comments linked to the picture: 

____bossk😍😘😜 

tenelle_😍😍😍😍😍 

mello_breeze__Look beautiful first love! 😘 

_reddalert_Cute.😍 

nikabadasssBae ass😍 

kadodaking😍😍😍 

jada_nowill😝 

guytoni12Fine 🔥🔥🔥 

chi.lyfe.king@badbitchkilla Hey would u be willing to join my chi lyfe 

dyamondz     modeling? 

blackass__😘😍😍😍😍😍😍 

domoinoeffectThis what I was looking for that Wednesday 😠.... Lucky I got 

https://www.instagram.com/____bossk/
https://www.instagram.com/tenelle_/
https://www.instagram.com/mello_breeze__/
https://www.instagram.com/_reddalert_/
https://www.instagram.com/nikabadasss/
https://www.instagram.com/kadodaking/
https://www.instagram.com/jada_nowill/
https://www.instagram.com/guytoni12/
https://www.instagram.com/chi.lyfe.king/
https://www.instagram.com/badbitchkilla/
https://www.instagram.com/blackass__/
https://www.instagram.com/domoinoeffect/
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it anyways lol 

badbitchkillaYou know I would've went!! 😩 did you take 

someone? @domonateyobitch 

domoinoeffectNo I only asked you... I went solo looking too goofy lol 

badbitchkilla😩 I'm sorry!! I got you, next event. @domonateyobitch 

domoinoeffectYou gets no more invites lol 1st impressions is a muggfuccka 

😭😭😭😭 

badbitchkillaI had to work 😡😡 @domonateyobitch 

fbc_dero😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😘😘😘😘😘😘😘 

fbc_deroLove u sis 

free_glo_freelicks😍😍😍 

badbitchkillaLove you too 💙 I'm just now seeing these bro @fbc_a1 

minniegotti_😍😍 

smacksmrespnWhat's good friend 

kyddinkTatted up 

jontae22_So gorg 😍 

freebandscareface_🏆 

tatted_amigo😩😍😘🤗 

muff_16Beautiful 

gbe_terintino_@badbitchkilla dm me 

jackiebadddWhere you get that dress from @badbitchkilla 

badbitchkillaAKIRA @jackiebaddd 

heavy_azz_hemi345@badbitchkilla hey i haven't tlkd to you in so long hope 

everything been good hbd 

badbitchkillaThank you pookie wookie 😩😊😊 @afukn_genius 

 

8. Themes presented in the images: 

a. Dress up 

b. Tattoo 

c. Home 

d. Heals 

e. Night out 

 

https://www.instagram.com/badbitchkilla/
https://www.instagram.com/domonateyobitch/
https://www.instagram.com/domoinoeffect/
https://www.instagram.com/badbitchkilla/
https://www.instagram.com/domonateyobitch/
https://www.instagram.com/domoinoeffect/
https://www.instagram.com/badbitchkilla/
https://www.instagram.com/domonateyobitch/
https://www.instagram.com/fbc_dero/
https://www.instagram.com/fbc_dero/
https://www.instagram.com/free_glo_freelicks/
https://www.instagram.com/badbitchkilla/
https://www.instagram.com/fbc_a1/
https://www.instagram.com/minniegotti_/
https://www.instagram.com/smacksmrespn/
https://www.instagram.com/kyddink/
https://www.instagram.com/jontae22_/
https://www.instagram.com/freebandscareface_/
https://www.instagram.com/tatted_amigo/
https://www.instagram.com/muff_16/
https://www.instagram.com/gbe_terintino_/
https://www.instagram.com/badbitchkilla/
https://www.instagram.com/jackiebaddd/
https://www.instagram.com/badbitchkilla/
https://www.instagram.com/badbitchkilla/
https://www.instagram.com/jackiebaddd/
https://www.instagram.com/heavy_azz_hemi345/
https://www.instagram.com/badbitchkilla/
https://www.instagram.com/badbitchkilla/
https://www.instagram.com/afukn_genius/
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Bad bitch 

2. Handle: badbitchkilla 

3. Bio:               Thank god for life BEFORE social media ||| 🛍 Shop @r.slayhouse 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:2 

6. How many likes on the picture:604 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

The female (@badbitchkilla) in this picture is wearing gray leggings with 

a matching short sleeved cropped gray t-shirt top. Her hair is down around 

her face and chest and curled and her left hand is in her hair near her chin. 

She is facing the left and her right arm is crossed in front of her body 

holding a large green print clutch in front of her knees. She is leaning on 

her right leg and has her left leg crossed out in front of her right leg. She is 

wearing dark platform shoes with thick heels and thick straps across the 

ankle and the top of her feet. She has on a silver bracelet, a silver 

necklace, and is leaning in a corner. One wall is brick, the other is wood-

paneled and the carpet is blue. 

• Caption under the picture:  

• Comments linked to the picture: 

jeffarachi💍 

lastkardashStop hiding your face or I will unfollow u , u too bad for that 

rudeboyloso💕 

guytoni12Sweet 

zfears78Beautiful 

spazz_848😍 

_lasheeSo u went out? 

cnoteglobal😘😘😘😘😘😘😘😍😍😍😍 

badbitchkillaWeak ass Adrianna's for 1 hour then back in the house 

😩 @_lashee 

this_1_nicole@badbitchkilla hey boo I need this 

_imupnextOh shit waist getting smaller 😁😍 

bossmanbansBad 

https://www.instagram.com/jeffarachi/
https://www.instagram.com/lastkardash/
https://www.instagram.com/rudeboyloso/
https://www.instagram.com/guytoni12/
https://www.instagram.com/zfears78/
https://www.instagram.com/spazz_848/
https://www.instagram.com/_lashee/
https://www.instagram.com/cnoteglobal/
https://www.instagram.com/badbitchkilla/
https://www.instagram.com/_lashee/
https://www.instagram.com/this_1_nicole/
https://www.instagram.com/badbitchkilla/
https://www.instagram.com/_imupnext/
https://www.instagram.com/bossmanbans/
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yfn_kaz😍😍😋😘😘 

qdog124😍😍 

mr.kuglo_lilsam😉 

_ninastarr_This pretty 

badbitchkillaThank you pretty girl 💋💋 @_ninastarr_ 

tremoney_358Fb one time g 

fbg_dondon_2federalYou so Fuking sexy 

pip3_3lburna#DamnShawty 

 

8. Themes presented in the images: 

•  Sweat suit 

• Crop top heals 

•  Fashionable oversized clutch 

• Posing 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.instagram.com/yfn_kaz/
https://www.instagram.com/qdog124/
https://www.instagram.com/mr.kuglo_lilsam/
https://www.instagram.com/_ninastarr_/
https://www.instagram.com/badbitchkilla/
https://www.instagram.com/_ninastarr_/
https://www.instagram.com/tremoney_358/
https://www.instagram.com/fbg_dondon_2federal/
https://www.instagram.com/pip3_3lburna/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/damnshawty/
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Bad bitch 

2. Handle: badbitchkilla 

3. Bio:               Thank god for life BEFORE social media ||| 🛍 Shop @r.slayhouse 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:3  

6. How many likes on the picture:614 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

This picture shows an adult female (@badbitchkilla )standing against a 

wall. She has on metallic shoes with only the pointed toes showing under 

high waisted, wide-leg black pants. She is wearing a black long-sleeve, 

high neck top with two strips of fabric crossed over her stomach. Her left 

arm is hanging down by her side and her right hand is in her hair by her 

chin with her right elbow held tight to her side. Her hair is down around 

her face and chest and curled with her head cocked slightly to the right. 

She is in a home standing next to a door. 

• Caption under the picture:  

badbitchkilla Happy New Years                

• Comments linked to the picture: 

royalty_iskechell😘😘🔥 

boonieboy__chavo😍😍😩 

pulla_chanelFine bae❤😘 

blackass__My thick bitch 😍😘 

countsqueen__😍😍😍😍😍🙌🏼🙌🏼 

jada_nowillMy Lil baby ❤ 

liz_creative_designs😍😍😍 

pocahontasherself😍🤗👅 

yfnmillieo_tneHappy New Years 

parisb.iam😻😻 

reemoney74Happy new year 😍 

omg_datsher😍😍 

ssimon02Bang Happy New Year slay 

https://www.instagram.com/royalty_iskechell/
https://www.instagram.com/boonieboy__chavo/
https://www.instagram.com/pulla_chanel/
https://www.instagram.com/blackass__/
https://www.instagram.com/countsqueen__/
https://www.instagram.com/jada_nowill/
https://www.instagram.com/liz_creative_designs/
https://www.instagram.com/pocahontasherself/
https://www.instagram.com/yfnmillieo_tne/
https://www.instagram.com/parisb.iam/
https://www.instagram.com/reemoney74/
https://www.instagram.com/omg_datsher/
https://www.instagram.com/ssimon02/
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seno.dineroHappy New Years future 

itsallghoodHappy New Year my sweetie!!! You look FABULOUS!!! 

badbitchkilla@itsallghood happy New Years Ma!!😘 thank youuu 

nicelips_nuski😻😻 

2cups_teeHappy New Years bae 

najiiiii_😍 

lildre_109Fb 

rina_ring_bellsNext time u go out u taking me and @prettyambitionn_ with 

you because I need to get cute and go turn up 🤦🏽♀ 😒🙄 

badbitchkillalol me and Deja be going out @rina_ring_bells what's your 

number 

prettyambitionn_She Be Acting Bougie Sometime Though 

🙄😩 @rina_ring_bells 

rina_ring_bellsLol 😂 look I need to pop out deja if she actin bougie me and 

u gon go by ourself I got traffic it's no problem 😝 I jus wanna go out and get 

drunk and look cute wit u bitches 🤗 @prettyambitionn_ 

badbitchkilla😂😂 Bitch I don't act bougie ever!!!!!!! We can do some this 

weekend for my birthday @rina_ring_bells @prettyambitionn_ 

prettyambitionn_Good Cause Ion Like Being The Designated Driver, Royal 

Ass Always Be Tryna Make Me Drive Wheneva We Do Go Out. & 

ok @badbitchkilla & I Texted You About Sunday Im Cooking, So Ion Wanna 

Hear Shit About You Hungry &When Im Cooking. Im Letting You Kno Now 

Bitch 

princejudah👌 

lamonjr😏 

thagmulaaU cold😩 

wine_ypSexy @badbitchkilla 

 

8. Themes presented in the images: 

•  Midriff 

• Crop top 

•  Velour 

•  Crush velvet suit 

•  Night out 

• Home 

• Posing 

 

https://www.instagram.com/seno.dinero/
https://www.instagram.com/itsallghood/
https://www.instagram.com/badbitchkilla/
https://www.instagram.com/itsallghood/
https://www.instagram.com/nicelips_nuski/
https://www.instagram.com/2cups_tee/
https://www.instagram.com/najiiiii_/
https://www.instagram.com/lildre_109/
https://www.instagram.com/rina_ring_bells/
https://www.instagram.com/prettyambitionn_/
https://www.instagram.com/badbitchkilla/
https://www.instagram.com/rina_ring_bells/
https://www.instagram.com/prettyambitionn_/
https://www.instagram.com/rina_ring_bells/
https://www.instagram.com/rina_ring_bells/
https://www.instagram.com/prettyambitionn_/
https://www.instagram.com/badbitchkilla/
https://www.instagram.com/rina_ring_bells/
https://www.instagram.com/prettyambitionn_/
https://www.instagram.com/prettyambitionn_/
https://www.instagram.com/badbitchkilla/
https://www.instagram.com/princejudah/
https://www.instagram.com/lamonjr/
https://www.instagram.com/thagmulaa/
https://www.instagram.com/wine_yp/
https://www.instagram.com/badbitchkilla/
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Bad bitch 

2. Handle: badbitchkilla 

3. Bio:               Thank god for life BEFORE social media ||| 🛍 Shop @r.slayhouse 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:4 

6. How many likes on the picture:573 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture: 

This picture shows an adult female (@badbitchkilla) taking a picture of 

herself in the mirror with her phone held up in her left hand covering the 

left side of her face. She is wearing blush pink pointed toe heels and has a 

blush pink feather clutch purse in her right hand. She is wearing white 

pants and a white crop top with white long-sleeve mesh sleeves leading up 

to a high neck mesh top with two cut outs above the breasts. Her left hip is 

popped her hair is straight and down behind her back and she has a gold 

bracelet on her right wrist. She is standing in a bathroom 

• Caption under the picture: 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

menared__Babe 😍💋 

kyla.1107😍😍😍 

neffyneffyneffy_😍😍😍😍😍😍👑🤑happy birthday Bae 

seno.dineroHbd future 

vincentbayavugeHey 

chakalatay_berryHbd enjoy you fyieee 

cashatik_dreskieeHBD SIS 

royalty_iskechellYou so fine sis 😘😘 

nolimitmallyyyyHappy birthday 😘😘😘 

_tatiiiiiiiiiiYo real fine ass 😘😍😍happy birthday baby 

__mariidinero😍 

nikabadasssOkaaaay Slay 😍😍 

nikabadasssHappy Birthday🎉💋 

profashionalistMy royal 😍😍😍 

curtdottNice 

https://www.instagram.com/menared__/
https://www.instagram.com/kyla.1107/
https://www.instagram.com/neffyneffyneffy_/
https://www.instagram.com/seno.dinero/
https://www.instagram.com/vincentbayavuge/
https://www.instagram.com/chakalatay_berry/
https://www.instagram.com/cashatik_dreskiee/
https://www.instagram.com/royalty_iskechell/
https://www.instagram.com/nolimitmallyyyy/
https://www.instagram.com/_tatiiiiiiiiii/
https://www.instagram.com/__mariidinero/
https://www.instagram.com/nikabadasss/
https://www.instagram.com/nikabadasss/
https://www.instagram.com/profashionalist/
https://www.instagram.com/curtdott/
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da_real_jay215😍😍😍 

torturedartistsYess!! 

kennygod❤️❤️🔥 

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• All white outfit 

• Bathroom 

• Midriff 

• Cut out top 

• Selfie 

• Heels 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.instagram.com/da_real_jay215/
https://www.instagram.com/torturedartists/
https://www.instagram.com/kennygod/
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Bad bitch 

2. Handle: badbitchkilla 

3. Bio:               Thank god for life BEFORE social media ||| 🛍 Shop @r.slayhouse 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:5  

6. How many likes on the picture:593 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture: 

This picture shows an adult female (@badbitchkilla )posing outside at a 

gas station at night. She is standing with her right hip popped. She is 

wearing black athletic pants with a white stripe up the side and black laces 

at the waist band, red strapped high heel sandals, and a cropped black lace 

halter deep v-neck bralette top. She has on a denim jacket with the sleeves 

rolled up to the elbow. She is wearing a black jagged v choker. Her hair is 

down and curled around her face and chest. She has her right arm down by 

her side with a tattoo sleeve visible on her right arm. Her left arm is 

crossed over her with her left hand on her inner left thigh. She has visible 

tattoos on her right breast. 

• Caption under the picture:  

badbitchkilla 3.11.17 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

livinglife513😍😍😍 

a1trapgod😍🤤 

os__95😍😘😘😘😘 

bigglocktimbo_🍬 

nylaxnevaehIssa Snack ❤️😘 

_imupnextOoohhhhhhh my bitch is everythinggg 

jontae22_😍😍 

naenuski.com_😻😻🙌🏼 

rolemodel___😍 

jazzo_longmoneyYou look nice😝 

jada_nowillFav ♥️ 

https://www.instagram.com/livinglife513/
https://www.instagram.com/a1trapgod/
https://www.instagram.com/os__95/
https://www.instagram.com/bigglocktimbo_/
https://www.instagram.com/nylaxnevaeh/
https://www.instagram.com/_imupnext/
https://www.instagram.com/jontae22_/
https://www.instagram.com/naenuski.com_/
https://www.instagram.com/rolemodel___/
https://www.instagram.com/jazzo_longmoney/
https://www.instagram.com/jada_nowill/
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badbitchkillaThank you LongMoney 😘 @jazzo_longmoney 

_nomercy23😍 

rapperlazyielaysSo gorgeous let's go out sometimes and keep on counting 

your blessings sweet heart... 

pretty_kyia😍😍😍😍 

dgarrettjr25Question @badbitchkilla 

badbitchkillaYes @dgarrettjr25 

dgarrettjr25You in Chicago love @badbitchkilla 

badbitchkillaYes @dgarrettjr25 

dgarrettjr25I definitely wanted to invite you out to my grand opening night 

at Room7 if you free Love @badbitchkilla 

badbitchkillaWhen is it @dgarrettjr25 

dgarrettjr25Wednesday 22nd @badbitchkilla 

meecherealestlegendHey @badbitchkilla wassupp 

kimorakimoraSo pretty 

badbitchkillaAaaaaww😻 thank you baby @kimorakimora 

futureofchicago_Follow meee ku make dat moveee 

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Gas station  

• Midriff 

• Cleavage 

• Jean jacket 

• Choker 

• Track pant 

• Heels  

 

https://www.instagram.com/badbitchkilla/
https://www.instagram.com/jazzo_longmoney/
https://www.instagram.com/_nomercy23/
https://www.instagram.com/rapperlazyielays/
https://www.instagram.com/pretty_kyia/
https://www.instagram.com/dgarrettjr25/
https://www.instagram.com/badbitchkilla/
https://www.instagram.com/badbitchkilla/
https://www.instagram.com/dgarrettjr25/
https://www.instagram.com/dgarrettjr25/
https://www.instagram.com/badbitchkilla/
https://www.instagram.com/badbitchkilla/
https://www.instagram.com/dgarrettjr25/
https://www.instagram.com/dgarrettjr25/
https://www.instagram.com/badbitchkilla/
https://www.instagram.com/badbitchkilla/
https://www.instagram.com/dgarrettjr25/
https://www.instagram.com/dgarrettjr25/
https://www.instagram.com/badbitchkilla/
https://www.instagram.com/meecherealestlegend/
https://www.instagram.com/badbitchkilla/
https://www.instagram.com/kimorakimora/
https://www.instagram.com/badbitchkilla/
https://www.instagram.com/kimorakimora/
https://www.instagram.com/futureofchicago_/
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Bad bitch 

2. Handle: beenbadbitch 

3. Bio: Michelle Groce MOMMY GET THE MONEY 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture: 1 

6. How many likes on the picture: 154 

7. Describe the post: 

a. The picture:  

This picture shows @ beenbadbitch standing in front of the camera 

wearing unbuttoned and slightly unzipped light blue jeans, a navel ring, a 

tied up white t shirt (to appear as a crop top, exposing her midriff.  She has 

a tattoo on above her left breast.  She is wearing  a waist length military 

camouflage jean jacket and large bamboo hoop earrings.  Her hair is style 

straight and rests at her hips 

 

b. Caption under the picture:  

beenbadbitch Hello       

c. Comments linked to the picture: 

handsomee_quan🙈 

hmg_richmoney😍😍😍 

ebb_slays#Baddd🙅 

_boystackbillz✅ 

only_msmiami_,😍😍😍😍😍😘 

ms_frank_whyte😍😍😍😜😜 

user_000_0025She got abs now 💪🏾 

beenbadbitchThe lies you tell @i_am_jsmith25 

user_000_0025Never would I betray your trust with lies!!! I see two at the top 

terrfic@beenbadbitch 😍😍 

maymultimedia#badass💃 

mslouiveeStomach on flat flat 

horsepowertae100@beenbadbitch 😘😘😘😘😘😘😘😘 

 

https://www.instagram.com/handsomee_quan/
https://www.instagram.com/hmg_richmoney/
https://www.instagram.com/ebb_slays/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/baddd%F0%9F%99%85/
https://www.instagram.com/_boystackbillz/
https://www.instagram.com/only_msmiami_/
https://www.instagram.com/ms_frank_whyte/
https://www.instagram.com/user_000_0025/
https://www.instagram.com/beenbadbitch/
https://www.instagram.com/i_am_jsmith25/
https://www.instagram.com/user_000_0025/
https://www.instagram.com/terrfic/
https://www.instagram.com/beenbadbitch/
https://www.instagram.com/maymultimedia/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/badass%F0%9F%92%83/
https://www.instagram.com/mslouivee/
https://www.instagram.com/horsepowertae100/
https://www.instagram.com/beenbadbitch/
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8. Themes presented in the images:  

a. Crop top 

b. Midriff 

c. Camouflage 

d. Selfie 

e. Unzipped jeans 

f. Navel ring 

g. Tattoo 

h. Big hooped earrings, 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Bad bitch 

2. Handle: beenbadbitch 

3. Bio: Michelle Groce MOMMY GET THE MONEY 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture: 2 

6. How many likes on the picture: 108 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

In this picture @beenbadbitch is taking a selfie, in front of a mirror. She is 

wearing a long sleeve, low cut black body suit, a gold chain decorative 

belt, black fishnet tights.  Her hair is worn parted down the middle and 

straight with a slight curl.  She is wearing black lipstick, large bamboo 

earrings and a French tip manicure. She has a tattoo in the cleavage of her 

right breast.    

• Caption under the picture:  

beenbadbitch Look, I'm young OG, but you can call me yogi 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

bossnation_chef😘😘😘 

rebel_empress_😍😍 

dknomoney👀 

ye_yeezy😜😍😍😍 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.instagram.com/bossnation_chef/
https://www.instagram.com/rebel_empress_/
https://www.instagram.com/dknomoney/
https://www.instagram.com/ye_yeezy/
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8. Themes presented in the images: 

• Cleavage 

• Body suit 

• Night out 

• Big hoop earrings 

• Tights 

• Black lipsticks 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Bad bitch 

2. Handle: beenbadbitch 

3. Bio: Michelle Groce MOMMY GET THE MONEY 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture: 3 

6. How many likes on the picture: 49 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

In this picture @ beenbadbitch is embracing her son. She is wearing a 

black skully cap with “Been Bad Bitch” written in white and all capital 

letters across the brim, large gold bamboo earrings, and bright pink-

fuchsia lipstick.  Her son appears to be in her arms, which are not seen in 

the picture, he is wearing a white undershirt, a gold chain necklace and a 

black skully hat with “Been Bad Baby” written in white in all capital 

letters across the brim.  He is smiling, while only exposing his two front 

teeth.  His arms are reaching behind him, to touch @ beenbadbitch, his 

right hand is touching her face.  She is looking at the camera, he is not 

directly looking at the camera.   

• Caption under the picture:  

beenbadbitch #tbt me and my guy       

• Comments linked to the picture: 

8. Themes presented in the images: 

•  Kissing face 

• Affection 

• Mother 

• Son 

• Smiles 

• “Been Bad Bitch” hat 
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• “Been Bad Baby” hat 

• Big hooped earring 

• Pink lipstick 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Bad bitch 

2. Handle: beenbadbitch 

3. Bio: Michelle Groce MOMMY GET THE MONEY 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture: 4 

6. How many likes on the picture:64 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

This picture shows @ beenbadbitch taking a selfie, in which she is looking 

directly into the camera.  She is wearing a gold low cut sweater exposing 

her cleavage, a gold chunky chain choker, and large gold bamboo earrings.  

Her hair is styled straight with slight loose ringlet curls to toward the 

bottom, the color of her hair is ombre, being dark brown at the root and a 

lighter brown and blonde toward the ends of her hair.  She is wearing dark 

purple lipstick and is not smiling in the picture. She has one tattoo on her 

left breast, and two on the right collar bone.   

• Caption under the picture:  

beenbadbitch       

• Comments linked to the picture: 

kingtommy215wow 😍😍😍 she something serious @beenbadbitch 

only_msmiami_😍😍😍😍😘😘😘😘 

iamjsmith25Lioness 

oxlgangDid you get my message 

hardbodytwissBeautiful 

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Selfie 

• Dark lipstick 

• Large hoop earrings 

• Cleavage 

https://www.instagram.com/kingtommy215/
https://www.instagram.com/beenbadbitch/
https://www.instagram.com/only_msmiami_/
https://www.instagram.com/iamjsmith25/
https://www.instagram.com/oxlgang/
https://www.instagram.com/hardbodytwiss/
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• Tattoos 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Bad bitch 

2. Handle: beenbadbitch 

3. Bio: Michelle Groce MOMMY GET THE MONEY 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture: 5 

6. How many likes on the picture: 75 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

This picture shows @ beenbadbitch sitting outside on the cement steps of 

an unknown building, in an unknown location.  She is wearing a black and 

white stripped track suit, with a black undershirt underneath and black and 

white classic Adidas.  Her hair is styled straight and is wearing gold 

bamboo earrings.  Her son is sitting between her legs with both of his arms 

resting on her thighs.  He is also wearing a black and white track suit and a 

pair of black and white classic Adidas (matching his mother).  To the left 

of @ beenbadbitch is a solid black fitted hat.  @ beenbadbitch is not 

looking at the camera but is looking off to the left and her son is looking 

below the angle of the camera.   

• Caption under the picture:  

beenbadbitch Outside       

• Comments linked to the picture: 

 

 _mschellz_😍😍 

janae_actionjacksonLove it 

ali_ali_udiggOne day❤️ 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.instagram.com/_mschellz_/
https://www.instagram.com/janae_actionjackson/
https://www.instagram.com/ali_ali_udigg/
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8. Themes presented in the images: 

• Outside 

• Large hoop earrings 

• Adidas gear 

• Matching 

• Adidas sneakers (matching) 

• Mother 

• Son 

• Togetherness 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Bad bitch 

2. Handle: bossez_bandz_badbitchez 

3. Bio: Life goessss on       RESPECT the                                    Daneria      DASH     

m.youtube.com/watch?v=LWPlRV3edqI 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:1 

6. How many likes on the picture:111 

7. Describe the post: 

a. The picture:  

In this picture @ bossez_bandz_badbitchez used the collage feature, in 

which she merged two pictures to appear as one, either to show multiple 

angles of the same picture or to appear that there are two of her. She is in a 

bathroom, with black door stall the location is unknown. She is wearing 

the same outfit in both pictures.  She is wearing a two-piece lingerie; the 

bra is laced coving her areolas and nipples but exposing her cleave and 

side of her breast and has fringe draping at the bottom of it and ties in the 

back. The bikini is solid black and is boy short cut, exposing the bottom 

part of her butt.  She is wearing blue lipstick, a black choker and open toe 

strappy, chunky, platform heels that strap up her ankle.  Her hair is styled 

in a natural curly style parted slightly to the left.  The picture to the right 

shows the back of her outfit and the picture on the left shows the front of 

her outfit.    

b. Caption under the picture:  

bossez_bandz_badbitchez           #xo #lastnight 

c. Comments linked to the picture: 

only1_unordinaryYasssss bx bad!!!😍😍😍😍😍😍😍💁👑 

kisiyp_shopkckreations👊🏾👊🏾 

reddyouraww😍😩 

bossez_bandz_badbitchez😘😘😘😘 @only1_unordinary @only1mekaa 

bossez_bandz_badbitchez🤔😏😏 @kisiyp_shopkckreations 

therealkaseyGirl you have grown up! 😊😊😊 

tookiethetruthWe would've fought this night bae 

https://www.instagram.com/only1_unordinary/
https://www.instagram.com/kisiyp_shopkckreations/
https://www.instagram.com/reddyouraww/
https://www.instagram.com/bossez_bandz_badbitchez/
https://www.instagram.com/only1_unordinary/
https://www.instagram.com/only1mekaa/
https://www.instagram.com/bossez_bandz_badbitchez/
https://www.instagram.com/kisiyp_shopkckreations/
https://www.instagram.com/therealkasey/
https://www.instagram.com/tookiethetruth/
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tookiethetruthLol 

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

a. Two piece 

b. Bathroom 

c. Black lipstick 

d. Night out 

e. Crop Top 

f. Midriff 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.instagram.com/tookiethetruth/
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Bad bitch 

2. Handle: bossez_bandz_badbitchez 

3. Bio: Life goessss on       RESPECT the                                    Daneria      DASH     

m.youtube.com/watch?v=LWPlRV3edqI 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture: 2 

6. How many likes on the picture: 34 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

In this picture @ bossez_bandz_badbitchez is surrounded by five 

gentleman.  She is wearing a reddish loose fitting t shirt, light grey 

leggings, and fuzzy grey slides.  Her hair is styled natural and curly, 

slightly parted to the left. She has a tattoo on her upper right arm and has 

her right index finger pressed against her lips.  Her left hand is rested 

between her legs on her vagina, with her left leg slightly arched upwards.  

The man to the left of @ bossez_bandz_badbitchez is taller than her, he is 

wearing a black t shirt, grey sweatpants, and black and grey high top 

sneakers. He has a phone in his hand and his hair is a low cut. The 

gentleman to the far left of the picture is wearing a blue t shirt, with white 

writing on it stating “Genuine Authentic established 1978”, there is also a 

yellow label in the center of the t shirt with in blue writing is a “BB”.  He 

is wearing black sweatpant with a zipper at the thigh.  His shoes are 

undefinable, he has a tattoo on his right forearm and his hair is styled as a 

fade, shaved on the back and sides and hair on top; his hair is ombre with 

dark brown roots and blonde ends. He is slightly positioning his middle 

finger. To the right of @ bossez_bandz_badbitchez a gentleman is 

squatting to the ground, he is wearing a long sleeve black shirt, white 

pants, three gold chains that are undefiable, a gold watch on his left wrist 

black and white sneakers, in his left hand he is holding a stack of money 

and his right hand is gesturing a hand signal including his thumb, index, 

and pinky finger.  His hair is a low cut. The other gentleman to the right of 

@ bossez_bandz_badbitchez is wearing a white undershirt, a gold chain, a 

black watch on his left hand, red sweatpants with gold letters on the thigh, 

white socks, and black Nike slides.  He is standing over the gentleman 
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squatting down, his arms are raised with both hands expressing the middle 

finger with the extended thumb to the camera.  He also has a short haircut 

with slight color visible.  The gentle man to the far right of the picture is 

wearing all black, a true religion black t shirt, black sweatpants similar to 

the gentleman to the far left the picture with the zippers on his thighs and 

legs, a gold chain, a cellphone clip clipped to his belt, and white sneakers.  

He has his left arm around the gentleman wearing white undershirt and his 

right arm extended toward the camera as to pretend to shoot the at the 

camera with a gun, but with a cellphone in his hand instead of a gun.  He 

head is slightly tilted to the right and has curly hair.  The picture is taken 

outside in what appears to be a neighborhood or outside someone’s home.   

• Caption under the picture:  

bossez_bandz_badbitchez My lil ' shooters             

• Comments linked to the picture: 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Family 

• Friends 

• Middle finger 

• Fuck off  

• Hand signs 

• Gun symbols 

• Togetherness 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Bad bitch 

2. Handle: bossez_bandz_badbitchez 

3. Bio: Life goessss on       RESPECT the                                    Daneria      DASH     

m.youtube.com/watch?v=LWPlRV3edqI 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:3 

6. How many likes on the picture:44 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

In this picture @ bossez_bandz_badbitchez is sitting in car wearing 

fuchsia colored leggings and open toed shoes of some sort.  The keys to a 

Honda rest on her right thigh, while over 13 hundred-dollar bills rest on 

her left thigh. Her key chain has a magenta puff and a house key on the 

ring along with her car key. Her left hand is on her lap holding the money 

on her lap. On her left hand, she wears a gold ring, with what appears to 

be diamonds on her ring finger. Her driver’s license is located underneath 

the money that is seen to the far left of the picture on her left thigh, a bank 

envelope with more money is located next to her left thigh.   

• Caption under the picture:  

bossez_bandz_badbitchez I told em , i like big Bills #blue             

• Comments linked to the picture: 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Money 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Bad bitch 

2. Handle: bossez_bandz_badbitchez 

3. Bio: Life goessss on       RESPECT the                                    Daneria      DASH     

m.youtube.com/watch?v=LWPlRV3edqI 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture: 4 

6. How many likes on the picture: 63 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

In this picture @ bossez_bandz_badbitchez is sitting in car with a little 

girl, assumed to be her daughter.  She is sitting the front seat, wearing a 

solid black tank top, a gold chain necklace and large gold frame glasses. 

Her hair is style straight and parted down the middle, and is dyed magenta.  

She is taking the picture, holding the camera with her right and touching 

the top of the little girl head with her left hand.  She is wearing two black 

bands.  Her lips are puckered upward toward the camera as to give “a 

kiss” to the camera.  She is looking in to the camera.  The little girl is 

embracing @ bossez_bandz_badbitchez by kissing her on the forehead 

and wrapping her right around @ bossez_bandz_badbitchez neck.  The 

little girl is peering upward toward the camera.  She is wearing a pin stripe 

button down shirt dress, with a brown woven belt worn around her waist.  

Her hair is style with a half her hair down and wavy and the top styled into 

a bun at the top of her head.   

• Caption under the picture:  

bossez_bandz_badbitchez The     of my Life                              

• Comments linked to the picture: 

_kayfire_She look so cute 😍😍😚 

 

 

 

 

https://www.instagram.com/_kayfire_/
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8. Themes presented in the images: 

• Mother 

• Daughter 

• Togetherness 

• Car 

• Closeness 

• Love 

• Kissing 

• Affection 

• Hugs 

• Kiss lips 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Bad bitch 

2. Handle: bossez_bandz_badbitchez 

3. Bio: Life goessss on       RESPECT the                                    Daneria      DASH     

m.youtube.com/watch?v=LWPlRV3edqI 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture: 5 

6. How many likes on the picture: 43 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

This picture displays a black gun, on a bed (assumed to be @ 

bossez_bandz_badbitchez) bed. The gun place on the fitted hot pink 

sheets, the top sheet appears to be pulled back and is black add the 

comforter that is also pulled back is leopard print (dark brown, light brown 

and black colors)  

• Caption under the picture:  

bossez_bandz_badbitchez No lie I sleep with this bitch 

#YouWantCatchMeSlipping #Allin #safeandsecure #safeandsound 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

jockeem76Thats what I'm talkin bout !! U sleep wit yo heat 

too @bossez_bandz_badbitchez !? 

bossez_bandz_badbitchezFaSho 

bullnuts_may6Canik 9 

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Gun 

• Bed 

• Leopard print 

• Pink sheets 

https://www.instagram.com/jockeem76/
https://www.instagram.com/bossez_bandz_badbitchez/
https://www.instagram.com/bossez_bandz_badbitchez/
https://www.instagram.com/bullnuts_may6/
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Bad bitch 

2. Handle: issa_badbitch_incharge 

3. Bio: Mona Lisa              Jr & MyMy Auntie BeyHive            #TeamMinaj      Diva 

                       Not lucky I'm Bless Follow nic IG: NickiMinaj. 12.15.14 The Pink 

Print            youtu.be/LDZX4ooRsWs 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:1 

6. How many likes on the picture:80 

7. Describe the post: 

a. The picture:  

In the picture @issa_badbitch_incharge is in a room with another woman. 

She is sitting closest to the camera with a blank facial expression. She has 

on a pink shirt with faded lettering featuring a white outline and traces of 

yellow. She has braids that are split over both of her shoulders and extend 

beyond her chest. The other woman is sitting behind her wearing a green 

shirt with gold print on it. She has on a gold necklace and earrings. She 

has her tongue poked out to her right. Her hair is short on the sides and has 

curls in the top portion.  

b. Caption under the picture:  

issa_badbitch_in charge Sisters sisters    #realsisters               

c. Comments linked to the picture: 

8. Themes presented in the images: 

a.  Sisterhood 

b. Tongue out 

c. Selfies  
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Bad bitch 

2. Handle: issa_badbitch_incharge 

3. Bio: Mona Lisa              Jr & MyMy Auntie BeyHive            #TeamMinaj      Diva 

                       Not lucky I'm Bless Follow nic IG: NickiMinaj. 12.15.14 The Pink 

Print            youtu.be/LDZX4ooRsWs 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:2 

6. How many likes on the picture:122 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture: 

In the picture @issa_badbitch_incharge is in a bathroom alone. She is 

standing in front of a towel rack with a white towel that has a diamond 

print on it. She is wearing a black outfit. The top exposes her abdomen. 

She is facing the right and looking back to her left at the camera, which is 

in her left hand. Her phone is in a case that looks like a blizzard from 

Dairy Queen. She has a blank look on her face. Her hair is straightened 

and chest length. She has a diamond earring in her left ear.  

• Caption under the picture:  

issa_badbitch_incharge Look at that lil cute mug        but ass still fat tho 

                         

• Comments linked to the picture: 

iambaddasscbaby😍😍 

issa_badbitch_incharge@iambaddasscbaby 😘😘 

slimgoodie29Hello 

  

8. Themes presented in the images: 

• Midriff 

• Crop top 

https://www.instagram.com/iambaddasscbaby/
https://www.instagram.com/issa_badbitch_incharge/
https://www.instagram.com/iambaddasscbaby/
https://www.instagram.com/slimgoodie29/
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• Selfie 

• Sparkly filter 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Bad bitch 

2. Handle: issa_badbitch_incharge 

3. Bio: Mona Lisa              Jr & MyMy Auntie BeyHive            #TeamMinaj      Diva 

                       Not lucky I'm Bless Follow nic IG: NickiMinaj. 12.15.14 The Pink 

Print            youtu.be/LDZX4ooRsWs 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:3 

6. How many likes on the picture: 99 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture: 

In the picture @issa_badbitch_incharge is in a bathroom with another 

woman. She is standing behind the woman with a blank look on her face. 

She is facing right and looking slightly left at the camera, which is in the 

other woman’s hands. @issa_badbitch_incharge is wearing a long 

sleeved-shirt and a vest that appears to be made of fur. Her hair is 

straightened and hanging behind her back. She has a diamond earring in 

her right ear. The other woman is standing just ahead of her with her hair 

in a bun and wearing a tie-dye shirt. She is staring at the phone, which is 

in her hands with a case featuring a heart shape on it. She also has a tattoo 

on her left forearm and another tattoo on her right inner wrist. The image 

is in black and white.  

• Caption under the picture:  

issa_badbitch_incharge That's my bestfriend                         @1queen.__ 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

kenyanna_michelleY'all all ugly 

issa_badbitch_inchargeHATER 

 

8. Themes presented in the images: 

•  Sisters 

https://www.instagram.com/kenyanna_michelle/
https://www.instagram.com/issa_badbitch_incharge/
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• Best friends 

• Selfies 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Bad bitch 

2. Handle: issa_badbitch_incharge 

3. Bio: Mona Lisa              Jr & MyMy Auntie BeyHive            #TeamMinaj      Diva 

                       Not lucky I'm Bless Follow nic IG: NickiMinaj. 12.15.14 The Pink 

Print            youtu.be/LDZX4ooRsWs 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:3  

6. How many likes on the picture:98 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

In the picture @issa_badbitch_incharge is in a bathroom alone. She is 

staring at the camera in her left hand. Her phone has a pink case. She is 

wearing a black short-sleeved shirt that exposes her abdomen and some 

black pants with three pairs of buttons going between the top of the pants 

and the top of her thighs. Her shirt has the word “FLEEK” in gold print 

spelled backward and forward across her chest. She has her hair in a bun. 

To her left there’s a colorful scarf with some image on it that is difficult to 

distinguish. It has sky blue, red, tan, white, and green. 

• Caption under the picture:  

issa_badbitch_incharge       

• Comments linked to the picture: 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Crop top 

• Midriff 

• Selfie 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Bad bitch 

2. Handle: issa_badbitch_incharge 

3. Bio: Mona Lisa              Jr & MyMy Auntie BeyHive            #TeamMinaj      Diva 

                       Not lucky I'm Bless Follow nic IG: NickiMinaj. 12.15.14 The Pink 

Print            youtu.be/LDZX4ooRsWs 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:5 

6. How many likes on the picture: 40 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture: 

In the picture @issa_badbitch_incharge is in a room alone. She is wearing 

a black shirt and black lipstick. She has a blank look on her face. Her hair 

is straightened and appears to be shoulder length. She has a diamond 

earring in her left ear. Her right eye is obscured by her hair. 

• Caption under the picture:  

issa_badbitch_incharge Bitch I'm Me               

• Comments linked to the picture:  

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Black lip 

• Selfie 

• Cat eye 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Bad bitch 

2. Handle: jess2timess 

3. Bio: BADBITCH215. GJB.     WEAVEOLOGIST          d.r.a.k.e.      

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture: 1 

6. How many likes on the picture: 56 

7. Describe the post: 

a. The picture:  

This picture shows @jess2timess is standing in front of a car, posing for 

the camera.  She is wearing a heather grey t shirt crop top, exposing her 

mid drift and a pair of ripped denim jeans.  She has her left hand slightly 

touching her head, her elbow is bent.  Her hair is styled straight down.   

b. Caption under the picture:  

jess2timess still hood. ain't no feelings, you just feel good. 

c. Comments linked to the picture: 

youngdizxleebig sis 🕶💘💘 

hrc._😍😍💘💘💘💘💘 

mariamacaramelMy feed was slayed 

imjusmilTbh? You pretty 😌 

sp.stafFb 

ja_sm_ineeTBH- U Growing Up Forreal Glo Too Real 😍😍😍😘😘 

kyvonewoodU so cute 

scorin_eazy6Number?🙈😌 

darealsaliym😚😚😚😚 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.instagram.com/youngdizxlee/
https://www.instagram.com/hrc._/
https://www.instagram.com/mariamacaramel/
https://www.instagram.com/imjusmil/
https://www.instagram.com/sp.staf/
https://www.instagram.com/ja_sm_inee/
https://www.instagram.com/kyvonewood/
https://www.instagram.com/scorin_eazy6/
https://www.instagram.com/darealsaliym/
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8. Themes presented in the images: 

a.  Nice car 

b. Posted 

c. Posing 

d. Crop top  

e. Midriff 

f. Ripped jeans 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Bad bitch 

2. Handle: jess2timess 

3. Bio: BADBITCH215. GJB.     WEAVEOLOGIST          d.r.a.k.e.      

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:2 

6. How many likes on the picture:52 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

This picture is @jess2timess using the collage filter on her camera, 

combining three pictures or poses together to appear as three identical 

people or as one picture.  She is wearing a light grey jersey shirt dress, 

white ankle socks, white and grey new balance sneakers, and a waist 

length jean jacket.  Her hair is style in a crimp style, parted on the left 

side, with the front part of her hair dyed a brownish-red color.  She is 

wearing a red shade of lipstick and a choker around her neck.  In all the 

pictures, she is wearing a gold chain, small black and white clutch, in the 

far-right picture and far left picture are identical in which she is holding 

the purse with her left hand, where her head is tilted to the right, she is 

smiling exposing her teeth and her left knee is bent slightly. In the middle 

picture, her head is tilted to the left, her mouth is closed and she is pulling 

a hair strand with her left hand, leaving her purse to rest on her hip.  In the 

middle picture her left knee is bent more.   

• Caption under the picture:  

jess2timess lil Jess? yeah I think it's safe to say you can drop the "lil" cous 

Jess ain't lil no more             

• Comments linked to the picture: 

hadiyahhhhh😍😍 

youngdizxleethat be my big sis ❤️❤️👯 

zyzigga😍😍😍 

camcam_cece😍😍 

jennnnn_aeSoo..... Big Jess?🤔 

https://www.instagram.com/hadiyahhhhh/
https://www.instagram.com/youngdizxlee/
https://www.instagram.com/zyzigga/
https://www.instagram.com/camcam_cece/
https://www.instagram.com/jennnnn_ae/
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thedopestslimmYes ma'am 

xvx.chanel😍😍 

xvx.chanelU need to do my hair 

1hasanah😍😍 

hrc._right babe 😍😍😍💕💕💕 

sp515_Fb 

onewaymir😍😍😋 

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Collage 

• Crimp hair 

• Jean jacket 

•  Shirt dress 

•  New balances 

• Chokers 

 

 
 

 

 

 

https://www.instagram.com/thedopestslimm/
https://www.instagram.com/xvx.chanel/
https://www.instagram.com/xvx.chanel/
https://www.instagram.com/1hasanah/
https://www.instagram.com/hrc._/
https://www.instagram.com/sp515_/
https://www.instagram.com/onewaymir/
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Bad bitch 

2. Handle: jess2timess 

3. Bio: BADBITCH215. GJB.     WEAVEOLOGIST          d.r.a.k.e.      

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:3 

6. How many likes on the picture:29 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

This picture shows @ Jess2timess surrounded by four other young 

women. All the women in this picture are clothed in athletic wear.  She is 

wearing a black and white zebra striped sports bra, short black biker 

shorts, black ankle socks, and grey gym shoes.  Her hair is styled straight 

and dyed ombre which is dark brown toward her roots and a lighter brown 

or orange toward her ends. Her head is tilted to the left, her left hand is 

holding a strand of her hair, going with the angle and she is smiling at the 

camera, exposing all of her teeth. Her right knee is slightly bent. The 

young lady standing next to @ Jess2timess on her right is slightly shorter 

than her, her hair is styled in the protective style of a goddess braid of a 

braided crown.  She is wearing a solid heather grey sports bra, ankle 

length fuchsia colored exercise pants, white ankle length socks and white 

sneakers.  Her left knee is slightly bent, her hands are resting on her 

thighs, and she is smiling and appears to be laughing toward the young 

lady to the right of her.  The young lady to the far right is wearing a light 

grey sports bra, with pink writing across her chest and neon green lining, 

grey multicolored full length exercise pants, black ankle socks and black 

and white classic Adidas. Her hair is styled in what appears to be four 

large flat braids.  She is wearing medium size hoop earrings.  Both her 

arms are bent and her left knee is bent. She is smiling with her teeth 

exposed at the young lady standing directly across from her.  The young 

lady to the left of @Jess2timess is wearing a yellow and grey lined sports 

bra, grey multicolored biker shorts, ankle socks, and black and white 

classic Adidas.  Her hair is styled straight, the length is a little passed her 

shoulders, her head is turned to face @Jess2timess and is smiling.  Her 
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right hand is resting on her thigh and her left arm is bent to her face.  The 

woman on the far left, is wearing a pink sport bra, full length heather grey, 

black and pink striped exercise pants and black sneakers.  Her hair is 

styled as straight, and place in half a ponytail and the rest down.  Her left 

hand is bent toward her mouth and her right arm is down on her right side, 

and she is smiling.  They appear to be at photo shoot with a tan-ish-orange 

backdrop and all the women have their mid drift exposed.   

• Caption under the picture:  

Jess2timess these girls made all my visions and ideas come to life.. and 

for that I love them. Thanks once again girls. Stay tuned for the next shoot 

which will b happening soon. 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

najahhhh__We littt 😘 

__darkskinn_💞💞 

 

8. Themes presented in the images: 

• Friendship 

• Girlfriends 

• Athletic wear 

• Gym shoes 

• Photo shoot 

• Sport bras 

• Midriffs 

 

https://www.instagram.com/najahhhh__/
https://www.instagram.com/__darkskinn_/
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Bad bitch 

2. Handle: jess2timess 

3. Bio: BADBITCH215. GJB.     WEAVEOLOGIST          d.r.a.k.e.      

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:4 

6. How many likes on the picture:111 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

In this picture @ jess2timess is wearing a black and silver shiny evening 

dress with a plunging neckline; exposing her cleavage. She is wearing a 

matching silver choker.  She appears to be a bathroom, taking a selfie.  In 

her bathroom, you can see her phone charger plugged in the bathroom 

wall, on the bathroom sink she has palmer coco butter lotion, a bath and 

body works lotion, deodorant, Colgate toothpaste, toothbrush, a makeup 

brush, a makeup palette, NYX makeup finishing spray, a purple comb and 

some other unidentifiable cosmetics.  Her hair is styled straight, parted 

down the middle.  She is wearing red lipstick.   

• Caption under the picture:  

jess2timess its still my birthday!        

• Comments linked to the picture: 

_kimaaaaI wish you would of texted me back I would of came 😩😩 

imjusmilHappy birthday! 🎈 😊 

black.g0dsWe birthday buddies and 😍😍😍🎂 

1xmarieeeDamn sexy 😍😍😘 

6.godquaj😘😘 

thedopestslimm😍😍😍😍😍 

youngdizxlee❤❤😍 

_1niyyTbh ? Smh you supposed to be my chick 

jess2timess@_1niyy smh I’m boutta dm you bae 

 

 

 

https://www.instagram.com/_kimaaaa/
https://www.instagram.com/imjusmil/
https://www.instagram.com/black.g0ds/
https://www.instagram.com/1xmarieee/
https://www.instagram.com/6.godquaj/
https://www.instagram.com/thedopestslimm/
https://www.instagram.com/youngdizxlee/
https://www.instagram.com/_1niyy/
https://www.instagram.com/jess2timess/
https://www.instagram.com/_1niyy/
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8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Birthday celebration 

• Night out 

• Dress up 

• Bathroom  

• Getting ready  

• Cleavage  

• Choker 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Bad bitch 

2. Handle: jess2timess 

3. Bio: BADBITCH215. GJB.     WEAVEOLOGIST          d.r.a.k.e.      

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:5 

6. How many likes on the picture:115 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

In this picture @ jess2timess is in between two other young ladies.  She is 

wearing a blue-green hoodie that is lined in white.  She is wearing gold 

necklace.  She has her left hand touching her neck and is smiling with her 

mouth closed.  Her hair is styled in a crimped style, parted down the 

middle.  Behind her is a young lady wearing a hunter green jacket.  She is 

smiling with only her top teeth exposed and her hair is styled straight with 

a part down the middle.  The young lady in front of @ jess2timess is 

wearing a fuchsia colored puffy jacket.  She is smiling slightly with only a 

few of her top teeth showing through her lips.  Her hair is styled in a crimp 

style with three small braids on the top of her head.  The young lady in 

front of @ jess2timess is the one holding the camera and taking the group 

selfie picture.  Her left hand is resting on her own shoulder.   

• Caption under the picture:  

jess2timess & I know for a fact they just a phone call away      #sis 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

6.godquaj😍😍😍😍 

fyits_😍😍😍😍😍🤤🤤🤤🤤🤤🤤 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.instagram.com/6.godquaj/
https://www.instagram.com/fyits_/
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8. Themes presented in the images: 

•  Friendship 

• Sisters 

• Crimp hairstyles 

• Hoodies 

• Togetherness 

•  Smiles 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Bad bitch 

2. Handle: theonlythickmadam_badbitchteam 

3. Bio: Jewel-Ann Rowe 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:1 

6. How many likes on the picture:51 

7. Describe the post: 

a. The picture:  

This picture shows @ theonlythickmadam_badbitchteam sitting in chair.  

She is taking a selfie. She is winking with her left eye, and appears to be 

smirking while sticking her tongue out to the left side of her mouth.  She is 

wearing her hair  in Senegalese twist, with half her hair up and the rest 

down to her shoulders.  She is wearing a blouse, that is black and tan.   

b. Caption under the picture:  

theonlythickmadam_badbitchteam A Ciah work Mi deh... 

#dwl 

       

c. Comments linked to the picture: 

geminibiotch26It nuh look so😁😁💋💋 

theonlythickmadam_badbitchteamDwl @geminibiotch25 😋😗 

namikoharris😘 

theonlythickmadam_badbitchteamKingmiko! @namikoharris 

alexoxo2000👌😜 @theonly_thickmadam cutie cute 🌹💎🌹💎🌹💎🌹💎 

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

a. Silliness 

b. Tongue out 

c. Winking 

https://www.instagram.com/geminibiotch26/
https://www.instagram.com/theonlythickmadam_badbitchteam/
https://www.instagram.com/geminibiotch25/
https://www.instagram.com/namikoharris/
https://www.instagram.com/theonlythickmadam_badbitchteam/
https://www.instagram.com/namikoharris/
https://www.instagram.com/alexoxo2000/
https://www.instagram.com/theonly_thickmadam/
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Bad bitch 

2. Handle: theonlythickmadam_badbitchteam 

3. Bio: Jewel-Ann Rowe 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture: 2 

6. How many likes on the picture:49 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

This picture has @ theonlythickmadam_badbitchteam surrounded by six 

other women.  She is wearing an all red open front full length romper.  

Her hair is styled in Senegalese twist, positioned with a slight bang and 

high ponytail.  She is wearing gold bracelet on her left wrist and a gold-

plated cuff on her right wrist.  She is wearing gold sandals and her right 

leg crossing the other.  The woman to the right of her is wearing a fitted, 

billed black leather hat, red lipstick, a gold necklace, a loose fitting black 

tank top, white shorts and gold sandals.  The woman to the left of 

@theonlythickmadam_badbitchteam is wearing a black dress with sheer 

long sleeves.  Her hair is styled in Senegalese twist, with her braids half up 

in and high bun and half done; she is also wearing gold sandals with her 

right leg crossing her other.  The woman next to her is wearing a yellow 

tank top and gold high waisted form fitting pencil skirt.  Her hair is 

straight and in high bun, she is wearing a chunky necklace and a black 

cuff on her right wrist and a gold watch on her left wrist.   Her hand is 

place on the right leg of the woman next to her, and she is wearing black 

sandals that lace up her ankle.  The woman next to her is wearing a red 

crop top, and a sheer black skirt.  Her hair is styled in braids, she is 

wearing gold hooped earrings, a gold necklace, a gold bracelet on her left 

wrist and gold flip flops.  The woman next to her is wearing a low cut gold 

romper, with her hair styled in to a blunt bob, she is wearing white 

necklace and gold sandals.  The last woman on the far left end is wearing a 

blue and pink plaid button down shirt, yellow pants, dark brown sandals, 

and has her hair style in bantu knots. They all appear to be posing for a 

collective picture, sitting on a ledge of some kind.   

• Caption under the picture:  
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theonlythickmadam_badbitchteam The 'ole #badbitchteam  

Savage: All White 

Nov 18 

Pilly Blacks Plaza 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

zaddy_english🌟 

geminibiotch26#morningBeauties💋💋😍😍😍😍 

anique_gordonReal friendship 

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Friends 

• Posing 

• Togetherness 

• Smiles 

• Sandals 

• Cleavage 

• Crop top 

•  Midriff 

 

https://www.instagram.com/zaddy_english/
https://www.instagram.com/geminibiotch26/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/morningbeauties%F0%9F%92%8B%F0%9F%92%8B%F0%9F%98%8D%F0%9F%98%8D%F0%9F%98%8D%F0%9F%98%8D/
https://www.instagram.com/anique_gordon/
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Bad bitch 

2. Handle: theonlythickmadam_badbitchteam 

3. Bio: Jewel-Ann Rowe 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:3 

6. How many likes on the picture:81 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

This picture is @ theonlythickmadam_badbitchteam posing at what 

appears to be a party or get together.  The event appears to be in the 

evening.  She is wearing her hair in a short slick haircut.  She is wearing 

red lipstick, stud earrings, and a black and gold body suit. The body suit 

has an off the shoulder peasant loose fringe top and tight high waist full 

covering bottom, to appear as black leather-like leggings.  Her shoes are 

unidentifiable in the picture.  The background has several gentlemen in it, 

and a bar located to back right of picture.    

• Caption under the picture:  

theonlythickmadam_badbitchteam                                

• Comments linked to the picture: 

__lusii_😍😍😍 

geminibiotch26Can't see ur eyes😍😍😍 

sassystassYasssssss hunny 😍😍 

terrychromazVery cute😘😘 

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Posing 

• Red lipstick 

• Off the shoulder body suit  

https://www.instagram.com/__lusii_/
https://www.instagram.com/geminibiotch26/
https://www.instagram.com/sassystass/
https://www.instagram.com/terrychromaz/
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• Leather pants 

• Party 

• Get together 

• Night out 

• Drinks 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Bad bitch 

2. Handle: theonlythickmadam_badbitchteam 

3. Bio: Jewel-Ann Rowe 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture: 4 

6. How many likes on the picture:73 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

In this picture @ theonlythickmadam_badbitchteam is with two other 

women at what appears to be an outside gathering or a party of kind.  She 

is wearing a yellow and blue floral spring sleeveless above the knee loose 

fitting dress.  She is wearing gold sandals.  Her hair is styled in a blonde 

shoulder length bob with a blunt cut bang.  She is wearing a silver cuff on 

her left wrist. The woman to the right of @ 

theonlythickmadam_badbitchteam is wearing a silver sparkly above the 

knee dress with a plunging neckline, red lipstick, silver large hooped 

earrings, and black thick strapped wedge sandals. Her hair is styled as 

curly wavy. The woman to the far right, is wearing a black crop top 

exposing her mid drift area, high waisted  -fringe jean shorts, a red and 

black flannel button down shirt, and gold flip flops.  Her hair is styled 

curly, slight bangs and with a clip on the right side and is wearing a gold 

necklace.   

• Caption under the picture:  

• Comments linked to the picture: 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Togetherness 

•  Friends 

• Night out 

•  Party 
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•  Get together 

• Sandals, 

• Crop top 

• Midriff 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Bad bitch 

2. Handle: theonlythickmadam_badbitchteam 

3. Bio: Jewel-Ann Rowe 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture: 5 

6. How many likes on the picture:78 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

In this picture@ theonlythickmadam_badbitchteam is standing and posing 

outside for the camera. Her hair is styled as a blonde mushroom cut, she is 

wearing large hooped earrings, an oversized off the shoulder peasant top, 

tight dark blue skinny jeans and nude color flats.  She is holding a yellow 

plastic cup.   

• Caption under the picture:  

theonlythickmadam_badbitchteam It was #magnumliveconcert 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

marcel_wetdem_08_11_17⛆⛆⛲☔☔☔☔☔💦💦 

berrylula😍😍 

palmerforeverblessSlimaz.....lolly twin 

fashiondrumz👌🏾👌🏾 

kadialuv😍😍 

 

8. Themes presented in the images: 

•  Off the shoulder 

• Outside 

• Posing  

 

https://www.instagram.com/marcel_wetdem_08_11_17/
https://www.instagram.com/berrylula/
https://www.instagram.com/palmerforeverbless/
https://www.instagram.com/fashiondrumz/
https://www.instagram.com/kadialuv/
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III. IG Data Collection Savage- Female 

 

Data Sheet 

 

1. Word: Savage 

2. Handle: amorathesavage_ 

3. Bio: Still Flawless The life you want is the life you choose keep your mentality 

and you'll never lose.          

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:1 

6. How many likes on the picture: 53 

7. Describe the post:  

• The picture:  

Shows @amorathesavage leaning on a bar counter in a stripclub. Her back 

is facing the camera. She has on a black thong bikini bottom and a 

matching black biking top. Her hair is slicked back into a long black 

ponytail. She also has on black heeled ankle boots. In the background 

there is a male figure in the distance with a grey hoodie on and a black 

female sitting on bar stole with a black dress on.  

• Caption under the picture: 

amorathesavage_... @originalgogetters caught me. 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

nickname.spitgame      

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Thong 

• Stripper 

• Club 

• Bar 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Savage 

2. Handle: amorathesavage_ 

3. Bio: Still Flawless The life you want is the life you choose keep your mentality 

and you'll never lose.          

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture: 2 

6. How many likes on the picture: 43 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

Shows @amorathesavage and another woman smiling. @amorathesavage 

has her hair down in a bob cut and the other woman has her slicked back. 

The picture looks as though it was taking in a club.  

• Caption under the picture: 

amorathesavage_My lovel 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

lifestyle_of_relly                                

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Friendship 

• Celebration 

• Togetherness 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Savage 

2. Handle: amorathesavage_ 

3. Bio: Still Flawless The life you want is the life you choose keep your mentality 

and you'll never lose.          

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture: 3 

6. How many likes on the picture: 38 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture: 

Shows @amorathesavage sitting in what appears to be a bar. She is 

smoking hookah. She is wearing a black top and has on black lipstick with 

her hair down in a bob cut. In the background there is a female standing 

there with a white top, light blue denim jeans and tan Ugg boots on.  

• Caption under the picture: 

amorathesavage_I get those goose bumps every time you make 

everything feel alright.... I can be me with you and that's the fucking truth. 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

babytazz3602016smoking a hookah I hope you have fun babe 

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Get together 

• Hookah 

• Smoking 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Savage 

2. Handle: amorathesavage_ 

3. Bio: Still Flawless The life you want is the life you choose keep your mentality 

and you'll never lose.          

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture: 4 

6. How many likes on the picture: 53 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

Shows @amorathesavage sitting on the floor of either a bedroom or living 

room. She is wearing a white top, denim shorts. Under the shorts she has 

on fishnet stockings that have a leopard print design on them and long 

tube socks. She is drinking from a small glass cup. Behind her is a pile of 

sneaker boxers with a pair of Nike sneakers sitting on top of them. There 

is also a bunch of clothes in the background and the photo has a black and 

white filter over it.  

• Caption under the picture: 

amorathesavage_Tell me Papi.. the fuck wrong with these niggas 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

mandyglamourPapi I don't know!!!!               

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

 

• Black and White Filter 

 

•  Drinking 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Savage 

2. Handle: amorathesavage_ 

3. Bio: Still Flawless The life you want is the life you choose keep your mentality 

and you'll never lose.          

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture: 5 

6. How many likes on the picture: 71 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture: 

Shows @amorathesavage sitting on a burgundy couch in a strip club. She 

is wearing an ivory mesh bodysuit. With black peep-toe heeled boots on. 

On the floor is single dollar bills scattered all around. There’s a table in 

the right hand corner of the picture and sitting on it is a half empty plastic 

cup. @amorathesavage has her left hand laying on the bottom of her chin 

and she has hair long and straight down.  

• Caption under the picture: 

amorathesavage_I just want someone to look at me the way I look at 

money @sincitycabaret            

• Comments linked to the picture: 

hermosajnuWord!                  

uncle_hancho             

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

 

• Black and White Filter 

 

•  Drinking 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Savage 

2. Handle: foreign_renaa 

3. Bio: Queen Savage FL✈Dtx Singer/writer            

booking:email          Natural      PaidPromoOnly @foreignrenaa1 

#Twerkpromos#Leo         RIPJERMAINE.L        @xtcdallas      

www.connectpal.com/foreign_renaa 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture: 1 

6. How many likes on the picture: 4961 

7. Describe the post:  

a. The picture:  

Show @foreign_renaa standing on her knees on a red leather couch in 

what could be a club or restaurant. The walls are painted in a brown and 

gold pattern. While her back in facing the camera her hear face is turned to 

look at it. She is wearing a metallic black dress that has a mesh backing at 

the top of it- exposing a pink bra. She has a bleach blonde hair cut in the 

photo.  

b. Caption under the picture:  

foreign_renaa           

c. Comments linked to the picture: 

sp_rugerDammmm 

turnupneverbdownNice 

4_toe Ok i      you 

jboy261990 How much is she worth?? I'll find out if she bout it 

valdircarlosbeck Linda maravilhosa que cusinho delicioso show morena 

moon_rip Damn really shiitt 

e._diddy  Love that Juicy Thang!!! ;-)@foreign_renaa 

mr.parker78 What's up beautiful 

bee539         

lushlyfe_fleezy Heavy 

mike_love255 Sexy          

cesarsalinas5280 Gran culo (Big ass) Mmmmmmm            

alonzowilliams2517 NICE azz! 

rebelde_1979     ⚘            Very beautifu       l      ⚘     

blueeheart5                         
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terrygammage  You better stooop 

elove9467#GroceriesThoughhh                     

strongflipper So #sexy and #pertty #beautiful #worldstar #twerkthirst 

bootedup.josh Go live 

ofelix29 Wonderful big & fat booty 

dj_p.a.t_exclusif_officiell Nice 

big.leem1017  Bad baby                                     

sexicocoa Mi luv u gal                    

official_dj_cyckes_reactivated Nice ass 

pg1234515 Wow beautiful body babe                ⚘⚘ 

ralphnorris8610 My      long nuthin but pressure                     

regunc64 Nice 

lomami70  Bring that ass here! 

boubanara I love this shit 

dallasman62 OMG 

rudeeboiii GOAT          

blendi_kosova_Want to Fuck that big Ass 

lordspearman               

mistawestla                                       

joesmith2084 The blakk Betty Boop"!        

mrvs2016 She got cream 

bbyboyytazzy @foreign_renaa what's up 

shaheedshadeed110  Shadeedshaheed @ fine big mama 

71jooppina Serve IP @foreign_renaa 

enandesjose 77REALMENTE VOCÊ É UMA DEUSA DO MEU 

PLANETA TERRA MINHA GOSTOSA 

georgecolling890 false 

dogq23Hey sexy body      ✔️ 

allenbonesdavisDamn         

manosbruce Backs!!! 

knucholz Up n ther 

flybum_guy Peaches from low down dirty shame              

lamonthoward420 Luvin that 

luciofer590gmail.com8991Beauty 

rushanking45 Nice ass n face 

chef_otis Yummy yummy!!! 

mrrodskee82 I want you 

rican_hippie Lovely 

cellislord                    

jross197222.jr Very nice 

blush729                 

teddylong905 Man one day 

noblescedrick Tht there sexy grown 

loyalty_ovaeveryythingg  Getting thicker n thicker like a 
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snicker                                            

genuwine_a Ok                   

norm20will                                          

curkobain I WANNA TASTE YOU @foreign_renaa 

koolustniggauevamet Damn dat ass do look good and soft 

ebk_rad Wow 

teadybearface Juicy 

leon4068  U my sexy wife and I do like you as a wishful thinking wife 

bedrockj305 Bae got a phat azz                  

ojeojebent77 #bigass20k17 

mogreen2get       ❤        

ib2455 You are sweet 

datwork83 You can sit nd enjoy sum i cook for u...                

tcutta1                    

bigswoop24 now that's a good fuccin pic @foreign_renaa 

fhenriquez_77  Que gorda estas 

boutdat2017 All dat azz                                                      

boutdat2017 I want a friendship that a last forever                          

dewaynebardell A+ 

wchaves52 É muito gostosa bunda linda 

henleyglenn Thick af!!!      

breakin1984  I like that tho. @foreign_renaa 

breakin1984 @foreign_renaa u a 10 

gary_stackem So you guys really going to keep supporting a woman who 

has no desire to be with a man ever 

goodlow9 Boyyy u have gotten thick than a MF lookin good on u! 

iam_melvin29 Nice 

d6wl Woow 

eyupacunc ok tatlisin bebegim 

dunkryder  Dame I like all of that thickness 

ampro_thunderclap                                                              ✉✉                               

       

silviokr4 Haaaaaaaaaa 

jay_d313 Dam @foreign_renaa you the baddest 

tagaboymonny Nice pic ❤❤ 

lumpkingarrett47 Ohh yea let me get sum 

carateca81 Agrégame 

kevin_d_barber  Dam girl 

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

a. Club 

b.  Booty picture 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Savage 

2. Handle: foreign_renaa 

3. Bio: Queen Savage FL✈Dtx Singer/writer            

booking:email          Natural      PaidPromoOnly @foreignrenaa1 

#Twerkpromos#Leo         RIPJERMAINE.L        @xtcdallas      

www.connectpal.com/foreign_renaa 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture: 2 

6. How many likes on the picture:12520 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

Shows @foreign_renaa standing in front of a yellow wall. While her 

backside is facing the camera her face is turned to face the camera. She is 

wearing a blue thong bodysuit with her butt fully exposed. In this photo 

her hair is in a long slicked backed black ponytail.  

• Caption under the picture:  

• Comments linked to the picture: 

humble_and_wise876Bad and boujee 
lashuanjones30_All ass! Slippery excuse me 
clm0626So plump 
bornbroketorichVery nice picture 

ivanjr93❤❤❤ 

gilberto.704Hermosa 😚😚😚😚 
kingofass31Dayum 
travontruittU gone give me some? 

1deetrill@foreign_renaa 🙌🍑🍑 
p1dagreatJesus 
unclewillcolHow the fuck is this lil mf so fine? Dammm it man 

robert.frank.37👀 

socalb31💜💜💜💜💜💜💜💜💜💜 
queiroz2484linda 
pacificislander74Mind Blow'n @foreign_renaa 
wonderboytoyhttps://soundcloud.com/uriel-torres-61604673/sets/its-
pretty-late-for-shade-but 

lickingyagirlbabe the finest 😏😋 

https://www.instagram.com/humble_and_wise876/
https://www.instagram.com/lashuanjones30_/
https://www.instagram.com/clm0626/
https://www.instagram.com/bornbroketorich/
https://www.instagram.com/ivanjr93/
https://www.instagram.com/gilberto.704/
https://www.instagram.com/kingofass31/
https://www.instagram.com/travontruitt/
https://www.instagram.com/1deetrill/
https://www.instagram.com/foreign_renaa/
https://www.instagram.com/p1dagreat/
https://www.instagram.com/unclewillcol/
https://www.instagram.com/robert.frank.37/
https://www.instagram.com/socalb31/
https://www.instagram.com/queiroz2484/
https://www.instagram.com/pacificislander74/
https://www.instagram.com/foreign_renaa/
https://www.instagram.com/wonderboytoy/
https://www.instagram.com/lickingyagirl/
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moneymikenight305DM me 

bedrockj305Get that bag 💰💰💍👀💰💵 @foreign_renaa 

detroit_to_las_vegas@foreign_renaa 👀GOD DAM ❤ 
samet.ulutas.14I want you baby baby baby baby baby baby Oooooohh 
e._diddyLove That Juicy Thang!!! ;-)@foreign_renaa 

0to100167😋 

mikemikejonesMy favorite😘😘 
mavellouseWow so sexy I luv it 
curkobainI WANNA TASTE YOU @foreign_renaa 

rohantuitt👀😮😜🍫😀👍 

cproyectosWow! 😲🙋 
sousemansousemanCome 2 palm beach 
houstonjohn60Damn your eyes, listen to the song by Etta James you'll 

understand 😘😘😘😘😘 

alex_mandilost❤😭 
cesarsalinas5280Big ass 
curt24caresExtremely Beautiful and Sexy ... 

queensndivas1on1😍😍😍 

aceproduction205❤❤❤ 
the_best_324Sexy 

west.indimade👍 

nigga_2013e😍 
eldredakakiloGood morning beautiful 
a_leos_lifeRoyal Blue 
kimanimckenzieSexy 
mamasgreatestleorip62If only 
walkeroliverSexy sexy beautiful 
oc12710Riko q cuerpo mami 

big_belly_rulboi@foreign_renaa I'm coming see you tonight 💯💰⛽️💨 
shriveled807Damn, those eyes.. 

sum_blk_guyChunky booty 👀😘 
brucecollin345Nice 
enandesjose77VOCÊ É A EVA DO MEU PECADO GOSTOSA DELICIOSA 
MARAVILHOSA 
tha_donbhttps://youtu.be/kSR7rN2Tq20 
paulpope44That's a nice fat ass you have on you love. 
rico.becklesI want that ass girl 
mogreen2getFine and sexy 
moneymikenight305Are you back in Miami 
flex_boy_05.07Yes so beautiful 
mister64duce_8When you fine like that fuck getting your hair done, 
ponytail that mf. 

r.fleeto😅✅🤘🏽🔥 

garrettmoringAmazingly Beautiful 🌹🌹😍 
perrybalroopNice booty 

https://www.instagram.com/moneymikenight305/
https://www.instagram.com/bedrockj305/
https://www.instagram.com/foreign_renaa/
https://www.instagram.com/detroit_to_las_vegas/
https://www.instagram.com/foreign_renaa/
https://www.instagram.com/samet.ulutas.14/
https://www.instagram.com/e._diddy/
https://www.instagram.com/foreign_renaa/
https://www.instagram.com/0to100167/
https://www.instagram.com/mikemikejones/
https://www.instagram.com/mavellouse/
https://www.instagram.com/curkobain/
https://www.instagram.com/foreign_renaa/
https://www.instagram.com/rohantuitt/
https://www.instagram.com/cproyectos/
https://www.instagram.com/sousemansouseman/
https://www.instagram.com/houstonjohn60/
https://www.instagram.com/alex_mandilost/
https://www.instagram.com/cesarsalinas5280/
https://www.instagram.com/curt24cares/
https://www.instagram.com/queensndivas1on1/
https://www.instagram.com/aceproduction205/
https://www.instagram.com/the_best_324/
https://www.instagram.com/west.indimade/
https://www.instagram.com/nigga_2013e/
https://www.instagram.com/eldredakakilo/
https://www.instagram.com/a_leos_life/
https://www.instagram.com/kimanimckenzie/
https://www.instagram.com/mamasgreatestleorip62/
https://www.instagram.com/walkeroliver/
https://www.instagram.com/oc12710/
https://www.instagram.com/big_belly_rulboi/
https://www.instagram.com/foreign_renaa/
https://www.instagram.com/shriveled807/
https://www.instagram.com/sum_blk_guy/
https://www.instagram.com/brucecollin345/
https://www.instagram.com/enandesjose77/
https://www.instagram.com/tha_donb/
https://www.instagram.com/paulpope44/
https://www.instagram.com/rico.beckles/
https://www.instagram.com/mogreen2get/
https://www.instagram.com/moneymikenight305/
https://www.instagram.com/flex_boy_05.07/
https://www.instagram.com/mister64duce_8/
https://www.instagram.com/r.fleeto/
https://www.instagram.com/garrettmoring/
https://www.instagram.com/perrybalroop/
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perrybalroopcaptivating beautiful eyes omg 

money0999Sexy Beautiful eyes 👀 
suleyy10It's porn now 
kimchew749Sexy body 
but__tonHey 

bose8124👍 
alainrobertessamNice,and beautiful 
belarmino6748Delicia 
5_3giantOut of words 
gazaprince663Well damn i wish i could of get u for just one night 
socialhoneyentWant to do a shoot with you 

91karlkingBeautiful 💟💟💟 

msdyamondjames😍😍😍 
deck_zone3Ass fat fat fat....... 

badgirlsection💕💕💕💕💕💕💕 
mekzymartinCant fuck baby 

jaydeasel❤️❤️❤️ 
alanho_le_manimaleQuelle cul 
patrickwarmieFuture baby mama 
20_stacks_neno2950Damn!!! 
wilsonstiwartWassa+56984925171 
dbd_lbrentGo check video out in our link bio 

perrincharlespLamont love you💯🔥😰😰💯💯💯😰😰😰🍆 
kevin.beaneBeautiful ass body 
mitchelltim727Sexy. Luv those eyes 
turner1277You have to have Mission get out of 
rogerioferreira7962beautiful 
hidalgo9666You should b against the law damn you Fine AF 
officialnrnwBlack hair is what's up 

forthefamily1234💙 
mr_senat0reveryday crush 

salthamaccMy wife 😫❤ 

cash_flo_jonesLord have mercy 😍😍💕💕💕 
lostangelsmusic#SuperDeepStrokes 
vitcarazvanNice 

m_0093mWooooow butfel saxse 😍😍 

beard.grow2017🔷Need Beard Grow 🔷 
lorrenzo.jCoucou tu es super sexy belle et jolie 

gregorykayo💋💋💋💋❤❤❤💕💕💕 
alpha_tshibambHiiii matako mi nene 

53_bluesmokeBaby u gotta big ass! Can I 💋 it? 

puerto_rican54321That ass👅🍑 
e._diddyThickems!!! ;-)@foreign_renaa 
abdelghnigimailcoma86lovic big ass 5******* 
marcelotugaBeautifull ass 

https://www.instagram.com/perrybalroop/
https://www.instagram.com/money0999/
https://www.instagram.com/suleyy10/
https://www.instagram.com/kimchew749/
https://www.instagram.com/but__ton/
https://www.instagram.com/bose8124/
https://www.instagram.com/alainrobertessam/
https://www.instagram.com/belarmino6748/
https://www.instagram.com/5_3giant/
https://www.instagram.com/gazaprince663/
https://www.instagram.com/socialhoneyent/
https://www.instagram.com/91karlking/
https://www.instagram.com/msdyamondjames/
https://www.instagram.com/deck_zone3/
https://www.instagram.com/badgirlsection/
https://www.instagram.com/mekzymartin/
https://www.instagram.com/jaydeasel/
https://www.instagram.com/alanho_le_manimale/
https://www.instagram.com/patrickwarmie/
https://www.instagram.com/20_stacks_neno2950/
https://www.instagram.com/wilsonstiwart/
https://www.instagram.com/dbd_lbrent/
https://www.instagram.com/perrincharlesp/
https://www.instagram.com/kevin.beane/
https://www.instagram.com/mitchelltim727/
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https://www.instagram.com/rogerioferreira7962/
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https://www.instagram.com/officialnrnw/
https://www.instagram.com/forthefamily1234/
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https://www.instagram.com/cash_flo_jones/
https://www.instagram.com/lostangelsmusic/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/superdeepstrokes/
https://www.instagram.com/vitcarazvan/
https://www.instagram.com/m_0093m/
https://www.instagram.com/beard.grow2017/
https://www.instagram.com/lorrenzo.j/
https://www.instagram.com/gregorykayo/
https://www.instagram.com/alpha_tshibamb/
https://www.instagram.com/53_bluesmoke/
https://www.instagram.com/puerto_rican54321/
https://www.instagram.com/e._diddy/
https://www.instagram.com/foreign_renaa/
https://www.instagram.com/abdelghnigimailcoma86/
https://www.instagram.com/marcelotuga/
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marcelotugaAss cute 
adamsvillefinestz4Thickness 

smirnoff.sam🤗🤗🤗🤗 
elagent007Te chupo ese culo 
ivan_king_breezy_jrBeautiful ass u got there 
louisspaniardOh my God. This ass is killing 
rogerioferreira7962That way you're going to kill me 
og_fishoNow that's a big arse hola 
abrahamm619estradaMe encantaría cogerte 
bermudez5054Estas buenisma bb 
commander_magic_mikeFine china 
legacyent@foreign_renaa let's do a photo shoot soon 

thefriendlyloyal1💙💙💙 
maliknasheedPretty-Ass 
nevvagiveupAZZZZ SCREAMING MY NAME 
deeluxxxxSexy in BLUE 

deeluxxxx💙 

nick_verrill💙🍑🍑🏆 

lil_uncy🍑🍑💦💦😗💝💯 
top_shottarNice eye's baby 
gracemabialapumuWow 
viken_gramPlease twerk for me 
locoharrisonI want to come see you but I don't know where your located ? 

😘 
jon_rellPopped a Molly I'm sweating 
flavioofelixBig ass... 

mongo.slade💖💖💖💖💘 
elmigues45K Mamasita estas 

therealcakessolovely😍😜😋 
2010._1984Класная попка 
lowlifelandrumYou have a beautiful body and a beautiful face and you are 
gorgeous 

eric.michael1@foreign_renaa 😍😍😍 
amseth1602Beautiful lady very 
e._diddyFaceSitting!!! ;-)@foreign_renaa 
viclow99Wow 
nomercy1433Why dont you work at porn movie? 
ahmadmarafa26Dream chic 

mr.nour66I love you 💕 
williams6962Hot Ass 
sanko65Simply beautiful 

415_selimovic😍😍😍😍😍 
mahamedelsayed14Woooow 

kinglao07hey ❤ 
twindogI'd eat off of that ass 
bs.bdljbrXxx 
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bs.bdljbrXxx 

kay.prince___😩💞 
bakhousabdouNieeec 
victorgutierrez_09Beautiful baby sexy 
kurdish.zxThes girl perfect angel 
tadius_owaaDamn! 
dizzgambinotmgSheesh 
chrismiller9159Gorgeous and scrumptious 
mahdy455Love me 

shyanshyaanWow sexy bum 😘 
hrobertomarUn culo monumental 
hsmly7463Iove 
hsmly7463I lave your ass 
thapa8434Love lovely your ass 
renzmatic@raduhmess 
a3rdgenerationsview@reflections_of_a_crown 
jalil3364Ciao bella 
allstar_brizelifeThis is one of the pics I seen on 

FB😘😍😘😘😍😘😍😘😍😘😍 

davidsotprYummy yummy bb 👅👅👅👅👅 
trustonlyurself1Sexy 
 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Butt pose 

• Lingerie  
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Data Sheet 

1. Word:Savage 

2. Handle: foreign_renaa 

3. Bio: Queen Savage FL✈Dtx Singer/writer            

booking:email          Natural      PaidPromoOnly @foreignrenaa1 

#Twerkpromos#Leo         RIPJERMAINE.L        @xtcdallas      

www.connectpal.com/foreign_renaa 

4. Gender: Female  

5. # Picture:3 

6. How many likes on the picture:9484 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture: 

Shows @foreign_renaa sitting on a bed that has floral comforter and a red 

pillow with pink hearts on top of it. She is wearing an oversized red t-shirt 

and has a silver watch on her right wrist. She has large military style gun 

in her hand. The gun is tan and brown. Her hair is black and up in a 

ponytail.  

• Caption under the picture:  

foreign_renaaGood morning             

• Comments linked to the picture: 

toochiebabiiGud mornin 

racked_up_rappGood morning 😘 
toochiebabii@foreign_renaa 
yugihoebroIma eat the ass 
yo_weedmanGood morning babygirl 
pray_believefaith_in_workPut that toy away ma! 
dukeblack100Bang Bang 

mikedwg133Morning 🌷 

cakethebossGm🌷 
moneybag_rellGood morning a shooter I love it 

nanapopocoGood morning beautiful 💋💋💋❤❤❤❤ 
mosthatedbamGreat morning 
gemini4thGood morning 
cream_soda_soda_cream_82Good morning cutie 
e_fonzarelly"ALLLLL I NEED IN DIS LIFE OF SIN, IS ME AND MY 
GIRLFRIEND"............. 

https://www.instagram.com/toochiebabii/
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sergio_luiz_mattosA sua arma nem é maior do que a minha 
glodenglockAR-15 
samet.ulutas.14Hit me baby love 
aprolexx#Wtf? #youtrippin 
lisowskimatttrigger safety girl... 
rainchild25If you wake up next to your chick and she holdin 
dis...Nigga...Ruuuuun ! ..LMFAO ! 

yazmine_chanelleLike I dont always keep a hitta to the left of me 🔫 

whiteworld_rawlmg_564Girl stop 4 u hurt ur self 😩😂 
305dionGm 
gunbattle3Good morning 

dixongang3Good morning 😍😍😍 

freebandzgang_chadsweetjamesjr😍😍😍😍💃🤘 

a1ant_She off Her Rainbow Six Shit 😩 😍😍 

freebandzgang_chadsweetjamesjrU GOTTA BAAAAAD MF.☝👌 

kingbanksworld😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍 
sneakyyjohanBad and bougie 
matthew4849care full with that bby 
tentzohuarodolfo91Muy buenos días hermosa princesa 
ray_charles0666GM..don't shoot bby. 
sylvester4kayla08Good morning 
universal_sovereignSergeant sexy..... 

schmardjGood morning 😃 
blush729Got it 
mogreen2getGood morning 
el_patron_im_original_did_not_Nice 

big_diesel757Morning beautiful 😘😍🍫 

amill327It's Lit HaHaHaHa it's a fucking 🔥😤 Morning 
bassiounybassiouny2015Morning gorgeous 
projectmarleyOkaay 
jay.entoI need her on my team 
pipeituppapiYou holding that wrong 
freecash2Oh shit don't hurt nobody 

dave_mapp_vibeMorning tool # we need u at MTL ⛽️💯 
patience_is_a_virtue_godisgoodAyyy 
imagebosssSxy shit 
espn_bo_Pussy got some power 

moneymatters_3x✨👐 

0chainsMama roll on my block 😱💘 

michaiduncantvGm👑 
foreign_renaaI know hand goes under the stock and I had it on the mag 

hahha I ain't stupid 😫😫😭😭 
belaganvakarNyc 
quintinj326GM 

burke_ave_bertThat's what I'm talking about 😍😜 
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https://www.instagram.com/0chains/
https://www.instagram.com/michaiduncantv/
https://www.instagram.com/foreign_renaa/
https://www.instagram.com/belaganvakar/
https://www.instagram.com/quintinj326/
https://www.instagram.com/burke_ave_bert/
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allenbonesdavisGood morning 

king_thorne1217💎 
sticks.moveBomb AF omg Jesus 
sticks.moveDM me 

1deetrill@foreign_renaa gm & i see u aint bs 🔫👌💯💯💯 
dhouse05Good Morning 
antoniomcbeanBeautiful 

a_leos_lifeDangerous 👌🏾😁 
dayon.terrancehttps://youtu.be/gv37NWHZcug 
hlt4Good Morning. What you gonna do with that Big Ass Gun 
mellovinciMawnin 

pitts9538Hi there💘 
_trahmingU better stop 
valdircarlosbeckLinda maravilhosa gostosa deliciosa show morena 
egaciamelendezsalvadorHola amor 
bleu_atl@foreign_renaa nah you got it held right in the pic 

triggaheadNice... 😉 
juschris19Aint gone shoot nobody tho 
charm_xAwesome! !@foreign_renaa 
superr_humanDon't hurt urself woman. 
highdefshawtyI want one of both lol 

southernpromoter😍 

kurdishpapi💣💥🔫 
lucyboyjizzleLook like a scar L assault rifle 
djkingz05One time for Lil Moma packing!!!! 
t_buckOooouuuu!! 
wclark.wc173763Sell me that 

laurenlaraiiviaBabe af  😘😍 

r.fleeto🔥 
tyronekrankhi gorgeous lady with that gun you holden make you a 
dangerous lady too. 
dcanaca26Bad girl!!!! I love you!! 
karma_in_da_fleshCan I get a date? 
sellerscurtis66Can i get a date 
kingneezy@king_abstract look at dat AR 
bigwillystyles73Heat holder 
sir_king.slay_@soso 
bigwillystyles73Don't hurt nobody @foreign_renaa 
lonniesrGa sexy. 
d_smoke_icb_2700Thats a nice rifle 
dennisbrandtacShes look realy cute 
natnasty135Damn your beautiful as hell 
7zero_dNow u sexy 
paulpope44Beautiful 
kmoney6514Hmm Bad bitch I love it 
6reptilianMy hittah 
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the_real_cerebral_assassinDamn 

luis_ezlu_soundation😂😂😂 

international_zoeYou can't handle that😀💪 
bez7183Wifey material 
karonhaney4814You got toys okay sexy let me see you shot it 
agckgn14She going hunting? 
mzhellokitty____Baddie 
whartond1981Ar 15 
tcutta1AR's over here dey pop like gold bottles 
kazamazoIs that thing loaded? 

teja9715Truth is you are shooting with your eyes 😉 

giftednblkLooking like a James Bond Beauty👉🔥 

yattabeanWow 

awkward_dishes🔥🔥 

adeshina3660wнu do yoυ wanт тo shoot 
daylinbestetLet me borrow that 
ganja_heirbaDamn 

travontruittFine thang 😍 

blu6924Lol holding it wrong. Cute doe 

albertoknight19SIMPLY BEAUTIFUL 
lillarry7000Dam good morning 
boubanaraMy dreammm bae 
peachstcrownGoogle micro AR 15 
kushkid74Love it 
albertdacusjr8709I NEED THAT GUN IS IT FOR SALE 

_dachallengerKeep you booger hook off the bang switch!! 
andreavery154Gun's aren't made to look cute but, I'll take that though! 
jerzzzyboyGood to see you can handle a big gun... ;)) 

j_bshawlabDraco gannnng owiiiii 💦💦💦 

therealvikpayneI have just found the woman of my dreams... Hey bae! 

✋😏 

roodchristopher509Dnt kill me por favor 
ricky_tan_aka_chanYou holding it wrong 

l_dat_nigga_064Girls~n~Guns=SUPER~SEXXY😍😍😘😘😘 

kimanimckenzieSexy with your gun 
n.carr1000mphARMENIAN KNIGHT: 
killmaster3143i have a ar 15 and mac 10 
devils.hearts.breakWhen you tell bae to hold down the fort while your 
gone 

trillestbostonian_frg👋😊 

djsmallsdabossSexi 
la_legend_the_greatI love a real ride or die woman 
factsnonefictionNice 
robyn_rioShowwwww top....kkkkk 
lalitloveeBad bitch 
mob7656Nice 
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lil_shorty_006Girl u know wat u doin wit that😂😂😂😂😂😂 

andrep41.apBeautiful 

q_that_dudeBeautiful and dangerous. A winning combination😍 

maserati917My kind of girl 
shahsjakwi@maserati917 @q_that_dude@andrep41.ap @lil_shorty_006@m

ob7656 @lilrench @robyn_rio@slimjones85 🔥🔥🔥🔥🤣 

shahsjakwi@tokyo.trill @therealvikpayne@roodchristopher509@l_dat_nig

ga_064@ricky_tan_aka_chan @kimanimckenzie@teja9715 🔥🔥🔥 

thebeastofcollegedriveThat's a mean looking ar-15 you got 
there. @foreign_renaa can you shoot it though? 

7_hxxver😍😍😍 

mr.eyez_wide_openYo u GONE have to fuck with me!!!!! 
raheemthedreamwolf#slauter 

alex_mandilostYou are beautiful 😩😍 

garneranthony1963Ride or die chick 
haygoodfradoabg92Okay okay 
hoskinschiMurder mama gd mor baby 
mr_snake900#Caliluv 
globe000Ooooo sht......... 
mikebrown6671I love this bitch 

cash_flo_jones😍😍😍 

ricofam718_💪🏾💪🏾 

ilj100thats me(big gun)(top gun) huh ? (; @foreign_renaa 
7foeruegerShorty bad asl wit da pole on moms she the type to R.O.D 

7foerueger💯💯🔥⛽️ 

_gemstar730@ru__so 

king_jayy_savage300That's fake 
sonjr.70Hit me with best shot 
gpaynebey63Good morning 
marcelotugaGood 
buffalo_burksThat rmr though 

dellshauntravisDem eyes baby girl beautiful @foreign_renaa 💯💯💕💕 

johnson_rooseveltNice 
heyyyy_daydayWho u shooting 
o.h_tencutsU like StIcks huh? 

kelzwells674Nice gun. 
godschampionsCat eyes! 

btgapprovedShow some love 🤘🏽 

captainherbalfit@foreign_renaa More shots & vids of you & the AR 
jeronedrummond6gmail_Gaza girl 
eljokermanNice gun...u ever have sex while holding on to it 
boys_boy_mGood morning this is Draco I love your 

pictures💖💖💖💖🌠🌠🌠🌠🌠🌠🌠🌠🌠🌠🌠🌠🌠🌠 

newera_wackoMy type of bitch who kan handle tha tool 😘 

movie_star_tattoo_artNice 
movie_star_tattoo_artNice to work out 

https://www.instagram.com/lil_shorty_006/
https://www.instagram.com/andrep41.ap/
https://www.instagram.com/q_that_dude/
https://www.instagram.com/maserati917/
https://www.instagram.com/shahsjakwi/
https://www.instagram.com/maserati917/
https://www.instagram.com/q_that_dude/
https://www.instagram.com/andrep41.ap/
https://www.instagram.com/lil_shorty_006/
https://www.instagram.com/mob7656/
https://www.instagram.com/mob7656/
https://www.instagram.com/lilrench/
https://www.instagram.com/robyn_rio/
https://www.instagram.com/slimjones85/
https://www.instagram.com/shahsjakwi/
https://www.instagram.com/tokyo.trill/
https://www.instagram.com/therealvikpayne/
https://www.instagram.com/roodchristopher509/
https://www.instagram.com/l_dat_nigga_064/
https://www.instagram.com/l_dat_nigga_064/
https://www.instagram.com/ricky_tan_aka_chan/
https://www.instagram.com/kimanimckenzie/
https://www.instagram.com/teja9715/
https://www.instagram.com/thebeastofcollegedrive/
https://www.instagram.com/foreign_renaa/
https://www.instagram.com/7_hxxver/
https://www.instagram.com/mr.eyez_wide_open/
https://www.instagram.com/raheemthedreamwolf/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/slauter/
https://www.instagram.com/alex_mandilost/
https://www.instagram.com/garneranthony1963/
https://www.instagram.com/haygoodfradoabg92/
https://www.instagram.com/hoskinschi/
https://www.instagram.com/mr_snake900/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/caliluv/
https://www.instagram.com/globe000/
https://www.instagram.com/mikebrown6671/
https://www.instagram.com/cash_flo_jones/
https://www.instagram.com/ricofam718_/
https://www.instagram.com/ilj100/
https://www.instagram.com/foreign_renaa/
https://www.instagram.com/7foerueger/
https://www.instagram.com/7foerueger/
https://www.instagram.com/_gemstar730/
https://www.instagram.com/ru__so/
https://www.instagram.com/king_jayy_savage300/
https://www.instagram.com/sonjr.70/
https://www.instagram.com/gpaynebey63/
https://www.instagram.com/marcelotuga/
https://www.instagram.com/buffalo_burks/
https://www.instagram.com/dellshauntravis/
https://www.instagram.com/foreign_renaa/
https://www.instagram.com/johnson_roosevelt/
https://www.instagram.com/heyyyy_dayday/
https://www.instagram.com/o.h_tencuts/
https://www.instagram.com/kelzwells674/
https://www.instagram.com/godschampions/
https://www.instagram.com/btgapproved/
https://www.instagram.com/captainherbalfit/
https://www.instagram.com/foreign_renaa/
https://www.instagram.com/jeronedrummond6gmail_/
https://www.instagram.com/eljokerman/
https://www.instagram.com/boys_boy_m/
https://www.instagram.com/newera_wacko/
https://www.instagram.com/movie_star_tattoo_art/
https://www.instagram.com/movie_star_tattoo_art/
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thebobeezy😈😈😍 

kingwater212Baddies armed up...... nothing like it 

smasher_25Bad gyal let mi come handle yuh 😜 

53_bluesmokeMy girl handle that 5.56 rifle! 
anthony._gontgzalesGorgeous 

2s.up😍😍😍 

negao_da_mangueiraBandida 

dextersandals😍😍😍 

ericthechosen_1This mf got a icr 1😂😂😂 

badblk4uSweet dreams...lol 
yfn.cj.officialWhere Linda 

koleandy😍 "Those Eyes" 

nobodysince1985Mmm hhmm..good morning.🌹🚽🚿 

viclow99Now thats gangster 😎 baby xxx 

tonypablo01Sea ways 
ahmadmarafa269mm n my pants 4 u 

humble_and_wise876Bad bumboclaat gyal😈🔫 u mi like (Jamaican voice) 

1kingleo80Safety First 
dionsilva357Can you handle that 

smadahimchi🌄🌄😈😈🌷🌷🌺🌺🌷⚘👅🍑💦😍!!!💯💯💯💯!!!! 

street_beazy😍😍😍 

ayoo_dude.1My Baby Mama 😎👀 

king_jayy_savage300That look like its real but its fake 

king.zeus.614Morning afternoon n evening mi Queen anyting else u need 
supremodelblokeBad and boujee 
killa_beenKill them all 
lil_blinga13Draco 
luvsexylegs7Actually ur sex appeal would kill more men than that 

gun @foreign_renaa 💯💯💯💯 *SexyAf* 

octafella68Scared of you! 

duke.8510Dangerous....💀💀💀 

original_goulburn_boyWifey Goals... 
puchiii22@vnessalozano 

kidnapthebreadNigga would really wife yo ass 

imf_bfDangerously sexy😍😍😍 

kool_e_08Gangster Love 

b.m.g_blood_money_ent.on_quadPut it up safely in a bag shawty me won't 
leave you I hear you 
yehudi_farmsWow I'm in love 
thereallilace020583SexY 
maxihlh96Je 
maxihlh96Indiia!!! 
twizzymack55thLet me protect you iam 2 of those 

demus3x6Now we have got something in common😈 

goldandstar.sassymodel_mua👍👍🔫 

https://www.instagram.com/thebobeezy/
https://www.instagram.com/kingwater212/
https://www.instagram.com/smasher_25/
https://www.instagram.com/53_bluesmoke/
https://www.instagram.com/anthony._gontgzales/
https://www.instagram.com/2s.up/
https://www.instagram.com/negao_da_mangueira/
https://www.instagram.com/dextersandals/
https://www.instagram.com/ericthechosen_1/
https://www.instagram.com/badblk4u/
https://www.instagram.com/yfn.cj.official/
https://www.instagram.com/koleandy/
https://www.instagram.com/nobodysince1985/
https://www.instagram.com/viclow99/
https://www.instagram.com/tonypablo01/
https://www.instagram.com/ahmadmarafa26/
https://www.instagram.com/humble_and_wise876/
https://www.instagram.com/1kingleo80/
https://www.instagram.com/dionsilva357/
https://www.instagram.com/smadahimchi/
https://www.instagram.com/street_beazy/
https://www.instagram.com/ayoo_dude.1/
https://www.instagram.com/king_jayy_savage300/
https://www.instagram.com/king.zeus.614/
https://www.instagram.com/supremodelbloke/
https://www.instagram.com/killa_been/
https://www.instagram.com/lil_blinga13/
https://www.instagram.com/luvsexylegs7/
https://www.instagram.com/foreign_renaa/
https://www.instagram.com/octafella68/
https://www.instagram.com/duke.8510/
https://www.instagram.com/original_goulburn_boy/
https://www.instagram.com/puchiii22/
https://www.instagram.com/vnessalozano/
https://www.instagram.com/kidnapthebread/
https://www.instagram.com/imf_bf/
https://www.instagram.com/kool_e_08/
https://www.instagram.com/b.m.g_blood_money_ent.on_quad/
https://www.instagram.com/yehudi_farms/
https://www.instagram.com/thereallilace020583/
https://www.instagram.com/maxihlh96/
https://www.instagram.com/maxihlh96/
https://www.instagram.com/twizzymack55th/
https://www.instagram.com/demus3x6/
https://www.instagram.com/goldandstar.sassymodel_mua/
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rayco6Muy mala 
gas_lord_26That mother fucker either fake of has no bullets bruh she got her 
finger on the trigger  

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Gun 

• Bedroom 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.instagram.com/rayco6/
https://www.instagram.com/gas_lord_26/
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Savage 

2. Handle: foreign_renaa 

3. Bio: Queen Savage FL✈Dtx Singer/writer            

booking:email          Natural      PaidPromoOnly @foreignrenaa1 

#Twerkpromos#Leo         RIPJERMAINE.L        @xtcdallas      

www.connectpal.com/foreign_renaa 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:4 

6. 7How many likes on the picture:7854 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

Shows @foreign_renna posing in the middle of what looks like a plaza 

parking lot. While her backside is facing the camera her face is turned to 

the left towards the camera as well. She has red hair in the picture with is 

pinned up into a low bun. She is wear a black and white baroque printed 

crop top, black jogger pants and grey and white hightop Nikes. She also 

has on vintage, transparent aviator glasses.  

• Caption under the picture: 

foreign_renaa Not you ordinary chick                      

• Comments linked to the picture 

jaquahfetishAmazing profile on here!!!! So totally gorgeous!!! What a 
figure!! 
julioeduardo100Rich 

lelymxoFUCK IT UP BABE💖💖💖💖👅 

lelymxo😭😭😍😍👅👅👅 
daroldwhiteU is sexy baby girl keep it up 

lol.😁😁😁😁😁😁😁😍😘😍 
king_of_ass31Sexi ass 

iniko1974Nice ass💕💕 
doodooj40Smh 

eevp04👌🌷😘😉 

dontegreen69Sexy 😆 
whartond1981Good night sexy 
larryhooverdc202@foreign_renaa u working tonight 
foreign_renaa@larryhooverdc202 Xtc 

https://www.instagram.com/jaquahfetish/
https://www.instagram.com/julioeduardo100/
https://www.instagram.com/lelymxo/
https://www.instagram.com/lelymxo/
https://www.instagram.com/daroldwhite/
https://www.instagram.com/king_of_ass31/
https://www.instagram.com/iniko1974/
https://www.instagram.com/doodooj40/
https://www.instagram.com/eevp04/
https://www.instagram.com/dontegreen69/
https://www.instagram.com/whartond1981/
https://www.instagram.com/larryhooverdc202/
https://www.instagram.com/foreign_renaa/
https://www.instagram.com/foreign_renaa/
https://www.instagram.com/larryhooverdc202/
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larryhooverdc202@foreign_renaathanks boo 

imbarbie2x😍😍❄ 
lashuanjones30_Sexy ass! 

from0_to_petty_in5432petty😍😍😍😍😍 
larryhooverdc202@foreign_renaa thats the one off the fwy right 

melinarichness😍😍 

den_den650👀👀👀 
kesesoowavy@foreign_renaa I'm tryna spend summa diss #757 money on u 

😘😍💸💰💵 

piolofa507😘😘😘 

htxbeauty⚡️⚡️🔥 
foreign_renaa@larryhooverdc202 yes 
larryhooverdc202K @foreign_renaa 
rinku.salariaWow 
mehgamed98I smoke that spot out on the low black stingray in the opp 
ifyouknewwhatloveisButt Finn bust out those pants 
deelow27What up 

daheadhunchofr😍😍👅👅 

memphizdriver😍😍😍😍 
smartz2117Fresh feet 
riseofcjThose eyes though lol #mesermize 
ice_imkLooking so good baby 
shagba1The view! 
__kingkamidope lil pic 
lord_teedo@kiddkul @k.w.prince@mike_bigsexy_lawrie @tumzido93 

its.phattcakes2❤️ 

holleywould2👍👍👌 

kwestdallasking😍😄😍😍😘😘😘 

jojoworldspazzBae 😘❤️💕💕❤️💕 @foreign_renaa 
bobbybanks6860Looking good 

hefe_2xs😍😍7😘 
nation6787u so fine and sexy 

killerwestside1000Damn girl u are Gorgeous👌💥💯 

mtall495Gorgeous I need to see more of you♥♥♥ 
daniellouisd16Bip 
astronautman_firstclassNice shoes 

bobbyworldsodmg💋😌 
tonybrown2416Good Morning beautiful 
youngsire100I c so beautiful lord 
redeye_bloodthickaBoss 
dressto.finesseI'm Far from your average, in my own space only stars stand 

alone babe keep shining 🌟 @foreign_renaa 
michealmillionsUp like 7 
jokezmessiahTo cute 
lah.eazyi miss you 

https://www.instagram.com/larryhooverdc202/
https://www.instagram.com/foreign_renaa/
https://www.instagram.com/imbarbie2x/
https://www.instagram.com/lashuanjones30_/
https://www.instagram.com/from0_to_petty_in5432petty/
https://www.instagram.com/larryhooverdc202/
https://www.instagram.com/foreign_renaa/
https://www.instagram.com/melinarichness/
https://www.instagram.com/den_den650/
https://www.instagram.com/kesesoowavy/
https://www.instagram.com/foreign_renaa/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/757/
https://www.instagram.com/piolofa507/
https://www.instagram.com/htxbeauty/
https://www.instagram.com/foreign_renaa/
https://www.instagram.com/larryhooverdc202/
https://www.instagram.com/larryhooverdc202/
https://www.instagram.com/foreign_renaa/
https://www.instagram.com/rinku.salaria/
https://www.instagram.com/mehgamed98/
https://www.instagram.com/ifyouknewwhatloveis/
https://www.instagram.com/deelow27/
https://www.instagram.com/daheadhunchofr/
https://www.instagram.com/memphizdriver/
https://www.instagram.com/smartz2117/
https://www.instagram.com/riseofcj/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/mesermize/
https://www.instagram.com/ice_imk/
https://www.instagram.com/shagba1/
https://www.instagram.com/__kingkami/
https://www.instagram.com/lord_teedo/
https://www.instagram.com/kiddkul/
https://www.instagram.com/k.w.prince/
https://www.instagram.com/mike_bigsexy_lawrie/
https://www.instagram.com/tumzido93/
https://www.instagram.com/its.phattcakes2/
https://www.instagram.com/holleywould2/
https://www.instagram.com/kwestdallasking/
https://www.instagram.com/jojoworldspazz/
https://www.instagram.com/foreign_renaa/
https://www.instagram.com/bobbybanks6860/
https://www.instagram.com/hefe_2xs/
https://www.instagram.com/nation6787/
https://www.instagram.com/killerwestside1000/
https://www.instagram.com/mtall495/
https://www.instagram.com/daniellouisd16/
https://www.instagram.com/astronautman_firstclass/
https://www.instagram.com/bobbyworldsodmg/
https://www.instagram.com/tonybrown2416/
https://www.instagram.com/youngsire100/
https://www.instagram.com/redeye_bloodthicka/
https://www.instagram.com/dressto.finesse/
https://www.instagram.com/foreign_renaa/
https://www.instagram.com/michealmillions/
https://www.instagram.com/jokezmessiah/
https://www.instagram.com/lah.eazy/
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capone.jojoNice n beautiful pic 
dariousmatthewsClass in session I'm ready r u 
allaround41Great look B girl style 
paulpope44That Way 
isaacyoung420On fleek 
 

8. Themes presented in the images: 

•  Nice cars 

• Butt pose 

• Midriff  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.instagram.com/capone.jojo/
https://www.instagram.com/dariousmatthews/
https://www.instagram.com/allaround41/
https://www.instagram.com/paulpope44/
https://www.instagram.com/isaacyoung420/
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Data Sheet 

1. Word:Savage 

2. Handle: foreign_renaa 

3. Bio: Queen Savage FL✈Dtx Singer/writer            

booking:email          Natural      PaidPromoOnly @foreignrenaa1 

#Twerkpromos#Leo         RIPJERMAINE.L        @xtcdallas      

www.connectpal.com/foreign_renaa 

4. Gender: Female  

5. # Picture:5 

6. How many likes on the picture:10940 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

Shows @foreign_renna sitting a hightop table in restaurant. She has her 

backside facing the camera with her head turned to the left facing the 

camera as well. She is smiling in this picture. Her hair is bleach blonde in 

this photo and she has it up in two buns. She is wearing a pink lace 

bralette, pink lace panties that are exposed and light denim jeans and red 

sandal heels.  

• Caption under the picture:  

foreign_renaa        

• Comments linked to the picture: 

prince.mohh😻😻😻 

jojoworldspazzBae 😍💕😘😘😍💕💕 @foreign_renaa 
macmarv_est81Marry me? Lol 

markchap4Omg lady❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️you 
n.o_5.0.4mr.420Sexy 
xplicit_stripclub_htxHey 

datnicca4lifeGot Dayum Shawdy 😍😍😍🙏👑 
gp7600Awesome 
manzelcafu116Why u playing! 
tysonlsg03Well damn 

1deetrillRenaa scared of this 🍆 too 

owens.billy@foreign_renaa 😍😘😍 

shimdagreat💕💕💕💕 

kenton.williamsSkin that for you baby😘😘😘😘 

http://www.connectpal.com/foreign_renaa
https://www.instagram.com/prince.mohh/
https://www.instagram.com/jojoworldspazz/
https://www.instagram.com/foreign_renaa/
https://www.instagram.com/macmarv_est81/
https://www.instagram.com/markchap4/
https://www.instagram.com/n.o_5.0.4mr.420/
https://www.instagram.com/xplicit_stripclub_htx/
https://www.instagram.com/datnicca4life/
https://www.instagram.com/gp7600/
https://www.instagram.com/manzelcafu116/
https://www.instagram.com/tysonlsg03/
https://www.instagram.com/1deetrill/
https://www.instagram.com/owens.billy/
https://www.instagram.com/foreign_renaa/
https://www.instagram.com/shimdagreat/
https://www.instagram.com/kenton.williams/
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b.stax😍😭 

lyly214😍😍😍😍😛 
boo_davonSexy, Beautiful . 
flyinfouritallGosh damn thats some thickness...need to wife that up 
asap!! @foreign_renaa 
la.neyaaNo 

nanapopocoOMG😍😍😍😍😍😍😍 
black__brooklyn_kingYes you are sexy pretty hello 

onlyshowtime2lsIs that bae? 🤔 

therealslim904😘😘😘 
the_real_puna_santana_718You Fine Asl @foreign_renaa 
lelymxomineeeee 
sampsonclarenceKop 
roddy_munozHeavenly!!!! 
brown.conroyHi 
cashmoney1500#rolexgang 

ll_nannan😍😍😉 

blackchynadoll_😻 
mosstheboss35Damn 
canaryfutureDm me 
matthew_latonaDamn you are beautiful 
narcoticishtafCme 2 atl 
redon.monclerYummie 

lilcesar98Ayeee😎 
djrockone21@ayoungn 

lena.starr😍👌🏾 
djrockone21@ayoungn 
momoney_fantzone18_zone6Need you 

tinkypinkybitchMy baby 😍 all grown up 😩 
blush729Yummy 
mrcool_dude11I like your panties @foreign_renaa, that's by Victoria Don't 
Tell Nobody? Lol 
curtisaveboysMy baby mama 

themightyclouds🎡💕 pretty smile.... #PearlzzZ 🐻🍨🎂🔞💞💸💤 
vibewit.shavsMiss youu 
almighty_croskey@foreign_renaa its not even your ass..i know hella women 
with da bunz, but your beauty..your very beatiful! God bless you and your 

parents. Nice pic😘 
gene6557Lol love 

baker_3796Those panties look something serious on that ass 😜 

tip4692Love seeing you and that beautiful ass 😍😍🔥🔥🍑💓💓 

tcutta1💘 
aassddffgghhjjkk4445ok 20 ass 

tuffgottacheckThickness!🍑🍑😋 
weazellylesGo girl!!! 

https://www.instagram.com/b.stax/
https://www.instagram.com/lyly214/
https://www.instagram.com/boo_davon/
https://www.instagram.com/flyinfouritall/
https://www.instagram.com/foreign_renaa/
https://www.instagram.com/la.neyaa/
https://www.instagram.com/nanapopoco/
https://www.instagram.com/black__brooklyn_king/
https://www.instagram.com/onlyshowtime2ls/
https://www.instagram.com/therealslim904/
https://www.instagram.com/the_real_puna_santana_718/
https://www.instagram.com/foreign_renaa/
https://www.instagram.com/lelymxo/
https://www.instagram.com/sampsonclarence/
https://www.instagram.com/roddy_munoz/
https://www.instagram.com/brown.conroy/
https://www.instagram.com/cashmoney1500/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/rolexgang/
https://www.instagram.com/ll_nannan/
https://www.instagram.com/blackchynadoll_/
https://www.instagram.com/mosstheboss35/
https://www.instagram.com/canaryfuture/
https://www.instagram.com/matthew_latona/
https://www.instagram.com/narcoticishtaf/
https://www.instagram.com/redon.moncler/
https://www.instagram.com/lilcesar98/
https://www.instagram.com/djrockone21/
https://www.instagram.com/ayoungn/
https://www.instagram.com/lena.starr/
https://www.instagram.com/djrockone21/
https://www.instagram.com/ayoungn/
https://www.instagram.com/momoney_fantzone18_zone6/
https://www.instagram.com/tinkypinkybitch/
https://www.instagram.com/blush729/
https://www.instagram.com/mrcool_dude11/
https://www.instagram.com/foreign_renaa/
https://www.instagram.com/curtisaveboys/
https://www.instagram.com/themightyclouds/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/pearlzzz/
https://www.instagram.com/vibewit.shavs/
https://www.instagram.com/almighty_croskey/
https://www.instagram.com/foreign_renaa/
https://www.instagram.com/gene6557/
https://www.instagram.com/baker_3796/
https://www.instagram.com/tip4692/
https://www.instagram.com/tcutta1/
https://www.instagram.com/aassddffgghhjjkk4445/
https://www.instagram.com/tuffgottacheck/
https://www.instagram.com/weazellyles/
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jcdajigg12Omg 
desi.cs63Beautiful 

ihatejohnny✈ 
e._diddyThat A$$!!! 
kushkushingtonC A K E S 
snoopmkareNice beautiful booty 
tummys617I wanna smell it 

memphizdriver😍😍😍😍 
larslierathDu hast wunderschöne Augen 
celebrity.postzHey Dm us 
oneyoungnightGot em speaking German 
polo3280Nice 

7zero_d🖕 

lil_boleg_scooterLil booty 😍 

pimpinsince.93Best Friend ❤️😘 Love You Hunny 
marcelino2015Cosita bella te amo 
q_agodNatural 
rodney_julian_pictures_772250#Sexy Booty !!!! 

popcity_🎂🎂 
princecharles_22I thought I seen you 

biggtijho😘😘😘💜💜💜 

vanderson.10Gostos👌😋😘😍😉 
likebigd311Damn 

blackroze_records👌🏾💯 

hollywood_a.k😍😍😍😍😍 
suavexxx_com@foreign_renaa you have a million dollar smile 

boo😍😍😍😘😙😚 
ypjrgottawin_Heyyy 
underdoggrindHow long you in Dallas? 

iam_dash2coldClick The Link In Bio 🔥🔥🔥 
neal4presidentLove them tiger stripes baby!!! 

yung_euroFollowback 😘😍💯 @foreign_renaa 

0to100167😍 
jp.pullsSmile more often @foreign_renaa 
am_festus86Hmmm 

js87515Fine asf.....damn 😍 
tyson4530Dam 
ruso1985Realmente eres hermosa 
nathansfuneralin the function with plumber crack 
knock_it__outI want you 

abby.reyezPreetyass ☺ 
shevellfI like it sweetheart 
detroit_to_las_vegas@foreign_renaa I need to be behind that ASS 

_blu3s_world_bodpeople🔥🔥🔥 
jeffery87colemanMarry me 

https://www.instagram.com/jcdajigg12/
https://www.instagram.com/desi.cs63/
https://www.instagram.com/ihatejohnny/
https://www.instagram.com/e._diddy/
https://www.instagram.com/kushkushington/
https://www.instagram.com/snoopmkare/
https://www.instagram.com/tummys617/
https://www.instagram.com/memphizdriver/
https://www.instagram.com/larslierath/
https://www.instagram.com/celebrity.postz/
https://www.instagram.com/oneyoungnight/
https://www.instagram.com/polo3280/
https://www.instagram.com/7zero_d/
https://www.instagram.com/lil_boleg_scooter/
https://www.instagram.com/pimpinsince.93/
https://www.instagram.com/marcelino2015/
https://www.instagram.com/q_agod/
https://www.instagram.com/rodney_julian_pictures_772250/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/sexy/
https://www.instagram.com/popcity_/
https://www.instagram.com/princecharles_22/
https://www.instagram.com/biggtijho/
https://www.instagram.com/vanderson.10/
https://www.instagram.com/likebigd311/
https://www.instagram.com/blackroze_records/
https://www.instagram.com/hollywood_a.k/
https://www.instagram.com/suavexxx_com/
https://www.instagram.com/foreign_renaa/
https://www.instagram.com/ypjrgottawin_/
https://www.instagram.com/underdoggrind/
https://www.instagram.com/iam_dash2cold/
https://www.instagram.com/neal4president/
https://www.instagram.com/yung_euro/
https://www.instagram.com/foreign_renaa/
https://www.instagram.com/0to100167/
https://www.instagram.com/jp.pulls/
https://www.instagram.com/foreign_renaa/
https://www.instagram.com/am_festus86/
https://www.instagram.com/js87515/
https://www.instagram.com/tyson4530/
https://www.instagram.com/ruso1985/
https://www.instagram.com/nathansfuneral/
https://www.instagram.com/knock_it__out/
https://www.instagram.com/abby.reyez/
https://www.instagram.com/shevellf/
https://www.instagram.com/detroit_to_las_vegas/
https://www.instagram.com/foreign_renaa/
https://www.instagram.com/_blu3s_world_bodpeople/
https://www.instagram.com/jeffery87coleman/
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62gonkeepahplayDats my favorite spot!!! 
damionbeauchampWow crotchless panties 
g.o.a.l.s_unlmtdNot bad at all. 
chefbwoy_jdDamn 
donbibysanpityeWow 
livinglegend4488That Smile Though 

gedukas769163Wow love👄👄👄 
nolacosvasquezHola 
ladaddy21Bae panties all in her booty again 
tay_udeenBeautiful 
anta_cantaraWoooow. .!! 
saeid0551hi 
remi_2_muchalex said call him , he has something for you 
carlosgabrielsantPrecioso trasero 

_mohab_fouad احطو👈🏿 
blckk_leonidasIm n luv 
nextlacikaysomersBe easy, 
stuffymackYou have a pretty smile 
dangerlokster24BEAUTIFUL LADY 

elbaye79Mami. Bella amor🌹🌹🌹 
hamarasbekLove love love you too some 

metamophisisbeatsJeans look like they are painted on 😃 fine ass 
bilal_mohamed48Sexy figure 

lord_schiinnyDammm 😍😋 
kennyredakaloveheadBody Got Great Symbol's 

iam_mikelavell👑👑👑 
omarghassnMmmmmmwahhhh luv u 
mike1975johnsonNice 

ampro_thunderclapblow🎆 

 
8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Butt pose 

• Pink underwear  

• Pigtails 

•  Buns 

• Crop top 

• Midriff 

https://www.instagram.com/62gonkeepahplay/
https://www.instagram.com/damionbeauchamp/
https://www.instagram.com/g.o.a.l.s_unlmtd/
https://www.instagram.com/chefbwoy_jd/
https://www.instagram.com/donbibysanpitye/
https://www.instagram.com/livinglegend4488/
https://www.instagram.com/gedukas769163/
https://www.instagram.com/nolacosvasquez/
https://www.instagram.com/ladaddy21/
https://www.instagram.com/tay_udeen/
https://www.instagram.com/anta_cantara/
https://www.instagram.com/saeid0551/
https://www.instagram.com/remi_2_much/
https://www.instagram.com/carlosgabrielsant/
https://www.instagram.com/_mohab_fouad/
https://www.instagram.com/blckk_leonidas/
https://www.instagram.com/nextlacikaysomers/
https://www.instagram.com/stuffymack/
https://www.instagram.com/dangerlokster24/
https://www.instagram.com/elbaye79/
https://www.instagram.com/hamarasbek/
https://www.instagram.com/metamophisisbeats/
https://www.instagram.com/bilal_mohamed48/
https://www.instagram.com/lord_schiinny/
https://www.instagram.com/kennyredakalovehead/
https://www.instagram.com/iam_mikelavell/
https://www.instagram.com/omarghassn/
https://www.instagram.com/mike1975johnson/
https://www.instagram.com/ampro_thunderclap/
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Savage 

2. Handle: savage_monroe_bih 

3. Bio: GET MONEY N MIND YA BUSINESS! 25 Bisexual                North Philly            

Bartender             ,Cocky                      ,Paid                Pretty biker bae Rip Son 8/24/13              

    Rip Chris, Gauge, Wali, Ceez www.facebook.com/cherrie.gillard  

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture: 1 

6. How many likes on the picture:124 

7. Describe the post: 

a. The picture:  

Shows @savage_monroe_bih and another woman who are both dressed in 

red. @savage_monroe_bih has on a red off the shoulder dress and white 

strappy heels and a silver choker around her neck. Her hit is cut in a black 

bob. The other woman has only a red bodysuit and white pumps-her hair is 

in a high bun with bangs. The picture is a pic collage showing the women 

in two different areas- one photo looks like it was taking in bedroom with 

cream colored walls and the other photo looks like it was taken in a hall or 

dance club.  

b. Caption under the picture:  

savage_monroe_bih Mom @colemanchina party was liiiiittttyyyyyy! 

                                                                                     
c. Comments linked to the picture: 

 
syncere1184😍😍😍 

colemanchinaYezzzzzzz daughta💋💋💋💋 

rah_rah_crazy@colemanchina happy bday 💐💐💐 

2800_yusufOmg.😍😍 

 

8. Themes presented in the images: 

a.  Family 

b. Togetherness 

c. Celebration 

http://www.facebook.com/cherrie.gillard
https://www.instagram.com/syncere1184/
https://www.instagram.com/colemanchina/
https://www.instagram.com/rah_rah_crazy/
https://www.instagram.com/colemanchina/
https://www.instagram.com/2800_yusuf/
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d. Butt pose 

e.  Party 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Savage 

2. Handle: savage_monroe_bih 

3. Bio: GET MONEY N MIND YA BUSINESS! 25 Bisexual                North Philly            

Bartender             ,Cocky                      ,Paid                Pretty biker bae Rip Son 8/24/13              

    Rip Chris, Gauge, Wali, Ceez www.facebook.com/cherrie.gillard  

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture: 2 

6. How many likes on the picture:187 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

Shows a woman’s upper body and a part of her left arm. The woman’s 

body looks to be laying in bed. She has on a red sports bra that has a white 

band on the bottom of it that say Calvin Klein in red on it. She has also on 

red underwear that has a white band around it that says Calvin Klein. The 

linens on the bed are also red. The woman has tattoos on her left shoulder 

blade and arm.  

• Caption under the picture:  

savage_monroe_bih Red one of my favorite colors! 

                                                                                                        

 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

 
rah_rah_crazy😑😑😑 

mygreatness30👀👀 

stayfit_jonesyLooking heavy around the edges😁 

respek_redrumI kno😎® 

imvon1500Time to hit that gym💪 

savage_monroe_bih@imvon1500 shut up.. lol I know 

savage_monroe_bih@dewey_bagel shut up..lol I know 

just_a_beezygram17stSmh 

frontline_rockSame 

lilbuffy_25Mine too @savage_monroe_bih 

savage_monroe_bih@lilbuffy_25 boooooooooo 😘😘😘 

lilbuffy_25Heyyyy stink imu 😘😘😘 

savage_monroe_bih@lilbuffy_25 liesssss bish I live up the street you don't miss 

http://www.facebook.com/cherrie.gillard
https://www.instagram.com/rah_rah_crazy/
https://www.instagram.com/mygreatness30/
https://www.instagram.com/stayfit_jonesy/
https://www.instagram.com/respek_redrum/
https://www.instagram.com/imvon1500/
https://www.instagram.com/savage_monroe_bih/
https://www.instagram.com/imvon1500/
https://www.instagram.com/savage_monroe_bih/
https://www.instagram.com/dewey_bagel/
https://www.instagram.com/just_a_beezygram17st/
https://www.instagram.com/frontline_rock/
https://www.instagram.com/lilbuffy_25/
https://www.instagram.com/savage_monroe_bih/
https://www.instagram.com/savage_monroe_bih/
https://www.instagram.com/lilbuffy_25/
https://www.instagram.com/lilbuffy_25/
https://www.instagram.com/savage_monroe_bih/
https://www.instagram.com/lilbuffy_25/
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me..lol 😢😢😢😢 

boxerhameedLet me take it off 

savage_monroe_bih@boxerhameed let you get off my pic ugly 

boxerhameedNo send me ya new address 

savage_monroe_bih@boxerhameed boi bye 

 

8. Themes presented in the images: 

•  Bed 

• Lingerie 

• Bikini 

• Midriff 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.instagram.com/boxerhameed/
https://www.instagram.com/savage_monroe_bih/
https://www.instagram.com/boxerhameed/
https://www.instagram.com/boxerhameed/
https://www.instagram.com/savage_monroe_bih/
https://www.instagram.com/boxerhameed/
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Savage 

2. Handle: savage_monroe_bih 

3. Bio: GET MONEY N MIND YA BUSINESS! 25 Bisexual                North Philly            

Bartender             ,Cocky                      ,Paid                Pretty biker bae Rip Son 8/24/13              

    Rip Chris, Gauge, Wali, Ceez www.facebook.com/cherrie.gillard  

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture: 3 

6. How many likes on the picture:281 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

Shows two women posing in the mirror in what appears to be a hotel room 

or a bedroom. Both women have on white clothes. One woman is posing 

with her backside towards the camera. She has on white shorts and a white 

tank top with long curly black hair. The other woman has on sunglasses, a 

white tank top and white bottoms. 

• Caption under the picture:  

savage_monroe_bih Who needs best friends when your mom @colemanchina is 

your best friend! Love you momma!                          #mybestfriend 

 
• Comments linked to the picture: 

 
el_rumba👀 

allodoisshowout👀🍑 

dant_4Hey mom👀 

savage_monroe_bih@dant_4 don't play worth me..lol 

taliblamarDukes heavy tho .. tell her I said hey big head 😂 

colemanchina@savage_monroe_bih ...When yau daughta cause all this 

conversation....Love you to death until momma take her last 

breath!😘😘❤️💘💞💓💕 

savage_monroe_bih@colemanchina no mom I love you more to infinity and 

Beyond..❤️❤️❤️💋💋💋 now wya? 

gotti__100Damn moms 

mrmarinnieDanmmmm mom 

 

http://www.facebook.com/cherrie.gillard
https://www.instagram.com/el_rumba/
https://www.instagram.com/allodoisshowout/
https://www.instagram.com/dant_4/
https://www.instagram.com/savage_monroe_bih/
https://www.instagram.com/dant_4/
https://www.instagram.com/taliblamar/
https://www.instagram.com/colemanchina/
https://www.instagram.com/savage_monroe_bih/
https://www.instagram.com/savage_monroe_bih/
https://www.instagram.com/colemanchina/
https://www.instagram.com/gotti__100/
https://www.instagram.com/mrmarinnie/
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8. Themes presented in the images: 

•  Family 

• Butt pose 

• Togetherness  

• Fun times 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Savage 

2. Handle: savage_monroe_bih 

3. Bio: GET MONEY N MIND YA BUSINESS! 25 Bisexual                North Philly            

Bartender             ,Cocky                      ,Paid                Pretty biker bae Rip Son 8/24/13              

    Rip Chris, Gauge, Wali, Ceez www.facebook.com/cherrie.gillard  

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture: 4 

6. How many likes on the picture:328 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

Shows @savage_monroe_bih laying in a bed. The linens on the bed are 

black and white with a mix of floral and geometric shapes. The woman is 

wearing what appears to be a hunter green bodysuit. On her left arm there 

are tattoos of flowers. It also appears that she has a septum piercing in her 

nose.  

• Caption under the picture:  

savage_monroe_bih My new fave pic! ♡♡ 

 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

 
r0lla_Mine 2 😍 

eurojay😮😍😛 

teejloyalty_😍😍👀 

cant_b2_realWell hi 😳👋 

qool_perspectiveWeggie 

savage_monroe_bih@qool_q lol 

svo_willI bet your DM doing numbers lol and you getting hey stranger texts 

😂😂 

savage_monroe_bih@10thst_svo cdfu something like that 

bowtie.bannaThis is why ur DM is full of creeps... this shit gonna stop when we 

get married 

djmacky215Smh 

moe2155Dam lol 

savage_monroe_bih@djmacky215 shut up.. 

savage_monroe_bih@bodybyhop ♡ 

hajir_2This my new favorite pic too 

http://www.facebook.com/cherrie.gillard
https://www.instagram.com/r0lla_/
https://www.instagram.com/eurojay/
https://www.instagram.com/teejloyalty_/
https://www.instagram.com/cant_b2_real/
https://www.instagram.com/qool_perspective/
https://www.instagram.com/savage_monroe_bih/
https://www.instagram.com/qool_q/
https://www.instagram.com/svo_will/
https://www.instagram.com/savage_monroe_bih/
https://www.instagram.com/10thst_svo/
https://www.instagram.com/bowtie.banna/
https://www.instagram.com/djmacky215/
https://www.instagram.com/moe2155/
https://www.instagram.com/savage_monroe_bih/
https://www.instagram.com/djmacky215/
https://www.instagram.com/savage_monroe_bih/
https://www.instagram.com/bodybyhop/
https://www.instagram.com/hajir_2/
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_belikemirText me 

kel_dollarzShowing off 

savage_monroe_bih@kel_dollarz shut up 

kel_dollarzLol ok 

allme__215😏😬😶 

henryjhamDAMN SEXY LADY U MARRIED LOL 

dezthadesigner😅 

_nwhce_😢 I'm done playing wit u Wsup ms Monroe btw GM 

savage_monroe_bih@_nwhce_ lol morning 

kingzell___😋 @ree_monroe_bbm 

quan_mac6100I jus wanna kno where all that come from 😩😩😩 

savage_monroe_bih@mac_6100 you know I already been caking..lol 

quan_mac6100Right but damn babe 

quan_mac6100Not like that tho 😏😘 

savage_monroe_bih@mac_6100 lol 

1bigpun4Sexy lady 

w.i.l_l.i.w_63Chocolate cake Dammm lil mamma 

frostbbmMine  

fly_sy😉😜😘 

1real_leafDm me 

lynxzent👏👏👏 

mrthatway__danorthShowOff 

smooth__________daddy😰😋😋😋😍 

speedywosSexy as hell..wow  

north_philly_rizzymacEverybody else's to lol 😂 

savage_monroe_bih@north_philly_rizzymac 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂 lol how 

sway..lol 

 
8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Butt pose 

• Angles 

• Bedroom 

https://www.instagram.com/_belikemir/
https://www.instagram.com/kel_dollarz/
https://www.instagram.com/savage_monroe_bih/
https://www.instagram.com/kel_dollarz/
https://www.instagram.com/kel_dollarz/
https://www.instagram.com/allme__215/
https://www.instagram.com/henryjham/
https://www.instagram.com/dezthadesigner/
https://www.instagram.com/_nwhce_/
https://www.instagram.com/savage_monroe_bih/
https://www.instagram.com/_nwhce_/
https://www.instagram.com/kingzell___/
https://www.instagram.com/ree_monroe_bbm/
https://www.instagram.com/quan_mac6100/
https://www.instagram.com/savage_monroe_bih/
https://www.instagram.com/mac_6100/
https://www.instagram.com/quan_mac6100/
https://www.instagram.com/quan_mac6100/
https://www.instagram.com/savage_monroe_bih/
https://www.instagram.com/mac_6100/
https://www.instagram.com/1bigpun4/
https://www.instagram.com/w.i.l_l.i.w_63/
https://www.instagram.com/frostbbm/
https://www.instagram.com/fly_sy/
https://www.instagram.com/1real_leaf/
https://www.instagram.com/lynxzent/
https://www.instagram.com/mrthatway__danorth/
https://www.instagram.com/smooth__________daddy/
https://www.instagram.com/speedywos/
https://www.instagram.com/north_philly_rizzymac/
https://www.instagram.com/savage_monroe_bih/
https://www.instagram.com/north_philly_rizzymac/
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Savage 

2. Handle: savage_monroe_bih 

3. Bio: GET MONEY N MIND YA BUSINESS! 25 Bisexual                North Philly            

Bartender             ,Cocky                      ,Paid                Pretty biker bae Rip Son 8/24/13              

    Rip Chris, Gauge, Wali, Ceez www.facebook.com/cherrie.gillard  

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture: 5 

6. How many likes on the picture:208 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

The picture: In this photo, @savage_monroe_bih is taking a photo in a 

mirror located in a living room. Behind her there is a black rug and a red 

couch. In the photo she is stand to the side, exposing the right side of her 

body. She has on a fuschia bodycon dress, a double layered pearl bracelet 

and her black hair is long and curled up. She is taking a picture with a 

white Samsung phone. 

• Caption under the picture:  

savage_monroe_bih But my body getting there tho!♡♡♡ 

 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

 
_lord_flockoBless your pretty Lil heart 

mygreatness30I see I boo keep up the hard work 😉 

chillz_fbhgmgIt been there @ree_monroe1 

wheel_bigshiitt👌👌👌 

redron72Gorgeous and hot 

speedinbulletLooking good 

dardey_rawShould be working wit me 

savage_monroe_bih@2perfectly.sculptured dm me 

tyrone2k11😍😍 

chefshizzymaccBody been there ps I heard u love real niggas... hello lol ...lemme 

chill I'm fried 

savage_monroe_bih@adham_the_great_1 lol thanks. Hey 

chefshizzymaccHow u 

savage_monroe_bih@adham_the_great_1 I'm good and you? 

 

http://www.facebook.com/cherrie.gillard
https://www.instagram.com/_lord_flocko/
https://www.instagram.com/mygreatness30/
https://www.instagram.com/chillz_fbhgmg/
https://www.instagram.com/ree_monroe1/
https://www.instagram.com/wheel_bigshiitt/
https://www.instagram.com/redron72/
https://www.instagram.com/speedinbullet/
https://www.instagram.com/dardey_raw/
https://www.instagram.com/savage_monroe_bih/
https://www.instagram.com/2perfectly.sculptured/
https://www.instagram.com/tyrone2k11/
https://www.instagram.com/chefshizzymacc/
https://www.instagram.com/savage_monroe_bih/
https://www.instagram.com/adham_the_great_1/
https://www.instagram.com/chefshizzymacc/
https://www.instagram.com/savage_monroe_bih/
https://www.instagram.com/adham_the_great_1/
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8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Dressed up 

• Living Room,  

• Selfie, 

• Angles 

• Butt Pose 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Savage 

2. Handle: savagedesxo_ 

3. Bio:         Des Bundles         🕊Joette 🕊Bobo 🕊Sor           youtu.be/D-4Wn5PVsBc 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture: 1 

6. How many likes on the picture:116 

7. Describe the post: 

a. The picture:  

This picture shows @savagedesxo_ standing in a bedroom- she is posing 

in front of a mirror. She is wearing a brown cropped top and blue striped 

high waist underwear, a silver necklace. She is posing with her tongue 

sticking out. There is also a tattoo on left arm. In the background there is a 

stack of sneaker boxes, a bookshelf and a bed with red linen.  

b. Caption under the picture: 

savagedesxo_ F:// @xo.desb                  

c. Comments linked to the picture: 

ralfyboii__Sneaker game on a 💯 

 

8. Themes presented in the images: 

a.  Selfie 

b. Tongue out 

c. Midriff 

d. Bedroom 

e. Shoes 

 

https://www.instagram.com/ralfyboii__/
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Savage 

2. Handle: savagedesxo_ 

3. Bio:         Des Bundles         🕊Joette 🕊Bobo 🕊Sor           youtu.be/D-4Wn5PVsBc 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture: 2 

6. How many likes on the picture:42 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

Shows five females taking photos with their cameras in a mirror in what 

looks to be a bar. (l-r) Female #1 is wearing a grey top, black jacket and 

denim bottoms - her hair is up in a bun. Female #2 is wearing a black top 

and a silver choker and hair is an updo, she is grilling in the photo. Female 

#3 has on a yellow t-shirt and black bracelets and is posing with her 

tongue sticking out. Female #4 is wearing a black top, has tattoos of her 

left arm and is posing with her tongue sticking out and a silver Iphone in 

her hand. Female #5 face is shielded by her phone which has a floral case 

around it. She is wearing a burgundy dress that has a deep plunge and a 

gold watch.  

• Caption under the picture:  

savagedesxo_Lastnight              

• Comments linked to the picture: 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Friends 

• Tongue out 

• Posing 

• Selfies 

• Group Pic 

• Night out 

• Club 
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• Silliness 

• Midriff 

• Cleavage 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Savage 

2. Handle: savagedesxo_ 

3. Bio:         Des Bundles         🕊Joette 🕊Bobo 🕊Sor           youtu.be/D-4Wn5PVsBc 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture: 3 

6. How many likes on the picture:118 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

Shows @savagedesxo_ is what appears to be a kitchen taking a photo with 

her backside facing the lense. She is posing with her right foot on top of a 

case of water. She has on red boots, grey skinny leg jeans, blue underwear 

with a black around the top of them and a red t-shirt. Her face is leaning to 

the left and she has short black hair. 

• Caption under the picture:  

savagedesxo_Got some water for you thirstiessss                                 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Butt pose 

• Look back 

• Victoria Secret PINK underwear 

• Midriff 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Savage 

2. Handle: savagedesxo_ 

3. Bio:         Des Bundles         🕊Joette 🕊Bobo 🕊Sor           youtu.be/D-4Wn5PVsBc 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture: 4 

6. How many likes on the picture:294 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

The picture: Shows @savagedesxo_ posing in the mirror of a bathroom 

while inside of a jacuzzi tub. She is wearing a black thong bathing suit that 

exposes her butt. She also has green tinted hair in the picture. 

• Caption under the picture:  

savagedesxo_ Last night vibes           I was off the shits             

• Comments linked to the picture: 

that_smooveguyWhhaa 😧 

jiggyyx😏👀 

gimmie.kissMy mood 😩😩😩 

dja.xoBro 😍 

boogzbakedheard u 

savagedesxo_@gimmie.kiss 😩😩😩 @dja.xo 🙈😘 

lalover25😍😍😍😍😍 

lauren.londonnHeard youuuuuu ma 

savagedesxo_@lalover25 😩😘😘 

savagedesxo_@lauren.londonn yeaaaa sis u know 😜😜 

___stephaniemarieComo lol 

nikki___killinemOhhhh 😍😍😍 

heavyy_finesse😅🤒 

savagedesxo_@___stephaniemarie@nikki___killinem 🤷🏽♀ 🤦🏽♀ 💙 

bryeazyOmg 💙 

bodega_billz_ofsDammnn dats a cake 😍😍👅💦 

designer_chy😜💕 

katycakey🎂🎂🎂🎂😘 

savagedesxo_@designer_chy@katycakey 😜🙈❤️ 

https://www.instagram.com/that_smooveguy/
https://www.instagram.com/jiggyyx/
https://www.instagram.com/gimmie.kiss/
https://www.instagram.com/dja.xo/
https://www.instagram.com/boogzbaked/
https://www.instagram.com/savagedesxo_/
https://www.instagram.com/gimmie.kiss/
https://www.instagram.com/dja.xo/
https://www.instagram.com/lalover25/
https://www.instagram.com/lauren.londonn/
https://www.instagram.com/savagedesxo_/
https://www.instagram.com/lalover25/
https://www.instagram.com/savagedesxo_/
https://www.instagram.com/lauren.londonn/
https://www.instagram.com/___stephaniemarie/
https://www.instagram.com/nikki___killinem/
https://www.instagram.com/heavyy_finesse/
https://www.instagram.com/savagedesxo_/
https://www.instagram.com/___stephaniemarie/
https://www.instagram.com/nikki___killinem/
https://www.instagram.com/bryeazy/
https://www.instagram.com/bodega_billz_ofs/
https://www.instagram.com/designer_chy/
https://www.instagram.com/katycakey/
https://www.instagram.com/savagedesxo_/
https://www.instagram.com/designer_chy/
https://www.instagram.com/katycakey/
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mandee__roseZammmmmnnn 😍😍😍💪🏼🙌🏼🤗😘😘 now I want a 

bathing suit like this one 

lordknowz_what color is that on ur hair? I fucks with it 🤘🏼💙 

envyxmimsnaaaah 😩😩😍😍😍😍😍 you mine wdf 

savagedesxo_@mandee__rose ahhhh miss u mandaaaaa 😩😍 

savagedesxo_@_lordknowz_ like a aqua color 

savagedesxo_@envyxmims ❤️😘 

tms_x_😻😻😻🙌🏼👸🏻 

chulymf.4Oh shit 😍😍😍 

stylz_el_boriquaDiablo mamita chula 

talkto_tniceYasss girl 😜🤗♥️ 

savagedesxo_@talkto_tnice 😘😘 

cubanmamii___Where was my invitation 😑🙄 @savagedesxo_ 

savagedesxo_I'm sorry baby it was a last minute driving around decided to 

just go to the Telly shit 😩 @cubanmamii___ next time it'll be planned out 

lovesmiileyYes my bitch is bad 😍 

savagedesxo_😜😘 @lovesmiiley 

chyna.blunts😍😍 

savagedesxo_@chyna.blunts 😘😘😘 

bebe.garuY sera de verdad eso 

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Reflection 

• Hot tub 

• But pose 

• Swim suit 

 

https://www.instagram.com/mandee__rose/
https://www.instagram.com/_lordknowz_/
https://www.instagram.com/envyxmims/
https://www.instagram.com/savagedesxo_/
https://www.instagram.com/mandee__rose/
https://www.instagram.com/savagedesxo_/
https://www.instagram.com/_lordknowz_/
https://www.instagram.com/savagedesxo_/
https://www.instagram.com/envyxmims/
https://www.instagram.com/tms_x_/
https://www.instagram.com/chulymf.4/
https://www.instagram.com/stylz_el_boriqua/
https://www.instagram.com/talkto_tnice/
https://www.instagram.com/savagedesxo_/
https://www.instagram.com/talkto_tnice/
https://www.instagram.com/cubanmamii___/
https://www.instagram.com/savagedesxo_/
https://www.instagram.com/savagedesxo_/
https://www.instagram.com/cubanmamii___/
https://www.instagram.com/lovesmiiley/
https://www.instagram.com/savagedesxo_/
https://www.instagram.com/lovesmiiley/
https://www.instagram.com/chyna.blunts/
https://www.instagram.com/savagedesxo_/
https://www.instagram.com/chyna.blunts/
https://www.instagram.com/bebe.garu/
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Savage 

2. Handle: savagedesxo_ 

3. Bio:         Des Bundles         🕊Joette 🕊Bobo 🕊Sor           youtu.be/D-4Wn5PVsBc 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture: 5 

6. How many likes on the picture:152 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

Shows @savagedesxo_ and @brittorwhatever posing with matching 

outfits on. Each female has on a camoflage printed crop top, a high waist 

black skirt and black boots. @savagedesxo_ has her hair up in a bun with 

green bangs and @brittorwhatever has hair in a slick high ponytail. In the 

photo they are both posing with their backsides towards the camera in 

their faces turned inward to camera as to expose only one side of their 

faces. 

• Caption under the picture:  

savagedesxo_ Twinning            @brittorwhatever 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

tiffisfireWya 

savagedesxo_Cliff @tiffisfire 

flyboy173BADDD MAMIS 🌟🔥🌟🔥🌟🔥🌟🔥🌟🔥🌟🔥 

savagedesxo_@flyboy173 ty 

flyboy173Welcome cutie 💯💯💯 

brittorwhatever😍😘😜 

flyboy173💯💯💯💯💯 

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• But pose 

•  Dress alike 

•  Midriff 

 

https://www.instagram.com/tiffisfire/
https://www.instagram.com/savagedesxo_/
https://www.instagram.com/tiffisfire/
https://www.instagram.com/flyboy173/
https://www.instagram.com/savagedesxo_/
https://www.instagram.com/flyboy173/
https://www.instagram.com/flyboy173/
https://www.instagram.com/brittorwhatever/
https://www.instagram.com/flyboy173/
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Data Sheet 

1. Word:Savage 

2. Handle: savagelyfe_lish 

3. Bio: KayO            STONER TRIBE     #ForeverNuMoney       

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:1 

6. How many likes on the picture:120 

7. Describe the post: 

a. The picture: 

shows @savagelyfe_lish standing in front of a mirror in what appears to 

be a bedroom with purple colored walls. The walls have the world peace 

on it in silver and an accompanying silver peace sign. She is wearing a 

tight black and white stripped dress and brown ankle boots. She has her 

hair straightened and has on large round gold plate earrings. She also has 

on a gold cuff bracelet and her phone is decorated in a pink care with 

costume jewels on it.   

b. Caption under the picture:  

savagelyfe_lish 2013          

c. Comments linked to the picture: 

the.king.archer🎂🎂🎂💪🏾 

asiasuprvmeBeen killing em 

savagelyfe_lishThank u baby 😘 @asiasuprvme 

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

a. Going out 

b. Collage 

c. Angles 

d. Butt Pose 

https://www.instagram.com/the.king.archer/
https://www.instagram.com/asiasuprvme/
https://www.instagram.com/savagelyfe_lish/
https://www.instagram.com/asiasuprvme/
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Data Sheet 

1. Word:Savage 

2. Handle: savagelyfe_lish 

3. Bio: KayO            STONER TRIBE     #ForeverNuMoney       

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:1 

6. How many likes on the picture:138 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

Shows @savagelyfe_lish standing in front of a white and tan brick wall. 

She has long wavy black hair with a blue bandana tied around it. On her 

face, under the left eye there is a cross tattoo or drawing. She has on a blue 

flannel button down shirt with a white cropped top under it. She also has 

on blue underwear with a Tommy Hilfiger logo around the band and white 

bottoms on. She is posing with her right middle finger up and spelled out 

on her knuckles is the word “gang”.  

• Caption under the picture:  

savagelyfe_lish Shmood       

• Comments linked to the picture: 

aggy_tpOkay Loc 💪🏿💪🏿💪🏿😭💪🏿 @savagelyfe_lish 

iluvthedough😳 

yung_staccs_Heard the loc 😩😂 

ardii_gra🔵 

savagelyfe_lish💪🏾😭 @aggy_tp 

savagelyfe_lishThis from Halloween 😭 @iluvthedough 

aggy_tp@savagelyfe_lish lady Tupac 😭😭 

sshhmula_from_the_80sszz💙 

savagelyfe_lish💎😭 @yung_staccs_ 

savagelyfe_lish💙 @ardii_gra 

lowkeymar_😭😭😭😭 Hurd you 

savagelyfe_lishI'm cryin 😭😭 @lowkeymar_ 

kanegang_😂😂😂😂😂 

cheese_213💙✌🏾💙🔷💪🏾 

whoisjhana😍😍😍 

riichblackgirl😍 

https://www.instagram.com/aggy_tp/
https://www.instagram.com/savagelyfe_lish/
https://www.instagram.com/iluvthedough/
https://www.instagram.com/yung_staccs_/
https://www.instagram.com/ardii_gra/
https://www.instagram.com/savagelyfe_lish/
https://www.instagram.com/aggy_tp/
https://www.instagram.com/savagelyfe_lish/
https://www.instagram.com/iluvthedough/
https://www.instagram.com/aggy_tp/
https://www.instagram.com/savagelyfe_lish/
https://www.instagram.com/sshhmula_from_the_80sszz/
https://www.instagram.com/savagelyfe_lish/
https://www.instagram.com/yung_staccs_/
https://www.instagram.com/savagelyfe_lish/
https://www.instagram.com/ardii_gra/
https://www.instagram.com/lowkeymar_/
https://www.instagram.com/savagelyfe_lish/
https://www.instagram.com/lowkeymar_/
https://www.instagram.com/kanegang_/
https://www.instagram.com/cheese_213/
https://www.instagram.com/whoisjhana/
https://www.instagram.com/riichblackgirl/
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3vil_3astsid3_tyGangsta 💙 

ashana__😍 

djbigreefI see you cuz lol 

tazmula💙💙💙 

sean2tingwormeNoice 

talk.less.do.moreIf it ain't blue it aint true 

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Crypts 

• Gang 

• Fuck Off 

• Middle Finger 

• Posted 

• Tommy Hilfiger  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.instagram.com/3vil_3astsid3_ty/
https://www.instagram.com/ashana__/
https://www.instagram.com/djbigreef/
https://www.instagram.com/tazmula/
https://www.instagram.com/sean2tingworme/
https://www.instagram.com/talk.less.do.more/
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Data Sheet 

1. Word:Savage 

2. Handle: savagelyfe_lish 

3. Bio: KayO            STONER TRIBE     #ForeverNuMoney       

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:3 

6. How many likes on the picture:200 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

Shows @savagelyfe_lish taking a photo with the SnapChat flower filter 

around her hear. She has hair down and red lipstick on. She also has on a 

red lace bra and silver heart necklace and red nail polish.  

• Caption under the picture:  

savagelyfe_lishSpoiled     

• Comments linked to the picture: 

hulkoneYou look like a chocolate covered cherry ❤ 

dollface.mani😍😍😍 

tuti_duece824😍😍😍😍😘🍼🍫🍫🍫🍫🍫 

ms_asian_persuasion😍😍😍🍫🍫😘😘😘 

marie1v11😍😍😍 

___.princesss😍💋‼️ 

mentally_amazin😍😍😍😍🙌🏾 

capofromdablocko👀 

ashana__😍😍😍 

riichblackgirlBaby 😍😍 

100tuya_I would love Your input on my post 

ig_keithsweat❤️ 

mobbinwchuOkayyyyyy💁🏾 

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Flower Filter 

• Red lip 

https://www.instagram.com/hulkone/
https://www.instagram.com/dollface.mani/
https://www.instagram.com/tuti_duece824/
https://www.instagram.com/ms_asian_persuasion/
https://www.instagram.com/marie1v11/
https://www.instagram.com/___.princesss/
https://www.instagram.com/mentally_amazin/
https://www.instagram.com/capofromdablocko/
https://www.instagram.com/ashana__/
https://www.instagram.com/riichblackgirl/
https://www.instagram.com/100tuya_/
https://www.instagram.com/ig_keithsweat/
https://www.instagram.com/mobbinwchu/
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• Lingerie 

• Heart necklace 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word:Savage 

2. Handle: savagelyfe_lish 

3. Bio: KayO            STONER TRIBE     #ForeverNuMoney       

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:4 

6. How many likes on the picture:116 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture: 

Shows four women. (l-r): female #l has on a black bodycon dress with 

black knee high boots and has black long hair. Female #2 is standing on 

the top of a staircase; she has on a shimmery blue dress and nude pumps. 

She is posing with her right hand on her right hip. Female #3 has on a 

black bodycon dress and black sandal heels. She also has on a tennis 

bracelet around her left wrist. Female #4 has on a black bodycon dress as 

well with black sandal heels. The women appear to be posing at a lounge 

or club. The walls of the facility have brown brick walls and an oversized 

glass bulb hanging from the ceiling. Based on how the women are dressed, 

it may be female #2’s birthday.  

• Caption under the picture:  

savagelyfe_lish Less is more it's plenty of us        #Gang 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

jasminetaylortvY'all all so fine. 

potus__🔥. 

savagelyfe_lishThank u boo 😘 @jasminetaylortv 

savagelyfe_lish😝🤘🏾 @potus__ 

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Going out 

• Gang 

•  Friendship 

• Togetherness 

https://www.instagram.com/jasminetaylortv/
https://www.instagram.com/potus__/
https://www.instagram.com/savagelyfe_lish/
https://www.instagram.com/jasminetaylortv/
https://www.instagram.com/savagelyfe_lish/
https://www.instagram.com/potus__/
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Data Sheet 

1. Word:Savage 

2. Handle: savagelyfe_lish 

3. Bio: KayO            STONER TRIBE     #ForeverNuMoney       

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:5 

6. How many likes on the picture:164 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture: 

Shows @savagelyfe_lish laying down on a wooden floor. She has her 

down and has on a black bikini top. On the lefty side of the photo is a 

metallic ball.  

• Caption under the picture:  

savagelyfe_lishBad & Bougie ✨ 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

nubian_luvlocksPretty 😻😻😻 

coolie_highhNahh you showing out 😻 

clarissa.__Bitch yes😍😍😍😍😍 

ashana__😍😍😍😍 

_parker_swanFlawless😍😍😍😍😘😘😘😘😘 

_3lyss3😍😍💦💦 

simply_aly👑👑👑 

furlywoodCutie 

ib_tazzmilano❤️ 

kanegang_😍😍 

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Angles 

• Laying down 

• Cleavage 

• Bikini 

https://www.instagram.com/nubian_luvlocks/
https://www.instagram.com/coolie_highh/
https://www.instagram.com/clarissa.__/
https://www.instagram.com/ashana__/
https://www.instagram.com/_parker_swan/
https://www.instagram.com/_3lyss3/
https://www.instagram.com/simply_aly/
https://www.instagram.com/furlywood/
https://www.instagram.com/ib_tazzmilano/
https://www.instagram.com/kanegang_/
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• Midriff 
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IV. IG Data Collection Savage-Male  

 

Data Sheet 

 

1   Word: Savage 

2. Handle: mekifrm_300 

3. Bio: Savage Up I DONT❌ LIKE FU SHIT‼️ if u kno me Yu kno 

me                                                              imma fuck up a happy home #OTF s/o dem 3    's 

     : Mekifrm300gang 

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture:1 

6. How many likes on the picture:33 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

In the picture @ mekifrm_300 appears to be in a car alone. He is wearing 

a white t-shirt and either a dark colored bubble coat or vest. He is looking 

directly at the camera with a neutral facial expression. He has something 

on his head that has a pattern of the same dark color as his coat/vest and 

white.  

• Caption under the picture:  

mekifrm_300 She say🗣 u Look Daddyish                         

• Comments linked to the picture: 

8. Themes presented in the images: 

•  Car 

• Selfie 

• Headwrap 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Savage 

2. Handle: mekifrm_300 

3. Bio: Savage Up I DONT❌ LIKE FU SHIT‼️ if u kno me Yu kno 

me                                                              imma fuck up a happy home #OTF s/o dem 3    's 

     : Mekifrm300gang 

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture:2 

6. How many likes on the picture:25 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture: 

 In the picture @ mekifrm_300 appears to be in a room alone. He is 

shirtless with a dark colored baseball hat. The hat is backward and cocked 

to his right side. He is looking directly at the camera and blowing smoke 

toward the camera. His right hand is holding a joint.  

• Caption under the picture:  

mekifrm_300      where I'm frm we don't say no Name            bet not run 

yo mouth      Police niggaz                           get yo name Run up in yo house 🗣🙄 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

cmb_ayoolaGot da paperwork shit don't lie 😷🤒 

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Smoking 

• Blunt 

• Weed 

• Shirtless 

• Selfie 

https://www.instagram.com/cmb_ayoola/
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Savage 

2. Handle: mekifrm_300 

3. Bio: Savage Up I DONT❌ LIKE FU SHIT‼️ if u kno me Yu kno 

me                                                              imma fuck up a happy home #OTF s/o dem 3    's 

     : Mekifrm300gang 

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture:3 

6. How many likes on the picture:35 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture: 

In the picture @ mekifrm_300 appears to be in a room alone. He is 

wearing a Nike hoodie and some jeans. He appears to be sitting on a bed 

with some unclear objects on it. He has a gun in each hand with the larger 

of the two in his right hand. He has a blank facial experience. It appears as 

though he has super imposed the letters “F.T.O” onto his neck. 

• Caption under the picture:  

mekifrm_300 I was on my #LiLrob         I miss BigBro 

#BetoGang                  

• Comments linked to the picture: 

brittany.bahri You want that tatted on yo neck 

mekifrm_300 @brittany.bahri yes 

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Guns 

• Bedroom 

• Posted 

• Posing 

• Fast Food 

• Rallys 
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• Electronics 

• Graffiti  
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Savage 

2. Handle: mekifrm_300 

3. Bio: Savage Up I DONT❌ LIKE FU SHIT‼️ if u kno me Yu kno 

me                                                              imma fuck up a happy home #OTF s/o dem 3    's 

     : Mekifrm300gang 

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture:4 

6. How many likes on the picture: 37 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture: 

In the picture @ mekifrm_300 appears to be in a room with two peers. He 

is wearing a short-sleeved black t-shirt. There’s an image on his shirt with 

a face and a red outline. He is also wearing a pair of black jogging pants. 

He has a gold necklace on. He has a blank look on his face, a laser pointer 

in his right hand (pointed at the camera) and his left hand appears to be in 

a sign of some sort, possibly a gang sign. To his right is a peer wearing a 

black polo shirt, gold chain, a skullcap, and camouflage pants. The peer 

appears to have a joint in his left hand with smoke coming from it and his 

right hand is resting at his side. To the far right is a peer with a white t-

shirt with a red, green, yellow, and blue design on it. He has on a black 

jacket and light blue jeans. His face is being obscured by a gun in his right 

hand. His left hand is holding up three fingers (middle, ring, and pinky) 

with his palm facing him. 

• Caption under the picture:  

mekifrm_300 Everybody kno dem #KuKu member            

@roc_gocrazy2x @feb_jmacfrm300_ 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

 

 

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Guns 

• Chains 
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• Friendship 

• Togetherness 

• Hanging out 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Savage 

2. Handle: mekifrm_300 

3. Bio: Savage Up I DONT❌ LIKE FU SHIT‼️ if u kno me Yu kno 

me                                                              imma fuck up a happy home #OTF s/o dem 3    's 

     : Mekifrm300gang 

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture:5 

6. How many likes on the picture:33 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

In the picture @ mekifrm_300 appears to be in a room alone. He is 

wearing a black t-shirt with a white image and white print as well as a 

black bubble jacket or vest. The camera is to his left and he is looking 

slightly to the left. He appears to have on a black skullcap and a gold chain 

with a Jesus piece. He has a baby bottle in his mouth that has a pink top 

and what appears to be a purple liquid in it. The bottle is a little under half 

full.  

• Caption under the picture:  

mekifrm_300I Love da taste                              

• Comments linked to the picture: 

_finessegangg👀 

mekifrm_300@_finessegangg 👌🏻 

_finesseganggDm me shorty 

mekifrm_300@_finessegangg DM me Lil bro 

turkmoney_130Wyo DM Pussy 

mook_107I got dat shit.if u need it sucka 

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Baby bottle 

• Gold chain  

• Street wear 

https://www.instagram.com/_finessegangg/
https://www.instagram.com/mekifrm_300/
https://www.instagram.com/_finessegangg/
https://www.instagram.com/_finessegangg/
https://www.instagram.com/mekifrm_300/
https://www.instagram.com/_finessegangg/
https://www.instagram.com/turkmoney_130/
https://www.instagram.com/mook_107/
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Savage 

2. Handle: Savage joshy 

3. Bio: 👅AddiKtion 💦/ Joshy🙈 |19!| MODEL/ACTOR 👑Mixed👑 Louisiana 

✈ Memphis ✈️ Atlanta 😈 Addicted to taking pictures 📷 |Business: 

joshuadavis9@yahoo.com| 😼 m.youtube.com/watch?v=oVQqxQK7f-s 

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture:1 

6. How many likes on the picture:1490 

7. Describe the post: 

•  The picture:  

Shows @savage.joshy standing in front of a black BMW car in the 

parking lot of an apartment complex. He has on a yellow denim jacket, a 

white t-shirt, white straight leg jeans and yellow sneakers. He is holding 

up both of his middle fingers with his head leaning down to the right side. 

He has a beard that is connected to hair. The side of his hair shaved off 

with the middle of his hair in a puff ponytail that is dyed orange. On his 

right arm he has a white bracelet and on his left arm he has a black watch.  

• Caption under the picture:  

savage.joshy In the words of @t.nick14 " A WHOLE MEAL BITCH " 

😂❤️‼️ 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

kxng_jaylon🔥🔥🔥 

t.nick14😂😂 

thatniggaharold❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️🔑 

cherokeeindianbarbie Dope outfit 

effjeezzyyy@t.nick14 was right 😍😩 

jays._spam_🍮🍮🍮 

iconicderrick🔥😍 

sherneyl.d_phillip.x__Jossshhh 😍😍😍💸🔥 

theyloveashleyyyy😻😻😻 

model4debo👏🏾👏🏾👏🏾👏🏾👏🏾 

tru__s0ul😍😍 

princess_aball💋💋❤❤❤❤💙💙💙❤❤💋💋😙😗😙😙😗😗

😗😍😍😍😍 

j.a.h.l.i.lC'mon JOSH! 👏🏿🌞⚡️✨ 
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itsquanb😍😍😍😍 

mixed._.papiA WHOLE BANANA BITCH✨🍌💛 

mixed._.papiA WHOLE BANANA BITCH✨🍌💛 

delorainej20 Disrespectful corncob 

flyguyrichie A whole dinner table 

onlyaidden I just wanna know where you got that jacket 

saameraa__ @onlyaidden forever21 has them idk if its the same one he 

has but i got mines yesterday 

savagejoshyfanpage @savage.joshy you never let me down 👅😍💓🙌🏼 

iam_eltrickz Cool one @savage.joshy 

boy.sophia.23😊😊😊 

• Themes presented in the images:  

• BMW 

• Fuck off 

•  Middle Fingers 

• Yellow Adidas 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Savage 

2. Handle: Savage.joshy 

3. Bio: 👅AddiKtion 💦/ Joshy🙈 |19!| MODEL/ACTOR 👑Mixed👑 Louisiana 

✈ Memphis ✈️ Atlanta 😈 Addicted to taking pictures 📷 |Business: 

joshuadavis9@yahoo.com| 😼 m.youtube.com/watch?v=oVQqxQK7f-s 

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture: 2 

6. How many likes on the picture: 773 

7. Describe the post:  

• The picture:  

There are four people pictured in the photograph. (l-r): black female she is 

standing on the left side of @savage.joshy. She has on a pink dress, and a black 

motorcycle jacket. She has dark red curly hair extensions. She has her left arm 

resting on the shoulder of @savage.joshy and only the right side of her face is 

showing. @savage.joshy is seating on a stoll. He has on black and white 

checkered Vans slip-ons, dark blue distressed jeans, a cobalt blue button down 

shirt and a denim jacket that’s hanging on his sides. His hair is up in a puff 

ponytail and is dyed orange. Sitting next to him is another black male. This male 

is wearing a pink sweater that has cuts in it. He also has on dark jeans and black 

shoes. The next person is a another female - she has on a yellow dress and tan 

Ugg boots. Her hair is dark brown with blonde highlights. She has her legs 

crossed with only the right side of her body fully facing the camera.  

• Caption under the picture:  

savage.joshy🌊 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

famoushomie❤️💯 

yungthugga____Straight ?🤔 

ebvniYou tagged the wrong ig 🤦🏽♀ 😭💕 

atl.jango Wow you was with that bean 

kylencp Long feet ass 😂 

joeniyah_kay What 

_tyrocky Your hair looks bomb 😻 

iamtyanaa__ Do You Have Snapchat @savage.joshy 

king_dapson✌✌ 

• Themes presented in the images:  
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▪ Friendship 

▪  Posing 

▪  Togetherness 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Savage 

2. Handle: Savage.joshy 

3. Bio: 👅AddiKtion 💦/ Joshy🙈 |19!| MODEL/ACTOR 👑Mixed👑 Louisiana 

✈ Memphis ✈️ Atlanta 😈 Addicted to taking pictures 📷 |Business: 

joshuadavis9@yahoo.com| 😼 m.youtube.com/watch?v=oVQqxQK7f-s 

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture: 3 

6. How many likes on the picture: 773 

7. Describe the post:  

• The picture:  

Pictures shows two young females and @savage.joshy. (l-r): @savage.joshy is 

wearing a red bomber, a gold t-shirt and also has on a cross necklace. In this 

picture his hair is all black and is braided back. His head is laying a younger girl. 

She too has hair braided back. She has on a grey sweater and a blue shirt on. And 

the last female is wearing a pink sweater and has shoulder length black hair that is 

tightly curled. In the picture they are all smiling and look to be in a house taking 

the picture.  

• Caption under the picture:  

savage.joshy Family always comes first ❤❤😍 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

Hstleman Beautiful pic 

__aali❤😘 

watchoutworld1That's my niece Mya in the middle!😍 

ohe.conceitedd Look like a Chinese man finna sneeze 😂💀💀 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Family 

•  Love 

•  Posing 

•  Togetherness 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Savage 

2. Handle: Savage.joshy 

3. Bio: 👅AddiKtion 💦/ Joshy🙈 |19!| MODEL/ACTOR 👑Mixed👑 Louisiana 

✈ Memphis ✈️ Atlanta 😈 Addicted to taking pictures 📷 |Business: 

joshuadavis9@yahoo.com| 😼 m.youtube.com/watch?v=oVQqxQK7f-s 

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture: 4 

6. How many likes on the picture: 1794 

7. Describe the post:  

• The picture:  

Shows @savage.joshy posing against a wall outside is standing against a 

wall with his left foot against the wall. His left hand is grabbing his crotch 

area. He has on distressed light colored jeans, a brown long sleeve t-shirt 

that has bleach marks on the bottom of it. He also has on white sneakers 

and a silver cross necklace. He has his in low ponytail.  

• Caption under the picture:  

savage.joshy Popping 💥 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

realabased😍😍💸 

_jacobey🙌🏽🔥💦 

shes.cvrlly💥 

hstleman Lookin good as always 

moneycounterr_Baby ❣️ 

itss.yola😍😍😍😍😍 

androgynouslex Fine self 😍 

ivori.g0att Damn ❣️😍🔥 

sar.ahh.a😻😻😻😻😻😻😻💸 

ivanstaystaxing Fresh 

fierceknowles_ Hey cutes 

i_love_tocheer😍😍💯 

confidentceddy  Let's turn up 

__.xotwod.__🤘🏼✨ 

_fysty Look at bae 😘😘 

savage.joshy @_fysty 😘😘 

_fashionkiller Sheshhh 

memoreeee I fw the hair josh✊🏽😛 
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cruddy.q Steady popping💥 

most_choice😍😍😍 

supremek__🔥🔥🔥🔥 

savage.joshy @supremek__ 😊🙏🏽 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Posing 

•  Modelling 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Savage 

2. Handle: Savage.joshy 

3. Bio: 👅AddiKtion 💦/ Joshy🙈 |19!| MODEL/ACTOR 👑Mixed👑 Louisiana 

✈ Memphis ✈️ Atlanta 😈 Addicted to taking pictures 📷 |Business: 

joshuadavis9@yahoo.com| 😼 m.youtube.com/watch?v=oVQqxQK7f-s 

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture: 5 

6. How many likes on the picture: 773 

7. Describe the post: 

•  The picture:  

In this picture @savage.joshy is standing in front of the camera with both of his 

middle fingers. He is wearing a black graphic t-shirt, a blue checkered button 

down with an army green jacket over top- the jacket has two tiger patches on the 

front of it and a blue award ribbon pinned on the left side. He has his hair up in 

puff ponytail. Behind him a black male is sitting on a couch. He is wearing an 

army green jacket, and blue denim jeans. The photo looks like it was taken in a 

house.  

• Caption under the picture:  

savage.joshy🤙🏼🖕🏼heartless romantic 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

debby_g.n😍😍🔥🔥🔥👑👑👑 

jer.sosamiah U High Ash 😭😭 

misslinden33🔥🔥🔥💯💯💯🔥🔥🔥🔥 

sauceglo_🌴🕴🏼 

_fashionkiller Toon much sauce! 

jayy.miles__Hayy daddyy😍😍💦💦 

blackanese18😍😍 

lolitaconiglio Gaddem 

tezondrugs😍😍😍😋 

cashhy.jayy😍😍😍😍 

8. Themes presented in the images: 

•  Get together 

• Fuck off 

• Middle finger 
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Data Sheet 

1.Word: Savage 

2. Handle: _savagehefner300 

3. Bio:           Weezy Hefner Founder of #FunctionGang #CapoGang      

#HunnitHustleBullies #TeamEvo #TeamIntegra #SiClub #TeamYamaha      

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture: 1 

6. How many likes on the picture:42 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

Shows @_savagehefner300 standing in front of a door. He is posing with 

his left hand’s middle finger pointed to the side and his thumb up. He is 

also biting on his lower lip.His hair is up in a afro-hawk. On his hands 

there is a tattoo; he is wearing a motorcycle style jacket.  

• Caption under the picture: 

 _savagehefner300 Mood 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

8. Themes presented in the images: 

•  Selfie 

• Black and white filter 

• Fuck off 

• Middle finger 

• Bite lip 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Savage 

2. Handle: _savagehefner300 

3. Bio:           Weezy Hefner Founder of #FunctionGang #CapoGang      

#HunnitHustleBullies #TeamEvo #TeamIntegra #SiClub #TeamYamaha      

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture: 2 

6. How many likes on the picture: 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

The picture: shows @_savagehefner300 standing in front of a car with the 

hood up. In the photo he is not wearing a shows exposing both his chest 

and arm tattoos. On his face is a beard and mustache. 

• Caption under the picture:  

_savagehefner300 Just me and my bitch . #sophia #functiongang #boolin 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

daviidgmcPull up bro 

john__do3Back at it wit the teggy 👀👀 

_savagehefner300@john__do3 word it's been a while bro lol 

 

8. Themes presented in the images: 

•  Filtered 

• Selfie 

• Shirtless 

• Tattoos 

• Classic Car 

• Engine 

https://www.instagram.com/daviidgmc/
https://www.instagram.com/john__do3/
https://www.instagram.com/_savagehefner300/
https://www.instagram.com/john__do3/
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Savage 

2. Handle: _savagehefner300 

3. Bio:           Weezy Hefner Founder of #FunctionGang #CapoGang      

#HunnitHustleBullies #TeamEvo #TeamIntegra #SiClub #TeamYamaha      

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture: 3 

6. How many likes on the picture:33 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

(l-r) Male #1 has a baldhead and is wearing a white t-shirt and a green 

button down. Female #1 has individual braids in her hair and is holding a 

white rose that has pink dye on the tips of it. She is smiling in the photo. 

Male #2 is wearing a light green button down and a matching tie. He too is 

smiling in the picture. Behind them are three other men leaning against a 

car. The photo looks to be taken in a wooded area.  

• Caption under the picture:  

_savagehefner300 🅱️lood thicker than water .     #otf 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

8. Themes presented in the images: 

•  Family 

• Friends 

• Togetherness 

• Outside 

• Smiles 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Savage 

2. Handle: _savagehefner300 

3. Bio:           Weezy Hefner Founder of #FunctionGang #CapoGang      

#HunnitHustleBullies #TeamEvo #TeamIntegra #SiClub #TeamYamaha      

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture: 4 

6. How many likes on the picture:173 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

(l-r) Male #1 is wearing a black fitted hat with a white symbol on the front 

of it, and a black hoodie. He posing with his left index finger pointing at 

the camera and smiling. Male #2 is wearing a black fitted hat with a red 

and yellow symbol on the front, a white t-shirt with black lettering and 

orange and yellow drawing on it. He is posing with his hands folded in 

front of his body. Male #3 is standing behind the others, he has on a grey 

and blue striped long sleeve shirt and is posing with his right fist under his 

chin. Male #4 has on a black hat and red shirt with a black print on the 

front of it. For his pose he is squatting and has his left middle finger 

pointed up. Male #5 has on a grey crew neck exposing a part of his tattoo 

on his upper right arm area. He is posing with his right arm extended 

outwards and his thumb up. 

• Caption under the picture:  

_savagehefner300 Squad.#provokemink #gang #dab #with #us #or #you 

#aint #dabbin #right #steady #mobbin #inksociety #inked #are #us 

#stability #in #progress #burr @eloquent_swank @all4lovegee 

@bullie_badass @nycdjesco 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

all4lovegeeYou know it lets gooo 

abbysbaddiesHomies 💪✊ 

savagehefner300@confused_or_nah#gang 😎 

 

8. Themes presented in the images: 

•  Friends 

•  Get together 

https://www.instagram.com/all4lovegee/
https://www.instagram.com/abbysbaddies/
https://www.instagram.com/_savagehefner300/
https://www.instagram.com/confused_or_nah/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/gang/
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• Middle Finger 

•  Fuck off 

•  Drinking 

• Celebrating 

• Smiles 

• Fun times 

• Gathering 

• Smoking 

• Partying 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Savage 

2. Handle: _savagehefner300 

3. Bio:           Weezy Hefner Founder of #FunctionGang #CapoGang      

#HunnitHustleBullies #TeamEvo #TeamIntegra #SiClub #TeamYamaha      

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture: 5 

6. How many likes on the picture:65 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

Shows @_savagehefner300 holding a little girl and a little boy in arms. He 

is wearing a light grey hoodie and sweatpants. The sweatpants has a print 

of the american flag on each knee cap. He is also wearing a black and red 

Jordan sneakers. The little girl in his right arm is wearing a dark grey t-

shirt and black leggings. She is posing with a peace sign behind the top of 

@savagehefner300’s head. The little boy in his right arm is wearing dark 

grey sweatpants and a black t-shirt; he is posing with a muscle flex. They 

are posing in what appears to be a living room. 

• Caption under the picture:  

_savagehefner300 At the top it's just us ! #OTF #Us #never #them 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

suprakid19@_sirhefner300 u back up here broadie? 

_savagehefner300@suprakid19 yeah bro but leaving manana 

suprakid19@_sirhefner300 daaaaaam bro , wen u comin back up? 

savagehefner300@suprakid19 not sure bro bro it was a random last minute 

thing I would've hyu but this weather isn't for anybody to be out lol 

suprakid19Lol its all good bro , hmu wen u back up @_sirhefner300 

 

8. Themes presented in the images: 

•  Family 

• Children 

• Smiles 

• Good times 

https://www.instagram.com/suprakid19/
https://www.instagram.com/_sirhefner300/
https://www.instagram.com/_savagehefner300/
https://www.instagram.com/suprakid19/
https://www.instagram.com/suprakid19/
https://www.instagram.com/_sirhefner300/
https://www.instagram.com/_savagehefner300/
https://www.instagram.com/suprakid19/
https://www.instagram.com/suprakid19/
https://www.instagram.com/_sirhefner300/
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• Silliness  
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Data Sheet 

1. Word:Savage 

2. Handle: xyoung22x 

3. Bio: 22 SAVAGE MutiTalented         #TravisJamesEnt 

(Bookyoung22@gmail.com) #IDGAF      youtu.be/sY3PeTf-Nzc 

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture:1 

6. How many likes on the picture:8365 

7. Describe the post:  

a. The picture:  

Shows @xyoung22x squatting on top of a bathroom counter posing with a 

wad of twenty dollar bills in his hand. Sitting on top of the granite counter 

is a few hundred and twenty dollar bills. He is wearing a grey tank, green 

army fatigue pants and black Nike slides. Around his neck he is wearing a 

gold necklace and grilling in the picture.  

b. Caption under the picture:  

xyoung22xDon't forget it it's wicked roll with t so I sic it     #TJE 

c. Comments linked to the picture: 

  _mixkedd1st!!! 
turntupcuzzzLit 

lex2drippy_Keep it G like a band 💰⛽️ 
dannydgaf95Let me hold something. 

luvrissaa💸💸 

trvpbullet22!!!🔥🔥🔥 
xx_dee2xGo live 

nba_youngdraco💰💰💰💯💯💯 
yung.profit.bv@lxndon__ soon soon when the label is strong 

yung.profit.bv💪🏻💪🏻💪🏻💪🏻🔥🔥🔥 

hustlemantherapperHow do I get promoted do I have to pay 💰? Umm I'm 
a local rapper from New Orleans Louisiana and I'm trying to become a world 
wide artist I'm good I have talent I'm 15 years old and my music is in my bio 

my hit single right know is too real it's hot in my city 🌃 it's on the radio hit 
me back please...... 
trejones4I'm in yo city wit dem dirty sticks lil bitty bitch. 
zion2fyeThem 100s don't look real 

iziwoodsFuckin fine ass 😍😍💯 

https://www.instagram.com/_mixkedd/
https://www.instagram.com/turntupcuzzz/
https://www.instagram.com/lex2drippy_/
https://www.instagram.com/dannydgaf95/
https://www.instagram.com/luvrissaa/
https://www.instagram.com/trvpbullet/
https://www.instagram.com/xx_dee2x/
https://www.instagram.com/nba_youngdraco/
https://www.instagram.com/yung.profit.bv/
https://www.instagram.com/lxndon__/
https://www.instagram.com/yung.profit.bv/
https://www.instagram.com/hustlemantherapper/
https://www.instagram.com/trejones4/
https://www.instagram.com/zion2fye/
https://www.instagram.com/iziwoods/
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zion2fyeThe bluestripts suppose to go all the way across 

kelvin.bradford💯 
savagedumpMEME WAY 

1zcvstelloYo money won't fold💸💸 

_.kayy.savage._My big cuzz flexin 👌👌👌 @xyoung22x 

bornvsinnerDaddy 😍😍😍 
jaydubbs75Can you follow my account 22 savage 
crabtree238Copy cat ass nigga 

mcfella6#TJE😈💯💸 
stokes_kidd1480 
dagger.royalzAin't no 21 this 22 
frodojordan94Go hard is that crank $$!! 
frodojordan94I ment dear x 

shauntaviaaBae😘 
geo.dosaDat way 22 #Bankroll 
gymnastgreenbeanI need a loan 

garrett__.__.__Bands 💰💵💸 
miguelll._21 savage 
never.switchedFollow me I got the ticket and some fonk to get blisted 

💪💰💯 #22504 
dummylebeans#humble? Lolk that's not even a stack either lol 

imhooksglol lil ahh climbed on the sink 😩 
mohamed_jama30Pussy boy. 
nick___kyriacouThat's cute 
pat.petrilloFake 21 

roadroyce10New music on my page my freestyle is 🔥 🔥 🔥 
kourywitak@jlgerris30 
lorenzodiaz142My momma would beat my ass for standing on the sink lol 
willgrimm6You mean you suck dick 
willgrimm6Don't disrespect gates fuck boy 
naterindfleischlol bruh i got more money than you 

😩😂💀💀 #21 #21 #21 

302.adrianarthur🤢🔥 
boonchieeeeBaeee you look like a Dinosaur off of Jurassic Park. 
santiblancoa@gerbrage pero este pavoooo 
musicandeCan we get a loan? 
ddomminolookin like you tryin to take a shit on the counter 
gloryboy.traeI dont get the caption 
gloryboy.traeYo money counter fit 
tracecaryNot even 2 grand smh lol QUIT FRONTIN 

young22gang@tracecary you sat here and really tried to count it 😂😂😂 
HATER 
tracecary@lilnarly rather look like a 100 bucks and have a dollar in his 
pocket than have a 100 in his pocket and look like a dollar... hood rich dont 
get you a beach house on Florida wheb your 60. I bet his 401k is booming lol 
dawson_mckieYo thats a dangerous pose man you gon fall and hurt yourself 

https://www.instagram.com/zion2fye/
https://www.instagram.com/kelvin.bradford/
https://www.instagram.com/savagedump/
https://www.instagram.com/1zcvstello/
https://www.instagram.com/_.kayy.savage._/
https://www.instagram.com/xyoung22x/
https://www.instagram.com/bornvsinner/
https://www.instagram.com/jaydubbs75/
https://www.instagram.com/crabtree238/
https://www.instagram.com/mcfella6/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/tje%F0%9F%98%88%F0%9F%92%AF%F0%9F%92%B8/
https://www.instagram.com/stokes_kidd/
https://www.instagram.com/dagger.royalz/
https://www.instagram.com/frodojordan94/
https://www.instagram.com/frodojordan94/
https://www.instagram.com/shauntaviaa/
https://www.instagram.com/geo.dosa/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/bankroll/
https://www.instagram.com/gymnastgreenbean/
https://www.instagram.com/garrett__.__.__/
https://www.instagram.com/miguelll._/
https://www.instagram.com/never.switched/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/22504/
https://www.instagram.com/dummylebeans/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/humble/
https://www.instagram.com/imhooksg/
https://www.instagram.com/mohamed_jama30/
https://www.instagram.com/nick___kyriacou/
https://www.instagram.com/pat.petrillo/
https://www.instagram.com/roadroyce10/
https://www.instagram.com/kourywitak/
https://www.instagram.com/jlgerris30/
https://www.instagram.com/lorenzodiaz142/
https://www.instagram.com/willgrimm6/
https://www.instagram.com/willgrimm6/
https://www.instagram.com/naterindfleisch/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/21/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/21/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/21/
https://www.instagram.com/302.adrian/
https://www.instagram.com/boonchieeee/
https://www.instagram.com/santiblancoa/
https://www.instagram.com/gerbrage/
https://www.instagram.com/musicande/
https://www.instagram.com/ddommino/
https://www.instagram.com/gloryboy.trae/
https://www.instagram.com/gloryboy.trae/
https://www.instagram.com/tracecary/
https://www.instagram.com/young22gang/
https://www.instagram.com/tracecary/
https://www.instagram.com/tracecary/
https://www.instagram.com/lilnarly/
https://www.instagram.com/dawson_mckie/
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monkeytownfreakNew shxt in bio play wit yo bitch 💯🔥 @xyoung22x 

dr.dubai_tmt🔥 

jodie_j0Baby 🖤🖤🖤 
rob.anthonyyStop stunting in hotel room actor guy. Errbody knows 
you #instagramicons ain't really doing shit but but promoting dumb shit and 
speaking that Ebonics bullshit thats brings us back another 20 years .smh 
how you gone be a leader and want your followers to follow you into some 
dumb shit. You got a voice you if for the right reasons or wherever your 
legacy is suppose to pass on it won't. 
mfk.joshNIGGA said he ain't got not gars so he through away his weed 
NIGGA GOT ENOUGH MONEY TO BUY 1000 RILLOS @xyoung22x 
golderythang22 gang fuck 21 
chris_pacquinShare the wealth 
drekafineasssshe telling me she eat her rice & cabbage, but I wonder can 

she eat 22 savage 🤔💪 

patricklynch97why you on the counter bro😂 
dakid19Im done wit chu thats not even 2 ima regular real one and ican do 
that any given Sunday wit more than u. 
fuentes__m0bbnwhy tf u on a sink 
youngoldenThere's a rat infestation in this room. 

imthe21savageBro look at that 💰 tho 
truemontie_Nigga I gotta get you on the track I fuck with yo vibe!!! Dm me 
man and let's work sum out !! 

heavenlylilred_🔥🔥 
bobz1chenierBig bank roll bro lmao 
paulc3646Young 22 love gripping automatics 
 

8. Themes presented in the images:   

a. Money 

b. Grit 

c. Mean Mug 

d. Hotel 

e. Posing 

https://www.instagram.com/monkeytownfreak/
https://www.instagram.com/xyoung22x/
https://www.instagram.com/dr.dubai_tmt/
https://www.instagram.com/jodie_j0/
https://www.instagram.com/rob.anthonyy/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/instagramicons/
https://www.instagram.com/mfk.josh/
https://www.instagram.com/xyoung22x/
https://www.instagram.com/golderythang/
https://www.instagram.com/chris_pacquin/
https://www.instagram.com/drekafineasss/
https://www.instagram.com/patricklynch97/
https://www.instagram.com/dakid19/
https://www.instagram.com/fuentes__m0bbn/
https://www.instagram.com/youngolden/
https://www.instagram.com/imthe21savage/
https://www.instagram.com/truemontie_/
https://www.instagram.com/heavenlylilred_/
https://www.instagram.com/bobz1chenier/
https://www.instagram.com/paulc3646/
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Data Sheet 

1. Word:Savage 

2. Handle: xyoung22x 

3. Bio: 22 SAVAGE MutiTalented         #TravisJamesEnt 

(Bookyoung22@gmail.com) #IDGAF      youtu.be/sY3PeTf-Nzc 

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture: 2 

6. How many likes on the picture: 5035 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture: 

Shows @xyoung22x and male counterpart in what looks to be a store that 

sells marijuana. In the picture @xyoung22x is wearing a white t-shirt, a 

black motorcycle jacket and light grey jeans. He also has a gold chain 

around his neck and is posing with a candy jar full of marijuana in it. His 

male counterpart is wearing a burgundy t-shirt, black sunglasses, and 

white jeans. He is holding a candy jar full of marijuana in both hands. In 

the back of them there are t-shirts hanging on the wall that has photos of 

the marijuana plant on it. There is also wall art hanging up and a glass 

display that has more jars of marijuana sitting on the shelves inside of the 

display case.  

• Caption under the picture:  

xyoung22x Smoke good        

• Comments linked to the picture: 

_yvng.jt_First 

jollyrancher.gabbie💯💯 
tg4l_jayybring me sum cuzzo 
disdude.amanSup 
chef_lee_beatsGassss 
bigguccisolderU ugly 
oscar.maddoxLaced 
_heartandspadethe kush club 
kendawgbishhIf it aint from Cali is some boof 
t.r.i.l.l_the_greatest#cannabis 
alvin.408Dude on the right looks like a chubby cjsocool 

roadroyce10Kodak black remix on my page 🔥🔥 

dohpe_cartoon📷📷will you love to get a dope art work of yourself 

🎨🎨💯🔙?? Check out my wall🎨🎨note:icharge 

https://www.instagram.com/_yvng.jt_/
https://www.instagram.com/jollyrancher.gabbie/
https://www.instagram.com/tg4l_jayy/
https://www.instagram.com/disdude.aman/
https://www.instagram.com/chef_lee_beats/
https://www.instagram.com/bigguccisolder/
https://www.instagram.com/oscar.maddox/
https://www.instagram.com/_heartandspade/
https://www.instagram.com/kendawgbishh/
https://www.instagram.com/t.r.i.l.l_the_greatest/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/cannabis/
https://www.instagram.com/alvin.408/
https://www.instagram.com/roadroyce10/
https://www.instagram.com/dohpe_cartoon/
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paperchasin.t@alvin.408 I swear 
kissmynutsackFat cjsocool 

jodie_j0🖤🖤🖤🖤 

kraaave.aHuusbaand😛😌💍 
1kingkelsoLate 
axap_ill_ng22 proudsavage 
geaux._keyyDhats that gas 
iamkingshanesThought that was cjsocool 
gyronbell_504Lol@ the no cell phones sign right next to him 

heavenlylilred_💯👌💰 
sam_dunhamWhere da wax tho @xyoung22x 

s.dot2015👀⛽️😍💨🗽🗽🗽💨💨 
fglclothingCheck out my clothing line 

keepit97one@skoll_97uno en rouge à pa vous ? 😆 

skoll_97uno@keepit97one awa poto on couzin 😂😂😂 
wavyy_87bruh you do look liks Ivory from How High lol 

blackisillThanks for coming through mane! 🙏 @xyoung22x 

syd.jess.priv😏❣️ 
merome_milkerSaggin dem pants a lil to low 
lilant.rude2004Let meh get som of that good weed 
b.r.o.o.k.e_19Hit me up dawg 

_mytook😍😍😍😍 
275thNigga it say no phone 
young.boy.rich@xyoung22x 
jaredeisenhauermusicTell Kush Club Detroit say what's up 
harleyzettlerLol 

young24x__💯🔥🙌🏽 

ryan_miko_37😂😂 great value version of @cj_socool on the right 
kidd_legacy__Where that cookie 
b_hall8@haizzy19 

only1muke🔥🔥 #GasBagGang 
deliveryonly@xyoung22x why yo whole camp hungry still lil nigga that TJE 
shit look like a feed the needy foundation with you as they spoke person 
getting the steaks but passing happy meals to yo niggas Real know Real and 
you a bitch ass nigga @lil_webster_tje tell that nigga feed the family and stop 
buying four wheelers n not buying you niggas clothes bum ass niggas got the 
same shit on in every picture... 22 a bitch and y'all some bitches letting that 
lil nigga big homie y'all 

 
8. Themes presented in the images: 

•  Friendship 

• Weed (Kush) 

• Shopping 

https://www.instagram.com/paperchasin.t/
https://www.instagram.com/alvin.408/
https://www.instagram.com/kissmynutsack/
https://www.instagram.com/jodie_j0/
https://www.instagram.com/kraaave.a/
https://www.instagram.com/1kingkelso/
https://www.instagram.com/axap_ill_ng/
https://www.instagram.com/geaux._keyy/
https://www.instagram.com/iamkingshanes/
https://www.instagram.com/gyronbell_504/
https://www.instagram.com/heavenlylilred_/
https://www.instagram.com/sam_dunham/
https://www.instagram.com/xyoung22x/
https://www.instagram.com/s.dot2015/
https://www.instagram.com/fglclothing/
https://www.instagram.com/keepit97one/
https://www.instagram.com/skoll_97uno/
https://www.instagram.com/skoll_97uno/
https://www.instagram.com/keepit97one/
https://www.instagram.com/wavyy_87/
https://www.instagram.com/blackisill/
https://www.instagram.com/xyoung22x/
https://www.instagram.com/syd.jess.priv/
https://www.instagram.com/merome_milker/
https://www.instagram.com/lilant.rude2004/
https://www.instagram.com/b.r.o.o.k.e_19/
https://www.instagram.com/_mytook/
https://www.instagram.com/275th/
https://www.instagram.com/young.boy.rich/
https://www.instagram.com/xyoung22x/
https://www.instagram.com/jaredeisenhauermusic/
https://www.instagram.com/harleyzettler/
https://www.instagram.com/young24x__/
https://www.instagram.com/ryan_miko_37/
https://www.instagram.com/cj_socool/
https://www.instagram.com/kidd_legacy__/
https://www.instagram.com/b_hall8/
https://www.instagram.com/haizzy19/
https://www.instagram.com/only1muke/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/gasbaggang/
https://www.instagram.com/deliveryonly/
https://www.instagram.com/xyoung22x/
https://www.instagram.com/lil_webster_tje/
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Savage 

2. Handle: xyoung22x 

3. Bio: 22 SAVAGE MutiTalented         #TravisJamesEnt 

(Bookyoung22@gmail.com) #IDGAF      youtu.be/sY3PeTf-Nzc 

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture:3 

6. How many likes on the picture:10237 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

Shows @xyounng22x standing in a backyard wearing a black t-shirt and 

hold a gun in his left hand and holding his middle finger up in right hand. 

he also has on two small gold chains, a black watch and very colorful 

exposed underwear.  

• Caption under the picture:  

xyoung22xAt the end of the day I feel like I'm all I got     

• Comments linked to the picture: 

_ruthelwethbrook_1 
_ruthelwethbrook_yuh 
sssavageninja22 

chef_lee_beats💯 

nolimitjgunn🙌🏽🙌🏽🙌🏽 
rifleman09122 gang 
king.unstopable22 u got us cause I know I'm for 22 all the way 
jacksoncardwellTold you 22 savage was real @emzcard 
rifleman091Real Savage 
trapgod.honestysexcyyyy ass 

dab.king61Kevin gates💪🏾💪🏾💪🏾 @xyoung22x 
_santanaharrisThat bitch like that fool 
young23savageSlit a nigga wide da fukk open ya heard me 

roadroyce10New music vid on my page support the wave !!!!! 🔥 🔥 🔥 
jaayy.raawwWat do u call young 22 holding up a bank with 2 
Mac11's?? @chef_lee_beats @_ruthelwethbrook_@jadengunnnnn @king.unst
opable 

pharoahmarada@xyoung22x and god fam 🙏🏾 

jaayy.raaww22 SAVAGE😂😂😂^ 

https://www.instagram.com/_ruthelwethbrook_/
https://www.instagram.com/_ruthelwethbrook_/
https://www.instagram.com/sssavageninja/
https://www.instagram.com/chef_lee_beats/
https://www.instagram.com/nolimitjgunn/
https://www.instagram.com/rifleman091/
https://www.instagram.com/king.unstopable/
https://www.instagram.com/jacksoncardwell/
https://www.instagram.com/emzcard/
https://www.instagram.com/rifleman091/
https://www.instagram.com/trapgod.honesty/
https://www.instagram.com/dab.king61/
https://www.instagram.com/xyoung22x/
https://www.instagram.com/_santanaharris/
https://www.instagram.com/young23savage/
https://www.instagram.com/roadroyce10/
https://www.instagram.com/jaayy.raaww/
https://www.instagram.com/chef_lee_beats/
https://www.instagram.com/_ruthelwethbrook_/
https://www.instagram.com/jadengunnnnn/
https://www.instagram.com/king.unstopable/
https://www.instagram.com/king.unstopable/
https://www.instagram.com/pharoahmarada/
https://www.instagram.com/xyoung22x/
https://www.instagram.com/jaayy.raaww/
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ad_notyme4_thatTrill talk 
j22gray21follow j21gray 22 
king.unstopable?@jaayy.raaww 
yagurlchoxolateGet yo madd Ass on 
ed_boii10022 Gang 
mgriffin2266I don't think u should do that 
1tonysnowLame 

waunnnnn___💯 
mikes.chillAll them bullitts but wont fire 
obkofficialmusicpageEVERYBODY PLZ GO LISTEN TO MY NEW SINGLE WE 
UP NEXT 

🔥🔥 @1tonysnow @mikes.chill@mgriffin2266 @ed_boii100@leishasolovel
y @king.unstopable@j22gray21 

jevonwitit14No u got yo biggest fan me👌no gay shitt 
hbk._mikeNice bb gun 
king_rod_13Put down all the guns an come str8 with hands 
von3x@mikes.chill try him then LMAOO 
ay_ima_fucking_savagebitchSame uzi in every pic 
mikes.chill@von3x chill i fucks with my nigga i been listen to his music 

when he first came out with freak how🙏😀 

jeremiahbeltonofficial🌞 
rasta_ttbCause in these streets u get week u get tired,running from sirens 
nigalemallettCute/pretty 
sebxsavageCuz you are all u got. Ain't nobody really fwu. Ain't nobody got 
your back. You think one of these 23 ppl in the comments that claim they 
"support" you would really take a bullet for you?!? Think again my man. Real 
shit. 
jaayy.raaww@king.unstopable 22 savage...issa joke...nvm 

bourbonhipsDidnt this goofie hang with therralwings 😭 your not savage . 
You just happen to kill someone . 
king.unstopable@jaayy.raaww I was saying what do u call it ik it was a joke 

😂 
welxz.designzCheck dm bro 
picturemerollin21401#itbelikethattho 
wasted_imagecause you're a straight BITCH.Not a real one vouch for you. 
home.of.the.freestylecooking up wit A UZZI 
obeyyyisaacKnow I gotta hook this bitch up 
therealstizzywooMac11 
therealstizzywooWith the dick on it 
therealstizzywooWith the dick on it 
therealstizzywooGet at me 22 
janthony210__22 that stay with the strap 
obey_vegaaThat's a baby blunt wtf 

92marloKeep pushing nigga 💯 
gxtta.blxst_I'm calling the cops 
sethmcneill@obey_vegaa cuz he already smoked it you dumb fuck 

https://www.instagram.com/ad_notyme4_that/
https://www.instagram.com/j22gray21/
https://www.instagram.com/king.unstopable/
https://www.instagram.com/jaayy.raaww/
https://www.instagram.com/yagurlchoxolate/
https://www.instagram.com/ed_boii100/
https://www.instagram.com/mgriffin2266/
https://www.instagram.com/1tonysnow/
https://www.instagram.com/waunnnnn___/
https://www.instagram.com/mikes.chill/
https://www.instagram.com/obkofficialmusicpage/
https://www.instagram.com/1tonysnow/
https://www.instagram.com/mikes.chill/
https://www.instagram.com/mgriffin2266/
https://www.instagram.com/ed_boii100/
https://www.instagram.com/leishasolovely/
https://www.instagram.com/leishasolovely/
https://www.instagram.com/king.unstopable/
https://www.instagram.com/j22gray21/
https://www.instagram.com/jevonwitit14/
https://www.instagram.com/hbk._mike/
https://www.instagram.com/king_rod_13/
https://www.instagram.com/von3x/
https://www.instagram.com/mikes.chill/
https://www.instagram.com/ay_ima_fucking_savagebitch/
https://www.instagram.com/mikes.chill/
https://www.instagram.com/von3x/
https://www.instagram.com/jeremiahbeltonofficial/
https://www.instagram.com/rasta_ttb/
https://www.instagram.com/nigalemallett/
https://www.instagram.com/sebxsavage/
https://www.instagram.com/jaayy.raaww/
https://www.instagram.com/king.unstopable/
https://www.instagram.com/bourbonhips/
https://www.instagram.com/king.unstopable/
https://www.instagram.com/jaayy.raaww/
https://www.instagram.com/welxz.designz/
https://www.instagram.com/picturemerollin21401/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/itbelikethattho/
https://www.instagram.com/wasted_image/
https://www.instagram.com/home.of.the.freestyle/
https://www.instagram.com/obeyyyisaac/
https://www.instagram.com/therealstizzywoo/
https://www.instagram.com/therealstizzywoo/
https://www.instagram.com/therealstizzywoo/
https://www.instagram.com/therealstizzywoo/
https://www.instagram.com/janthony210__/
https://www.instagram.com/obey_vegaa/
https://www.instagram.com/92marlo/
https://www.instagram.com/gxtta.blxst_/
https://www.instagram.com/sethmcneill/
https://www.instagram.com/obey_vegaa/
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khalif.5xYoung 22 love grippin automatics 💰 

bornvsinner👅🤤 

cristian_blazing💯 

call.me.manmanThis nigga act like the feds not watching 😴😴😴 dummy 
yunggates_3kThat uzi tho, that bitch look hella greased n new! 
anthony.makaruk@therealstizzywoo stop it with that faggot shit 
_.nohoesroYo new rap name is Big Uzi 
ethan101novakIs that a real uzi 

shotby.push@xyoung22x let's shoot bro 💯 I fucks wit ya music 
autograph24Word from the wise: get a job/get a education/do something 
with your life/become someone/and become something because you ain't 
shit and you never will be acting like a piece of shit like you are now. 
bigant43Son all of yong guys stop taking pictures of ur self with GUNS AND 
POSTING THEM. THATS VERY STUPID. WHAT ARE YOU TRYING TO GO TO 
JAIL. WELL KEEP DOING DUMB SHIT LIKE THAT AND THEY GOT AN OPEN 
BED FOR YOU. PLEASE Stop FOR UR Own GOOD. GOD BLESS U LIL DUMB 

BOYS. RESPECT ✊🏿 
callofdemonsHe's just letting people know he's a gangster. So cool 

eerric.bSwear he tough but copy a nigga whole ass name and style😂 

50shotmac#I Respect'it💯✖️💯 

taterbotzYou're holding it upside down sir! 😂🙌 
gr8pz@eerric.b know what happend then talk dumbass.. 
eerric.b@gr8pz tf u mean know what happend dick riding ass nigga his 
name says it all if yo stupid ass cant read maybe u shouldn't be talking shit 
gr8pz@eerric.b ur slow get blocked gay ass 
redblac.kYou even know how to hold a fucking gun 

selfmade_azz_niga💯❌🔟 SHYT........ 

north_chippewa38Bro I just seen Scotty wit that gun👀 

t_97k@c.lospd his blunt 😭😭 
yhmontanaofficial#UziGang 
jusstt.relaxxwhy yall assuming that the gun is illegal? 
thagratesTrue shit 

s1aughter_k1ng🔫🔫🔫🔫🔫🔫 

s1aughter_k1ng💊 
ak47onsightHow u feel like that when the whole rouge was riding with u?i 
know u remember when 21 was gon get on yo ass? 

ak47onsight@t_97k 😂😂 blunt look like a smushed tootsie roll lmao !!! 

guapdon🔥🔥 
d.rawwofficialCan you please check my music out I'm 16 from Houston and 
I wrote my life story link in bio I promise to you you will not be disappointed 

and I don't waste time🔥✔️💯💥 
d.rawwofficial@xyoung22x ^ 
obey_vegaa@sethmcneill obviously you fucking retard, I'm talking bout the 
amount he put in , my roaches be fatter then that shit and this nigga claim he 
ballin lmao 

https://www.instagram.com/khalif.5x/
https://www.instagram.com/bornvsinner/
https://www.instagram.com/cristian_blazing/
https://www.instagram.com/call.me.manman/
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obey_vegaaThis all acting and you niggas really think he out here totin guns 

when he was making skits a year back 😂 
sethmcneillJust let the nigga enjoy his fuckin blunt @obey_vegaa 
harryq6On god he nothin but a clone roll a fatter blunt and stop trynna take 
picture flexin fake guns if you were around me youd get sprayed up smh 
eazy_on_the_beatz#masterpiecearms that new mac 
nickcorzoFree may may 

obey_vegaa@sethmcneill I was just fucking w him 😂 I honestly don't gaf 
h_bresom_again 22garbage patch .. 
saucylogannyour Uzi is off brand just like you when you try to copy 21 
saucylogannthat blunt is a replica of his dick 

t_97k@ak47onsight that shit looks funny asf 😂😂😂😭😭😭 that nigga 
had a .5 in a blunt WTFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF 
t_97kZoooooom into his BLUNT !!! 

t_97kThat nigga has a .5 in a blunt 😭😭😂😂 

votski🌽⚾️ 
droptopgirlCopy cat Ass nigga 
center_0f_attentionPlayn wit dem sticks 

seemyboi22 gang👌💯😇 
sauceysavagekelzU look like a roach 
michaelvanbeezyGot the same strap 
florida_ihate_thatniggatoo@xyoung22x YOU A GANGSTER, COMEDIAN, OR 
A FUCK NIGGA.... PICK A LANE AND STAY IN IT LIL BOY 

thejadedoll❤😍 
donnie_recklessYoung22 

youngsuccess__Mane wtf you said 💯💯 
camilo.ivthat shit prob didnt even peel a cap yet bitch ass 

ak47onsight@t_97k 😂😂😂😂 .5 in a backwood got that niga eyes 

cocked like a pistol😂😂😂he was better off just smoking the tobacco from 

the blunt 😂😂😂🚮 
9icesI SAY THIS AINT 21 IT'S 22 
lahshawwnSell that bitch 
soufside_bottom_boyGanG GanG 

tyga.cash😘😘😘😘😘😘 

dezziofficialNiggah holding the gun like it got germs on it😂😂 

trvp.jae🔌🔌🔌 

trvp.jae💰💰💰 

only1.savage@xyoung22x Nigga Yu Need Ah Metal Clip 💯 

1macscoota@xyoung22x you a pussy nigga on 🅱️ 
bigbossmulaaNeed yo line foo 

saucetrey04Exstendo🔫 

brazzersexclusiv3Why the hell is he holding the gun like that.?😂 what an 
idiot 
yocrazyboy11All them wasnt callin you fake when you was catchin bodies 
on the news lol fuckm haters 
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bloodyrarri@lilbluntpatrol 🤔😂 
anderscavageFuck 22 
anderscavageHe's a bitch ass nigga 
_afnf_lj_bitch 
mr_grand_theft_autoUzi 

tharealdemibemiFine ass😍😘😋 
fantaseiseHow much y'all wanna bet he can't shoot 

oc.2144Damn you soo sexy! 👅 
rudy_salazar83Can't even squeeze that kid , shit pushes u back 
the.originaltre_@fantaseise how much u wanna bet you have no life & 
friends 
fantaseise@the.originaltre_ bet lmao 

undescendedtestemousemyerz119gStickoz💌🏃 
migosgang876@brazzersexclusiv3 fuck up whyte boy this black people shit 
stfu 

brazzersexclusiv3@migosgang876 shut up you fucking pussy 🤣🤣 
migosgang876@brazzersexclusiv3 suck ur mom 
migosgang876@brazzersexclusiv3 its going dwn when i c u 

j_skog32Nice BB gun puss boy 💀😂 @dab_daddy_kee 
joshlovesmoney@madigrahamc 
rmaier23Yea this shit lookin real gangsta till the Ds kick your door in you 
dumbass 

nowavess.tthat kiss was from meeee 😋😋 
euiapPull up your pants faggot 

shaunsmokesalotMood 💨💨💨 

slickthaholygoatEXTENDO clip 😡🔥🔥🍕🍕🔌 

notopnightwingFresh 21 say he said you pussy😷💩 
8king_loso3That gun some bullshit 
yilldarrayYou think u make me scared 
 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Guns 

•  Weed 

•  Blunt 

• Middle Finger 

•  Fuck Off 

• Street Wear 

•  Outside 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Savage 

2. Handle: xyoung22x 

3. Bio: 22 SAVAGE MutiTalented         #TravisJamesEnt 

(Bookyoung22@gmail.com) #IDGAF      youtu.be/sY3PeTf-Nzc 

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture: 4 

6. How many likes on the picture:13124 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

Shows @xyounng22x hanging out of a car window with a military style 

machine gun in his hands. the car looks to be driving along a highway. In the 

photo @xyoung22x has on a grey t-shirt and a gold chain and he is smiling 

• Caption under the picture:  

xyoung22xInterstate sticked up       

• Comments linked to the picture: 

brace.face_tay1 

royalglow0Brother ❤❤❤❤ 
3hoes1djNigga saggin so hard u could see his legs 
_.bashh._With The Draco!!!! 

ballongang_❤️ 
mitch_homie_quan1Don't grow your hair out any longer you will look like 
21 savage™ 
shanebizzy1Ok ok no lackin.@xyoung22x i see u young bull bout that action 
lit.skyyyboi you got a fake gun 

celestetress😍 
lil__guwoplolll 
dsmith2604In the future people finna be walking around with their pants 
down to their knees 

jayjay_of_902😎😎 
nba_youngdracoYeahh bruda 

datwayyy😈🔫🔥#fucktracffic😈💯#TJE🔥💁 
joebadass65#22gang 
abthekid305Draco Man 

rollo_mania😈 I see you 😈 

tofuckingfly💯💯💯 
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im_str8😙😙😍😍 
blue_money_birrrd_skurrrtI10 
thereal_to7kEverbody forgettin that this is mike dis nigga was the funniest 
dude alive then he became 22 savage as a joke then it got popular so he stuck 

wit it 😂😂 
thereal_to7kEverbody forgettin that this is mike dis nigga was the funniest 
dude alive then he became 22 savage as a joke then it got popular so he stuck 

wit it 😂😂 
b.mertzGuess who's back , back again roast god is back tell a friend , pull 
over on the side of the road to take a pic head ahhh , sagging so hard I can see 
yo legs head ahhh , got pink pants head ahhh , fake ass Soulja boy always 
posing with the Draco head ahhhh 
b.mertz@saucyy.5k @xyoung22x 
dre7077Tflip 

dornazz_savage_k🔥💪🏾💎🤘🏽 

priincessss._z22😍😍😍 
dameonnnU wont no balls 
jaykidd_12Fuu u sagging so bad where we can see your skin 

speckless_pro💯💯 
official24savageBitch u ain't bout day life u went from making Instagram 
videos to claiming I goon bitch seat yo ugly ass down for yo mom beat yo ass 
bitch @xyoung22x lil bitch 
_durtyworld_dw4lU fake bitch u not on da interstate u in da movie stage 
taking pictures with special affect 

lex2drippy_🔥💪🏽 true savage CRACKHEAD Bobby 
xxl.menaceI on probation delete this hoe 
btd.sosaPic raw asf 

regan_2398Lol yo pants falling off😂 
1217.seddGet His ass Mark @_durtyworld_dw4l 

nolimitherbo.xMy nigga need a pick 😂 
flightteam_2005I'm 40th comment 

b.james1991Boy ya goin to jail 😂😂😂😂 
studiocampAlbum Cover Shit.. 
lahdavoLive Asf 

bandupfamily_jay🔥🔥🔥💯 
eric_bonnies96Y'all gonna get jail time for doing nothing bad ass 

ugly_prince_Who even took that pic😂😂but #22 #22 
facin35they pulled over.. this would be too hard if in motion 
younqkodakAin't got shii on 21 @21savage 

thereal.jaelynZaddddd 😘 
romeoxmeIf you don't pull them damn pants up nigga smh, could see bois 
whole right thigh wtf going on 
joey_flows559Draco ?! @xyoung22x 

slumpgodfrostYep they taking yo ass to jail💀 
brzy.j_@saycheesetv @shawncotton 
kehdcoupeJust in: young 22 arrested for unregistered draco off interstate 5 
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johnnykhaodaproducergfx@official24savage boi sit yo azz down lil boia 
stop stealing 24 savage name there alrdy 24 savage. Change yo name to Lil 
Boy Douggy ears rs 
reptercarlos21 Savage is better 
moneyslave.yvgnnWhy tf y'all still comparing him to 21 

🤔 @johnnykhaodaproducer @reptercarlosy'all mad bc 22 better or sum 

🤔 
johnnykhaodaproducergfx@ms4l.yvgnn no i aint comparing him to no 21 
idfw 21 anyway. I knew 22 b4 21 popped up on worldstar 

ats.naeMike❤ 
kenny_.spam_Yall pulled over just to take a picture wow 

kenny_.spam_😂😂😂 
gr8pz@kenny_.spam_ problem? 

kenny_.spam_@gr8pz no I'm just saying u fuck nigga😂😂 

kayo_boii😈😈😈🤘🤘🤘 
shevaughnlintonFuck u 22 ur a fool 21 is the best and u know that bro u 
can't rap 
216.danionDamn Bru u not even sagging right to the point that your skin is 
showing 
my_name_boonieBoy if you don't that Nerf gun down 
gr8pz@kenny_.spam_ stop bitching dam female 
goonbodie_byby22 u will and always will be betta then 21 and th e rest of 
em 

302.adrianyoung 22🅱️😈 
gr8pz@shevaughnlinton lil wayne the best nigga 
shevaughnlinton@gr8pz fa reel 
thedogpound123@spiffy_boy_byby he don't even know how to sag his 
pants tho 
playboiwave#draco 

_contextsYa pants fallin off nd shii😂😂 
goonbodie_byby@thedogpound123. Shutup u pokemon go lookn boy what 

u know bout rap shouldnt u be sum where listenin to kidz bop 😂😂😂 
thedogpound123@spiffy_boy_byby u about the 20th person to say 
that...smh all 22 fans think the same retarded shit 

iamtoshenYou made it nigga. 🙏🏾.. it's all started like a comedy 💯🙏🏾 
the_original_j_steezyHow you gonna stick up the interstate if yo safety on 
fromthebottom2thetop@xyoung22x whAt up nigga 
jah_bless34Niggas like you should fall out the window! 

marlo_duhh😎😎 🗣#Gang 
zeke.the.freakksaggin spelled backwards is niggas 

bitcheatupGang shit🔥😈 
goonbodie_byby@thedogpound123 you a 21 fan but wats really. Funny is 
that he look the evil dude 4rm phinese and ferb 

mar_kushyIf it's them people don't panic 💯💯💯 
darlingfrenchboi@regan_2398 ikr lmaooo 
thedogpound123@spiffy_boy_byby do u even know how 22 even started? 
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He started as a joke and it became so popular he went with it its still a joke 

kyleupnow_6Young 22 love gripping aromatics 🏳��⛽️ 
kyleupnow_6@xyoung22x 
taybanz_"Young 22 luh gripping automatics" 
kltav@Kallme_lolo this was you on the highway today 

plugtalkingcrazy256🍼🍼💊💊⛽️⛽️💊🍼💊🍼⛽️💊 
queen.__.13Pull up your pants boii no one wanna see your shit hanging out 
the_punisher_12I got a-r and Draco's body stacked up like legos 
internationalglobal_Boy yo lil ugly ass pin head ass lil boy 
ezra_blaisIf you fell outta the car you would've got a dub 

gmoe7st_e4b😭😭😭👇 
yvng_azulI like how people talking shit on the internet but once they pull up 
they wanna cry towards they mom 

terry__udig😂😂 go get yo boi wing bra stop acting like u gangsta trying be 
like @nba_youngboy 

bornvsinner😍😍 
jr.mejia696Boii what u going to do what tht bib gun 
jr.mejia696Fake Draco don't even shot 

isaac_kuto21 savage So Famous he made This Guy Famous 😂lol 

young24x__Young 22 gripping automatic 💯🔥💪🏽 

keshun.huntYo pants finna fly birdd😂 
hippy_chief22 

hippy_chief🤘🏾 
3200.chinoYoung dumb dickhead 

yeahh.carlPull up your pants😂😂😂... 
iamtyrone1@yeahh.carl loool u can see his skin 
2muchcandlerI guess y'all found y'all keys lol 

matheus.tell.emYoung 22 😈 

ms.monica02Okay...bye🎈🎉🎉🎉🎊👛💳💸💸💄💋 
onc1oakNigga pull up yo pants 
abou9846Xyoung22x tu ai dans quelle villi 
djbillzjohnsonNice one bro 

mwevasew33Is that an airsoft gun😂😂😂 
unknown.king21U a crazy mofo 
crossyrowed42022 
daygolo@mwevasew33 that's a Draco you goofy ass nigga 
redzddd34This youngin wild as fuck 
bigflexx56Draco 

jandirin_yungcvMenudooo notasss😂 @dasil_dsl 

hfz4803چه خشن😎 

jrod_on_da_beatYoung 22 love gripping automatics 🔥💪🏽 
draco_djpjGang my nigga young 22 be sagging his jeans with designer pants 
and designer shoes with his Draco 

💯💯💯💯💯🤘🏿🤘🏿🤘🏿🤘🏿🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥💯💯💯💯💯💯💯💯💯 
chula885Omg ... grow tf up bruh . #turnoff 
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niallfx_Pull your pants up you fucking clown. You be saying the police racist 
when he gets shot dean or put away for life. 
ivanmccombsWhy? Why not do something positive instead of playing into a 
stereotype? 
gray6075Is he on the side of the road @eli_33345 
tereze_bae1@chula885 Mann u big nose big body having ass bitch stfu 

tereze_bae1😂😂😂😂stick up 
daniel.dovgerissa fake 

eli_33345Ya boi on the side of the highway 😂😂😂@gray6075 
m0n33yDis nigga so lame 

jackboy3kYoung 22 love griping automatics ☝ 
dobk121 Savage bars on Drakes Sneakin track soooo weak! Young 22 remix 
please !!! @champagnepapi@travisjamesent 

zaetobrady_Come to Charlotte😂😂😅 
kd2lettersNot a "draco", Issa "pap m92" 
kingtuut_Yo boxers showin 
nixonaustinPussy 

jaskievrobou showing skin 😂😭 
jaskievro@xyoung22x 
pink_fanatic_What happened to mighty Mike? 
ike_obot" 30 sticks like a ladder, bitch don't play with my gang"! 
ike_obot@xyoung22x 

playboyrtgCrazy fighting videos on my pg 🍿 
kevinohanlononeillOh shit 

justintellemBruh that girl on live crazy 😂😂😂😂 
thirty2_gram_ozYou can't fight..n yo broke ass borrowed your guns.. 

xvl_joeyall female follow my page💦 
whatiwasthinkingYoung dickheads like this 
knvg_tonHe ass pulled on the side of the road to take a pic of a gun that not 
his 
lookapypyPlease block me 
1tonysnowUgly ass lil boy fishhead nigga @xyoung22x 
young_siropDRACO 
1tonysnow@young_sirop you mean FACO 
young_sirop@1tonysnow idc if fake or not it do the same cool look to me 
like a real one 
debonairish83Bitch boy 
j_akin24Gov/ state officials please cage this nigga 
tereze_bae1@chula885 ha bitch I'm educated stupid ass and bitch I'm 13 
and I have a job yo dumbass and bitch u the dick riding mf u border hopping 
donkey ride Mexican mf u fucking European dick in booty having u damn 
fuckin breath smelling like horse shit and dog shit and monkey shit ugly ass 
bitch u must be jobless cause yo ass just might be on Instagram all damn day 
u damn rat mouth having ass 
tereze_bae1@chula885 I'll beat tf out yo ass yo ass live in nc u fucked up 
now 
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thomasgoesdumb@chula885 children shouldn't be aloud to have an 
Instagram. @tereze_bae1 go home you're a fucking child. 
tereze_bae1@thomasgoesdumb bitch stfu u don't tell me what to do stupid 
ass 
tereze_bae1@thomasgoesdumb yo ass only go like 382 followers get yo 
lame ass up outta here 
tereze_bae1@thomasgoesdumb bitch u can't spell lol 
trill_xvillianHOE U NOT GONNA SHOOT NOTHING 

tereze_bae1@thomasgoesdumb u mean not allowed 😂😂 dumbass 

noorsiddek👀👀👀👀👀👀👀👀👀👀👀👀👀👀 
thomasgoesdumbShouldn't be is the same as not aloud you uneducated 
fucking worthless little shit you will live in the hood your whole life you lil 
wanna be hoodrat. Probably broke. Your mama prolly broke. And your dad 
prolly left. Stay in the ghetto and do the rest of us a favor. 
thomasgoesdumb@tereze_bae1 
tereze_bae1@thomasgoesdumb ha how I'm broke lol I got money 
tereze_bae1@thomasgoesdumb bitch u gotta use ur mama tax money bitch 
ass to flex on Instagram 
isaaclucassWanna be 21 
tereze_bae1@thomasgoesdumb bitch I live in a good neighborhood ha and 

live in a big house so gtfo 😂😂I might have lived in to hood but our house 
was looking good 
travisjamespromoter@thomasgoesdumb @chula885 Mann get yo mf asses 
off 22 savage comments with this shit y'all arguing with a lil boy Mann y'all 
so damn mann y'all need to grow tf up 
xo.pillNigga how u sag so low we can see skin foh 
jacarisbaisHe got his pants down 

drewbee6^😂😂😂😂😂😂☠️☠️☠️☠️ 
raww_ariez@xyoung22x aye big bro u should shoot it.. it gon be lit 
bbkai_@xo.pill lls u gei. U looked that hard at his pants just to find skin 

__stacks___00Bruh don't do this the police watching 😩smh 
goonbodie_byby@thedogpound123 bruh look at you profile pic who takes 
pictures in 7 11 like kome on and u talkn bout.@xyoung22x trash and his 
guns fake what u got airsoft guns u nerd 
thedogpound123@spiffy_boy_byby nah bruh I shoot real shit most the time 
thedogpound123@spiffy_boy_byby and at least I got my face in my profile 
pic 

goonbodie_byby@thedogpound123 real bbs huh 😂😂😂😂😂 
thedogpound123@spiffy_boy_byby whatever bro I gtg train for MEPS 
00_allen@thomasgoesdumb Mad? 
the_beast_b131Nice BB gun and pull your fucking pants up we can see your 
gay legs 
goonbodie_bybySo do i @thedogpound123 faggot 

chula885@travisjamespromoter had no idea he was a kid 🙄 should have 
known . He talking like grown man calling a grown woman a bitch! Everyone 
is entitled to their own opinion... I'm still unbothered @tereze_bae1 stay in 
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school don't do drugs 😑 
lilteardrop913Posted up with the Draco 

tde_336Soo how was that picture take😂 
ogn_gangYoung 22 
ogn_gangHit 21 with the Draco 
derkuenstler@lorenz.ldbl du 
recklezzjayy02Why y'all niggas look In at his legs bruhh ^^ rlly thinking 

y'all niggas gay now 😧💀 
brand_drebabyIs that blue tf 
brand_drebaby@ogn_gang he not gone hit 21 with nun nigga shut yo bitch 
ass up 

curlyyheadd_ttje gang 😈😈😧 
ogn_gang21 is little bitch 
ogn_gang@descend_scopess fuck you bitch ass nigga 
ogn_gang@descend_scopess nigga I don't want no beef 
brand_drebaby@ogn_gang ik u dont beef fuck u if u bout that life pop some 
other than pills tryna kill yaself 
ogn_gangKeep on talking 
str8flexxsinHahah but you can't shoot.... 
cez._@valpalk get your cousin 
iiamfireiio3Oh he got blue on 
the_rich_forever_way@xyoung22x u can't beat 21 or 23 savage in a rap 
contest 
the_rich_forever_wayThey'll both rap your azz 
the_rich_forever_wayNo lie 
21._21._21._savageLol 
baby.extindo1kBig 22 @xyoung22x 
stxphen._Pic looks fire 
catclarkmusicCHECK OUT MY MUSIC IM FUCKING LIT FOR REAL DONT 
SLEEP!!!!!!!!!CHECK OUT MY MUSIC IM FUCKING LIT FOR REAL DONT 
SLEEP!!!!!!!!! 
catclarkmusicCHECK OUT MY MUSIC IM FUCKING LIT FOR REAL DONT 
SLEEP!!!!!!!!! 
catclarkmusicCHECK OUT MY MUSIC IM FUCKING LIT FOR REAL DONT 
SLEEP!!!!!!!!!CHECK OUT MY MUSIC IM FUCKING LIT FOR REAL DONT 

SLEEP!!!!!!!!!😻😻😻😻😻😻😻💸💸💸💸💸💸💸 
aka_lexisRite 

teflon.savage_Who tf is 23 savage?❗❗🚮 
akular1017Young 22 dracoooooooo 

famous_757tinkPullup wit a stick letit hit 😎 
richshayyyWho tf is 23 savage 
king_savage195gsWt tht gun called 
allgoodintheworldLol mofo parked asf 
crb_slim_brasi100it 

thegoldentruth_😂 
lazarojr983Ak47 
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north_ville_7.62 or 5.45? 
nba_sleazy@lazarojr983 that's a Draco homie 

itshopyakno😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂 
iamkingshanesDraco 
socialmediaplatformagencyShoot police wit that instead of each other for 
once ???? 
cardarius_tobinYou a clout rider who got famous off another man's name 
lol 
xavier.deandradeYall ugly fuck 22 

marlyf187Looking like the Grinch who stole draco.😂😂 52 nights remix 
im my bio check it out 
loyal_og22Nigga pull ur pants up lol 

spiffy.jonThis nigga pants 😭😭😭😭😭😭 

swervin819You know how to shoot it?! 😂😂😂😖😖😖 
_.fijiwaterFuck 22 
_.fijiwater21 bitch 
priceless_ambitionI wanna take that Shit and beat the fuck out yo goofy ass 
with it please come to ny 
geokon5This guy is soft starving for attention even copying mf names like 
be more creative you can't chase someone else's success STRAIGHT 
morningwood79#BlackLivesMatter#BlackHistoryMonth 
moneymakingdeboIts summertime bitch we outchea with dem dracos 
youraveragejBoy pull yo pants up first 
trippy345Queer 
michaelkjonaasFAG 
nolimitnick__This man already on a case ain't he ? Lol you dumb bro 
nolimitnick__Rs 
robertocag9Put that shit down little ugly dude 
they.call.me.juice_Gtfo fake ass wanna be 21 savage 
philipmarcel1@xblkvs you talkin real crazy online but in person you prolly 
a bitch 
devobtaSup 22 savage 
biipod@philipmarcel1 probably* 
to_the_top9Fake 
davelovethesavagelife@philipmarcel1 You Know it lol 
williehardimanWe seen him shooting while not moving, hate to see his aim 

while shooting from a moving car. 😂😂😂 

bih_it_lunoopwop@williehardiman lol💀😂 

_me1ogo shoot 21 up bitch ass 😂💪🏾 @xyoung22x @21savage 
thefinesscokustombro I thought u got a case going on ? 
marlyf187@thefinesscokustom@swaggyymelo1 @bih_it_lunoopwop@willi
ehardiman @davelovethesavagelife@to_the_top9 @xblkvs @devobta@philip
marcel1 @they.call.me.juice_ look at me remix in bio 
kingxquran@thefinesscokustom he beat it already 
jlray88@nba_sleazy Draco is the brand, it's still a Ak47. Jesus, y'all youth is 

getting dumber by the day 🤦🏽♂  
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jayy_allproofU a pussy 22. @21savage man kill this fucknigga already🔫🔫 
ricothamigoSon Wild Hunnid + Magnolia 

_omarrrrW da Draco😈🤙🏾💉 
jumpin_out_the_gym21This nigga stoleeeeeee my beatttttttt wtfffff 
longbreezy__confidential@xyoung22x you look like savage 21's lil dike 
sister. Bitch nigga 
_k.t_8Tje 
dev1of1@jaynugg_ 
dev1of1@jaynugg__ 

swishhwiggythey don't wanna to see u winnin' 💯 
pharoah.ggNigga pull ur damn pants up draco bwoy 
pharoah.ggIs this nigga wearing pants or something @worldstar 
pharoah.ggYow @world_dawg need fi talk to dem rapper ya enuh 
donnyboyy__Your mod for this one 

hotgirlkilla__❤️❤️❤️🤦🏽♀  
spartaforevaBroski 

turbotv_••🔥 FOLLOW ME 🔥•• King 👑Turbo 

hashas12Ay this nigga pants fallin off😂 
xyoungjYou going to jail 
nadiabyokley@brianskindabaked wtf you got going on, shut cho ass up 
rich_gang13422 savage ain't no 21 
samwehoBb gun 
young_luv_6790Why Tha tip of the gun inside Tha truck is it orange 
moistturkeyNigga ur ak looking hella fake Boi look at that hanguard looking 
fake af and that charging handle look like it bout to fall off and buy yourself a 
belt you know sagging is for gay ass people who like it in the ass 
moistturkeySticked up Boi you make no sense it's stuck up 
lawrenceshamoun@brianskindabaked dude i swear that is the best 
comment I've ever seen on the whole instagram 
thagrates@brianskindabaked idgaf what he wannabe but u can't call him 
that mofucka 
glow.q@vlone.nai 
laurenceng_Young 22 love gripping automatics 

_shiizzBoy put ya thighs away 😂😂 
briandollard16guns fake 
3ohzoYour like 12 years old talking shit @official24savage 
talmage22It's been proven,, you don't know how to shoot. I think that the 
safest place to be is in front of the gun 

vickk060@briandollard16 bitch stop hating 💀💀💀 

briss1_💸 

_halows🐀 yourself out 
chasebuter9127Savage 
chasebuter9127You a ditch 
chasebuter912721 savage will kick your ass 

chasebuter9127🤘🏻💯🏃🏻💵👿 put that shit down 
chasebuter9127And you can't rap 

https://www.instagram.com/jayy_allproof/
https://www.instagram.com/21savage/
https://www.instagram.com/ricothamigo/
https://www.instagram.com/_omarrrr/
https://www.instagram.com/jumpin_out_the_gym21/
https://www.instagram.com/longbreezy__confidential/
https://www.instagram.com/xyoung22x/
https://www.instagram.com/_k.t_8/
https://www.instagram.com/dev1of1/
https://www.instagram.com/jaynugg_/
https://www.instagram.com/dev1of1/
https://www.instagram.com/jaynugg__/
https://www.instagram.com/swishhwiggy/
https://www.instagram.com/pharoah.gg/
https://www.instagram.com/pharoah.gg/
https://www.instagram.com/worldstar/
https://www.instagram.com/pharoah.gg/
https://www.instagram.com/world_dawg/
https://www.instagram.com/donnyboyy__/
https://www.instagram.com/hotgirlkilla__/
https://www.instagram.com/spartaforeva/
https://www.instagram.com/turbotv_/
https://www.instagram.com/hashas12/
https://www.instagram.com/xyoungj/
https://www.instagram.com/nadiabyokley/
https://www.instagram.com/brianskindabaked/
https://www.instagram.com/rich_gang134/
https://www.instagram.com/samweho/
https://www.instagram.com/young_luv_6790/
https://www.instagram.com/moistturkey/
https://www.instagram.com/moistturkey/
https://www.instagram.com/lawrenceshamoun/
https://www.instagram.com/brianskindabaked/
https://www.instagram.com/thagrates/
https://www.instagram.com/brianskindabaked/
https://www.instagram.com/glow.q/
https://www.instagram.com/vlone.nai/
https://www.instagram.com/laurenceng_/
https://www.instagram.com/_shiizz/
https://www.instagram.com/briandollard16/
https://www.instagram.com/3ohzo/
https://www.instagram.com/official24savage/
https://www.instagram.com/talmage22/
https://www.instagram.com/vickk060/
https://www.instagram.com/briandollard16/
https://www.instagram.com/briss1_/
https://www.instagram.com/_halows/
https://www.instagram.com/chasebuter9127/
https://www.instagram.com/chasebuter9127/
https://www.instagram.com/chasebuter9127/
https://www.instagram.com/chasebuter9127/
https://www.instagram.com/chasebuter9127/
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bigleez_theblksheepPap M-92 
here_lie_a_true_savageI can see yo leg 
here_lie_a_true_savageM-92 is my gun 
here_lie_a_true_savageBout to get shot up!! 
shiii_ik21 Savage won't do a muthafucking thing quit tryna my nigga on that 

hoe shit💯💯💥💨 
rickygonza5432Bruh u needa chill with deez gun dawg u gunna end up in 
the same situation Soulja boy was at I don't wanna see that bruh u my 
favorite rapper jus chill dawg 

tkthagod_Look bye his draws 😂😂😂 

callofdutyfanpage17@tkthagod_😂😂😂😂😂 
saintdavidgalleryDope. Love 
yung.tae75Dawqwg that nigga pamts thooooo pull d hoez 

uppppp😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂 

shauntaviaa😍😍😍 
the.goat.johnnyYou ugly 
corbannnn@chasebuter9127 u bitch ass nigga 
spinner_boy_2007look this aint 21 bitch this 22 i got a draco thats faker 
then my shoes 
matt_hew91Draco!!! 
rudy_salazar83Look dumb as fuck 
5.fivesix1 unexpected hard turn and u flying out that truck, the pants prolly 

gon stay tho 😂 
ilovericeandbeanss@corbannnn internet thug? 

undescendedtestemousemyerz119g👽💉 drac0 make em slide BANDO 
TJEBROZ 
corbannnn@ilovericeandbeanss nah just joking around bro 
29savage559Draaaaco 
albert_almighty_josh21savage is better pick up yo pants feel damn feel 

sorry for the cars around they all can smell ur pussy 😂😂😂 

jaylonton@21savage lolol y'all nigga arguing over numbers in the 20's! 💀 

richbroke_You ain't gone spin shit 🗣 getcho cornball ass on Holmes 
euiapGet in the car you silly goose that's dangerous 
joseph.jaquesDat a Draco or I'm tripppin 
leo_s_o_l_e_sLike the k 
2017_welitWhat type of fuck shit yall own yall worried about this pants nah 

yall not his bitch 💯💯 idk what type of time yall on #NotGangShit 
the_draco_That's me you holding 

sepehrsahanNow come very good example of pregnant returns😂😏 

lil_corsFav🤑💋 
 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Guns 

• Outside 

https://www.instagram.com/bigleez_theblksheep/
https://www.instagram.com/here_lie_a_true_savage/
https://www.instagram.com/here_lie_a_true_savage/
https://www.instagram.com/here_lie_a_true_savage/
https://www.instagram.com/shiii_ik/
https://www.instagram.com/rickygonza5432/
https://www.instagram.com/tkthagod_/
https://www.instagram.com/callofdutyfanpage17/
https://www.instagram.com/tkthagod_/
https://www.instagram.com/saintdavidgallery/
https://www.instagram.com/yung.tae75/
https://www.instagram.com/shauntaviaa/
https://www.instagram.com/the.goat.johnny/
https://www.instagram.com/corbannnn/
https://www.instagram.com/chasebuter9127/
https://www.instagram.com/spinner_boy_2007/
https://www.instagram.com/matt_hew91/
https://www.instagram.com/rudy_salazar83/
https://www.instagram.com/5.fivesix/
https://www.instagram.com/ilovericeandbeanss/
https://www.instagram.com/corbannnn/
https://www.instagram.com/undescendedtestemousemyerz119g/
https://www.instagram.com/corbannnn/
https://www.instagram.com/ilovericeandbeanss/
https://www.instagram.com/29savage559/
https://www.instagram.com/albert_almighty_josh/
https://www.instagram.com/jaylonton/
https://www.instagram.com/21savage/
https://www.instagram.com/richbroke_/
https://www.instagram.com/euiap/
https://www.instagram.com/joseph.jaques/
https://www.instagram.com/leo_s_o_l_e_s/
https://www.instagram.com/2017_welit/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/notgangshit/
https://www.instagram.com/the_draco_/
https://www.instagram.com/sepehrsahan/
https://www.instagram.com/lil_cors/
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• Highway 

• Driving 

• Gold chain 

• Grit 

• Posing 

• Cars 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word:Savage 

2. Handle: xyoung22x 

3. Bio: 22 SAVAGE MutiTalented         #TravisJamesEnt 

(Bookyoung22@gmail.com) #IDGAF      youtu.be/sY3PeTf-Nzc 

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture:5 

6. How many likes on the picture:6628 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

Shows@xyoung22x is standing in front of what looks to be a white 

bedroom door. he is wearing an army fatigue hat that is backwards on his 

head, an army green bomber jacket that has patches on it, a grey ribbed 

tank top and a large gold medallion around his neck. In is left hand he is 

holding a wad of cash and is holding up his middle finger with his right 

hand. it looks as though he smoking something as there is smoke being 

exhaled from his mouth. 

• Caption under the picture:  

xyoung22x Niggas change for the change           #tje 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

savo.g_Dickeating off my bomber cannon 

roadroyce10New music video on my page if u listen to 22 check me out 🔥 

d1marspamm._🎯🏆 
callmeramon_21 

why_himGarbage 👈🏼👈🏼 

tg4l_jayy😍😍😍😍😍❤ 
xneillxFame * 
glogang_modePlay wit yo bitch 
jaykvng22_gloGlad you back bro 
kiddhonchoNigga werent u a comedian 
playbxisxarfoHe did det shit to get up @kiddhoncho 

da.savage.goat._🔥🔥 
triple6kalebthat's like 1k 
triple6kalebchump change 

kiddhoncho@shel0vestaee 😂😂😂 

lbeezyyyyyAnd Dats Real 💯🤙🏾 

https://www.instagram.com/savo.g_/
https://www.instagram.com/roadroyce10/
https://www.instagram.com/d1marspamm._/
https://www.instagram.com/callmeramon_/
https://www.instagram.com/why_him/
https://www.instagram.com/tg4l_jayy/
https://www.instagram.com/xneillx/
https://www.instagram.com/glogang_mode/
https://www.instagram.com/jaykvng22_glo/
https://www.instagram.com/kiddhoncho/
https://www.instagram.com/playbxisxarfo/
https://www.instagram.com/kiddhoncho/
https://www.instagram.com/da.savage.goat._/
https://www.instagram.com/triple6kaleb/
https://www.instagram.com/triple6kaleb/
https://www.instagram.com/kiddhoncho/
https://www.instagram.com/shel0vestaee/
https://www.instagram.com/lbeezyyyyy/
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nolimitjefeFuk wit yo movement bro keep grinding ❗💉 

darianflippin_22way💥🔫 

toodieee_😍😊 
gio_quinarez22 savage is a bitch 
eddie_v03Change for the better... 

2cousins.1pageeOn Timeeeeee 😂 , Mac ArThur Dean 

😭 @Pinkkk_swisheers 

duwop_gz💪🏽❤ 
ni.ckrileyHow is he verified!!! 
dpe_breeze@xyoung22x Hit me. 
alic.flagg22 savage will nock y'all pussy nigga out 

dvddybravoyoung 22 savage living lavage 😎 
ash_the_rapperhttps://youtu.be/xcOiN5gvFGM 

713jass😍 

bornvsinner💞😍 

nba_extendo😜 
rapperlazyielayshttps://youtu.be/A5uJw0MmDvc remixed this and scribe 
to my YouTube channel 
kellzie_717Make a video for the other side 
guaap000Switch up for a buck 
strong_boy_mezitaWhat happened to your boy wings??? 

xbridget.b😻😻❤❤ 
daytonturnermemesPussy ass nigga 
b.r.o.o.k.e_19Bitch 

digitaldopeboyz_mag👏 

milliondollarkiddd_💯💯💯👌 @xyoung22x 

smokez0Respect My Grind🎤 Straight Heat In (Bio)🔥🔥🔥 

famous.trapLillian the game🔥🔥 @xxl put him on there 

dailymobYo Instagram pays you for your likes. Visit my page 💯 Dope Pic 
by the way 

yrnboogie(Play with yo bitch) 🔥🔥🔥🔥 Kill em son! 💯 

vallyyungnMy Nigga🔥💯 
radicalburger21 for life (just being a savage) 

goofeyyy.kidd😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍

😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍 

goofeyyy.kidd😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍💞😍😍😍😍😍😍💞💞💞💞

💞💞💞😍😍😍😍😍💞💞💞💞💞😍😍😍💞💞💞 

streeticeWhen we gonna link and drop this merch together bro 💰 

plugtalkingcrazy256⛽️💊🍼💊⛽️🍼💊⛽️⛽️⛽️🍼💊 
vibe_soloYoung22 way harder 
_iamrudeFACTS 
lit_zae_the_kingFake 
freejabar540Come to VA !! 
kpine100Yung 22 I Lost My Hoe When I Was 4 

https://www.instagram.com/nolimitjefe/
https://www.instagram.com/darianflippin_/
https://www.instagram.com/toodieee_/
https://www.instagram.com/gio_quinarez/
https://www.instagram.com/eddie_v03/
https://www.instagram.com/2cousins.1pagee/
https://www.instagram.com/Pinkkk_swisheers/
https://www.instagram.com/duwop_gz/
https://www.instagram.com/ni.ckriley/
https://www.instagram.com/dpe_breeze/
https://www.instagram.com/xyoung22x/
https://www.instagram.com/alic.flagg/
https://www.instagram.com/dvddybravo/
https://www.instagram.com/ash_the_rapper/
https://www.instagram.com/713jass/
https://www.instagram.com/bornvsinner/
https://www.instagram.com/nba_extendo/
https://www.instagram.com/rapperlazyielays/
https://www.instagram.com/kellzie_717/
https://www.instagram.com/guaap000/
https://www.instagram.com/strong_boy_mezita/
https://www.instagram.com/xbridget.b/
https://www.instagram.com/daytonturnermemes/
https://www.instagram.com/b.r.o.o.k.e_19/
https://www.instagram.com/digitaldopeboyz_mag/
https://www.instagram.com/milliondollarkiddd_/
https://www.instagram.com/xyoung22x/
https://www.instagram.com/smokez0/
https://www.instagram.com/famous.trap/
https://www.instagram.com/xxl/
https://www.instagram.com/dailymob/
https://www.instagram.com/yrnboogie/
https://www.instagram.com/vallyyungn/
https://www.instagram.com/radicalburger/
https://www.instagram.com/goofeyyy.kidd/
https://www.instagram.com/goofeyyy.kidd/
https://www.instagram.com/streetice/
https://www.instagram.com/plugtalkingcrazy256/
https://www.instagram.com/vibe_solo/
https://www.instagram.com/_iamrude/
https://www.instagram.com/lit_zae_the_king/
https://www.instagram.com/freejabar540/
https://www.instagram.com/kpine100/
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almightyy.mike🔥🔥 
simppasamppaDis aint 22 bitch this 21 
ugonexttNbs 
jbreezygxI won't 
eliezer_herrera_WHAT A PUSSY ASS NIGGA 
awhit_souloJus like you did ol pussy boy 
ainsleycrosssdamn bby 

zaddy.mickooI love you baby 💖 
rxyj6Trying to be 21 Savage 
elitekiid_I have that exact jacket so brb I have 2 check my closet 

undescendedtestemousemyerz119g😖 sad some arent meantto stay 

blessed and Gs😿🏃 

suzukigirl700😍😍😍 

issa_ggoddess😍 
flashy_druRoss 
dev_stacclifeWassup wit y'all niggas and this wacc ass jacket ? 

😕 @staccacal 
staccacal@dev_stacclife what's up with the hate so early in the morning ? 

😕 
dev_stacclife@staccacal I don't kno man but I think I have a serious problem 

😔 

 
8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Money 

• Weed 

• Smoking 

• Blunts 

• Streetwear 

• Gold chains 

•  Middle finger 

•  Fuck Off 

 

https://www.instagram.com/almightyy.mike/
https://www.instagram.com/simppasamppa/
https://www.instagram.com/ugonextt/
https://www.instagram.com/jbreezygx/
https://www.instagram.com/eliezer_herrera_/
https://www.instagram.com/awhit_soulo/
https://www.instagram.com/ainsleycrosss/
https://www.instagram.com/zaddy.mickoo/
https://www.instagram.com/rxyj6/
https://www.instagram.com/elitekiid_/
https://www.instagram.com/undescendedtestemousemyerz119g/
https://www.instagram.com/suzukigirl700/
https://www.instagram.com/issa_ggoddess/
https://www.instagram.com/flashy_dru/
https://www.instagram.com/dev_stacclife/
https://www.instagram.com/staccacal/
https://www.instagram.com/staccacal/
https://www.instagram.com/dev_stacclife/
https://www.instagram.com/dev_stacclife/
https://www.instagram.com/staccacal/
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Savage  

2. Handle: yung_savage_otc 

3. Bio: Follow me if u bt tht life Snapchat : chris234689. 

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture:1 

6. How many likes on the picture:39 

7. Describe the post: 

a. The picture:  

In the picture @ yung_savage_otc appears to be in a room with two peer. 

He is wearing a burgundy shirt, dark blue jeans, and a black jacket. He is 

leaning into a woman to his left and smiling. His right arm is resting at his 

side. The woman is in the middle wearing all white. Her shirt appears to 

be sleeveless and her pants’ material isn’t clear. She has on a necklace that 

goes to her waist. Her arms are hidden behind @yung_savage_otc and a 

man to her left. She has her head tilted toward the left slightly and is 

smiling. The man to her left is leaning to his right, toward the woman. He 

is wearing a black, white, gray, and red shirt, a hat with the same colors, 

and some dark gray jeans with designed rips on them. He has on a black 

watch with a red face on his left wrist as well as a wedding ring. He’s 

hunched a bit due to how much shorter the woman is, her head comes to 

his shoulder thanks to him leaning in. He has a smirk on his face. 

b. Caption under the picture:  

yung_savage_otc Out with sis           

c. Comments linked to the picture: 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

a. Family 

b. Sister 

c. Brother 

d. Friends 

e. Going out 

f. Smiling 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Savage  

2. Handle: yung_savage_otc 

3. Bio: Follow me if u bt tht life Snapchat : chris234689. 

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture:2 

6. How many likes on the picture:60 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture: 

 In the picture @ yung_savage_otc appears to be in a room older woman 

(likely his mother given the caption). He is wearing black v-neck shirt and 

sitting down. He has a large smile on his face. The older woman is to his 

right, sitting just behind him. She has her left hand on his left shoulder. 

She is also smiling and has on a pink shirt with circular patterns on it. He 

has imposed a kissing face emoji over the picture in the lower third of the 

frame. 

• Caption under the picture:  

yung_savage_otc        #postyourmomchallenge 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Mother 

• Son 

•  Togetherness 

• Family 

• Closeness 

• Smiles 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Savage  

2. Handle: yung_savage_otc 

3. Bio: Follow me if u bt tht life Snapchat : chris234689. 

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture:3 

6. How many likes on the picture:65 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

In the picture @ yung_savage_otc appears to be in a car alone. He has a 

bottle of Hennessey in his right hand. He is drinking directly from the 

bottle so his face is turned somewhat down to the right of the camera. He 

has on a floral short-sleeved shirt that’s black and red. He has braids on 

top of his head and his sides are tapered with a line up.  

• Caption under the picture:  

yung_savage_otc I'm out tonight #yeye wats the plan 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

yung_savage_otcHow was it@essence_of_a_black_queen 

yung_savage_otcShe's always tired I'm out @essence_of_a_black_queen 

yung_savage_otcYe I'm down 

wenever @essence_of_a_black_queen 🍻🍻☝ 

yung_savage_otcLol OK ima have a drink for 

everybody@essence_of_a_black_queen 

yung_savage_otcLol yeye 

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Hennessey 

• Car 

• Angles 

https://www.instagram.com/yung_savage_otc/
https://www.instagram.com/essence_of_a_black_queen/
https://www.instagram.com/yung_savage_otc/
https://www.instagram.com/essence_of_a_black_queen/
https://www.instagram.com/yung_savage_otc/
https://www.instagram.com/essence_of_a_black_queen/
https://www.instagram.com/yung_savage_otc/
https://www.instagram.com/essence_of_a_black_queen/
https://www.instagram.com/yung_savage_otc/
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Savage  

2. Handle: yung_savage_otc 

3. Bio: Follow me if u bt tht life Snapchat : chris234689. 

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture:4 

6. How many likes on the picture:48 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

In the picture @ yung_savage_otc appears to be in an auditorium with 

others. He is sitting in a chair away from the other people. He is wearing a 

white short-sleeved dress shirt with black suspenders and a black bow tie. 

He has on tan pants and dark shoes or boots. He is wearing a black watch 

on his left wrist and has a light colored rubber band on his right forearm. 

He is smiling with his right hand on his right knee and his left arm resting 

on his left thigh. Behind him are four people over his right shoulder and 

one over the left. The person to the left is on a knee under an American 

flag, to the left of a stage. There is a speaker to the right of the person. 

Directly behind @yung_savage_otc’s right shoulder is a man wearing a 

light colored shirt sitting at a table. To the right of that man are two men 

standing, facing one another. Further to the right is a woman sitting at a 

table with her back to the camera. The woman has on light colored heels 

and a dark colored dress. The two men that are facing one another have on 

light colored shirts. The man farthest right has on black pants and his 

hands are in his pockets. The other man has on a vest and matching pants 

that are dark tan. His back is facing the camera and he has his left arm 

extended toward the man he is standing with. His right arm is resting at his 

side.  

• Caption under the picture:  

yung_savage_otc Something different       

• Comments linked to the picture: 

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Smile 

• Event 
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• Dressed up 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Savage  

2. Handle: yung_savage_otc 

3. Bio: Follow me if u bt tht life Snapchat : chris234689. 

4. Gender: Male 

5. # Picture:5 

6. How many likes on the picture:64 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

In the picture there are two children, a boy and a girl 

(@yung_savage_otc’s children according to the caption). The little girl is 

standing to the right with a white, pink, and green dress on. She has 

something in her hands but it is not clear what the object is. She is looking 

at the object intently. Her hair is done in braids with berets on the ends of 

them. The little boy is on the left with a white polo t-shirt on that has blue 

print saying “RL” and a year which is obscured by the items in his hand. 

The polo jockey can be seen next to the “L” on the shirt. He has on green 

and white pants or shorts. In his right hand is an unidentifiable object, 

possibly a freeze pop (if that’s the case the little girl has one as well). In 

his left hand is something with a screen that is light up as the light from it 

is reflecting off the little boys face. The little boy is looking up and to his 

right at something that can’t be seen on camera. He looks attentive and 

curious. His hair is in a mini-fro.  

• Caption under the picture:  

yung_savage_otc Lol my kids not paying me no mine 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

tripolarr.asiaa They cute 

 

 

 

 

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Children 

• Tablet 

https://www.instagram.com/tripolarr.asiaa/
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• Popsicles 

• Siblings   
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V. IG Data Collection Trap Queen 

 

Data Sheet 

 

1.Word: Trap Queen 

2. Handle: _trap_queen_254 

3. Bio:            ⓑⓔⓛⓘⓝⓓⓐ﹏ⓣⓤⓞⓢⓗ           ☆BE THE BEST FORGET THE 

REST ☆GOD IS SO GOOD. ☆WORK HARD AND BELIEVE IN YOSELF 

☆YES I WILL ALWAYS BE A CHAMP. 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:1 

6. How many likes on the picture:436 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

The picture shows @ _trap_queen_254 and a female friend. She is in the 

foreground and her friend is behind her looking over @ 

_trap_queen_254’s left shoulder. Both are making kissy faces. Both 

appear to be wearing white tops, @_trap_queen_254 has on a v-neck and 

her friend seems to be wearing a tube top.@ _trap_queen_254 has on a 

black baseball hat, the bill is solid and the cap is mesh. Both girls have 

twists.@ _trap_queen_254’s twists are black and her counterpart has 

reddish twists. @_trap_queen_254 has on larger hoop earrings and a 

stretch plastic choker necklace with white beads. She is wearing black 

lipstick, and her counterpart is wearing pink lipstick and a black choker 

necklace. The two are indoors. The room is not clear. 

• Caption under the picture:  

• Comments linked to the picture: 

deuswambura        

 

8. Themes presented in the images: 

• Friendship 

• Posing 

• Pouting 
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• Braids 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Trap Queen 

2. Handle: _trap_queen_254 

3. Bio:            ⓑⓔⓛⓘⓝⓓⓐ﹏ⓣⓤⓞⓢⓗ           ☆BE THE BEST FORGET THE 

REST ☆GOD IS SO GOOD. ☆WORK HARD AND BELIEVE IN YOSELF 

☆YES I WILL ALWAYS BE A CHAMP. 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:2 

6. How many likes on the picture:1088 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

This picture is taken from a top right angle. The photo is flipped so that 

the female’s head (@ _trap_queen_254 ) is in the bottom left of the frame. 

She is wearing a purple and silver striped cropped halter top and a black 

brocade patterned jacket. She is wearing black pants a silver chest-length 

chain with a black and silver teardrop pendant. She has her lips pursed and 

the frame cuts off half of her face (her left eye and most of her hair are cut 

out) so that her body is the main focal point. She has her left arm bent with 

her hand up by her shoulder and you can see the band of a bracelet wound 

twice around her wrist with her fist loosely curled. Her right arm is 

extended taking the picture. She appears to be in a stairwell. 

• Caption under the picture:  

_trap_queen_254 Life fucks no criminal 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

prince.d.492.dk Sure 

_trap_queen_254 Somehow @prince.d @prince.d.492.dk 

diarra_sita Beautiful 

prince.d.492.dk I like ur waist 

_trap_queen_254@diarra_sita@prince.d.492.dk thanks 

edrisa.jeng  U so sexy bbe 

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Posing 
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• Crop Top 

• Midriff 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Trap Queen 

2. Handle: _trap_queen_254 

3. Bio:            ⓑⓔⓛⓘⓝⓓⓐ﹏ⓣⓤⓞⓢⓗ           ☆BE THE BEST FORGET THE 

REST ☆GOD IS SO GOOD. ☆WORK HARD AND BELIEVE IN YOSELF 

☆YES I WILL ALWAYS BE A CHAMP. 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:3 

6. How many likes on the picture:779 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

This picture is a female subject (@ _trap_queen_254). She appears to be 

sitting and she has her right arm propped on her thigh with her fist loosely 

curled under her chin her left arm is extended taking a selfie. She is 

wearing olive green khaki pants and a white sleeveless shirt with a black 

sheep on the front. She is wearing a chest-length beaded necklace with a 

circle medallion. She has on purple lipstick and a gold ring on her right 

ring finger. Her short hair is sticking up slightly and her eyebrows are 

raised. She appears to be sitting outside a residence under a window. 

• Caption under the picture:  

_trap_queen_254 Trap_queen all day. 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

zashraah Niceeee my lovely 

 

8. Themes presented in the images: 

• Selfie 

• Purple Lip 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Trap Queen 

2. Handle: _trap_queen_254 

3. Bio:            ⓑⓔⓛⓘⓝⓓⓐ﹏ⓣⓤⓞⓢⓗ           ☆BE THE BEST FORGET THE 

REST ☆GOD IS SO GOOD. ☆WORK HARD AND BELIEVE IN YOSELF 

☆YES I WILL ALWAYS BE A CHAMP. 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:4 

6. How many likes on the picture:1233 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

This picture is a female subject (@ _trap_queen_254 ) kneeling in the surf 

of a beach. She is wearing a pink triangle halter top bathing suit top and a 

pair of black and white sport shorts with a white band and white strings 

hanging down between her legs. She has her hands on her knees, 

squeezing her breasts together and is looking slightly to her right with her 

hair blowing in the wind. 

• Caption under the picture: 

_trap_queen_254>Rafiki< 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

kamashee_omaro Wow 

embi_hardy Super                        

swit_a_fabulist Sexy 

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Posing 

• Beach 

• Pink Lip 

• Bikini 

• Water 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Trap Queen 

2. Handle: _trap_queen_254 

3. Bio:            ⓑⓔⓛⓘⓝⓓⓐ﹏ⓣⓤⓞⓢⓗ           ☆BE THE BEST FORGET THE 

REST ☆GOD IS SO GOOD. ☆WORK HARD AND BELIEVE IN YOSELF 

☆YES I WILL ALWAYS BE A CHAMP. 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:5 

6. How many likes on the picture:1606 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

This picture is a black and white photo. The female subject (@ 

_trap_queen_254 ) is standing with her left hand on her waist and her right 

arm by her side. She is wearing a Union Baseball t-shirt that has been cut 

in a v up the center exposing her stomach. She is wearing a vest and has a 

pair of aviator sunglasses tucked into the neck of her t-shirt. There is a 

chain hanging diagonally from her left shoulder down to her right waist. 

She has on stud earrings, a watch, and has her hair pulled back behind her 

head. She has her lips in a pout and is standing in front of a low wall 

which appears to be outside, perhaps at a school. 

• Caption under the picture:  

__trap_queen_254 Sometimes it is hard to find words to tell 

someone..but I hope someday you will understand 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

dogocharles Nakubali mama 

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Posing 

• Black and White Filter 

• Braids 

• Midriff 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Trap Queen 

2. Handle: hyzz_trapqueen_val 

3. Bio:      Sagittarius Baby      We are not defined by what happens to us. We are 

defined by how we rise above. And from time to time, we are reminded that our 

resiliency is the cure. 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture: 1 

6. How many likes on the picture:107 

7. Describe the post: 

a. The picture:  

The picture features one female, @hyzz_trapqueen_val, laying on a  bed 

with floral pillow shams. Her hair is pulled back into a ponytail. She is 

wearing silver hoop earrings and a silver chain. She has on a watch with a 

black band outlined with gold and a gold face. She is wearing a black 

tanktop and is taking a selfie from a slightly raised angle. She has her 

eyebrows slightly raised and her left fist tucked under her chin on the left-

hand side. 

b. Caption under the picture:  

hyzz_trapqueen_val Glow baby glow                 #browssoofffleek 

#stillprettyidohmind 

c. Comments linked to the picture: 

swaggy4097My trapqueen @hyzz_trapqueen_val isn't she lovely 

                   

hyzz_trapqueen_val☺        @swaggy4097 

whyterockley Sweet 

hyzz_trapqueen_val Thank you @whyterockley still trying to figure out 

who u are tho         

buybunbun✨✨     

whyterockley@hyzz_trapqueen_val chef at yemanja 

hyzz_trapqueen_val Orrrrrrrr finally a face to the name ☺ 

@whyterockley 

lil_bless_lb Looking lovely 

joeltimothy09 If u pretty again pretty a vex 

8. Themes presented in the images: 
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a.  Bed 

b. Purple Lip 

c. Selfie 

d. Undershirt 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Trap Queen 

2. Handle: hyzz_trapqueen_val 

3. Bio:      Sagittarius Baby      We are not defined by what happens to us. We are 

defined by how we rise above. And from time to time, we are reminded that our 

resiliency is the cure. 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture: 2 

6. How many likes on the picture:126 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

The female subject (@hyzz_trapqueen_val) in this photo is wearing a blue 

chambray mid-thigh length tube dress with large white and pink flowers 

on it. She has on gold strapped sandals and is carrying a brown wristlet 

purse. Her hair is down around her shoulders and she has on gold hoops, a 

watch on her left wrist, and a pink flower bib necklace. She is standing 

outside next to a shoulder-height green wall with her left hand propped on 

the top of the wall and her right arm hanging down by her side.  

• Caption under the picture:  

hyzz_trapqueen_val Glow baby glow....Am in Love with this woman 

                   

• Comments linked to the picture: 

grenadines_viewLooking lovely                    

myhype007 Beautiful pic 

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Strapless dress 

• Outside 

• Purple Lip 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Trap Queen 

2. Handle: hyzz_trapqueen_val 

3. Bio:      Sagittarius Baby      We are not defined by what happens to us. We are 

defined by how we rise above. And from time to time, we are reminded that our 

resiliency is the cure. 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture: 3 

6. How many likes on the picture:149 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

The female subject (@hyzz_trapqueen_val) in this picture is sitting on a 

light purple towel on a beach. In the background are several palm trees. 

She has her legs extended in front of her and has her right leg crossed over 

her left. Her left hand is resting on her right knee and her right hand is on 

her left forearm. She is wearing a one-piece leopard bathing suit. A deep v 

halter is gathered at the chest with a circle. She has on a short gold chain, 

small gold hoops, and a watch on her left wrist. Her hair is pulled back 

behind her head and she has a neutral expression on her face. On the right 

side is a can of sunblock, a pair of shorts, and a black shirt. 

• Caption under the picture:  

hyzz_trapqueen_val So what????? 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

melanie.stephensonSexy 

bekwaygirlSexy mommy 

coachrenrick711Sexy 

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Beach 

• Swimsuit 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Trap Queen 

2. Handle: hyzz_trapqueen_val 

3. Bio:      Sagittarius Baby      We are not defined by what happens to us. We are 

defined by how we rise above. And from time to time, we are reminded that our 

resiliency is the cure. 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture: 4 

6. How many likes on the picture:63 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

The picture has two children. One female pre-teen and one male early 

teen. The two are standing between two white SUVs outside. The male has 

his right arm around the female’s shoulders. She is wearing a blue 

patterned t-shirt and pink shorts and has both arms at her sides. He is 

wearing a black short-sleeved button up shirt with royal blue trim and 

silver outlined snaps. He also has on very light blue shorts. His left arm is 

at his side and he is holding an orange cell phone. Both children are 

smiling. 

• Caption under the picture:  

hyzz_trapqueen_val My 2 babies...                   

• Comments linked to the picture: 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Children 

• Family 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Trap Queen 

2. Handle: hyzz_trapqueen_val 

3. Bio:      Sagittarius Baby      We are not defined by what happens to us. We are 

defined by how we rise above. And from time to time, we are reminded that our 

resiliency is the cure. 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture: 5 

6. How many likes on the picture:84 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

In this picture the female subject (@hyzz_trapqueen_val) is lying on her 

back in a bed. Her hair is up in a bun and her left fist is curled loosely by 

the side of her face. She is wearing small gold hoop earrings, and a chain 

is visible on the right side of her neck. She is wearing a black bra and a 

white jacket. She has her right arm extended taking the photo. Her face is 

neutral with her chin slightly dipped. 

• Caption under the picture:  

hyzz_trapqueen_val Only thing I could have done after a long hard day 

was to finally give up. 1:49am after work, nothing in my life comes easy! I 

thank God for keeping me to see another, had a rough 2016 but in his 

name I am stepping forward in 2017 with his grace.....Happy 2017 all. 

#NothingmuchwastocelebratebuticelebrateLife 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

bekwaygirl Happy new year cuz                      love you 

yung_frass784Happy new years to u my dear do hope u had a gud rest 

@hyzz_trapqueen_val 

dherbs     ❤ 

 

 

8. Themes presented in the images: 

•  Selfie 

• Bedroom 

• Bra 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Trap Queen 

2. Handle: money_moneyteen 

3. Bio: Trap Queen 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture: 1 

6. How many likes on the picture: 54 

7. Describe the post: 

a. The picture:  

This picture features three females: one adult and two children. The adult 

female (@money_moneyteen ) has on a gray nike tank top, gray exercise 

pants, and a white baseball cap. She has a tattoo on her right upper arm on 

the outside and her nails and dangling earrings are both a turquoise green. 

The children are approximately three years old and seven years old. The 

adult is standing in the back left of the trio with the older girl standing to 

the front right side and the younger girl in front of the adult and to the left 

of the older girl. The adult woman has her left arm around the older girl’s 

waist and her right hand on the smaller girl’s chest. The younger girl has 

her left hand holding the adult woman’s hand on her chest and has her 

right hand by her side. The older girl has her left arm over the younger 

girl’s left shoulder and her right arm seems to be around the adult 

woman’s waist. The older girl is wearing a black short sleeved shirt and 

black pants and the younger girl is wearing a light purple tank top and a 

double ball hairtie in light purple on top of her head. They are standing in 

a parking lot in front of a copse of trees and a white car is in the back right 

of the picture. They appear to be in a park.  

b. Caption under the picture:  

c. Comments linked to the picture: 

carmelkisses91Hi ny        

pardonmyeyes                         

 

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

a. Daughters 

b.  Family 
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c.  Togetherness 

d.  Love 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Trap Queen 

2. Handle: money_moneyteen 

3. Bio: Trap Queen 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture: 2 

6. How many likes on the picture: 65 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

The female subject (@money_moneyteen) in this picture is posed in front 

of a white Mercedes at night. She appears to be in a driveway or a parking 

lot in an urban or suburban area. She is wearing a white sleeveless dress 

with gold stripes. It has a mock neck and comes to her mid-thigh. She is 

facing her right side and her right arm is not visible. Her left arm is bent 

and she is holding a bottle in her left hand up to her shoulder height. Her 

hair is down behind her back and she is wearing dark lipstick. She is 

wearing light pink sandal heels with a strap around the ankle. 

• Caption under the picture:  

• Comments linked to the picture: 

07_18_2014Okay wake they ass up sis 

bby.moneyyHBD cuz              

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Moet 

• BMW 

• Celebration 

• Night Out 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Trap Queen 

2. Handle: money_moneyteen 

3. Bio: Trap Queen 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture: 3 

6. How many likes on the picture: 44 

7. Describe the post: 

a. The picture:  

The female subject (@ money_moneyteen )is sitting on an arcade 

motorcycle. Her upper body is leaned forward with her arms straight out 

in front of her and her hands on the gears of the bike. Her body is angled 

away from the camera and her head is turned towards the camera over her 

right shoulder. She is wearing a white t-shirt and white sneakers with a 

blue trim. Her light washed jeans are ripped open on top of the upper 

thighs and the knees and she is wearing a black belt. Her hair is dark and 

down her back to her waist. She is in an arcade, a mall, or a movie theater. 

b. Caption under the picture:  

c. Comments linked to the picture: 

willsfargo_#Amen 

oaktownpopin367      

chief_roc5Sexy af 

 

8. Themes presented in the images: 

a.  Arcade 

b. Arched Back 

c. Ripped Jeans 

d. Jordan’s (Michael Jordan Sneakers) 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Trap Queen 

2. Handle: money_moneyteen 

3. Bio: Trap Queen 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture: 4 

6. How many likes on the picture: 59 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture: 

In this picture the female subject (@money_moneyteen) is wearing a gray 

knitted hat and gray Mickey Mouse leggings with a black jacket and white 

Jordan’s with gray trim. She is in a department store and has taken the 

photo in a mirror. She is holding up a pink phone to take the picture with 

her right hand. She is facing the right and has a black handbag hanging 

down behind her left leg. She has her right heel popped up to bend her 

right knee. Her chin is dipped and she is wearing a ring on her right ring 

finger. 

• Caption under the picture:  

• Comments linked to the picture: 

ladii_likestyles                   

therealjr_86Vicious 

 

8. Themes presented in the images: 

•  Shopping 

• Department Store 

• Posing 

• Side View 

• Leggings 

• Jordan’s (Michael Jordan Sneakers) 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Trap Queen 

2. Handle: money_moneyteen 

3. Bio: Trap Queen 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture: 5 

6. How many likes on the picture: 29 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture: 

 In this picture the female subject (@money_moneyteen) is sitting on a 

chair or couch in what appears to be a living room. She is using a flower 

crown snap chat filter. She has her right hand loosely curled leaning on her 

right cheek. She has a ring on her right ring finger. She is wearing what 

appears to be a white nursing scrub top with a pink, black, and gray 

geometric details and a black jacket. Her hair is tied up in a pink band and 

is mostly invisible behind the flower crown filter. 

• Caption under the picture:  

• Comments linked to the picture: 

8. Themes presented in the images: 

•  Selfie 

•  Flower Filter 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Trap Queen 

2. Handle: nancymolly3650 

3. Bio: trap queen 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:1 

6. How many likes on the picture:22 

7. Describe the post: 

a. The picture:  

This picture has a girl (@nancymolly3650) in a yellow “Tom & Jerry” t-

shirt sitting at a desk. She has her left arm propped on the desk with her 

fist loosely curled under her chin and her lips parted. She is using a flower 

crown snapchat filter. She is wearing a chest length necklace of a black 

cross outlined in silver on a black leather cord. Her hair is in shoulder 

length braids with four cylindrical silver beads visible on the left side of 

her face. She appears to be in a classroom. 

b. Caption under the picture:  

nancymolly3650Flower BAE.... Luv my lips I love u all ..... 

c. Comments linked to the picture: 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

a. Flower Filter 

b. Smile 

c. Selfie 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Trap Queen 

2. Handle: nancymolly3650 

3. Bio: trap queen 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:2 

6. How many likes on the picture:26 

7. Describe the post: 

a. The picture: 

This picture shows four females grouped together in what appears to be a 

parking  lot. @Nancymolly3650 is taking the group picture. She is 

wearing a white top, white sandals, and pink shorts or a skirt. There is 

another female to the left of @nancymolly3650 holding her right hand in a 

peace sign who is wearing a pink long sleeve top and jeans with white 

sneakers. The other two females only have their faces showing. 

@Nancymolly3650 is wearing multiple necklaces, one longer necklace of 

a silver cross outlined in black on a black cord and at least one black 

choker. She is taking the picture from a top left angle and has her right 

hand tucked under her chin with her elbow pointed out. The female 

farthest to the left is smiling, the other females are each making a kiss 

face. Nancymolly3650 has her hair in braids with four cylindrical silver 

beads visible in her hair.  

b. Caption under the picture:  

nancymolly3650 Ma self and my three kid sistas They can distrub for 

Africa ehn...BT I hrt dem so much... Dere Frnd come join o.... 

c. Comments linked to the picture: 

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

a. Family 

b. Friendship 

c. Sisters 

d. Duck Lips 

e. Pink Lips 
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f. Crop top 

g. Midriff 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Trap Queen 

2. Handle: nancymolly3650 

3. Bio: trap queen 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:3 

6. How many likes on the picture:24 

7. Describe the post: 

a. The picture: 

This picture shows two females standing together in a park.@ 

Nancymolly3650 is on the right with her left arm extended to take the 

picture. She is wearing a white spaghetti strap tank top, and pink shorts or 

a skirt. @Nancymolly3650 is wearing multiple necklaces, one longer 

necklace of a silver cross outlined in black on a black cord and two black 

chokers, one with beads and one with a single charm outlined in gold. She 

is standing with her cheek pressed against that of another female (her 

mother) who is wearing an orange short sleeved shirt and blue pants or a 

skirt. The mother has her hair pulled back in braids and is wearing an even 

wristband on her right wrist. Her right hand is curled up at shoulder level 

near her face. She is wearing a silver chain necklace with a heart charm. 

Her left arm is down by her side and she is holding a white cell phone. 

Both women are smiling and the mother is looking off to the right 

b. Caption under the picture:  

nancymolly3650 My mummy yo.... Mama g....my best Frnd 

My teacher.....my joy.my hrt Best mom.luv her so much 

c. Comments linked to the picture: 

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

a. Family 

b. Smiles 

c. Mom 

d. Love 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Trap Queen 

2. Handle: nancymolly3650 

3. Bio: trap queen 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:4 

6. How many likes on the picture:25 

7. Describe the post: 

a. The picture:  

The female subject(@ nancymolly3650) has taken this photo in a mirror in 

what appears to be her bedroom. She is facing the left side of the frame 

with her right arm propped on a couch behind her and her left arm bent at 

the elbow with her left hand up by her shoulder taking the picture with a 

cell phone. She is wearing stone-washed jeans with a black belt and a 

white top which could be a bra, a bathing suit top, or a bandeau top. Her 

hair is down around her shoulders and she has a wide head band in her 

hair. She has a bracelet on her right wrist 

b. Caption under the picture:  

nancymolly3650 No pain ...no gain.. Miss fashionista #@ 

c. Comments linked to the picture: 

tokoni.atin     

nancymolly3650Tnx dear 

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

a. Arched back 

b. Butt pose 

c. Midriff 

d. Crop top 

e. Selfie 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Trap Queen 

2. Handle: nancymolly3650 

3. Bio: trap queen 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:5 

6. How many likes on the picture:17 

7. Describe the post: 

a. The picture: 

This picture is made up of three identical pictures. The female subject 

(@nancymolly3650) is wearing a long sleeve blue crop top and high 

waisted jeans with ripped knees. She has on white sneakers and red 

lipstick. Her hair is tied up behind her head and she is standing in front of 

a bare wall. Her left arm is bent with her left hand propped on her left hip. 

Her left hip is slightly cocked and her right knee is slightly turned in. She 

has a silver bracelet on her right wrist and her right arm is hanging down 

by her side. 

b. Caption under the picture:  

nancymolly3650 Best among d rest# 

Oluwa is involve #@miss molly 

Zagadat#@ 

c. Comments linked to the picture: 

8. Themes presented in the images: 

a.  Collage 

b. Midriff 

c. Crop top 

d. Selfie 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Trap Queen 

2. Handle: queen_embee_ 

3. Bio: ♡♡TRAP           QUEEN♡♡ #25-Dec-199x               #Cape Townian        ♡♡CRAZY 

PART...HAPPY AS I AM...GOD AIN'T DONE WITH ME♡♡ 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture: 1 

6. How many likes on the picture: 644 

7. Describe the post: 

a. The picture:  

The picture is a woman (@queen_embee_) standing in the surf on a beach. 

Her arms are raised above her shoulders and her left hand is shading her 

face. She is wearing a black two-piece bathing suit. The bottoms come up 

above her navel. The top is a halter style with a crocheted pattern over her 

sternum. She has on a thigh-length floral beach cover up that is hanging 

open. She has a gold watch on her left wrist and her toenails are painted 

red. She is looking off in the distance to the left. Her hair is pulled up on 

top of her head. There are mountains in the background and someone else 

took this picture. 

b. Caption under the picture:  

c. Comments linked to the picture: 

twerkernationn Love it 

terry_wins....       

oh_god_its_oman What is this I'm feeling?!..                    

denilsen_How I wish that my daughter just turns out to be like you. 

jololospexy Dammm gal 

justawoman.au     

 

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

a. Beach 

b. Swimsuit 

c. Bikini 
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d. Midriff 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Trap Queen 

2. Handle: queen_embee_ 

3. Bio: ♡♡TRAP           QUEEN♡♡ #25-Dec-199x               #Cape Townian        ♡♡CRAZY 

PART...HAPPY AS I AM...GOD AIN'T DONE WITH ME♡♡ 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture: 2 

6. How many likes on the picture: 744 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture: 

The picture is a side-by-side series of photos. She is wearing a blue halter 

bathing suit with a Hawaiian floral print. The suit has a navel-deep u-cut 

and shows her cleavage and ties behind the neck. She is wearing large 

silver hoops and is using a flower crown snapchat filter. In the picture on 

the left she has her lips parted and her teeth closed. In the picture on the 

right she is making a kiss-face. She is indoors in what appears to be a 

living room  

• Caption under the picture:  

• Comments linked to the picture: 

stay_the_model Girrrrl stop it         we get it you a damn flame             

jagua12345                                                                                  

simba_still Damn        

ambiiiiishhh Looking exquisite boo♥♥ 

cinderrella_the.newking Paper planes... 

toneup_fitness Nice color selection, compliments your gorgeous eyes     

i_am_daryor Cool 

kingley1129Mmm 

shagunbisht So cute 

phalakotane6 Flawless 

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Swimsuit 
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• Flower Filter 

• Collage 

• Duck lips 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Trap Queen 

2. Handle: queen_embee_ 

3. Bio: ♡♡TRAP           QUEEN♡♡ #25-Dec-199x               #Cape Townian        ♡♡CRAZY 

PART...HAPPY AS I AM...GOD AIN'T DONE WITH ME♡♡ 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture: 3 

6. How many likes on the picture: 452 

7. Describe the post:  

• The picture:  

This picture is four pictures in a two by two pattern. The pictures show 

two people a male and a female. The male is on the left side in each photo. 

He has a beard and a black backwards baseball cap with snaps. He has on 

a light gray or white t-shirt with a v-neck cut out. The female 

(@queen_embee_) is wearing a white sweater, a black choker, and black 

stud earrings. Her hair is tied up on top of her head. In the top left picture 

both have a slight smile on their faces. In the top right photo the male has 

a neutral face and the female has her right hand around his neck. She is 

kissing his left cheek. In the bottom left photo she has her right hand 

around his neck. She has her lips pursed and her tongue is poking out. He 

has his upper lip lifted and his upper teeth are biting his lower lip. In the 

bottom right photo both are making a kiss face. They are inside in front of 

a door, possibly in a bedroom. 

• Caption under the picture:  

queen_embee_Friday night with the king                         

• Comments linked to the picture: 

huliesani My people @queen_embee_ 

justpearl___xx Should I tag him too?        Anibahle man      

queen_embee_ @justpearl___xx lol please don't you know all these 

hungry lions                           @huliesani              

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Love 

• Relationship 
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• Togetherness 

• Kissing face 

• Duck lips 

•  Tongue out 

• Couple 

• Collage 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Trap Queen 

2. Handle: queen_embee_ 

3. Bio: ♡♡TRAP           QUEEN♡♡ #25-Dec-199x               #Cape Townian        ♡♡CRAZY 

PART...HAPPY AS I AM...GOD AIN'T DONE WITH ME♡♡ 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture: 4 

6. How many likes on the picture: 173 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture: 

In this picture the female(@queen_embee_) is jumping in the air with her 

feet tucked up behind her. Her hair is flying above her and her head is 

slightly thrown back with her mouth open. She is wearing a light pink 

bandeau top with a halter string that goes around her neck. She has a light 

pink skirt on with a lighter gauzy overlay. She is pinching the upper layer 

and pulling it out to the sides of her legs. She has on white sneakers and is 

in a yellowish field of either flowers or wheat. 

• Caption under the picture:  

queen_embee_ ♥ 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

pkaytheking      

majestic_manda                   

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Crop top 

• Midriff 

• Smiles 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Trap Queen 

2. Handle: queen_embee_ 

3. Bio: ♡♡TRAP           QUEEN♡♡ #25-Dec-199x               #Cape Townian        ♡♡CRAZY 

PART...HAPPY AS I AM...GOD AIN'T DONE WITH ME♡♡ 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture: 5 

6. How many likes on the picture: 562 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:   

The picture is of a female (@queen_embee_) butt. She is wearing high-

waisted Levi jeans with frayed rips along the lower buttocks. Her elbows 

are bent and her hands appear to be resting on her thighs. 

• Caption under the picture:  

queen_embee_                   ❤                  

• Comments linked to the picture: 

pablo_the_other_one Vrrooomm Booooom 

gumede85                                

luvo_breakfast So this Trap Queen's Thirst Trappn           

_tatasha26_ @Pachie1 @abbychawa @thandiezee @rachmtisu 2017 

zizakhala chonchi @kobelee 

                                                                                                                   

mobbz.satx Can't wait To See these in 

Texas                                                                                                           

lucas_sheane@queen_embee_ you got me shocked there        the voltage 

is too high for my eyes    

wilbardaidanBBHTASS 

alfredojacksonW0w!!!!!!!!!!! 

mmteamsexybodiesYo wow 

trustobeyg No strings attached. :-). Good pic. 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Butt pose 

• Ripped jeans 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Trap Queen  

2. Handle: trap_queen64 

3. Bio: trap_queen     Nudes     cumin Soon            Hey stalker DM a Hey            

Loui is Twin                Let the crowd call you a Hoe            Realest Illest Baddest Eat 

Twerk strip n repeat            

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:1 

6. How many likes on the picture:274 

7. Describe the post: 

a. The picture:  

The picture shows @trap_queen64 taking a selfie. She is wearing a black 

with white polka dot sheer crop top that is gathered and tied in the front. 

She is also wearing a black bra and black pants. Her hair is dressed in faux 

locks (black) with two visible blonde locks.  The location of the photo 

appears to be outside on a porch or patio. There is a blue painted window 

behind her that open and a blue painted door beside her that is closed. The 

flooring seems to be red concrete.  

b. Caption under the picture:  

trap_queen64 Got a list of 99 problems and a bitch ain't one of 

em'....#BlackBarbie                ❤          

c. Comments linked to the picture: 

yung.junior_                black barbie                ✖️✖️✖️ 

_teddy._            

trap_queen64@yung.junior_ best 

fweeeenddd                                                            ❤ 

trap_queen64@_teddy._                   

computer_and_solutions Sweet lips 

dauphin_phineas                         hiyo macho         

trap_queen64 @dauphin_phineas nikubwa                                                                             

yung.junior_ @trap_queen64                   besfwen                      

louiser_morena Bae             

trap_queen64@louiser_morena                         mine 

louiser_morena U are cute babe 

yung.junior_          
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dauphin_phineas@trap_queen64 makes them even more sexier              

trap_queen64@louiser_morena                             twinnie 

trap_queen64@dauphin_phineas                                

isa.bel_001 Exactly babe                 lit 

t_raplor_d Nitaggiwe hii picha                   @trap_queen64 

lilcaptwin                                     Shawty 

juniour_star_boy                               slayed it 

trap_queen64@juniour_star_boy                                          

trap_queen64@t_raplor_d                                              sawa 

freddie_shishinice              

brav_barare     

sly_sly_sylvia_                                         babe ur bio iliiest mehn @trap_queen64 

sly_sly_sylvia_                                

sly_sly_sylvia_Na bado nangoja nudes                                                ....stripping is 

a must..... 

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

a. Faux Locs 

b. Selfie 

c. Pink Lip 

d. Pout 

e. Crop Top 

f. Midriff 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Trap Queen  

2. Handle: trap_queen64 

3. Bio: trap_queen     Nudes     cumin Soon            Hey stalker DM a Hey            

Loui is Twin                Let the crowd call you a Hoe            Realest Illest Baddest Eat 

Twerk strip n repeat            

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:2 

6. How many likes on the picture:494 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

The picture shows @trap_queen64 taking a selfie. She is wearing a black 

and white jacket open, grey sports bra, black pants a a gold necklace.  She 

has her left hand in her crotch area. Her hair is straightened and she is 

wearing a bang.  The location of the photo appears to be outside on a 

porch or patio. She is standing in the blue painted doorway.There is a 

black flip flop just near her feet.  

• Caption under the picture:  

trap_queen64Made of Black               

• Comments linked to the picture: 

muhoro_umeshika wapi             

trap_queen64                                       nlikua naunda trouser @muhoro_ 

yobraspartaarSo cuye bae 

yobraspartaarCute 

lavidah_montero Looking good @trap_queen64 

muhoro_                

muhoro_             naona 

josphatgatonga                                                      Damn... 

ednah_anjili           

juniour_star_boy Hot as always                         

charles.g5 Can i do that                                                        

trap_queen64 You want too @charles.g5                                             

charles.g5 @trap_queen64 kapsaaaahhh                                            

trap_queen64                                                                @charles.g5 
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charles.g5                         kwanza ni sato...                 

trap_queen64 @charles.g5                                   hoekay 

yung_dolla_ Its ma hand that shld b there 

yung_dolla_              

trap_queen64           these always a next time @ yung_dolla_ 

trap_queen64  @yung_dolla_                

mutuma_untamed Pretty always. ....umeshika wapi 

hapo                                         

malosawicky Woooow 

trap_queen64 @morris_scartel_untamed                                                 nimeshika 

temple 

mutuma_untamed Nakujia maombi                                                  

_soweto_ Kaa ni yako shika                                          

trap_queen64  @__s.owetoo                                         hater ya wenyewe siezi 

shika sio 

k.a.s.y.o.k.a Supu aki 

juniour_star_boy Hyo pose ama kuna kitu ulikuwa unataka kufanya 

Hehe                                                i love it 

nekesa_cnn Hehe Boss lady. Unatafuta nini huko 

trap_queen64@nekesa_cnn 

                                                                                       balls 

dianealpha Hair on fleek.... But.... What's up down there 

trap_queen64 @dianealpha                first imy app me 

                                             am holding balls 

dianealpha                   when did you grow balls 

trap_queen64 @dianealpha                                         when they left me 

dianealpha  Haha.. Change yo name from trap queen to drama swee 

trap_queen64 @dianealpha           when I realised boys are useless 

beki_vince Hot one 

stephernoramsy Luna nn kwa mkono hapo. 

sly_sly_sylvia_                                 usitudanganye ivo ....boys aint useless 

....                         u just have to know how to make good use of them 

@trap_queen64 

trap_queen64 @sly_sly_sylvia_                          are u lost my sister ??? 

Tema hiyo mate mbaya 

kid_n.y.a.x.x23 the blacker the berry...... 

wambui_sugar        

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Selfie 

• Red Lip 
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• Duck Lips 

• Hand on Vagina 

• Crop Top 

• Midriff 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Trap Queen  

2. Handle: trap_queen64 

3. Bio: trap_queen     Nudes     cumin Soon           Hey stalker DM a Hey            

Loui is Twin                Let the crowd call you a Hoe            Realest Illest Baddest Eat 

Twerk strip n repeat            

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:3 

6. How many likes on the picture:274 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

The picture shows @trap_queen64 taking a selfie. She is wearing a black 

and white flannel long sleeve shirt ,open. She's also wearing a grey sports 

bra/ crop top, black leggings, black and shite sneakers and an ankle 

bracelet. Her  large purse is on he ground and she’s wearing a black hat 

with the word “Texas”  stitched in white across the front of the hat. The 

location of the photo appears to be outside in an open area, potentially a 

park.  

• Caption under the picture:  

trap_queen64Know your self and know your worth     #Beerburry        

#sayNoToFries     

#tummyGoals          

• Comments linked to the picture: 

reubenfell                                              

k.a.s.y.o.k.a Cute 

josphatgatongaEver dope                       

ti.my_tunnerTruly you are the trap queen 

shvdes_ke                 

lowke_yI like            

chustvery Nice pic 

sly_sly_sylvia_                         crop top goals....my insiparation             ...... 

trap_queen64@sly_sly_sylvia_ 

                                                                                            bra uploading soon 

brianito_donaslah❤❤                  

lilcaptwin                                           
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kristynn_dellabody like a weapon 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Selfie 

• Crop Top 

• Black and White Filter 

• Braids 

• Midriff 
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Data Sheet 

 

1. Word: Trap Queen  

2. Handle: trap_queen64 

3. Bio: trap_queen     Nudes     cumin Soon            Hey stalker DM a Hey            

Loui is Twin                Let the crowd call you a Hoe            Realest Illest Baddest Eat 

Twerk strip n repeat            

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:4 

6. How many likes on the picture:472 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

The picture shows @ trap_queen64 taking a selfie with a female 

counterpart. @Trap_queen64 is wearing a black blazer with the sleeves 

rolled up to ¾. She is also wearing a light-colored top and posed with duck 

lips. She along with her counterpart have box braids. Trap Queens 

counterpart is wearing a light- colored sleeveless top and black pants. The 

location of the post is in an open park area. There is a man walking in the 

opposite direction in the background. There are also a few trees visible. 

Both trap_queen64 and her counterpart are sitting on a bench.  

• Caption under the picture:  

trap_queen64#myotherhalf      __            my bad and boujee 

#Twinnie              __twinHood❤             __for keep                 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

delvodalmeida Dope 

louiser_morena Bae,                    

louiser_morena Atakaa umefura kuri riandasi. .kiluya pale                          

trap_queen64           bae niwewe na matako yako kombo           ,__ 

trap_queen64 Nimejam         nichangiwe pesa ya nywele ndio niache 

kujam               kama riandazi @louiser_morena 

louiser_morena         ati matako kombo                                                         

louiser_morena  Ambia lechef mwas                         

trap_queen64                                 juu umeskia yeye anachimba pesa ama 

                                            nifanyie contribution @louiser_morena 

brand_en_254 kwa background pale         
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trap_queen64                                     tushakuona photo bommer 

                        aya sasa                         kudandia iendelee @brand_en_254 

louiser_morena @brand_en_254 tumekuona                          

trap_queen64 Tumcrop                         babyface jitete kabla uumishwe crop 

                            ___niambie mambo mazuri alafu 

hatutakucrop                                           

rowjar_akaemoji  Noma             

josphatgatonga Cute baby dolls @trap_queen64 

ti.my_tunner You surely look alike 

lewisgrrcy Peri's!! 

trap_queen64 @kevin_mwihaki                                     issa twins affair 

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Selfie 

• Crop Top 

• Black and White Filter 

• Friendship 

• Sister 

• Duck Lips 

• Braids 

• Posing 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Trap Queen  

2. Handle: trap_queen64 

3. Bio: trap_queen     Nudes     cumin Soon            Hey stalker DM a Hey            

Loui is Twin                Let the crowd call you a Hoe            Realest Illest Baddest Eat 

Twerk strip n repeat            

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:5 

6. How many likes on the picture:528 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

The picture shows@ trap_queen64 taking a selfie. She is wearing a black 

blazer with the sleeves rolled up and pink fabric lining the inside of the 

sleeve. She is wearing a mint green crop top and mint green skinny jeans. 

Her hair is in box braids (black) with purple tip matching her purple 

lipstick. Her legs are crossed as she stands in a grassy area. The location of 

the photo appears to be outside in a park.  

• Caption under the picture:  

trap_queen64    follow__for__follow...       nudes__coming soon              

• Comments linked to the picture: 

addistiffa Nice look the body is on fleek 

dianealpha          if i see one nude post           

dianealpha Buh you slayin, as always ❤ 

trap_queen64           siunajua Mwalimu ni nani 

                     .....                              

trap_queen64                                 nude cumin soon .....bundles alert 

delvodalmeida Dope chweetie 

trap_queen64  Me__verses the green__grass                                   

@delvodalmeida .....sizCode iliexpire nikaumishwa divorce 

                                                 

delvodalmeida Zaeee haiwezi expire come rain come shine,,nakupenda 

trap_queen64 Hivo ndio kunaendagaa......... @delvodalmeida 

delvodalmeida C unajua nakupenda kabsaaaa 

trap_queen64                               hata IG itajua            number one 

bro                                
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s.h.m.e.x.yBaaabe                                            

trap_queen64                               hiii urembo yako kamamyyy tuambie 

secret,_we wanna legt @legit_afreecan_babe 

louiser_morena                                              nudes 

trap_queen64        stripping                 

sadeghnoch1366 nice 

trap_queen64             thankee @sadeghnoch1370 

stahn__ Trap u looking hot af 

yung_dolla_Dp 

ti.my_tunner  Grass ain't greener on the other side .....mwaaaah 

_eddie_tesh                      

machakos_finest                 

sammullerquan On, fleeck 

_.pur.ple_b                         Ati nudes 

trap_queen64 @__den.o__ yes                              nudes 

_.pur.ple_b  Haiya                      

trap_queen64@_.pur.ple_b yes nudes                                     

trap_queen64@_.pur.ple_b yes nudes                                     

trap_queen64@_.pur.ple_b yes nudes                                     

trap_queen64@_.pur.ple_b yes nudes                                     

trap_queen64@_.pur.ple_b yes nudes                                     

trap_queen64@_.pur.ple_b yes nudes                                     

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Selfie 

• Crop Top 

• Pout 

• Pink Lip 

• Braids 

• Posing 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Trap Queen 

2. Handle: trapqueen_42 

3. Bio: Trapqueen Live d life u love Love d life u live 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:1 

6. How many likes on the picture:21 

7. Describe the post: 

a. The picture: 

The picture shows @trapqueen_42 alone. She is laying on her back, 

wearing a pink bra. The location of the picture appears to be a bed. She is 

looking upward toward the camera. She may be the using her right arm to 

take the picture as it is outside of the frame and would likely produce the 

overhead angle shown. The picture is doubled with the image side by side.  

b. Caption under the picture:  

c. Comments linked to the picture:  

8. Themes presented in the images:  

a. Lingerie 

b. Bed 

c. Collage 

d. Selfie 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Trap Queen 

2. Handle: trapqueen_42 

3. Bio: Trapqueen Live d life u love Love d life u live 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:2 

6. How many likes on the picture: 24 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture: 

the picture shows @trapqueen_42 alone. She is laying on her back, 

wearing a pink bra as well as a blue shirt with white hearts on it. The 

location of the picture appears to be a bed. She is looking upward toward 

the camera. She is using her right arm to take the picture as it is outside of 

the frame and providing the overhead angle shown. Her head is tilted to 

the right and her left hand is resting under her chin. She is nearly grasping 

the left side of the blue shirt, near the collar. 

• Caption under the picture:  

• Comments linked to the picture:  

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Bra  

• Bed 

• Selfie 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Trap Queen 

 

2. Handle: trapqueen_42 

3. Bio: Trapqueen Live d life u love Love d life u live 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:3 

6. How many likes on the picture: 18 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture: 

The picture shows @trapqueen_42 alone. She is smiling as she stands in 

front of a burgundy double door entrance to a home or business, wearing a 

red shirt. The letters “E UP” are visible. She is looking upward toward the 

camera, which is to her right. She is using her right arm to take the picture 

as it is outside of the frame and is producing the slightly overhead angle 

shown.  

• Caption under the picture:  

• Comments linked to the picture:  

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Selfie 

• Smiles 
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Data Sheet 

 

1. Word: Trap Queen 

2. Handle: trapqueen_42 

3. Bio: Trapqueen Live d life u love Love d life u live 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:4 

6. How many likes on the picture: 32 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture: 

The picture shows @trapqueen_42 alone. She is sitting in a chair, blankly 

looking away from the camera to her left. Her right arm is bent on an 

armrest with her right hand touching her right shoulder. Her left arm is 

resting on her left side with her left hand touching her left thigh. She 

appears to be at some outside location. She is wearing a necklace, a 

bracelet on her right wrist, and a black watch on her left wrist. She also 

has a ring on her middle finger of her left hand. She has on a sleeveless 

white belly shirt with some sort of pattern and a pair of blue jeans where 

her thighs are exposed through designed patches. She has on a black belt 

and there appears to be a smartphone next to her right thigh. 

• Caption under the picture:  

• Comments linked to the picture:  

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Candid  

• Midriff 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Trap Queen 

2. Handle: trapqueen_42 

3. Bio: Trapqueen Live d life u love Love d life u live 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:5 

6. How many likes on the picture: 19 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

The picture shows @trapqueen_42 in three separate pictures. In the left 

picture she is looking downward, standing in front of what appears to be a 

male that is sitting in the background of what appears to be a living room. 

There is a white door to the left and a window just to the right of it. The 

apparent male in the background has on white pants and shoes. His shirt 

appears to be black with a red and white image on it. There also appears to 

be another person just outside of the frame to the left (his/her hand is 

visible). @trapqueen_42’s left side is all that is visible as she stands 

straight with her left arm resting. She is holding a bottle of water, wearing 

a necklace as well as a sleeveless white belly shirt with some sort of 

pattern and a pair of light blue jeans with a white belt. Her shoes appear to 

be Nikes that are black, pink, and white. She also has a white watch on her 

left wrist. In the centerpiece picture is a headshot of her wearing the same 

shirt from the previous picture. She appears to be outside with her head 

facing the right as she looks to the left where the camera is. In the picture 

to the right of the centerpiece she is standing outside alone. She has the 

same clothes on from the first picture (in the series) and is posing with her 

left arm bent while putting up the peace sign with her left hand. Her belt is 

undone. Her right arm is resting and her right leg is bent as though she is 

stepping forward on it. 

• Caption under the picture:  

• Comments linked to the picture: 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Collage 

• Midriff 

• Smirnoff  
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Trap Queen 

2. Handle: trapqueen_oftheyear 

3. Bio: rebecca Hacked at 45k certified money processer                       No personal 

information needed.. Vlive new stripper 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture: 1 

6. How many likes on the picture: 48 

7. Describe the post: 

a. The picture:  

In the picture @trapqueen_oftheyear appears to be in a room alone. She 

has what appears to be a large stack of single dollar bills in her right hand, 

which is lifted toward her right ear. She is wearing either a silver bikini 

top or bra. She has a tattoo going from her right shoulder down to her right 

breast. It appears to have a combination of a cheetah print and dollar bills. 

On her right upper arm there’s another tattoo that’s less visible but the part 

that can be seen looks like stars. Her left shoulder and eye are outside of 

the frame. She is making a kissing face. She has a mole just under her 

right nostril.  

b. Caption under the picture:  

trapqueen_oftheyear$$$ catch upp 

c. Comments linked to the picture: 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

a. Pink lip 

b. Duck Lips 

c. Money 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Trap Queen 

2. Handle: trapqueen_oftheyear 

3. Bio: rebecca Hacked at 45k certified money processer                       No personal 

information needed.. Vlive new stripper 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture: 2 

6. How many likes on the picture: 87 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture: 

In the picture @trapqueen_oftheyear appears to be in a room alone. She 

has what appears to be a large stack of single dollar bills in her left hand, 

which is lifted toward her left ear. She does not appear to have a top on. 

She has a tattoo going from her right shoulder down to her right breast. It 

appears to have a combination of a cheetah print and dollar bills. The 

camera angle is below her so only her upper right side of her chest, face, 

and left hand are in the frame. Her head is tilted to the right and she has 

her tongue poked out of her mouth to the right. Her hair appears to be red 

or pink. She appears to have two bracelets on her left wrist.   

• Caption under the picture:  

• Comments linked to the picture: 

biggsbenz500Rack up to your ear aaaaayyyyeeeee 

                                              

trapqueen_oftheyear U tryn make sum @biggsbenz500 

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Pink lip 

• Tongue 

• Money 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Trap Queen 

2. Handle: trapqueen_oftheyear 

3. Bio: rebecca Hacked at 45k certified money processer                       No personal 

information needed.. Vlive new stripper 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture: 3 

6. How many likes on the picture: 75 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture: 

In the picture @trapqueen_oftheyear appears to be in a room alone. She is 

wearing a one-piece swimsuit that is an assortment of blue, yellow, pink, 

black, and teal. She also has on black knee-high boots. She has a tattoo on 

her right thigh. Her right arm is resting just behind her right side and there 

appears to be a tattoo on her right arm below her elbow. Her left hand is 

holding her right breast. She has a tattoo that extends from her left 

shoulder to her left breast as well as a tattoo on her outer upper left arm 

(apparently those previous pictures flipped her image). She has dark hair 

and her tongue poking out of her mouth to the right where her head is 

tilted with her eyes closed. There is a pole behind her left side.  

• Caption under the picture:  

• Comments linked to the picture: 

10kcapoTrap King needs a Trap Queen 

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Pink lip 

• Tongue 

•  Swimsuit 

•  Posing 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Trap Queen 

2. Handle: trapqueen_oftheyear 

3. Bio: rebecca Hacked at 45k certified money processer                       No personal 

information needed.. Vlive new stripper 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture: 4 

6. How many likes on the picture: 25 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

In the picture @trapqueen_oftheyear (we’re guessing) has a stack of 

money folded with a fifty-dollar bill as the first bill. She is holding the 

money in her left hand. Only her thumb and index finger can be seen. She 

has pink fingernails.   

• Caption under the picture:  

trapqueen_oftheyear I'm single cuz bitches making more money than 

niggas now scared feet don't eat either 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

hustlevilla_the_god Yeah dat way 

trapqueen_oftheyear @hustlevilla_the_god $$ fwm 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Pink nails 

• Money 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Trap Queen 

2. Handle: trapqueen_oftheyear 

3. Bio: rebecca Hacked at 45k certified money processer                       No personal 

information needed.. Vlive new stripper 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture: 5 

6. How many likes on the picture: 144 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture: 

In the picture @trapqueen_oftheyear is in a room, likely a dressing room, 

and there’s someone in the background wearing all black. 

@trapqueen_oftheyear is looking over her left shoulder (likely her right 

given tattoos seen across the pictures to this point but her camera has 

flipped the image). She is wearing a black fishnet stocking on her left leg, 

a black thong, and what appears to be a purple top that only covers her 

breasts. She has a star tattoo on her left buttock and a tattoo on her left 

forearm. She has a red band on her left wrist and her phone in her left 

hand to take the picture. Her right hand is seen reaching across her body to 

pluck the top of the thong on her left hip. Her hair is waist length and dark. 

She has a concentrated look on her face, focused on her phone as she takes 

the picture.  

• Caption under the picture:  

trapqueen_oftheyear Morning ig last nights outfit 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

playboy_p3 soFire 

_lightskin2x_You sexy              

xl_color Sexy mmmmm             

nena2hollywood#solid happy staccin pretty 

customkickz09Beautiful                   

trapqueen_oftheyear@menace_boss_ $$$ fwm 

trapqueen_oftheyear Dm me @menace_boss_ 

bigtray._                                            

kingpincash  Hey beautiful can you listen to my song? Just click the link 

in my bio 

dantesmoothbryant Sexy lil mama 
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8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Arched back 

• Butt pose 

• Thong 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Trap Queen 

2. Handle: trapqueenalicia 

3. Bio: trap queen alicia 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:1 

6. How many likes on the picture:46 

7. Describe the post: 

a. The picture:  

In the picture @trapqueenalicia appears to be in a room alone. She is 

wearing a white shirt. Her right hand is resting along the right side of her 

face. She has a filter producing images of flowers along her forehead. Her 

hair is about ear length. She has her tongue poking out of her mouth and 

her eyes focused on the camera. There appears to be a red and white 

curtain or drape behind her. 

b. Caption under the picture:  

trapqueenalicia♥♥♥ 

c. Comments linked to the picture: 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

a. Posing 

b. Flower Filter 

c. Tongue Out 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Trap Queen 

2. Handle: trapqueenalicia 

3. Bio: trap queen alicia 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:2 

6. How many likes on the picture:57 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture: 

In the picture @trapqueenalicia appears to be in a room alone. She is 

wearing a yellow sleeveless top with a black bra. She has a series of three 

pictures with three different poses. In the left most picture she has her left 

hand holding the left side of her face. She is smiling and appears to have 

on pink lipstick. Her hair is combed to the right side of her face. To the 

right of the picture are two pictures. In the top right image she is making 

kissing face with her head tilted slightly to the right. Her left arm is resting 

in her lap. In the lower right picture she has her left hand just under her 

chin and a more pronounced kissing face. Her left shoulder is more visible 

than the previous picture. All three pictures are within a layout that is 

pink.  

• Caption under the picture:  

trapqueenaliciaLove yourself 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

devon.gaskin Sweet 

 

 

 

 

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Posing 

• Collage 

• Pink Lip 

• Duck Lips 
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• Pout 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Trap Queen 

2. Handle: trapqueenalicia 

3. Bio: trap queen alicia 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:3 

6. How many likes on the picture:30 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

In the picture @trapqueenalicia appears to be outside with another woman 

that is slightly behind her. There is a pair of black and white images with 

slightly different poses by both of them. In both images @trapqueenalicia 

is wearing a dark shirt with some words across the chest, a short necklace, 

and she has her hair in a ponytail. Her left hand is slightly bald up and 

resting near her left shoulder. In the left image she appears to have her 

tongue poking out and in the right she has a pursed facial expression. The 

woman has a stripped shirt on and is smiling in both images. She also has 

her hair in a ponytail. In the left image her head is tilted to the left more 

dramatically than in the right. In both images she has her left arm bent as 

if she has her hand on her hip.   

• Caption under the picture:  

• Comments linked to the picture: 

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Posing 

• Collage 

• Black and White Filter 

• Duck Lips 

• Pout 

• Friendship 

• Togetherness 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Trap Queen 

2. Handle: trapqueenalicia 

3. Bio: trap queen alicia 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:4 

6. How many likes on the picture:69 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture: 

In the picture @trapqueenalicia appears to be posing against a wall and 

another woman is replicating her poses. There are two poses for each of 

them. In the most left picture, @trapqueenalicia has her right hand resting 

on her hip with her right arm bent. Her left arm is resting against her left 

side. Her face is slightly tilted up to the left. She has her hair in a bun, a 

slight smirk on her face. Her left knee is slightly bent while her right leg is 

straight. She is wearing a shirt with the word “Less” going vertically down 

the front. The shirt is black with the word in pink. She is also wearing pink 

pants and black sandals. Next to this picture is one of the other woman. 

She has her back to the camera but is looking over her left shoulder 

slightly. She has a small afro hairstyle. She is wearing a sleeveless belly 

shirt that’s black with various white patterns in it. She has on white pants 

with a pink belt and her feet are just outside of the frame. In the next 

image @trapqueenalicia is doing a similar pose to the woman but is 

looking over her left shoulder a bit more so that more of her face is visible. 

She is smiling and has her left leg bent. Her clothing is the same as her 

other picture but the back of her shirt appears to have white lettering that 

isn’t fully clear. In the far right image the other woman is doing a similar 

pose as @trapqueenalicia’s initial image. She has her right arm bent and 

her right hand on her hip. However, her stance is more pigeontoed with 

her right hip somewhat to the side. Her left arm is out of the frame and she 

is looking down at the floor to her right. She appears to have on white and 

black shoes. The wall behind both women has a stone like pattern and 

there is red carpet in all of the images. 

• Caption under the picture:  

trapqueenaliciaMe an my cuz 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

unruly_avaCuties 
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sherwingoodman Looking good 

thewaveotb         

8. Themes presented in the images: 

•  Posing 

• Collage 

• Crop Top 

• Midriff 

• Family 

• Friendship 

• Togetherness 

• Butt Poses 

•  Back Arched 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Trap Queen 

2. Handle: trapqueenalicia 

3. Bio: trap queen alicia 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:5 

6. How many likes on the picture:51 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

In the picture @trapqueenalicia and another woman are leaning against 

one another in what appears to be a classroom. Both women are wearing a 

uniform that features a light blue, short-sleeved dress shirt and a dark blue 

sweater vest. @trapqueenalicia is on the right side of the picture, facing 

the other woman so that only her left side and back are seen. Her left arm 

is resting at her side. She is making a kissing face toward the camera, 

which she is looking at with her head slightly titled to the left. She has her 

hair in a ponytail. The other woman is standing straight, facing 

@trapqueenalicia slightly. Her right arm is resting at her side. She has a 

slight smile on her face, which is face the camera more head on than 

@trapqueenalicia. She has an studded earring in her right ear. Her hair is 

in a puff. There appears to be a window behind the two women. 

• Caption under the picture:  

trapqueenalicia Me an my school friend 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

kenonglennNice school girl wow 

 

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Posing 

• Duck Lips 

• Pink Lip 

• Friendship 
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• Togetherness  
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Trap Queen 

2. Handle: trapredd 

3. Bio: SC: Trapqueennn |20|Cosmetology          Student|DMV       ATL 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture: 1 

6. How many likes on the picture: 35 

7. Describe the post: 

a. The picture:  

In the picture @trapredd appears to be laying on her right side. She has a 

necklace on as well as a pink tank top. She has a neutral look on her face, 

which is being held by her right hand.  

b. Caption under the picture:  

trapredd#WCE its always you nd dats everyday      

c. Comments linked to the picture: 

tw0wildbaby dont be so sad                

trapredd                 @tw0wild 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

a. Bed 

b. Selfie 

c. Undershirt 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Trap Queen 

2. Handle: trapredd 

3. Bio: SC: Trapqueennn |20|Cosmetology          Student|DMV       ATL 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture: 2 

6. How many likes on the picture: 16 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

In the picture @trapredd appears to be in a kitchen with two other women. 

To her right is a woman wearing a grey shirt with two male figures on it 

along with some wording. She has the shirt tied in a small not so that her 

stomach is exposed, revealing a belly ring. The woman is wearing hoop 

earrings and glasses. Her pants are pink and she has an iPhone in her left 

hand. @trapredd has on a greyish looking dress with long sleeves. Her 

right arm is blocked by the woman to her right and her left arm is bent so 

that her left hand can be placed just behind her left ear. She is wearing 

glasses. To her left is a woman wearing a black shirt. She has her head 

tilted to the right and her tongue out of her mouth. She has a gallon of 

lemonade in her hands, with her left hand in a turning pose as if to open or 

close the gallon. In front of all three women is a glass, a bottle, and a 

brown paper bag. Behind all three women appears to be a microwave, two 

or three additional bottles, and a number of cabinets.  

• Caption under the picture:  

trapredd       them 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Friendship 

• Togetherness 

• Family 

• Midriff 

• Tongue 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Trap Queen 

2. Handle: trapredd 

3. Bio: SC: Trapqueennn |20|Cosmetology          Student|DMV       ATL 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture: 3 

6. How many likes on the picture: 27 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture: 

In the picture @trapredd is alone. She has on a dark colored shirt with 

white stitching. She is wearing a necklace. She appears to be using a filter 

that has created an image of flowers along her forehead. Her hair is curly 

and has a reddish color. She also has her tongue poked out. It is not clear 

where she is. 

• Caption under the picture:  

trapredd       

• Comments linked to the picture:  

8. Themes presented in the images: 

•  Selfie 

• Flower Filter 

• Tongue out 
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Trap Queen 

2. Handle: trapredd 

3. Bio: SC: Trapqueennn |20|Cosmetology          Student|DMV       ATL 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture: 4 

6. How many likes on the picture: 17 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

In the picture @trapredd is standing in a bathroom taking a selfie alone. 

She is wearing a white sleeveless belly shirt and blue jeans. She has her 

right arm mostly out of the frame and her left arm bent with her 

smartphone in her left hand. She is looking at the phone with a look of 

concentration. Her hair is short and appears somewhat reddish. She has an 

earring in her right ear.  

• Caption under the picture:  

trapreddIts Redd❣️      

• Comments linked to the picture: 

exotic.ary TBH you cute        TBH you a stranger      TBH you take 

pretty pictures 

greggunna     

trapreddThanks      @greggunna 

greggunna             

 

8. Themes presented in the images:  

• Selfie 

• Crop top 

• Midriff  
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Data Sheet 

1. Word: Trap Queen 

2. Handle: trapredd 

3. Bio: SC: Trapqueennn |20|Cosmetology          Student|DMV       ATL 

4. Gender: Female 

5. # Picture:  

6. How many likes on the picture: 25 

7. Describe the post: 

• The picture:  

In the picture @trapredd appears to be outside with another woman. She is 

wearing a sleeveless top with a black and white pattern. Her hair is 

shoulder length and appears black. She is looking to the right at the 

camera. The other woman is on @trapredd’s left side. She is wearing a 

sleeveless blue top with a black pattern on it. She has her right arm bent 

with her smartphone in her right hand up to her right ear. She also has her 

tongue poking out with her face toward the right, looking at the camera. 

• Caption under the picture:  

trapreddTwin                    @immini_duh 

• Comments linked to the picture: 

immini_duh             

terpswag       

khalilmommyLena         

yurpleasure U see that pump ? 

trapreddYASSSS @heykittykatt 

menace_family Dm me 

 

8. Themes presented in the images: 

•  Friendship 

• Togetherness 

• Tongue out 
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